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Getting Visas Gets
Tougher

Pearson's Art Pulls in
Big Bucks

LESLIE SJ-URK
STAFF wRITER

Imagine sitting at a Texas
Hold Em' poker table, chips
stacked in front of you and
tension mounting, with poker
professional Greg Merkow sit-
ting in close proximity as the
final barrier between you and
a $10,000 prize. Peter Calvo
was this individual sitting at
the table this summer; with an
initial $1,000 buy in and the
winner after three rounds, of
this handsome sum of money
at the 2006 World Series of

REMEMBER:
Community Discusses
Tragic Day
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guests. .
The student handbook

denotes the new policy which
prohibits, "upholstered or
stuffed furniture, bean bag

Is Blanche a eat's paradise?
Some residents of the dormi-
tory might argue, yes, not
only is Blanche the humble
abode of several mice, it is
also home to many other
unwanted creepy-crawlies.

These aforementioned
creatures, including mice, bed
bugs, and cockroaches, have
caused such a ruckus for the
college, that a new residence
hall policy has been estab-
lished to end the stay of these
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Poker.
The youngest player at the

2006 World Series of Poker,
Calvo flew to Las Vegas for
the seven-week tong series as
a self-taught Texas Hold Em'
poker player, where he would
be rivaling both top-notch
professionals and fortune-
seeking novices.

"You think they're good on
TV, but when you're sitting
there with six name pros it's
just amazing to see how con-
sistently good they are and
how few mistakes they
made," said Calvo, 21, a sen-

tor majoring in
Communications at McDaniel
College.

Beginning his poker career
as a freshman and amateur
playing Texas Hold Em'
games with dose friends and
on Internet poker sites, Calvo
has been practicing and refin-
ing his skills over the past
three years. Using multiple
strategies from numerous
books, he has been gambling
at Internet poker sites, for "10-
12 hours per day, and usually
at 10 different tables" said
Calvo.

HPV Vaccine
Could Save Lives

KATIE YOUNG
CO-EDITOR !N CHIEF

dan assistant at McDan.iel
College's student health serv-
ices. "You have to look at what
gives cervical cancer, and it is
true that the more sexual you
are the higher at risk for
HPV."

Cervical cancer is mostly
caused by HPV, a virus that
can be sexually

Because the policy is
extremely new, the residence
life office wants to make dear
to everyone what is prohibit-
ed. "One of the things some
students are confused about is

John Wayne
Watches While
Coley and Price

Wed.
Page 4

Calvo Antes Up At Poker Tables
"It's the game

everyone's focused on.
The most popular,"
said Calvo.

During the tourna-
ment, Calvo met other
namely pros such as
Johnny Chan, a ten
time winner of the
World Series of Poker
main event, Chris
Moneymaker, winner
of the 2003 World
Series of Poker main
event, and Ray First, a
competitor in
(see "Ca/vo" 011 page 4)

A groundbreaking, recently
approved vaccine that will
prevent cervical cancer and
genital human papilloma virus
(HPV) has been recommended
for girls and women from
their pre-teens to their mid-
twenties.

With a quarter-million transmitted but is different
women worldwide dying than herpes and the Human
every year from cervical can- Immunodeficiency Virus.
cer, the Gardasil vaccine, While there is no cure for HPV
approved in June by the itself, there are treatments for
Advisory Committee on the health
Immunization Practices, could problems it causes.
save hundreds of thousands of One recent McDaniel
lives. College graduate said that

"Any sexual partner fol- after learning she had cervical
lows you for the rest of your cancer caused by HPV, she felt
life," said Joan Lusby, physi- afraid "for the fact that there

(sec "HPV" 011 page 2)

Upholstered Furniture?Leave it Behind
KRISTIN LAMB chairs, futons, recliners and bring in furniture as long as it last year, and Adams asserts,
NEWS EDITOR wicker furniture," on page 50. does not affect egress [or exit] "Mice live everywhere in

Emerald Christopher, from the room." Blanche, not just the club-
Residence Life Coordinator Residents of Blanche are rooms."
for the Garden Apts., North .needless to say, upset about
Village & Pe. Ave. Houses, the new ban. "Why did they
explains, "Last year students just now decide or realize that
were storing furniture in our this could be a fire hazard
storage on campus or in club when we've been doing it for
rooms, and because certain years and a fire has never
areas are not occupied during occurred?" Meredith Adams, what they can and can't
the year, rodents nest in the a senior resident of the third bring," Christopher said
furniture and spread. Also, floor asks. "We caught seven " ... this policy affects every
they are a fire hazard." mice in a period of twenty college-owned facility includ-

Christopher also notes, four hours once last year in ing North Village and the
"Many colleges of comparable our room, and we were one of Garden Apartments."
size have this policy as well the only rooms without furni- Christopher concludes,
because it is a safety hazard." ture from the clubroom," she "We recognize this is a new
However, Jim Wiltgen, continues. policy, and we're going La
Assistant Dean of College Life Bed bugs, cockroaches, make sure students under-
at Gettysburg College stated, and mice were a problem for stand it." -
"We do allow students to the entire building of Blanche
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Vaccine Targets Disease Linked to Cancel;
s~~~;~~:t~:~:t~;;~:~~e~;yo~~~~;saidHIf I could have received this vaccine, :c~~ir:da~n~i~~n~e~:~:c~::~~~ei~l~~:~
body." that the then I would not have had to undergo or more HPV venting diseases caused by the

and"T~:m:oer~ r~a.;e:t~~~!iti ~~~s:~eris surgery, pain, and having to miss class. II ;!~~wo~e~~~~~::Vh~e~~s:lth~~;~~~
asked and people I talked to, I when he or are infected young women who have
realized that it's a lot more she starts having sex - and the for it to become cancer and the with all four of these HPY already been exposed to one
common than we know," said more partners a person has - virus doesnit necessarily types, so they would still get of the HPV types.
the graduate, who spoke on the greater the risk for cervical become active until down the protection from those types The vaccine is a wonderful
condition of anonymity. "This cancer. road." they have not acquired. idea:' said the McDaniel grad-
virus is present, [and] all we Lusby said she wants the The Center for Disease Whether the vaccine is uate. "It is a form of preven-
can do is to treat it before it HPV vaccine as an option for Control and Prevention (CDC) effective in boys or men is still tive medicine that I think is
becomes an issue." students, but "the Health also recommends that the vac- unknown, the CDC said. It is very smart and cost effective.

Gardasil protects against Department doesn't even cine be given to girls as young possible that vaccinating If 1 could have received this
the four types of HPV that, have the shots." as nine, along with girls and males will have health bene- vaccine, then I would not have
together, cause 70 percent of The three-shot series of the women 11 to 26 years old who fits for them. It may prevent had to undergo surgery, pain,
cervical cancers. In addition, HPV vaccine is "worth the have not yet received or com- genital warts and cancers, and having to miss class and
. the vaccine prevents other dis- cost of 120 dollars for each pleted the vaccine series. such as penile and anal cancer, work."
eases in females caused by the shot, when you look at what it The vaccine is most effec- and vaccinating males may
four HPV types. does," Lusby said. tive in girls and women who have benefits for females.

Since joining student health The Food and Drug have not yet acquired any of Although the FDA has
services as a full-time clinician Administration recently the four HPV types covered licensed the HPV vaccine as
in 1993,Lusby seen a growing licensed the HPV vaccine for by the vaccine, according to safe and effective, some politi-
need for education about sex- use in girls and .women the CDC Web site. Girls and dans want to block the wide-
ually transmitted diseases. between the ages of 9 and 26. women who have not been spread vaccination against

"There needs to be better The three shots of the vaccine infected will get the full bene- HPV, especially in teens.
education; women are undere- are given over a six-month fits of the vaccine. "They believe that chastity
ducated when it comes to period. At the same time, females is the best way to prevent gen-
sex," she said. "Young men Lusby said that women who are sexually active may ital warts and cervical cancer,"
and women are at such a frag- should get the vaccine as early also benefit from the vaccine, read an editorial blurb in Bust,
ile age, a crossroad you as possible. the CDC said. But they may a New York-based women's
need to ask yourself do YOLi "The younger the better," get less benefit from the vac- magazine.
really want this person on she said. "It takes a long time cine since they may have Studies, however, have

DAVID P. GREISMAN
NEWS EDITOR

After Two Students Attacked, Man Charged
A Carroll County man sus-

pected of assaulting and
attempting to rob a McDaniel
CoUegestudent in late August
was charged in early
September, two days after he
had been arrested in the theft
of credit cards from a state
Senate candidate, authorities
said.

On Sept. 1, police charged
James L. Agans, 26, of the 1300
block of Redfield Drive in
Sykesville, with attempted

TERRE MARTIN
STAFF WRITER

Months after a McDaniel
College professor found him-
self unintentionally involved
in a fraudulent plot, he ulti-
mately sold a painting for
more than $20,000.

In 1une, Steven'"R. Pearson
sold an abstract, colorful piece
entitled "Contained &
Controlled" for $22,000,a pw-
chase that thrilled him.

"When the gallery owner
told me the price he sold the
painting for, I said, 'Really?
Thank you. Now r can payoff
my cars," said Pearson, an
assistant art and art history
professor.

"[The painting] is about
restrictions and controls put
upon us from outside forces
that try to govern our behav-
iors, and ultimately trying to
rise above them," said
Pearson.

Just one month prior,
Pearson had received a fraud-
ulent check for two of his
other paintings from a

robbery, attempted theft, con-
spiracy and assault for the
first of two Aug. 28 attacks on
students in Westminster,
police said.

At about 11:30 p.lll. that
night, authorities said a man
approached an 18-year-old
McDaniel student near West
Main Street and Pennsylvania
Avenue and attempted to steal
his wallet. After a struggle, the
student escaped uninjured,
police said.

About 30 minutes later at
West Main and Carroll streets,
a 19-year-old McDaniel stu-

London-based art collector
who had contacted him
through Pearson's Web site.

The collector had offered
Pearson a price for the works
that was higher than those
listed on Pearson's site.
Pearson became skeptical and,
when he received the check,
turned it in to the police, who
told him that the check was
faulty.
The collector never received

the paintings.
Pearson's experience in the

arts includes degrees at multi-
ple schools and various teach-
ing stints.

Pearson received his associ-
ate's degree in arts from
Fulton-Montgomery
Community College, his bach-
elor's degree in studio art
from the Albany, N.Y.-based
College of Saint Rose and his
master's degree from the
Maryland Institute College of
Art.
Before arriving at McDaniel,

Pearson's teaching experience
included instructing students
in painting, drawing and two-

dent was assaulted by a simi-
larly described man, who
wrapped his arms around her
and attempted to strike her
face, authorities said. She was
not injured. At the time of
Agans' arrest, police said they
did not have enough evidence
to file charges in this case.

Agans was first arrested on
Aug. 30 in the theft of a purse
and credit cards from the
Weshninster home of Michelle
Jefferson, who challenged
incumbent Carroll District 5
state Sen. Larry E. Haines in
Sept. 12's Republican primary

election, authorities said.
Police said Agans allegedly

used Jefferson's credit cards to
buy $1,000 worth of gas, ciga-
rettes and power tools, and he
""as arrested at a Westminster
convenience store at which he
had previously made fraudu-
lent purchases.

Agans was charged with
burglary, theft, fraudulent use
of a credit card and two drug-
related charges after his arrest
for the credit card theft,
authorities said.

Following the assaults but
prior to Agans' arrest,

McDaniel's Department of
Campus Safety issued a
release that advised students
on remaining safe.

Among their tips, Campus
Safety cautioned students to
avoid walking alone, to use
their cell phones to call for
help, to make detailed mental
descriptions of any attackers
and to never resist if they are
mugged.

Portions of this story were mod-
ified from an article by tlte author
for another publication.

CDlllainedmrdConlolled

& three-dimensional design at
Iowa State University, where
he received the Dean's Award

for Extraordinary
Performance in Teaching.
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Orza's Dedication Earns T'6 Honor, Cash,
aC~~~N~~P!h~!from ~o~~!~osePI!?~~~nity

STAFFWRITER For the first time, the award "We had to do an immersion future include wntmg a
came with a $10,000 cash project.; [where we had to] graduate-level textbook

What does it take to become prize, which will allow Orza pick a group of people that we about diversity for
to further her professional didn't agree with [or] were counselors in training,
development. She plans to biased against, and immerse and getting back to
use some of the money to ourselves with those people," teaching her freshman
attend a conference in Hawaii. she said. "We had to research seminar, "Learning in a
"It was an amazing feeling to the group, and then go some- Diverse Society."

get [the award]," she said. where ...with that group. It Though the $10,000
Dcrita Dorm, who has was an amazing experience that goes along with the

worked with Orza for five and one that I will never for- award is unarguably a
years, describes her colleague get." nice perk, Orza said the
as an upbeat person whose Outside of the classroom, most rewarding thing
personal motivation helps her Orza loves collecting wine, about her job is helping
students to get motivated to traveling to warm places and her students under-
learn. cooking. stand.

"An excellent teacher is a "If I had more time I've "I think what I like

an award-winning professor?
For Dr. Julia Orza. the win-

ner of McDaniel's annual Ira
C. Zepp Distinguished
Teaching Award, it was not
just her enthusiasm, constant
dedication, and inspiration
from both of her college pro-
fessor parents, but also her
daily energy and excitement
in the classroom.

"I think the students get
motivated because I am moti-
vated," she said.

Committing to her students
is a driving force for Orza.
coordinator of the counselor
education graduate program
and chairwoman of the educa-
tion department.

"I've always seen myself as
an educator," Orza said.
"[The award] has helped me
to see that this is really what I
should be doing."

The award, kept secret until
just before the spring awards
ceremony, was so closely
guarded that Orza was noti-
fied at 11 a.m. the day of the
event, while she was attend-
ing. a conference in
Connecticut. Ironically, it is
the first event she had missed
in 11 years at McDaniel.

~&v.rasdisappoint-
ed to not be present at the
awards ceremony, Orza was
nonetheless thrilled to receive

motivator," Orza said.
McDaniel student Jess

Sprenkle, who has taken two
classes with Orza, described
her professor as a challenging,
enthusiastic instructor who
always puts her students first.

"She really made us think,
feel and behave differently,"
Sprenkle said. "She trig-
gered ...us to express our-
selves."

Dr. Francis Fennel, coordi-
nator of the graduate educa-
tion program at McDaniel,
nominated Orza.

"She's an outstanding
teacher," Fennel said. "There
are a lot of things that she does
within her field that go above
and beyond the call of duty."
Sprenkle relates a first hand

account of one such above-
and-beyond instance where
the instruction reached out-

Student Research and
Creativity Grants for Fall

Students may submit applications for Student Research and
Creativity Grants for Fall, 2006 beginning August 28._

Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis. However,
since there are limited funds available, it would be advisable
for students to submit their proposals early in the semester.

To apply for an award, a student must have a McDaniel
College grade point average of 3.2 and obtain the direct
involvement or dose sponsorship of a faculty member.

The awards are competitive.
The grants are intended to encourage special projects that

complement students' major academic emphases; they are not
intended to cover the normal expenses of a course. The project

mayor may not be connected with a particular course or
again, it may be a special studies outgrowth of.a course. A
grant may cover for instance, the cost of materials for such
projects, or travel expenses to libraries or special collections.
Dean Falkner will be pleased to review proposal developed

by students, in consultation with appropriate faculty, related to
research or creative endeavors. Grants may range from $25 to

$500. Applications are available in Dean Falkner's office.

Honor Societies and
Academic Clubs

Each year there re many academicall~ related acti~itie~ con-
ducted b honor societies and academic clubs. Ordinarily, the
funding for these activities should come from the o.r~aniza-

tions themselves either through dues or fund ralSmg.
However, there is a limited amount of money available
through the Academic Affairs Office. to ~elp offset so_me

extraordinary expenses. If your orgaruzations would like to
request such funds for and acad~mic a~tivity applica~ons are
available in the Academic Affairs Office. The deadline for
application is October 4. You will be notified by end of

October for funding for the fall semester.

secretly always wanted to be a
writer," she says, smiling.

In the future Orza said she
would Jove to travel to New
Zealand and possibly partici-
pate in the McDaniel College
Budapest program. Other

most about my job is
when a student that 1
didn't think would get
'it' gets 'it,' " she said.
"I have never wanted
the classroom to be sec-
ond."

jULIAORZA

Refill. Save Big. Print Happy.

BY .....::r.L.L. ••lIU
YOURLASER/IN~

CARmIDGES.

if Cartridge UJorld'
You not only save money by having your ink

cartridge refilled - you also help save the

environment and the quality is great!

Saving you money. Saving you time.
Saving the environment.

13 Westminster Shopping Center
{ina_ tlOOlnd ChocI;.fiI.a J

410.848.9183
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Sam Snider-Held ('09) takes a quiet break from campus life on a tree
by Harvey Stone Park. Students choose to relax in other
hotspots around campus including the park between Hoover Library and
Big Baker, and the hill between Blanche and Whiteford

Got a nice crib or hot
ride? Wanna see it in
the Free Press? Give
Katie a call at ext. 3001

Poker Tourney
("Calvo" continued from Page 1)

the Pot-Limit Omaha.
"They were pretty cool

guys, laid back, and [was sur-
prised at their willingness to
talk to people about their
strategies," said Calvo of the
pros.

While on breaks from the
competition, Calvo filmed a
documentary to use in his
Communications Capstone
project. Calvo will continue
to play on Internet poker sites
this year.

While he was disappoint-

ed that his World Series of
Poker experience didn't end
with being named the
youngest winner ever of the
coveted bracelet, Calvo said
he wants to compete again
next summer,

He cautions the aspiring
amateurs interested in poker
to be disciplined and not to
play above their level. "It was
the best summer of my life,"
Calvo said.

"[It was] what I
expected, but J thought I'd do
better."

Doni, Know?
c~ I be a~_.

...
'I:r

°'"~
01f<t

FEATURES

Coley's Secret Wedding Revealed
less, President Coley is sport- as the CEO of a company, a
ing two beautiful white gold rocket scientist, and a Board
and diamond bracelets from of Trustees Chairman.
Rice. Currently, Rice works as a pri-

"This way, 1can still wear vate consultant for a company
and rotate all of the rings 1 that deals with hazardous
already have," said Coley. waste.
Coley and Rice have known Besides sharing busy

each other for many years lifestyles and a love for this
through working with the col- institution, Coley and Rice
lege. find common interests in the

"It was important for me to theater, plays, independent
be with someone who cares as films, and nice restaurants.
much for the college as I do. As their busy lives contin-
And Lee cares a great deal for ue, Coley and her husband
the college community," have fled Maryland in destt-
Coley said. nation of the Budapest

A graduate of Western Campus for a second
Maryland College, Rice has Convocation ceremony and,
heJd many interesting and in their free time, perhaps a
impressive job positions such second honeymoon.

CORl SIMPSON
STAFF WRITER

McDaniel College's
President, Joan O. Coley,
recently made public her mar-
riage to Mr. Lee Rice, former
Board of Trustees member.
The secret ceremony took
place this past summer at a
stop on the couple's way to
the Homestead Resort in
Virginia. With no family or
friends in attendance and no
messy planning, the couple's
small ceremony was stress"
free, followed by a three day
honeymoon at the resort.

"I hope our marriage is
legitimate, because the only
witness in the room besides
the magistrate was a huge pic-
ture of John Wayne on the
wall," Coley said.

Coley smiled as she
described the quaint ceremo-
ny and John Wayne watching
the event.

Coley was not concerned
with all of the expected wed-
ding traditions. She did not
wear white, nor did she
receive an engagement or
wedding ring.

"I wore black and powder
blue for the ceremony, My
mother was concerned that
we did not exchange rings
because of the statement 'with
this ring, I thee wed." Coley
said.

President Joan D. Coley and new hubby Lee Rice at the Founders ~inner of
2005. A great love for the college is only one of the many thinss t se
newlyweds have in common.

Come fincl OU'•
1W<t'..... at _ ................ r.,

~..::=m~::.-::
9~~ ;::r...t':J::::;-.-..- ..........-21 _

., 7."
-- Ic ....
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I Know What You Did Last Summer

JASON FRATTO

the Gym ...___ B_e___,lgium, Disney, Pets
as a veterinarian technician at Mickey, for example, has at and the best ways to take care
the Westview Animal least 10 costumes a day." She of them. The vitamins she
Hospital, his father's practice also admits being in such a sold included multi-vitamins,
for 19 years in his hometown behind-the-scenes position joint support formulas, CO
of Catonsville, MO. Aside proved to be very eye-open- Kten enzyme, healthy weight
from doing routine pet vacci- tng. In the costume shop, she supplement, and vitamins
nations and assessing various reveals how weird it was "to aimed to strengthen heart and
medical problems cats and see 20 Mickey heads all up on brain. By the end of her week
dogs may have, Andy assisted shelves, in a row. It kind of long training, she knew the
with animal surgery prepara- kills the magic:' Fortunately, effects of each vitamin. She
tions and performed x-rays. Christine did not let this first tells, "1 really liked learning
Cohen also helped with lab impression change her opin- about healthy habits, because
work like drawing blood and ion of the impeccable park, most of the stuff I didn't even
extracting serum to be sent off people, or job. Not only was know- from everything to
to the lab. For someone who she dressing the characters, the connection between dehy-
started off cleaning dog ken- she was also greeting people dration and headaches to how
nels, Andy has been moving as they stood in the line for the to lower cholesterol." Though
up in his summer job year rides, and could ride all the Dulej tells that some clients
after year, now a constant rides in the park for free, one didn't take the vitamin pre-
presence in the animal exami- of her favorite job perks. The sentations too seriously, the
nation room. He comments best feature of a job at Disney best thing about selling the
about his work at the vet, "I is, of course, aU of the cute products was creating her
feel like I'm doing something kids. Christine relates with own schedule and working
with a purpose and that is pure enthusiasm, "They really the hours she wanted to. The
really helping." When asked believe in the characters and structure of the job was so
about any interesting occur- love them so much. It's so real flexible, but the mission, to
rences at his work, Andy to them, not pretend like it is make people healthier, was
quickly responded, "One time for me. When I go back, I very serious. Dulaj shares
a cat gave birth to a kitten want to dress in character this about her job at Hale, "It real-
with two heads. And once a time. I'd like to work there for ly opened my mind to being
beagle came in with his face the rest of my life." healthy."
hanging to the side from a
serious dog fight ... " Cohen
has certainly seen some mem-
orable things and has many
stories to tell about his times
at Westview Animal Hospital.

JENNA SWARTZ
FEATIJRES EDITOR

For most of us, summer is a
time when we can forget the
stress of school, enjoy the sun-
shine, and earn a little extra
cash. Some students pursue
work at internships, temp
agencies, and corporations for
a seasonal position, while oth-
ers work in small, local shops
back in their hometowns.
Take a look at some of the
places .McDaniel students
went to work this past sum-
mer. The jobs people stum-
bled upon are as unique as the
student body here on campus.

Jason Fratto, a senior
French major, traveled to the
little town of Thiaumont,
Belgium to work for
ProLinguis, an English lan-
guage school for children.
Prol.inguis focuses on the
importance of oral learning
instead of written, as most of
the work done in the school
was through teachers and stu-
dents talking to one another
and repeating common phras-
es back. and forth. Eventually,
these phrases made simple
conversations between child
and teacher. Jason taught
English at the overnight camp
to students ranging from 11-18
years old. Involved in teach-
ing both larger classes and
one-an-one intensives, Jason
remarks that his favorite part
of the stay was undoubtedly
all the good friends he made
from different cultures. He
explains, "You get to know
these people not just as stu-
dents but as friends, and the
relationship becomes very
personal very quickly." Jason
feels that the entire trip and
internship "helped improve
my French and gave me an
absolute worldwide perspec-
tive. I heard at least four dif-
ferent languages everyday,
especially French, English,
German, and Dutch."

Junior Philosophy
Major Andrew Cohen worked

For Junior Christine
Hechmer, Walt Disney World
has always been a place of
magic and wonder. When she
got the offer to go work for the
company this spring and sum-
mer in Orlando, FL at Disney's
Epcot Park, she knew her
dreams were reaJly coming
true. Her apartment was 5
minutes away from the park,
so close she could watch the
fireworks and parades from
her tiny balcony. Hechmers
job as a costumer for loveable
characters like Mickey, Goofy,
and Minnie, at first caught her
by complete surprise. She
describes the experience of
walking into the costume
shop as "truly baffling
because of the amount of
clothing it takes to keep the
characters in full attire.

gym teacher. In the morning
sessions of class she taught
structured play in basketball,
soccer, hula hoops, relay races,
parachutes, and bean bags, all
of the most important sports.
Her favorite one to teach was
"a toss up between hula hoops
and soccer," she says. During
her several classes- of 15-20
preschoolers each day, her
most memorable experience
was "making a difference in
their lives. I got to be a role
model this summer and I
learned that you have to set
the standard for the kids. If
you think they are capable of
more, they will be more."
Rachel also enjoyed the
chance to teach the principles
of the sports through her own
way, at her own pace. Being a
student of education, she feels
that often teachers are slaves
to the system because they
don't always get to teach how
or what they want. At the
Community Center, amid her
many sports- loving five and
six year olds, Siegel found the
freedom to put her own
unique teaching strategies to
very good use all summer
long.

Senior Social Work Senior Education Minor
Major Adrienne Dulaj was not Rachel Siegel reported to the
expecting a job as a sales rep- Jewish Community Center 5
resentattve, but when she days a week as a preschool
starting work- ,------.:_---'::=====---=======---,
ing for Hale, a
health compa-
ny deriving its
name from the
expression
'hale and
hearty', this is
just what hap-
pen e d
Trained to give
talks about the
importance of
maintaining
good health
through vita-
min supple-
ments and
greater body
awareness,
Adrienne was
on a mission to
get people
more in the
know about
their bodies
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Compiled by Ken Buerger
r--~---'

Freshnlan
Edition:

What is the
strangest thing you
brought to college?

-r brought my
stuffed Elmo!"

"A goblet." "Ibrought a small
Buddha figurine, but
I'm not Buddhist."

"My pointe dancing
shoes."

Better than Chipotle or Cheap Tex Mex?
ment is the 6th Salsarita's in up to the counter and tell them including tacos, quesadillas, $5.99and TaCO~~:Sdt~~:ll~;

E}T~~~~ Maryland and 52nd in the exactly what you want and burritos, nachos, and salads. you to get
United States. which ingredients you want in For tho51:'animal-lovers, there $4.99.. tual small bar

The atmosphere is welcom- it, similar to other food estab- are plenty of vegetarian There l~ an a~ stools and
ing; the restaurant is well lit lishments like Chiporle or options. Although, when r set up; With a . rht now it is
and nicely decorated. There Quiznos. They have a variety asked for the grilled veggtes everything, but r~gwaiting on
are no servers, instead you go of tex-mex food options the employee held up a spoon- empty. They. ar. .Jicense

ful of mush and asked, "You receiving their Uqu~; ht now
still want them?" I declined. from the county, .50. gmar ar-

Their burritos are of slight- they only have virgin g
ly more reasonable propor-
tions, so those used to the 10
lb. burritos from Chipotie,
expect less. They have a taco
salad that comes in a fun, edi-
ble taco bowl and they have
delicious quesadillas that you
can get with anything from
grilled shrimp to ground beef.

The prices are very afford-
able and they have daily spe-
cials, Monday-Fridays, perfect
for college students. Mad
Mondays include a regular
quesadilla and side soup for

On June 26,2006, SaJsarita's
Fresh Cantina opened its
doors to the eager citizens of
Westminster. This establish-

ttas. Overall, setsertra's Fresh
Cantina fills the hole of cheap
tex-mex food in Westminster.
It is casual, fast-food dinning
so don't expect 5-star quality
food. They have a good van-
ety of food at great prices.

Salsanta's Fresh Cantina
402EEngler Road

Westminster, MD 21157
410-871-9885

A delicious Burrito: EATME
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BRIAN ENGLAR
STAFF WRITER

Sweet Daniel MacLea Suite Shows Colors

There are several
dorms here on campus, each
of them full of interesting peo-
ple and interesting rooms. In
the midst of all of these vari-
ous people and rooms, each
set of residences hides away
several rooms or apartments
that tend to stand out above
the rest. I was recently lucky
enough to gain access to one
of these storied places. This
place that shall, from here on
out, be known as a McCrib.

The residents of this
hidden gem are Leah Beck
and Laura Davis. They live in

a nice little comer room in a
suite in DMC. As Leah led me
to the room, Inoticed that the
whole suite seemed fun and
inviting as well as very clean. I
then went into the room and
was very much impressed by
what I saw. While not the
largest of rooms, these two
ingenious girls- had maxi-
mized every bit of space that
they had. Leah showed me
how she had assembled a
small bookcase under her
desk. She explained that she
was an English major and
needed all the space for books
that she could get. Another
interesting thing that I was
shown was that they have a

nifty little addition to their
closet. They each have a closet
to themselves, but where the
two join is a secret cubby hole
hidden by a couple of doors
on the inside of the closet. This
is not something that they did,
they explained, but is still a
handy thing to have.

The next thing that I
noticed was the decorations
that the two girls had put up
around the room. This is what
really made the room into the
McCrib that it is. On the walls
were several hung posters.
These posters ranged from
typical guy movies like Fight
Club to chick flicks such as
The Notebook. Another poster

declared their devotion to Fall
Out Boy, another to Johnny
Depp, and one more to Sex
and the City. Leah said that
the only poster they are miss-
i.ng is one for High Fidelity.
The next thing that caught my
attention was their com-
forters. I don't know how I
had missed them before, but
somehow J had. Leah's was a
bright, almost neon pink
whi.le Laura's was a nice
shade of purple. When I com-
men ted on the visual assault
that was Leah's comforter, she
told me it was okay since it
was reversible to a safer
shade. Just before I left, I
asked each of the girls what

their favorite thing about the
room was. Laura responded
that her favorite was all the
girly posters they have hang-
ing up. Leah's favorite was the
lamp they had in their corner;
it was a tal! lamp, generally
inconspicuous except for the
fact that at the top were five
brightly colored flexible cords
attached to the lamps. .

Having fully exam-
ined their room, judged it and
found it awesome, I bid the
girls farewell. I had done
something that many dream
of, and few achieve. I had
found a room that well and
truly earned the title of
McCrib.

TYLER CARR
STAFF WRITER

Movie Review: "Little Miss Sunshine" Shines

A family is traveling in an
old Volkswagen bus from
New Mexico to California to
enter their 7-year-old daugh-
ter in a beauty pageant. On
the surface, "Little Miss
Sunshine" sounds like a
campy, childish, family come-
dy; when in fact, it is a smart,
clever, dark comedy dealing
with issues inside a dysfunc-
tional family.

"Little Miss Sunshine" fea-
tures a great cast, starring
Greg Kinnear as the family's
patriarch, an unsuccessful

motivational speaker who queen ever since she came in
lives his life by the "Nine second place at a recent beau-
Steps," his method to success. ty contest. 'Olive is constantly
Alongside Toni Collette, who being coached by her heroin
plays his wife Sheryl, Kinnear addicted grandpa, played by
and Collette show the annoy- Alan Arkin, who was kicked
ing characteristics of a mar- out of an assisted living nurs-
rlage on the rocks; constant ing home several months ago.
fighting, competition over The most recent arrival to the
authority, and other problems. family is Frank, played by
Their son Dwayne, played by Steve Carell, Sheryl's brother
Paul Dana, is an outcast and a who recently tried committing
strong believer in the philoso- suicide after losing his job as a
phies of Friedrich Nietzche, notable college professor,
which influenced him to take being replaced as the most
a vow of silence. Their seven notable Proust scholar in the
year old daughter Olive, country, and losing a
played by Abigail Breslin, has MacArthur Foundation
dreams of being a beauty genius grant to a college. The

STACEY EYLER
STAFF WRITr""R

Crossfade is "Falling Away"

Reconut'len:d~d to me by a friend, I
bought Crossfade's latest. elburn "Falling
A;''1a'j:'' Since I had never listened to a single
seng from this band or even heard of the
band itself, I had no idea what to expect. In
retrospect.It.was prObably a good .thing that I
did ,not have any sort of prectmC€IVedexpec-
tations about this band's latest musical
e{forU;. If I had, J think I would have been
even lllotedis9:ppomted with this album than

Ialread~:~sed on August 29, 2006, this
alb~Ulboasts sleeen songs fun of bitterness,
h~artbreak~ and despair,. And t~ go along
With that were the sounds of bashing drums.
suitarsland .thwatyvOQJls that, sometimes
made it hard to understand w~t the l~ad
singer, ad Sloan" was even ~g to ~lDg.
While aU of thatwasrather annoymg to listen
to over and over again. it was not qU.iteas ~ad
iAIl.IM fad: that several of 1M song&, including
"Ahead •Gone" and "Why," _.,..t to end

so abruptly that it did not even seem possible:
for a new song-to have' already started.

There was one song on this CD that
stood cut from meres-to "Never Cumins
Heme" Is:a unique track that closes out the
album. Instead of focusing on loud drums
and s,""'re:lminglyrics, this song features a
jazzy piano tune and much mere subdued
vocals. this song was completely different
than the first t-en tracks, but it fit in wel}
because it carried on with the theme of
despair that was evident in most of the songs
on the album.

If you area fan of Crcssfede, then.
you should check out the album because you
might enjoy it, If you are ina bad mood Of
feeling angry about sQmf:'thin~· then this
WOuld prOb""l\, be • good CD to listen to. Or
if you are .drivfug late at night, PQP this
album into your car stereo atttl crank up the
volume; the sound of the drums alone will
probably. keep you awake. Otherwise1you
are better off spending·)1(>Ur money on some-
thmg else.

film quickly drops its dark,
realistic comedy when Olive
earns a spot in the Little Miss
Sunshine beauty pageant in
Redondo Beach, California.
The family soon realizes the
only way Olive can compete is
if they all take a road trip in
their old, run-down,
Volkswagen bus from
Albuquerque, New Mexico to
Southern California in three
days. The humor quickly
shifts to a classic, slap stick,
physical. road comedy, but
still manages to maintain its
realistic feel.

"Little Miss Sunshine" is a
very smart film and was wide-
ly praised by critics at the last
Sundance Film Festival. The
cast all deliver exceptional
performances, especially
Carell and Arkin. Arkin is
hilarious as the hedonistic,
profane grandfather of the
family, and Carell once again
shows what a great character
actor he truly is. Some
of the most memorable parts
of the film come from these
two characters. Breslin does a
great job for a child actress,
especially considering how
much screen time she has and
the array of emotions she dis-
plays. Neophyte writer
Michael Arndt's script is
clever and witty, but at the
same time sensitive and heart-
felt. The film was directed by
husband and wife duo
Jonathan Dayton and Valerie
Faris, who do great visual
work on the film.

However, some aspects of
the film may not be appreciat-
ed by all audiences. Some of

the more intelligent, witty
jokes may be lost on some
viewers. Some viewers may
be turned off by the independ-
ent style of film making, as
well. The write.r and directors
may be too accustomed to the
independent style, as several
scenes that are obviously
meant to be more "main-
stream funny" just come off as
awkward. The climax of the
film itself just comes across as
odd and strung out when it is
meant to be one of the funnier
scenes of the film, which real-
ly hurts the overall quality of
the movie itself. Another
thing that may have an
adverse effect on the film is
the amount of praise it has
received from critics. Critics
have loved the film, which
makes viewers expect it to be
a great, hilarious movie. The
amount of hype has made the
film somewhat overrated
already and leaves many fans
slightly disappointed.

"Little Miss Sunshine" is
not for everyone. Fans of the
"indy" genre will appreciate
the film for its realistic quali-
ties and great actors. Others
will enjoy the more physical
aspect of the film once the
family gets on the road. The
film is good, but not as great
as many critics are making it
out to be. Overall, "Little Miss
Sunshine" is. a fun film to
watch and a rare chance for
the independent film style to
gain more mainstream expo-
sure. It is rated R and runs 101
minutes long.



FERNANDO GOMES
STAFF WRITER

Peer Mentors Rock- I'm Used to It Here
Only a couple of short weeks ago, 1made the tran-

sition from just another high school student living at
home to a freshman on his own in college, along
with about five hundred others. During the summer,
and even before, while we were all suffering the
effects of senioritis brought on by an onslaught of
final projects and papers, it seemed like the day
would never arrive, that we would still be carefree
high schoolers for as long as we chose.

On August 23, the reality was brought on, full
force. Still fatigued from hours of last-minute pack-
ing the night before, anxiety took over aU other feel-
ing. Most of us, like me, probably spent hours talk-
ing to friends only days before about the common
worries of college. Will I get along with my room-
mate? Will my classes be hard? Will r make friends?
Who will Ibe able to talk to? What will I be able to
do on campus? AU these thoughts swam around in
my mind as I checked in at each station set up to
bring us freshmen one step closer to being actual col-
lege students. Now, in retrospect, after having spent
some actual time on the Hill, r almost feel ridiculous
for having such worries.

Orientation definitely played a big factor in eas-
ing the transition to McDaniel. Let's start with one of

my biggest worries: meeting new people. I felt
unsure of myself, awkward around not only so many
freshmen, but so many other upperclassmen serving
as peer mentors; but, the reality of it was that we
were all awkward freshmen! It hit me that we were
all nervous about meeting each other, and from
there, introductions took place, slowly, but surely,
and partially helped out by connections previously
made on Facebook over the summer (though that
did create some awkward moments for me). Not
only that, but my peer mentor was amazing. She
bestowed upon all of us her wisdom about
McDaniel, including the secrets and hints they don't
necessarily tell you in the view book, and soon it
wasn't long before I knew a lot about the campus,
and had gotten a real perspective on colJege life.

Finding my way around campus was also
pretty much another concern of mine. While Imay
have a good sense of direction, it's still a new place
to me here. Luckily, the activities of orientation and
constant mini-tours by my peer mentor allowed me
to really know the location of many of the buildings
on our fairly small campus. It still didn't stop me
from being lost on my way to my first French class,
though. I'm finally used to getting where I need to
be, but I'm still not used to having to climb or
descend multiple staircases in order to get some-
where. I have yet to master the skill that my peer

actually tolera-
ble. I have had worse food
on other campuses, and if there is absolutely
nothing that I like on the menu, Ican always
fall back on the pizza, which, personally, I find to
be quite good here.

In all, my time on the Hill has been memo-
rable so far, that's for sure. I'm never at a lack of
doing anything, whether academically or otherwise,
and every day brings me a new surprise. Freshman
year as a new green terror is sure to be interesting.

Hills Hurt, But Dorms Sure are Cozy
LAUREN LAKER .

STAFF WRITER

Well, all ( have to say is so far-so good. I really
can't complain, this experience will definitely be
remembered. When I first came here early in the
morning ready for admissions, Iopened my trunk
and all the upper classmen could say was "Wow!"
What can I say, I had a lot of things in the trunk. It
took them around four shifts to bring everything up.
I mean I was moving out, I needed everything in
order to survive. Later that week Ieven had to go to
Wal-mart to pick up some odds and ends. It was fun
putting my room together; I always wanted to know
what a true dorm room was like. Mine's okay, it's
pretty cozy.

The one thing I'm worried about is gaining the
freshmen fifteen. However, there are so many ", ",~.
steps on campus that I doubt I'm gaining any

~ae~;~: h~O::~~:;;f~~~ fl~~r ~~~~~~~~~~e:s'--""""---1iIIII
me out of breath every time I walk all the way
up. Yes, I know that's sad but at least it's exer-
cise. I try so hard not to use the elevator, but it's so
tempting. McDaniel is like a gym just located out-
side; so many obstacles and steps galore. I plan to go

running everyday. The scenery isn't too bad so it's
kind of fun to go for a run in the town.

Now, the food is a different story. You either get
something good or something bad there's no in
between. The other day I got a chicken wrap with a
salad and that wasn't really anything to complain
about. However, the day before that r picked the
Alfredo pasta and turkey, which wasn't such a good
choice. Lets just say the bathroom was my friend
that night.

Everyone is vel)' nice SO far. I have met many new
people who are
always willing to
help my poor self. I
tend to get lost a lot
but I'm getting to

know my way
around. It gets better

and better each day. As for
the boys I have seen a
couple lookers, howev-

er, some must be hiding
~~""-.JJ' in their dorms still. But, looks

are not everything. I have
found very genuine boys

who are definitely

worthy of treating a girl right.
Surprisingly the bathrooms

haven't been so bad. The girls on
the fourth floor of Whiteford are

~~~J~n~~;lin~e;~~:;r~ ;~~ ~~ ~1I!i~~M
toilet paper just lying around. We
are pretty clean. My first
thoughts of the shower were iffy~;~;m~
but it actually wasn't so bad. It's
not as nice as the shower at home
but it does the trick. The toilets
have only been clogged once
so that's a good start also. 1'm
very surprised and grateful
that the bathrooms are so
clean.

So far this experience has
been one to never forget. I'm
so excited to make some new
fun memories here at The Hill. And I
hope to also make a bunch of new friends to
carry through my four years at McDaniel.
Good luck to all the freshmen, and I hope your
first year is a fantastic one.

un Facts About Freshmen and Life Around Them
The editors of The McDaniel Free Press are proud to present you with a new section ill the paper called "Did You Know?" This section will be a brief sidebar of information that:
will fill you with facts you might not haue known othenuise. Got more topics or information? E-mail A lyse Hollomon at all,OOl@mcdaniei.edu. Enjoy! ~

2,705 first year applications were received for this academic year
1,988 first year students were accepted to McDaniel for this academic year
478 first year students and 71 transfer students decided to attend McDaniel this academic year. This made

?the total number of new students on campus 549. This is "one of the largest class sizes we've seen in recent
history," according to Gina Rende, Acting Director of Admissions.

The new students on campus come from 23 different states, Including California, Maine, Oregon,
and Texas.
There are 6 International students from various countries including Hungary, Myanmar, and Zambia.
67% of the first year students are Maryland residents.
(statistics according to Gina Rende, Acting Director of Admissions)

Last spring, rumors started to fly around campus that Rouzer and Whiteford were ... ~
going to be co-ed. "We did discuss the possibility of housing first year students in Rouzer '.
and Whiteford, co-ed by floor, meaning each floor would be designated men or women,"
said Elizabeth Towle, Associate Dean of Student Affairs. "There was a change in the renovation
plan in the spring and the discussion turned toward building a new residence hall rather than a
major Rouzer renovation and we decided that for now Rouzer would remain all men." Now the
rumors can be put to rest.

* Renovations such as new carpet, fresh paint, and stairwell improvements were done in Rouzer
this summer. Dean Towle suggests that if you haven't seen the new Rouzer go take a look. "It
looks great!" says Towle.

mailto:all,OOl@mcdaniei.edu.
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In Memory: Remember, Reflect, Readjust
GEOFF PECKHAM

STAFF WRITER

The emotions on dis-
play at Western Maryland
College on September 11th,
2001 weren't out of the ordi-
nary given the circumstances.
Some people cried, while oth-
ers got angry. Many were
shaken and at a loss for
words. The Phoenix ran arti-
des on the various reactions,
with the front-page article
appropriately titled "WMC
family responds to terrorist
attacks." Commentaries and
60 Seconds excerpts show-
cased feelings pain for the loss
of life, as well as praise for a
school that brought its stu-
dents together in a time of.cri-
sis. Pictures of students giv-
big each other hugs and salut-
ing the American flag helped
solidify the pride everyone
had to be an American. Justas
people all over the country
did, the students of WMC
grieved, but they did not
despair.

Five years have
passed since the 9/11 terrorist
attacks, and many things have
changed, both here and afar.
Western Maryland College is
now McDaniel College, and
the Phoenix has been replaced
by the McDaniel Free Press.
The students who comforted
each other outside of Decker
have long since graduated
and moved on to bigger
things, while new students
have arrived to make their
mark on campus. The majori-
ty of McDaniel's seniors were
juniors in high school in 2001.
The freshmen were in 8th
grade.

Yet everyone still
vividly re.members watching
the Twin Towers collapse, lis-
tening to news anchors rattle
off the death tolls, and grow-
ing more and more frustrated
over how something so horrif-
ic could happen to us. We all
felt the same pain. We just
dealt with it in different ways.

Today we
live our lives, and
we do the best to be
happy, while our
country wages two
separate but related
wars. The violence
in the Middle East
continues to rage
on, but for the most
part, we are happy.
Yet we do not for-
get.

Sen i 0 r
Chelsea Phillips
doesn't forget, nor
does she want to.
She was a major
volunteer for the
Young America's
Foundation, which
helps college cam-
puses like
McDaniel properly
honor the five-year
anniversary. She
helped bring stu-
dents together to
make the American
flag memoria! in
Red Square, which was dis-
played from September lOth
to September 12th.

"It is vitally important
that we do not forget the
9/1ltragedy," Phillips says.
" ... [I]t is my desire that
McDaniel students will con-
tinue remembering 9/11 on
our campus in the years to
come."

Junior Wasiu
Chowdhurry doesn't forget
either. As a Muslim living in
America, he had to deal with
the same degree of prejudice
in the days following the
attacks. He says that what the
terrorists did was stupid and
represents a misinterpretation
of Islam. Five years later, he
remembers not knowing what
was going on, asking ques-
tions, and just trying to under-
stand.

Whether it is by creat-
ing a memorial or just saying
a prayer, everyone has their
own way to acknowledge
what happened. What truly

"VA",TICK"Ok

The McDaniel Campus Conservative dub, along with the McDaniel College Republicans and McDaniel College Democrats,
planned and organized the creation of an American flag memorial on our campus. Young America's Foundation assisted by pro-
viding discount rates on 2,977 miniature American flags commemorating 9/11.

holds as a testament to our
American spirit is the way we
have moved on as people.
This school still has students
to call it home. They still have
parties every night of the
week, and they still write
papers at the last minute.
They still live and die by the
friends they've made here.
The world may have changed,
and the college's name may
have chenged, but the stu-
dents have not. We still
remain as diverse, as close,
and as passionate as we were
before 9/11. The only thing
the terrorists accomplished
that day was showcasing it for
everyone to realize.

So as we move on into
another school year, we
remember 9/11, and we con-
tinue to live, learn, and love.
After all, life goes on. It has
for five years, and it will con-
tinue to do so no matter what
the future holds.

This memorial was diSplayed from Sunday evening, September 10 until Tuesday evening, September 12th, 2006.
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Lebanon Deserves Help with Recovery,
Recapturing Identity, Regaining Independence

Lebanon by Israel, Hezbollah Northern Israel once again. two soldiers and the deaths of more international involve-
S~~ ~~~H was formed (with the help of There is much debate over over 1,000Lebanese Civilians. ment in helping Lebanon

Iran) to combat the occupa- Israel's response in light of the Dr. Goldman (Professor of recover, while recognizing
tion. The next 15years proved heavy civilian casualties in Philosophy and Religious that the brunt of the effort
brutal for both sides, as air Lebanon and loss of infra- Studies) said that although the must come from the Lebanese
raids in Southern Lebanon structure. labeling of Israel's actions as themselves. In a country tom
were countered by rocket When asked about this disproportional is a fair criti- apart by years of war and
attacks in Northern Israel. debate, Amal Khoury cism, the war must be looked strife, however, it is uncertain

The 2006 conflict has pro- (Professor of International at in the context of a Nation how successful they will be in
vided an excellent repeat per- Relations) said that Israel's constantly forced to defend its recapturing their identity and
formance. Heavy shelling has response to the soldiers' cap- right to exist. Israel's history independence, especially if the
destroyed what infrastructure ture was not justified due to and existential nature cannot international community
Lebanon was able to rebuild, the disproportional nature of be disregarded in forming a becomes too involved.
and missile attacks have said actions. A large margin judgment of its actions.
wrought havoc upon exists between the capture of Both professors call for

Eight months ago, I sat in a
corner of a crowded Israeli
mail, sipping a coffee and
watching people mill about
the food court. One group
that caught my interest in par-
ticular was a cluster of laugh-
ing young men and women,
certainly a typical sight in any
American mall. What made
these men and women more
interesting than their
American counterparts, how-
ever, were the army fatigues
and machine guns casually
slung over their shoulders.

Nothing could have seemed
more out of place to a group of
relatively sheltered American
students traveling abroad. Tt
was quite clear that this was
just another Saturday to
everyone else in the mall,
however, as soldiers and civil-
ians alike chatted with friends
and munched on ridiculously
over-priced Big Macs.

Eight months later, two
Israeli soldiers have been cap-
tured by Hezbollah Guerillas
sparking a 34 day war, and I
can't help but wonder about
the fate of those laughing
young men and women an
ocean away.

This certainly is not the first
time tensions between Israel
and ij.sneighbors have result-
ed in conflict. Indeed, this is
the second Israeli-Lebanon
war, the first starting in 1982
as a response to raids from
Palestinian groups in
Southern Lebanon. During
the resulting occupation of
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VITA
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

for McDaniel College's
Volunteer Income Tax Program

We want you!
Learn how to prepare relatively simple income tax returns and earn
internship credits while you learn. Contact Susan Milstein in the Bu iness-
Economics Department at x2456. Training will take place on 3 consecutive
Saturdays-January 20, January 27. and February 3, 2007. The actual
preparation of tax returns will take place during tax season 2007, beginning
Tuesday, February 13.



VISaApplication Process HasMore Woes Post 9/11
Analia Musso, an exchange

student from Argentina, also
received her visa with relative

ROB GOEKE
STAFF WRITER

International students at
American universities have
always helped to enrich and
diversify an institution's stu-
dent body. McDaniel, with its
satellite Budapest campus, is
no exception.

However, the constant flow
of students from around the
world wishing to come to
America to study has been
interrupted, or at the very
least, delayed since the
September 11th attacks.

More stringent student visa
application standards, the
worsening perception of the
United States around the
world, and the relative ease
that many international stu-
dents have in gaining student
visas to other English speak-
ing nations have all pushed
many international students
looking to study somewhere
else than in the United States.

For example, according to
the Institute of International
Education's website, the num-
ber of international student
enrollments in America
declined for the 2003-2004
school year by 2.4%, the first
such decline in America since
the 1971-1972 school year.

McDaniel has been affected
by these developments as
well. McDaniel's Budapest

"Usually the people
who are denied visas

are Chinese or
Nigerian citizens ...

They probably want to
curb the amount of

migration that is going
through Hungary .. "
-Hajinalka Modis

campus has had to change,
and as a result many interna-
tional students have been
unable to come to
Westminster to complete their
studies in recent years.

International students who
matriculated to the Budapest
campus used to begin a four
year program that included
the first two years of study in
Budapest and the final two in
Westminster.

But now, according to Rose
Falkner, the Director of
International & Off-Campus
Study at McDaniel, the
College allows students in cer-
tain disciplines to complete
their entire a-year degree at
the Hungarian campus
because many students at
MCB were unable to obtain
visas to the U.S. after 9/11
(particularly students from
Nigeria, China, and countries
in the Middle East).

"This decision enabled stu-
dents to remain in Budapest
after the first two years, rather
than transfer to universities in
other visa-friendly countries
in Europe and the UK,
Australia and New Zealand:'
said Falkner.

Falkner also cited the vigor-
ous recruitment of interna-
tional students by these coun-
tries after 9/11 as another rea-
son why some students may
not have the incentive that

they once did to earn an
American degree.

"The visa application is
time consuming and the stu-
dents can easily be denied.
This is something we're wor-
ried about when we're talking
to international students that
want to come to McDaniel,"
said Falkner.

International students who
hope to study in America
must fill out an application
with a $100 fee and then trav-
el to their country's American
embassy for an interview.

Once a student is denied an
American visa, that denial acts
as a black mark on their record
because it severely inhibits the
student from possibly getting
a student visa to another
country. As a result of this,
many students see going to
Australia or England as a less
difficult alternative.

"Most students figure 'why
take the risk?' The schools
elsewhere are good and their
visa processes are much easi-
er," said Falkner.

The negative perception of
America across the world has
not helped attract internation-
al students, either.
"Some foreign students have

a feeling that Americans are
not very welcoming," said
Falkner. "There is less incen-
tive to leave their own country
to study in the U.S."

Also, students that are
natives of Middle Eastern or
African nations have had an
even more difficult time get-
ting an American visa since
9/11 as a result of tighter
restrictions. Recent events
have not helped.

Concerns over internation-
al students were heightened
after the September 11 attacks,
given that one of the 19 hijack-
ers, Hani Hanjour, had origi-
nally come to America on a
student visa. This sentiment
increased this summer when
11 Egyptian students failed to
attend Montana State
University and, for a time,
were missing.

This difficulty in obtaining
a visa is a contrast to the tales
told by international students
contacted by the Free Press.

"I didn't have any problems
with the visa," said senior
Agnes Pataki, a Hungarian
student.

Senior Hajnalka Modis, also
from Hungary, also had an
effortless experience.

'Well I had no problems, I
actually went online and
looked through everything
that was needed for the appli-
cation so that was very help-
ful," said Modis. "Everything
necessary was there. I also got
help tram' the college (in
Budapest) with it. It took only
one day."

VNU$AGOl'tl"eva«<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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"I had heard from other
people that [the visa applica-
tion process] would be hard,
but it was not that difficult or
annoying for me, /I said
Musso. "I got it the same day I
had the interview.

Anjeza Kadilli, a senior
from Albania, had a similar
experience.

"I got my visa in Hungary,
there was an interview in the
morning and 1 got the visa in
the afternoon on the same
day."

However, Modis stated that
other students' visa process
did not go quite as easily.

"Usually the people who
are denied visas are Chinese
or Nigerian citizens," said
Modis. "They probably want
to curb the amount of migra-
tion that is going through
Hungary. Hungarians usually
get the visas with no prob-
lem."

Efforts made by the Free
Press to contact other students
were unsuccessful.

Overall, like the state of
world affairs since 9/11, the
visa application process has
changed immensely and its
effect has been felt at
McDaniel.
Add. contT.by Djerdj Matkovic.

"I got my visa in
Hungary, there was an
interview in the morn-
ing and Igot the visa
in the afternoon on the

same day."
-Anjeza Kadilli
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Budapest Welcomes Students
ESTAFANlA LURASCHI

MESSENGER EDITOR

A colorful array of flags,
brought in by a procession of
representative students of
McDaniel College Budapest,
decorated the table placed at
the dais of the college's audi-
torium. This sunny Monday,
September fourth, welcomed
students from overseas as well
as Budapest's own after the
summer break, at this campus'
12th Opening Convocation.

Speeches given by Dr
Laszlo Prenyo, Dean of
McDaniel College Budapest;
Dr Joan Develin Coley,
President of McDaniel
College; and April Foley, the
recently appointed
Ambassador of the United
States in Hungary, revolved
around the special nature of
this institution, as its student
body reflects so many differ-
ent nationalities and cultures.

The Dean briefly described
the McDaniel system, its
Liberal Arts philosophy, and
welcomed everyone to a new

semester.
The president expressed her

pleasure at being able to
attend the convocation here in
Budapest. She gave the stu-
dents a reflective question to
ask themselves: what should
the college do for them? She
underlined that being a part of
McDaniel Budapest was going
to be a "life-transforming
experience" for everyone. Dr
Coley encouraged the stu-
dents to take advantage of the
international environment
and mingle in order get to
know as many new people
from as many different cul-
tures as possible.

Ambassador Foley stressed
the internationality of the col-
lege, also alluding to students
that they would later assume
special roles in a globalized
society, in which intercultural
communication and under-
standing can be enhanced.

Also seated on the dais
were Mr. Ferenc Somogyi. for-
mer Minister of Foreign
Affairs; Mr. Thomas Vagi,
Head of International Studies

and Dr. Attile Horvath,
Managing Director of College
International.

Following the Opening
Convocation, students, profes-
sors and guests were taken by
bus to a boat on the river
Danube, where together with
dinner and refreshments, they
enjoyed a fine evening view-
ing the two sides of the city.

Semester abroad students
had this to say about their first
impressions of Budapest.

"It's historical, beautiful,
and one of a kind," said
George House, who added
that he wanted to learn some
Hungarian while he is here.
Asked whether he would
travel in Europe, he said, "I
want to go see everything!"

Kate Becker said "It's beau-
tiful, I love it!". "1 haven't
been in Europe before, I'm
very excited about being
here," she said.

Dave Wentz finds it "so
easy to get anywhere. You just
get up and go."

DJERDJ MATKOVIC
lNT'L PAGE EDITOR

The Messenger Delivers News to McDaniel

McDaniel College
Budapest, like the campus
here, has its own paper called

The Messenger. At long last,
The Free Press and The
Messenger are joining efforts
to share the news.

The Free Press has an all-
new International Page where

pictures. news
and articles
from Budapest
will be fea-
tured. The
International
Page will also
deal with
other interna-
tional related

l'ito·:,.£1 happenings.
The Messenger
will also fea-
ture news and
pictures from
the 'mother'
campus. We
hope this will
give readers on
both sides a

The Eastern Railway Station is one of the better known
landmarks in Budapest and only three blocks from
McDaniel Campus.

better inside look at McDaniel
College life on both sides of
the globe.

The Messenger first came
out in the Fall of 2002, and
since then it has regularly and
consistently been in print and

is published at least four times
a semester.

The Messenger and The
Free Press are fairly similar in
content. The first few pages
cover news and events on and
sometimes off campus, since
the city is such an integral part
of the college. This is usually
followed by a short answer
interview section connected to
the news part. Since the col-
lege is such a small communi-
ty (epprox. 100 students, from
20 ccuntriesl), people like hav-
ing their faces and quotes in
the paper for everyone to see.

Columns, commentaries
and editorials make up the

rest of The Messenger. The
editorials and commentaries
are mainly concerned with
student related affairs such as
transferring to the US and cul-
tural diversity, Estefania
Lur ..sc::h.i • .a 8erlior and the CUr-

rent editor of the paper says
"The students want to connect
and be informed about things
on campus because there is so
much diversity, people want
to get to know each other, and
the paper helps them do just
that."

Like our campus paper, The
Messenger is voluntary and is
made up and run by students,
with one faculty advisor.
Since its founding, the paper
has faced severe writer short-
ages, but fortunately many
students are willing to con-
tribute, including study
abroad students who have
been supportive and a great

help to the paper. The paper is
printed on A4 size paper in
the basement of the college
building, mainly due to the
fact that the paper's budget is
zero dollars and zero cents.

Despite its troubles, the
paper continues to inform.
bond and entertain the college
community. Sven Pomykalo,
the layout designer and dis-
tributor of the paper says,
"The paper covers all the
important events here, like the
Dinner International, Picnic in
the Parking Lot, basketball
tournament, Winter Party, and
tells students. what they are
and when they're happening.
r like working for the paper
because its fun and I get (aca-
demic) credit for it."

Students from Westminster email their parents in the popular and overcrowded computer lab. The College International Building houses the McDaniet program as well as an international
math, pre-med, and pre-english programs



VISaApplication Process HasMore Woes Post 9/11
ROB GOEKE
STAFF WRITER

International students at
American universities have
always helped to enrich and
diversify an institution's stu-
dent body. McDaniel, with its
sateUite Budapest campus, is
no exception.

However, the constant flow
of students from around the
world wishing to come to
America to study has been
interrupted, or at the very
least, delayed since the
September 11 th attacks.

More stringent student visa
application standards, the
worsening perception of the
United States around the
world, and the relative ease
that many international stu-
dents have in gaining student
visas to other English speak-
ing nations have all pushed
many international students
looking to study somewhere
else than in the United States.

For example, according to
the Institute of International
Education's website, the num-
ber of international student
enrollments in America
declined for the 2003-2004
school year by 2.4%, the first
such decline in America since
the 1971-1972 school year.

McDaniel has been affected
by these developments as
well. McDaniel's Budapest

"Usually the people
who are denied visas

are Chinese or
Nigerian citizens ...

They probably want to
curb the amount of

migration that is going
through Hungary ... "
-Hajinalka Modis

campus has had to change,
and as a result many interna-
tional students have been
unable to come to
Westminster to complete their
studies in recent years.

International students who
matriculated to the Budapest
campus used to begin a four
year program that included
the first two years of study in
Budapest and the final two in
Westminster.

But now, according to Rose
Falkner, the Director of
International & Off-Campus
Study at McDaniel, the
College allows students in cer-
tain disciplines to complete
their entire 4-year degree at
the Hungarian campus
because many students at
MeB were unable to obtain
visas to the Ll.S. after 9/11
(particularly students from
Nigeria, China, and countries
in the Middle East).

"This decision enabled stu-
dents to remain in Budapest
after the first two years, rather
than transfer to universities in
other visa-friendly countries
in Europe and the UK,
Australia and New Zealand,"
said Falkner.

Falkner also cited the vigor-
ous recruitment of interna-
tional students by these coun-
tries after 9/11 as another rea-
son why some students may
not have the incentive that

they once did to earn an
American degree.

"The visa application is
time consuming and the stu-
dents can easily be denied.
This is something we're wor-
ried about when we're talking
to international students that
want to come to McDaniel,"
said Falkner.

International students who
hope to study in America
must fill out an application
with a $100 fee and then trav-
el to their country's American
embassy for an interview.

Once a student" is denied an
American visa, that denial acts
as a black mark on their record
because it severely inhibits the
student from possibly getting
a student visa to another
country. As a result of this,
many students see going to
Australia or England as a less
difficult alternative.

"Most students figure 'why
take the risk?' The schools
elsewhere are good and their
visa processes are much easi-
er," said Falkner.

The negative perception of
America across the world has
not helped attract internation-
al students, either.
"Some foreign students have

a feeling that Americans are
not very welcoming," said
Falkner. "There is less incen-
tive to leave their own country
to study in the U.S."

Also, students that are
natives of Middle Eastern or
African nations have had an
even more difficult time get-
ting an American visa since
9/11 as a result of tighter
restrictions. Recent events
have not helped.

Concerns over internation-
al students were heightened
after the September 11 attacks,
given that one of the 19 hijack-
ers, Hani Hanjour, had origi-
nally corne to America on a
student visa. This sentiment
increased this summer when
1.L:Egyptian students failed to
attend Montana State
University and, for a time,
were missing.

This difficulty in obtaining
a visa is a contrast to the tales
told by international students
contacted by the Free Press.

"I didn't have any problems
with the visa," said senior
Agnes Patakt, a Hungarian
student.

Senior Hajnalka Modis, also
from Hungary, also had an
effortless experience.

"Well I had no problems, I
actually went online and
looked through everything
that was needed for the appli-
cation so that was very help-
ful," said Modis. "Everything
necessary was there. I also got
he! p from' the college (in
Budapest) with it. It took only
one day."

Analia Musso, an exchange
student from Argentina, also
received her visa with relative
ease.

"I had heard from other
people that [the visa applica-
tion process 1 would be hard,
but it was not that difficult or
annoying for me," said
Musso. "I got it the same day I
had the interview.

Anjeza Kadilli, a senior
from Albania, had a similar
experience.

"I got my visa in Hungary,
there was an interview in the
morning and I got the visa in
the afternoon on the same
day."

However, Modis stated that
other students' visa process
did not go quite as easily.

"Usually the people who
are denied visas are Chinese
or Nigerian citizens," said
Modis. "They probably want
to curb the amount of migra-
tion that is going through
Hungary. Hungarians usually
get the visas with no prob-
lem."

Efforts made by the Free
Press to contact other students
were unsuccessful

Overall, like the state of
world affairs since 9/11, the
visa application process has
changed immensely and its
effect has been felt at
McDaniel.
Add. contr.by Djerdj Matkovic.

"I got my visa in
Hungary, there was an
interview in the morn-
ing and I got the visa
in the afternoon on the

same day."
-Anjeza Kadilli
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Budapest Welcomes Students
ESTAFANIA LURASCHI

MESSENGER EDITOR

A colorful array of flags,
brought in by a procession of
representative students of
McDaniel College Budapest,
decorated the table placed at
the dais of the college's audi-
torium. This sunny Monday,
September fourth, welcomed
students from overseas as well
as Budapest's own after the
summer break, at this campus'
12th Opening Convocation.

Speeches given by Dr
Laszlo Frenyo, Dean of
McDaniel College Budapest;
Dr [can Develin Coley,
President of McDaniel
COllege; and April Foley, the
recently appointed
Ambassador of the United
States in Hungary, revolved
around the special nature of
this institution, as its student
body reflects so many differ-
ent nationalities and cultures.

The Dean briefly described
the McDaniel system, its
Liberal Arts philosophy, and
welcomed everyone to a new

semester.
The president expressed her

pleasure at being able to
attend the convocation here in
Budapest. She gave the stu-
dents a reflective question to
ask themselves: what should
the college do for them? She
underlined that being a part of
McDaniel Budapest was going
to be a "life-transforming
experience" for everyone. Dr
Coley encouraged the stu-
dents to take advantage of the
international environment
and mingle in order get to
know as many new people
from as many different cul-
tures as possible.

Ambassador Foley stressed
the Internationality of the col-
lege, also alluding to students
that they would later assume
special roles in a globalized
society, in which intercultural
communication and under-
standing can be enhanced.

Also seated on the dais
were Mr. Ferenc Somogyi, for-
mer Minister of Foreign
Affairs; Mr. Thomas Vagi,
Head of International Studies

and Dr. Attila Horvath,
Managing Director of College
International.

Following the Opening
Convocation, students, profes-
sors and guests were taken by
bus to a boat on the river
Danube, where together with
dinner and refreshments, they
enjoyed a fine evening view-
ing the two sides of the city.

Semester abroad students
had this to say about their first
impressions of Budapest.

"It's historical, beautiful,
and one of a kind," said
George House, who added
that he wanted to learn some
Hungarian while he is here.
Asked whether he would
travel in Europe, he said, "I
want to go see everything!"

Kate Becker said "It's beau-
tiful, I love it!" "I haven't
been in Europe before, I'm
very excited about being
here," she said.

Dave Wentz finds it "so
easy to get anywhere. Youjust
get up and go."

The Messenger Delivers News to McDaniel
DJERD) MATKOVIC
INT'L PAGE EDITOR

McDaniel College
Budapest, like the campus
here, has its own paper called

The Messenger. At long last,
The Free Press and The
Messenger are joining efforts
to share the news.

The Free Press has an all-
new International Page where

pictures, news
and articles
from Budapest
will be fea-
tured. The
International
Page will also
deal with
other interna-
tional related
happenings.
The Messenger
will also fea-
hue news and
pictures from
the 'mother'
campus. We
hope this will
give readers on
both sides a

The Eastern Railway Station is one of the better known
landmarks in Budapest and only three blocks from
McDaniel Campus

better inside look at McDaniel
College life on both sides of
the globe.

The Messenger first came
out in the Fall of 2002, and
since then it has regularly and
consistently been in print and
is published at least four times
a semester.

The Messenger and The
Free Press are fairly similar in
content. The first few pages
cover news and events on and
sometimes off campus, since
the city is such an integral part
of the college. This is usually
followed by a short answer
interview section connected to
the news part. Since the col-
lege is such a small communi-
ty (approx. 100 students, from
20 countriesl), people like hav-
ing their faces and quotes in
the paper for everyone to see.

Columns, commentaries
and editorials make up the

rest of The Messenger. The
editorials and commentaries
are mainly concerned with
student related affairs such as
transferring to the US and cul-
tural diversity. Estefania
Luraschi, a senior and the cur-
rent editor of the paper says
"The students want to connect
and be informed about things
on campus because there is so
much diversity, people want
to get to know each other, and
the paper helps them do just
that."

Like our campus paper, The
Messenger is voluntary and is
made up and run by students,
with one faculty advisor.
Since its founding, the paper
has faced severe writer short-
ages, but fortunately many
students are willing to con-
tribute, including study
abroad students who have
been supportive and a great

help to the paper. The paper is
printed on A4 size paper in
the basement of the college
building, mainly due to the
fact that the paper's budget is
zero dollars and zero cents.

Despite its troubles, the
paper continues to inform,
bond and entertain the college
community. Sven Pomykalo,
the layout designer and dis-
tributor of the paper says,
"The paper covers all the
important events here, like the
Dinner International, Picnic in
the Parking Lot, basketball
tournament, Winter Party, and
tells students. what they are
and when they're happening.
I like working for the paper
because its fun and I get (aca-
demic) credit for it."

Students from Westminster email their parents in the popular and overcrowded computer lab. The College International Building houses the McDaniel program as well as an international
math. pre-moo, and pre-english programs
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Raven's Rally Fans, Limelight Hits Campus
MARIO VALONE
SPORTS EDITOR

Having been used to
seeing McDaniel CoUege as
the home of the "Green
Terror", and seeing that color
all over campus, it was very
strange to see a very different
color all over campus over the
summer.

The color was purple,
and the reason why purple
was the new favorite color on
campus was because the
hometown pro football team,
the Baltimore Ravens, had
returned to McDaniel for their
annual training camp.

Numerous amounts
of fans wearing Ravens jer-
seys were all over the place,
especially the jerseys of Ray
Lewis (#52), Ed Reed (#20),
and Todd Heap (#86), and
that did not even account for
the number of jerseys worn by .
the many players on the field
trying to make an NFL fran-
chise.

Two thousand six
marked the eleventh straight
year that McDaniel has hosted
the Ravens, who occupied
three fields here on campus,
including Balr Stadium and
the soccer fields located near
Gill Gym.

The Ravens
moved in on July 27th
, where they would
stay till camp broke
on August 19th. The
Ravens then came to
the campus to prac-
tice from 9 A.M to
around 11A.M, spent
some time with the
fans signing auto-
graphs or taking
questions from the
media, and then usu-
ally had an afternoon
session for about an
hour. The team
would also break to
its nearby 200,000
square-foot facility in
Owings Mills that
owner Steve Biscotti
introduced last year.

Practices var-
ied from defensive
drills, running the
offense, scrimmages,
special teams and
even conditioning.
Head Coach Brian
Billkk could be spot-
ted wearing his signa-
ture straw hat; con-
stantly moving

between different areas of the
field. It was tiring to many
just watching some of the
drills, especially in the intense
heat of July and August.
Fortunately, bleachers with
protection were provided for
VIPs and those who got a seat
early enough.

However, there were
other things that added to the
festivities besides the prac-
tices. Nearby, a small area
called "The Ravens Zone"
provided places for food and
drinks, local businesses to
advertise, and even a small
play area for future Ravens
fans to have some fun.

The main attraction
and the biggest thing most
fans enjoyed was the opportu-
nity to get autographs from
their favorite Ravens players.
Areas W'~r~ Ilet asi.de fOT fans..
to get those autographs, and
they filled up very quickly. It
took "pointy elbows" to get an
autograph. Fans 12 and under
were fortunate to be allowed
to get an autograph in the
"Ravens Rookie Zone," where
they were almost guaranteed
an autograph from their
favorite player.

Many players, such
as Derrick Mason, Todd Heap,

Saturday's
game vs. Seton
Hill provided
fans and play-
ers alike with
entertaining
sequences.
Here is one of
the Free Press'
favorites ...

and Ed Reed, were all gener- "Never", he said,
ous with their time, as they with a smile on his face.
signed many types of memo- But some people
rabilia and collectibles. One would ask, "Why do the
fan even tried to get kicker Ravens, an NFL franchise,
Matt Stover to sign his dirty practice here at a small
shoe; Stover quickly shunned Division-III college .in the
it away jokingly, saying "I'm town of Westminster as
not signing that." opposed to training at that

A lot of fans watched expensive, state-of-the art
and desperately wanted the facility nearby at Owings
autograph of the new man in Mills?" Dr. Ethan Seidel, vice
town, and the man expected president of Administration
to carry the Ravens to the and Finance here at McDaniel
Promised Land, the Super and one of the coordinators of
Bowl, Steve McNair. Even the event, had this to say to
though McNair had not taken answer that question.
a snap for the Ravens and "Having training
despite the fact that he was camp at McDaniel allows the
the face of a former division Ravens to open the sessions to
rival, the Tennessee Titans, the public. It is a very impor-
many fans think he will be the tant aspect of their public rela-
answer at quarterback for a tions outreach." It is also in
team that has needed one in McDaniel's specialty to host
an ....£forbto ecceeed. -rNEL.....£rancruses for training

McNair and Ravens camp.

event.
"For the college, there

is an enormous amount of
publicity and exposure to the
public. Also, the Ravens and
McDaniel share in the cost of
many facilities' improvements
such as the artificial turf in the
stadium."

And there is a lot of
publicity and exposure when
there are approximately
60,000 fans and numerous
media outlets attending the
event over the three weeks.

Another question
some would ask is that if the
Ravens take up three fields
here. on campus, do the
Ravens interfere with the
practice schedules of fall
teams here on campus? Are
McDaniel's fall sports taking a
back seat to the media atten-
tion gained by this event?

The answer is no. Dr.
Seidel stated that the only
team that was affected by the
Ravens' presence here on
campus was the football team,
and that the time in guestion
was only about three or four
days. On those days, the col-
lege staff coordinated with
Ravens officials to use the sta-
dium field for the Green
Terror.

wide receiver Derrick Mason,
who spent 8 seasons together
in Tennessee, were one of the
top QB-WR tandems in the
league, and it looks like every-
one here in Baltimore is glad
that the salary cap era has
brought them together. But
did Mason ever think that he
would be reunited with his
old teammate?

Baltimore football
teams, such as the Ravens and
Colts, have trained at many
schools across the area over
the years, including Towson,
Villa Julie, and even on our
campus from 1953 to 1971.

However, this benefit
is not one-sided. Dr. Seidel
also shared how the college
profits from the three week

'f~W:'I"'·;;~I'I'\. ~
(Announcer): "Yet another punt by McDaniel. ~. '1
1t6Derek Thompson seems surprised that it . "

got to him." _,
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Cont'd
Finally, some fans

and students will probably
wonder if this relationship
will last. Will the Ravens
eventually leave McDaniel
for another facility just like
the Colts left Baltimore in the
dark of night more than
twenty years ago? Dr. Seidel
stated that unlike former
Colts owner

Bob Irsay, who took the Colts
away from us on December
18, 1983, "a day that will live
in infamy" here in Baltimore,
he was going to try to keep
the team here.

"The Ravens and the
College have a contract for
the training camp through
the summer of 2010. The 11-
year relationship between
McDaniel College and the
Baltimore Ravens has proved
mutually beneficial for both
parties. We look forward to
many enjoyable and produc-
tive summers to come."

Now with training
camp out of the way, I guess
the question now to ask
is ... Are you ready for some
football?

Football's Season Opener:
The Good, The Bad, the Future

RYAN CHELL
SPORTS EDITOR

By now everyone knows that
the Green Terror football team was beat-
en by Bridgewater, ranked 6th in the
NCAA 03 southern region, in the season
opener on September 2nd. The final
score to the game was McDaniel 0 ,
Bridgewater 41. So maybe the season
hasn't started all that well for the Green
Terror football squad. Being from Ohio, 1
would like to point out a little known
team, in this area, (To compare, note) the
Cleveland Indians. They started their '05
season off horribly. They remained sev-
eral games behind both the Twins and
the White Sox for most of the season; but
as the season went on, Cleveland came
within one game of taking the Chi Sox's
number one spot. Now, the Indians did-
n't make the playoffs and Chicago won
the World Series, but there was excite-
ment in the area for about a month. This
is just proving that there is always hope,
even when things don't start off so hot.

For those who don't know foot-
ball all that well, a lot of knowledge
comes from playing Madden, there are
several different formations to use. This
season the football team is trying a new,
for the team, formation. They call it the
spear formation; in which, there are two

quarterbacks in the backfield. This for-
mation caused some trouble for the
Bridgewater defense; although no
touchdowns were scored off of it, it is a
glimpse of hope for the future games.
Coach Keating said of the formation, "It
is unusual, but not wildly so." He
seemed happy with the results of the for-
mation and thinks that it will be used for
at least a few more garnes, if not
throughout the season, to give defenses
something to worry about.

There were players who, despite
what the final score was, performed very
well:

Drew Abbromonte had a dozen
tackles, seven of which were soja stops.
Drew also had the team's only lntercep-
tion of the game, which might have been
the highlight.

Brad Beer, who suffered an
injury at Bridgewater last season, saw
his return to the Green Terror
Quarterback spot. Brad had a totaJ of 143
total yards, 70 rushing yards and 73
passing.

Derek Zabko had a note worthy
performance in the home opener with
eight tackles and a sack.

Too often forgotten are special
teams. Tom wetnnch, the team's punter,
"Did a good job punting," said coach
Keating.

Unfortunately those are individ-
ual performances, and, after all, football
is a team sport. In a 41-0 loss there have
to be some negatives to the game.

Injuries were huge. There will
be several personnel changes for the
next couple of games due to a large
number of injuries sustained in the sea-
son opener. This will probably cause the
coaching staff to play less skilled or tess
experienced players. As coach Keating
said, "We're generally a young team and
I expect we will improve weekly." These
injuries make a young football team
even younger.

The future is something truly
brilliant to us all. The future, after all, is
why all of us are at McDanieL Isn't it?
We are all hoping that going to college
will help us in the years to come. To be
pessimistic about the future is giving up
before things happen. There are those
among us who are already laughing
about the football team's season; those
saying that the football team sucks
because they lost to an impressive and
more experienced football team. Don't
give up on the football team's future.
Until proven otherwise, they still have a
chance to do something this year.
McDaniel fans need to remind them-
selves to keep the faith, and keep corn-
ing out to support their football team.

'~!!'~ '"" ... ~
"Seton Hi!! sandwiches #20 T. J. Develln." .1
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New Coach Ready to Focus on Field Hockey

Refreshed" Womens Soccer Ready to Win
MEGAN HlLDEBRAND 109, I have never seen a fe~t like I would mesh well goal is to make it to the Come out and support our

SPORTSEDllDR group of women work so hard with everyone on the team." Conference Championships, girls' team at the next home
in tr~ining,~' comm~nted cb- . Each year the women ;h~ch acco~ding to Parks, game on September 18 at 4
captain ~~mleJanow,ch." play ~mportant games, but ,will be attamable if we con- against Marymount. Good

Team coherence, as there IS always the one game ttnue to have a positive out- luck to the women's soccer
Mattson put it, is very tmpor- everyone wants to win. look and work well together." team!
tant to the soccer team Janowich would like to beat The teams in the Centennial
because that was a problem Washington College, a team Conference are: Franklin and
for the team last year. This ~ey lost to in double over- Marshall, Gettysburg, Johns
year the team has chemistry time, but this year [anowich Hopkins, Swarthmore, Bryn
and is dose on and off the said, "The team is ready for Mawr, Haverford
field, helping them play better that game." Other teams that Muhlenberg, Dickinson'
together. Team chemistry is are on the list to beat are Washington, and Urslnus. '
one reason why freshman Haverford and Muhlenberg.
Becky Parks joined the team, One team

" I

LAURA HUTTON
SPORTS EDIT,oR

"We don't have to
share you?" posed the field
hockey team when they were
informed that their new
coach, Melissa Miranda,
would be coaching only them.
In previous years, coach
Muffle Bliss ran both the field
hockey and lacrosse pro-
grams. Now, each team will
have the full dedication of one
coach.

This change was exciting
for Miranda as well. "I can
concentrate on one sport, a big
advantage." She was offered
everything she wanted here, a
head coach position of a single
sport and some athletic
administration work. Once
she is out of season, Miranda
wants to be able to spend
more time in administration
and eventually move up to
assistant AD.

Teammates agree, "Ncow
that we don't have to share
our coach I feel that we have
more of an opportunity to
work harder in the off season

Green Terror women's soc-
cer is back, and ready to win.
With head coach Tom
Gosselin and assistant coach-
es, Julie Boden, Ryan
Defibaugh and Trevor Brown,
the team has been working
hard since August to prepare
for the season. The team
ended last season with seven

to be able to improve as a
team," said sophomore Jamie
Smith.

"1definitely think that split-
ting the coaching job was a
good move," adds sophomore
Michelle Fluty.

Growing up with one
younger and one older broth-
er, Miranda grew accustomed
to their competitive nature.
At a young age, her father
taught her how to crab.
Miranda said she "loved the
thrill of the catch." This thrill
was due to her competitive
nature, especially because she
did not use a basket.

Coach Miranda, has been
playing field hockey since she
was 14 years old. She started
in her hometown, Virginia
Beach, a place that Miranda
refers to as a "field hockey hot
bed of the south."

When she wa... 15. she had
her first coaching job.
Miranda coached a summer
league for 6 and 7 year olds.
She recalled that after practice
the coaches would take all the
kids out for slurpees and
spend the money they just

wins, ten losses and one tied
game, which was not the ideal
record for the team. This year
the team has, "a new and
refreshed dedication, and
most importantly a clean
slate," stated senior and co-
captain, Meegan Mattson.
This year's team has three
seniors, Meagan Mattson,
Jamie Janowich and Michelle
Mullen, who wi!! lead the
team as co-captains. "1
think our strong leader-
ship will get us far," said

~~:~aa; isB:~s~ co~_rk.=S;;..~I!III".
posed of four juniors,
four sophomores and
four freshmen. Even
though there are only
sixteen women on the
team they are hard work-

made. Thus, she did not make
any money that summer,
however, she discovered
something she could do for
the rest of her life.

Miranda was always into
science willie in school. Being
an athlete drew her to this
because she wanted to under-
stand the way the body acts
during intense sport training.
These interests led Miranda to
Longwood University in
Virginia where she majored in
phys. ed. with a concentration
in exercise and health sci-
ences. Her college coach also
convinced her to pick up
lacrosse for the first time.

She graduated in 1999 and
found herself coaching when-
ever she could, including her
vacation time. So, at the age
of 26, Miranda decided to
become a coach full time.
McDaniel. i.. h fus t head
coaching job. The past four
years, Miranda was an assis-
tant coach for Eastern
Mennonite University and
Washington and Lee. She is
excited about this new job and
explained "McDaniel is a

good fit."
When comparing

McDaniel's team to other
schools she has coached,
Miranda notes that this is "the
best team I have ever
coached" on a college level.
This is due to the team's dedi-
cation to their success. "This
team is the most dedicated
team I have ever been a part
of. They have incredible work
ethic."

"We have a lot of enthu-
siasm and heart on OUI team
and when we all bring it to the
game we work great togeth-
er," agrees Smith.
./" Miranda loves to exercise

and lead a healthy lifestyle,
but in her free time, she can be
the biggest couch potato. She
is a huge fan of the WB, espe-
cially One TreeHill and refers
to herself as a "teeny bopper
at heart."

She also spends free
moments catching up with
friends. Many of her friends
have kids and are very busy.
Thus, Miranda makes a point
of calling them. She adds that.
"she is too good at keeping

touch with friends for my
space."

Miranda also has a fantas-
tically detailed long-term
memory and can perfectly
remember events. For exam-
ple, when she met her
boyfriend in 1998 she was
wearing red Umbro shorts, a
tank, and had the best tan

She can use this memory
to store a countless number of
plays. Smith explains, "She
has brought a lot of new drills
and new plays to the team
that keep everyone focused
and working hard."

Miranda's competitive-
ness and desire for hard work
motivate her team to win. "If
you are not driven to win then
you wouldn't coach," she
adds.

Fluty shares her excite-
ment, "She really has a vision
and we are all looking for-
ward to working with her this
season

Miranda is looking for-
ward to a strong season from
these dedicated players and
plans to "coach as long as I
can stand it. It's a passion."
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Press
Asks:
"How do you feel
about Facebook's
News Feed?" 5

Szulgit
shines

ELLERY WYNN
STAFF WRITER

There is a new teacher in the biology
department. one who can get even the
most squeamish student to be stand near,
let alone be interested, in a scorpion or a
container of slugs. Dr. Greg Szulgtt is a
that professor, and he is passionate about
his work and life in general.

Szulgit received his undergraduate
degree in biology from Boston University
and went on to get his Ph.D. in Marine
Biology from the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography at the University of
California in San Diego. He came to
McDaniel after teaching for five years at
Hiram COllege in Ohio, where he won the
Outstanding Faculty Award in 2004.
Szulgit came to McDaniel because he
enjoyed everyone he met, and he liked
Westminster and its location near other

Szu.lgtt has had a interest-
ing jobs. He paid for graduate school by
working as the technical' advisor for the TV
show "The New Adventures of Flipper."_________________________ (see "Swlgit"011 page 4)

Commuter parking poses problems> again

Page 6

For two years, freshman class will swell
makeup and physical infra- lege scene," he said. graduate enrollment had good use of these facilities."
structure. _ In 2003, the president reached 1779 students. Hiring new professors to

"lr's actually possible to be appointed the Strategic Instead of increasing the keep class sizes low meets the
too small," said Ethan Seidel, Planning Committee - made burden on the McDaniel's desires of the existing faculty
vice president of admirusrra- up of administration, faculty facilities and faculty, the and administration, said
non and finance. "As the stu- and student members - to growth will allow the school Thomas Falkner, college
dent body has grown, we've review and revise the college's to renovate and construct
observed increased diversity . strategic plan. buildings and to hire more
{and] social interaction. As part of the plan, professors to accommodate

"While still remaining McDaniel was to increase its the rising number of students.
small, it helps to have more student body by 200 from its "It's nice to have more and
people with whom to 1600 students in 2003, mean- up-to-date classroom and lab-
exchange ideas and share while maintaining the col- oratory facilities," Seidel said.
experiences. The increased lege's status as the median- /fA new fitness center, new
vibrancy of the student body sized school in the Centennial and more varied athletic facil-
has been very noticeable to Conference, Seidel said. ities. We need to have enough
long time observers of the col- By early September, under- students in order to make

First Year Seminar class. "Eureka! Revolutionary Moments in Science," paints professor Greg
Szulgit's car during the beginning of the semester.

STACEY EYLER
STAFF WRlTER

Baruold, the search for avail-
able parking in McDaniel
College'S commuter lots has
become a problem, with full
lots - sometimes occupied by
cars with out-of-state license
plates ~ creating frustration.

"1 seriously believe com-
muters have it the hardest
with driving and parking on
campus," said Bamold. a sen-
ior at McDaniel College. "If
it's cold, rai.ny, snowy, or
windy, who in the world
wants to be bothered to walk a
distance when there should be

college?"
Since the beginning of the

school year, commuter stu-
dent parking has continually
been infringed upon by resi-
dent students who are also
looking to be as close to the
heart of campus as possible.

But with approximately 70
percent of upper-class stu-
dents bringing their vehicles
on campus, this semester's
414 commuters must contend
with residents' cars, vans and
trucks that occasionally reside
in places where they do not
belong.

Return to chips and
fries glory

As Alex Barnold arrives on
campus for classes, she navi-
gates her car toward the
dozen parking spots located
in the commuter and faculty
lot behind Baker Memorial
Chapel, only to see that each
space has been taken. Her next
movement forward is a figura-
tive step backward: finding
the next-closest place for her
to walk to school from.

For many of the hundreds
of commuter students like spots available closer to the

RACHEL BROWNLEE
STAFF WRITER

Over the next two years, the
sea of freshman at McDaniel
College's annual orientation
will be swelling as the college
welcomes an increasing num-
ber of studertts.

As part of Mcfranlel's five-
year strategic plan, college
administration members hope
for the undergraduate popula-
tion to reach as many as 1800
students by the end of 2008,
growth that may benefit the
college's student life, faculty

"I don't think that it's fair
when there are out-of-state
cars or residents' cars parked
in the commuter lots," said
Jimmy Thompson, a sopho-
more. "We have to use our
cars much more than resi-
dents, and we should be able
to park closer to the school. It
isn't fair when we are not able
to."

Although the amount of
commuting students outnum-
bers the amount of spots rele-
gated solely for their use,
Director of Campus Safety
(see "Parking" 011 pnge 3)

provost.
"Faculty believe that small-

er classes provide a better
learning experience than larg-
er classes, and we want the
college to maintain the right
balance between student
enrollment and faculty size to
accomplish this," Falkner
said.

(see "Enrollment" on pnge 3)
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Lighter Side of the Campus Safety Blotter
Webster had with residence Stove Operation
life coordinators, the idea of 11:30,"
holding a "How to Boil "Actually dude, r can't
Water" class was seriously either, I have '1+1: Make sure
discussed. it's 2' at the same time."
I hope that we the students I urge my brethren to fight

atMcDanielColiegearenotso back; we're only dumb and
dense as to need a class to tell irresponsible when 'we booze.
us how to operate a stove and Frankly, if you booze, you
oven fan. I'm just worried that always lose. Do something
this move is !l signal that the smart for once and boil a pot
educational quality at of water correctly. Then the
McDaniel could hit a steep powers that be won't think
decline. Imagine this scenario our IQ equals our BAC.
at the beginning of next One thing for sure: if there
semester: is a cooking class, I want the

"Hey Fred, can you go to drunk Sodexho employees
lunch at noon today?" there. Perhaps they'll learn

"Nope, 1 can't, Pete. I have how to make a decent burger.

ROB GOEKE
other option for food could
drive one to drink. But if you
feel like your wanting to reach
for the bottle after waiting 15
minutes for the ketchup to be
refilled seems a tad alcoholic,

that makes sense. After all, if
you had to inhale curly fries
for an entire shift, you'd prob-
ably want 1:0 drink your face
off too.

That's not all, my friends.
Among the usual underage
alcohol citations and public
urination reports, there were
two separate reports of fire
alarms being set off while stu-
dents were cooking.

According to Directpr of
Campus Safety Mike Webster,
this sort of student cooking
stupidity is somewhat com-
mon. So it's no big deal, right?
Well, there is enough concern
that In a recent meeting

'1101 at
STAFF WRITER

(Editor'e Note: At n gtnnce. the
blotter doesn't reoeal some of the
inane reports to which officers
respond. Goeke's colWilli high-
lights some of the unique calls),

If there is one thing that
everyone at McDaniel can
agree on, is it this: when you
enter the Pub for a fourth

don't feel bad, for you are not
alone. The very people who
make the anti-gourmet cuisine
at the Pub apparently can't
deal with having to cook crap-
py food without some suds in
their system, either.

On the evening of Sept. 14,
three Sodexho employees
were documented for suspect-
ed alcohol use. It's not certain

meal, your expectations must
be near rock bottom. How else
can you deal with eating cold
chicken fingers, dried fries
and burnt cheese steak subs
three times a week?

The fact that you have no
that these were Pub workers,
but it's the' only conclusion

DoCS Beat: Students
arrested on drug charges

HPVUpdate

DAVID P. GREISMAN
NEWS EDITOR

Three people, including two McDaniel
College students, were arrested on the night of
Sept. 9 by the Westminster Police Department
for possession of marijuana, police said.

The two students - Peter J. Towe, 18, of
Hockessin, Del., and Jarred P. Johnson, 18, of
Waynesboro, Pa. - were each charged with pos-
session of marijuana after their arrests at
Harvey Stone Park near the college golf course,
authorities said.

A third person who is not a McDaniel stu-
dent - Nicole A. Bove, 18, of Kenner Square, Pa.
- was charged with one count each of posses-
sion of paraphernalia and possession of mari-
juana, police said.

AUthree 'are scheduled to appear in court on
Nov. 22, according to court records,

By the Numbers
32 Cases between Sept. 6 and Sept. 21

65 Reports & incidents related to those cases

13 Cases with alcohol violations

21 Total number of students and non-students
cited or charged in alcohol-related cases
2 Non-students seen urinating in public at or
near Whiteford Hall at approximately 2:10 a.m.
on Sept. 9
7 Reports and incidents related to the public
urination case: disorderly conduct, giving false
information, alcohol in dry dorm, hard liquor,
possession under 21, contributing to the delin-
quency and criminal. trespass to property. It
was the most charges related to a single case in
the time period
1Air gun or BBgun found by Campus Safety
at 171 Pennsylvania Avenue

I(I:\,e alcohol-related

1./ drug-related
, violent activity

Afire-related

-------
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Contrast magazine showcases creativity
place every other T~ursday at that is printed and distributed magazine's faculty advisor. results, and this is why

B~:F~ ;~~~ER 7 p:m. ~ the Rich~Ene Roo,m, every_spring here on campus. Brin~in~ young writers Contrast is only printed once a
which IS located 10 the thud 'We hope to get people together IS Important, she year, Dobson explains.

In the days and weeks to level of Hoover Library. excited about the literary arts added, because too many The group that gets Contrast
come this semester, a few Anyone is welcome to come and strengthen their presence budding young writers work Lipand running meets the sec-

to the readings, which are on campus," said Julia without a sense of community. and Monday of each month at
open to all students who wish Rietmulder-Stone, who co- Another wonderful aspect 7:30 pm in Hil1221.
to come and read some of edits Contrast with Martin of Contrast is the experience These meetings are orgaru-
their work, or just the work of Camper. that it provides to the writers, zational in nature and Julia
an author they enjoy. The off Contrast magazine has been editors and staff of the maga- and Martin plan to begin
weeks where there isn't a around for 17 years, and is zin~. Contrast is a fully student working in earnest in the
reading, there will be work- expected to stay for many run venture. Students select spring. For anyone interested
shops in the same place at the more. the work, create the design, do in furthe.r information, the
same time to assist with any "I am most excited about the layout, work with the Contrast staff has set up a
work the students have done Contrast's potential for bring- printers, and handle the pub- group on Facebook and can be
and help improve it. ... ing together writers from licity. emalled at

These readings are linked to across campus," said All of this hard work takes ContTastLitMag@gmail.com.
the literary magazine, Contrast Professor Kate Dobson, the much of the year to yield

artistic men and women aim
to add a touch more class to
McDaniel campus. They
intend to do this by showcas-
ing some of the budding
young Robert Frosts and
Emily Dickinsons on our cam-
pus.

These talented youths will
write and read some poetry at
some open readings at various
points around campus. The
poetry readings will take

Enrollment will continue to climbParking
woes

cont'd from page .1
This fall, the average class

size was 17.56 students, com-
pared to 16.50 in 2005 and
16.88 five years ago. The
McDaniel Web site lists the
average class size as 17 stu-
dents.

The largest class this semes-
ter was Western Civilizations
I: Origins to 1700, which had
met its capacity of 55 students.
The departments with the
largest classes tend to change
annually, said Jan Pazzarl,

institutional research analyst
for the department of academ-
ic affairs.

"In most departments there
are some courses that are
above the college average and
some below, and we try to-
avoid the situation where a
single department has a disc
proportionate number of large
classes," Falkner said.

Departments that feel their
classes are too large may
request the hiring of new fac-
ulty, Falkner said. The college

recently added positions in
multiple departments, and is
planning on adding new com-
munications and molecular
biology professors next year.

Along with limiting class
sizes, Seidel said a larger fac-
ulty helps other elements of
students' learning experi-
ences.

"Having more students
allows us to have a larger fac-
uity, and having a larger and
more diverse faculty actually
results in a richer and more

diverse curriculum," he said.
With the increased student

population, the McDaniel
administration is expecting
marginal growth in its finan-
cial aid programs, Seidel said.
In addition, the new North
Village buildings - which will
bouse students while other
facilities are renovated - will
be able to accommodate a total
of 90 more students.

"We will have plenty of
space," he said.

cont'd from page 1

Mike Webster said not all-
commuting students are pres-
ent simultaneously and that
commuters are allowed to
park in all available student
lots.

Nevertheless, students like
Steve Hahne would prefer
residents to park at a further
distance instead of occupying
commuter lots.

"We have to come and go
far more often than the resi-

Webster
Department of Campus Safety
writes violations for vehicles
illegally parked in commuter
lots and that a vehicle will be
towed after being cited eight

Includes cut & h"nish.
LImit 1 coupon per CUSI(){fler. Mo n. Only.L E"~r:.!~ ~r-----------,MEN'S

: HAIRCUTS
:$12.00 $~;~:
I lnaudCScut & finisn. L,mtlf ~m

L_ :::==r~~,-- _ ~

times. ; • Men's, Women's and
Children's
Hairstyling

• Flat-Tops

Hahne, though, wants
Campus Safety to issue for
more tickets

"Every day that residents
don't move their cars, they
should get ticketed instead of
just getting ticketed once," he
said.

At Villa JulIe College, which
has separate campuses in
Stevenson and Owings Mills,
commuter students have simi-
lar complaints.

"Parking at Stevenson is
horrible," said Ashley
Anderson, of Westminster, a
sophomore. "They were
forced to ... repaint the parking
Jot to make spaces smaller. If a
student parks near the front of
the lot where most of the stu-
dents park, it is likely that
their car will get hit by anoth-
er car, or at least the car's
door.

"The running joke is, 'We
don't want our car doors
dinged. 'phanks," she said.

Rather than "contend with
other students' vehicles,
Barnold said she would prefer
to see more faculty lots
include commuters as well.

"If r get here early, why
shouldn't I get a better choice
of spot like the teachers?" she
said. "Most of the time, it
sucks."

College Square Shopping Center
444 WMC Drive' Westminster

410·857·0520
410·857·0898 r-------- ...-

PERM SALE

$50.00
I
I
I,

lIon.1hnIFri.9am ·7pm • Salaam· 6pm I Long HaL" slightly h,1iM' Includes cut & finiSh
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Szulgit's car painted
cOllt'd from page 1
Using his marine biology
expertise, he advised the
show's creators and writers
about such specific situations
as character placement and
even occasionally got to add
his friend's names into the
show. Szulgit also was a con-
sultant for an underwater div-
ing show, called" Aquanauts",
on Animal Planet He had
several on-screen interviews
in the show and was even
asked to become an actual
Aquanaut, but declined.

Szulgtr also consulted for the
movie Hulk. The movie's
director, Ang Lee, needed to
know how, scientifically; Hulk
could stretch to twice his nor-
mal size without ripping his
skin. So Lee's technical direc-
tor called Szulgit. To help
answer the question, Szulgit
refereed to his research on sea
cucumbers, which stretch
without ripping their skin and
then return to normal. Szulgit
shared this information with
Lee's technical director and in
the beginning of the movie
there is shot of David Banner
studying sea cucumbers.
Although this made it into the
movie Szulgtt said the rest of
the science in
the move was" awful".

Szulgit left Hollywood
behind and gladly settled in as
a college professor. At
fl.,fcDaniel, SzuIgit teaches a
variety of classes including
Introduction to Biology,
Invertebrate Biology, and
Eureka, a first-year seminar

about revolutionary moments
in science. He takes a unique
approach to teaching and even
had his first-year seminar stu-
dents paint his car. They had
to cover it with images repre-
senting what they had studied
in the class. There were pic-
hires of cloned sheep, people's
ides of world views, the
Copernican model, quotes
from Descartes, and many
other things, although it is still
not complete. When asked
why he had his students do
this he replied, "my car was
boring," and that it was a
great bonding experience.

Szulgtt hopes to teach a
January Term in the near
future. He would also like to
teach a class that melds
together science and religion,
or science and art, or all three.

In the small amount of
spare time that he has, when
he's not teaching or involved
with student dubs, he likes to
play and listen to folk music,
do art projects, and travel. He
likes to play folk music and is
"good on the spoons", but can
also play instruments like the
washboard, stand up bass,
and the boudhran, an Irish
drum. Lately Szulgit has
launched another creative

FEATURES

expertise to
the project,
painting the
hood of
Szulgit'scar.
(Right) A
driver-side
view of the
finished
project,
detailing
revoJution-

endeavor- a comic strip, ary
which he started with draw- moments in
tngs he included in letters to
his girlfriend.

From comic strips to paint-
ed cars, crazy past jobs to his
current passion for his work at
McDaniel, Greg Szulgit is cap-
turing students' attention.

...What a "green
terror" really is?

This fish is known as being very aggressive.

It'S not just a green fish - it also has orange and blue in it.

Stillson shares sports news
LINDSEY GRAHAM

STAFF WRITER

According to Wikipedia.com, a green terror is a "colorful
freshwater fish in the cichlid family. The fish originate on the
Pacific side of South America in the coastal waters from the
Tumbes River in Peru to the Esmeraldas River in Ecuador. II

McDaniel's mascot is a green terror and there is a reason why
we received this name. According to President Joan Coley, "In
October 1923 we played Washington and Lee in football and
trounced them decisively. The opposing team called us terrors
because we were so formidable, and the name stuck. Others
started using the name, and it appeared in print, and that
became our identity."

When asked what a green terror really is, President Coley
said, "There is not a green terror. It is a concept. It is like the
crimson tide of Alabama an idea rather than a thing."

Lookout athletes, there is a
new Sports Information
Director at McDaniel College.
He goes by the name of Luke
Stillson and hails from State
University of New York
-Oneonta.

Stillson graduated from
the upstate New York college
in the spring of 2003, receiving
a degree in English as well as
education. These two majors
do not necessarily lead one to
the Sports Information
department at NCAA colleges
but it was Stillson's love for
statistics and writing that got
him there.

"1 enjoyed statistical
work and writing," Stillson
begins "so I just put those
things together."

For most of his time as
an undergraduate, Stillson
found his niche with the bas-
ketball team working the
scoreboard operations and
working the Public Address
system. This role lead him to
the Sports Information office,
where he worked fully during
his senior year.

Stillson is no stranger
to the Centennial Conference,

spending two years after
graduating from Oneonta at
Gettysburg College as an
intern before moving on to
Millersville University in
Millersville, Pa. His time at
Millersville University was
brief but it did allow him to
step into the Sports
Infonnation Director role on
an interim basis. But it was
only a transition position.

"There was no indica-
tion where the school was
going," Stillson explaining his
decision to leave Millersville.
"I decided to pursue other

options."
Once he arrived on this

campus this summer, he had
some time to gradually get
acclimated to the new people
he was working with and the
new job but he also had to
step in and do some things
right off the bat, like moving
into the new Sports
Information Office in Gill
Gymnasium, according to
McDaniel Athletic Director
Jamie Smith.

One of the things about
the job that interested Stillson
was that he was already famil-
iar with the conference. He
was familiar with some of the
people at other school's Sports

Information Office. This, he
says, makes it "a lot eas~r
when you already .kn~,ww 0

you are working WIth.
Stillson is looking for-

ward to the 2006-2007 year
where he can get to work with
the different coaches of the 20
sports teams on this campus.
He also is looking forward to
meeting student athletes, say-
ing that "Being at the games
and interacting with the stu-
dent-athletes is the best part
of the job.

He also hopes during
his time at McDaniel that he is
able to make sure student-ath-
letes can get more recognition
by the local media for their
accomplishments on the play-
ing field as well as in the class-
room.

Stillson has a lot new
ideas about sports at
McDaniel College and he
looks forward to working
towards to trying to imple-
ment them. The athletic
department is just as enthused
to working with him this year
and in future years.

"1 am looking for-
ward to [LUke] carrying on
the things that Steve Peed
established," Smith tells the
Free Press.
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"I love facebook! I like being
able to meet new people and
it's a lot easier than MySpace

since I'm technologically
incapable."

"I don't like the newsfeed. I
feel like I'm being watched.
Some things should be kept
private."

"I don't really care about
the changes. You can
always just minimize
them."
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What do you think
of the Facebook

Newsfeed?

"1 don't care but it is a little
weird that I can see what
someone said on someone's
wall at one time."

,Can long distance love ever prevail?
CORl SIMPSON relationships are definitely

_=::_:F_::EA",T_::UR.:.;E;;;;S",E _",D1",ID:.:R:...._ __ ~~:e~~ing it takes time to get

According to the Center for "Amonth ago I could just
the Study of Long Distance call her up and we could get
Relationships, 14 million together pretty much any time
Americans are currently in we wanted," explains Pfeiffer.
long distance relationships. "Now T just get really lonely
Dubbed the "LOR," this grow- when I think about how far
mg trend effects more and away she is. She is my best
more college students too. friend, and has been for a

"Among college students, while, so it's weird to try to fill
25% report being in an LOR at the time I would usually be
any given time and 78% report spending with her."
having had an LOR at some As hard as it may seem,
point during their time in col- there is hope for long distance
lege. Among first year college relationships.
students, estimates suggest The Center for the Study of
that as many as 50% of stu- Long Distance Relationships
dents report an LOR." claims, "Despite what many

The LOR challenges many people believe, LORs do not
McDaniel students, and they break tip at any greater rate
say they are finding creative than more traditional, geo-
ways to cope. With those ways graphically dose, couples."
to cope comes hope that their The quality of the relation-
relationships will survive. ship is not hindered either:

Senior Christy "Couples in LDRs report tden-
Chillson. is currently in a long tical levels of relationship sat-
distance relationship with her tsfaction, intimacy, trust, and
fiance, Matt. Matt recently commitment," according to

. joined the Army and is sta- the researd1.
tioned in Colorado now, but in Although it has been found
October, he will go to Iraq. that couples in LDRs tend to

"It is hard for me because worry much more about infi-
we spent every single day delity surprisingly, the num-
together for three years before bers do not show that couples

he joined the Army. I miss him ~e:~~~a~reth:S,:ei~ik:!~_ to,~ .... f!J".
~~t~~~::~s~i~i~em:~~ graphically dose rela-
me at my house every night. It tionships.

_ took a while to adjust to the "I don't worry
change," Christy said. . about [infideli-

Creg Pfeiffer, Sophomore, IS ty] much.
recently learning about long he is , .. ",.. ---
distance relationships first guys most of the
hand. His long-term girlfriend time," says Christy. "Plus, we
started college in Florida this talk all the time and both are
past fall. He agrees with still really in love."
Christy that long distance Some parents do not mind

seeing their child in a long dis-
tance relationship. Having
spa.,... .Uo- ...individua'", ti.rne

to make new friends, involve
themselves more on campus,
and focus more on their school
work.

"My parents sometimes
worry that things will change
between us because we are far
apart," Christy said. "It helps
when they see us
together. ..when we hug for
the first Lime in so long."

A key factor in maintaining
a healthy LDR is keeping the
lines of communication open.
With technology advances like
cell phones, instant messag-
ing, web cameras and
Bloggtng, couples are able to
communicate around the
clock, no matter where they
are.

Greg and Christy have both
found that the best way to
communicate with their sig-
nificant others is over the
phone. Hearing the other per-
son's voice proves to be really
comforting

Christy and her boyfriend
reassure each other that it will
all work out in the end. They
both agree that although it is

hard being apart, if you truly
love someone, it is worth the
waif. .

Greg adds, "If you Like
being with someone when
they're here, you have an obli-
gation to at least try and trans-
fer that feeling over to a long

distance situation. If it isn't

=--~g,~~~At~~1~_~~1e-irl[J,t
can't handle it, don't torture
yourself. Most importantly,
gain trust and hold onto it.
You'll have nothing without
it."

Refill Save B.g Prmt Happy

SAVE UP TO
50%
BY REFilliNG

.YOUR LASER/INK
CARTRIDGES,

• Cartridge World-
You not only save money by having your ink
cartridge refilled· you also help save the

environment and the quality IS great!

Saving you money, Saving you time,
Saving the environment.

13 Westminster Shopping Center
t<i'l<)iOOwlbelt\iol.l~J

410.848.9183
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Summer movies: will be even better in winter

Caribbean: Dead
Man's Chest;" "Lady
in the Water;" and
"The Da Vinci Code."

With the ending of
the first installment of
"Pirates" came the
highly anticipated sec-
ond chapter of this
swash-buckling trilo-
gy. A hypnotized octo-
pus, the guest appear-
ance of a dead captain, and the return
of an all-star cast led by Johnny Depp
all made for a highly satisfying sequel
(not to mention this movie packs in
double the action compared to the
first). However, senior Ellen Inverso
enjoyed the movie for a different rea-
son. "I liked what a lot of people com-
plain about ... the cliffhanger," she said.
"You know something good is coming
next. I also loved the makeup. It was
very realistic, all things considered."
Personally, I could have done without
the inclusion of the "cracken." And
just to leave you with a hint: there's a
bit of a shake up in the relationship
between Elizabeth and William, due to
Sparrow

Ever since I heard
the eerie, graceful
music during the end-
ing credits of "The
Village," 1 had been
excitedly awaiting the
release of M. Night
Shyamalen's next film.
"Lady in the Water,"
while a bit different,
still delivers as an
excellent suspense
thriller. Paul
Giamatti's ability cer-
tainly shines in this
film. And while

"Lady" didn't have the unforeseen
twist at the end, there is still a little
hook, which made me shake my head
at Night's uncanny brilliance.

Senior Lenea Rader said that the
commercials misled her, believing it.
was going to be a scary movie, but in
the end, was pleased with the film. "I
thought it was a different type of
movie than anybody's done," she said.
"1 thought it was neat how he [Night]
included himself in the movie; I liked
that he was a character."

The final movie that I think isworth
your money is "The Da Vinci Code."
Aside from all the hoop-Ia that was
built up by the media, Ron Howard
made an excelIent movie that honored

SARAH BLACK
COMMENTA[{Y CO-EDITOR

renting or buying if
you didn't get a chance
to see them at the the-

Summer's over and we're back in - ater: "Pirates of the
school with our noses in our
books ...OK, so maybe the first half of
that statement is true.

The end of summer can also mean
for some the end at "free time" to do
whatever it is one wishes to do. For
me, 'some of this free time was for
good ol' summertime'mcvie watching.
And so, Ihave narrowed my list down
to the top three that 1 think are worth

JT:'Bringin'sexy ba-ck' Shifts from abroad
LAURA HUTfON
SPORTS EDITOR

When the first single off Justin
Timberlake's sophomore album,
"Sexyback," was released I was not
impressed. It did not sound like the
Justin Timberlake [had been listening to
for SO many years.

Despite my initial reaction, I contin-
ued to listen to the song and it grew on
me and the rest of the country as it
became one of the biggest songs of the
summer.

Upon the release of Timberlake's
highly anticipated second album,
Futuregex/Lovefounds on September
12, it became clear that "Sexybeck" was
not the only song that introduced a dif-
ferent sound.

The majority of the songs on this new
CD are upbeat and dancy, nothing new
for Timberlake. However, in this new
album he uses slower beats and fast
paced tempos in 'the same song.

In the Cry-Me-a-Rtver-esque "What
Goes Around. "; Timberlake berates

and croons, "is the
down? Is this how

• Justin Timberlake continues to be a sensation.

Dan Brown's book. I thought Tom
Hank's performance was what was
·required for the part; he plays a simple
character, so his role was simple. To
me, this movie is one of the best sus-
pense movies I have seen in a long
time.

So even though we're back in
school, please, T urge you, before you
get swamped with too much work, go
out and rent/buy these movies and
hold on to summer for just a bit longer.

we say goodbye?
Shoulda known better when you came
around. That you were gonna make me
cry."
- Near the end of the song, the beat

changes from a slow and sad tone to a
hip hop beat. Timberlake continues,
:;~~~.?'ou cheated girl, my heart bleed- .was 'nu!!g...lin ......flIa"d_$pJitQn

The third track, Sexy Ladies, has a
similar treatment. It changes so drasti-
cally that it is easy to assume the next
song has begun. Especially because at
the end of track three "My love," the title
of the fourth song and Timberlake's cur-
rent single, is repeated over and over:

These variations keep the listener on
their toes. They are unaware of many
song changes. Thus, the album just
flows. It does not have the constant
abruptness qf other' CD's.

Timberlake takes this album to the
next level, and wrote each song. He is
also certain to remember his dedication
to Justified, his 2002 solo debut. By
working again with Timbaland, he
secures himself topnotch producing.

Timbaland's influence is evident on
track seven, "Chop Me Up," where he
and Three 6 Mafia add their power to
one of my favorite tracks on the album.

I am eager to see what Timberlake
has in store next. He has made incredi-
ble transformations over all the years he
has spent in the spotlight. Not surpris-
ing since Timberlake's musk has been
drawing a huge fan base since his
Mickey Mouse Club days. This former
*NSYNC member has definitely grown
up and has proved once again the con-
trol he has with his solo career.

As soon as the first track begins,
Timberlake draws listeners in and keeps
them glued to the speakers through. the
album's entirety. His sweet mind stick-
ing lyrics, nonstop beats, and musical
magnificence never end. Timberlake
really is bringing "Sexyllack."
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jENNASCHWARZ
STAFF WRITER

It's a dark and lonely world
when the one thing students
feel they can count on is taken
from them: the choice of chips
with their fries at the Pub.
Recently, the chips/fries
option, along with other long
time favorites, like the televi-
sion, have unfortunately dis-
appeared for the time being.
Since the start of school and
these changes, Pub go-ers
have been outwardly disap-
pointed. Above all, students
have been trying to cope with
this shift affecting many
everyday diets.

As Sarah Shank puts it, "1
want both the curly fries and
00rit05. Is·that too much to
ask?" The combination of
chips and fries is sorely
missed by many who agree
that it is, indeed, not too much
to ask at all Students and fac-
ulty visit the pub at all times
of day, for fourth meal suste-
nance and of course, a variety
of fried comforts. When stu-
dents rely and depend on an
eatery so heavily- for break-
fast, lunch, dinner, and late
night dinners too, changes like
this are difficult to swallow.
The chips and fries change has
caused talk of issues that stu-
dents feel passionate enough
to speak out about. Lindsey
Fairchild protests, "I pay a lot
of money to go here, 1 want
my choices:' This is a senti-
ment echoed by campus wide
Pub lovers.

Many students feel their

jr:m~~~~~
purse into his head
no one can take it
away from him. An
investment in knowl-
edge always pays the

best interest."

dietary needs are not being
met, or worse, disregarded.
Though the Pub offers a dif-
ferent salad each day, for veg-
etarians and healthier eaters,
some have complained about
the veggie burgers, pointing
out that cheese is extra on
these burgers but not on the
regular ones.

Kaelynn Miller feels that
this difference in price "is
truly absurd." Miller also
asks, "What happened to all
the specials, huh?" While
Miller wonders ovlit Ihr:. d~ath
of the variety of specials, Jason
Norton laments about the

thing to make there and prob- some justification for student
ably the healthiest, and I was optimism about return of the
addicted to it. So long chips and fries. Besides, even
tuna ... " he adds sadly. a dark, lonely world needs a

This past summer, the pub little hope.
announced that the chicken The friendly faces of the
tenders would no longer be pub workers like Glenda,
part of the fourth meal option, Kathy, and
news that caused quite a com- Shawnee are
motion on campus. However, can 5 tan t s ,
the chicken tenders were (and but
are still) loved so much that times stu-
they were kept on the fourth dents get
meal menu due to immediate frustrated by
student concern about their the fact that they

=~~~ac~ft,~e~dl?-~~~~rl~t:~ey
shouting, "Chicken tenders are very hungry. This
rock! I'm happy they stayed!" is dearly not the
The return of the tenders gives pub's fault, but it was

a common reason for some
student dissatisfaction.
Patrick Lyons explains, "They
almost ran out of all the food
options 1wanted. They didn't
even have chicken one night
and I thought-What the crap?"
What the crap, indeed. What
is the meaning of all this Pub
change?

Shawnee Mosley offers one
explanation for the disappear-
ance of the chips and fries
choice. "No one ever gets the
fruit- maybe if more people
actually ate the fruit, they'd
bring the other choices back.
We don't make the decisions,
we work for Sodexho. We're
just following orders. But
we're happy to serve all the
nice kids here."

Many students wait and
wonder if the pub will ever
return to its former chips and
fries glory. Only time will tell.
Though one thing seems cer-
tain: no matter the changes,
people still flock to the Pub for
its food, chips or no.

Your education will open doors for future generations and
allow them to partake of your hard earned wisdom. These
days it is obvious that a gbod education ,,:,i~1cost money, but
with it, you will never suffer from mstgruficant funds. Start
your year off right by going to the bank of knowledge ... your

classes. - Toreka Jordan

. 6jJicnic
M'anging

5lock
Friday, October 6
2 & 7 PM $S I $4Got a nice crib or hot

ride? Wanna see it in
the Free Press? Give

Katie a call at ext. 3001
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The new facelift:
has Facebook
gone too far?

JEN HARRINGTON
STAFF WRITER

We as college students have decided to
become active and take a stand. In the past, protestors
have chained themselves to trees, gone on strike, or
picketed. Today, with a click of a mouse, we join our
past activists against societal burdens as we protest
the changes that pose the most severe threat to our prj:
vacy and security: Facebook.

As Facebook junkies are well aware, Mark
Zuckerberg (creator of Pacebook) has spent, the past
few months renovating what used to be a social site
for onJy college students.

The first change was an addition of a "status"
to each student's profile. Users could update exactly
what they were doing or feeling at any given point
through their status. Soon after that, Facebook was
opened up to high school students, and employees at
select companies or organizations. One of the bjggest
changes arrived on September 5, 2006 when Facebook
first introduced "News Feed" and then "Mini-feed."

Facebook's "News Feed" revamped each
user's home page, compiling the recent activity of all
people within their networks. Recent activity inCludes
any updates to profiles: interests, favorite quotes, even
relationship status, as well as any new friendS their
friends had made recently. The addition of the "n\.ini
feed" made profile updates even clearer by highlight-
ing on an individual's profile exactly what has been
changed. rn addition to the news feed, Facebook has
also created "notes" where students could comment
about themselves or their friends.

These changes have the majority of students
in an uproar, and not just at McDaniel College.
Facebook has over 9.5 million members, and is cur-
rently the second largest social networking site, sec-
ond only to My Space. Luckily, for the laziest among
us, protesting is only a mouse click away as over 140
global groups have been created in reaction to the
recent additions on Facebook. These groups range
from student opinion groups, such as "The New
Facebook Slicks!!!" to petitions to Facebook creators,
such as the group "Students Against Facebook news
feed" (Official Petition to Fa~book).

Facebook staff has attempted to appease the
uproar over news feeds by allowing users to filter
what information is visible to friends within their net-

CENTER SPREAD

work through Facebook's privacy con-
trols.

Recently, these changes have
encouraged Facebook to become what some stu-
dents describe as "stalkerish". "I think it takes
stalking to a whole new level.; It gives you informa-
tion you may not necessarily want or need to know.
Personally, I think it is a fun way to keep in touch with
fri~nds from high school and friends that you would-
n't normally keep in contact with, but as far as the
mini-feeds .., they just stir up trouble," comments
Senior Amy Ford.

Junior Alex Neiman agrees, "I think it's kind
of weird how now potential employers can stalk you
out before you even walk into the office. It's upsetting
because they might take a wall comment or. a picture
the wrong way, and you could be out of a job before
you even get to an interview. Facebook was meant to
be a w'ay to keep in touch with your friends, but now
it can be used to learn every detail about someone you
don't even know. It just weirds me. out a little."

While some users feel their privacy has been
violated, others feel the recent protest over facebook
only further reveals that some users take the site too
seriously. "People let it affect their lives a little too
much; it's just a website. They make it a part of their
daily lives ... for some people, cr.ecking facebook is a
big part of their day, and it's just not that serious" says
Senior Chris Badeker, who lists his group "Facebook:
_it's not that serious" as a "self-help group" on the site.

- Currently, Facebook creators are debating
what could be the biggest change to Facebook yet, as
they weigh the pros and cons of opening Facebook to
regional networks. With this change, new members
would no longer need a valid school email address to
be<:ome.a facebook member; they will simply join with
their area or city. However, viewers from different net-
works will still be unable to see each other's profiles
without being friends. ..

Facebook creators have not announced the
specific plans or dates for this revision because of the
reactions of its members. One perturbed high school
student posted on "A Oay without Facebook" group:
"I'm encouraging you all to do it as well. And please
invite your friends, and have those friends invite their
friends and so on. This is a revolution! Let's show
them what we're made off"

MIKE HABEGGER
CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF
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Frustrated- why is the internet so slow?
dent as Gettysburg. problem on this campus.

Are students satisfied'Wi'th the j'm~el perfor'i'iP" And wh"1ftabout the professors? How many times
ance? , have you been in a class where the professor uses

The last time you moved the mouse, knocked off "Absolutely' she-said. the internet, types in an address and says something
the screensaver, and flipped through myspace or Do you know of anyone at McDaniel like Justin, like "is the internet always this slow?" And you
facebook, after about five minutes of browsing, you who basically spends every waking moment hog- answer, yes ..
inevitably received a message saying "The connec- ging bandwidth for beth legitimate an4!illegitimate 1£1was a professor here, I would be flabbergast-
tton was refused when attempting to contact' purposes? r thought not. It's impossible to use the eel. What, I can't check my email, the news, or
mcdanieLfacebook.com." Yeah, it's annoying. internet recrearlonelly. access online databases from my office without hav-

When I came to college, I expected to be able to At Susquehanna University, the network has 37 ing to make a pot of coffee to make my use of time
use the internet to the fullest, sirrce T suffered megabits per second of capacity, which means that worthwhile? I'm a PhD. I need to be able to do my
through high school with 56k dialup. Whenever I almost anyone can download an entire megabyte in job when I need to do my job.
visited Susquehanna University, the internet was about two seconds. Imagine that huge journal arti- According to an accounting professor at
blazing fast. Click, click, click, and bam, I found de about Adam Smith in PDF format downloaded Susquehanna, the possibilities for teaching have
everything I needed for my research p-aper. Movies, and ready to use before you finish telling the com- grown exponentially .since network performance
music, and photos, instantaneously at my fingertips. puter where to save it. has increased. Faculty are even beginning to exper-

Then I got to McDaniel. Sure, the internet isn't At McDaniel, we have. 9 megabits per second iment with streaming video. Environmental science
that slow, but it might as well be turned off. I actu- capacity. faculty videotape fieldwork done in the summer
ally use a legal music downloading service, Real "Students use the internet mostly for email, face- and. put nonune so students can watch and learn in
Rhapsody, and compared to a 20 second wait at book, myspace, and class research," said Dan the winter. It's all about supplementing education.
home with Verizon DSL, the McDaniel network DiCola, a senior- communications student at Access to articles is especially important. This
downloads a four minute song in five minutes. Susquehanna. "The loading time of a page is virtu- way, professors in the business school can instantly
Hmm. . ally instantaneous." download corporate reports that- are hundreds of

Mr. Skeptic out there already knows where I am Erin Wilson, senior economics major, was COl1- pages and use them in the curriculum and for
going with this, and says "but you shouldn't be fronted with the scenario of the internet becoming research projects. When questioned, the professor
using the internet to download music, it's for aca- faster on campus. What would.happen? Would the volunteered information that he "downloaded a 65
dernic purposes. If they provided more bandwidth, world fall apart? Would the integrity of the college megabyte PDF the other day in 20 seconds."
McDaniel College would be a pirate's dream." _ be oompromi§.E;d? ~ . In._fields ~u~aWaw, professo~Jog onto

But that's really not the "Based on behavioral economics, one of two CNN.com Pipeline and watch relevant vrdcos witli-
case. My buddy Justin at things woufd happen-internet users would reduce out delay, Without interrupting the flow of class.
Gettysburg is able to host the amount of time they spend online because they What's the point of having smart classrooms if

his ow'l FTP' server, can get everything done faster, or they would spend you can't use Ihem? "It's'Tike'havlng an lQ of 150,
downloads music and the same amount of time online and accomplish getting;) free education at-Yale, and then becoming
movies with ease, and more things." a ditch digger. You can't go halfway. On the
runs a computea-busi- And if capacity was quadrupled to the level that McDaniel campus, it seems that appearance is all.
ness on the side. He's Susquehanna University employs? l-uckily, prospective students assume that the inter-
not the only one. Yet -n wouTd bring in people who were not uSing t • net is speedy, because who ever heard of a college
internet performance is "'internet before because the opportunity cost of their that has a faulty network?
not lacking in the time was too high," said Wilson. l?anlon..me, Ihave to check my email. Be back in
libraries, or in the rest- Does increased productivity seem like a negative 20,
dence halls. consequence of improved internet performance? I Liz Goshor.lI, Da" Dicola. Esther Iglich, and Jerrell w.

"[The internef is] fast don't think so, and with more time on their hands, Habegger cantr: to reportillg of tllis artic/e.
everywhere including students could potentiaUy wQrk on special researcli'
the wireless, and totally projects, engage in community service projects, ana
amazing at the library," get out of their rooms and to meetings and. study
said a fourth year stu- sessions-in short, stop being so apathetic, the main

Attached to that mouse? Can't pry yourself
away from those tantali2ing away messages?
Join the club. The Free Press staff looks into
'a college student's guiltiest e-pleasure..

The RIAA is Taking
Sexy (and your other
songs) Back ... for good

that found us, it was the RlAA," says
a McDaniel st.Jdent, one of the stu-
dents targeted by the RlAA.

The RJAA surfs the programs such
as "AreS" and "Bittorrent" to find the
rP addresseS of those downloading
tunes. A COl1;lputerizedsystem ran-
domly selects :l song and lists the IF
addresses of all those who are current-
ly "sharing" that song.

Bad, time the RIAA finds an IP
address on the McDaniel campus that
has been iJleg~ny dmynloading files,
the student'S Internet is shut down,
and they are COntacted by student
affairs, They will then meet with
Dean Gerl, Dean of Student Affairs,
and Christine Michaels, of the IT
department, to discuss the issue at
hand.

Thought it may be the first time
you've heard of it, this is not a situa'
tion unique to this semester.

The firSt instance of copyright
infringement from online download-
ing actually dates back fa 2001.
However, as Michaels notes, only four

weeks in, and this semester boasts an
all time high. "There seems to be a
crackdown," she says.

in order to have chargeS dropped
and re-gain their internet, the students
were required to delete all songs.
and / or media that had been illegally
acquired, as well as the program used
to store and download the media, and
write a letter of apology.

"When we see something on the
web, we have to assume it's copyright
protected," says Michaels. "Students
I've talked to have hundreds - hun-
dreds of songs that they've down-
loaded.; .We try.to educate students so
that [this} doesn't happen again."

Many of the students were unaware
that the "share feature" on their music
program was enabled. This "share
feature" opens up personal computers
to the rest of the world, allowing other
music downloaders around the world
to take songs from these computers.
The RIAA is able to track these shared
connections, and find those comput-
ers that do "share" music.

Students from PA & Maryland speak out"The RIAA is taking this more seri-
ously," says GerI. "What I do appreci-
ate is they're letting the college handle
it. They're holding us responsible."

"I think people try to ignore the
issue, but you will get caught," says
the student. "I never thought it would
happen to me - it was a rude awaken-
ing, but I'm glad it happened."

"What students need to do is look
at the websites they are using and
make sure they are legitimate we
sites," advises CerL "[Findl any pro-
grams that you ,may have been using
or any web sites that aren't legal, go in
and not just delete it, uninstaU it.
Make sure that anything you're using
is legitimate."

Though it may seem t down-
loading the new~tJustin TImberlake
song isn't really 'all thaI big" a deal,

~~~::~e:n s~:~~~re~~::ru~~
says, "No college student can afford to
pay those fines."

,"To'be honest, I wish that it was still to limited to just col-
leges because Itho,ught that made it really unique and tiner-
seting. Iam considering hiding my self from the geogTaph-
ic networks. Iwouldn't get a myspace account. Iam satis-
fied with facebook. Ioriginally felt safer with that and now
r hav~it.. $0 I'll maintain ii, butI don't really have a desire to
have a facebook." .;.Maria Lathroum '08

,
"'Irl

I

r'
~

CHRISTINE BOYNTON
STAFF WRITER

Your internet stops working. Is that
supposed to shock you? You're on the
McDaniel Campus after all. But then
you notice that your internet icons
have all disappeared.

You don't actually find out why
your computer has been resbicted,
but like a growing list of 14 students
this semester, you get a call from
Student Affairs.

The culprit behind this internet
restriction may shock you. The stu-
dents are told that Green Day. Rob
Thomas, and 50 Cent among other
artists, have prompted this restriction.

Specifically, the use of the music
downloaders such as "Ares" and
"Bittorrent" has red flagged them
among an estimated 18 million other
online music downloaders around the
country, randomly selected by the
Recording Industry Association of
America.

"It wasn't the McDaniel Network

"The news f\_·<. ..d on faccbook i$ an update to the wcb.,itc; it is
what itjs_ U's a~real way lor ~~rs toma(tage their profile
and community :hetworks more cfficit.-ntly_ I understand
that this may be a double edged sword but the people who
are conccm~-d ,..lith pen;onai privacy need to n~c
'Why they are a member of the website in the first place. If
you're putting information out there that ~ considen.>d pri-

---",.,. ..1 vale, than maEl0u don't want to eut it out there.d-Dan
I)iCOl .. 9iisiiiielWiiia tlniVffll!'Y

'1'm not going to lie, it is creepy. But nowtltat you can reg-
uI~t information aboutyuu i.1i being broadcast [don't

~. as huge. problem with it a.1 did .. fint 1 just .lon"
understand why the facebook people think I really need to
know what everyone I know is doing at every waking
moment of the day." - liz Goshorn, Gettysburg College
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Vote, but get to know the candidates first
were .paid
was because
they expect-
ed the pri-
mary race to
be closer
than the gen-
eral election.

for Governor against incum-
bent Bob Ehrlich, who is
apparently "Changing
Maryland for the Better." You
decide if that is true, and then
get out to the polls on
November 7th, and make it
true.

Pi Gamma Mu, the social
science honor society, is host-
ing a candidate meet and greet
on Monday, October 9th, from
approximately 7:00 to 9:00
p.m., in Decker Auditorium.
Among the candidates attend-
ing are Vincent DiPietro,
Michael Zimmer, Julia Gouge,
and Dennis Beard for county
commissioner; Gary Bauer,
Patricia Gadberry, and Dave
Roush for the board of educa-
tion; Tanya Shewell and Frank
Rammes tor delegate; Andrew
Duck for congress; an
O'Malley "presence;" and
either Ben Cardin or a surro-
gate speaker. All members of
the college community are
strongly encouraged to attend.

P.S., you can vote for Ben
Cardin if you aren't Jewish.
Jason Stambaugh contributed to
the reporting of this article.

trinate us on
the impor-
tance of our
job as
"Knocker &
Dropper."

She told
us how it

MIKE HABEGGER
CO-EDITOR IN CrnEF "She told us how it was all about touch.

es, or what Jason and I like to call, voter
molestation. Apparently, it takes seven
'touches' to get someone to vote."

Elections are won by get-
ting people to vote. They
don't need to know why they
are voting, or for what, they
just need to vote.

On September 12th, it was
primary day in Maryland. My
roommate, Jason Stambaugh
(,06), and Ihad the privilege of
helping to elect Ben Cardin as
the Democratic candidate for
the "holy grail" of elections, a
vacant Senate seat.
"We canvassed Ben Cardin's

base," said Stambaugh.
"Basically, our sale mission
was to get the Jews in
Pikesville to the polls, because
that was Ben Cardin's home
territory."

Yes, it was mandatory vol-
unteer work for a class, and
yes, we got paid over a hun-
dred dollars, but we learned a
[at. Jason and I think that we
are now ready to run a presi-
dential campaign based solely
on the experience we gained.

We drove to the Parkville
staging area, arriving at 7 AM
to hear Sarah Greenberg,
director of canvassing, indoc-

We witnessed a lot. Every
house we visited was inhabit-
ed by the lovely Jews in
Pikesville, some of the most
politically participatory citi-
zens in America. Most have
overgrown gardens, lead ing
us to conclude that Ben
Cardin's base is very photo-
synthetic.

After canvassing about four
neighborhoods, and visiting
190 houses each, we went 10
the Fort Garrison Elementary
School, a polling station in
Pikesville, and were certified
as a "Challenger and
Watcher." They had problems
with counting the votes using
the new electronic system, so
we were prisoners of the cam-
paign until about 10 p.m.,
when we finally were able to
drive home and get to Buffalo
Wild Wings.

Our precinct coordinator,
Jake, said that the reason we

Kweisi Mfurue proved a for-
midable opponent, garnering
38 % of the vote, to Cardin's
47%. Cardin's opponent in the
general election is Lt. Gov.
Michael Steele, who has a
good name, and is regarded as
a good talker, but not much
,else. Ben Cardin has 40 years
of political experience, nearly
20 of those years representing
Maryland's 3rd district in the
US Congress.

"Ben Cardin, he stands for
pragmatism ... ," said
Stambaugh (this is perhaps
wishful thinking ... ). " ... and
for solutions that seek not to
polarize the electorate, but to
do the heavy lifting for prob-
lems facing America today."

Even though Cardin literal-
ly bought my vote, alas, I am
not a resident of Maryland. I
have bigger fish to fry at home
with Rick Santorum.

Martin O'Malley is running

was all about touches, or what
Jason and I like to call, voter
molestation. Apparently, it
takes seven "touches" to get
someone to vote. Imagine
this: You ring the doorbell at a
house, making sure that the
TV in the living room is
turned on. As the resident
answers the door, you are also
calling them on the phone (1),
holding up a sign (2), putting
a door-hanger on their door
(3), coordinating a truck to
drive by the house that also
has a sign on it (4), insuring
that a Ben Cardin ad is on the
TV (5), saying 'Ben Cardin,'
(6), and wearing a T-Shirt (7),
and you have your seven
touches. It's probably a better
idea to spread these touches
out over a period of seven
weeks, but right there, a voter
has enough exposure to a can-
didate to have the potential to
vote for him / her.

Quit with CCHD
budget.

The success rate of
McDaniel's smoking cessation
program is difficult to estab-
lish, as students often neglect
to follow up with Smith
House after receiving their
gum or patch. This is unfortu-
nate as following a structured
program and checking in reg-
ularly can significantly
improve your chances of quit-
ting. With this in mind,
Carroll County Health
Department (CCHO) offers a
seven week program where
your progress is watched a lit-
~lem.ore closely. (Participants
in this program also receive a
voucher for free patches or
gum.)

It's hard to beat a program
that helps you save money
and your health at the same
time. If you've been thinking
ab~ut quitting, its time to get
sen~us and not let this oppor-
rurnry pass by. (I'll be sure to
let you know much success
I'm having, but you'll proba-
bly already know if you have
a 9:10 in Hill Hall.)

SARAH GROSH
STAFF WRITER

Stand outside Hill long
enough and you'll notice two
things: one, you're probably
not the only one late for class;
and two, a good number of
McDaniel students are out
getting their nicotine fix.

r should know; I'm usual-
ly one of them. .

Any smoker knows that
quitting isn't easy, but there
are things that can make it
easier. Responding to an
increase in the level of college
students smoking, smoking
cessation programs have
begun offering grants for col-
leges to start their own pro-
grams.

McDaniel is one such col-
lege, having received a $4,000
grant from the Carroll County
Health Department. Smith
House offers patches, gum,
and other aids 'to any student
trying to quit smoking com-
pletely free of charge. That's a
huge incentive, as a $50 box of
patches or even a $30 box of
gum usually falls outside the

student's

Pour House Cafe Music
October

Monday Tuesday Wednesd Thursday FridaySunday
a

2 3 4 5 6
Dave Michael Andrew Karyn Oliver Heather Uoyd TBO
Cipriani Friedman Grimm
lla-l-p 7:30- 7:30- 7:30-9:30P (of Ilyaimy)

9:30P 9:300
Tomy 7:30-9:30p

Wright
7:30-9:30

8 9 10 11 12 13

Tim Tim Jadon Safe Harbor Paul !wancio TBO

Jenkins Jenkins Good
lla-l-p 7:30- 7:30- 7:30-9:30p 7:30-9:30p

9:30p 9:30p
Straight on
Red
7:30-9:30
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Annual condom throw at 'Choices': no go
SEPTEMBER 28, 2006 - Page 11

KRISTIN LAMB
STAFF WRITER

Peer mentors and mem-
bers of the Choices cast and
.crew, are extremely disap-
pointed with the prohibition
of condom throwing at the
Choices theatre show during
this fall's McDaniel College
freshmen orientation.

Traditionally, at the begin-
ning of the play, members of
the Choices cast and crew run
through the audience tossing
condoms to the freshmen to
promote safe sex.

This fall, however, members
of the flrst-vear team - includ-
ing new Assistant Dean of
First Year Students Sarah
Stokely and Associate Dean of
Student Affairs Liz Towle -
banned this tradition from
Choices to avoid the possibili-
ty of offending students.

"The issue is not the con-
doms, the issue is throwing
them at people," Stokely said.

Kim Rodney, a Peer Mentor,
said the administration's deci-
sion came out of reactions to

last year's performance.
"They cut it [condom

throwing] out because people
were offended the year before,
but the point of it is to shock
the hell out of them and get
their attention," she said.

While both the administra-
tion and involved students
said that alternatives to
throwing condoms into the
audience were discussed,
Rodney said peer mentors and
resident assistants' opinions
and feelings were "blatantly
ignored" when the decision
was made to not distribute
condoms during the produc-
tion.

"Originally we were going
to have bowls of condoms lay-
ing around; we really strug-
gled with how to make it
work," said KC Delp, .a
Chotces cast member.

Administration members
said alternatives to throwi.ng
condoms were discussed,
such as taping them to the
seats in the theatre and leav-
ing them in baskets for stu-
dents to pick up themsel ves.
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"Some suggestions were
vetoed by the cast because the
chairs are brand new, and the
cast was afraid of what stu-
dents would do with them
[the condoms] during the
show," Towle said.

Due to the lack of a physi-
cal presence of condoms, the
cast and crew made a giant
condom that was lowered
from the ceiling at the begin-
ning of the show.

"It still had tile same effect
as throwing out condoms to
the audience; I didn't even
notice a difference from last
year," said MJ Alexander, a
member of the Peer Mentor
Advisory Board.

Those opposed to the ban
said the real issue is not the
physical throwing of con-
doms, but rather the coverage
and promotion of safe sex
among McDaniel students.

"[Members of the adminis-
tration} are just thinking the
freshmen will abstain, and
that is not the case at all,"
Rodney said. "We might have
saved one or two people from
being offended, but we may
have caused someone to
become pregnant or infected.
Which is more impor-
tant?"

Some students said
prohibiting condoms
seems like just the
next step in a sys-
tematic clean up
of the show.

"I think
Choices is get~
ting cleaner
every year,"
said Rori
Rockman, a peer
mentor. "Each year the admin-
istration has put more and
more pressure on the crew to

keep things G-rated."
Towle's said the concern

was' not in making the show
cleaner but about maintaining
its message.

"A couple of years ago we
talked to the cast about keep-
ing the benefit of Choices,"
she said. "It became too outra-
geous, and the cast was asked
to tone it down. It became
more about pushing the enve-
lope and seeing how far we
can go. It was losing its educa-
tional value."

Alexander said she under-
stood why the administration
and some students might feel
uncomfortable.

"The reason they cut out the
condom throwing is that they
didn't want the first impres-
sion of McDaniel College to be
'Free Condoms,' " she said.

But some cast members said

the condom ban had a nega-
tive effect on the production.

"Maybe in years past con-
doms were used for shock
value, but there is still a stig-
ma about buying condoms,"
said Tom Shortridge, who
played a rapist with an STD
who did not lise proection.
"Throwing them out in the
crowd relieves some of that
pressure. It makes condoms
okay to talk about."

Despite the controversy,
Stokely praised Choices.

"I had heard when r came
[to McDaniel that] a great deal
of controversy surrounded
Choices, but it was great," she
said. "T was so impressed by
tile energy students brought
to that production, [and] the
energy the students derived
from it was fantastic."

Cheney is cold-hearted
ROB GOEKE
STAFFWRlTER

In the six years he has been
Vice President, Dick Cheney
has become known for his
abrasive and often rough
demeanor. In one sense, he
plays a hard ytng to George
W. Bush's soft, emotionally
open yang.

Mr. Cheney speaks in an
even tone that fits well into
the message of "staying the
course" and "fighting terror-
ists." His disposition is often
effective because his tough-
ness can act to reassure those
who fear another 9/11 is sim-
ply a day away.

However, though he hlay
come off as a tough guy that
some would want to go to war
with, [ believe there are seri-
ous flaws in the way Mr.
Cheney conducts himself.

Simply put, in hearing the
Vice President speak on many
occasions, I believe that he
does not truly care about the
well-being of the many rnili-
tary personnel fighting [or
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America. Or, at the very least,
he does not care about them as
much as he should.
According to icasualities.org,

as of September 23, there have
been 2,687 American military
deaths in the Iraq war that
have been confirmed by the
Department of Defense, with
many more wounded.

Though this number pales
in comparison to American
deaths even on D-Day, it is
still a disheartening figure.
Whatever way you look at it,
2,687 is a painful number and
my heart wrenches at the fact
that so many brave men and
women have died.

With every news report I
see of troops dying, I want to
cry. It pains me to hear or read
of these deaths. However,
when r hear Mr. Cheney speak
about the troops and their
families, his even tone doesn't
waver or change.

Maybe it is my own bias or
just a deep, subconscious need
to be comforted, but 1 would
like to feel that those running
the country are as passionate

and pained while talking
about the war and those fight-
ing it as Iget when Italk about
it.

But it is a gut feeling most-
ly based on observation. I
watch Mr. Cheney on televi-
sion and I see no change in his
posture or tone from when he
talks about the troops to when
he talks about the economy.

This criticism may be
unfounded. It could be that
Cheney is naturally cold, nat-
urally numb, but 1doubt it.

In my opinion, this is a
problem. For all the transgres-
sions Mr. Bush may be
accused of, at least he appears
to wear his heart on his sleeve.
The same can clearly not be
said for Mr. Cheney.

I can only hope that the
feeling in the Vice President's
heart is different than the one
he shows. 1 hope he is pained
as much as I am every time a
story crosses the wire about
troops dying.

Because 1 don't want to be
right.

mailto:freepress@mcdanieJ.edu


·Jan-Tenn abroad opportunities continue to grow
KEN BUERGER
STAFF WRITER

With six new or revived
study abroad opportunities,
the McDaniel College Jan
Term program is getting a
facelift. New trips to China,
London, Italy, New York City,
Budapest and Guatemala
have been added to the
already vast selection of off-
campus study tours for 2007.

"Our new Jan Term pro-
grams are a great opportunity
for students to learn the histo-
ry and physical environment
of a country outside of a class-
room," says Study' Abroad
Director Rose Falkner.

The popularity of these pro-
grams reflect Falkner's state-
ments. The number of stu-
dents traveling abroad for
their Jan Term more than dou-
bled over the last year, from 46
students in 2005 to '102 in 2006.
Back in 2002, a mere 18 stu-
dents made the journey.

This increase in enrollment
resulted in the call for more
opportunities to study abroad.
These new programs are in
addition to trips to Cameroon,
Belize, Poland, Hungary,
Israel, San Salvador and
Mexico.

"Jan Term really is our sig-
nature program," says
Falkner. "For a campus this

small, we have an amazing
array of study-abroad courses
available."

One of these new cou rses
takes students to China with
Professor Ira Domser.
Students will have the oppor-
tunity to visit the Great Wall,
cruise on the Li River and tour
Hong Kong.

Dr. Peter Bradley will
attempt to bring a group of
students to London" this
January after last year's trip
was cancelled because' of the
terrorist attacks. This year's
trip has no apparent conflicts.
while visiting the Pitts River
Museum and the British
Library, students will inten-
sively study the philosophies
of John Locke, Charles Darwin
and Sir Isaac Newton.

This year's trip to Israel
faces a similar dilemma. The
current political situation in
the Middle East may force
Professor Emmanuel
Goldman to change plans.

"'Given the recent war
between Lebanon and Israel,
we wi!! monitor the security
situation and judge whether
we will travel in the northern
(Galilee) region as extensively
as Jest January," says
Goldman. "Historically, the
Galilee is a quiet sector."
If all goes to plan, Goldman

hopes to visit various concen-

tration camps from World War
II, including Auschwitz-
Birkenau as well as traveling
into lsrael to study the coun-
try's history. This year,
Hungary was added to this
trip "primarily for the pur-
pose of connecting with
Mcfraniel's companion cam-
pus in Budapest," says
Goldman.

For a more hands-on study
tour, students can sign up for
Dr. Amy McNichol's trip to
Guatemala. Here, students
will participate in a Habitat
for Humanity project, build-
ing houses inQuetzaltenango,
Guatemala for poverty-strick-
en families.

Finally, our sister campus in
Budapest is offering a
European economics class as
another opportunity for stu-
dents to experience a different
culture.

"Jan Terms abroad are great
for anyone that is either
unable to afford or unwilling
to commit to spending an
entire semester or year in a
different country>' says
Falkner.

Slowly but surely, the study
abroad Jan Terms are becom-
ing more popular among stu-
dents. A survey of alumni
revealed that the study abroad
program offered at [an Term
was the highlight of ell their

Below are the projected costs and contact information for all of the trips:

London: Enlightenment Philosophy: Dr. Peter Bradley, x2565. Price TBA

Italy Through the Lens: Sue Bloom x2597, $2,805

New York Theatre Immersion: Elizabeth van den Berg, x2591. $900

Volunteer in Guatemala: Dr. Amy McNichols, x2461. Price TBA

Culture and Politics in Cameroon: Zephia Bryant, x2791. $2,625

Fishing and Diving in Belize: Prof. Herb Smith, x2413

Tropical Marine Biology: Dr. Samuel Alspach, 2403. Price TBA.

Viva Mexico: Dr. Thomas Deveny, x2465. $1,884.

China: Art and Culture: Ira Domser x2592, $2,500

Poland, Israel and Hungary: Landscapes ofMemory,RoutesI\D~M UAH1<ER. i!<l>S
of Hope: Dr. Manny Goldman. $3,000.

~Of;~~~~~::i~~~~!g~:~~~~~St~ea;:~~c:~f their beds as .car~~:~<1~~
Students lined up outside the registrars office hOlog~aphy Inp to Italy.
kets] and kept count of their placement. The ~me WIth pillows and blen-
go, yet more than 4S hopefuls waited. y ew 35 people would get to
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Demonstrations a concern for citizens, not students
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ESTAFANJA LARASCI-fl
MF5SENGER ED!TOR

Budapest - Demonstrations.
Throngs. Teargas. Violence.
The last few days here in
Budapest have been unset-
tling following the leak of a
tape in which Hungary's ClU-

rent prime minister, Ferenc
Oyurcsany, said that the gov-
ernment has been lying to the
people "day and night" about
the economy in order to win
elections. An Associated Press
article from September 19th
read: Hungarians have been
protesting heavily, gathering
for marches and demonstra-
tions. They demand the prime
minister's resignation.

On the tape, a speech
recorded last May during a
dosed session of the ruling
MSZP (Hungarian Socialist
Party), Gyurcsany used color-
ful language saying, "We

screwed up. Not a little, a lot. has announced his decision
No European country has that he will not step down. '·1
done something as bonehead- am staying and Iam doing my
ed as we have" (AP, Sept. job. I'm extremely committed
18th). It is still not known who to fulfilling my program, fiscal
leaked this tape to the media, adjustments and reforms," he
but no investigation has
been initiated to find out.
Protests turned violent early
Tuesday (Sept. 19), and
police fired teargas at peo-
ple who tried to storm the
MTV (Hungarian National
TV station) building in an
attempt to have their peti-
tion broadcast to the nation.
About 150 people were GOQ(;L.ElMAGI'S

injured, and at least two cars Rioters set fire to car on the streets of
were set on fire. Budapest. The demonstrations there have

It turns out that the vio- become increasingly violent.

lence was mostly caused by "a said. "I know it's very difficult
radical fringe of extreme right- for the people, but it's the only
ists and soccer hooligans" (AP, decision for Hungary" (IHT,
Sept. 20), however most of the Judy Dempsey, Sept. 19).
demonstrations and protests As a McDaniel College stu-
were peaceful. dent at the Budapest campus,

Prime Minister Cyurcsany . Ican tell you that unless one is

really in those squares where
protesters are during the
evenings and nights, one does
not feel the impact of this situ-
ation. The college itself is not
much affected. However, just
chatting with locals reveals
the tension citizens feel- it is
part of every conversation.

Most people are simply
appalled that they have been
played for fools and lied to.
Zoltan Ludanyi, an IT stu-
dent from Budapest, said,
"Normally I am not at all
interested in politics because
[think politicians here are all
the same. But right now, I feel
that if we let this pass with-
out raising our voices, they
will think they can continue
lying to the people. We can't
let that happen. I have been
going to the protests, and I
will continue to go in the hope
that something might come of
it."

Supporters of the current
government, on the other
hand, are of the opinion that
at least Gyurcsany was honest
about it. This quote is from an
article for the International
Herald Tribune by Judy
Dempsey, Sept. 20th: "Yes, he
tied, but many other politi-
cians have lied, too," said
Ferenc Pailik, 26, a waiter. "At
least Cyurcsany admitted it.
Now he wants to start tackling
the reforms. They will not be
easy. Many people I know
have problems paying the gas
and electricity bills. But now
that he has admitted he has
lied, let's give him a chance. I
voted for him. I continue to
support him."

Right now, people are wait-
ing to see what will happen,
and it looks like protests will
continue at least for the next
couple of days.

BENCEARY
STAFF WRITER

The untold tragedy of christians in northern Iraq

Violence intensifies in
northern Iraq as Kurdish
forces and Iraqi police attack
Assyrian Christians in the
Nineveh plain. The Assyrian
Christians, Iraq's third-largest
ethnic group and second
largest minority, have lived
for decades under the perse-
cution of Sacfd am" r+cssetn's
Baath party. With the fall of
Iraq's former leader three
years ago, a new window of
freedom opened for the
oppressed people. But that
freedom quickly vanished as a
new terror bent on driving out
the Assyrian Christians took
over where the Baathist left
off. The Kurdistan
Democratic Party (KDP) para-
military security squads along
side the local Iraqi police
swiftly moved into the
Nineveh plain and began
committi.ng numerous unlaw-
ful acts of violence against
unarmed Assyrian civilians.

One such attack took place
on June 30, 2006 in Iraq's
Harndaruya District. The inci-
dent began when Iraqi Police
started waving their automat-
ic rifles, shouting racial and
religious insults at unarmed
Assyrian civilians. The offi-
cers continued their verbal
attacks for some time until
Steven Basim, a young
Assyrian man, approached the
officers pleading for them to
stop their offensive banter.

An officer responded with a
swift knock to Basim's head
and the young man fell to the
ground bleeding. The other
officers then began severely
beating Basim as he laid on
the street severely injured.
Several Assyrian men endeav-
ored to stop the police brutali-
ty but ended up falling victim
to the same brutal beating.

Crowds of Assyrian civil-
ians, infuriated with the offi-
cers' actions, began to gather

priest Fr. Loius Kassab inter- fears.
vened with the police forces "Saddam Hussein, for all
on the young man's behalf. his faults, did not allow reli-
However, Fr. Kassab negotia- gtous influence in the govern-
tions were unsuccessful and ment," said Rev. Ken Joseph in
the Assyrian group stormed an interview with former
the police station, freed young Prime Minister, Ibrahim al-
Basim from the holding cell, Jaafari.
and took him to acquire med- Islamic extremist groups
ical attention. continue to take responsibility

There is a growing concern for continued terror attacks
amon_g the Christia~ml-~ lhf-.a.ttack.s.... that

occurred in the districts
of Ba'asheeqa. In sepa-
rate incidences Kurdish
terrorists abducted two
Assyrian boys from
their homes then mur-
dered-the children. The

..... bodies of both 15-year-
old Fadi Shamoon and

-Iilj 14-year-old Julian
Afram Yacoub were
discovered discarded
along a roadside like
common garbage.
Their bodies were bar-
barically mutilated,
burned, and beheaded.

"Killing innocent
Christian children has
become fashionable in
Iraq, forcing many
Christians to flee their
homes and villages;
money-less and help-
less," said Raise Malek-
Yonan in her testimonv
to the u.S. Hous~

'around the spectacle. The offi-
cers. fearing the angry mob,
began shooting into the crowd
wounding several civilians.
Things began to quickly grow
out of control as civil unrest
increased. The officers called
for back lip and Iraqi police
forces rushed to the scene.
Several police units respond-
ed but were unable to quell
the violent ~wd. T~p-*-

Committee
International Relations.

Attacks like these
have dramatically
increased during the
past months as Kurdish
forces step up their
harassment of Assyrian
Christians. On August

Assyrian Christians protest the prejudicial treatment suffered under the Ku·rl~lE IMAGES I, 2004 the worst attack
on Assyrian Christians

then grabbed Bastm and fled community that this kind of came when Islamic extremist
from the mob back to the local violence is religious in nature bombed six churches. This
police station. and will only increase. was soon followed by five

A group of young Assyrian Assyrians have blamed more church attacks on
Christians, fearing for Basim's Jihadists for inciting most of October 16, 2004.
safety, planned to assault the the violent acts against the The increasing violence has
police station and secure the Christians and the creation of prompted Assyrian authori-
young man's release. This the new Islamic Republic of ties to call for a mandate that
attempt was halted when local Iraq has only increase their would replace nonresident

Iraqi police forces in the area
with a task force of 800 local
Assyrians. While the
Governing council in
Baghdad passed the proposal,
KDP Lieutenant Governor,
Khtsro Coren. continues to
prevent the legislation from
being implemented. Without
the implementation of a new
Assyrian Police force Iraqi
pglice and KDP, paramilitary
forces continue to carry out
their acts of violence against
civilians unopposed.

On July 1, 2006 KDP para-
military forces seized the cen-
tral fuel distribution center for
the Hamdaniya District of
Nineveh. Since then, gas sta-
tions across the Nineveh plain
have fallen under control of
the KDP forces. The KDP
forces then Siphon off large
portions of the gasoline to be
sold on the black market. The
result to the local populace is
high price gouging or the
restriction of much needed
gasoline for producing elec-
tricity and fueling vehicles.

Concern fills the minds of
the Christian Assyrian com-
munity as they view the cur-
rent KDP and Iraqi police
push into the Nineveh plain as
an attempt to annex their
region into a much larger KDP
controlled area. This comes as
no surprise to most Assyrians
as the KDP has been pushing
to transform northern Iraq
into the separate democratic
government of Kurdistan ever
since the fall of Sad dam
Hussein. Assyrians of the
Nineveh plain fear that the
creation of an independent
Kurdish state would mean
subjugation or permanent
expulsion from their ancestral
homelands. With no help in
Sight from the central govern-
ment and the KDP in control
of the region, little hope
remains for the still persecut-
ed people.
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It's tough to rally school spirit at McDaniel
MELANIE CHUl'EIN

STAFF WRITER

Sweatshirts stamped with
"McDaniel College." Students
cheering for their classmates
at a sports game. Window
clings that read "Terror
Soccer." Participating in cam-
pus-sponsored events like
Relay for Life. Is this school
spirit?

BethAnn Tumer offers,
"School spirit is supporting
your school in sports and
wearing their gear and colors.
It's about supporting every-
one in other activities like
clubs too."

"Pride in yOUI school," sug-
gests Adam Dwoskin.

Lance Pototschnik explains,
"School spirit involves close
bonds between students and
their school, strong enough to
cause those students to wear
the colors and praise the
school publicly."

"An abiding respect for the
institution of vour education,"
adds Adam P-ritchard.

School spirit encompasses
so much more than rooting for

the football team or joining
fellow students in an organi-
zation to promote similar
interests and awareness. Just
simply being proud to be a
member of the McDaniel
College community consti-
tutes a form of spirit.

The most easily recognized
aspect of school spirit is wear-
ing apparel that is decorated
with the college's logo or col-
ors, green and gold. Sara
Borin expresses; "This is more
displaying your spirit, but it
Isn't enough."

Pritchard disagrees in that
he feels, "Color is probably
the most effective visual rep-
resentation of school spirit
without being excessively
vocal."

With so many ways to
express school spirit, it seems
like there is a category for all
to communicate their spirit.
However, this still brings up
an important question-does
McDaniel have school spirit?

Turner shares, "We have
school spirit to a point. I think
it's more with sports or at
Homecoming that we have it.

At other times, we don't."
Stephanie Glass strongly

believes that school spirit only
applies to sports and it can be
seen in the money spent on
sports and sporting facilities.
Still, others would argue that
this campus does have school
spirit and that it ~eps into
more areas than just sports.

When discussing school
spirit, the topic of the mascot
is bound to cross people's
minds. McDaniel's mascot is
the Green Terror and Dwoskm
insists, "Mascots are an icon
for people's school spirit."

There's just one problem.
McDaniel doesn't exactly have
a mascot that goes to rally the
crowd and even worse, no one
really knows what the Green
Terror is.

Denise Adams confesses,
"I'm so confused about 'Green
Terror. It's saddening and
frustrating!"

"I heard that when the foot-
ball team rushes it looks like a
'Green Terror," Turner says in
an attempt to define the mas-
cot.

Pritchard reveals, "The lack

of a mascot does create a void
of a rallying point. The vague-
ness of the Green Terror is
more a joke than a statement."

Still, others disagree and
feel like having an undefined
mascot is not really a disad-
vantage.

Bianca Rieti reasons, "It
doesn't have an effect. If there
was [a mascotl.Jt could excite
the crowd but the student
crowd excites themselves."

Similarly, Chris Martin
admits, "Mascots aren't all
that important. It doesn't con-
tribute much."

Despite mixed feelings over
the ambiguous Green Terror,
most would agree that there is
definitely room for improve-
ment. Rieti suggests that a
variety of events should be
publicized. Dwoskin feels like
an actual mascot at games
wou ld be beneficial.

Pototshnik says he would
volunteer to fill the position.
.On a different note, Martin
would like to see more sue-
cessrul sports teams, especlal-

. ly the football team since it's
probably the highest profile

sport.
Glass shares a completely

opposite opinion about
improvements to this
McDaniel's school spirit. She
says, "Stop spending all our
energy on sports and focus on
the other parts of the school.
How can we have school spir-
it when this school is a joke?"

McDaniel students have a
lot to say about school spirit.
There is an overall feeling that
the student body is spirited
but at the same time there is a
lingering doubt surrounding
it. Also, there seems to be a
trend toward defining school
spirit in more than just sports
related terms.

Perhaps in addition to a
tangible mascot, more could
be done to publicize upcom-
ing events and encourage peo-
ple to join.clubs-and organiza-
tions so that .McDaniel's
school spirjt can be optimized,
giving every student the
chance to feel supported in
what he or she does.

Football fans should turn sights to fields
six points. their noisemaking. Our fans even participate or get excit-

CHRISTOPHER fERRICK-MANLEY The Green Terror opened' appeared to have been put to ed."
STAFFWR!TER their home schedule with con- sleep by the abundance of tail- Bair Stadium is unique in its

The referee held' up both secutive losses. More distress- gating cuisine. Hardly any- being the only drive-in toot-
hands to call the touchdown. ing than the 0-2 home record one paid attention to the ball field in the nation. But it
Cheerleaders on the sideline is the complete lack of enthu- Green Terror cheer leading may be the source of the prob-
screamed. Fans in the bleach- siasm that McDaniel fans have squad. According to sopho- lem. The fans are more inter-
ers pumped their fists. It was shown during the two losses. more cheerleader Tara ested in their tailgating than
McDaniel's home football At both the Bridgewater and McKinney, "It is really hard to the action on the field. That is
opener, and visiting Seton Hill games, opposing be cheerful and excited at a a shame; live football is one of
Bridgewater had just scored fans were conspicuous by game when the crowd doesn't the most dramatic sports a

person can watch. A football
fan would be hard pressed,
too, to see a live game at such
a great price; admission is free
at all McDaniel sporting
events.

~ead Coach Tim Keating
admits to not paying attention
to ~rowd during home games,
he s busy with on-the-field
duti~s. He was willing to
admit, however, that "except
for the fourth quarter last
Saturday, [the Green Terrorl
have done little to generate
excitement."

On the other hand, Green
Terror Men's Basketball coach
Robert Flynn has become
some~hat of a campus
celebIlty for -his visits into
GLAR attempting to drum up
~upport for his team and
increase attendance at basket-

ball games. McDaniel fin-
ished out of the playoffs at 9-
16, but the crowd was con-
stantly into the game, and
very noisy. Despite the losing
record, the basketball team
was 6-3 at home. The football
tetm is 0-4 in its 'last four
home games over the last two
years.

Alex Meyer-Stokes is a reg-
ular attendee of both football
and basketball games at
McDaniel. He points out that
the existence of the student
section at the basketball
games leads to higher crowd
involvement from the student
body, The football games
have no such student section;
Meyer-Stokes believes that
organizing the students into
one place at Bair may make
for a better home-field advan-
tage for the football team.

"We had tremendous sup-
port during the [conference
championship years 1997-
2002]," Said Keating. "I think
OUr play/performance war-
ranted the fan support. Most
everyone loves a winner as
you know."
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Sports community in Westminster, beyond
GEOFF PECKHAM

STAFF WRITER

If there was one thing about
Baltimore that couldn't be
debated, it's that Baltimore is a
sports town. It is a football
city; it is a baseball city. It is a
soccer city, it is a lacrosse city.
It embraces these events on all
levels, from the high school
athletes to the professionals
who participate for a living.
The love of sports is obviously
not exclusive to Baltimore, but
there's something just a little
bit different in the way this
area watches these events than
other cities.

It extends through the areas
surrounding Baltimore, from
Towson to Reisterstown, from
Dundalk to the Eastem Shore.
It extends into Westminster
and onto the campus of
McDaniel College. McDaniel
students may come from all
over the country as well as the

- world, but many of them are
from the area, some growing
up right here in Westminster.

It may be the Westminster

Owls, the local high school
football team. Large numbers
of alumni still attend the
games every week, and the
team affects so many people
because the school is so big. -

"It reminds me of Friday
Night Lights," said junior Jess
Spear, who graduated from
Westminster in 2004. She
cheered for the Owls then, and
she cheers for the Gieen Terror
now. "It was awesome to look
up while cheering and see so
many people [in the stands].
Spear's comparison to the
popular Texas high .school
football movie is not inaccu-
rate. But this is not Odessa,
Texas. This is- Westminster,
Maryland.

The passion lies in the col-
lege sports. Towson has the
Tigers. Johns Hopkins has the
Blue Jays. Maryland has the
Terps. And of course,
McDaniel has the Green
Terror. Many colleges in the
Baltimore area have a hard-
core legion of fans, as well as
stories and legacies that will
last forever. In 1959, the

Western Maryland College
Green Terror Men's soccer
team upset the current NCAA
Division m champions Drexel.
It is often considered one of
the greatest sports victories in
Westminster's history.

Johns Hopkins can boast
one of the best Men's Lacrosse
programs in the nation, most
recently winning the champi-
onship in 2005. The Blue Jays
also have a century-old rivalry
with the Green Terror, playing
83 times since 1894. The
Maryland Terrapins won the
NCAA Men's Basketball
championship in 2002.

It lies within the profession-
al sports. This comrraunity
embraced the Baltimore Colts
as family, when legends like
Johnny Unites, Alan Ameche,
Lenny Moore, and Raymond
Berry dominated the league,
winning four NFL champi-
onships, including the 1958
"greatest game ever played"
with the New York Giants.
When the Colts left, this city
embraced the Canadian
Football League's Baltimore

Stallions. It wasn't the Colts.
but it was football. The
Ravens arrived in 1996, and
have since become a staple in
the community, as well as the
NFL, when new legends like
Ray Lewis and Jonathan
Ogden brought the Lombardi
Trophy back to Baltimore in
2001.

Westminster has a very spe-
cial place in the overall legacy
of the NFL. Western
Maryland College would
serve as ·the training grounds
for the Colts while they were
still in Baltimore. Today,
McDaniel hosts the Ravens
annually for Training Camp.

To really-see hoW"much this
community loves its sports,
look at the Baltimore Orioles.
As this beloved baseball team
is about to end its ninth con-
secutive losing season, life-
long fan and Dundalk native
Nestor Aparicio organized a
fan protest to prompt a change
m ownership, appropriately
titled "Take Back the Birds."
Aparicio owns and operates
WNST 1570, an all-sports AM

radio station. It doesn't take
long to listen to him on the air
to know how passionate he is
about the D's, and about
sports in this area.

"We made history as a com-
munity, coming to the ball-
park 52,OOO-strong when the
team didn't win a single game
in April of 1988 for Fan
Appreciation Night. We
watched the team," Aparicio
said, referring to the season
when the O's started 0-21. He
knows the passion we feel as
fans, even when our teams are
at an all-time low.

These stories are just the
beginning. There many more,
too rraa.riy to name here They
illuminate the love we. have
for our teams. People remem-
ber where they were, who
they were with when their
team won the big game. They
bring us together, and they
give us something to be proud
of. And whether you're from
Baltimore, Boston, or even
Budapest, it's not hard to see
that this community revels in
that in a big way.

Photos courtesy Evan Ticknor, artwork courtesy Emily Biondo and Evan TIcknor

McDaniel Volleyball pulled off a nail-biting victory against Swarthmore Saturday, Sept 23. Giving up wins in the first two games (25-30 each time), the Terror fought
back and took the next two games 30-17 and 30-24 respectively. Swarthmore crumbled to a 15-9 loss in tie-breaking match. Each player fed the team's success, espe-
Cially Freshman Taylor Hergott (#13) and Junior Katie Seibel (#10). Saturday'S volleyball match marked the 18th meeting between McDaniel and Swarthmore in a
series that dates back to 1985. The Green Terror lead the all-time series 14-3, but the Garnet took'last season's meeting 3-0.
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Cross Country Stars
Cody Crutchley
Cody Crutchley has the vital speed clement. He excelled during last years track sea-
son and qualified for Conferences in the 800 meter. ,
During this race, he dropped from 2:09 to 2:04 and was the sixth freshman in
the conference for this event.

"He has a good combination of speed and strength," Coach Renner ad~s.
These qualities aid Crutchley as he works on improving his cross country skills
and hones his abilities - speed and strength.

At the Waynesburg Invitational, Crutchley ran a personal best of 29:44 in
the 8,000 meter. At such an early point in the season, Crutchley's progress lays
the foundation for a strong cross country season hopefully leading into an

amazing speed boost on the track.
"He usually leads our team in the faster

workouts we do," states Dan White. "He has a lot of
speed, and even though he would admit he's more of
a track runner, he is also a very good cross country
runner." .

lf Crutchley is able to stay healthy and unin-
jured, he will undoubtedly have a cross
country season and be able to .
things once track .

Despite

LAURA HUTION
SPORTS EDITOR

Shin injury for the majority of last year prevented Tim
/Wlr<I""~/"Bggars from reaching his full potential.

As a freshman, Eggars was able to run a few meets dur-
ing the indoor season. He was never able, however, to com-
pletely let go without shin splints slowing him down.

During the summer, Eggers struggled to beat his shin injury and
run as much as possible. Nevertheless, he was only able to run
about half of the summer; every time he was able to run for five
days he would have to take five days off.

"Tim has been in the "one step forward - two steps back"
mode for much of his time on campus," adds Coach Renner.

In spite of this, Eggars has shown great improvements early this
season.

"I did not have much of a base when I came back to school,"
Eggers said, "but my shin problems appear to have "!lii~~

which has enabled me to start getting back to ~
old self." .
During the Green Terror Challenge, Eggars ran a

30:18 on the 8,000 meter course, a personal best. He
was the third Green Terror runner to cross the finish

line.
Dan White describes him as the "most

talented out of us sophomores and probably
else on the team. If Tim can get
he could be up with Matt [Rouse] by

the end of the season."

"This class of runners has
tremendous potential...it
should be fun watching

their continued development
over the next three years."

-Coach Renner

Due to mononucleosis, Kevin Bowman was not
able to run during his freshman cross country sea-
son last year. Once indoor track started, Bowman

fought to get into excellent shape and showed
his top-notch power during the outdoor sea-
son

He barely qualified for Conferences, how-
ever, he excited the team when his time

dropped from 4:32 t04:17 in the 1,500 meter and
he became the fifth fastest freshman in the conference.

"When he learns to correctly pace himself over the
five mile distance," states Coach Renner, "he will do
some damage on the grass as well."

The start of this cross country season proves that
Bowman is determined to expand upon his estab-
lished outdoor season. His 30:35 finish during the
8,000 meter Green Terror Challenge earned him fourth
place among his teammates. .

In both of the following meets, Bowman contin-
ued his improvement, dropping to 29:27 --at the
Waynesburg Invitational and 29:00 at the York
Invjtarional.

Bowman attributes his improvements this year to ./
the effort he made over the summer, "I notice my /"
mileage base has increased my strength in longer""
distance event'>, which also shows on our team

another in
rae e s
and keep
each other
motivated."

not funning cross coun-
try last year, has
shown great talent
thus far, and looks

to be a
part of
team."

Dan White
Dan White was excited with his start this season.
His best time last year was 30:45 in the 8,000 meter.
AI their first race, Baltimore Metro, White raJl a
sana! best of 30:36 in the 8,000 meter and fin-
ished fifth for the Green Terror. He was also
the fifth of the men's team to finish at
the Green Terror Challenge.

These strong finishes are exc"m.-_
for White, "last season I was usually one
of the last runners to finish on the team. This sea-
son I've been the fifth mall for the team ... and
hope to improve on that,". he explains.

White attributes this powerful start to the
amount of training he did over the summer.
Kevin Bowman agrees, "Dan will have a great
son if he stays healthy, since he ran a lot over
summer with weekl y mileage nearing 80 .
As the season goes on his hard work will
show."

Bowman is not the only one
who has noticed the impact
White's summer mileage. "Dan
shown the most improvement in
cross country so far,"

. Coach Renner.
The only thing that holds White back

now are his knees. He has been struggling
them already this season and is currently sitting ou.t.
Once he improves his strength and gets back on ~s
feet, White will be able to demonstrate where his
hard work will take him.

Tim Eggars

Terror
volleyball

play by play
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John Floyd stares at a heap-
ing paper plate of hog dogs.
It's halftime. He hasn't been
playing football, no-he's
been preparing" to eat.
Scarfing down the six hotdogs
he shoves into his mouth, one
right after the other, his eyes
are fierce with competition.
He's in the final round.
Dipping each hotdog bun in a
cup of water for faster dtges-
tion, Floyd, along with 10
other serious eaters, competes
for the coveted title of hotdog
champ. Friends cheer them
on and coaches stand behind
the eaters, meticulously
~atching to make sure no one

rules. A crowd of alumni, par~
ents, and students shout furi-
ously.

The crazy contest, just like
the Homecoming game, dis-
plays school spirit like noth-
ing else. The brain child of
Jason Norton and sponsored
by Alpha Sigma Phi, the hot-
dog eating helped raise
money for Canine
Companions, a non-profit
organization that trains dogs
for people-with physical dis-
abilities. The dogs are trained
to guide the blind, fetch
Objects, and to even open
doors, making life a little easi-
er for those who need assis-
tance with every day tasks.
420 hotdogs and buns later,
graciously donated from

new dean catches the heat

Drinking games: a
how-to guide

When Beth Gerl,
McDaniel's new Vice
President and Dean of Student
Affairs, arrived in
Westminster, she could have
never expected the firestorm
that awaited her.

In just over a month,
rumors about possible policy
changes linked to alcohol use
touched off unprecedented
student resentment across
campus.

Student resentment boiled
over into defamatory Internet
postlngs and a postponed
protest.

Gerl said she hopes to
establish a positive, produc-

"I think, based on my new-
ness, that that brought some
uncertainty, which ts under-
standable but not accurate,"
Gerl said. "I don't want there
to be opposition. I want there
to be collaboration and part-
nership."

Some of the vocal opposi-
tion arose from Cerl's per-
ceived role in stopping the off-
campus Chi Delta Upsilon
(XDU) party originally sched-
uled for Sept. 16.

The party, reputed by rnul-
tiple sources as sizable, was
called off after what some said
was Gerl's instrumental role
in the cancellation.

"[Dean Gerl] acted without

Page 6

Phi Sig sisters urider scrutiny
The rumors have spread Sources have confirmed

GEOFFPECKHAM around campus, but in reality that the sorority had more
STAFF WR1TER few know what really hap- than the allowed number of

Members of the Phi Sigma pened on the night of Sept. 27, people sleeping in a dorm in
Sigma sorority have been when the Department of Blanche Ward Hall an the
under administrative scrutiny Campus Safety was called to night in question. According
recently due to concerns that Blanche Ward Hall for a possi- to the sources, the girls were
the group may have violated ble hazing incident. part of the incoming pledge
strict rules that govern the Because it is still yet to be class, and there may have
pledging process. resolved, no involved been alcohol in the room,

As a result, some students McDaniel staff are permitted though none of this could be
believe the Greek organization to talk about the allegations .. cOnfi~::~y from the sorority
has already lost its pledge Director of Campus Safety
class, clubroom, and may even Mike Webster could not even or the pledge class would
be kicked off campus, acknowledge te name of the ::~~~tfr:;c~~s~ati°~n~~~~!
thoughts that, as of press time, organization t at was being

investigated. (see "Sorority" Oll page 2)are untrue.

the facts," said a member of
XDU who spoke on the condi-
tion of anonymity. "This event
has happened for 12years and
nothing bad has ever hap-
pened. It hasn't been a prob-
-Iem and never will [be]."

But Gerl said her concern
and subsequent contacting- of
those associated with the
party came from learning
about the event and that local
police were aware of it as well.

Though it could not be
Independently verified how
the information got from one
source to another, the
Westminster Police
Department, Carroll County
Sheriff's Office and Gerl said
they knew about the party in
advance.

"If I know there's some-
thing going on with students
off campus that could involve
possible arrests, I think it's the
right thing that the student
group's made aware of that,"
Gerl said. "I don't want to see
students be in situations that
could be problematic for.
them."

According to the XDU
member contacted for this
story, Gerl informed them on
the Thursday before the party
that if it occurred, authorities
might be there to arrest atten-
dees. Gerl said she also told
members that she did not
want the party moved to
McDaniel. Other concerns
about some ofGerl's actions in
(see "Decu" 011 page 2)

Homecoming collage inside
Page 10
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Homecoming
winners, weiners

rules. A crowd of alumni, par-
ents, and students shout furi-
ously.

John Floyd stares at a heap- The crazy contest, just like
ing paper plate of hog dogs. the Homecoming game, dis-
It's halftime. He hasn't been plays school spirit like ncth-
playing football, no-he's ing else. The brain child of
been preparing- to eat. Jason Norton and sponsored
Scarfing down the six hotdogs by Alpha Sigma Phi, the hot-
he shoves into his mouth, one dog eating helped raise
right after the other, his eyes money for Canine
are fierce with competition. Companions, a non-profit
He's in the final round. organization that trains dogs
Dipping each hotdog bun in a for people-with physical dis-
cup of water for faster diges- abilities. The dogs are trained
tion, Floyd, along with 10 to guide the blind, fetch
other serious eaters, competes objects, and to even open
for the coveted title of hotdog doors, making life a little east-
champ. Friends cheer them er for those who need assis-
on and coaches stand behind ranee with every day tasks.
the eaters, meticulously 420 hotdogs and buns later,
watching to make sure no one graciously donated from
. breaking the strict-con • eTIn r....--............_

___ (see "Homecomi"8" em page 3)

Rumors fly, new dean catches the heat
ROBGOEKE AND ttve relationship with stu- jhe facts," said a member of "If I know there's some-

DAVIDP. GREISMAN dents. XDUwho spoke on the condi- thing going on with students
"I think, based on my new- non of anonymity. "This event off campus that could involve

ness, that that brought some has happened for 12 years and possible arrests, I think it's the
uncertainty, which 'is under- nothing bad has ever hap- right thing that the student
standable but not accurate," pened. It hasn't been a prob- group's made aware of that,"
Gerl said. "I don't want there -lem and never will (be]." Gerl said. "I don't want to see
to be opposition. I want there But Gerl said her concern students be in situations that
to be collaboration and part- and subsequent contacting of could be problematic for.
nership." those associated with the them."

Some of the vocalopposi- party came from learning According to the XDU
tion arose from Gerl's per- about the event and that local member contacted for this
ceived role in stopping the off- police were aware of it as well. story, Gerl informed them on
campus Chi Delta Upsilon Though it could not be the Thursday before the party
(XDU)party originally sched- independently verified how that if it occurred, authorities
uled for Sept. 16. the information got from one might be there to arrest atten-

The party, reputed by mul- source to another, the dees. Gerl said' she also told
tiple sources as sizable, was Westminster Police members that she did not
called off after what some said Department, Carroll County want the party moved to
was Gerl's instrumental role Sheriff's Office and Gerl said McDanieL Other concerns
in the cancei1ation. they knew about the party in about some of Gerl's actions in

"[Dean Cerl] acted without advance. (see "Dean" 011 page 2)

JENNASWARTZ
STAFFWRlTER

new Vice
President and Dean of Student
Affairs, arrived in
Westminster, she could have
never expected the firestcrm
that awaited her.

In just over a month,
rumors about possible policy
changes linked to alcohol use
touched off unprecedented
student resentment across
campus.

Student resentment boiled

Page 6

over into defamatory internet
postlngs and a postponed
protest.

Gerl said she hopes to
establish a positive, produc-

Phi Sig sisters under scrutiny
The rumors have spread Sources have confirmed

around campus, but in reality that the sorority had more
few know what really hap- than the allowed number of
pened on the night of Sept. 27, people sleeping in a dorm in
when the Department of Blanche Ward Hall on the
Campus Safety was called to night in question. According'
BlancheWard Hall for a possi- to the sources, the girls were
ble hazing incident. part of the incoming pledge

Because it is still yet to be class, and there may have
resolved, no involved been alcohol in the room,
McDaniel staff are permitted though none'of this could be
to talk about the allegations. confirmed.
Director of Campus Safety Nobody from the sorority
Mike Webster could not even or the pledge class would
acknowledge the name of the comment because of legal
organization that was being direction from the national Phi
investigated.

GEOFF PECKHAM
STAFFWRlTER

Members of the Phi Sigma
Sigma sor.ority ~ave b~en
under administrative scrutiny
recently due to concerns that
the group may have violated
strict rules that govern the
pledging p'rocess.

As a result, some students
believe the Greek organization
has already lost its pledge
class, clubroom, and may even
be kicked off campus,
thoughts that, as of press time,
are untrue. (see "Sorority" Oil page 2)
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Pledging process scrutinized
("Sorority," from Page 1)

Sigma Sigma chapter. One
pledge who asked to remain
anonymous, though, said that
the stories are "ridiculous,"
and that all the pledges felt
that there was no hazing
going on.

It is the college's standard
procedure to halt all activities
of any organization on cam-
pus if it is under investigation,
for any reason, said Amanda
Rose, assistant director of col-
lege activities. As such, the
sorority is not allowed to use
its clubroom or do any pledg-
ing activities until a final deci-
sion has been made.

Rose also explained that
these privileges have not for-
mally been taken away.

LI·ghter S1·de Editor's note: Goeke's commentary highliglit_s some of
~ the innane calls to whiC/! campus safety responds.

"When circumstances are
presented, it is determined
whether they need to be acted
on or if more information
needs to be presented to make
it valid:' Rose said. She said
that the incident is under
investigation and that a deci-
sion would be made soon.

Hazing has been an issue
with Greek organizations at
McDaniel before.

Last spring, the Gamma
Beta Chi fraternity had its
charter suspended for five
years, while the Phi Alpha Mu
sorority lost its charter for
three years. Both organiza-
tions were suspended for haz-
ing incidents.

All. Greek organizations
receive a checklist at the

When Campus Safety
patrols our lovely campus,
they usually have their eyes
focused at waist level, check-
ing to see if that Solo cup real-
ly does have a non-alcoholic
beverage in it. Sometimes,
however, a distraction can
cause them to look elsewhere.

At 8:41 on the night of Oct.
1, some officers were on patrol
and saw the sky light up. It
wasn't a bird or a plane, but a
bottle rocket- fired off from

r80u~ef Ji..Jlh ,,- ,. __
Freshman boys are idiotic.

Freshman boys in groups,
though, are hilarious. But 1
think the most important
thing to take away from this
incident is not the fact that
some fireworks always light
up your life but the fact that

ROB GOEKE the Campus Safety officer
___ '_TA_F_FW_R_ITE_R___ who witnessed the launch was

able to find the very room it
was fired from and lay the law
down on some candy asses.

r just want Outkast to stop
making musicals so they can
focus on something really
important: remixing "Bombs
over Baghdad'" to "Bombs
over Rouzer" to describe this
incident. ~

Next, let's be frank: if it
wasn't for intoxicated
McDaniel College students,
the local Jiffy Mart would
cease-to exist-The 24 hours it

L operates. ,se:ll~ng, .Subway, end
hot dogs that have been on the
roller for four days is a god-
send to anyonE" looking to
comfort themselves with
unhealthy eats after getting
rejected by every girl or boy
they tried to talk to.

Clearly, the Jiffy Mart puts

IO:Y
V Drug-related

, vtolcnce and
vandalism

AFire-related

beginning of every semester
detailing a new member edu-
cation program and member
responsibilities. The list
includes a detailed hazing
policy and several examples
of what hazing might include
and notes that anything that
might deprive pledges of
sleep is considered hazing.

Though the result of the
administration's investigation
of the Phi Sigs was not avail-
able at press time, sorority
members and students famil-
iar with the Incident appear to
be cautiously optimistic that
the outcome will be in their
favor.

What that first appeared to
be a Greek tragedy is now a
minor concern.

the "convenience" in "conve-
nience store." So- you would
think that with all the late
night business they receive
from McDaniel, they would be
sympathetic to some students
who, say, maybe tried to use a
five-fingered discount?

Nope. At 3:57 a.rn. on Sept.
29, the Westminster Police
Department documented a
student for trying to slip a
candy bar into his pocket, cre-
ating what must have been the
biggest overreaction by the
authorities since the end scene
.of the Blues Brothers movie.
.. Jt:s a shame that this fellow
had to go through the humili-
ation of being caught shoplift-
ing with only a Snickers in his
hand, but I like to think it was
just the subliminal messages
he received from all the com-
mercials that made him do it.
He was h·ungry. So why wait

Campus sa£etybeati
Rape complaint
dismissed, extortion
charge brought

A complaint al1egingta~afa Mcl)anielColl~e facility
was dismissed,ln September aftetaxevibi"bY'·lotallaw
enforcement, authoritiE'$Said.

.The sexual acts - which6ceutxedafHarlovd'>{jolJ.1I;iorto
this semester «were determine1br ill.enibet$'qtthe C~
(Child .Abuse/Sexuel.: AS$aul~) unit" 'and' th¢:£>tate'&
Attorney's office to have been 1:;Qn$en~l®,'p911~e$aid.

Authorities said thaxg-esyvere:l)rought onenecount 'of
extortion related to: theC¢Se.

By the Numbers

22

4 Cases withakoholvio]ations:

3 Incidents Of vandaltsmto senderus' vehicles: Two vehi-
des located iI1theWhiteford Ballpatkmg lot had their
tire$~lashediand O!le_:$DV ...;·located on Hi$tori~ D!ive,~
had its soft top slashed and may have had item,~stolen

5 Reports andincidents related t;<)'analter~tion between
a student and a ncn-snrdent in front of Mriteford Hall
around 1amon ~t. 29~th~'slnglecase withtbemcst. "
listmssinthe tin;tep~iod:~sawt(hands/feet), (ftufm and
disorderly conduct, alcohol possession - under 21,and
alcohol-related charge(g) for person(s)over 21. Inaddi@n,
the non-students were-lfstad ashaving~tresp;j$Sed

1Incident of students: settili$"off fireworks from .a Rouzer
Hell dorm room
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Homecoming highlights on the Hill 2006
ceeds of the bake sale went to Tony Cimino said about the
the International Dinner the experience.
club .will host in the spring, The Alumni Tent was filled
with foods from their varied with happy faces, yOlmg and
homelands of Germany, old, but particularly young.
Argentina, and France. Many The tent featured face paint-
families have a long tradition ing and its own magician,
of parking, tailgating, and who did card tricks and made
sharing family recipes around balloon animals for eager chil-
the football field. dren. The merchandise with

Carolyn Gannon tells, "My McDaniel or Western
family always drives down for Maryland logos for sale in the
this game, even if they miss all tent-sweatshirts, socks,
the rest." gloves, hats, and blankets--.

While walking around the could be purchased to honor
field, hearty stews, sloppy both the past and present
joes, bratwurst, and fried name of the college.
chicken were some of the Marcia Robusto, a new campus fraternities and soror-
more unusual dishes being alumnae, explained, "I feel ittes, and Military Alumni.
served to McDaniel fans, very welcome, Imissed all my The Homecoming court, who
though hamburgers and hot friends so much! It's great to marched in the parade, were
'dogs remain a favorite. feel so wanted, even though announced at halftime by

"We've got to have them we left campus." President Joan Develin Coley
every year," said Tom The college goes to great and included king and queen
Shortridge about the sloppy lengths to make sure alumni Jamie Nash and Jason Fratto
[oes in his tent. 'still feel at home on the hill. Class of 2007,Beth Moran and

With over 40 tents around The Alumni tent even hosted a Nick Tully Class of 2008,
the field and 12 organizations "Best Tailgater on the Hill" Kayon Williams and David
with letters painted on the contest for fun. Yearbooks Olorunfemi Class of 2009, and
grass, Homecoming spirit was dating back to the 1930s and Callie Crossman and Warren
in the air. Though the weath- early 1940s were also on dis- Herman Class of 2010.
er was dreary and overcast, play in there, though Alumae Rachel
love for McDaniel was felt and McDaniel has yearbooks well Bryant equates the whole
seen, especially during the back into the 1800s. The year- experience of coming back to
parade. The cheerleaders, all books were set out for anyone McDaniel and seeing every~
decked out in full fairy tale to look through and many one at Homecoming: "I feel
costumes, sprinkling fairy people took time to do so. like I'm at a wedding, every 5
dust and waving wands at the Saturday was not just minutes or so, I see someone I
little children watching the a day of food and fun, it was knew or had a class with, and
parade on main street, took also a day of reunion for cur- I wish 1 could talk to everyone
first place, while Gamma rent and past students, includ- all at once."
Sigma Sigma'S Queen of the ing reunions of the Catholic The feelings ot
Hill theme took second, and Campus Ministry, Green-liomecOIning cannot truly be
Phi Mu's I Love Lucy theme Terror Baseball team, transcribed- it's something
took third. Christian Fellowship, Honors one has to see and feel for one-

"The parade was a hit!" Program, Women's Basketball self. Through all the events,
Gamma Sigma Sigma member team, open houses for the contests, reunions, and tradi-

("Homecoming," from Page 1)
train dogs for the blind.
lst place winner John Floyd

ate a total of 10 hotdogs in
only a few minutes, receiving
a trophy and a $50 gift card to
Barnes and Noble, He seemed
more thrilled about the title
inscribed on the trophy than
anything else, boasting he was
indeed the Eating Champion
at Homecoming 2006. 2nd
place winner Stephen Gomez
and 3rd place winner Mark
Wheeler were also glad to be a
part of such a good cause,
even if they felt close to puk-
ing.

Jason Norton said, "Some
people were training in Glar
all week. We're just glad they
came out." No matter their
eating strategy, the eleven
men who entered the contest
showed great dedication;
either to Canines for
Companions or at the very
least, to hotdogs, The contest
was one of many festivities
that added extra spiritedness
to Homecoming this year.

Hotdogs weren't the only
thing people were eating on
Saturday. The array of foods
found at this weekend tempt-
ed and satisfied alumni and
student appetites. Ian Hockett
stated, "Homecoming is good
because sometimes we win,
but there's always good food

, no matter what."
This year was no exception.

The International Oub held a
bake sale filled with home-

NEWS

Hans-tailgating and the
parade-homecoming shines
through as a time of remem-
bering the past good times
and looking forward to those
still to come. All the cars ere-
ating traffic jams on campus,
packed to the brim with deli-
cious food were a display of
dedication and pride students
feel. The full coolers, hot
grills, chairs and blankets
placed in -the grass, and the
tents, filled with supporters
and family of all ages, all
helped create the complete
picture of Homecoming.

Sure, it's important that the
team won 17 to 14, but some-
times it's not the most impor-
tant thing about the day. The
people we reunite with, the
victories we cheer for, and the
school community we are a
part of, 'matter most.
Homecoming 2006 sowed
people will shout just as loud
for hotdogs as they will for
touchdowns. That's some-
thing to be proud of.

made cupcakes, brownies,
cake, cookies, and even frost-
ed cinnamon buns. The pro-

Tempers flare, new dean feels the heat
("Deall,"from Page 1) In response "I feel we've made a point,. and·1 !~rm~~e i~~':~ Jy."Gerl said she has not been
in regards to alcohol policy ~~e~h~:'de~~: think working with them may actual- pus," said on the Pacebook Web site, nor
proved to be unsubstantiated. concerns, Gerl 1 i· b tt . II com Jason Fratto, has she seen the groups creat-

During dinner in Englar sent out a cam- Iy resu t n eertng our co ege .. president of ed in reference to her.
Dining Hall on Sept. 27, junior pus-wide e- munity," Olsh wrote, also acknowl- the Inter-Greek "Students can do whatever
Lindsay DIsh distributed a mail on Sept. edging that her major allegations cmoeumnbcei~aonfdtha

e
they wanton Pacebook: it's an

flyer entitled "We're Not 29, writing that d . open, public way for people to
Going to Take 11"to students, "[tjhere have "'wererumorsl and are now foun to Alpha Sigma communicate," she said. "I'm
listing allegations about a sup- been no not be true." Phi fraternity. in a position where people are
posed "damp-down on stu- changes to the With Gerl's going to scapegoat or take
dent activttes" and inviting college policies from previous that she, Webster, Associate efforts, DIsh recently respond- potshots at me, and I'm fine
them to a protest. dmi years." ~oewanle0afndStuAdseSlnsttaAntffaDi'l:ectLoi~ed on her Facebook group - with that."

"Recently hired a rrurus- Among the numerous l' ~ • also entitled We're Not Going Though she did not receive
trators have, without provoca- items, Gerl said Spring Fling of College Activities Amanda to Take It - "Because tJ{e the warmest of welcomes,
non, taken it upon themselves would not be cancelled, Rose will host an informal administration is trying to Gerl sees the early part of her
to significantly curtail, even McDanii:!1College would not chat with students every work with us, and with the tenure as a time to learn about
end, traditional events and be going dry or 'doing away Wednesday afternoon in feedback I've received from life on The Hill.
activities participated ;; ~~ with Greek life, and she EngThla

e
,Dfi:nstinogfHthaellse·cha.ts was students, the protest is no "I am just using this time to

students for years at Me arne denied the existence of a point. longer taking place. learn about McDaniel's cam-
College," the flyer began. system. held Oct. 4, where eight stu- "I feel we've made a point, pus and examine the services

Multiple attempts to contact As for concerns over the dents asked questions of the and I think working with that [the student affairs office]
Olsh bye-mail and phone wall, which Gerl said "has not panel, Webster said. them may actually result in provides," Gerl said. "I want
were unsuccessful. Efforts to been taken away," Director of "I want to know the best bettering our college commu- to see if we are giving students

~~~!~~at7'o~~ber~e~: o~:~ ~a~:P~I::~!~tyu~k~~:b~:~ ;:~~~ ~~t~.,n:~~a~~: Gt~~ :!~~wl~I;~g ;;~~~ m:~~~ ~~d:~~v~C:~ti~ne~a;:e~~t~:
unsuccessful. never been allowed. kinds of things students are allegations "were' rumors, and need to look at how we com-

Among the allegations When large numbers of ~tu- concerned about so they can are now found to not be true." municate and find ways to
against "the new administra- dents are gathered and dnnk- hSlabvlee.,~hebest experience pos- Along with DIsh's group, build a stronger, more trusting
tors" in the flyer were that ing at the waU, Webster said multipLe Facebook groups still community."
they wanted to "break up the the goal of campus safety is to Gerl also held a meeting exist in reference to Cerl, but ,..-- -,
years' -long traditional waH have the people pour their with all the chapter presidents not all of them have the inten-
parties" between Blanche alcohol out and then move on, of the recognized Greek tion to provoke action.
Ward and McDaniel halls, can- stopping a vio.lation of c~m- organizations on Sept. 27 to "The group I made meant
cel the annual Spring FLing pus policies Wlthout needing address their specific con- absolutely nothing," said jun-
event, and that a point system to document scores of stu- cems. ior Erich Wolf, the creator of
had been set up to award cam- dents. "Contrary to popular belief, The New Dean Must Go. "I
pus safety officers and resi- To help deal with student [Dean Ger! is excited about made it as a complete joke and
dent assistants for document- concerns, Gerl's e-mail said Greek life and is ready to try I don't take Facebook serious-,
ing students for alcohol use.

Got News?
Call at
ext. 3001
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with care, give it clean water
and feed it fresh air" read
Senior Kate Chilson's shirt as
she stood outside of Red
Square's recycling display on
Wednesday, September 27th.
Co-President of the
Environmental Action Club,
Chilson was one of many stu-
dents who braved McDaniel's
trash piles and went dumpster
diving in order to raise aware-
ness about recycling on cam-
pus.

Armed with trash bags and
gloves, about 20 members of
the Environmental Action
Club went dumpster diving
on campus Tuesday night
looking for recyclable trash,
such as papers and cans. They
carried their findings to Red

FEATURES

Do you know your roomie as well as you think?
Want to find out more?

LAMBDA PI ETA IS BOSTING
THE NEWLY-MATCHED GAME

ON OCT. 19th AT 9.00 PM IN TBE PUB
Formore info:
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Oh say, did you see Meyers-Stokes sing?

'Green' week on recycling
ARRINGTON Square, and created a heap of Tuesday, the club sponsored a

JE~T~FF WRITER items that could have been tie-dying table outside of Glar,
recycled. A significant portion an activity that was featured

"Plant a new tree, treat it of their display was the result in the Carroll County times.
of an overabundance of On Wednesday, the recycling
Academic Course catalogs. demonstratiori occurred in

The shock factor was unde- Red Square. The club's aware-
niable; while walking through ness week ended Thursday
Red Square Wednesday morn- with a demonstration of vert-
ing, McDaniel College stu- ous ways to recycle everyday
dents were greeted by what trash, such as turning scrap
appeared to be a mound of metal into jewelry. .
trash. Surrounding the dis- Previously, the majority of
play were posters asking the club's energy had been
observers to think critically focused on off campus proj-
about recycling, or informing ects, such as the Chesapeake
the public of waste statistics, Bay clean-up. Currently, two
such as the fact that the aver- students are working on
age American throws away improving the campus's recy-
4.5 pounds of waste each day. cling program through Inde-

The display was the high- pendent studies.
light of the club's awareness Footage of the dumpster
week. On Monday, September dive and recycling display is
25th the dub had an informa-. being repeated on McDaniel
tive table outside of Clar TV,Channel 26.
about their projects and goals.

CHRISTOPHER FEERICK-MANLEY Meyer-Stokes, a junior out
STAFF WRITER of Columbia, has an extensive

background in the performing
When Francis Scott Key arts. He has been singing

penned The Star Spangled since he was four years of age
Banner in 1814, he probably and has been participating in
did not envision it becoming a choral singing since his soph-
staple for the beginning of omore year of high school. At
sflC?rting'events around the McDaniel, he currently sings
u.s. It .is no different here ~the..college-choir and the
McDaruel. At our madrigal singers, and previ-
Homecoming game, ously sang with the gospel
Alexander Meyer-Stokes, will choir. This year he also serves
be performing the anthem as the Peer Mentor to MUL-
before kickoff. 1151: Music and Words: A

Quest for Expression and
Meaning:

He received the job of
singing at the game from his
former boss at McDaniel
Alumni Relations, where he
worked the call center during
his freshman year. Going into
the last few days before
Homecoming. Meyer-Stokes
is not-that nervous. A little
nervous, admittedly, but he
has been on stage too much
for this to scare him.

Homecoming won't be the

first time Meyer-Stokes has
sung the Star Spangled
Banner at McDaniel. He per-
formed it with the gospel
choir at basketball games last
year. Other places he ~as
sung include churches, retire-
ment homes, high schools,
and Newfoundland. Meyer-
Stokes went to St. John's in
Newfoundland last summer
for the Festival 500, a choral
music festival, with the
Carroll Chorus.

More McDaniel students enjoy what could
be one of the last warm days of the semes-
ter. September 23 marked the first official
day of Autumn.

McDaniel students face off against each
other in a round of Dance Dance Revolution.
DDR was .in Kriel Lounge on thursday as
part of Spnt Week activities.



'Free the squirrels' a nutty misnomer
"I feel like nothing should squirrels or one big popula- universities like Texas A&M released from their traps.

be done to the squirrels that tion," said senior Anna and has been very successful "This is unfair to those of us
would cause physical or emo- Kulow. as a learning experience," who want to learn this
tional stress," said senior Ted "Traps are being kept open Kulow says. method of studying animal
Hamer. for only an hour or two at a As for the rumor that squir- populations so that we may

"They are a staple on cam- time, when students are avail- reis have been dying, she use it in the future for wildlife
pus; everyone enjoys watch- able to mark and release them assures, "One squirrel was conservation," Kulownotes.
Ing them run and play." With as soon as possible," Dr. Iglich found ill in a trap and was "My goal as is most conser-
regards to the group, Hamer explains. "We need to have a taken to a wildlife specialist vationists is to prevent ani-
admits, "The Facebook group certain number trapped to for medical treatment. The mals from' becoming extinct.
I started is half joke and half make the estimation tech- squirrel did die, but the spe- But in order to gather essential
serious. I really don't think nique work" c:ialistdetermined that the ani- information on animals so that
any harm should come to the Lindsey Grieb, another con- mal was likely ill before enter- this goal can be reached, it is
squirrels unless completely servation biology student, ing the trap." sometimes necessary to per-
justified, but honestly I'm not insists, "The squirrels are not Additionally, there has been form these studies."
that heatedly against the traps being harmed, and they're talk about the squirrels being "Doing a population count is
if the class is learning some- getting a free meal. As long as attacked by hawks. not easy because we have a
thing important from the the people taking care of the "There was an incident TON of squirrels 01\ campus,"
experiment and taking all traps make sure to check them where a bird tried to attack a Menng confesses. "We also
measures to ensure the squir- regularly, there should not be trapped squirrel," Grieb are dealing with a problem
rels are not being harmed any any problems:" shares. "I personally chased that conservation biologists
more than is absolutely neces- "Everyone in the class is the bird away and released the deal with all the time, which
sary committed to the squirrels' squirrel, unharmed. That are well-meaning members of
This entire ordeal boils down safetyandhealth,"LizMering issue was addressed and the the public trying to help the

to m\scommunication and adds. "We are a conservation cages were moved to more animals. It is hard to try to
biology class so most of us are covered locations where birds educate people that our pri-
strongly committed to envi- could not get to them." mary concern is the well being
ronmental and conservation "Squirrels on campus are of the animals. This is a prob-
principles." being attacked all the time and lem that has just come up in

The class needs to mark a eaten by these hawks," Dr. the last few weeks and we are
total of twenty squirrels in lgllch explains. "1 have seen currently trying to figure out
order to obtain accurate data them do this; it is part of the how to manage to continue
for this study. They have natural process which helps the project."
already reached the halfway prevent the populations from For now, the study has been
point. The class spray-paints overpopulating." put on hold so the class has
a small part of the squirrel as a The logic behind placing the time to discuss what is hap-
means of tracking it. traps in such obvious loca- pening.
Otherwise, it would be neces- tions has backfired. "Conservation Biologists
sary to trap even more squir- Dr. Igllch reasons that the have to learn how to trap,
rels. In addition to a bit of cages have been set where mark and estimate population
spray-paint, three squirrels they are on purpose S9 the ~tu.- number, and home t~60ries
are. wearing iradio collars ~ d~nts:~a~j.etter ~e~:~.e·I'-Sicju,k- for animals,' Dr. I&.~ stress-
order to better follow thenl, rets once they are trapped, es. "Our efforts~'"a~ being
which according to Dr. Igttch, mark them, and then quickly undermined by this group
is another important tech- release them. The idea is to be [who tampers with the
ruque that has to be learned. as cautious and minimalist as traps]." It is important to

McDaniel College is not the possible. The problem with understand that the squirrels
only school to be conducting this strategy is that everyone are not being harmed and
this study. else on campus also takes once a few more squirrels are
"This exact project has been notice. As a result, many of marked, the cages will be

extent at other the squirrels have been

MELANIE CHUPEIN
STAFF WRITER

The squirrels on campus
have practically taken over.
They freely roam everywhere,
hiding in trees, scurrying
across the street, and scamper-
ing across the quad. All of this
changed recently when six
traps were placed around
campus, in plain view of the
squirrels as well as the
McDaniel community.

People's initial response to
all the traps is that this is cru-
elty to animals. Seeing an
innocent squirrel confined to a
cage has sparked passionate
opposition.

"It is a terrible travesty to
the human race, and this prac-
tice is contradictory to the
institution," said student Scott
Madara. "I wept for days u:
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the despair, thinking of those
ppor squirrels and squirrel
family. The Constitution pro-
vid~s for a basic protection of
rights, and seeing how squir-
rels are divine, squirrels
should be protected:'

This protest to the treat-
ment of the squirrels has even
seeped onto Facebook, where
the group, "Free the
Squirrels!" has been devel-
oped.

misinterpretation.
Dr. Esther Iglich's

Conservation Biology class
has set the traps in order to
conduct a study that spans
over a period of a few weeks.

"The purpose of catching
the squirrels is to mark and
release them so that we may
determine their home range-
their 'territory'-and see how
far, whether McDaniel has

lrnproptu soccer game in red square: stu-
dents enjoy a warm day on the hill.

Jackie Kahler defends against an opposing
player at an October girls' soccer game at
McDaniel College.



Non drinking games lure many McDaniel students
For each good match, a player with," she said. "You pick who they few members of the wrestling team

receivesa category card and must collect have a crush on, the weird kid in the joined them in their wrestling gear in
a given amount of category cards in back of the class and a few hot guys on order to lose weight.
order to win. campus". "My roommate is amazing at it," said

Some students take creative licensing Typical board games aren't the only senior VickiLevanduski, "I'm definitely
with already popular games. source of amusement on campus. still learning ... people come up to our

Junior Christine Hechmer played Sophomore Jason Norton helped his floor all of the time to play."
"Marry, Date, or Dump" last year with floor turn their common room into a ·A certain group on campus plays
several of her friends. This game has a mini soccer field for a few days. "Man-up" in the quad, a game that may
die with multiple sides that read differ- "We flipped two seats over, took out involve throwing a ball or Frisbee at an
ent actions (Marry, Date, Dump), careers the cushions, and used them [the seats] opposing player. Players are supposed
(lawyer, surgeon, pool boy), or relation- as goals. We put tape on the middle of to allow the ball to hit them, and points
ships (father, uncle, brother). the floor and on two sides for penalty are given if the.opposing player flinches.

One player chooses three names and markers and played two on two," he One mysterious player would only
the rest of the players guess which said. "We do stupider things when comment, "The first rule about Man-up
action, career and relationship the play- we're sober". is that you don't talk about Man-up. The
er would associate with each name. Some non-drinking games are used as second rule? You don't-talk about it."
Points are given for each correct match. practice for drinking games. Members

Hechmer and her friends altered the of the Phi Kappa Delta fraternity play
choices by inserting McDaniel students' water pong in order to hone their skills.
names into the game. The fourth floor of Blanche Ward

"First you look at who you're playing plays Dance Dance Revolution, and a

Some students opt to flip cups and play beer pong
face about 5 feet long and arrange 2
groups of 6 cups with a predetermined
amount of drink, usually alcohol of some

Beer Pong, Brain Damage, Kings, Flip sort, in a triangle at either end of the table.
Cup, Beer Darts, Quarters. Many coUege Next, split into either two teams of two or
students are familiar with drinking games, two people in individual competition. The
even if they don't drink themselves. teams stand at one end of the table and try
Approximately'63% of incoming college to throw a ping-pong ball into any of the

freshman have participated in drinking cups on the opposite end of the table. If
games, according .to www.pubmed.gov. they get it in, the other team has to drink.
And though study after study warn stu- If they bounce it in, they drink two cups. If
dents of the dangers, drinking games pre- every on the team makes their throw, they
vail. Infonnal surveys of students reveal go again. The goal is to get drunk, or to get
that the following games get the most play rid of the other team's cups. Either way.
at McDanieL Sophomore Mike Smoak told a story about
Beer Pong/Beirut how he was beaten at beer pong by a guy

To playBus one, get a table or solid sur- who sat in a chair the whole ~ly
\,.. ~ .p -.. - • .,...... - - • • • -

Forget homework- fantasy football rules
don't have time now. It's a way for us to according to the fantasy Web site. for 10 receiving yards, one point for

TYLER CARR stay involved in sports," O'Toole said. When the group returned to Oakland, every reception, six points for rushing or
STAFF WRITER "Also, the competitive nature of the they founded the first fantasy football receiving a touchdown, four points for a

Each year, the week after Labor Day game keeps students involved. It's fun league, the Greater Oakland Professional passing touchdown, negative two points
marks the official start of the NFL season. competing against people you know. Pigskin Prognosticators League (GOPP- for every interception thrown, negative
But recently, it has marked the start of Not to mention there's also a chance to PL). After the 1960's, the game evolved two points for every fumble, one point
something else, the start of the fantasy win a lot of money." into a recreational activity at sports bars. for an extra paint kicked and three points
football season. Other creative team names of the So what is the cause of the latest fan- for a field goal. Some leagues do scoring

Fantasy football is a game where play- league include "the Stump Grinders," tasy football phenomenon? purely based on yardage in a game.
ers "draft" NFL players for their fantasy "RayLewis4MVP" and "Your Dum." Phe Internet. . . Fantasy football has evolved into
team and earn points based on their In addition to team names and even With the expansion of the Internet m more than just a recreational sports. bar
players' perfonnances in games. The team logos, the fantasy football fervor the late 1990's, fantasy football participa- game; it is now a yearly tradition like the
fantasy football player with the most sometimes also includes trash talk as tion has skyrocketed into a lucrative NFL season itself ..
points at the end of the season wins. opponents try and psyche each other out business with many Web sites, mega-

In recent years, fantasy football has before big gam~. zines, newspapers, and programs dedi-
become the most popular fantasy sports The Alpha Sigma Phi league does a lot cated to the game. Many large Internet
game in the United States and has of smack talking. It is uncensored and companies, such as AOL and Yahoo,
evo,lved into a big business industry. can gets pretty brutal. On the league's have launched their own sites dedicated

It is no real surprise that the fantasy Web site, one team hoped for the dis- to meeting the fantasy football demo-
industry lures McDaniel students too. memberment of another team's player, graphic.

Senior Pat O'Toole is just one fish that posting, "I hope Michael Strahan tears A simple Web search of the term "fan-
has been hooked by the fantasy world. off Mark Brunell's left arm." tasy football" found over 73..000,000
Pat is a member of the. Alpha Sigma Phi Fantasy f~tball was originally invent- pages of results. Even the NFL itself has
Football league, an elite league in which. ed in 1962 by several members of the launched its own fantasy football Web
Pat has named his team "The Qakland Raiders' management and two site. Some Web sites even offer league
Hooligans." sports writers from Oakland during a winners prizes such as NFL tickets and

"A lot of us played football before, bu.t three week road trip to the east coast, cash winnings.
Most Jeagues are known as "re-draft"

leagues, where at the start of every sea-
son, teams are totally re-drafted from
scratch.

Other leagues are known as "dynasty"
leagues, in which a team is drafted and
the same team carries on for several sea-
sons. Each team usually consists of a
quarterback, two running backs, two or
three wide receivers, one tight end, one
placekicker, and one team defense.

Players earn points for their team
based on their performance during real
life NFL games. The common SCoring
scheme is one point for 25 passing yards,
one point for 10 rushing yards, one point
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JEN HARRINGTON
STAFF WRITER

teams and must correctly answer differ-
ent puzzles. Various categories of com-
petition include word scrambles, hum-
ming, sculpting out of clay, and cha-
rades.

It was a typical Friday night on cam-
pus, and like any other weekend,
Campus Safety was called into Rouzer
Hall because of a noise complaint.

The spectacle awaiting Campus
Safety last year wasn't the archetypal
drinking scene with beer pong and
drunken underclassmen, but rather an
unusually exciting game of Cranium.

"We got so loud," shrugged junior
Serah Shank, "They thought we were
drinking because we were having so.
much fun."

For students who prefer non-drinking
games, it seems that on the McDaniel
College campus, the possibilities are
endless.

Players are allowed to move a certain
number of spaces on the board for suc-
cessfully completing each challenge in a
given amount of time, racing to reach
the end of the board first.

Apples to Apples is another popular
choice. The cards are divided between
the players, listing random words and
phrases such as "Tom Cruise" or "the
Grand Canyon."

Each player takes a turn picking a cat-
egory card and reads the category to the
rest of the group. The remaining players
place down a card from .rheir hand that
they feel best fits the category, and the
player who picked the category deter-
mines which card is the best fit.

Cranium is a well-Liked game among
these students. Players are divided into

BRIAN ENGLER
STAFF WRITER

UNION
STREET

missed one shot during the course of the
whole game.
Power Hour

This game is fairly simple, but can be
very effective. You get a bunch of alcohol,
usually beer or mixed drinks. You can try
with shots, but without modification of
the game, you will die. Please don't, I
wouldn't want that to happen. To play,
pour a shot of your drink of choice. Every
minute, on the minute, take the shot. lime
tends to pass much quicker than you
would think. You usually go through
about 6 beers, if that's your drink, and it's
not recommended to switch beers at any
point. Trust me. It's no fun. Also, try to use
shot glasses. Iunior Jacob Moriar!y-Stone

FOURTH
MEAL GA

APfJ
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said" I tried to measure the shots of beer
by eye and 'by the end, Ihad half of a cup
to drink." Like 1 said, use shot glasses
please.
Flip Cup

This.is perhaps the most competitive of
the drinking games listed here. To play,
split up any number of people into two
teams. The teams then get on either side of
a table. Each person gets a cup, into which
they pour their drink of choice. Again,
beer, mixed drinks, or the like are recom-
mended. Usually you want to fill the cup
to the first little ridge, but it can change
according to how much you want to drink.
The first pair of competitors chug their
dr~, th~lace the cup on the edge of

the table and attempt to
cup so that it lands upside a~'''''.',,-_..J.=~=.J''':'-1o=J::;i,:.I._..I.;=-~~=J.!=~
and stays that way. Research has
shown that if you wet the table, the cup
sticks much easier. Once the cup
is flipped successfully, you go
down the line until one line is
done. The first side to finish
wins. Usually there are many
rounds to a game of flip cup and there is a
lot of yelling.

Now that you have the basics, go and
enjoy. Have good parties, and happy
drinking. I'm gonna go and rest my liver

There's never enough time to
draft the five-page paper or

study for exams"but mention a
---------'g'ameof Flip eop' 'or Cranium and~:'" ,.,~

suddenly we have all the time in
the world ...

What is your
favorite childhood
game and why?

"Tag ball-my family and I
would play it, and it was
fun."

"Guess Who-! found it's
the first game an adult
can play with children.
It's fun."

"My sisters and I used to pre-
tend we were orphans,
inspired by the Boxcar chil-
dren."

"Memory-every Friday, my
parents would play it with me
and my sister."

http://www.pubmed.gov.
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So you wanna go to graduate school
KATE MALONEY

STAFF WRITER

pied with internships, research proj-
ects, papers, and other culminating
experiences. Planning ahead for grad-
uate school and breaking the process
down into manageable steps is the key
to a low-stress, high-success transition
from college to graduate school. One

Crunch time for choosing and apply-
ing to a graduate school could not
come at a worse time for an under-
graduate. Many seniors are preoccu-

~¥ ..

• Tal:e chalIeIlging ~
- Maintain • high CPA.
- Network with prol'esoo.. ond alu",,,"
-Starting thiUklng about "life after McDaniel COllege· Explore acadt!ll1k and
<_interests ond COnsidervolunteering or applying for intsmships in your
field of interest.

Summer following Junior Year

~Request information from schools to whidt you may apply including,
acceptance rates, test scores, and GPA,ranges.
- Visit campuses ifpossible. and talk with faculty members and current
graduate $tuden~.
- Begin developing your peJ;'$011a}slatement, which may need, adjusted for
each school to which you apply.
,. Register and study for admissions tests.

Spnng of enior eat

- Verity that application materials were'Indeed received,
- Continue researching the graduate programs towhiqh' you applied so you
can feel confidant with your finaldetision
~Prepare for on-campus interviews" ifappJid;3;ble;
~Send. thank-you neteetc iniervlewett{and also tr.ll'~.f~r~, who wrete let-
ters of recommendation. Notify tNmlot your SUCO'ffl$cmd decision!
- Maire arrangements lor thisexdling.ond <1W1en~ troruIithini.~h as
housin and .

~:Ncrifatd liquol 1cde+irrrposes on rights
when we decided to attend
McDaniel.

There is only one right I'm
speaking of, and while it may
not be as important as others,
the fact that the school policy
is imposing on ANY of my
rights bothers me. I'm speak-
ing of the right to drink alco-
hol and the subsequent right

SARAH BLACK
COMMENTARY CO-EDITOR

When I enrolled at
McDaniel, I don't remember
signing a waiver relinquishing
any of my rights as a citizen of
this country. But apparently,
with no formal papers, that's
what all of us ended up doing

TUI
WI lAID
. or or

Friday, October 20 1 PM $5 / $4
BUY ONE TICKET AND GET HIE SECOND FREE

Mill.! pH:~tml tillS ali iH lilllfl ul I)Url'lli'lst}
hmH unc frN! lI"klll Pt'r g.ruup

91 W. Main St. Westminster
410.848.7272 www.carr.orglarts
SIlow your McDaniel I.!). andreCi!ive rne"lib.r'" di1coUll!

can start preparing for graduate school
as early as sophomore year. The fol-
lowing timeline is a good starting
place for organizing a strategy but
should be modified according to when
one anticipates on attending graduate
school. Some students may find they

need to take time off from academic
life after graduation to gain work
experience, fine-tune career goals, as
well as secure financial resources.
Talking to a career counselor or other
mentor may be helpful.

Fall of Senior Ye..

- Take appropriate admissions t~t. ~(;RItis·~
graduate schools ..but there aredifferent~m8.For
~cal, and business school ltw<?Uldbe~tQ
to which you may apply. Standardiu!d t~$tffm'1YalsO:be
tor year to allow time Jor re-tekes if ~ry,
- Ask for letters of ~mmendationearlyin ~~r£i(?inpxQfes~WIm
know you well. Typll::aUy,gradua~&&ools:mttJire threekt:tenfof,,*,ornmei1;;
dation.
- Request a copy of ycm transcript andcfieQi:ip.J:,err6cssll1<;tf thttrntax'take'
time to rectify.
- Budget for application .f¢e$ and ~ran$Olp~it~an get cqstly~
- Proofread andfiealize your peesocel st&tement.Facultyl1Uqobersan<t'adVf_
SOrBmay be able to.aeslsr in this area.
" Stay on top of deadlines; Be.aware thetschools witlu$u~Jy ~ appJi~a:~
tion materials to have errfved.by the ciead1i:ne"Jee'ep a personalphQtOcOpyo(
aU applicati<m materials.

Don't worry if you are already feeling behind-there are many resources available
to you through Career services to help you get back on track!

to choose the alcohol we drink
(if you're of legal age).

Even thought this only
affects those students who are
21 years old or older, every-
body turns 21 eventually, so it
does in the end affect every-
body (whether or not you care
is up to you). Our student
handbook lists school policy

.and #6 states:
"Hard liquor is
prohibited on cam-
pus" (p. 63).

The first thing
that comes to toy
mind is, "Well,
who are you to say
what Ican and can-
not drink? What if
hard liquor is all
someone drinks?" r
personally hate
beer, so my drink
of choice is hard
liquor-and I have
that right to choose
and drink it.

Some people just
don't know their
limit, or if they do,
they choose to
ignore it, and be
stupid. That does-
n't mean that a mle
has to be placed
affecting for every·
one (keep in mind
that this rule has
been in existence
for years). If people
choose to be stu-
pid, they're going
to be stupid no
matter what you

allow them to drink. It's. all
about common . sense and
knowing and abiding by your
limit, not what you're putting
into your system.

Asked about this rule, sen-
ior Kevin Mettee expressed
his discontent: "I think it's
crap," he said. "I'm 21 years
old; I should be able to drink
what 1 want, especially if I'm
drinking in my own apart-
ment. How much worse is
hard liquor than beer? I think
it's definitely imposing on my
rights." .

People can get just as drunk
off of beer as they can off
liquor; it's just a matter of how
much you drink. And as
Mettee said, it doesn't matter
if you're in your own apart-
ment; if Campus Safety catch-
es you, they will make yotl
dispose of your hard liquor.

This relates to a story
(unconfirmed) that I heard
while sitting in class: A couple
of shldents, on their way back
from the liquor store, ran into
Campus Safety officers. The
contents of their bags were
variou~ h~lrd liquors, and
upon seeing this, C.!lmpus
Safety made them dispose of
all of it, even after the students
eagerly showed their IDs to
the officers. Now whether this
actually happened is not dear,
but based on the rule, it surely
could and will happen if you
run into Campus Safety.

Honestly, not allowing peo-
ple to drink hard liquor is not
going to stop people from get-

ting drunk or stop them from
drinking at all. On the con-
trary, it probably makes stu-
dents more willing to drink
and get drunk off hard liquor,
knowing they're breaking the
rule.

Senior Bryn Szesze also has
some quarrels with this rule.
"I think it's pretty ridiculous,
just because everyone has
liquor whether there's a rule
or not," she said. "It's going to
happen. 1£ we walk down the
street and get a shot, that's not
nearly as safe as just taking it
in our rooms. His not stopping
kids from getting drunk,"

If you're wondering why
I'm making Stich a big stink of
this issue now, it's because
.before this year Iwasn't 21, so
I couldn't say anything with-
~ut getting busted for or ques-
tioned about underage drink-
ing.

This is college, not prison,
so 1 think it's expected that we
should be granted all of our
right~.

http://www.carr.orglarts
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Szimpla Kert - A Cozy Grunge Heaven
ESTAFANIA LARASCHI

MFSSENGER EDITOR

Old ripped up sofas, non-
matching chairs, and colorful
miscellaneous lamps that
glow dimly. give the bare,

brick-exposing walls in
Sztmpla Kert rooms a very
grungy yet cozy look. Open-
air in summer and covered in
winter, this place is open all
ye~r round from midday. to
midnight, welccrrung
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Budapest's local and interna-
tional .youth, students and
backpackers alike, to sit down
in p!ushy armchairs and enjoy
a good drink and a chat.

You're very likely to walk
past it if JOu don't know
about it.

A simple doorway, with an
old wooden door that looks
like it's about to unhinge any
second, leads into what you
might think is - pretty much-
an abandoned construction

rung since October 2001. We
keep trying to find out
whether it's possible to sup-
port alternative culture on a
profit oriented basis, to sur-
vive seemingly hopeless con-
struction works, to have one
of the best cuisines in town, to
screen self-distributed movies
in our own open-air cinema,
to organize animation festi-
vals, and things like this. The
answer so far seems to be: yes,
it is."

receptionist at my haste!
explained how to get here - if
it weren't for the sign outside,
I would probably not have
ventured in!"

Katya lvanova. a
McDaniel College student and
Communication major, used
to "go there a lot last year and
this spring, at least few times a
week." She "likefs) its atmos-
phere, how the whole space is
divided into different rooms
but without doors. "A nice

site that you're not sure was You can meet all sorts place to relax and talk with
being worked on or in the of people here. McDaniel stu- friends over a glass of wine

~:~~e:\:~~~:~~=~~~;~~~~~~n~ enre~~~~:~e~t~~~~~ ¥l~~~
ate right, walk through the Hungarian university stu- moments that I don't really
thick plastic drape-like ribbon dents, and at course, the odd remember. Also '1 met a girl
things that: hang in the next visitor. A lone-traveling there, who, since then, became
doorway and bingo, you're in. French-Canadian backpacker, my very good friend." .

The lounge atmosphere, who went by the name of For more info, you
background music (probably Chris, revealed his trave! itin- can go to the www.szimpla.hu
of an indiscernible geme, erary to me over a beer. "I'm website (there is an English
maybe a cross between actually on my way to section), and you can find
lounge, chiIl-out, and elec-. Moldova - just because Szimpla Kert in the 7th dis-
tronic with a touch of fusion nobody really knows about trier, u. 14.
and jazz) and the relaxing, that country and J want to dis-
darkish g!ow coming from cover that part of Europe." He
tali, precarious-looking lamps had been to Germany, Austria,
instantly make your eyes scan Italy and Slovenia, stopped
for a free comfy spot. Once over in Budapest for a few
found, of course, you have to days, and wasn't at all sure
get up again anyway to get where his travels would take
your drinks at the bar. him. Hopefully Mo!dova.

Besides just being a place "How did you find Szimpla
for drinks, it has other things Kert?" f asked. "This place is
to offer. A short description cool. 1 love the decor." "How
from the Szimpla website did you find Szirnpla Kert?" I
says: "Sztmpla has been nlll- asked the confused man. liThe----,,.....__.,....Above: A Comfy chair awaits the

weary legs of a McD~nic1 student.
Below: The main hal I where the
drunk moments happen.

http://www.szimpla.hu
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In defense of steroids
Barry Bonds is at bat, 23

homeruns shy of . breaking
Hank Aaron's all-time home-
run record. The blazing San
Francisco sun reflects off
Bond's oversized helmet.
Sweat glistens on his massive,
tree-trunk forearms as Bonds
connects on a belt high fast-
ball, sending it eight rows
deep into the right field"
bleachers. Bonds drops his bat
and shuffles his colossal,
injury-ridden frame around
the diamond.

Suddenly, bobbleheads
don't seem as unrealistic.
Professional athletes these
days with their huge muscles
and bloated heads will do
anything to gain the slightest
edge on heir opponents.
There was a time where ath-
letes talked of hot dogs and
beer after a game. Nowadays,
words like "herbal supple-
ment", "protein shakes", "vit-
amins" and "steroids" are
commonplace in the locker.

And what's wrong with
that? If your favorite baseball
player or cyclist were injecting
themselves with elephant hor-
mones, how much would you
care? Is it unethical for ath-
letes to enhance their bodies
with chemicals and supple-
ments?

The answer is no, and his-
tory will prove that. Steroids
and artificial enhancements
are part of the evolution of
sport.

In baseball's early days,
players played the game with-
out a glove, catching the ball

with their bare hands. Once
Albert Spalding introduced
the glove to the game, many
baseball veterans chose not to
wear them. Those who had
grown up playing barehanded
called the use of padded
gloves "sissy" and accused
those who used them as
cheaters. Eventually the use of
a baseball mitt was accepted
and became commonplace in
the game of baseball. Today,
player's use gigantic, webbed
baskets to play the game.

In 1903, the first partici-
pants in the Tour de France
rode fixed-gear bikes that
weighed over thirty pounds.
Imagine the look on the 1903
winner Maurice Green's face
as today's peloton speeds by
on their fifteen pound, carbon
fiber multi-speed racing bikes.

Sports evolve. Athletes use
technology to innovate the
game, finding new and excit-
ing.ways to play. There was a
time that football players
wore padded leather helmets.
Now, football players wear
suits of armor that allow them
to play with unprecedented
speed and recklessness.

Opponents of steroid use
argue that the practice is dis-
honest and disrespects the his-
tory of the game. Babe Ruth
did not use human growth
hormones; Hank Aaron did
not have his own personal
trainer or take "ell-natural
supplements. "

Where does one draw the
liner-Critics accuse athletes of
cheating when they inject
themselves with a chemical,
but nobody questions teams
for hiring their own chiroprac-

tors and nutritionists.
Athletes are always looking

to gain an advantage over
their competition. It is only
logical that steroids are the
next step on this evolutionary
process. Truth be told, games
are more exciting and fun to
watch. The 1998 home run
chase of Mark McGwire and
Sammy Sosa captivated the
nation and reinvigorated the
popularity of baseball.
Watching 250~pound behe-
moths crush a baseball over
500 feet is entertaining.

Barry Bonds will inevitably
break Hank Aaron's record.
Many people want an asterisk
placed by his name in the
record books. These people
are hypocrites. They say Hank
Aaron did not take steroids.
Well, Hank Aaron and Barry
Bonds played a 162 game
schedule, while Babe Ruth
played only 154 games each
yeah. Had Babe Ruth eight
more games every season ov~r
a 21 year career, he would
have hit at least sixty more
homeruns.

The athletic community
needs to forget about banning
pe rfo r mance-e n h a nc ing
drugs. They are impossible to
test for and this entire anti-
doping process is frustrating
and annoying. To say that an
athletes putting steroids in
their body is wrong, but corti-
sone shots and vitamin sup-
plements are ok is contradic-
tory and gives the public a
mixed message about what is
right and what is wrong.

Maybe next year I'll actual-
ly watch a baseball game if the
Incredible Hulk is at bat.

Students paraded down the street, ate mass quanti-
ties of weenies on the Hill, and Homecoming
proved to be a mix of old and new traditions.

ALYSE HOLLOMON
FEATURES EDITOR

Tailgating is a long tradition on the Hill' for football
games. Faculty, students, and alumni alike all come out to the
Hill hours before the game to eat, drink. and reminisce about
football pastimes and their lives now. You 'may even see a few
people rolling down the hill!

"My morn (who is an alumni) and I usually come up to
the area the Friday night before the game to spend the night at
a friends place so we can get an early start Saturday moroing."
said junior Sociology major Caroline Gannon. "We meet my
uncle who went here as well. We park our SUV in the end zone
area. We watch the parade, walk around campus, then we
return to the car to watch the game. We walk around and talk
to people that they knew when they went here and that I
know. My uncle usually visits his fraternity tent."

Letters of different college organizations are put on the
hills of the stadium. There is a competition for the best letters
during the Homecoming game.

"As for putting letters on the Hill, there is no real poli-
cy," said Amanda Rose, Assistant Director of College
Activities. "The expectation is that only college sponsored
organizations will paint their letters on the field. Whatever is
painted must be appropriate and tastefuL As for the awards,
it currently is the Spring ICC dues that will be paid for the
c~apter that wins the contest. To qualify for best letters on the
hill, groups must also have a float in the homecoming parade."

Homecoming is a time for alumnae to come back and
check up on organizations they were in. This way the alumnae
c~ meet .the new members and catch up on what has been
gomg on 10 these organizations.

"To get ready for homecoming, the Omegas have a baby
blue and white tent," said junior Social Work major and mem-
ber of Alpha Nu Omega Angela Brudis. "But this year our tent
was missing a few legs so we had to put our heads together
an~ try to make it work. We used duck tape all over the poles
w~ch ended up working but we had a rough morning trying
to figure out how to put this tent together."

Hopefully you got to partake in the wildness of
Homecoming this year! If not, make sure you catch
~~~;:~~~t!on the Hi.II next year and all the preparations



Softball slugger hits homeruns and runs
home with new Vera Bradley collection

Vol. 6 No.3

CORI SIMPSON
FEATIJRES EDITOR

Parental promises can spark
fantastic perseverance in col-
lege students. The bribe of a
family vacation to exotic
locales can turn even the
fiercest anti-book student into
a class a teacher's pet.

Such promises have the
same effects on the court or
field as they can in the class
roorn. Dangle the chance to
have a new Vera Bradley bag
in front of sophomore
Whitney Williams and see it
the leather of the softball does-
n't peel off as it wails over the
outfield fence.

"Since my freshman year,
my parents have given me a
~ew bag for every homerun
~,~e hit," Williams explains.

o far 1 have nine bags, six
~ro01 bvrneruns and three
;~~ h~lida~sl but my
h day IS this Saturday, so
opefuIly I'll have ten."

four~illiamsl luts contributed
. vmeruns to the Terror's

Winning softball team last
Spring. Williams was one o'f
~o players, "named to the
R F~A/LouisvilJe Slugger All
eglOn Team for her on-field

performance during the 2006
S~ring season," according to
t e softball team's homepage.
The fifth homerun was hit
o.ver the summer, and the
SIxt~,~~s hi~)~stthis fall.
Br W)Ltta~s' passion fo~Ve'ra.
adley begs is contagious.

Her dad has actuaLLygotten
~~:~ the hobby of collecting

"At a VeraBradley BfNGO
game held by a local high
sCh.ool, the games got really
senous. These ladies were
gotng wild. My dad was reaUy
fOcused on his card when we
Were playing for a hanging

. doset organizer in my favorite
Vera colors ...Unfortunately,
We lost to a little old lady,
tWice!"

The whole family has a
to~c~ of the ":VeraBug," and
WIllIams claims that her mom

is a Vera girl too.
Williams gave her

mom a cosmetic bag for
Mother's Day, and soon after,
her mom got a bowler style
bag, which zips all the way
around. Mrs. Williams soon
hopes to get a matching coLLar
and leash for their little dog
(some may jokingly argue a
sign of true addiction.)

But where did this infec-
tious craze begin for
Williams?
- "I was introduced to tile
obsession by my teammates,
Mary and Sam Abrams. My
mom was introduced by their
mom Kathy Abrams,"
Williams says.

There is simply something
about matching for the
McDaniel CoLLege softball
players. "When we were in
Florida, Mary pulled out a_~==n"yc'M·"_
wallet, coin purse and make
up bag that all matched her
purse. It's just cute to match,"
wllbams said.

"It's slowly catching on
with the rest of the softball
team, but some girls have yet
to understand the hype of
such expensive bags," she
added.

Williams has a particular
favorite color called New
Hope, which is pink, b[a~k
and .green. "New Hope IS'
Vera's breast cancer bag,"

e~plti£~~~i~~6idS a deeper
meaning to WiUiams whose
grandmother was a victim of
breast cancer. Most of
Williams' bags are in the New

HoP~t~stt:~~ to assume that
William's will definitely con-
tinue the big hits into next sea-
son based on her past ~er-
formances. The main ar?de
n the team's webpage high-

~ghts Williams' hitting abil.ity,
"Williams excelled in posting
a team high .440 batting aver-
age, eight doubles, four home-
runs, and twenty runs batted

in." With all of her b!Igs, one

OCTOBER 12th, 2006, Page 11

might wonder
how a single
person could
possibly make
use of all of
them. ~

"I rotate my
bags based on
the season and
what I am car-

classes
semester

her truck.
"They are very
durable and
they are wash-
able, but T still
like to keep
them clean,"
Williams says.
"I spray mine
with water repellant. Doing
that keeps the colors from fad-
ing and keeps the material
from being worn out."

Other higher-end priced
purses like Dooney and Burke
or Louis Vatton simply don't
strike her fancy and just
couldn't motivate her to
knock balls out of the park
like she does for Vera Bradley
products.

r

"Vera Bradleys have a clas-
sical look, they are so high
quality, and have lots of com-
partments and there are sizes
for all occasions. They are
much more functional than
other purses," Williams says.

She doesn't have the Vera
Bradley print bedspread yet,
but the home accessories have
definitely caught her eye.
Williams says, "Eventually I'd
like to have the line of Vera

furniture." She's especially
fond of an ottoman which
serves a second function as a
holder of keepsakes.

Should her batting records
surpass the previous season,
her parents might be inclined
to combine all of her home-
runs and holidays for some
furniture. Until then, she may
have to settle for just a Vera
Bradley frame, so she can dis-
play this article in style.

-\ .

.-
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Kick lands thrilling Homecoming win
RYAN CHELL
SPORTS EDITOR

With the MLB playoffs
occurring and teams winning
games "walk-off" fashion, one
can wonder, can football
games have "kick-off" wins?

Well, that is what the Green
Terror football team did last
Saturday with their 17-14
homecoming win against the
Gettysburg Bullets. With just
three seconds remaining in the
game, sophomore kicker Jay
Leonard connected .on a 46-
yard field goal, the longest of
his career, and the timing
could not have been better.
Gettysburg still had two sec-

onds on the clock and fielded
the ball on a squib-kick from
McDaniel; he attempted to
repeat the old Stanford-Cal
miracle, but to no avail.
M~Daf1ild ~<tS b ensured.
their second win of the season,
a win on homecoming. and
their eighth win against the
Bullets in the last ten meetings
between the two teams.

The Green Terror (2-3, 1-1
Centennial Conference)
opened up the game like they
had something to prove. The
Bullets received the ball first
and marched quickly down
the field with their option-
attack and looked ready to
score first and make the Green
Terror play catch-up.

But just two minutes into
the game,

back Matt Flynn was inter:
cepted by senior defensive-
back Bobby Waugh, who
returned the interception fif-
teen yards. The Green Terror
offense then realized that they
needed to make the most of
this.opportunity.

And they did.
McDaniel started out the

drive conservatively, gaining
57 yards on the ground, but
then quarterback Brad Baer
found receiver Matt Gingrich
for a 26-yard touchdown
through the air. Gingrich
made the catch despite what
seemed to fans and coaches to
be obvious pass interference,
which was not called on the
play.
The Green Terror had the lead,
and on the next Gettysburg
drive, the defense forced
another turnover in the red
zone, making sure that the
Green Terror would keep that
lead, but the offense could not
produce any points on that-
drive, as they too turned the
ball over via the fumble.

The score would remain 7-
o in favor of the Green Terror
for much of the game, as
either the defenses came to
play or the offenses did not
(whichever you prefer). And
the punters got their work in,
as McDaniel punter Tom
Wenrich punted six times in
the game for a 53yard average
and he downed five of the

which helps in the battle for
field-position .•

The game got interesting
again in the fourth quarter.
After a Green Terror fumble
on their own 49 yard line, the
Bullets responded with a
small drive of their own that
was capped off with a 4 yard
run by running back Tom
Sturges. The game was tied,
and it looked as if the momen-
tum was shooting with the
Bullets.

Not so fast.
The Bullets kicked off to the

Terror and McDaniel had two
runs that were so fast, they
made the Bullets look like
beanbags, blanks, or stones.
McDaniel kick-returner
Christian Turner gave his
offense a short field with a 54
yard return, and then 'Terror
running back Eric Zwilsky,
who had 64 of McDaniel's 130
rushing yards, ran a sweep 24
yards for a touchdown, leav-
ing the Gettysburg defense in
his dust, about 30 seconds
after Sturges run tied the
game.

However, Sturges and the
Bullets top-ranked offense in
the Centennial Conference
matched Zwilsky run with a
26 yard touchdown run of his
own. Sturges outrushed the
entire McDaniel offense on his
own, gaining 189yards on the
day and continued to add to
his resume as the conference
leading rusher.

But McDaniel was deter-
mined to not lose their home-
coming game in front of the
home crowd, as they calmed
down after Sturges run,
exchanging punts with
Gettysburg, and then running
an effective two-minute drill
to give Leonard the chance to
kick the field goal, win the
game, and to not give the
Bullets the opportunity to
come back' and ruin home-
coming.

The crowd was in the game
for the most part, as the many
fans at Scott S. Bair took
breaks from their brats,
sausages, burgers, and steaks
to root for the home team.
Many fans cheered when the
Terror got first downs,
cheered when Gettysburg
quarterback Matt Flynn got
jacked-up in the fourth quar-
ter (Flynn was hurt on the
play but got up on his own
power to go back right in the
huddle with fans applauding
his toughness), and watched
as Jay Leonard sealed the win
for the Terror.

And as for the so-called
kick-off win, our fans certain-
ly kicked the Bullets off the
field after the game with
chants of should have been a
Terror McDaniel hopes to kick
another opponent off their
home field October 14th
against Dickinson.
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Bust at 'the
Blue House'
Ten students, one resident assis-
stgnt cited for alcohol violations

Barnes, a spokesman for the
DAVID P.GREISMAN Westminster Police

INSIDE

j

Eleven McDaniel College
students - ~cluding one resi-
dent assistant - were charged
with alcohol offenses after
police disrupted an off-cam-
pus party, authorities said.

On Oct. 22 at approximate-
ly 1a.m., police were on patrol
at the 100 block of W. Main St.
when they heard a loud party
at a building known to some
McDaniel students as "the
Blue House." They went
around back and saw several
people drinking from open
containel'~ said Capt. Randy

NEWS EDITOR

Toiiet blowouts a
hassle for campus
safety Page 6

Department.
Authorities cited two of the

building's renters - Brian
Kastner, a senior, 21, of Seattle,
Wa., and Gregory Mihalek, a
senior, 21, of Saratoga Springs,
N.Y. - with furnishing alco-
holic beverages to persons
under the age of 21, police
said.

Nine people received cita-
tions for underage drinking:
Elizabeth Brown, a freshman,
18, of West Orange, N.J.;
Alexandra Dejohn, a junior,
20, of Westfield, N.J.; Stephen
(see "Bust" 011 page 2)

Press

Members of the McDaniel College community streamed into Ensor
lounge on October 26, to recteve £lu shots for $1B. From 11:00 a.rn. until
1:00 p.m., the line remained steady.

Registration process changes again
completed at McDaniel
College.

In the past, it was possible
for a first-year student who
arrived at McDaniel with a
large number of Advanced
Placement credits to register
before a student who had
completed two full semesters
at McDaniel.

The new registration
process parallels the modifica-
tions for housing selection
made by Residence Life last

Volleyball eyes
championship

Page 16

)EN HARRINGTON
STAFF WRITER

When students opened their
blue packets detailing the
schedule of classes and regis-
tration times for next semes-
ter, many saw registration
times that were later in the
week than originally antici-
pated.

The change is linked to a
new registration process that
goes into effect in the next few
weeks. Previously, all students
had been grouped into specif-
ic registration times based on
the number of credit hours
they had earned from any
combination of high school
Advanced Placement credit,

______ ~---' transfer. credits and courses

Garnett garners
criticism

Page 16

year.
Students are grouped

according to their anticipated
graduation date. Within these
groups, they are then classi-
fied according to the number
of credit hours they have
earned. Anticipated gradue-

tion date is determined by the
actual graduation date, even if
a student completes all of his
or her classes a semester early.

The specific date and time
within each group is deter-
mined by how many credit
hours the student has earned -
those with a larger accumula-
tion of credit hours will regis-
ter earlier within the two-day
period.

Students with an anticipat-
ed graduation date of May
2007 will register on Nov. 6 or
7. Those with an anticipated
graduation date of May 2008
will register on Nov. 8 and 9.
Anyone with an anticipated
graduation date of May 2009
will register on Nov. 13 and
14. On Nov. 15, some students

with an anticipated gradua-
tion date of May 2010 may
register, while the remainder-
and anyone with later antici-
pated graduation dates - will
register on Nov. 16. Open reg-
istration begins Nov. 17.

Details about this new reg-
istration process were official-
ly announced to the student
body on Aug. 31 through a
campus-wide e-mail sent by
Henry Reiff, dean for academ-
ic student life.

"Although students may
not jump to a more senior
class by earning extra credits, .
students who do not remain
on pace with their anticipated
graduation date may be
reclassified to a later gradua-
(see "chmIges" 011 page 3)

Administration hoping hazing hotline helps
ago.

"I would prefer to get
anonymous information than
no information at all," said
Amanda Rose, assistant
director of college activities.

Rose said the hotline
should not be seen as a meas-
ure being taken against Greek
life. "The administration and
trustees all fully support
jGreek life, but no one sup-
ports hazing," she said.

Rose said the administra-
tion -is looking for informa-
tion of any kind. Whether it is

BRIAN ENGLER AND

DAVID P. GREISMAN

McDaniel College has set
up a hotline for students, par-
ents, professors and others to
call anonymously with infor-
mation related tohazing.

The Hazing Hotline num-
ber - 4]0-871-3114 or exten-
sion 3114 - provides another
outlet for administration
members to receive informa-
tion on an illegal practice that
led to the suspension of two
Greek organizations years

from a student who thinks his
or her friend or roommate has
changed behaviors, lost sleep
or seems to show signs of
hazing; or.If it is from a pro-
fessor who has noticed that a
student who he or she thinks
is pledging is not showing up
to class, is less participatory
or has grades dropping.

In addition, Rose said the
information can be applicable
to any organization, recog-
nized or not. She said she sus-
pects various Greek organiza-
tions and sports teams of haz-

ing, and that underground
organizations may be doing
what they want to anyway as
they are less regulated and do
not have access to the same
training seminars and meet-
ings that recognized Greek
groups get from the school.

Hotline callers will reach a
voicemail that only Rose has
access to and which she plans
to check frequently in order
to quickly respond to calls.
Any information gathered via
the hotline may result in an
initial investigation to check.

if the tip is accurate. If it is,
the administration will inves-
tigate further, involving
Campus Safety only when
necessary.

To maintain anonymity, the
voicemall messages will not
be preceded by caner identifi-
cation, though the "Message
from extension" prefix will
remain on calls from campus
telephones.

Rose, however, said she
expects most people will use
their cell phones to call, and
(see "JIOWne" on page 2)
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Students blue about bust at 'the Blue House'
Gomez, a freshman, 18, of
Charlottesville, Va.;
Christopher Kron, a junior, 20,
of Upperco, Md.; Ellen
Larson, a freshman, 18, of East
Berlin, Pa.; Daniel Lebost a
sophomore, 19, of Hastings on
Hudson, N.Y.; Christina
Morley, a freshman, 18;
Katelyn Raab. a sophomore,
19, of Ellicott City, Md.; and
Mark Winkelstein, a junior, 20,
of Damascus, Md., authorities
said.

Students estimate that at
least 30 people were at the
party when police arrived.

"It was a reality check for
me," said a student who was
cited for underage drinking

and spoke on condition of
anonymity. "I'm ~ot going off
campus anymore. Them
yelling at me would've been
enough of a reality check. It
makes me not want to go to
this school because .. party-
ing is part of college."

All 1'1 students will have
court dates mailed to. them,
police said.

As a resident assistant for
the third floor of Whiteford
Hall, Raab faces additional
sanctions.

Though she could not com-
ment specifically, Vice
President and Dean of Student
Affairs Beth Gerl said that, in
general, the administration
investigates any situation in

which a resident assistant is
allegedly involved in an
infraction.

"Clearly, RA's have expec-
tations about their perform-
ance on and off campus," Gerl
said. "An RA is to be a role
model and is to abide by col-
lege policy."

After being reached via tele-
phone, Raab said she was
unable to comment.

In addition to their court
appearances, Raab and the
other 10 students also face
citations and repercussions
from the college despite their
actions occurring off campus.

TheMclraruel College stu-
dent handbook has at least
two regulations under which

the students could be penal-
ized. On page 56 under "0££-
Campus Freedom of
Students,': the policy notes
that "[I]n cases of ... conduct
that threatens the College's
relations with the community,
the College will hold students
responsible under the
Proscriptions of Conduct for
acts committed off campus."

The police detail that dis-
covered the off-campus party
is a joint effort between the
Westminster Police
Department and the McDaniel
College Department of
Campus Safety, said Mike
Webster, director of campus
safety.

"We have for many years-

as the complaint volume from
the neighborhood dictated -
worked with the city to con-
duct a cooperative patrol
where one of their officerp and
one of our officers either
respond to complaints if they
come in or identify on-view
situations where some kind of
neighborhood disruptions are
likely being caused by college
students," he said.

Webster said the patrol,
which mirrors those done. by
campuses around the country
does not have the cam pus
safety officer engaging in any
law enforcement efforts but
has the officer present to doc-
ument campus code violations
for action by the 'college.

ROB GOEKE
STAFF WRITER

The lighter side of campus blotter
Editor's note: Goeke's commell-
tary highlights some of the
inrume cqlls to which campus
safety responds.

when-you go to party after
party on weekend after week-
end, they eventually feel
bland. After all, one can only
take so many games of beer
pong and flip cup before one
begins to question life's point.

To compensate, people try
to enliven things with party
favors like kazoos and strip-
pers while offering tasty new
drinks with names like
Fermented Urine and the
Three Wise Men. Sometimes
this works and partygoers
have more fun, but sometimes
people go a tad too far.

At about 10 p.m. on Oct. 16,
a student who probably does
not have a future in event

KEIt Alcohol-related

o Medical-related

• Violence and
~ vandalism

AFire-related

planning tried to make a party
interesting by putting a smoke
machine in a Carden
Apartment. Naturally, the fire
alarm went off minutes later
and the Durango came soon
after.

Where there's smoke, there
will be stupidity. Perhaps the
worst part about this story is
that this took place two weeks
before Halloween.

I'm sure the Boys In Green
would have been more accept-
ing if you were having a little
costume party with the smoke
machine on Oct. 31, consider-
ing that Halloween is the
smokiest of holidays. But
when you bring down the
smoker for a random party,
that kind of stuff just isn't
going to fly.

Also, in the last edition of
the Lighter Siqe your sage-
like correspondent told you
about freshmen boys setting

off fireworks from Rouzer
Hall. Well it wasn't Roman
Candles this time, but the
boys of Rouzer nonetheless
outdid themselves.

On Oct. 15, students were
cited in "Rouzer for throwing
beer bottles out of thei.r win-
dow. But that's not all, folks.
This time, the boys had a tar-
get: Clar workers.

The chums apparently
thought it would be funny if
some poor pizza bakers taking
a break by the loading dock
were pelted with some empty
Miller Lites.

There are many things that
make this story hilarious, but I
thihk the best part of this is
the fact that this was reported
at about 4 in the afternoon.
But that's okay. It was 5
o'clock in Newfoundland.

Way to ruin it for everyone,
boys. It's hard enough that we
have to eat sloppy joes and

chicken pot pies pretty much
every day of the week, but
now the people who cook the
food have a reason to make it
even worse so that they can
stick it to us. Don't blame me
if the next hamburger you eat
comes with some phlegm
condiments.

But alcohol-induced stupid-
ity isn't limited to freshman
Iads.-you members of the fair-
er sex are holding up your end
as well.

At 2:30 a.rn. on Oct. 8, a girl
in Whiteford Hall was seen, as
the official report stated,
"vomiting and stumbling into
a room." I'm not one to play
matchmaker, but I think that if
there is one thing to hope for,
it's that this girl gets together
with one of the beer-bottle-
throwing boys. Birds of a
feather are delinquent togeth-
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More changes in class registration process

Early action not yet in danger of elimination
financial aid packages. the concern with a Nov. 1 "I applied [early}because I
McDaniel, however, offers a deadline was students who knew there was no other
non-restrictive early-action are underrepresented are school I wanted to attend,"

Prospective McDaniel plan in which accepted stu- often in high schools that said Miller, a freshman at the
College students eagerly look- dents may choose to attend aren't providing counseling in University of Pennsylvania.
ing to come to the Hill will not other schools instead. advance," Hines said. "By get- "It was a relief to know that I
be affected by other universi- "We're trying not to stress ting rid of this and moving to was accepted a month after I
ties' choices to eliminate early students out about the process a January-only [admission] applied. Had they gotten rid
admissions, administration [and] what it takes to be program, their sense is that of early action it would have
members said. admitted," said Florence they will help [those stu- greatly discouraged me from

In September, Harvard Hines, dean of admissions at dents]." applying at all."
University announced that McDaniel College. "McDaniel Although some institutions Allison Samuels, however,
students seeking admission and schools like us are trying claim the applicant's choice of said that early-admission
for the fall of 2008 would no to do a lower-ke admission." schools.is the same w or equid have caused negative

i1.gi r 0 pp y ea ,a or s 00 s I e ar-varci, not e stu ent applies early, consequences for her.
decision mirrored weeks later Princeton and the University students see the process as a "when r decided to apply
by Princeton 'University and of Virginia, the main reason way to avoid the anxiety that early to Princeton, I was under
the University of Virginia. behind ending early adrrus- comes with waiting until mid- the impression that I had a

With many early-admission sion is to provide better April forward of acceptance. better shot," said Samuels, a
plans, accepted students must opportunities for financially For Susan Miller, the choice freshman at the University of
agree to attend that institution disadvantaged students. to apply early was an easy Maryland-College Park.
prior to receiving offers of "For [those universities], decision. "When I was deferred I start-

B t e numliers Campus Safety gets Charger
However, many students tor.
question whether its full Although pleased with the
potential will ever be realized latest addition to Campus
on a campus the size of a I Safety, Mike Webster hopes it
matchbox. won't be the last.

"The Charger is ultimately "There's always something
a back-up vehicle for busy that needs replacing or updat-
nights," said Campus Safety ing." He said.
Director Mike Webster. "U Potential projects include
the Durango is currently in creating a card access system,
use somewhere, perhaps tak- installing better alarms, or just
ing a student to the hospital, replacing their 15-year-old
for example, the Charger two-way radio system. And
stands in." in case you were wondering,

Neighboring Gettysburg no, there will be no pimp
College, which has a student added to Campus'
population of approximately Safety in the foreseeable
2,700, doesn't nave a car of future. Unfortunately.
comparable status. That col-
lege's Department of Safety
and Security has two cars:
A Ford pickup that is
five years old and a
Ford 500 Sedan '04,
according to
Thomas E. Halers,
Communications
Officer,' Security
Services Office.

It seems the
Durango will most
likely remain Campus
Safety's primary vehicle,
as it is easier to transport
both people and necessary
equipment like the. defibrilla-

("changes," from Page 1)
tion date and subsequently
will assume 'membership' in a
later entering class," Reiff's e-
mail said.

But because few if any stu-
dents responded, administra-
tors questioned. the success of
the notification process.

"The fact that it came out on
[Aug. 31J - when students
were busy - probably attrib-
uted to a lack of response,"
said Diane Vaccaro, associate
registrar.

The changes have created
concern in some students.

"It is fair for seniors so they
can take all the classes they
need and graduate on time,
but what if you are a junior
and you need this class this
semester and you have no
choice? Will you be one
semester late?" said sopho-
more Yemmy Oladlran. "If I

have more credits 1 should be
able to register earlier."

. The new system is not
meant to penalize students
who have taken extra
Advanced Placement or col-
lege classes, as those students
will still remain at the top of
their registration group, said
Jan Kiphart, registrar.

In reviewing student
records, the Registrar's Office
found that students who had
extra credits were not using
them to graduate early, but
that most students were still
enrolled for four full years.

Jon Teter, however, is upset
that the changes might delay
his graduation.

"It's the biggest piece of
[expletive] since they changed
the housing registration," said
Teter, a junior. "It gives stu-
dents no initiative to take
extra·~lasses. Some people like

SHANNON WILLIS
STAFF WRITER

Rape. On the llisht of Oct, 20, • ~aIe student reported
i"""was rape<! by an acquain_.

7 .CiiIIs andin<:l_""iated tos",d_ health, withcMdl-

'Qtl$rrowng froin two d!$£$ ofVQmitillg to asmdent fain
inas-tairwell near Harlow Pool.

incidents relatedtO~with entriesfromlWb
off by cooking to three cases "I lite

,being d:isch<u-geq.

me - who have three majors -
need priority. I have a very
tight schedule; if others get
before me I might not gradu-
ate on time."

Administrators said these
changes came about after
years of upperclassman dis-
content and technicality ques-
tions from first-year students.

"First year students with
[Advanced Placement] credits
who were categorized as
sophomores claimed that they
could get parking passes and
be excused from the Freshmen
Seminar requirement because
of their status," Kiphart said.
"Last year the President's
Council met with a group of
administrators and asked for
different ways to categorize
students."

Another Significant change
linked to the new registration
process affects students'

S"'RAHGROSH
STAFF WRITER

First it was a new and
improved office across cam-
pus. Next. it was fur collars for
the bleak winter months
ahead. Now it's "an outstand-
ing combination of fuel econo-
my, exhaust emission control.
quietness, and durability."

Campus Safety added the
sleek 2006 Dodge Charger to
its vehicle pool just shortly
before homecoming. Seeking
a replacement vehicle for their
worn out jeep, campus safety
didn't request a Charger, but
officers certainly weren't
going to turn one down once
available.

After approving their
request for a four-door used
sedan and considering a num-
ber of factors, the budget com-
mittee narrowed the possibili-
ties down to a Chevy Impala
or Dodge Charger. When a
Dodge showed up on a Glen
Burnie lot for $1,300 below
their maximum budget,
Campus Safety jumped at the
chance.

Sporting 190 horses at 6,400
rpm, the Charger is undoubt-
edly a mean driving machine.

changing their graduation
dates. Because registering for
classes relies heavily on a stu-
dent's anticipated graduation
date, students will no longer
be able to change this date
with a simple form.

"In the past, students could
come in with a form filled out
and could change their antici-
pated graduation date at
will," Ktphart said. "Prior to
each registration, we will look
at the student body to make
sure people are in the appro-
priate class."

The new system will also
help honor society advisers
looking for an eligible list of
juniors and seniors.
Previously; this list was based
solely on credit hours, causing
advisers extra work as they
reviewed each student's sta-
tus. With these changes, the
list o~ students will be more

accurate.
The new system was tested

with this year's Jan Term reg-
istration, though only an esti-
mated 400 students felt the
impact.

'''I'm hoping that the antici-
pated graduation date is being
used, and that they pay more
attention to it," Vaccaro said.
"I don't expect a negative
[reaction] ... I just hope for a
better understanding." .

Another change - which
will take effect with the class
of 2011 - is a mandatory
"sophomore colloquium," a
second seminar similar to that
required for freshmen.

For more information about
these changes, students can
check out weekly-updated
sheets that are posted on the
door of the Registrar's Office.
Students can also call the
office at extension 2755.

ed to worry about other
opportunities. Luckily,
Maryland's deadline date
hadn't passed yet and 1 got in
with probably more money
than what Princeton might've
offered."

Hines said that there is no
difference in criteria for stu-
dents who apply early as
opposed those who seek regu-
lar admission.

As for more schools adopt-
jug the e1imipatjoo trend
Hines said It's unlikely but,

she added, "It's too early to
speculate that everybody will
do it now because those
schools did it."
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Carving them up, gourds get glow

REBECCA SNIDER
STAFF WRlTER

famous cities grace the walls
and make the room come to
life.

The eye catcher of the room
was the fish tank of awesome
proportions sitting on the
shelf next to her desk. Having
a pet certain! y brings life to
the room as well as comfort to
Crystal.

From the wooden "peace"
sign to the posters that pro-
mote tranquility, the.re is one
more piece of furniture that
completes the room. Standing
in the comer is a tall white
tamp that can only be called a
piece of art for the creativity it

gives off.
There are of course the nor-

mal necessities of a college
student in Crystal's room, as
well. Her flat screen computer
and new-looking television
bring technology into full rep-

Hidden away in one of the
many suites that make up
Daniel MacLea Hall, more
commonly known as DMC, is
the home sweet home of
music major Crystal Radford.

This is her senior year here
at McDaniel, the first time she
has ever lived in a Single.
Whether or not it was hard for
Crystal to adjust to living in a
single, she certainly enjoys
having her own space. "I love
the fact that it's quiet for the
most part," Crystal explains.

The first thing you notice
when you walk into the room
is the light airiness that adds
more space to a small one-per-
son room. Decorative pictures,
wooden signs of "peace," and
posters of landscapes from

Halloween means ghosts, ghouls, parties,
and of course, pumpkins. Taking a break
from the rigors of mid-term scholarship,
McDaniel students found the time to

participate in the wholesome tradition of
pumpkin carving.

Above· left: Ta$dIiStambaughi07; 'Mike Ha~er 'OS,'Srin
Wi,Ison ',07! and, ~6Uy Bo1ek'07 flex their muscles d.igging
otit pumpkin inmitils.

Swimmingly Single
This Daniel MacLea room features great decorations and afantastic fishtank.

resentation, and you can often
hear many different types of
music softly coming from her
room.

Everything that she brought

with her from home clearly
expresses her artistic talent.
Overall, this small room is
made into something more
through use of wall decora-

tions, a fish tank, one very
artistic lamp, and the neces-
sary technologies of a college
student.
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You haven't got mail. ..
but your roommate has

MELANIE CHUPEIN
STAFF WRITER

Between classes, you trek to
your mailbox and insert your
key. To your surprise you see
a red card, indicating that
you've got mail. You walk to
the post office window and
receive your package.
Opening it, you hope it's
something worthwhile.

The good intentions of fam-
ily, friends, and other loved
ones come in all shapes and
sizes. From pepperoni float-
ing in a baggte of ice to office
supplies to homemade cook-
ies to festive holiday decora-
tions, there's little that isn't
shipped to McDaniel College.
Parents often send packages
to let their kids know that they
care and that they are thinking

about them.
Rachel Stecyk received "a

box of fun stuff' that included
coloring books, construction
paper, markers, crayons, col-
ored pencils, glue, and glitter.
She says, "1 was really happy
[to get it] because I love to
color. It was from my mom.
She called it my stress-release
box." Stecyk keeps this box
under her bed and busts it out
when she's feeling bad or has
a school project to do.

Elizabeth Meade gets pack-
ages regularly from her
grandmother who means well
but sends some pretty hap-
hazard items. She explains, "1
get random magazine articles
that she thinks apply to my
life, gum, empty Chinese con-
tainers, trash bags, and any-
thing else you can think of."

Sometimes Meade receives
notes, but most of the time she
is left to decipher them. She
feels that her grandma's pack-
ages can't be too practical but

they're usually fun
and random. She
adds, "Everyone
loves Aqua -Net,
right?"

Meade also
received an impres-
sive package from
her mother, which
contained a poncho.
She admits, "1 was
amazed at my
"mom's [package]
because the poncho
took her two years
to make."

Thoughtful trinkets
and practical supplies
are not the only things
that care packages consist of.
Parents can sometimes be a lit-
tle off in their judgment and
send objects that raise a few
eyebrows.

Laura Descher shares, "I
received my brother'S math
homework and I called home
to ask why they sent me math
worksheets." However, not
ali of her packages have been
useless. She also got duck
slippers that quacked while
she wore them for two weeks
straight

Siri Hiltz was sent a pack-
age that contained some
rather unexpected things. She
says, "T got broken plates and
InUSS- and ."lou-... that had
been left at horne for a rea-
son." She felt that the plates
and sweaters were just
strange, so she threw away the

plates and hid the sweaters.
On another occasion,' her
mother mailed her a light-up
palm tree that Hiltz described
as "really weird, but fun and
exciting." This palm tree
became a contribution to the
common room.

At times, packages may be
questionable and other times
they may be jokes, but there
are also those that can be clas-
sified as creepy. Denise
Adams knows firsthand just
how strange some care pack-
ages can be. She receives
interesting things in the mail a
couple, times a semester.

Ada:rn$ says-that-hermom
has sent her dog btscutrs
"because she thought that
they were cookies" and anoth-
er time she received "the dip-
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pmgs
of dog fur in a small jar from
my family's long-haired
Chihuahuas." She confesses,
"I often call my mom to ask
what something is. I thought
the dog fur was some sort of
voodoo thing, but my mom
said that the dog's wanted to
contribute something."
Adams would categorize her
packages as "bizarre and
somewhat scary."

No matter what they con-
tain, care packages are appre-
dated. They are sent out of
love and kindness.
Everybody likes to get some-
thing in the mai.l besides those
campu~ wide flyers. Even if
the package is filled with
weird things, at least it makes
for a good story.

President Dr.Joan Develin Coley hosted anoth-
er McDaniel Student dinner on Tuesday,
October 24. Everyone is guaranteed an invita-
tion during their time at McDaniel,where you
are encouraged to voice any suggestions to
improve your college experience.

An Autumn day on the hill. According to reports
in the Washington Post, the Washington area has
been experiencing chilly fall temperatures about
10 degrees below normal.
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Definitions: Drunk
(Editor's Note: Last week students in Lisa Breslin's 'ENl002 class talked about writing extended and brief definitions with purpose. Students were
given several words and asked to define one of them in 100 words or less. Some defined 'family"; others defined "friendship," "sober," or :'drunk."
We'll share the definitions throughout the year, and we ininte you to submit your own. ~elect one word that deserves your 100 word definition.

Define it with rich detai~~and then email it to jreepress@mcdaniei.edu.Please include your name and telephone number).

Chris Jarvis
Being drunk does not always have to be
linked to alcohol. A person can be drunk off
many things - happiness, love, and some-
times just life in general. It does not always
have to mean you feel good then horrible.
Being drunk can mean you feel great about
your day or how happy you are that your
girlfriend is who she is. It can even mean
that you got too much sleep the night before
and, after being awake for a while, the grog-
gy feeling, thd stumbltng remains. So here's
to being drunk - on whatever source suits
you.

Christie Morley
Being drunk is a lot more than the diction-
ary meaning.
It's excessive indulgence with alcohol. It's
'nights out with friends having fun. It's
spending the night next to the toilet so you
don't mess up nice sheets. It's all the bad
things that happen to people who are good.
It's going down rocky roads. It's what caus-
es problems in the family and with the law.
It's what is tearing my life and my family
apart.

Matt Tomczak
The word is most known as smashed,
crushed, wasted, gone, shit-faced, and
fucked up. It is found on every college cam-
pus across America and in an occasional
country song' here and there. Being drunk
can make you pick a fight with somebody
twice. Being drunk can take the life of your
best friend - or it could even be the reason
you're reading this today. Drunk is the state
of being that causes 90 percent of your
Saturday nights to be a blur.

Students find fall break not expected blast
ably less fun becaus.e it d:::
spent nursing the slcknately,
back to health. Fcrtu erent-
the dogs are both OK ell

Iy. My own Fail Bre,k exped-
ences fall into this pattern.
I spent around six hours U1

BWl airport waitirtg for ~~
flight back to Boston on th

Friday. On Tuesda~ th~ ~as .
when I was returrung.
stranded, in BWI for seven
hours., lck

My friend who was to ~~ct
me up was unable to con.
me because his tee.thl~~
puppy had destroyed Ius C d
phone. I eventually faun
another ride.

I'm sorry,"
Campus Safety received

several frantic calls earlier this

mailto:jreepress@mcdaniei.edu.


Regardless of whether the
stories happened, for many
people they are fun. They
bring people together to par-
ticipate in one thing that
everyone has in common: the
ability to get scared. Whether
you're a true believer or a
skeptic, ghost stories really do
inspire connectedness,' at
Halloween time or all year
round.
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Ghost stories connect campus community
GEOFF PECKHAM

STAFF WRITER

A good story makes for a
good conversation, but a good
ghost story makes for a great
one. Everyone loves to get
scared every now and then,
especially around Halloween
time. There's the allure of the
unknown, the idea that there
is something after death that
we can only speculate ppon.

McDaniel College students
revel in these stories, especial-
ly since the campus has so
many of them.

Some of the buildings sup-
posedly inhabited by ghosts
are Alumni Hall, Elderdice
Hali, and McDaniel Hall.
According to the website for
the Maryland Ghost and Spirit
Association, the college

served as a hospital for sol-
diers during the Civil War,
and many of their spirits still
roam the campus. There have
been stories of a ghost bounc-
ing a ball in Whiteford, or old-
fashioned ghosts roaming
around the theatre. The top
floor of Elderdice is an espe-
cially popular place for spirits
to hang out.

The details often include a
former student who was
killed or killed him or herself,
perhaps over a lost love.
Students are usuai.ly very
eager to talk about the time a
window opened and shut on
its own, or the radio kept
changing, or about that spot in
a room that just felt very cold
and very angry for no appar-
ent reason.

The truth, according to Dr.

James Lightner, is that none of
these things actually hap-
pened. He was a student at
the college in the 1950's, and is
the college archivist and histo-
rian.

"When you check the facts
about the alleged 'death'
events, they simply did not
occur ... in the buildings sup-
posedly haunted," Lightner
said.

It should also be noted that
the college did not formally
exist until 1867, two years
after the Civil War ended.

Dr. Robert Kachur of the
English department teaches
courses in horror fiction. He
thinks the concept of ghost
stories is a very interesting
dynamic.

"People are often open to
believing things like that. It's

a long standing tradition,"
Kachur said. He suggested
that the stories may be true in
a non-literal way, but was not
familiar with the stories and
could not comment on what
each story might represent.
He did have a theory.howev-
er, on what ghost stories in
general symbolize for us as a
culture.

"They might represent anx-
iety about the past. There's
that sense of connectedness or
disconnectedness to the cam-
pus that students fee!." He
said that for many new stu-
dents, McDaniel is something
entirely new, and since the
ghost stories ere something
nearly everyone can be inter-
ested in, it's almost an initia-
tion into the McDaniel com-
munity.

ROTC: What lies beneath the uniform
JENNA SHWARTZ

STAFF WRITER

While many students are
busy making decisions about
paper topics and Friday night
plans, freshman Kris Gaasch
made a choice about his future
that will change his life.

Gaasch is one of several
students who recently joined
McDaniel's ROTC program.

"I have always been inter-
ested in the military but 1was-
n't sure Iwas going to sign up
until the Sept. 11 attacks. 'All I
know was that it was some-
thing r had to do," Caasch
said.

The training Gaasch will
undergo to prepare him for
the next eight years of his duty
consists of physical training
including scheduled runs, sit-
ups, and push-ups twice a
week at 6:30 a.m and a one-
hour .lab once a month.

Junior and senior ROTC
classes are held at night so
that students can focus on
their different major classes
during the daytime.

Gaasch's time in the pro-
gram is ultimately preparing
him for the rank of 2nd
Lieutenant in the Active
Army, Army National Guard
or Army Reserve.

In ] 0 years, like other ROTC
students, Krls could find hirn-

self on active duty serving as a most people are recruited as
Staff Officer or in other leader- early as their last year of high
ship positions helping to oper- school.
ate a battalion, as a Major sta- ROTC applicants who join
tioned anywhere in the world. the program receive four-year
With so many options, his scholarships, yearly stipends
choice to serve is one that will ranging from $300 to $500 a
likely give him many new month, and are also rewarded
experiences but will take him $900 annually for books.
far from home. In total, the value of the

Though Gaasch describes scholarships exceeds over
his decision as an "easy one," $35,000 a year.
it is a choice that will no doubt According to "ROTC
have a major impact on the Enrollment and Scholarship
direction his life will take. Management Officer Paul

Kris is not the only one who Gump, the program's aim is
has found a calling, as the pro- "to commission Second
gram is steadily increasing in Lieutenants and to make bet-
prestige and popularity. A ter citizens. Ultimately, we
total of 16 freshmen have full want the program to perpetu-
ride scholarships this school ate the good outside the
year and the interview process army." But ROTC isn't just
has already begun for its 15 about enrolling people into
scholarship applicants for the Army; it also functions as a
next fall. Furthermore, the place where all students can
ROTC office expects to com- challenge themselves and
mission 20 students in 2010, become leaders. The program
the largest number of students consists of classes for the first
who have ever fully complet- two years which anyone on
ed the program at one time. campus can take as elective

Commissioning simply courses. The elective courses
means completing the entire can be carried on after two
four years of the program years or can be dropped.
from start to finish. Commitment to ROTC is not

Gump reports that forced, just encouraged.
McDaniel College's ROTC Either way, the benefits of
program is the number one the program are in its design--
"Small School" ROTC pro- to push people away from
gram in the nation, and that their comfort zones-showing
the program outproduces them not only their physical
school that are much larger in abilities, but giving them the
size. opportunity to be more com-

Of the 75 cadets enrolled at forteble in the role of leaders.
McDaniel, Mount St. Mary's, To Brian Feser, head of the
and Hood College, 48 cadets - ROTC program and also a
are from this campus. The col- Professor of Military Science
lege's ROTC program rivals on campus, the best part of
that of other much larger having students sign up for
schools \ike Johns Hopkins the class and even staying on
University and the University for the program's duration is
of Maryland. "seeing the growth of the indi-

Most anyone is eligible for vidual. Their self-esteem and
the ROTC program: the confidence shoots up. I've

minimal requirements seen people accomplish things
inc l u d e they never would have

being a dreamed."
U.S citi- The wide range of goals stu-
zen of dents have accomplished
17 to 31 include the more uncommon,
years of like overcoming severe asth-
age and rna, losing weight and beating

the anxiety of making class
presentations.

"Most people don't see
beyond the uniform, but we're
just like anyone else under-
neath," said Gump. Gump
himself displays the humani-
tarian side to the Army, as he
recently traveled to
Mississippi and Louisiana to
help the victims of Hurricane
Katrina. "It's not all guns and
bullets, a lot of it is about
peace-keeping and humani-
tarian relief when you can," he
said.

Gump acknowledges the
disadvantages of the program
are like the set-backs of any
job, time away from home and
long hours, but "the reward is
intangible and hard to express
because it is such a big one,"
he said.

With a program that seems

to be ever expanding, the
ROTC still 'prides itself on
being an integral part of cam-
pus life: Rather than sticking
out and causing a commotion,
the quiet dedication and pride
ROTC officers and students
feel is a nice compliment to
the college. Participating in
Homecoming and holding an
Alumni Reunion are tradi-
tions ROTC is intent on
upholding. It's important to
recognize as a campus that we
are a part of ROle and it i.s a
part of us. "We like to blend
in," Feser said.

As students, we all make
decisions that will affect our
lives, some much bigger than
others. To Gaasch, joining
ROTC means a chance to lead.

"This is the preparation I
need to lead soldiers success-
fully," he said. ..

•• S.ARIIY

The.u.S. Army is currently
offar1ng several $iz$ble

enl.ist,tOentbonuses of up to
$40,000, You may also qualify

for up to $71,000 tr~ the
Mont!:J~ery 1;;1Bill and Army
college ~. Or you could
pay back up to $65,000 of
qualifying student loans
through. the Army'S Loan

~payment Pr¢grall\. To find
out more, cone..et

•• 0-••• -7121
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CENTERSPREAD

EPE classes offered in the upcoming semesters
For the upcoming Spring

Semester there are over 70
EPE courses being offered
here at McDaniel College.
There are a variety of water
sports, several dance class-
es, sports and even sport
law.

If students are interested
in dance, they can take Jazz
Dance, Creative Rhythms

Do is all about."
Elise Clark, who is look-

illg forward to taking
Pilates in the spring semes-
ter, says she wants to take
the class "because it will
tone my body and it's a
form of exercise I know I
would enjoy."

Happy (and healthy) reg-
istration!

Carrie Smith is one of the many
cDnniel College students who visits the

Budapest Cafe regularly to cool her coffee
cravings. Carrie started drinking coffee
around the age of 19 despite the warnings
of its negative effects.

Carrie admits that "the claim that cof-
fee can stain your teeth used to tum me
away from drinking it, but then I gave it
a chance and found that it had really
good effects."

It's hard to come to a personal consen-
sus about the nature of coffee due to con-
tradictory claims in the news. It seems
like researchers are always changing their
minds about whether coffee has more
negative effects or more positive ones.

A McDaniel College chemistry profes-
sor notes that all studies reveal controver-
sial data, "One study will tout the bene-
fits and the next will knack them down.
Personally, I hope they are correct in that
it helps protect against heart disease, but
Iwould not start drinking coffee for only
that 'reason."

So what is the most recent verdict? Is
coffee harmful or healthful?

The avid coffee drinker wilJ be pleased
to read about researcher's most recent
determinations. Crab the nearest Cup of
Joe, cozy up, and enjoy the sensuous
aroma. Coffee can be your friend.

An astounding 19,000 studies over the
years have analyzed

the effects of cof-
fee, according

t 0

and Dance, Country Line
Dancing, Hip-Hop
Dance.

Some of the water sports
being offered include: Water
Aerobics, Water Jogging,
Scuba Diving, Life
Guarding, and Fishing in
Maryland.

Other EPE classes being
offered are Hap Ki Do,

Archery, Yoga Core, weight
Training, Jogging, Pilates,
Fitness Walking, Tennis,
Bowling, and Skiing.

There are EPE courses
being offered for Jan Term
as well, Hap Ki Do being a
popular choice. Sophomore
Jim Dyson said, "It really
was a fun class; it gives you
a good taste of what Hap Ki

toffee: your frothy best friend
CORI $IMl'SON

FllA,T()RES EDITOR

ADRIAN PETTAWAY
srAFF WRITER

Obesity is becoming one the
largest health epidemics to
flood western society.
Americans are becoming less
and less physically active.
Parents are also preparing
fewer meals and are scram-
bling to get their families out
to local fast food restaurants
for a quick meal more often.
As a result, countless children
and adolescents make poor
food choices and end up pack-
ing on the pounds, setting the
stage for future health compli-
cations in their adult years.

Englar Dining Hall and the
Pub, both located in Decker
College Center, are McDaniel
College student's main access
to food. However, a diet pri-
ma.rily consisting of salty,
sweet, over-processed, fat-sat-
orated foods will gradually
take a toll on a student's
physique, self-esteem, -and
health. McDaniel College's
Dining Service contributes to
this growing countrywide
health epidemic.

Englar Dining Hall, affec-
tionately known as GLAR, is
the primary provider of food
on McDaniel's campus. This
4.8 million dollar operation
serves an average of 1,257 stu-
dents ~ day (Smith). Yet'what
is served in GLAR fails to be
remotely near nutritious. For
example, the standard break-
fast consists of bacon and/or
sausage (soaked in grease),
scrambled eggs, tried hash
browns, waffles and butter
drenched grits. In addition,
they offer a variety of sugar-
packed muffins and donuts.

According to Restaumnt
COllfidentia/: this average meal
contributes 57 grams of fat
and 1,200 calories to one't;
diet; this is over half of the
Federal Dietary As~ociation
(FDA) recommended 2,000

must maintain a certain
weight in order to participate
in matches. Thus, the Pub is
not the best place to get away
from "GLAR-Poop",
Courtney's label for the food
offered in Engler Dining
Hall.

According to Jacobson
and Hurley, obesity is
when and individual is 20
percent ' overweight.
Obesity can negatively
affect il person by promot-
ing health complication

1. fresh fruit and vegetables
2. grilled chicken
3. roast turkey in .the deli line
4. tuna and egg salad
5. tofu
Wonnation from Mitchell OHver. Director of Operiltions

such as Heart Disease,
Hypertension, Type-2
Diabetes Mellitus, and various
digestive and kidney diseases.
Obesity also encourages the
deterioration of the knee carti-
lage, thus causing joint prob-
lems.

In addition to physical com-
plication, obesity affects and
individual socially. The typi-
cal overweight student, for
example, suffers from low self
esteem. This low self-Image
can encourage the develop-
ment of eating disorders such
as Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia
Nervosa, and Binge Eating. In
_rare cases obesity, can bring
about ridicule and an individ-
ual being ostracized by his or
her peers. Thus, McDaniel
College's distribution of
unhealthy foods will continue
to harm students, ulti-
mately assisting to
the growth of
obesity as
an epi-
demic.

WebMD.com. The website explains that
in addition to providing antioxidants to
drinkers, coffee has' also been shown to
improve moods, and stop headaches.
Even the compound in coffee that makes
it smell so good is accredited to reducing
cavities.

Brunilda Nazario, MD, and WebMD's
Sr. Medical Editor says, "They still don't
know what derivative in caffeine or cof-
fee reduces your risk of disease and again
that's why no one is really recommend-
ing it for disease prevention."

The University of Scranton in
Pennsylvania has found that, although it
does not have as many antioxidants as
teas or wines, coffee is so popular among
Americans (Starbucks sales statistics
speak for themselves) it is our number
one source of antioxidants from food.

Robin Brett Parnes (MS, MPH)
describes antioxidants as, "substances
that are capable of counter acting the
damaging, but normal effects of the phys-
iological process of oxidation in animal
tissue. Antioxidants are nutrients (vita-
mins and minerals) as well as enzymes
(proteins in your body that assist in
chemical reactions}."

Okay, so what? Why worry about
replenishing antioxidants if the damag-
ing effects of oxidation are normal?

Well, Parnes explains, "They [antioxi-
dants] are believed to playa role in pre-
venting the development of such chronic
diseases as cancer, heart disease, stroke,
Alzheimer's disease, Rheumatoid arthri-
tis and cataracts."

In addition, WebMD claims that two
cups of coffee a day has been found to cut
Hie threats of colon cancer by twenty-five
percent, gallstones by fifty percent, and

cirrhosis of the liver and Parkinson's b
an Incredible eighty percent.

Concrete evidence of this claim W3_
found ina Scranton professor's research
Joe A. Vinson, chemistry professor. foun
that after giving hamsters coffee, the o)(i~
dation process was reduced by about
thirty percent.
- Moderation is essential, especially for

sugar packed mocha lattes with whipped
cream. WebMD explains that calories in
these drinks can quickly add up and
counteract coffee's benefits.

The addictive nature of the drink is a
whole other argument to investigate, but
if you are concerned, your dependency
can be measured through careful obser-
vation of your next visit to the nearest
cafe.

Dr. Julia Jasken of the English depart-
ment describes the true coffee addict's
ability to subconsciously demystify the
process though which the beverage is
ordered.

She says, "I think that I realized I was
an addict when I truly internalized the'
syntax of a coffee order. You must start
with the size ("taU"), then the type of
milk ("skinny"), then the type of drink
(vlatte"), then any additions you want to
make ("with ashotofhazelnutsyrup").lf
you stumble on the syntax, even momen-
tarily, you peg you.rself as a coffee neo-
phyte. Plus the drink never turns out as
good." (And she thought she'd have
nothing interesting to say.)

Whatever yom personal opinion of
coffee may be, research has gone to show
that if you're drinking it in moderation,
there is no aEparel}.t reason to stop, and if
you aren't drinking it, there are a number
of reasons for you to start.

In the long run, it's not about the pound-packing or the
calorie-counting+it's about making and maintaining
healthy lifestyle choices, The Free Press delves into the
hits and misses of health and nutrition.

(JlAPHICD£SIGNBYllMILY61ONDO
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Finding your center

- A grande nonfat hot chocolate-whip
holds 360 calories while a grande
whole hot chocolate-whip has 450
calories.

Aside from high caloric values in
food and drinks, another thing to
watch out for in many food and drink
products are trans fats. In recent
years, there has been evidence that the
consumption of trans fats can con-
tribute to coronary heart disease, also
known as CHO. More than 12.5 mil-
lion Americans are affected by CHD,
and more than 500,000 people are sus-
ceptible to death from the disease; it is
becoming known as one of the leading
causes of death in-the United States
today.

Heart disease is not the only the
health issue out there today. Recently,
two studies were conducted to
observe weight gain among college
shldents; one study was done a1:a pri-
vate school in the Northeast, and the
other was completed at a public uni-
versity in the Midwest. Both studies
found t11at college students gained

weight during both their fresh-
men and sophomore years
instead of losing weight. The

,suspected culprits of this weight
gain: students have increased
access to large quantities of food
and engage in less physical activw
ity. However, researchers say that
they still do not have a definite
reason as to why incr~asing num-
bers of students gain weight
throughout their first two years at
co!!ege. .

For more nutritional informa-
tion, go to <http://www.mcdon~
alds.com> Or <http://www.star*
bucks.com>.

Fighting the big bulge on campus
calorie diet (Jacobson and College Park, she reflected on
Hurley 353). her first tour of McDaniel

Unlike breakfast, lunch and College. "I loved ... the small
dinner vary from day to day; and quiet campus. I remember
GLAR will consistently offer that dining hall. Me and my
hamburgers, chicken patties, mom looked hard, but there
french-fries, pizza and a vast was nothing good. The pizza I
variety of tempting sweet saw was like floating in
desserts, all of which are grease. It was gross!"
loaded with trans-fatty acids, According to Brathwaite,
saturated fats and cholesterol, GLAR is no where near as
substances our bodies can do good, as the cafeteria at
without. GLAR also offers an University of Maryland. ,lOur
assortment of soft drinks, cafeteria is so huge .... We have
filled with high-fructose com a section in the cafeteria called
syrup and emptY calories. Sprout (the healthy alternative

When asked if GLAR section) ... .It has a bunch of
offered an adequate variety of low-carbohydrate alterna-
healthy alternatives to the tives, vegetarian meals, and
standard pizza, hamburger, even healthy pizza," she said.
and french-fries, General When students get tired of,
Manager Cameron Smith or just do not feel like going to
responded; " [We offer] the GLAR, they flee to the Pub.
International Station, which Unlike GLAR, the Pub offers
Serves tossed salads ....We also more .on-the-go entrees:
offer healthy vegetarian. cheeseburgers, chicken ten-
entrees to accommodate stu- ders, mozzarella sticks, hot
dents." dogs, and french-fries, all of

However;-the average stu- which are smothered in fat;
dent will not just eat a salad consuming these are known to
for dinner, unless they are on a lead to health problems.
starvation diet. A salad, being Wrestler Courtney
predominantly composed of Nightingale describes the Pub
water, will not sustain an indi- as simply, "crap."
vidual. Also, as the week goes "The Pub is horrible .... It
on, the average consumer offers crappy food which has
eventually grows tired of the been ruining my cutting
same browning lettuce and phase. The only thing I can eat
vegetables. from there is the Mesquite

Furthermore, there are only chicken sandwich, and that
a small percentage o(students gets old pretty quickly."
who would dart' consume the. Because he is a wrestler, he
dry veggie burgers. Though
meatless, the, greasy grilled
cheese sandwich is not quite h
"healthy" choice, containing
approximately 510 calories
and 33 grclms of tat (Jacobson
and Hurley 91).

Jacobson and Hurley sald,
"Nearly 90 percent of your
day's quota ot Saturated fat
sits ill the- gooey, golden
square." During.a phone
interview with Adrienne
Brathwaite, a fn.\~hman at the
University'" of Maryland·

Fast food gets scary
- A grande (16 fl. oz.) White Chocolate
Frappucino blended creme-whip at
Starbucks is filled with 610 calories.

STACEY EYLER
STAFF WRITER

Ever think about what exactly it is
you are eating at a fast food restau-
rant? Or about the number of calories
that a.re in some of your favorite
drinks at Starbucks?

If not, then you are not alone.
Whether you are on-the-go and need a
quick bite to eat or you just need a caf-
feine fix to get started in the morning,
most people tend not to think about
the products they are ingesting.

Here are a few nutritional facts you
may not have known about some of
the most well-known fast food indus-
tries out there today:

- A McDbnald's hamburger (3.7 oz.
serving size) has 260 calories while a
cheeseburger (4.2 oz.) has 310 calories.
The Quarter Pounder (6.1 oz.) con-
tains 420 calories while the Quarter
Pounder with cheese (7 oz.) con-
tains 510 calories.

- A chocolate Triple Thick Shake al
McDonald's can range between 440
calories (12 fl. oz.) and 1,160 calories
(32 fl. oz.). The strawberry and
vanilla Triple Thick Shakes can hold
anywhere

between 420
calories (12 fl.
oz.) and 1,110
calories (32 fl.
oz.).

- According to
McDonald's
nutritional chart,
the

des.
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Artificial sweetener has painful side effects
COMMENTARY

of a vigorous public contro-
versy.

Foods and beverages sweet-
ened with aspartame can help
consumers lose weight. But
does the Joss of weight "out-
weigh" the chance of chronic
migraines or worse?

Aspartame has been the
subject of much public contro-
versy regarding its safety and
the circumstances around its
approval. Some studies have
even recommended investiga-
tion into connections between
aspartame and diseases such
as brain tumors, brain lesions
and lymphoma.

Although many consumers
have reported symptoms
associated with aspartame,
aspartame proponents insist
that, even in large amounts,'
aspartame is safe and not
associated with adverse
health effects. It may not be
scientifically proven that
aspartame causes brain can-
cer, but according to Dr.Mary
D. Eades' The Doctor's

KATHRYN YOUNG
CO-EDITOR IN CHIEF

You can't walk into a store
or buy a stick of gum without
being offered a dose of aspar-
tame. Restaurant sweetener
holders are filled with the
white packets that obviously
contain the fattening real
sugar and sit alongside the
pink and blue packets of
"Sweet and Low" and
"Equal," all of which contain
aspartame.

It's not always obvious that
a product contains aspartame.
r am one of many who drank
Diet Coke like water and
chewed sugarless Orbit with-
out even realizing that my
constant headaches could be a
form of an allergic reaction
from their leading ingredient,
aspartame.

Aspartame is an artificial
non-carbohydrate sweetener.
It is marketed under a number
of trademark names, such as
Equal, and is used in approxi-
mately'6,OOOconsumer foods
and beverages. Nonetheless,
aspartame has been' a subject

a newspaper, as
such, is open to stu-
dent participation.
If you like to write,
have story ideas, or
like to take pic-
tures, come out t
the meetings held
every Monday a
7:30 in the Writi
Center. Any com
ments, questions,
or reactions con-
cerning the content
and information
disseminated by
this paper can be
sent to
freepress@mcd-
aniel.edu. This is
not filler, the author
simply finds this
funny. If you have a
problem with his
humor, the author
apologizes.
However, you will
also notice, that the
gray area reserved
for B.S. has been
£iJled.Pn s.

10 percent of all migraine
patients.

"I have heard of some indi-
viduals having problems with
aspartame before. Years ago I
had a family member that had
to give it up because it was
causing problems," said Dr.
Steve D. McCole, associate
professor of exercise science
and physical education at
McDaniel College.

According to the seventh
edition of Perspectives ill
Nutrition, complaints have
been filed to the FDA by peo-
ple claiming that that they had
adverse reactions to aspar-
tame. These reactions consist-
ed of headaches, dizziness,
seizures, and nausea.
Perspectives says, "It is impor-
tant for people who are sensi-
tive to aspartame to avoid it,"
the textbook said.

lust as some people may
develop hives from eating'
peanuts, people can develop
migraines from consuming
aspartame. If you do develop
migraines after drinking or
eating aspartame-sweetened
foods, you're definitely not

alone. If you are like me and
many others, you can either
deal with the chronic
headaches or just drink a big
glass of "zero calorie" H20.

"[Artificial sweeteners] do
have a role in nutrition; they
can certainly help reduce the

amount of sugar in the diet,
which can be a good thing,"
McCole said. "But I wonder
whether some people that use
them develop more of a taste
for sweet things and thus take
in extra sugar in other foods to
satisfy that taste."
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Stop, look and really listen to those rumors
)EN HARRINGTON

STAFF WRITER

In one my favorite episodes
of "Friends," Ross and Rachel
have an argument about their
relationship and decide to
take a break. They separate for
the night, and Ross, thinking
that a break means the rela-
tionship is, over, sleeps with
the Xerox girl. Rachel needed
a short break only to reevalu-
ate their relationship, and
wants to get back together
with Ross the next morning.
The next morning, both Ross
and Rachel are shocked at
what the other really meant.

This demonstrates two
things: that one simple phrase
can have completely different
meanings to different people,
and that I have a very sick
obsession with this sitcom.

Different interpretations of

the same- infor-
mation can
lead to misun-
derstanding
and miscom-
munication,
basically miss-
ing every-
thing.

This seems
to be the theme on campus
recently; the last issue of the
paper addressed several
rumors that upset the student
body. Most significant were
the rumors surrounding Dean
Gerl and new campus rules.
Students were furious to learn
that Gerl was supposedly can-
celing Spring Fling, wall par-
ties and social life as we know
it on campus, and the rumors
grew from there. 1heard from
a friend of a friend that
because bottles and cans were
not permitted, even water had
to be put in plastic cups.

If this was true, McDaniel
College's brochure for next
year's applicants could high-
light our high standards and
great campus image. It could

to such an
extent across
campus? We
know that
people love
to talk, but
this seems to
be only one
part of the
explanation.

While thinking about this, I
did what every college stu-
dent does best - TCoogle-ed it.
Whatl found completely sur-
prised me: researchers believe
"that up to 95% of our commu-
rucation-specifically what we
learn and take from other con-
versattons-ds nonverbal. If
this statistic is right, no won-
der miscommunication is so
easy.

Professor [asna Meyer, who
teaches Interpersonal
Communication at McDaniel
College, agrees with the statis-
tic, explaining that we find "so
much meaning from what is
left unsaid."

While we don't necessarily
think of conversation this way,
Meyer said that all inte~ac-
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display photographs of stu-
dents watching sports games,
walking across campus, even
playing Frisbee, all while
holding bright red Solo cups.

Dean Gerl was only part of
the recent rumors. Rumors
and false information also
spread quickly across campus
concerning Phi Sigma Sigma's
alleged violation of their
pledging process.

It's the adult version of tele-
phone. As kids, it was funny
to see just how much the sen-
tence could change by the end
of the game. it's not always as
funny now as adults. In its
innocence, the game demon-
strates the tie between mis-
communication and rumors.

How does one story spread

tions have two levels: the con-
tent or topic of the conversa-
tion, and a relational level,
which can be established
through cues such as tone of
voice and body language.

Conversations that are writ-
ten-such as e-mail, AIM, and
text messaging--narrow our
focus to the content of the con-
versation, with the exception
of the occasional smiley; mak-
ing it easy to misunderstand.

Of course, misinterpreta-
tion is not the only factor for
generating rumors.
Sometimes the situation is not
accurately handled or
explained, or our personal
involvement or opinion taints
our perspective.

So what happened in the
last few weeks at McDaniel,
an answer to fall back on? We
were on a break.

'Charger' changes minds
CHRISTINE BOYNTON

STAFF WRlTER

Like most of you, when I
first saw the flashy new
Campus Safety Dodge.
Charger, I grumbled, "So
that's where our tuition
money is going."

When a fellow student who
garnered an escort in the new
car across campus one night
reported that she thought she
may have seen a CPS system,
I rolled my eyes and made a
sarcastic comment involving
the 160-acre campus and the
availability of maps on our
school web site.

The night before my dead-
line for this commentary, I
was mulling over how to
approach the topic (a phrase
which here can be translated
to: procrastinating). J pulled
my door shut behind rrre and
realized that the door handle
was locked and the keys were
sitting on top of that pile of
homework 1had yet to start.

My roommate, at Johns
Hopkins, would not be there
to save me from my memory
deficit as usual. Though I
wasn't eager to be rescued by
the very vehicle Iwas about to
bash or to get back into my
room to start writing that arti-
cle, I had to call Campus
Safety. I was grudgingly very
grateful when an SUV pulled
up a few minutes later.

Back in my room, as 1stared
at my computer screen in an
attempt at progress, I realized
that Ihad no idea whether the
department had fewer cars
than we students have good
residence halls, or more cars
than the campus has squirrels.
I didn't know if they had a
whole fleet, or if I had been
passing the same car making

constant rounds around cam-
pus. r wondered: how many
cars were normal for a cam-
pus safety department to have
on a college campus our size?

When Iwent to speak with
operations manager Marlon
"Chris" Collins at Campus
Safety the next day, it was
with my room keys in my
pocket and a more liberal
mindset, but still with some
tough questions. r wanted to
know how many cars we had,
how much the vehicles cost,
and where that money was
coming from.

It turns out that our depart-
ment has a total of three cars.
One--an old Jeep Cherokee
with over 100,000 miles--Is on
its last stand and will be
retained as a backup. The oth-
ers are a two-year old Dodge
Durango, and the latest acqui-
sition, the Dodge Charger.

Ok, well three wasn't a
large number, but did they
know that for the price of a
new Dodge Charger they
could purchase 50 street lights
to possibly !.ight Pennsylvania
Ave or Whiteford parking lot?
Iwanted to know.

Even before I could ask, I
was told that the car is used.
Not only is it used, but bought
for a deal through a trustee at
Heritage Dodge in
Westminster. Bought for
$1,300 less than their allotted
budget.

Ok, onto the next question:
Was it normal for college cam-
puses of our size to have three
cars?

Turns out that McDaniel's
total comes out at exactly the
average number of campus
safety vehicles for campuses
our size, according to a survey
conducted a year or two ago
by Mike Webster, director of

Campus Safety.
Now, not only had campus

.safety prevented my avoiding
homework the night before,
they had now thwarted my
tough angles.

So, in fact Ihad been seeing
the same cars making constant
rounds around campus. As
Collins said, "We run our
vehicles 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. There is no rest."

One hundred and sixty
acres on its own is no small
area, but it is no College Park.
However, when our campus is
patrolled constantly, that 160
acres can quickly become
100,000 miles and an over-
worked Jeep Cherokee.

Hard to appreciate at first,
this new acquisition is not an
unnecessary indulgence but
just may be an essential con-
tribution to our campus. It's a
vehicle that can "endure the
wear and tear of a department
that runs 24 hours a day, seven
days a week," Collins said. It
will aid our department in
providing medical transports,
on-campus rides, and yes,
occasionally ruining good
procrastination.

Got News?
Email:

"'whOO3@rncdaniel.edu
or

keyOOl@mcdaNeLedu

mailto:freepreilS@mcdaniel.edu
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Anniversary and currentprotest linked
DjERDJ MATKOVIC
INT'L PAGE EDITOR

Tear gas, rubber bullets and
water cannons were a com-
mon sight in Budapest on the
50th anniversary of an upris-
ing against Soviet rule in
Hungary. A ceremony with
the Prime Minister and for-
eign dignitaries was held in
the main square of the parlia-
ment building in Budapest on
Oct. 23. They were greeted by
thousands of protesters who
demanded the Prime
Minister's resignation. In

September he admitted lying
to the nation in order to win

Protests were common all
over the country, with the
major far-right opposition
party, Fidesz rallying most of
the protesters and saying that
the whole country was
opposed to an "illegitimate
government." Prime Minister
Ference Gyurcyany has defied
calls to resign saying that the
protesters are "an aggressive
minority".

Oct. 23 saw the biggest day
of clashes between police and

protesters in the capital.
Officials said 128 people were
hurt in clashes that continued
late into the night. More than
130were arrested.

Most protesters wore white
ribbons as a sign of their
opposition to the current
socialist government. Pidesz
has said that the police used
excessive force against the
protestors.

Police Commissioner Peter
Gergenyi said police did not
use excessive force against
demonstrators and acted
within the law. He said police

streets on Oct. 23 and read a
pro-democracy manifesto and
sang banned national songs
while pulling down a statue of
Stalin in a square in Budapest.
Soviet troops withdrew but
returned with devastating
force a week later, and quelled
the rebellion.

The reporter read information
from <obc.co.uk» before writing
this article. Estefmlia Luroscni.
Messenger Editor, also COII-

tributed to this report.

re-election.

had found kitchen knives, iron
bars, fireworks and catapults
at" the site of a five-week-old
protest camp which police
broke up early on that
Monday. Gergenyi also said
the camp was beyond its legal
deadline.

At the parliament event,
some veterans of the 1956 rev-
olution refused to shake
hands with the prime minis-
ter. The annual event com-
memorates the uprising
against Soviet rule in the
country since 1945. Some
23,000 protesters took to the

Aide: Iraqi leader playing on
US angst

Headlines from the global civil society
BEHIND THE NEWS / DPRK Representatives of Congo presi- Pronk remains UN envoy in
drops peace-loving facade dential runoff candidates Sudan through end of year
The Daily Yorruurl pledge. Reuters AlertNetHouston Chronicle

Mexico sends troops to violent Skirmishes mark riot anniver-
Oaxaca sary
Houston Chronicle BBCNews

BNP faces backlash
Hmdu

Blast in South Afghan Suburb
Kills 14 and Wounds 3
New York limes

Iranian official confirms expan-
sion of enrichment process
Monsters and Critics.com

LTTE to SL at Geneva:
Implement truce pact
Hindustanlimes

Further Afghan desecration
photos published in Germany
Euronews.net

Australia's Muslim Leaders
May Sack Top Cleric, Herald
Says
Bloomberg

Hopes high for Somali peac~
talks
NEWS.com.au

Crunch day for Serbia's two-
stage constitution vote
Scotsman

No climate action may spark
economic crisis - report.
Reuters.uk

International Herald Tribune
One killed, 15 injured in
grenade attack in J&K
Daily News & Analysis

Official: No imminent Fatah-
Hamas meetings in Cairo
Xinhua

Egypt sends thou-
sands security forces
border with Gaza:
official
Xinhua
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Tensions in east Asia as Korea goes nuclear
BEN CREARY aggravate ten- "'II-if-'~th---U-~S--t-'-'M~~t~~~'1"t----'-'"of the nuclear disarmament talks.
STAFFWRITER sions in.· ... tet, .:··con Inues' 0 pu pressure Pyongyangemis- Yet even in the face of sane-

_________ Northeast-Asia." onNorthKorea for its nuclear pro- series' meeting tions, North Korea refuses to
On Oct. 9, seismic activity on a phone d 'h II with Chinese back down from its pursuit of

measuring a magnitude of 4.2 call Monday to gramme'. t ien we. wi -r-: regard -it,as a President Hu a potentially deadly nuclear
on the Richter scale was Pre sid e n t declaration of war and we win take Jintao to discuss arsenal. North's Foreign
detected emanating 600 miles George W. Bush, a series of phy 'sical correspondmg North Korea's Ministry said in a statement
from Pyongyang in North Japanese Prime . nuclear aggrava- carried by the North Korean
Korea. Shortly after the Minister Shinzo mea~ures.j,: .......North Korean Foreign tions and ways papers, "If the us continues to

~:~t~:/lisSi~~:~ the:;~~~ ~~~ the a~~~t~ w_Ministry ~:_;::~~~kS~he r~~tii:e~~~;:a~~~;;!~l~~~:~

~~~%~)t=o~;ce~ ~:c~~~; ~~~s~::~~:t~ction against affairs ministry said, North Kore~~~I~rtl;:~:~l~~ ~:n:i~j~:~:~di~: ;i~et~~~a~
weapon. According to the North Korea at the Security "Improving stability in dogmatically defiant in the series of physical correspon-
KCNA, the weapons test took Council. ~~:,~ei~St~r~::.a~:rit~ ~~;~; face of world pressure. North ding measures."
place in the vicinity of Tokyo defended its crin- Korean ambassador Pak Gil So the world prepares for a
Hwadaert, several miles from cisrn of North Korea and has ignored the concern of the Yon boldly stated to the U.N. Nuclear North Korea and the
the coastal city of Kilju. The declared that unilateral sane- international community, Security Council that North international community is
weapons test was reported to nons be taken on the small ~~:~:~;y te~~~,cee~~e w~:n: Korea should be congratulat- readying itself to intercept and
have' been a major achieve- Asian Peninsula. These sane- remains resolute on its opin- ed for its nuclear test instead inspect North Korean ships

=~aa;:n ~~sr;:~~~~:d~on- ~~~:;~:e~!n~:s t~~l~~: ~:~~ ion that North Korea must ~~n~O:,d;:~~~o~~t~\/:~~I~~ ~~,:~n~n f%e ~::~:sol~~~~~
Following the test, mern- pie in Japan, not including a halt any attempt to build a better for the Security Council issued by the Security

bers of the U.N. Security community of 600,000 North nuclear arsenal, the Chinese of the United Nations to con- Council. Australia has
Council moved swiftly to con- Koreans living on the island. government is also calling on
demn North Korea's nuclear The North Korean immigrants all parties to deal with this sit-

~~~te~:~~~tha~~re~~~::r~~ o:n!th~eC:n;oW,ntih~eW,fna~Kacoi~,Yela~nS:pmegbne,an,l;~~::n ~a~:~;~~~:':~:~::
ment return to the six-party
talks on its weapons program. sula. The sanctions imposed continues with North Korea,

JtoohntheBoulto,Nn'"Uc'aSl'leAmiifboa,sssaadnoc'_by the Japanese government :;;Yb~att!~~e~::lt:tit~h~~:
are strictly economic products

tions on North Korea to begin from North Korea, but North Pyongyang government.

::~~~:tj~';'~~h~~n§ ~~i~: ~::::t ~~e;a;ao~ hJ:;:n
a
o~;~~::::?::rr~:~::~o~~~

~~:iti~f~·~~~:;n~~:;s ~~~~ ~~~t~tsK~~:a~~7 ::rc~~I~iOo~ gotten involved in the situa-
sought-after trade materials earned in overseas trade. In tion by calling on the current
used in the manufacturing of effect, Japan imposed a six- South Korean Foreign
such weapons of mass month ban on trade imports Minister and United Nations
destruction. White House and on the docking and Secretary-General-elect Ban
spokesman Tony Snow departure of ships from the Ki-moon to quit ignoring

~~~etas;~~::ta~e::~:a~ay::~ ~~rthern part of the peninsu- ~~~:~n~:~~~~~~~~~n
couid be a provocative act The Chinese government lion, which was signed by
against the stand of the inter- also expressed its resolute South Korea, the United
national comntunity and our opposition to Pyongyang's Kingdom, France, Norway
call for moderation with nuclear test. A statement and Germany, was issued
regard to actions that could issued by the Chinese foreign right after the announcement

gratulate the Democratic deployed its navy nortward to
People's Republic of North. begin enforcing UN sanctions.
Korea scientists and Japan is also eager to join in
researchers instead of doing the inspecting as both the
such notorious, useless and Japanese Navy and Air Force
rigorous resolutions or what- prepare for deployment in the
ever," Pak said. Later, Pak Gil Tsushima and Okinawa Straits
Yon told reporters that he was on its western and southern
proud of the North Korean coastlines.
test and when asked about Their hope is to use torpe-
future tests Pek added, "That do-boat catchers and spotter
will.be enough." planes P-3CAWACSendowed

Kim Iong-Il's regime with radar to inspect ships
demonstrated its determina- going and coming from North
Hon for obtaining baUistic Korea.
missiles last July with a test Tokyo aims in the near
launch qf six medium-range future for not only an air
missiles and one interconti- blockade around North Korea
ncntal missile, which took the but a freeze on Kim Tong-ll's
tnEernabonai commumty by assets scattered around the
su rprise. The U.N. responded globe in foreign bank accounts
urgently to the launch, agree- and a harsher ban on all goods
ing on sanctions against - including military equip-
Pyongyang and pushed for ment and luxury items.
North Korea to return to

400 off
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College classifies ASL as foreign language
wrong; I wanted to continue brought a motion to rescind must develop an understand- University.

~~~:~I~fRER the discussion," Marx said. the previous vote and bring ing of the world within and The Maryland State Board
"There were still people in line back the debate over ASL's beyond the United States." of Education recently

Despite a movement to to speak." place on campus. The faculty "Multicultural education approved ASL as fulfilling a
reopen the debate, American Over the summer, Marx voted 51 to 46, missing ~e will give students an under- foreign language requirement
Sign Language (ASL).will be researched Robert's Rules of two-thirds majority necessary standing of the cultural plu- for high school students.
offered as an option to fulfill Order, the set of parltamen- to reopen the' issue. ralism of American society" Modeling the college's
the foreign language Basic tary procedures that the facul- The proponents of ASL as a the curriculum statement con- stance on ASL after high
Liberal Arts Subject require- ty follows in their meetings. BLAR can now breathe easier. tinues. "Multicultural courses schools may not be in the col-
ment - beginning with the As it turns out, Marx's feel- After years of frustration, will focus on the cultures and lege's best interest, Marx said.
class of 2011. Ings were correct. the deaf studies program is experiences of diverse groups "College is a higher level of

Classifying ASL as a foreign Thomas Falkner, dean of being recognized as a foreign in the United States that have education; high schools
language at McDaniel College the faculty, agreed with Marx. language on campus. been historically subordinated should follow the colleges, not
has often created heated "The person who called the But why was the process so or marginalized." the other way around," he
debate. Five years ago, the question was not properly rec- difficult? What is the harm of The opponents of ASL as a said.
proposal was denied when ogruzed," he said. including ASL with classical foreign language argue that Additionally, some are con-
students and faculty brought The "called question", the languages such as Spanish, implementing ASL as a cemed that the implementa-
up a motion to incorporate parliamentary term for ending French, German and Latin? requirement would contradict tion of ASL will decrease the
ASL as pint of the language a discussion and forcing a According to Mark Rust, that philosophy and give the popularity of the other major
requirement. vote, was called for out of coordinator of the deaf educa- students a mixed message. languages on campus.

The issue was visited again order. A member of the faculty tion program, classifying it as Rust, however, disagrees ' Wilcox, however, believes
at the May 2006 faculty meet- violated Robert's Rules of a "foreign" languageisa prob- with them. otherwise.
ing. Arguments were present- Order by prematurely ending lematic term. "We're so entrenched in "The evidence from those
ed for and against the issue, discussion, and more speakers "ASL stands for American being a liberal arts college that universities which accept ASL
and a member of the faculty should have been allowed to Sign Language. It's not for- ASL gets pushed on the as a foreign language is pre-
called for discussion to end present their cases at the May eign, it's American," said fringe," Rust said. "Deaf dsely the opposite," he said.
and put the issue to a vote. meeting. Rust, who supports ASL £01- study is a discipline, and the "At these universities there is

The faculty approved ASL _ "If [the faculty] had heard a filling the BLAR. deaf community has a culture. no record of a decrease in tra-
as an option for students to more logical set of arguments, The new curriculum places ASL is the fourth most used dttional foreign language
fulfill the foreign language we would have been able to a greater emphasis on intema- language in America." enrollment due to enrollments
BtAR, a seemingly routine have more confidence in the tional and cultural studies. Other colleges have also in ASL. As a matter of fact,
procedure. ' . vote," Marx said. When the new curriculum recently accepted ASL as £01- ASL instruction may lead to

Not to Jeffrey Marx, an Marx then sent a memo to was voted upon in April 2006, filling a foreign language increased foreign language
associate professor of physics. the Faculty Council detailing the proposal included a state- requirement. enrollment."
Present at the May meeting, the parliamentary violations. ment about international Sherman Wilcox, a profes- It remains to be seen what
Marx observed a few irregu- The council distributed the focus: "A liberal arts educa- sor at University of New effects the decision will have
Iarities. For example, only memo among the faculty and tion at McDaniel College Mexico, keeps a list of the 145 on the college community at
four people had the opportu- the issue was brought back to should be an education in universities that acknowledge McDaniel, but as of next fall,
nity to speak. before discus- life. global citizenship and must be ASL as a foreign language, mcommg students Will be able
sion ended abruptly. At the Oct 2006 faculty both multicultural and Inter- including schools such as Yale to take ASL classes to fulfill

"I felt like something was meeting, a group of professors national 111 scope Students University and Georgetown their foreign language BLAR

More bandwidth to speed up meal network
DJERDJ MATKOVIC
JNTL PAGE EDITOR

McDaniel College will
receive a major Internet band-
width increase for students
and staff, with an upgrade
Erom nine to 45 megabytes
expected to be in operation
shortly after Jan. 7.

Many students have com-
plained frequently about the
speed and reliability of the-
Internet connections in the
residence halls and apart-

ments. width in the spring from
"It's slow," said Steve Furst, about five megabytes to nine,

a senior who lives in the but that wasn't a considerable
North Village apartments. change," Iglich said.

Anjeza Kadilli, another sen- . The school's bandwidth is
lor living in North Village, divided via a process called
said she has no problems with packeteering, and during the'
her Internet, but "it could be day much of the bandwidth
better." goes toward faculty comput-

The college had been aware ers, she said.
of students' concerns for some ,.After hours we focus the
time, said Esther Ignch, the bandwidth on the dorms.
interim Chief Information _which is why the Internet for
Officer. students is sometimes faster in

"We doubled the band- the evening," Iglich said.

Commentary: Why we printed
"Bust at the 'the Blue House"

FREE PRESS EDITORS

When The McDa~iel Free
Press decided to print that 11
students--including one resi-
dent assistant--not only
received alcohol citations
from the Westminster Police
Department but also learned
that their names would be list-
ed in the college newspaper, a
response seemed inevitable.
Part of tile newspaper's respon-

sibility is to clear up rumars.
In the process of editing

David P. Greisman's "Bust at
'the Blue House,' " the Free
Press editors discussed
whether including the stu-
dents' names was the proper
move. Earlier. that day,
Greisman contacted the resi-
dent assistant seeking com-
ment on her citation and the

possibility of it affecting her Similarly, listing the other
job. Shortly thereafter, some of students' names is the respon-
the students involved in the sibility of a college newspa-
incident-vas well as their per, an action carried forth by
friends--contacted several student newspapers around
staff members. Students ques- the country. Though the
Honed the relevance of the Department of Campus Safety
story, as well as the decision to does not divulge names, the
print· names. A names and court dates of the

Each was told the same offending students are public
thing: the story is news. record, accessible to the media

When English professor and to the McDaniel student
Bob Sapora was arrested two body alike.
years ago on charges of dnv- The choice did not come
ing under the influence, the without discussion - many of
Free Press held a similar the students are friends and
debate over revealing his legal acquaintances of the
issues in such a public forum, McDaniel Free Press editors
but ultimately went forward and staff. But in the end, our
with the article. job is to serve the majority of

It should not be publicly the campus by informing
ignored when a student in the them instead of serving the
capacity of resident assistant minority.
is charged with underage,
drinking.

Iglich said the administra-
tion was very supportive of
the upgrade.

"We went to them and
asked for an increase to 32
megabytes," she said. ':1 was
surprised when they said, 'We
won't. give you 32, we will
give you 45.'"

The biggest cost of the new
bandwidth will be the actual
material and its installation.

"The cost of all that will be
about $20,000 ... with the sub-
scription and maintenance at

more than $10,000 a year,"
Iglich said.

Though the installation is
fairly complicated and will
take about 50 to 60 business
days, Iglich said the effort is
worthwhile.

"[The upgrade] was an
important step since this is
your [the students'] home,
and you deserved to feel at
home," she said.
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Dear Editor:

To the Sports Editor Fans asked not to jeer
Sportsmanship. Its definition ... "conduct becoming of a per-

son who is fair, gelleraus, a good Joser, lind a graceful winner."
The Centennial Conference was one of the first confer-

ences in the country to adopt a sportsmanship statement and
include it as part of every Centennial match, be it in a game
program or read over a public address system. As one of the
elite small college conferences in the country, we are proud of
the manner in which our students support their teams and of
our Conference's leadership role.

Now we wish to build on that role, as McDaniel COllege
and the Centennial Conference have joined with the NCAA
Division III Commissioners Association in a unified effort to
promote respect for student-athletes, coaches and officials in
intercollegiate athletics.

The message is simple: Be Loud, Be Proud, Be Positive
The program asks that fans ..
- Cheer for your team, not against the visitors
- Don't get personal in your comments about players,
coaches or officials
- No profanity, vulgarity, racist or sexist comments

...-111e NCAA Division ill Student-Athlete Advisory
Committee has also adopted a statement on fan sportsman-
ship:

"As NCAA Division III student-athletes we commit our-
selves to sportsmanship by demonstrating respect toward
ourselves and others. This includes demonstrating fair
play, taking responsibility for our actions and represent-
ing the spirit of Division III intercollegiate athletics. We
encourage our teammates, opponents, fans, coaches and
referees to help us in promoting this philosophy."

The Centennial Conference welcomes your continued sup-
port of your friends and classmates and hopes you will con-
tinue in building a positive spirit in the stands and on the
sidelines.

Sincerely,
Joan Develin Coley
President
McDaniel College

Steve Ulrich
Executive Director

Centennial Conference

Refill Save Big Print Happv
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LAURA HUlTON
.. SPORTS EDITOR

McDaniel has joined efforts
with every other college in the
Centennial Conference to
improve sportsmanship at
games, especially regarding
the fans.

The Division 1Il
Commissioners Association
has focused on the sportsman-
ship of athletes for the past
few years. They have decided
to broaden their focus to
include fans and sportsman-
ship was named the point of
emphasis for this school year.

"Educating spectators is a
critical first step and founda-
tion for the success of the pro-
gram," said Steve Ulrich,
Executive Director of the
Centennial Conference. To
ensure that this education
occurs, each campus newspa-
per received a letter to the edi-
tor outlining these new guide-
lines.
o- Oct. 5, the Centennial

Administrative Delegates met
to discuss additional ways to
inform the students.

Overall. the coaches con-
sider these guidelines to be a
great idea. "It is a great idea to
adopt these rules," comments
Muffie Bliss, women's
lacrosse coach. "While we
already have and support the
NCAA statement regarding
sportsmanship, conference
legislation is always a good

The goal is to maintain" the opportunity for
fans to support their children, friends, and
team, but wedo not feel that rooting against
the opposing team needs to be a part of the
game day experience,"

way to support and reaffirm the statements you want, but
these rules and statements." if the administration does not

Men's basketball coach, show leadership and convic-
Bob Flynn said he "absolutely tion, the words are mearung-
supports" the sportsmanship less," Plevyak said.
statement and that he is proud He said the McDaniel
of the fans that came to the admi.nistration enforced the
games last year. previous sportsmanship rules

There is "no place to get laid out by the Centennial
personal with other teams, Conference and will do a
especially within enclosed good job with the new ones
environments," said Flynn. because they have set the

There are meetings pend- tone .
ing on how to enforce these McDaniel has "the best
policies; these should occur fans in the conference when it
within a few weeks. comes to ~ortsmanship and T

The goal is to maintain i'TIle-"'"'tl1inkthat is due to the tone
opportunity for fans to sup- that has been set," Plevyak
port their children, friends, said.
and team, but we do not feel President Joan Coley said
that rooting against the that sportsmanship is taken
opposing team needs to be a very seriously, something
part of the game day experi- that students need to be edu-
ence," Ulrich said.

John Plevyak, the men's
soccer coach, recalled an away
game his team played a cou-
ple years ago where the fans
displayed the worst behavior
he has seen. Nothing was
done by referees or the
Athletic Director.

"You can read and post all

cated about and not some-
thing that can be avoided.

"We believe that our stu-
dents are educated in the
classrooms, but also outside of
the classrooms," Coley said.
"Learning the appropriate
behavioral standards is an
important part of a total edu-
cation."

Garnett deserves support
cont'd from pg.16
your work would be worth it.
Knowing that yours and my
dreams would finally come
true: seeing you in mid-June
hoisting a Championship tro-
phy above your head." .

"T felt it too, we had such a
good vibe, but Kobe and Shag
were too much for us to han-
dle."

"There were, and it killed
me. r remember game six,
when y'all were down 3 to 2,
one loss away from summer.
The whole second half Twas
on my knees, praying that
something good would hap-
pen that you'd get a game
seven back in Minneapolis.
When it was over, I just want-
ed to hide."

"I know, I did too. What's
hardest is the fact I haven't
been back yet."

"I know, and that's what
kills me. Last year, everyone
loved Sam r am. Everyone
was saying how great of a
leader he was for the Clippers
and all. How could they forget
what he and LatreU did to
.you, how they stopped caring
and ruined your chance at get-
ting to the Promised Land the
next year? How Latrell said
$]4 million wasn't enough to
feed his kids. How they left
you with half a team and no
dream."

"It wasn't just them,
dawg."

"1 know it wasn't, but I'm
still angry. -Maybe that's what
Ican still learn from you: how
to be a big man through hard-
ship. Here you are, the great-
est player on earth but stuck
and pained. I remember how
it was when Malik Sealy, your

friend, your teammate, died.
You kept his locker open next
to you, showing the love and
compassion you've always
had.

"Then there was Hurricane
Katrina, how you gave
enough money to build 24
families homes in the Bayou.
What an act of beauty."

"Thanks, B."
-r know I'm going crazy,

but with this, all I want to do
is to let you know that when
you lose a tough game and
have to drive home on some
January night in the
Minneapolis winter, I want
you to know that I'm here. I'm
pulling you every day."

"Thanks, Robby, it means a
lat."

"Now, what do we have to
do to get you in a Bulls uni-
form?"
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Volleyball lands fifth seed in tournament
LAURA HUTTON
SPORTS EDITOR

On Saturday, October 28,
the McDaniel volleyball team
won their last regular season
game against Bryn Mawr.
This win made them 5th seed
in the Conference. On
November 1 the team begins
their conference tournament
play against Dickinson.

Last year their record was
10-17 and 6-4 in Conference.
This year their record stands
at 17-9 and 6-4 in Conference.
While their conference game
results are the same, the
results overall improved
immensely. Last year they
had a losing season by seven
games and this year they were
able to completely turn that
around.

Proof of this change was
evident from September 16
until October 11 when they
had an eight game winning
streak.

Two big wins this year were
Swarthmore and Dickinson.
They beat Dickinson last year;
however, it was still a hard
game. "Last year these games
were tough so it was great to
be able to bounce back this
season and take the wins,"

explains senior Jamie Bodden.
Coach Molloy explains, it

has "definitely been a turn-
around year for us. The abili-
ty has been there, but it finally
broke through." She also
explains that the team had a
"whole new look and atti-
tude."

There was a large change in
the chemistry between the
players. The team this year is
very close and hardworking.
"Not only is there a lot of tal-
ent, but we' all play well
together. And that's what
wins the games," states juni9r
Virginia Dale.

With each class, better play-
ers came in and expanded the
range talent, propelling them
to the success that has been
seen this year. Bodden adds,
"Our team plays with more
heart and intensity than' any
other McDaniel volleyball
team that I have played with
all four years here."

The talent to have such an
awesome year has existed for
some time; however, it took
the change in chemistry and
determination to make it a
reality this year.

They were really deter-
mined "to do well as a team"
and they understood that

With a smooth pass, Junior' Deanne Lchr begins the sequence of attack at the latest terror volleyball game

"everyone is a part and needs
to contribute;' explains
Molloy.

A large part of the su,:cess
is due to the strong freshman
class. The freshman on the
team came from competitive
high school programs. Thus,
they knew what was needed
for a successful season. "We
have a great freshman class.
The freshman talent along

with terrific veteran leader-
ship has been the key to our
success," remarks senior cap-
tain Sarah Fessler.

It was also helpful that the
upperclassmen were not
intimidated by these new
strong players. "They realty
play well together and are so
determined, believe they can
win and pull it off," states
Molloy, .

"The team eagerly awaits
and is determined to succeed
in the approaching tourna-
ment play, Junior captain
Deanne Lehr explains,
"Everyone is positive and
eager to go into the postsea-
son since no one has been part
of that before. The conference
is so tight this year, it is any-
one's title to take,"

Kevin Garnett: hardship, pain and beauty
Why the greatest breathing basketball player needs you now more than ever

ROBCOEKE
STAFF REPORTER

111 my dreams .. In my
dreams ..

"It's nice to finally
meet you, Ticket."

"It's nice to finally meet
you, Robby."

"I've been with you
through everything. I've loved
you through everything'
you've been with, but I don't
know how much more I can
take of you getting beat up
like this, Another year of NBA
is about to start, and I see
nothing but pain and hardship
in your future. I just wanted to
let you know I was here for
you, even if It seems like no
one else is."

"Thanks, B. It's always
good to know that people
believe in you."

"And I always have. I
remember when you came to
Chicago as a South Carolina
boy looking to play some-
where better. It worked, play-

ing at Farragut with Ronnie
Fields, finishing out high
school theway it should have
always been: with you getting
love and praise from everyone
around you." ~

"That brings me back, man.
Some of the best days of my
life."

"Then you decided to go
for the gold: the NBA. I
,rem~mber reading about your
big work out in front of all the
scouts. How you came in so
nervous, so scared but still
showed them what you were
and what you could be. You
were drafted sixth and went to
Minnesota. That gave me
hope and gave me faith to
keep playing even when J was
cut in fifth grade. And you
know what happened to me? I
ended up starting every game.
I ~ut the work in, but you pro-
vided the motivation."

"That's beautiful, B, Here I
am, just a kid trying to play
the game I love. To have an
impact like that on anyone is

unbelievable."
"Thanks man, but it was

hard watching you get to the
playoffs every year, carrying
the team and both Twin Cities
on your back and then watch-
ing you go down fighting each
year in the first round, but still
go down. That killed me every
yea~, watching you suffer,
knowing that having to sit-
home in May and June was
your worst nightmare,"

"It was. You have no idea.
No one does, J mean, to work
from October to April and to
see it all vanish in a week, it's
harder than you can imagine."

"And then it carne: 2004.
'You had Sam I am and Latrell
to run with you. You played
better than anyone could
imagine and you got the MVP
you probably deserved 5 years
earlier. Even better you got the
number 1 seed and finally got
the first round monkey off
your back, I was yelling and-
screaming, knOWing that all

Cont'd 011 pg. 15



Sex toys ~!1~~n!!!sca~~~tr~~~!!ncement
JE~T~~~~~TON Wolf and AJ Lewis, and fea- plaints were received from appeared on the screen warn-

tured products sold by senior students, parents, and alumni ing viewers of its sexual can-
Ceo Randall, a consultant for questioning the appropriate tent.
an adult novelty business. The nature of the show. After fielding complaints,
episode originally aired Channel 26does not follow Dean Gerl watched the
November 8 and ran from 12 - FCC regulations because it is a episode and set up a meeting
3am each night until closed circuit network. The with TV station managers,
November 14. station's only stipulation pro- seniors Tom Shortridge and

hibits nudity. Prior to each (see "Sex Toyz" 017 page 7)

SigEps lose charter

McDaniel College community

Iern.Keep the cash
Ic scholarships for the 2006- students were taking easier
2007 academic year. classes because they were

"The reason for the require- afraid of losing their scholar-
McDaniel College has ment didn't really make ship. We know some students

relaxed GPA requirements for sense," said Patricia Williams, would leave McDaniel if they
students with academic schol- director of financial aid at lost their scholarship. We sat
erships, according to a recent McDanielCollege."The schol- down and talked about it .
e-mail announcement by col- Previous requirements arship was awarded to attract [and] we decided to eliminate
lege officials. depended on the scholarship the students to McDaniel. it," Williams said.

In a move that will affect amount, peaking at a mini- That really was the only rea- Although the announce-
approximately 80 percent of mum 3.0 cumulative GPA for son. The students do not get ment may please the estimat-
the student body, anyone some students. McDaniel an increase in scholarship if ed 10 percent of students who

Page 16 vmg an acaderruc schol awarded a total of approxi- they do well . have difficulty meeting their

-H-o-u-s-e-k-e-e~;ingth~sthh~~ri"r:;rffi th~R~~~;e~~S~)
b urinating on the toilet vary from day to day, but after
seats vomiting in the shower, a weekend of partying, the

d ~unching out the ceiling place gets "trashed."
:;es. "Some of the kids make it

One member of the house- worse than it should be," he
keeping staff, who req.ue~ted said. "They should have
to remain anonymous, IS tjred respect for the people who
of "babysitting" the Rouzer clean."
residents. "The kids should This member of the house-
have some respect. Ineed a job keeping staff recalled one inci-
but I'm sick and tired of it. J'm dent where someone lit the
ready to walk out." fire extinguisher on fire and

He works during the week half of it melted. Most of the
and sometimes on the w:e~- fire extinguishers in Rouzer
ends. Anytime there is an 111C.I- don't have some kind of glass
dent, he has to report it. to hIS door shielding them.
supervisors. The inCidents (see "Trash" 011 page 3)
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Telemarketing for
college yields
stories

Movie Review
reveals shows that
will lift holiday
spirit Page 7Page 6

INSIDE

An episode on McDaniel
College's TV (channe126) con-
cerning sex and sex toys
caused controversy and was
promptly pulled from the sta-
tion's lineup a few weeks ago.

The episode entitled "Ioyz"

spin on
words

**** ** ** ,'** *.* >, ~

Students journey to
DC for simulation

MELANIE CHUPEIN
STAFF WRITER

Housing 204 males in one
building has proven to be
problematic, especially when
it Comes to cleaning up after
them. Rouzer has always had
a reputation for being a
rOWdy, filthy place. But
enough is enough, members
of the housekeeping staff, and
even Some Rouzer residents,
Contend. Things have gotten
way out of control.

Many Rouzer residents
repeatedly push it to the limit

KATHRYN YOUNG &
MIKE HABEGGER

On November 14, the
National Board of Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity authorized
the charter withdrawal of the
Maryland Delta Chapter at
McDaniel College for failure
to meet minimum operational,
academic, financial, and mem-
bership requirements dictated
by national SigmaPhi Epsilon.

''McDanlei College"t-ccog-

nizes the importance of Greek
organizations, both for the
camaraderie they build and
for the benefits they provide
to the larger community,"
noted an email sent to all cam-
pus email addresses on
November 15 to alert the

have you enjoyed
this semester?

Page 6

that the fraternity had been
closed.

Christopher M. McCaw,
Director of Chapter Services at
Sigma Phi Epsilon. sent a let-
ter to Dean Cerl, Amanda
Rose and other administra-
tors. In it, he said, "This deci-
sion is based upon the chap-
ter's failure to meet or exceed
minimum operational require-
ments as established by Sigma
Phi Epsilon Fraternity."

QU...,ti"""ed furlher ft tevv-
days after the email, McCaw
reiterated, "There were no
additional factors considered
beyond what was stated in the
initial press release regarding
our Board's decision to dose
the Maryland Delta chapter."
(see "Sig £p" on page 2)
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Sigma Phi Epsilon loses National charter.
("Sig Ep,"from Page 1) im.provements The fratemi- assistance offered by local vol-

The campus-wide email that we had y's academic unteers, District Governor,
was sent out on November 16 made." DeRose situation was and Headquarters staff. Beth
s~ that "people will know the said. also discussed Cerl's, Vice President for
facts and then they will be According to n the campus- Student Affairs, personal offer
able to understand a lot legislation passed wide email. to assist the chapter has gone
more," said Amanda Rose. by undergraduate The fraternity unanswered." The Sigma Phi
"You have to look at the big- delegates at the found itself Epsilon fraternity was offered
ger picture." 2001 Grand 'consistently help from numerous sources,

The decision, according to C hap t e r look at a sheet of paper." below but did not accept it.
Rose, was not an enjoyable Conclave, established chap- But according to Rose, Sigma McDaniel's all-campus aver- "These incidences don't
activity. ters must attain and maintain Phi Epsilon had been on age of 3.0." Although the mean that Creek life is going

"This was a decision made certain operational perform- notice to close for a few years, chapter met the minimum to be done ...Greek life just
by Nationals, and the school ance requirements. All chap- and "Nationals said 'enough Greek life requirement of a 2.6 needs to get to a point where
must 'recognize that," said ters must maintain a mini- is enough." GPA, the chapter reported a things like this aren't happe~-
Rose. "No National enjoys mum manpower of 25 and the According to McCaw, GPA below the Sigma Phi fig anymore, and a lot of ~;

dOS~~~:i:r~~or and ., ~~~~~e~sel: rr:~:,d 2~~l.:~~~:r:ei~o~:;:r~ t~~os~:~ ~~!of:r :i:::;~~ I::tq::~ ~~~ee:a~~~I:~a~:s S:o~~n:d
Ep," Christopher DeRose Since then the number, as reflects the failure of not only semesters (see chart "). dedication ... and the rope ran
says, "there are two different mentioned in McDaniel's the undergrad.uate chapter, DeRose emphasizes, "As a out on Sigma Phi Epsilon.: ,
sides." Campus Wide email, has but also the alumni, host insti- group we aren't perfect, but For all those involved, It s

Despite the financial and decreased to 12. tution, and national organize- there are plenty of things that honestly really sad, we don',~
manpower problems, admit- - "In four years, I had never tion. When there is no imme- we were capitalizing on ... this want to leave campus.

~:~s~:~;:d::;r:7re r:~~:e;.~::r:tdt~~:e~~o~~s~~~ ~apt;0~~~:::a7:pnpt~:nli~~~ ~o: ~~:~;i:~!~~ta:dfi~~~ ~~R::o:!h~~o: j~S~ ::~
ing progress. pie to graduation last year, but it's not over until we say it is." I would have transferre~:~l.~c::~:~::::~t.~~:~:i~~:~:E~~~I!:~~~n~~r:~~~;~:cf.:~:that~C'~:r;I~~~~~:ale~:: ::~~~:~~:U~g~:s~:a;~~~

requirements." been unresponsive to the the school's.help."

The lighter side of the campus blotter . . hoes

(Edltorsn~te .. Rob Goekes com put any doubt to rest when intrepid young person's foot- ly mature men of the luxuri- putyourselfmtheus s
~Ientary hlghllg~ts some of the they were confronted by steps. Take the blame, admit cus freshman dorm have now you're drunk with your bo~_
mane calls to which campus safe~ Campus Safety officers by the gaffe the next time you run been caught throwing muffins at 1 0'clock on a Tuesday afte
ty responds.) willfully admitting they had into the men in Green espe- in the direction of Sodexho noon. You look down and md

. Usually alc~h~I has tru~ had one too many brews. dally when you are caught employees. a couple Gl~r work~~n an .
telling powers similar to sodi- I want to nominate this stu- puking or urinating on an That's right. Muffins. they look ~~d o~em !l
urn pentothal. But that doesn't dent for some sort of political ATM.And that's the word. Though director of the Maybe provuiing t .
meanyoucan'tteUafatoneif office. If they are that willing Now, throughout the Department Campus Safety muffinsseems~ke~::~e:a?-
you get yourself in a hairy sit- to take this commendable semester, your noble corre- Mike Webster could not con- to help them satlsfy
uation. It is with that reason ",oral high ground when spondent bas cajoled you with firm whether the muffins were ing. , . t too bad .a couple
that I commend the student they've been caught uP-. numerous tales of objects of the poppy seed or bran It s JUs Her their
caught puking in Whiteford at chucking, one can only imag- being thrown or launched variety, it s!oes not lessen the muffinS had. to su I have
about 1:15 am on November ine how quickly they'd admit from the hallowed halls of event's hilarity. demise so vlOlentlY;he chic
11. wrongdoing if they were Rouzer. First it was fireworks Shockingly, the boys guilty always respected .

Though people who vomit involved in a scandal as a then beer bottles (which wer~ of this crime were caught with breakfast food that Occupie~
that late at night are either sick member of Congress. thrown in the direction of Glar alcohol in their rooms. I that tenUOUSmiddle groun
with the flu or have just seen Not to sound like Steven workers at the loading dock). would have never predicted between bagels and d~nuts.
candid photos of Britney Colbert, but America, we need But on the afternoon of that. But I believe this act isn't
Spears' crotch, this student more leaders to follow in this November 21, the wonderful- as evil as it seems.

Drug-rel8ted

Medical-related

Fire-related

Alcohol-related

Violence-related,
incl. hate crimes
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Hawk Gawk
A hawk dissects and chows down on
a squirrel inRed Square, while stu-

dentschronicle the gore.
Photos by Evan Ticknor

Rouzer trash, behavior out of control
("Trash," from Page 1)
Residents take the fire extin-
guishers and spray them in
the hallway and in the bath-
rooms, he explained.

The bathrooms are the
worst, he added, because any-
thing from food to condoms
can litter the floor and show-
ers. The residents vomit in the
showers and on the toilets,
spit tobacco, leave trash bags
in the shower, throw shampoo
bottles, put shaving cream all
over the windows, throw toi-
let paper, don't flush the toi-
lets, and throw spitballs
everywhere.

"Rouzer residents are so
juvenile," he said. "One kid
super glued the lock on his
door and someone else
smeared toothpaste all over a
resident' 5 door on the second
floor."

Someone knocked in the
elevator door, which usually
happens once a month. As a
result, the students have to
pay for the damages. The bill
has slowly been accumulating
all semester.

"I hope the college wakes
up and sees that this is a major
problem," said the housekeep-
ing staff member.

News of Rouzer resi-
dents' out-of-control behavior
was brought to the attention
of President Joan Develin
Coley during dinner at the
president's house with some
students.

"I am not totally aware of
the situation in Rouzer but I
infer that it is now getting to
be more of a problem than
Usual," said Coley. "I am quite
dismayed to learn this. The
college has spent over half a
million dollars fixing up
Rouzer over the past two
summers. That is half a mil-
lion dollars we could have
spent on many other projects
at the COllege."

Coley assumes that there
are only a few students that
are making Rouzer an
unpleasant living environ-
ment. As for solutions to the
problem, she emphasizes that
McDaniel has an honor and
conduct code.

.----~------------ ..... He has heard Liz Towle, Associate Dean
"Apparently, "I am quite dismayed to learn this. of people get- of Academic Affairs, has been
students are . . . .. . ting caught by at McDaniel since February
aware of who The college has spent over half a RAs, but he 2001 and she assures that
is doing the million dollarsfixing Up Rouzer over hasn't seen his Residence Life is searching for
damage. If this RA do the a new RLC to replace Nick
is the case, the past two summers." same. At this Gingue who resigned in early
those students President Joan Develin Coley point in the October. She admits that she
should be semester, he has heard many complaints
informed that "can't wait for about Rouzer from residents
they must stop. L.------w-e-bs-te-r-b-el-ie-ve-s-th-a-t-th-e---- .... next year." as well as the physical plant
They should be reported or Rouzer situation will work its Junior Jonathan Schultz, a staff responsible for the clean-
we need to find some way of Resident Assistant in Rouzer, Ing and repairing of the build-
identifying students who care way out either by the student doesn't feel that Rouzer's neg- ing.
so little about the rights of the being identified and suspend- ative reputation is completely "If the person responsibh,
other students in the residence ed or expelled; a campus safe- warranted. for the damage is not identi-
halls." ty officer, an RA, or another "I feel that it doesn't speak bed, the charges are assessed

The entire housekeeping :~~:~~te~~:~!~:~o~~~t:; the tOlth about Rouzer and to all residents of a particular
staff has been told not to to identify the student or stu- most of the guys that live in floor or the entire building
speak to the students and it," Schultz said. "It's the stu- depending on where the dam-

~~~~:.eeir;i~~~::~:~~c~~a~ :~~:~~:~n~ffit~e,~::,~~e~ ~a~~~;:n~~~ th;~~~~::;~; ;;: ~~~~:; S;!~~o;~\~~~
Residence Life Coordinator student in the act of vandal- bad reputation." students for damages. If the

d h k . , . b ism six to ten times a year. Sch I th students who are damaging
has rna e ouse eepmg s )0 "Vandalism tends to come in u tz says at he has ~,hebuil.ding are caught, then
more difficult. cycles. There's always a bad about four to seven write-ups those IndiViduals would be

He believes that one way to a month, which can include billed and not everyone on the
improve the situation is to he said. bad couple of years," anywhere from four students floor or building."
have smarter kids who actual- or more. He enjoys living in Towle is well aware of the
ly care about everything from ha~o~os;~e:~;~~ntyd ;:~s~; Rouzer for the most part chaos that OCcursin Rouzer.
the building to the walls to the because of its central location "We are working on a num-
stairwells to the bathrooms. situation, but the people who and spacious room but does- ber of solutions with the
He also feels that the residents best understand what is hap- n't believe that the Rouzer res- Residence Life staff and the
need to be "caught in the act." ~:~~~ a;;e::~nRo:::a~~~ idents' behavior is justifiable. Department of Campus Safety

"Campus Safety has to do "Their behavior is not justi- that we will soon be informing
something," he said. "As Gomes says that trash can be Hable because they should be the residents of," Towle said,
emplor,ees, we can only do so ::dO:;;'~h:~~;d s~Jsw:~~ acting as mature adults," adding that turning Rouzer
much. showers can have all sorts of Schultz said. "Seventy-five into a co-ed dorm isn't being

Mike Webster, Director of percent of the in Rouzer completely ruled out.
Campus Safety for fifteen things in them. Foreign sub- act as mature 1Ii••• IIII!I""""-
years, said that Campus stances, such as shaving adults. It's that
Safety officers p~trol Ro~zer cream can be smeared on any last twenty-
on a regular basts ever since wall surface and ceiling tiles five that ruin it
the damage started to become ~:;e~~:l:ra!~,nched out and for the rest of
problematic. . . the residents."

"A discharged fire extin- "As for the conditions of the Schultz says
gutsher is not u.nique to building," Gomes said, "it's that the rest-
Rouzer," Webster said. deplorable. It's not always dents don't

Webster doesn't want to clean in the halls or bath- usually worry
trivialize the situation, but he ~~:~a:b~ h~pup:=gr."know about the con-
says that discharged fire extin- sequences of
guishers happen in dorms like wash~o~::d m~ea~~i~~:~~ their mess and
Blanche and Whiteford as continue to
well. As for the ceiling tiles, he bill was nearly $2,000. trash the halls.
describes them as "more of a affor;M\~:ren:i~a;n bar~~ Most of the
nuisance thing." McDaniel, even with financial students don't

"Nobody's going to get know that the
hurt from it," Webster said, aid, so to have to pay for floor or build-
"even if some kid punches it ~~:f~~'~i~i;:O~~~}eSPOnSi- Ing will be
and it falls on another kid's charged for
head. It's expensive and it's The only solution Gomes broken ceiling
probably only one or two peo- ~:;m~th~f;:,'~!!~ a~U~P~!~ tiles or trash
pie but everyone i: billed for won't happen any time soon." thrown
common damages. Glar's roof.
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Definitions
Long-distance relationship; Being able to stay
together and care about one another with no-mere

" than words spoken through a phone. It is trusting
j . th.ZltYOl, are being faithful to one another withoutIl ever having to say it, It is being creattve-thlnklng

~ ot ways to remind one another.that there is really'Ew-; love between you. It is understanding that we
ibV aren'r alweys in the best of moods and for n:o cbvi-
U '-' OU$. reason, and there is nothing the other "an do

You're it-tag is not just for kids anymore
to relieve the pressures of col- Thinking it to be a one-time to join in on all the fun. Senior about fun and games: It is also

S1~;F~~~~~~R lege ~ife? event, Brown was surprised Greg Wagner says, lift's just a great way to stay In shap:~
WIthout much to do around by how successful Tag became been a nice break in our days, Wagner says, "I've used tag

forthe town of Westminster, stu- among her and her peers. She and what better way to relax a new training method
dents have to be creative in believes that one of the biggest than reverting to playing our baseball to help inc.rea~,emy
finding fun activities to do on reasons why Tag caught on so favorite games from elernen; endurance and stamUla. .
campus. And that is exactly quickly is because it is a great tary school?" Organizing these gam:.:.:~
what senior Amanda Brown way to avoid homework. In Senior Scott Kolesza- shares not always an easy task. 1 t
and her roommate, Christina fact, that is one of the reasons similar sentiments. He says, the group playing g.a~es ~~e
Smith, did. They found run why Brown started playing in "It's a g~od way to get Outand on the football .....!J:~issue.
by playing a gooa old game of the first place. have a ~Jttlefun for a while." weather can be~~~r quickly
Tag. becaus:

I
start~y PlaYins~~~~ Think. Tag is just not the And wi~h :v~unlikely that

That's right-Tag is not just seminar/capstone paper did- game for you? With an aver- approaciung,ltl r to run
for the kids on the play- age ~f six to twelve people anyone is going to ",:an cold
ground. n't seem as fun," she says. showmg up for each event around in freezU1g

"My roommate and I made Avoiding work is one rea- and a Pacebook group dedi- weather. d
a comment about how much son why Matt Emery, fresh- cated to playing Tag, this But fear not. Spring an
fun it would be being ten man, comes out to play. He group has also been known to warm weather are only a few
years old again with nothing says, "I'll run around any day play other favorite childhood months away. With hopes of
else to worry about than who over writing a paper or read- games, like Freeze Tag, Red continuing the Tag events,
was 'It," Brown says. "We put ing a textbook." Rover, and Chromosome. Brown says "I'm hoping that
a game together one night and However, avoiding all that While Tag and other child- with the spring, more people
after a couple of weeks, Tag pesky work is not the only hood games may be enjoyable will come out."
became a stress reliever." reason why people come out activities, they are not just all

Room Decked out for Holiday
from the ceiling were several had done. Their beds had is one of the better
strands of Christmas lights been bunked in a sort of "L" R.A.'s around.
and against one wall stood a shape, with a dresser next to
fake Christmas tree, presents the one underneath.
included. I asked about the Furthermore, the fridge was
contents of the presents, and up on top of the other dresser,
learned that there were actual- with the TV. on top of a doset.
ly things in there. One box Among the things they had
contained Matt's printer and in their room that showed
another held a friend's their hobbies were several
favorite shirt. They intend to lacrosse sticks hanging off of
give it back to him for them. Also, next to their tele-
Christmas. vision was an X-Box 360,

Also in their room was a which they admitted was used
selection of posters, such as more by their friends than by
the rules of wedding crashing. them.
The floor was remarkably To top this all off, both the
roomy and free of clutter. This roommates agree that the
was likely a result of the rear- fourth floor air conditioning is
ranging Matt and Anthony very nice, and that their R.A.

the belt in you,
bring (ll,ltthe beet in
The...· know illi "OUt ~ecret6.
and ·ffiaybl· even ycur slns, but
Ihev stand by you no matter
W-h~t. 'rour family ts that
gmup of people who JO\'l~you
through thick and then, and
vou rove them fn; who they
~re and whal they ItIPtIn tV
you, and th,~t'''i all thai mM'

Do you ever find yourself
missing the simple days of
childhood, the days when you
did not have to worry about
when your next paper was
due or when your next test
would be? If so, then just
know that you are not alone.

The further students get
into their college careers, the
more overwhelming life
seems to get. It can be hard to
find down time in between
classes, sports, jobs, and
extracurricular activities. Add
several hours worth of home-
work to that list and it can be
nearly impossible to find any
free time, unless you plan on
not getting any sleep

What is one to do in order

BRIAN ENGLER
STAFFWRITER

When Iheard that the room
for this McCribs article would
be in Rouzer, Iwas honestly a
bit shocked. We all know that
Rouzer boys are not exactly
either the cleanest or most
decorative group of kids on
campus. So, when I arrived at
the room of Anthony Falgares
and Matt Haushalter,I was
surprised to find a truly well-
decorated room.
It was clean and everything!

The outside of the room
was a typically unremarkable
dorm room door. The inside
was quite different. Hanging

Rouzer, which 1
had long ago
assumed to have lost
the ability to surprise
me, has accom-
plished just that.
Nestled up in the
fourth floor is a room
with two young men
who go above and
beyond the normal
decoration of a room
and into a realm that
makes their room
truly worthy of men-
tion in McCribs.



Logical students use their
planners to help keep their
crazy lives under control. Can
you relate to the frustration of
trying to juggle the work of
four classes, keep track of all
of the campus activities
you've volunteered for, main-
tain a flourishing social life,
and find time for yourself to
relax or workout throughout
the semester?

It's hard enough to remem-
ber what assignments you
have due tomorrow, let alone
a doctor's appointment you
scheduled two months ago
that's coming up just around
the corner.

There's no, "oops, I forgot"
or, "crap, I didn't write that
down" for a number of
McDaniel College students.
Writing assignments down
has become second nature for
many students who instinc-
tively pull out their planners
at the end of every class.

Jamie Ridgely, Maria
Lathroum and Kris Breeden
are three very organized stu-
dents. Faithfully, they docu-
ment assignments and activi-
ties in their weekly planners,
coordinate folders and colors
for specific classes, and even
keep color-coded whiteboards
updated in their rooms.

Is it hard work to stay on
top of things? Probably. But
they wouldn't have it any
other way.

Jamie Ridgely is a dedicat-

also commits her
time to being the
President of the

Student planners h
ed student who

CORl SIMPSON
FEATURES EDITOR
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tame wild schedules
Dean of Student
Academic Life two of
his multiple responsi-
bilities on campus

Com m ute r include helping stu-
5 t u den t dents to become bet-
Association, a ter organized and
member of the All teaching students to
College Counsel, a become better organ-
member of Kappa izers.
Delta Pi, and a He sympathizes
member of with the fact that,
CAPboard. In "College can be a
addition to school chaotic experience.
activities, Jamie Very little structure is
also works part l!!!!"""",",!!C!!!""""'-"'''''-E==~''-''''-,,,!;'''''- provided for stu-
time at Millers Market in Maria is the personification dents, yet they are expected to
Manchester where some of her of perfectionism, whether it's figure out how to cope with all
hours fluctuate. Without writ- writing in her planner or edit- of the various demands of
ing alJ of this down it seems ing group work (just ask peo- classes and extracurricular
only human to get dates for all pie who've worked with her life,"
of these activities confused. before). She really takes pride "The problem for some
Even thinking about home- in being organized, and it def- students," he explains, is that,
work makes your head hurt. Irutely pays off. "although they may know the

"I'm a rather busy person "J have kept a planner ever right ways to study, their
and 1 can be quite forgetful. since high school because organization is so poor that
Sometimes I feel frazzled even that's when I really started to they never get around to it."
with my planner, I can't imag- get overextended. My high From his experience, Dean
ine my life with out one!" school's planner used to come Reiff has calculated a genera!
Jamie says. with stickers, and I was com- formula that puts the thought

Jamie also uses Pecebook to pletely obsessed with them!" of being a triumphant college
stay organized. Some students Maria explains. Maybe student into closer reach.
might not even realize that McDaniel should look into "I ask students to treat cal-
they use the website for this, those stickers. lege like a job. Students who
but Jamie finds it helpful that "I write down everything," spend forty hours per week on
it reminds you of upcoming says Krts, who uses her plan- their courses will not only be
events and friends' birthdays. ner to keep track of it all. successful students; they will

Never has anyone probably "Everything from homework still have128 hours left over
witnessed a prettier planner assignments to meeting times each week. Take away 56
than Maria Lathroum's. The to dentist appointments and hours for sleeping, and that's
boxes of the calendar days are weekend plans," she says. She 72 hours for fun!" he says.
packed full, yet everything is even writes shopping lists in So, we see now that college
still legible. All in tidy cursive her planner to keep all of her doesn't simply have to be in
or £erfect ,Print and in rain- notes in the sam~ruace. black. and white. You don't
bow colors. It could qualify as Many students rrmy refer to have to dedicate all of your
a work of art. Dean Reiff as a lifesaver. As time to partying, or all of your

time to studying. There is a
happy medium waiting to be
found somewhere between
Hoover Library and the thirty
pack in your refrigerator.

Although, as Kris will
admit, she is sometimes
teased about her obsession
with organization (especially
by her boyfriend who cannot
believe she is 19 and still color
coordinates her folders and
notebooks), being organized is
an essential skill as a student
or employee.

And as Kris jokingly ......
explains, "He's really just jeal-
ous!"

These students may be
extraordinary compared to the
average college student, but
realistically they recognize it's
hard to stay perfectly organ-
ized 24/7.

"I don't pretend to be
organized in every aspect of
my life. There are definitely
days during crunch time
when my dorm room's a dis-
aster, but I put school work
and school activities first ... A
little laundry can wait if it has
to. It's really about setting pri-
orities for yourself," says
Maria.

Whether you practice the
techniques of "micro time
management," which Dean
Reiff explains is planning out
every Single hour of the day,
or "macro time management,"
where YOll use planners or cal-
endars to remember impor-
tant things (like Jamie, Maria
and Kris) or if you do both, it's
good to be organized.

400 off
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Liz Towle-one of McDaniel College's
on the way to day care, drops ing is a problem, but does not that college students find

KATIE LAWSON off Peter and Patrick, and then believe it is widespread. Her themselves being sucked in to.
STAFF WRITER quickly switches to 106.5 to opinion of the student body is Towle proudly proclaims

When most people think of hear the celebrity gossip optimistic and positive, while herself to be an addict of the
a dean at a small liberal arts report. still being realistic. television show "24". In her
college, they might imagine Towle is also a wife, a Towle even loves those stu- free time, she and her hus-
someone who's stiff, lmper- daughter, and a sister. Her dents who are not always on band relax and watch DVD's
sonal, and not connected to husband is a political science their best behavior. of past seasons. She also
the students. At least one professor at Mount St. Mary's Describing them as "great admits, somewhat less proud-
dean at McDaniel does not College, where the two met. people who make bad chofc- ly, to watching VH1's "Run's
embody any of these charac- Her parents and sister still es," Towle counts those who House" and MTV's "Real
terisdcs. reside in New England. she meets with for conduct World Road Rules

Liz Towle, the Associate Towle's list of responsibili- purposes among her favorite Challenge." Her favorite cast
Dean of Student Affairs, has ties at McDaniel is lengthy. students. members are Brad and John
worked at McDaniel College She oversees residence life, the What makes Towle so good from the Real World, but don't
since February of 2001. Her First Year Program, and orien- at her job is her ability to con- even get her started on CT.
modest office in the upper tation. She also chairs the con- nect with the students while "When I heard he was back
level of Decker College Center duct cases, which are those maintaining a high level of I thought, 'I'll watch it, but I
is fairly plain, but also wel- matters that deal with inri- professionalism. Michelle won't like it'" Towle said.
coming. dents that occur outside of the Alexander, a member of the Of course, Towle's ability to

A graduate of Assumption classroom and are brought freshman orientation team, connect with students goes
College in Massachusetts, before the Honor and Conduct describes Towle as "mother- beyond her knowledge of
Towle grew up in Rhode Board. Iy," and says she has a "great what the kids are watching
Island and lived in New Despite her job description, relationship with students." these days. She has a genuine
England until 1995 when she Towle does not see herself as a Alexander says the resident interest in the students and
moved to Maryland. She disciplinarian. She feels her assistants and other students honestly believes in the stu-
majored in mathematics and duty is to "serve the needs of who work with Towle do not dent body, noting that they
English and received her students outside the class- think of it as a student/staff "uphold the values of the
Masters Degree from the room" in order to facilitate relationship, but rather they community" when it comes to
University of Vermont. success in the classroom. view her as a coworker. issues such as cheating and

Towle is a woman of many Towle believes the majority Towle's ability to connect plagiarism. The student body
hats. She is the mother of a of McDaniel students uphold with students is entirely gen- is the first of two things that
six-month-old, Peter, and a 2- the standards of the Honor uine. She even admits to Towle likes most about work-
year-old, Patrick. She listens Code and follow college poli- watching the same guilty- ing at McDaniel.
to "The Imagination Movers" des. She concedes that cheat- pleasure television programs The second thing that she

In an effort to counteract the WlUNES,
what have you enjoyed about the

Fall '06 semester?
alumni. II was interesting
to compare when he
graduated to now, and [
got the job.

-Britnie Greene, seniorBy Cori Simpson

Step Show offers amazing
talent; after-party lures many

CHANAN DELlVUK
STAFF WRITER

This year's Black Student
Union's annual Step Show,
"Steppin' for the
Community," was a spectacu-
lar display. Not all of the
Divine Nine Fraternities and
Sororities stepped, with only
one Sorority, but the competi-
tion was still fierce between
the Fraternities.

The Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority automatically
claimed their $1000 prize,
with Alpha Kappa Alpha
Fraternity taking second and
the Tri Alpha Terror Squad of
Phi Beta Sigma's Chapter tak-
ing first place and the $1000.

All teams presented a lot of
step, some dance, and a bit of
their Greek's history to com-
bine for a full night's worth of
entertainment. The ues step-
pers, Self-Esteem
Enhancement Steppers and
local Boys and Girls Club

dancers offered great enter-
tainment in between perform-
ances to keep the show going.

The MC did a fantastic job.
Though from Brooklyn, NY,
he was able to handle the
heavily populated and proud
Baltimore crowd.

At the after-party, there was
a lot of confusion at first as
only 50 people were allowed
in at a time. Beings that there
were at least 150 people
attending the party, it is obvi-
ous why there would seem to

be a problem.
Guests were finally all

allowed in after things got
cleared away with Campus
Safety, but there should have
never been an issue in the first
place.

Despite this setback, the
show, the turnout, and the
idea of giving back. to the com-
munity all fell through with
the BSU raising canned goods,
hats, gloves, and clothing to
donate to our local Shepherd
Staff.

~eofthemostpositive
thmgs that has happened
to me is being elected as
the Membership Director
for Phi Mu I have
always wanted to be able
to give that experience of
truly enjoying rounds
during recruitment back
to other perspective girls.

-Leslie Shirk, junior

I
That's one of the reasons
I came here, because I
didn't want 10 be a num-
ber to my professors.

·Jamie Ridgely, senior

~~e~?SHer cowork-
ers. Judith Hart, an
administrative assistant, has
worked with Towle for about
five years. Hart says Towle is
"professional, fair, and has
absolute knowledge of her
job." She also admires the
way Towle handles conduct
cases, stating that she does
"the fairest
thing for all involved."

Liz Towle's ability to con-
nect with the students while
still conducting her job in a
professional manner makes
her admirable both as a per~
son and an employee. To
many students and her
coworkers, she is truly one of
McDaniel's gems.

By Chri_e Boynt""
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McDaniel TV forced to cancel sex toys show
ucts on campus television. Shortridge and Lester com- sy" she joked. ket for it; lots of people on

"I'm certainly pro-educat- mented that "Ioyz" received _ Ceci Randall was equally campus are very interested"
ing students in all areas, more positive feedback then excited about "Icyz." Randall said.
including safe relationships any other episode they had "I wanted to boost business, As a McDaniel TV co-man-
and safe sex. Having a safe, aired. and I wanted to get the word ager, Lester said she was coo-
private environment where "We wanted to please the out there that sexuality is not tent with the Dean's decision.
people can go to learn about student body and give them shameful. We're all adults, we "I believe Dean Gerl's deo-
products and safe sex is a something to watch" Lester need to learn early how to sian was respectful to both the
wonderful option for students said. have a healthy sex life. It's a student's and [the] parent's
of all ages... if people want to Wolfwas excited about the natural part of life, people wishes. It is not entirely
have private parties - it's a show's individual nature. "I shouldn't stifle it. I wanted it resolved due to the absence of
different type ofTupperware - wanted the show to be some- to be informationar she said. Professor Slade who is needed
but if you want to have it have thing else, and not something Randall became interested in order to clarify the sttua-
it" Cerl said. regular. 1 was asked to do in the adult novelty business tion, but T believe we will be

The original concept for it...and I was comfortable, last March after the able to compromise easily
"Ioyz" came from an episode very comfortable with the Panhellenic council sponsored with Dean Cerl" Lester said.
that aired several years ago topic and the material, and I an adult novelty party for
featuring the inside of a local thought why not." sorority members.
adult novelty shop. "I am known for controver- "There is definitely a mar-

Some pleased, upset over new GPA policy
("CPA," from Page 1) achievement in high school. ships should be able to be dents that were very positive. limited to students, Williams
respective GPA requirements, But 1 felt like without the increased if you're doing well These were students who said.
junior Maria Lathroum said school requiring us to main- in college. I certainly don't were doing okay but very on "One parent called [and]
that the change. undermines tain some standards when we think that collegeachievement the edge," she said. "If you was not real happy about it;
her efforts. get here, anyone could be should be disregarded entire- need a 3.0 or a 2.5 but you're she was sort of using it as a

"I work very had to keep walking around with a full Iy,"she said. afraid you're going to get a 2.9 stick for her student, getting
my GPAat a high level," said scholarship and just a 2.0. Williamssaid that the six or or 2.4, you have to sweat that her to go to the library on
Lathroum, who has a 3.95 That doesn't seem fair." seven responses she has out. One student said she had Saturdays instead of to party,"
GPA. "One of the things that Under the Honors Program, received have been a mix of been depressed over it, and she said.

. [the school's e-mail announce- Lathroum said she must main- being in favor of the change now she said she doesn't have
ment] said was that the schol- tain a minimum GPAof 3.40. and being against it. too worry over that little bit."
arship was based on our "I almost think that scholar- "J had two e-mails from stu- The response has not been

Let these movies lift your holiday mood
Schwarzenegger), including suggest that it might be a hor- stumbles upon a dragon-egg Sierra Leone (right by

DJET~LDJA~~1~~IC family films that may just get rible spin-off of "Lord of the that ends up leading him to a Alagaesia) who hunts for a
IN you in a better mood for the Rings." But as a college stu- journey of self-discovery priceless diamond together
With the holiday season holidays. dent, you probably don't have where he finds out that he is with a fisherman (Hounsou)

coming up, billboards are now . At the top of the list: "The an HDTV in your room that the only one with the power to and an American journalist,
heralding, as usual, the 'lame Pursuit of Happyness" (and would enable you to actually save his homeland from an played by Jennifer Connelly.
.recurring, poorly funded, yes, it's spelled :wron~;).The _s_ee_2.Qmeot_thUJ:Unningcom: evil king. With characters like If you didn't like "Lord of
Christmas spllite~udoi£- movie features WillSmith and puter-generated lffiaging ere- Arya, Murtagh, Ajihad, Brom War" or "Hotel Rwanda"
starring, snow-filled movies and it's directed by Italian ated in this movie-fil.m. This and King Galbatorix, this you're not very likely to enjoy
that I'm sure everyone is pret- filmmaker and writer Gabriele comes as no surprise as the movie is likely to attract only this either. Although, Brain
ty sick of. Muccino. The true story fol- director of the movie is Stefen hard-core LOTR fans and col- Lowry, of "variety.com" says

I think we can all blame the lows the drama in the life of a Pangmeter, who just hap- lege kids on crack. Yet, the that DiCaprio brings out a
1996 Christmas smash hit young man by the name of pened to be the visual-effects story does have potential, and roguish charm to his charao-
"Jingle All the Way" for the Chris Gardner as he chal- supervisor for some minor the Cinematography is likely ter; his co-star, Hounsou, is
annual deluge of smarrn. Yet, lenges the incredible difficul- movies- like Saving Private to be pretty stunning, which described as "a cheractensn-
amidst the weak movies, there ties in the world of a single Ryan, Terminator 2, Jurassic just might be worth your eight cally strong moral center" of
are a few that have the poten- homeless father while losing Park, Speed 2, Twister and bucks. the movie. Despite an average
tial to liven up your holiday. almost everything he has, Casper, to name a few. The charming Leonardo cast and a seemingly average
Here's a sneak-peek into a few except his son, Christopher The story is fairly simple. A DiCaprio stars in "Blood script, this movie may just be
non-Christmas themed (Jaden Smith). farm boy from the great land Diamond"(in theatres now), a' what you need to relax over
movies (that do not star Preview peeks at "Eragon" of Alagaesia (of all places) movie about a mercenary in the holiday season.

("Sex toys," from Page 1)
Suzanne Lester. The TV sta->
tion's advisor, Professor Slade,
is currently in Budapest and
will be returning later this
month. Slade approved
"Ioyz" earlier this semester.

For now the show will
remain off the air, and the
issue will be revisited when
Slade returns. For the future,
Gerl is considering working
with Slade to create guidelines
for the TVstation.

Gee! commented that the
issue was not the sexual prod-
ucts itself, but the appropri-
ateness of showing the prod-
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grows
ed crt
shortcuts,"!
orders once.theyer .... .,we,seetherearesome

things that w~ll aJY'i~Ysjust get underour skin.
Reporters haved~v~fE!~i;spaCe for a good amount of
grumbling, butwii!cli.'!:teqf;:readers heed the chance to

letbffsQm¢:steam too.

Here's to venting, Let the good
whines roll.

-qenne Swartz

has been playing the pots and
drum behind Blanche. I can't

when I have to listen to the musi-
of the crackheads on PA

['find.it totally ridiculous that the school
requires athletes competing on sports
teams to complete gym classes. Student
athlete already have knowledge of most
physical activities; they are physically fit
'and commit hours everyday to physical
activity. PE classes here are a waste of
time.

What gets on my nerves? - Professors
who don't return papers and tes.ts in a
timely manner. I need to know if what
I'm doing is working. The grade you
give me, no matter' what you say - is
subjective. Ineed to know how you
think.

the endless maze of phone calls to try
aridge,t:any mamtenance done in my
room is a pain.

to pay any price get on my nerves. Work
hard. Party strong. Party responsibly.
Grow up. '

The pub went almost the entire semester
without a tv.

Why is there no tv in the pub? And
chips OR fries. Come on!!!!

Every drunk frat and sorority member
puking, drinking and partying in front
of our window gets on my nerves.

I dread pointless homework in an early
level class for busy work that is graded
like a 4000 level class. The class gets fail-
ing grades or no grades at ail.

My whine: a stupid little freshman who
can live in an upperclass dorm and con-
sider herself above us. She also drinks
and parties all night in a substance-free
dorm.

I hate how big projects, papers, presen-
tations, etc are always due on the same

People who love to party but don't want day. Why??

CENTERSPREAD

Professors should NOT reserve the right
to make changes to the syllabus at the
last second.

The jack for my Ethernet cable broke
halfway through the semester. My
roommate and Ihad to rewire our
whole dorm in order to incorporate the
Ethernet "splitter. Now our connection
isn't as fast.

"The housing options are slim and of
poor quality. There are too many dorms
and not enough apartments, and last
year Ihad seven mice living in my clos-
et!"

"I was really upset when I saw that the
pub ,,:as only offering. fries or chips. I
liked getting both, then keeping the
chips for a snack the next day."

"1 think that the Budapest Cafe should
be open on weekends too. Iknow a lot
of people that would like to hang out
there and get coffee on their days off"

DECEMBER 11, 2006 -Page 9

"After looking foward to pumpkin pie
for about a month, I went to Clar's
Thanksgiving lunch. I got a piece of
what I thought was pumpkin pie, but it
was sweet potato! yuck!"

No one should be forced to buy a meal
plan in ClaroThe quality of the food
compared to its price would be laugh-
able if it wasn't so depressing."

I can't sleep in McDaniel Hall because
the Phi Alphs are always yelling and
screaming.

Why can't the heat be turned down,
rather than waste the energy by keeping
all of our windows wide open? .

Some roommates are real slobs.

I miss my dog.

Why are girls so obsessed with silly
boys?

It gets on my nerves when people don't
get the most obvious hints.

Our meal plans should roll over by
semester.

My whine? The internet crashing about
once a week and staying down for sev-
eral
hours, if not days.

English professors who give tests about
marketing strategies get on my nerves.



Survey says no drinking problem, but.
JULIA RfETMULDER~STONE McDaniel Free Press. The first tutes an institutional drinking

CONTRIBUTINGWRITER quote is from an opinion piece problem; I'm guessing there is
arguing against the printing of no such definition in the DSM-
the names of students who IV. The article about the study
received alcohol citations from says, "Only a minority of stu-
the Westminster Police dents who can be classified as
Department. The second, from binge drinkers perpetuate"
a heartening article about a McDaniel's reputation as a
study conducted by Sociology "party school." Presumably it
students, the results of which is these few students who
show that on any given night have disrupted neighbors,
of the week less than 53% of and these few students who
the campus is drinking. And are "written up for alcohol on
the last is from an article about campus all the time."
exactly what it sounds like - Drinking responsibly on
student behavior disrupting campus is possible. I've done
neighbors. it many times. College is a

I don't know what consti- great place to experiment with
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"Students are written up for
alcohol on campus aU the
time." "Alcohol citations ...
[are] only a slightly bigger
deal than a speeding ticket."

" ... this campus doesn't
have a drinking problem."

" ... angry residents of
Pennsylvania Avenue have
been calling ... to complain
about students being loud and
even vandalizing property on
the walk back from area bars."

So say three articles in the
November 16 issue of The

COMMENTARY

ideas, alcohol, and behavior;
but it's not a license to
behave irresponsibly.

I believe that
McDaniel College
has a drinking prob-
lem when its stu-
dents are disrupting
neighbors and get-
ting arrested. If
these are the
actions of only a
few students,
there's no reason
the rest of cam-
pus should be III
complicit in their .. .
behavior.

• •

nasty smelling items. We have
to take action and put an end
to the filth in Rouzer now
before it gets worse and really
out of control. The administra-
tion wouldn't want to use a
filthy bathroom, so why
should we?
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Slob bombs go off in Rouzer bathrooms
because during the week the
bathroom is quite tidy and
clean for the most part. It is
the weekends that bring about
the horrible stenches that
somehow seep out under the
door and permeates through-
out the hallways.

The trashcan is inside the
bathroom not only for trash,
but can and should also be
used for throwing up into
which would keep the bath-
room clean. This would elimi-
nate the smell to some extent;
it would also keep the bath-
room accessible through the
weekends.

"The fourth floor bathroom
is raunchy, disgusting, and
unbearable to use. It is the
worst oathro-om 10 the entire
building." explains Pete Towe
a fourth floor resident,

Yes, the maintenance staff
does dean whatever is in
there, but it is not until
Sunday morning, which for
too many students is too late.
Most of the incidents that hap-
pen in the bathroom are
between Friday and Saturday
night, and the earlier they
happen the more noticeable
the odors becomes. Overall,
the bathroom is being abused.

There are many steps that
should be taken to fix this
problem, most of which are
not very hard or costly. There

the America, first gained recogni-
tion as a valid language
around 1960 with the linguis-
tic work of Dr. William Stokoe
and his first dictionary for
ASL. As a result of his work
and efforts, there are hun-
dreds of publications and
books about ASL that are
available for people who wish
to-learn the language.

The battle for respect
of ASL continues today.
According to research from a
website maintained by
Gallaudet University
(http:/ I clerccenter.gal-
laudet.edu/WoToGo/051AS
L.doc as of September, 2006),
all fifty states have recognized
ASL in some form as language
credits or foreign language
fulfillments. The Maryland

should be a weekend staff,
which cleans not only the
fourth floor, but all floors. This
will help keep the bathrooms
sanitary, and it will also elimi-
nate all odors that irritate floor
members.

Another possible solution to
this problem would be to
bring in more trashcans.
Another trashcan inside the
door would make two, and
one outside the door would
make a total of. three. The
trashcan outside hopefully
would prevent the sinks from
dogging with puke, and allow
the toilets to be used for uri-
nating rather than the floor.
With a little work and effort,
th.g_fourtl;;i....(!oor bathroom
could be cleaned up and man-
aged at a low cost, and would
bring relief too many.
Knowing that the floor will
have to pay for the damages
week after week, it is time- that
something is done about the
filthy conditions in Rouzer.
Solutions will not only save us
money, but they will also
make it easier on the mainte-
nance staff on Monday morn-
mgs.

There is nothing worse than
a dirty, communal bathroom,
let alone a bathroom that is
unable to be used for two to
three days because it is cov-
ered in urine, puke, and other

Dear Members of
McDaniel Community,

A letter to the editor
State Department of
Education recently began rec-
ognizing ASL for foreign lan-
guage credits throughout the
state too.

As a student in the
grad uate program for Deaf
Education, I'm pleased to
know that McDaniel College
is now among the ranking of
various high schools, colleges,
and universities which pro-
vide ASL as a course for for-
eign language credits!
Hopefully, students and mem-
bers of the McDaniel
Community will be able to
acknowledge the significance
of ASL. Thanks to the vote in
favor of providing this foreign
language course!
Sincerely,
Caroline Gulick

Got news?
This is the
place for it.

STEVEKAPP
CONTRmLmNC WRITER

The bathrooms in Rouzer
are fairly dean during the
week. but once the weekend
rolls around they become
unbearable to step foot into.
There are some things in life
we can deal with, but the
smell of puke and stale food
ravage the fourth floor bath-
room of Rouzer weekend after
weekend. At first, it seemed
like it was only a bad night
partying, but as it keeps
appearing it has become a
major problem. The fourth
floor bathroom in ROllz~r is
horrendous on weekends, and
it needs to be fixed.

Bathrooms in college
dorms are somewhat clean for
the most part. The melnte-
nance staff takes good care of
the bathrooms, and make sure
they are accessible and useful
to students at aU times -
except during- the weekends.
Here at McDaniel College, the
fourth floor Rouzer bathroom
is a disgrace once the week-
ends come around, and the
cleaning staff does nothing
about it until the end of the
week. It is very hard to use a
bathroom when it is covered
in puke, urine, and rotting
items every weekend.

This is a puzzling thought

I am writing this letter
in support of the recent vote to
continue offering American
Sign Language (ASL) as a for-
eign language at McDaniel
College. During a meeting in
the month of October, the fac-
ulty's vote reaffirmed that
American Sign Language
courses will be able to satisfy
foreign language require-
ments despite recent chal-
lenges to this decision.
Incoming freshman during
the Fall semester of 2007 will
be able to take advantage of
this wonderful opportunity!

ASL, the primary and
natural language of the Deaf
Community in North
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New housing leaves freshman out cold
ber of credits a student had: Associate Dean of Student freshmen were acquiring sin-
meaning a sophomore with Affairs. gle rooms in the residence
more credits than a true junior "This is like a checks-and- halls. It's understandable to

Worrying about getting would have a better chance at balances system. It makes work hard and obtain many
into desired classes is no getting the desired housing sense to do things by year so credits, but many upperclass-
longer the primary source of than a junior who had fewer that the younger classes don't men feel that sophomores and
frustration for freshmen and redits. This proved to be an have too much of an advan- especially freshmen shouldn't
sophomore McDaniel stu- immediate problem among tage just because they're be able to get preference of
dents. Now they have a new the students. advanced in credits," said single rooms over them.
reason to be perturbed: they "I am happy with the new Swartz. However, regardless of
are getting the short end of the system, because due to poor However, there is one thing which system is in place, there
stick in the housing lottery advisement, I have lost the 12 that remains the same with will always be some seniors
system. extra credits I came into col- the housing lottery: groups of who don't get to live in North

This is ironic because until lege with. The change makes up to six people have a better Village or Garden
last year freshmen and sopho- it more likely that I will be chance of getting North Apartments, simply because
mores were on fairly even able to secure an apartment Village or Garden Apartment there are not enough apart-
ground when it came to the for senior year," said Pat housing if they all sign up ments to accommodate all of
housing lottery. Lyons, a junior. together with other juniors them.

The new housing lottery Upperclassmen felt it was and seniors. The preference "As much as I would love
system, implemented spring unfair for sophomores to get still goes to the groups of sen- to use the credits I've earned
2006 for the coveted North North Village housing over iors who want to live together, and brought in from AP tests
Village and Garden them, and Residence Life felt but it is still possible for jun- to secure better housing, I
Apartments, has changed the seniors should have prior- iors to land the best housing. think the new housing system
drastically from the previous ity housing since they had As a result of the minimal is probably fairer to seniors. If
system. It now favors the [un- seniority and deserved better restrictions in the previous they've lived in a dorm for
iors and seniors, working to housing. As a result, the hous- system, it went awry and too three years, it makes sense
ensure they get the nicer hous- ing lottery was changed from many sophomore students that they should get an apart-
Ing. _being based on credits to the were infiltrating the system, ment before a sophomore who

"While Iwould choose to student's graduation date. taking precedence over the only lived in a dorm for one,"
live in an apartment since you According to senior [enna true upperclassmen and said sophomore, Laura Davis.
don't deal with other people Swartz, she feels that "The old receiving housing in North Clearly, there are advan-
in the building destroying the system is fairer, but the new Village and Garden tages and disadvantages to
place as much, seniors should- system is good for the oldest Apartments. To their dismay, both systems. According to
n't be forced into living some- members." several juniors and seniors did Katie Bowen, a senior living in
where for their last year just The new system grants not have the opportunity to North Village housing, "I
because they got a bad pick in privilege to the real rising sen- live in nicer housing their last guess I feel that the age should
a lottery," said freshman, Tyler iors and juniors, "giving the year. be the deciding factor in
Carr. most number of true rising To make matters worse and whether you live in a North

The previous system grant- seniors the benefit of the cause even more upheavaJ, Village house simply because
ed housing based on the num- doubt," said Liz Towle, sophomores and even some as a senior, it is your last year

LESLIE SHIRK
STAFF WRITER

COMMENTARY I NEWS

to experience this extra nice
housing. All younger stu-
dents will have their chance
too, just later." While Bowen
believes that the students who
work hard and to earn so
many credits should get a
reward, she "Feels that it is
fair that seniority gets you the
housing you'd like" instead.

Agreeing with Bowen,
Towle says that she "tends to
think of things in terms of fair-
ness believing that the old sys-
tem was fair, allowing every-
one a chance to live in a place
they really want; however,
juniors and seniors tend to
know what they want more
having lived in other housing
in previous years."

The question is will this
new housing lottery be more
effective or will it have prob-
lems similar to the previous
system and further complicate
the housing situation?

Towle says she "feels the
system works pretty well. No
lottery system is perfect." This
means that it won't matter
what system is implemented,
because there are bound to be
flaws. It is the nature of the
housing lottery.

"Maybe we should just
improve our dorms so people
don't mind living there!" said
Davis.

Hotline gets three tips, sports team included
ROB GOEKE
STAFF WRITER

A hazing phone hotline
where students or faculty can
call and leave a message with
anonymous tips has received
three calls in recent weeks.

Two of the calls detailed
specific hazing allegations;
one alleged hazing by a social
Greek organization while the
other alleged hazing by a
sports team, according to
Assistant Director of College
Activities Amanda Rose.

"We are trying to stop haz-
ing for the entire campus,"
said Rose. "It all depends on
how specific the information
is. That will determine how
our next course of action will
proceed. We can not respond
to the tip or begin a discipli-
nary investigation."

The hctline's number is 410-
871-3114, or extension 3114.

Rose is working with the
Student Affairs office and with
Vice President and Dean of
Student Affairs Beth Gerl to
make the hotline operational.

"[ThiS""'notlTrie}helps us
address hazing and to stop
unsafe behavior," said Ger!.

One of the calls the hotline
received in the past month
detailed allegations about a
sports team. Rose heard these
allegations and passed the
information to Gerl who then
told Athletic Director Jamie
Smith.

"If [a hazing allegation] for
a sports team comes up, Jamie
is the key investigator and lor
the Student Affairs staff will
assist as needed," said Ger!.

SmIDl is supportive of the
hazing hotline.

"While [the athletic depart-
ment] was not involved in the
development of the hotline, I
think it is beneficial if it gives
students an opportunity to
voice concerns they may have
and would not otherwise
communicate," said Smith. "I
think there are enough inci-
dents on a national level, both
in high school and intercolle-
giate, that we need to make a
stronger effort in educating
our student-athletes."

Given that students or fac-
ulty can call the hotline
anonymously, how the
College proceeds in response
will depend wholly on the
details provided in the call,
according to Rose.

"This isn't just a Greek
issue," said Rose. "Athletic
teams can do some severe
stuff and it has not been dealt
with. Hazing isn't acceptable
anywhere."

After sanctions, sorority is welcomed back
ROB GOEKE
STAFF WRITER

Though accused of hazing
violations earlier this semes-
ter, the McDaniel chapter of
the Phi Sigma Sigma sorority
has been allowed to maintain
its charter's standing with the
COllege while receiving a
measure of sanctions from
McDaniel's administration.

The situation began the
evening of September 27,
When Campus Safety checked
on a room in Blanch Ward
Ball in response to a possible
hazing incident.

A story in the October 12
edition of the Free Press cited
anonymous sources that con-
firmed that "the sorority had
more than the allowed num-
ber of people sleeping in a
donn in Blanche Ward Hall."

Other rumors were not con-
firmed in that story and could
not be confirmed in time for
this story's publication.

As a result of circumstances
surrounding September 27
events, Assistant Director of
College Activities Amanda
Rose and Residence Life
Coordinator for Greek
Organizations Lisa Jackson
undertook an investigation
which involved interviewing
a "wide range of [Phi Sigma
Sigma members" to try to get
to the bottom of the situation,
according to Rose.

The sorority's pledging
process and other campus
activities were suspended
throughout the investigation.

The interviews, which con-
sisted of 13 to 15 specific ques-
tions, were face to face and
occurred during one day in

October. Members were
asked to come to Rose's office
to be interviewed whenever
they had a free moment
throughout the day. A few
additional interviews took
place the next day, according
to Rose.

"We wanted to see how
valid the concerns were," said
Rose, "and determine if some-
thing was occurring on a larg-
er scale."

Disciplinary action was
taken against the sorority and
it was appealed to Vice
President and Dean of Student
Affairs Beth Gerl in early
November.

Though members of Phi
Sigma Sigma, Rose and Gerl
were unable to comment as to
the specificity of the punish-
ment received, Phi Sigma
Sigma have been reinstated by

the college and are proceeding
with the induction of new
members for the Fall 2006
pledge class.

The chapter has also
regained its standing with the
sorority's national branch.
Senior Mand y Eason, Phi
Sigma Sigma's Archon, stated
she was not allowed to com-
ment on the situation.

Gerl would not comment
about which sanctions the
group appealed, she felt the
entire investigation and
appeals process was "thor-
ough."

"I'm the final step when it
comes to these sorts of situa-
tions," said Cerl. "When a sit-
uation like this gets to me [for
appeal], I want to make sure
that any unsafe and inappro-
priate behavior is stopped and
that any. necessary sanctions

and education about hazing
are provided to the organiza-
tion."

According to Rose, the alle-
gations brought against the
Phi Sigs were different in
nature than the charges
brought against Phi Alpha Mu
and Gamma Beta Chi in
Spring 2005, charges which
eventually led to both organi-
zations being suspended from
campus.

"The concerns that were
raised about [Phi Alpha Mu
and Gamma Beta Chi} were
concerns of a different level"
said Rose. "They were mo;e
factual and serious. For [Phi
Alpha Muj specific people
came forward and were will-
ing to be named. [Gamma
Beta Chi] was caught in the act
of hazing."
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College telemarketers have amazing tales
able and willing to talk to us. others discuss whether they

We have to bond with the should hang up with their
spouse, still others don't even
let you talk, and they will just
hang up.

I have developed a new
respect for telemarketers.
Even though technically I am
not a telemarketer I get treated
like one every shift.

I treat their phone call s
with a little mote respect
because I know how much it
sucks to get hung up on all the
time, everyday. It gets rather
depressing. After about an
hour and a half we all start to
talk to each other about the
stories of OUI phone calls.

One of the good things

1 work in
here at McDaniel. Let's just
say it is very difficult to
remain sane and optimistic
when calling people who real-

ly did not want to be bothered
at 8:30 at night. I work there
Mondays and Tuesdays every
week for about three hours.
We caU alumni, parents of
alumni, and friends of the col-
lege.

Each of these groups are
divided into three groups,
Non-donors, SYBUNTS (gave
some year but unfortunately
not this year), and LYBUNTS
(gave last year but unfcrtu-
nately not this year). We,
callers, prefer to call the
LYBUNTS and SYBUNTS
because they have given in the
past and are probably more
willing to give in the future.
They are much more person-

alumni about their major;
about what it is they are doing
with their loves now and any-
thing else we can think of. We
have two goals for the call;
one, to bond with the alumni
and to update their informa-
tion in the computer and two,
to ask if they will give to the
annual fund

Non-Donors are the worst
people to call. They are the
most unwilling to give and are
most likely to hang up on us.
In one shift we get hung up on
at least ten times. Some are
nice enough to tell you they
are going to hang up on you,

about working at the call cen-
ter is all the funny stories we
have.

We have had people pick up
the phone while having sex;
some have told us that they
were going to picket the col-
lege if we ever called again
and even some who have told
us that they weren't going to
give because they lived in
Westminster.

The call center, even though
very frustrating and some-
times depressing, is a place
where we collect funny stories
and develop friendships with
each other.

Urinetown isn't a place, 'we just kill people'
]EN HARRJNGTON

STAFF WRITER

"It's a dollar for a piss,"
Officer Barrel drawled, his
Irish accent resonating with
each word, his police stick
pointing at a donations box
located outside of the bath-
room. ''What? This is crazy.
They can't do that to us," one
man grumbled, reaching into
his wallet to pull out a dollar.
Tension was building among
those in line, the injustice of
having to pay for a toilet
adding onto resentment for
the long bathroom line.

During most musicals, an
upbeat rallying song would
have interrupted, breaking the
tension. But this musical was
anything but ordinary, and
after all, it was intermission.

Welcome to Unnetown.
Upon entering Alumni

Hall the week of November
15, it was clear that
"Urinetown," which ran every
night from the 15 to the 18,
was going to be an interactive
performance. Officer Barrel,
played by Junior Ryan Brown,
was one of many cast mem-
bers designated to man the
lobby toilets during intermis-
sion. Donations were optional,
and benefited Alpha Psi
Omega, the theatre honor
society. In addition to a dona-
tions box outside of the rest-

room, audience members
were greeted by a lobby
draped with toilet paper, and
the concession stand boarded
up to resemble the set's
amenities.

Directed by Professor
Elizabeth van den Berg, the
show drew most of its energy
from audience understanding
and participation. Senior
Chris DeRose played Officer
Lockstock, who navigated
both the characters in the play
and the audience through a
backwards town where resi-
dents have to pay to pee.

The characters in the musi-
cal were segregated into two
groups: those employed by
Urine Good Company, and
the poorer townspeople. The
plot centered on the idea that
Urine Good Company con-
trolled several amenities
throughout the town where
the residents must pay to pee.
After all, sings Ms.
Pennywise, played by Junior
Alex Neiman, "it's a privilege
to pee."

The action in the play
begins when Old Man Joe,
played by Sophomore Joe
Byrd, rebels against the
amenities by peeing outside.
Old Man Joe is then arrested
by the police and taken to
Urinetown. The characters in
the play believe that
Urinetown is a prison; at the

end of Act 1 it is revealed
(accidentally by Officer
Lockstock) that Urinetown is
actually a metaphor for death.

Old Man Joe's son, Bobby
Strong (played by '04 alumni
AJbert Perc) decides to take a
stand against the company in
order to avenge his father's
death. Through several
instances of good timing and
awkward musical moments,
Bobby Strong meets and falls
in love with Hope CladweU,
the daughter of his archene-
my, Caldwell B. Cladwell.
Caldwell is the devious man

behind Urine Good Company.
Bobby and Hope stand togeth-
er against Caldwell, and rally
the rest of the town together
during the strong gospel num-
ber (and show highlight)
"Run, Freedom, Run!"

Bobby is captured and
killed during the fight, but his
ghost continues to haunt one
more song in a bizarre flash-
back where the remaining
townsmen (and Hope) cling to
his memory. After a tong fight,
the townspeople succeed in
kicking out Caldwell, and
Hope takes over the company,
allowing the townspeople' to
pee freely.

Little Sally, played by
Junior Meghan Carlton, com-
ments to the audience halfway
through the show that a musi-
cal, a true musical, should end
happily.

"Urinetown" doesn't follow
through on its own promise;
the .show ends harshly by
leaving the town in a severe
water shortage. The final iron-
ic twist at the end arrives
when the characters realize
they were better off before the
revolution, the way things
were at the start of the show.

"Urinetown," ran on
Broadway from September
2001 through January 2004. ItMembers of the cast of Urinctoum gaze longingly at Public Amenity Number 9.

was created in the 19905 by
George Kotis, after he traveled
as a student in Europe and
encountered a pay per use
commodity. "Urinetown" is
an absurdtst piece, making
fun of itself, its title, the corpo-
rate world and conventional
musical theatre. It's impossi-
ble to take seriously a musical
whose opening number is
"Too Much Exposition."

Nonetheless,
"Urinetown's" large cast of 2]
actors worked well together.
Correlating with the uncon-
ventional nature of the musi-
cal, the choreography was
strong and creative. Strong
performances were given by
Senior Tony Cimino, who
played the conniving busi-
nessman Caldwell B.
Cladwell, and Sophomore
Nina Kompanek, who played
Cladwell's daughter, Hope.

Two students, Senior
Chris DeRose and [unicr
Meghan Cariton, received
[rene Ryen nominations for
their performances. Both stu-
dents will be competing in
January at the American
COllege Theatre Festival held
in New York. Soph~more
George Moorehead, who
played Hot Blades Harry, was
nOmmated as an alternative.



for reader; .You,
have laughed while- ~adij:lg
thll?gray area. You, readec are
laughing right. now. Wait, is
the window open? Youshouldl
make Sure that the oven is
h1rnedctff, for You surely
don't want to die. In fact, Me,
author m:ay be it, the next
frootn,thO:1JghlfuUycol'ltem"-
plating tile meaning of these
very werds. 1,authot, will be
b1.l:rned alive; and You. will bee
~pon"ible for the death of the
Author,: Me;. who pla.i<es: You
laugh on a bi-~kly ba~s>
Perhaps more frequently than
that if You read this text in thf.ll
bathroom" and agafn fn the'
kitchen; Maybe this gray area
is so thought~prQvokin~,so
Stimulating, that You, reader;
share it with your reading
friends. Mtiybe they will want;
to meetMe,author. If so, my
('man address'

College Square Shopping Center
444 WMC Drive' WeslmlMter

410.857·0520
410..a57·0898
(Next to Safeway)
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Students earn insight at EU simulation
GEOFF PECKHAM

STAFF WRITER

There are many college stu-
dents today who believe it is
important to have a well-
rounded view of the world
today. Fourteen of McDaniel's
best and brightest recently
took steps to broaden their

participated in a simulation of
the European Union with sev-
eral other colleges from
around the area.

The European Union is the
world's largest union of con-
federate states, consisting of
25 nations in Europe, which
addresses many issues of pub-
lic policy, such as economics,
foreign affairs, defense, and
agriculture. For the model
EU, a topic is selected each

year to be discussed amongst
the schools, with awards often
handed out to both individu-
als and schools.

The topic chosen this year is
human trafficking, which is
the commercial sale of human
beings, often for labor or sexu-
al exploitation. The issue is a
very important one for
Hungary, which is the nation
McDaniel represented this
year.

The simulation took place
in Georgetown in Washington,
D.C., and the students went to
the real Hungarian Embassy
to participate. The students
met the Hungarian
Ambassador to the United
States, before participating in
joint sessions and discussing
the resolution presented to
them. The simulation was
about as real life as it could
have been, with amendments
being voted on and certain
party members attempting to
influence one another for key
votes.

Dr. Christiana Leahy, the
advisor for the students
involved, noted that everyone
approached the project with
"great diligence, enthusiasm,
and a great deal of hard nego-
tiating."

Senior Political Science
major Lora Bingaman
believed it would be a good
experience, and was generally
interested in the topic.

"Human trafficking is a
global issue that has become
an increasing concern, espe-
cially for the member-states of
EU," Bingaman said. Like aU
the students, Bingaman was
given a role to play. She was
Kingal Gal, a member of the
Hungarian' parliament who
serves on the Committee on
Foreign Affairs.

Senior Philosophy major
Maaret Klaber was happy to
get the opportunity debate
such an important issue, as
well as just to be involved at
all.

"[It was a] great experience

interacting with students from
other schools about relevant
issues of the day, even if it is in
issues that are facing the
European Union and not the
U.s.A.," Klaber said.

McDaniel, which has par-
ticipated in these simulations
since 2000, has a growing rep-
utation for being one of the
most prepared schools
involved. They have won
awards every year since join-
ing, and this year Junior Jared
Luner won the award for best
Justice/Interior Minister, and
Senior Matt Lufkin was one
vote shy of winning best
Minister of Foreign Affairs.

[Participating in the EU
simulation] makes them real-
ize that they are incredibly
well educated on a broad
range of issues," Dr. Leahy
said about the participants.
Her pride is shared by the rest
of McDaniel, since it proves,
as Dr. Leahy observed, that
"McDaniel rocks."

MATI COWELL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Reiff-a good samaritan to the disabled
"Dr. Henry Reiff Is Dead."
One Monday morning this

fall, Jackie Alessi, a secretary
in the Office of Academic
Affairs, arrived at her desk,
only to discover this obituary
trumpeting the untimely
death of her boss, or so she
thought.

The news surprised Alessi,
until she noticed Reiff's age at
his death-84.
It turned out that Dr. Henry

Reiff, dean of Student
Academic Life at McDaniel
College, found this twenty-
three-year-old article in the
online version of The New
York limes.

He put it on Alessi's desk
as a joke, thereby revealing his
humorous personality, a facet
of his that few people know
exist.

Indeed, Reiff wears many
hats. Besides serving in his
current position, he is also a
consultant to Student
Academic Support Services
(SASS), the McDaniel office
that deals with and helps the
physically and mentally dis-
abled.

Reiff entered this role after
much experience in the field.
He first came to McDaniel in
1989, and served as a learning
problems coach of the 504
Program (referring to Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act
of 1973), which later became
SASS.

He took over as supervisor
in 1990, although he has never
served as the director of SASS.

His work with the disabled
has been fortified due to
research and studies conduct-
ed on the subject.

"The work that I've done,
primarily with my major pro-
fessor from the U.N.O.

[University of New
Orleans], ... Paul Gerber, [was]
what I would term to be some
of the initial research with
adults with learning disabili-
ties ... we have written three
books together on that topic
based on different research we
have done .... OUr books are
pretty well recognized in this
particular part of the field,"
Reiff says.

Reiff's personal life is as
colorful as is his work.

Born in California, he
moved to Connecticut at the
age of five, where he grew up.
He attended college in New
Jersey

In 1975, at the age of 21, he
married, and then moved to
New Orleans, Louisiana,
where he lived for the next
fourteen years.

During his time there, Reiff
studied at the University of
New Orleans, where he
received his master's degree
in Special Education, and,
later, his doctoral degree.

Reiff came to McDaniel
College in 1989 (at the time, it
was named Western Maryland
College) and entered his first
job in the 504 Program.

Upon his arrival, Reiff also
met his current wife, who, at
the time, was a graduate stu-
dent at the College.

He admits that his life out-
side McDaniel is focused
around his family, and, espe-
cially, his children.

Reiff likes pop culture; he
reads books, watches televi-
sion, and listens to and plays
music.

Especially music. Reiff
plays the bass, and, besides
participating in Chamber
Music on the Hill, he also is a
member of a band, Sangmele.

The band, which will cele-
brate its tenth anniversary in
March 2007, also has on its

roster singer Lea Gilmore of
Baltimore; and Walt Michael,
director of Common Ground
on the Hill at McDaniel.
Sangrnele, which comes from
the French, means "mixed
blood."

Reiff explains that although
the band'e-membere have dif-
ferent origins, or blood, they
all share a common passion
for the music they play.

Many hats. Mixed blood.
When Reiff was a graduate
student in New Orleans, he
became involved in services
for students with learning dis-
abilities (LD).

In the early 1980s, he taught
children who had LD.

When he arrived at
McDaniel, Reiff felt that not
enough was being done by the
College to help students with
LD.

He felt the need for a more
systematic program.

What has evolved during
Reiff's time at McDaniel has
been the result of a great
learning environment due to
the school's small size, and a
College tradition of working
individually with students.

"I really feel that...the col-
lege community ... [has
acquired] a good understand-
ing of how to work with stu-
dents with learning disabili-
ties, and that...these students
are quite capable of being sue-
cessfuL." Reiff says.
"[Njevertheless. there may be
some individualized ways of
teaching and assessment, and,
of course, support services
that are important in the
process for these students to
really show what they can
do ..

"I think that also if many of
the faculty would understand
that the purpose of individu-
alizing, of having supports
and accommodations, .. .is not

to give unfair advantages to
the student, but, rather, [to]
allow us to see what the stu-
dent really does know, and,
ultimately, I think that is what
we're interested [about] in
education."

Kevin Selby, director of
Student Academic Support
Services, concurs.

He came to McDaniel
eleven years ago, and started
working in what was then the
Academic Skills Center as a
graduate assistant.

Of the greatest impact Reiff
has had on SASS, Selby says,
"I believe ... the wealth of
knowledge that he brings in
the area of disabilities is
immense ... along with [his]
personality of being able to
relate to students, as well as
faculty and staff, and poten-

tially the staff in our office
here."

Most of Reiff's job is devot-
ed to seeing and working with
students, many of whom have
academic difficulties.

He feels quite fortunate,
because the majority of his
time is devoted to individual
students.

Says Reiff of his position at
McDaniel, "My feeling is that
this is really a support pro-
gram; that by working togeth-
er, I can help [the students]
develop the tools they need to
be successful.i..I like to think
that I'm teaching them how to
take care of themselves."
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college wrestling proves to be
a learning experience.

"Wrestling in college is
very ....different than high
school," says HalL "Here, it's
much faster. For my expecta-
tions, I've done very well."

. At the November 18th
Navy Classic, sophomore
Ryan Deiter placed sixth in his
weight class. to pace the 12th
place Terror at a meet thor-
oughly dominated by larger
Division I·A schools.

The wrestling team faced a
different kind of competition
at the beginning of the season.

by 20 foot room in the base-
ment of Gill. Twenty exhaust-
ed athletes turned their heads
in response the whistle's shrill
call.

Coach Sam Gardner is the
man with the whistle; some
wrestlers call him "Big G."

"Hard work and commit-
ment are expected as part of
belonging to the team," stated
Coach Gardner. "Part of being
a coach means having control
and a plan for how to use it."

It is clear Coach Sam
Gardner understands that
aspect as he has inspired suc-
cess with one of the win-
ningest sports teams at
McDaniel for the past few

line before hitting the final of
her 12 points to lift the Green
Terror (5-2, 2-1 CC) to its ninth
straight win over the Bullets
(5-3,3-) co.

Katie Reilly and Allie
Drechsler each finished with a
game-high 13 points for
Gettysburg. Reilly added her
second double-double of the
season with 15 rebounds.

Courtney Goglinski
. (Pasadena, MD! Chesapeake)

years.
"Winning isn't everything,

with coaching it's the only
thing, it is what you're paid to
do," Gardner said. "The pres-
sure of winning is present at
times, but it's important to
stay focused on training and
preparing the team, always."

Coaching takes poise and
passion to get the team to be
where it needs to be, Gardner
explained. Serving as a role
model is also in the successful
coaching mix, added the man
who brought the most recent
All-American at McDaniel in
'OS and '06.

An important aspect of
constructing a successful team

opened the scoring with a
steal-and-layup 32 seconds
into the contest.

Drechsler kotted the
game 32 seconds later with
steal-and-layup of her own,
sparking a 7-0 burst.

Heather Thompson
(Dauphin, PA/Central
Dauphin East) hit a layup at
the 17:15 mark to cut the
deficit to 7-4.

After Allison Biggs
(Sykesville, MD/Glenelg)
knotted the game at 8-a11with
14:39 remaining in the open-
ing half, Reilly converted a
three-point play 51 seconds
later to ignite 23-6 run that
gave Gettysburg a 31-14 lead
with 3:03 to play.

Powell and Sally Grace
(Catonsville, MD /Mount de
Sales Academy) each hit their
first of two 3-pointers on the
next two McDaniel posses-
sions, helping the Green
Terror finish the half on an 8-2
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KEN BUERGER
STAFF WRITER

With spirits high and a
promising future, the
McDaniel College wrestling
team began its season as the
team took sixth place out of
seven teams at the Messiah
Invitational in Grantham, PA.

Senior Steven Colesuonno
wo~ his 125-pound weight
class and freshman Tun Hall
and junior Artie Kaehler each
grappled to proud third-place
finishes.

For Hall, his first.season of
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Gardner brings poise and passion to sport

Wrestling season suffers tough opening
The first of three home meets gus to other schools. schools around the country
this year, the Green Terror Gardner was unavailable to experience similar fungus out-
Duals Meet, was cancelled comment. breaks, most commonly ring-
due a fungus that has spread Signs are now posted on the worm.
throughout the college's wrestling room doors requir- The team will try to host
wrestling community. tng all wrestlers to shower two mace meets this year with

Although listed on the before practice to combat the matches against Johns
McDaniel wrestling website as re-emergence of the fungus. Hopkins on January 24, and
a "rain-out," the meet was Wrestlers also must clean and Gettysburg on January 31.
effectively "fungus-ad out" wash the mats everyday.
when it was discovered that Although McDaniel teams
many grapplers had contract- rarely need to cancel indoor
ed the fungus from the infect- events due to a "rain-out," it is
ed wrestling mats. not a rare occurrence to see

Coach Sam Gardner made wrestling teams struggle with
the decision to cancel the meet the problem.
in fear of spreading the fun- Many colleges and high

GREG VERNON
STAFF WRITER

also includes creating a team
that bonds well.

"A close team produces a
snow ball effect of motivation
that serves to inspire,"
Gardner said. "Anything that
is contagious in a positive
manner is what a coach is
always searching for."

Sometimes Gardner brings
team members out to eat on a
Friday night to Buffalo Wild
Wings to·get them away from
the routine of bashes and
bruises. Trips out together will
help instill a team that is con-
tent and close, Gardner noted.

When the rowdy McDaniel
wrestlers traveled to compete
in the Messiah Tournament, it

was evident the team was
coming together just as
planned. The "Big G" coach-
ing methods proved effective.

"Building the best with
what you have is your only
option," declares Coach Sam
Gardner, head coach of
McDaniel wrestling. The task
of being a college wrestling
coach is overwhelming at
times, yet always fulfilling, he
added.

With his recent success and
demanding methods, it's clear
the Coach of Terror Wrestling
came here with goals in mind,
and he is executing them just
as he intended.

Powell's buzzer beater downs. Gettysburg
From Sports Information
GETTYSBURG, Pa. - Katy
Powell (Smithsburg,
MD /Smithsburg) hit a turn-
around jumper off the back-
board as the buzzer sounded
to lift McDaniel to a 54~52
Centennial Conference (CC)
women's basketball victory at
Gettysburg on Thursday.

tnbounding with 3.6 sec-
onds, Powell drove from the
right side to the free-throw

run to cut the halftime deficit
to 33-22.

Five points by Biggs and
four from Theresa Hess
(Medford, NJ !Shawnee)
keyed a meandering 15-1 run
over the first 6 minutes, 55 sec-
onds of the second half to give
McDaniel a 37-34 lead - its
first since 2-0.

Courtney Fields hit a
trey at the other end for the
Bullets' first field goal of the
half at the 10:22 mark, knot-
ting the game at 37. .

A Powell triple with 6:26
to play gave the Green Terror
its largest lead of the game at
44-40.

Trailing 47-44 with 3:05
showing, Fields hit a jumper
and Reilly converted two free
throws to give Gettysburg a
47-46 lead at the 2:42 mark.

Two Thompson free
throws gave McDaniel a 49·48
lead 41 seconds later before
Drechsler drove the lane to hit

a layup at the other end and
give the Bullets a one-point
edge.

With 44 seconds to play,
Gogolinski hit a left-handed
hook shot in the lane on a put-
back. to give her team the lead
once again.

Thompson hit 1 of 2 from
ffie charity stripe 18 seconds
later to stretch the lead to 52-
50.

Megan Hartman hit her
only field goal of the night
with 16 seconds remaining to
knot the game at 52.

A traveling call and offen-
sive foul allowed the two
teams to exchange possession
before setting up the final
heroics.

Thompson finished with
seven points and eight
rebounds for the Green Terror.
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Green Terrormen on fast-break to success
The 2006 McDaniel

men's basketball team is off
and running and it seems as if
the team might be running
away with the competition.

The boys team (5-3, 2-
1Centennial Conference) is off
to one of the best starts in the
past few years, as Coach
Flynn's ~cond year. as head

coach has begun and it seems
to be having an effect.

This year's team seems to
have firmly grasped Coach
Flynn's winning mentality, as
the team has not fallen beyond
the .500mark this season. The
Green Terror opened the sea-
son at the Lebanon ValleyTip-
Off in Annville, PAas the team
went 1-1 in the double header
against the teams of Lebanon
Valley and Hood.

On November 21st, Coach
Flynn got to bring his team to
one of his favorite type of
games; a home game. It had
the effect that Coach Flynn
desired: a McDaniel win in a
rematch against Hood, 66-64.

The Green Terror then
played the second game of
their next opening tourna-
ment against. Salisbury in
Towson on Nov 25th, return-
ing to 2-2 after a 57-53 loss.

But the ques-
tion many would
ask was: what
happens when
conference play
begins? We now
know that the
Green Terror can
beat Hood any-
time they go up
'against each
other on the
hardwood, but
what about their
fierce rivals in the
Centennial
Conference?

Well, the
men had some-
thing to say to
that, and they

_...certainly
M,KIiHA8EGC£I< answered the call

Women's basketball eyes a good season yo
goals of the team. "They did vital. However, it is not the. es of other teams comment on
not win conference champs only important factor. The the commitment of the
last year and are hungry this support from fans is also key McDaniel community to their
year. The five seniors have to their success and basketball team. She also says that the
strong leadership and deter- has always been known for support from the student
ruination. 'They have two drawing strong support from body is "a great compliment"
rings and they want a third." the campus. and she "proud of what this

The strength of the team is Martin explains that coach- (see "Women" on page 15)

LAURA HUlTON
SPORTS EDITOR

As of. December 4, the
women's basketball team
stands at 4-1 overall and 1-0in
conference. Their only loss
was to Juniata on November
17 at the York College TIp-Off
Tournament. The team took
this initial loss and did not let
it affect their performance the
next day when they beat York.

Three wins followed York,
including one against
Dickinson. The team w~s
especially pleased with this
victory. It was their first in
conference game of the season
and a huge deal since they lost
to Dickinson twice last year.

"We are especially happy
with the win over Dickinson,
it was a huge game for us
because us seniors wanted to
prove that we are the better
team, especially after last sea-
son's disappointing loss,"
explains senior Theresa Hess.

The team this year is
stronger and has "more
speed" then last years team,
states Coach Becky Martin.
This is due to the develop-
ment of each class. In particu-

Jar, the sophomore class has
taken strides in becoming
much better players. Also, the
freshman class is "instrumen-
tal to success" on the court,
added Martin.

A team that is able to grow
like this should have no trou-
ble as they continue to play
through what is sure to be
another strong- season full of
demanding games. "We
always look forward to play-
ing games in the conference,
especially Hopkins,
Muhlenberg, and Dickinson,
all of which are challenging.
We had a rough time last year,
so playing each on,e of these
teams means a battle that we
look forward to," said Hess.

As they have shown in pre-
vious years, this team wants
to be the conference champi-
ons. They enter each season
with this as their main goal.
"As always, our goal is to win
a conference championship,
shares senior captain Katy
Powell, "we will improve as
the season progresses and
hopefully be competing for
the championship at the end
of the season."

Martin comments on the

to a challenge. Since the game
against Goucher in the
Provident Pride of Maryland
Tournament, the Green Terror
has played three conference
rivals, and they came out with
a winning record against
them.

The wins included an
overtime win against Ursinus
away from McDaniel and a
home-win in front bf the home
crowd against o'ickinson on
the 28th. Maybe Coach Flynn
has the right idea about hav-
ing lots of fans at home games.
Without them, it certainly
does not make it seem like a
home game. Fans can change
entire games on their own;
they can change the visiting
team's rhythm and mess with
their composure. And when
one team is rattled, mistakes
happen, and when mistakes
happen, the other team capi-
talizes off those mistakes.

Coach Flynn's formu-
la was brought down to earth
as Hopkins found the anti-
dote, as the Blue Jays came
into GiH last Wednesday to
blow away the Terror, 91-6.
Despite the loss to one of
McDaniel's fiercest rivals, the
Terrors are great position with .

their 5-3 record overall, and
the 2-1 record in our confer-
ence. Momentum still seems
to be on their side, and hope-
fully they can ride that success
throughout the rest of the sea-
son to make themselves ready
for the eventual Centennial
Conference Playoffs. But
again, the regular season is
what they should be focusing
on right now.
But who are some of the key

players who are helping this
McDaniel team? We are now
getting a second look at
Flynn's style of play this year.
Right now, the components of
Flynn's success has been the
play of sophomore guard
Ryan Brandenburg and junior
guard/forward Brett Foelber.
Foelber is averaging 14 points
a game to Brandenburg's 13. T
am sure that with those two
performing well, making
shots, and with a collective.
team effort, the team will con-
tinue to replicate its success in
the second half.

Now the only question that
remains is: can the team finish
the race that it has shot so
quickly out of?
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Coach Flynn remembered, missed
MIKE HABEGGER

CO-EDITOR

Bob Flynn, head coach of
the McDaniel College Men's
Basketball team died on
Friday, January 12 of a heart
attack. He was 49 and is sur-
vived by his wife and three
children.

Flynn began his basketball
mission playing at Cardinal
Gibbons under Ray Mullis,
the wmningest coach in
Baltimore basketball history.
The ubiquitous red towel on
Flynn's shoulder was a tribute
to Mullis.

After coaching at Mount St.
Mary's College as an assistant
for ten years, Flynn moved to
a head coaching job at St.
Mary's College from 1994 to
1999. In 1999, he went back to
his beginning, coaching

Gibbons back to prominence
in the Baltimore city league.
He came to McDaniel in 2005,
his second season cut short.

Flynn will be remembered
as a keen basketball mind, a
down to earth teacher, and a
lively-oftentimes hilarious-
personality.

"It's just sad because Coach
Flynn was more than a coach,
he was a family man and he
really took care of his players
like we were one of his own,"
said sophomore forward
Chad Arrington. "It's been a
slow healing process, but I
think everyone [on the team]
is doing okay now."

Second-year student
Marcellus Clement remem-
bers Coach Flynn's antics in
the school cafeteria.

'1 know everyone is going
to miss this tall guy who

Beat cost of books
STACEY EYLER
STAFF WR1TER

be complete without them.
More and more students are
finding that textbook prices at
the bookstore are becoming
increasingly high.

"I know the professors try
and get us the cheapest
books," said senior Christina
Smith. "But if I can get them
cheaper some place else, I
will."

And in today's technology-
savvy world, Smith is just one
of many students who have
found an alternative for buy-
ing textbooks: online shop-
ping.

While buying textbooks
online is not a new trend, it
certainly has become a popu-
lar one over the years. Jade

stayed in Glar on those special
days to say 'COME TO THE
GAME TONIGHT, 7PM
SHARP!' ... " said Clement.
"He is truly a McDaniel Green
Terror."

The campus community
was shocked by the news. On
that Friday, word traveled
quickly. Text messages and
phone calls were made to
those most closely connected
with Flynn. On Saturday, the
next morning, Dean Towle
helped to distribute flyers that
hung on doors notifying those
on campus during Jan Term of
the event. It contained per-
sonal words from College
President, Joan Develin Coley.

"Since joining the McDaniel
family, Bob has excelled as a
coach, as a mentor to students
and as a valued colleague."

The night of Flynn's death

was tense and somber, awk-
wardly juxtaposed to multiple
parties filled with students
enjoying the unseasonably
warm temperatures. The
members of the men's team
were notified piecemeal, with
one player informing another.
Their reactions were under-
standably one of disbelief,
(see "Ill Short" on page 3)

Ever heard the expression
"Make the most out of your
money?"

For many, this expression
rings true. People are always
out there looking for the better
deal, looking for a way to save
a few bucks. And for college
students, saving a few bucks
probably sounds like a good
idea

College is an expensive
place, with the usual culprits
being high tuition costs plus

Martin Luther room and board. But there is
another reason why college

King, Jr. takes a toll on the students'
Celebration wallets. And what is that rea-

______ P_a_::g:_e_2_ _.J sonT:X~~O:~~~~? class would (see "Beat Cost" on page 4

Want students to wash hands? Let them have soap
MELANIE CHUPEIN

NEWSEDlTOR

Health Services has made a
concerted effort to raise
awareness about the impor-
tance of washing hands in
order to prevent the spread of
germs. However, the success
of the effort is missing one key
link, many students say: the
soap.

"Even though we all
learned this in kindergarten,
in Our busy lives we some-
times forget just how impor-
tant this one little measure can

be in stopping the spread of
disease," an email to students
from Health Services states.
Olustrated reminders have
also been posted about proper
hand washing procedure.

Yet, dorm bathrooms are
not equipped with soap or
paper towels. . .

"I think it's ridiculous
because we pay $32,000 a year
to go to school here and live
on campus and they're not
providing u~ with .th~ basi;
amenities to live hygienically
said sophomore Lauren
Howe.

Howe feels so passionately
about having soap in the
dorms that she created a
Facebook group, "We
Demand Soap & Paper Towels
in Community Dorm
Bathrooms!"

The group's slogan reads,
"Who else thinks it's ridicu-
lous that community dorm
bathrooms on campus aren't
equipped with paper towels
and soap? Apparently it's ble
these things were used inap-
propriately, but come on ...give
the new generation of
McDanieUtes a chance to

prove our worthiness of bath-
room products."

Howe contacted Dean Gerl
in October and was told, "The
residence life office is looking
into the matter." Dean Gerl
assured in an email to Howe
that "due to increased cost
and maintenance, a proposal
is being drafted to provide
detailed information."

"I know a lot of students
that just don't wash their
hands and that's really gross,"
Howe said.

Other students on campus
(see "Soap" 011 page 4)
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King celebration brings vision, motivation
TORI BUTLER
CONTRIBUTOR

On Monday, January 29, at
approximately 6:30 p.m., the
Office of Multicultural
Services (OMS) hosted its
annual Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. Celebration. The
theme of the evening was
"Honoring Dr. King by
Continuing the Legacy of
Leadership: New Voices, New
Visions."

As a part of the celebration,
McDaniel recognized elemen-
tary, middle, and high school
students that keep Dr. King's
dream alive through their
leadership. The students dis-
cussed using their words to
solve problems as well as
standing up for their beliefs in
the face of adversity.

Others challenged the corn-

munity at large to show lead-
ership everyday just by open~
Ing a door or pulling out a
chair. Their words and deeds
were, as Dean Henry Reiff
said, "our hope of seeing
(Or.King's) vision become a
reality."

And on that night the eudi-
ence heard the voice and the
vision of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. through critically
acclaimed orator, Mr. Jim
Lucas. Lucas' striking resem-
blance to King and his
resounding presence trans-
ported the audience to anoth-
er time and place.

Lucas used his time not
only to preach but to teach. He
told the audience about the
Montgomery Boycott how it
started as a protest that was
only supposed to last a week-
end but continued for 381

days.
He reminded the audience

that while fighting for free-
dom in Birmingham,
Alabama--the most segregat-
ed city in the south at the
time-King was arrested and
put into solitary confinement.
While in jail King wrote a let~
ter to his fellow white clergy-
men (who did not welcome
his non-violent resistance in
Birmingham) to inform them
that the blacks of the south
were tired of waiting for their
freedom.

Lucas also communicated
King's concern for the sanita-
tion workers who wanted to
just be able to wash their
hands before eating lunch and
have the privilege to drive the
trucks. Lucas reminded the
audience of King's dream that
America be a place where all

M1CHELLEUliBERMAN

Jon Lucas gives a speech at the annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Celebration.

people=regardless of their vision of King, the audience
color, religious, or socioeco- was chaUenged to go out and
nomic status -would be able be drum majors of peace and
to hold hands and sit at the justice for aU people.
table of brotherhood.

By listening to the voice and

The lighter side of the campus blotter
(Editors note: Rob Goeke's com-
mentary highlights some of tlte
inane calls to which campus safe-
ty responds.)

"Oh, hello, are you here for
the Open House? Welcome,
my name is Sandy ICrap and
I'm a sales associate for Krep
Hole Realty. Now the unit you
are looking at is quite large
and its regular occupants are
about 200 18-20 year old boys.
The owner is quite..anxious to
get rid of this property. It
seems their tenants are, in a
word, out of control.

"Though this unit, which
everyone calls Rouzer, has
undergone a recent renova-
tion, recent..
(Cough) ... events have made

this wonderful building a sure
fixer-upper that you and your
significant other will enjoy fix-
ing and upping.

"Off to the left we have a
wonderful elevator that every~
one describes as 'shoddy:
That stench in the haIlway is a
combination of urine, alcohol,
vomit, feces, and even some
spit. Apparently, on January
26 a student walked out of a
bathroom here and just
hawked a loogte down on the
floor like he was in the
dugout. But this is nothing a
few hundred bottles of disin-
fectant couldn't fix.

"Oh, you see that broken
window over there? Kinde
funny story, some drunk. guy

thought that broken glass and
skin was a good combination
early on the morning of
January 28. That's no big deal,
stuff like that happens a lot
around here.

"Let's check out an average
room. As you can see, we have
dressers, bunk beds and a big
garbage bag filled with beer
cans and a Malibu bottle.
Hmm, that's not supposed to
be there.

"Must have been left over
from January 5 when some
Campus Safety Officers heard
a loud noise coming from this
room. They knocked on the
door and all the kids inside, in
an attempt to hide their alco-
hol, tried to put it in that bag

and throw it out of their win-
dow. Naturally they got
caught.

"But the bottle of Malibu is
still half full. We'll throw that
in for free if you choose to buy.

"Let's make OUI way up to
the second floor. Oh, it seems
some ceiling tiles were broken
on February 1. Campus Safety
saw even more that were bro-
ken on January 23.

"Well that's not too big of a
deal. Wow, it seems someone
went crazy and discharged a
fire extinguisher on January
29. Ha, well ... we'll give you a
semi-truck full of cleaning
supplies if you buy. Lord
knows your going to need it.

"Wait, wait, don't walk

away. Rouzer is a great place
to live. Everyone loves it. Sure
you may have to pick up the
thousands of dollars of dam-
ages the residents have caused
this year, but look at the bene-
fits: it's Rouzer, baby.

"Don't leave just yet. We
have other enticing properties
very close to here, including a
unit called Big Baker
Memorial Chapel. You'll love
it, as long as you can put up
with some occasional flood-
ing. I mean, it happened
January 27 and it's already all
cleaned up.

"Please don't go."

z> Drug-reteted
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But SQ1$ the clean
to. interpretation})

,',d like tQthank my mom, Lisa and m~
GXfor torcjng rne to tiliajoumalisn\
minor.

MusiC on you
pl.ylisC
A bunch of everything,
but my favorites are.
pap and rap.
Why the Free Press

~ks: The Free Press rocks betau~
~ugh it the staff is able to inform t11
campus community of events that n~t~
ter- to them and listen to ideas. theY
i:t3ve. There is nothing better the~.
","'iving feedback (both negative an~
positive) on. previous' articles orf~~'::~for what should appear in the

In short time, Flynn taught lifelong lessons

y."J
playUst: Any Rap
song with a siren,
Van Helen (along

other assorted Classics), and! y the Free Press rocks:
Press rocks because it

us to experience the big
Because unlike companies like: of journalism and. il

ike, -wedon't ll$¢ child labo,.~ . . me to cover and wnte
although the wrrrlngcenter could about the thing I love mosu
be considered a sweatshop of pports.
.[h]orts.

gathering at the Garden against Gettysburg. It was a
Apartments. They could be sweep for the Green Terror
seen lining the parking lot, basketball program, as the
along with a few friends in Women's team also recorded a
tears, waiting for the arrival of win. Coach Flynn was hon-
their coaches. A meeting was ored with a standing moment
held in two of the players' of silence. Players. came out
apartment, and shortly there- wearing new "Ptynn's
after, those in attendance Friends" 'It-shirts as warm-
departed-some crying, oth- ups. The back of the shirts
ers laughing. read "Keeping the Vision

Those students partying Alive." Cheerleaders and
were confused and unsure players now wear red ribbons
how they should react to the on their uniforms in memort-

sight of grown men crying. .
Most continued late into the Many other Centennial
night partying away. Conference schools sent car~s

Members of both the Men's ~and letters t? both the Men s
and Women's basketball and Women steams express-
teams attended Coach Flynn's ing thei~ sympathy and hon-
funeral on Thursday, January oring his contribution to the
18. Many fans and shldents McD,aniel College basketball
attended the viewings held on program.
Tuesday, January 16, and The first seat on the ben~
Wednesday, January 17. formerly reserved for Flynn IS

The first game back after now left empty, except for a
Flynn's death ended in a red towel-a const~nt o.n
McDaniel victory at home Flynn's shoulder during his

coaching career, now a symbol
of his legacy.

A Pecebook group was
spawned almost immediately
on the initiative of Chad
Arrington, called "R.I.P.
Coach Bob Flynn." As of pub-
lication time, 774 people were
members of the group.

"I started the group just so
some people who were my
friends on Facebook would
have a chance to know exactly
what had happened to coach,"
said Arrington. "It gave peo-
ple a chance to pay their
respects in their own little way
and be a part of a group that I
hope continues to grow."

The first wall posting was
done by Camara Kadete, a for-
mer player and current stu-
dent at McDaniel.

"Coach Flynn is the great-
est basketball coach I ever
had ... he would always say
'spend time with your family'
and 'value all of the essential

A Red towel rests on the chair reserved for the head coach-new left vacant.
things in life.'" March for that man-he made

Many people from the jogging class fun!" posted sec-
Maryland basketball scene end-year student Mary Beth
outside of McDaniel provided Bounds. "He was a motivating
their memories of Flynn, person ... ---God bless him."
many who knew him from his Sonte illjonnatiol1 for t}zis arti-
myriad appearances at the cle "Was gleaned from The
Wootten Camp. But he is also Baltimore Sun on Janllary 14.
remembered for his work as Additional reporting contributed
an EPE teacher at McDaniel. by Kim Staub.

"I was willing to wake up
and go running at 10 a.m. in
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Beat rising cost of textbooks- go online
(from "Textbooks," page 1)

line is not a new trend, it cer-
tainly has become a popular
one over the years. Jade Roth,
the VicePresident for the text-
book division of Barnes and
Noble, has noticed the grow-
ing trend.

"Students have always
looked for choice," she said.

And with sites such as
Amazon.com, Half.corn, and
Bigwords.com offering cheap-
er textbook prices, students
are finding they have more of
a choice than just buying text-
books at the bookstore.

And this can translate into
students saving a good bit of
cash.

"Even with tax and ship-
ping, r am spending less at
online sites than I am at the
school," said Smith.

Senior Lindsay Martin
agrees, "I have saved so much
money since I started buying
online," she said.

Cheaper prices are not the
only advantage to buying
textbooks online.

Both Smith and Martin
agree that one of the benefits

of buying textbooks online is
being able to get textbooks
ahead of time.

But do not"be fooled-there
are downsides to shopping
online.

"I have had friends not
receive their textbooks when
purchased online or they
receive them very late," said
junior Eric Danforth.

Another downside? "It is
easy to buy the wrong edition
if you are not paying dose
attention to the description of
the book," says Martin.

But even with the down-
sides, it is hard to ignore the
opportunity to save some
money.

With more sites offering
students the chance to buy
textbooks at lower prices,
online shopping is a trend that
is here to stay.

"I think.students are realiz-
ing they can get what they
need for much cheaper online,
so that's what they do,"
Martin said.

Amazon.com

eBay.com

bookfinder.com

These webstles might be useful in
finding a book that you would
need for a class. If you order early
enough, you're bound to have
them in time, Since shipping can
take as little as four days, but the
average is about a week and-a-
half.

ecampus.com

buybooksontheweb.com

booksamillion.com

abebooks.com

Wash hands campaign missing link: soap
(from "Soap," page 1) Freshman Ted Kunkel had
have similar feelings about the a similar reaction.
lack of soap in dorm bath- "It's disgusting enough
rooms. without a lack of soap," said

"1 bought like a gallon of Kunkel with regards to living
Soft Soap from Wal-Mart for in Rouzer.
$5," said senior Kim Spears, Kunkel usually purchases a
"so I think $32,000a year can bottle of soap from the school
cover soap in the bathrooms store but if they are out of it,
for at least a semester." he resorts to using the bath-

"People always say that if rooms outside the dining hall
we have soap in the bath- just because he knows that
rooms people will use the they have soap.
soap to vandalize, but I think Despite many students'
that any bad [actions}random complaints about not having
drunk people do can be over- soap in the bathrooms, accord-
shadowed by preventing the ing to the Health Department,
daily spread of disease," dorms aren't considered to be
added Spears, a resident of public so they are not required
McDaniel Hall. to be equipped with soap and

When asked what it was paper towels or hand dryers.
like not having soap in the However, Liz Towle,
dorm bathrooms, junior Dave Associate Dean of Student
Wentz said, "It sucks." Affairs, sympathizes with stu-

"I think that quite possibly dents and has submitted a
the school's lack of attention proposal that will install soaR
to this need could very well dispensers and hand dryers in
encourage an unsanitary envi- some of the dorms.
ronment for students to live "Clearly [ know that this is
in," Wentz said, a resident of something that students want
ANW. and that's why r put in the

Foreign films to show at Carroll Arts Center
e~ting and divers~ film~ from ~ differing fa~ilies. The movie Finally. The Scent of Green
different coun~n~s will be I ~as an R ratmg and a running Papaya will be shown on
screened. AdmiSSIOnfor the ~ time of 114minutes. Friday, February 23, at 7 PM
events is $5 for adults and $4 ... The next film is called All and Saturday, February 24, at
for members, seniors and stu- ....,.. About My Mother, a film hail- 2 PM. It tells the interesting
dents. The event is sponsored .. tng from the country of Spain. tale of a young girl's experi-
by McDaniel College and !:u~;s~s a runrung time of 94 It will be shown on Friday, ences as a servant in colonial
Carroll Magazine. Monsoon Wedding, arriv- February 16, at 7 PM and Vietnam, eventually finding

The first movie, titled Saturday, February 17, at 2 love arid happiness with one
Tsotsi, will be shown on ~~~~;~:n ~1~:~,;':~~ua~; PM. After watching her son's of her masters. The film is not
Friday; February 2, at 7 PM 9, at 7 PM and Saturday, tragic death unfold in front of rated (suggested R), and has a
and Saturday, February 3, at 2 February 10,at 2 PM. The film her own eyes, a single-mother running time of 104minutes.
PM. Coming from South named Manuela vows to find The Carroll County Arts
Africa, the movie involves a tells the story of a wild four- his neglectful. father and give Council is located at 91 West
Johannesburg gang leader and day wedding party, showcas- him the tragic news. Also Main Street, a convenient
his ascent out of a life of crime ing cultural differences and rated R, this film has a run- walk from campus. Take a
and violence. The film is rated hilarious arguments between ning time of 101minutes. friend and enjoy the show!

request," Towle said.
Towlebelieves that the soap

was removed from the dorms
due to "basic damage and
vandalism" like removing the
soap dispensers from the
walls and covering the bath-
room in soap:

"1 hope in some way it's dif-
ferent this time," said Towle.

[f the proposal is approved,
it will be implemented at the
start of the next academic
year. Towle views this as a
"pilot program" to see
whether students will be able
to abstain from vandalizing
the bathrooms.

"My only hope is that our
request to start is approved,"
Towle said.

For now, Towle advises,
"Students need to bring soap
with them into the bathroom."
She encourages floors to get
together and take turns figur-
ing out who will provide the
soap, noting that this is what
some sororities do.

GREG PFEIFFER
STAFF WRITER

U you're tired of the movies
playing at the local theater
and wish for something more
interesting and affordable, the
Carroll Arts Center may have
just the ticket. The Carroll
County Arts Council is pre-
senting its 4th Annual Foreign
Film Festival, giving the com-
munity a taste of cinema from
all around the world,
8egihning on February 2, and
running every weekend until
February 24, four very inter-
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Forget culture shock, Budapest fuels interest
my bag. All there was to do nities to be followed, and as to convert the Hungarian cur- rest out yourself.

GEOFF PECKHAM was lay in bed, really thirsty, much as you think how you reney in your head. What's really been great so
BUDAPESTCORRESPONDENT and wonder, "what am I know everything is going to Sometimes it's the reaUy little far is meeting so many differ-

doing here?" go down, you really don't. things, like the fact that you enr people with so many dif-
TwO'days later I was You need to experience the almost never get ice in your ferent backgrounds.

singing karaoke at a club with culture and society for itself to drinks, or that all the bottled Everyone has a story, and
students from Hungary, understand and appreciate water has a flavor to it. they're willing to share it. It's
Holland, Israel, and Mongolia. just how amazing and surreal Sometimes it's funny, like great to see so many different
Since then I've also met peo- it can be. It can also be tncred- the huge amount of rDA that cultures blending together in
pie fro~ Croatia, Nigeria, ibly frustrating, but you have go on in this city, especially what really is a hell of a city.
Iran, SWitzerland, Turkey, and to take the bad with the good. when you consider how dis- Culture shock? Forget
Portugal. I've seen the That 'bad' is often referred tant everyone is from every- about it. I miss my family, and
remarkable Matthias Church, to as culture shock, when one else the rest of the time. I miss but friends, but I'm Iiv-
the Hungarian Parliament, you're exposed to something They like gyros in this city. ing in a European capital for

I won't lie: my very first and the Royal Place. I've par- so radically different than There are gyros sold practical- the next four months.
night in Budapest wasn't all tied at clubs called New what you're used to, you're lyon every street comer, and Opportunities like this don't
that exciting. I was tired. I Orleans and School Club, as left helpless and unable to do everyplace does them differ- come around often, so I'm not
was cranky after traveling for well as throughout Oktogon. anything about it. ently. I came expecting going waste another minute
about fifteen hours. I was in Welcome to Europe, Geoff. But from my perspective, goulash everyday, but this is getting worried about how I
the hotel room all by myself. It's hard to quantify what it's the new culture that makes cool too. can't speak the language or
~y voltage converter didn't one expects when they travel traveling so worthwhile. You know what else is don't like the taste of the
fit the plug of my laptop, and abroad. There are countless Most of the time it's the little everywhere? AlcohoL And water.
my hand sanitizer leaked in prospects, ideas, and opportu- things, like figuring out how it's cheap. You can figure the Welcome to Europe, Geoff.

Back from abroad - A life changing trip
2006, after months of answer- dent was able to give a differ- Spain. This completed my Munich, Germany,.. hiked
ing questions and explaining ent perspective from extreme- experience abroad and truly the Alps through out
just where Budapest was, I Iy different and unique back- gave mea small glimpse of the Switzerland ... swam on the
hopped on a plane and began grounds. Beyond classes we amazing world that exists beaches of Barcelona, Spain
an adventure that unknowing- were able to discuss current beyond the US. and climbed the Eillel Tower
Iy would change my life. world issues and compare Since returning to the states, in Paris, France. On top of this

My first days in daily activities that I would the transition between the I experienced things that chel-
Budapest were simply spent venture to say most hustle and bustle of European lenged my thinking and liter-
wondering just how I got here Americans take for granted. I city life and a large intema- ally made friends from all
and how I was going to sur- was able to get a different per- tional setting, to small town over the world.
vive. I had to learn how to spective about the world, the people and politics, has been So for those of you
flush a toilet, tum off a light, US and myself. The time I hard, to say the least. Even that are the people that asked
say hello, thank you and good spent traveling was precious, more difficult is the ability to me "Bucharest? Bangladesh?
bye without making a fool of but the time with my friends put into words the expert- BUDAPEST?!?!" YES!
myself and stop smiling all the from many countries have for- ences of four months in the Budapest, Hungary ... and T
time, because that is not a cus- ever changed my life. five minute conversations that LOVED it! Actually, no ..
tom welcomed on the streets I was extremely fortu- normal people's attention Bude-peSl-lt because that is
of Budapest as it is in the nate to supplement my time in spans allow for when they ask how it is correctly pro+
states. While all these things Hungary with a large amount you "How was your trip?" nounced. If you did not know
seemed a big deal at first, it of traveling. My travels The follow up ques- before, you know now. If you
quickly became the norm and beyond Budapest included tion to the simple "How was are someone who is consider-
it was in my first political sci- explorations both in Hungary your trip?" always seems to be ing going to Budapest or
ence class that I began to and beyond. The fact that "What did you miss?" I find it studying abroad in gener-
understand the magnitude of Hungary was located in much easier to answer this.. al ... GO! It will be the best
studying at an international Central Europe, though its nothing. When I first thought decision you have ever made.
school. culture is more defined by of leaving to go to Budapest I And for all of you that have

In my political science Eastern Europe to the chagrin thought of missing soccer, been, Egeszsegedre!
class that consisted of 8 stu- of Hungarians, allowed me sorority, choir, family, friends
dents, 7 countries were repre- the opportunity to travel fre- and of course the general
sented- Seychelles, Nigeria, quently. One trip that includ- excitement of being a coUege
Serbia, Switzerland, Hungary. ed the cities of Prague and senior. But in looking back at
Iran, and the US. As I sat in Vienna, was already a part of what I missed ..J missed noth-
class being taught by a the tuition for the school and ing. Of course I missed my
Hungarian professor that these sites gave us a better family and friends and in a
served in the Hungarian view of central Europe. Due perfect world I would have
Army during socialism, I was to the locations AND the loved to have enjoyed all
looked at as a representative cheap airfare, (I went to Paris those activities of the fall
of the United States and every for under 60 bucksl} I was Semester. I walked the tiny
other student a representative able to get to four countries in streets of Prague, Czech
of their respective country. addition to the Czech Republic ... played in the back-
When issues such as the 50th Republic and Austria. This yard of the Hapsburgs in
anniversary of the Hungarian included Germany, Vienna, Austria ... shopped at
Revolution, arose, each stu- Switzerland, France and the Christmas Markets of

BRITTANY PARRISH
CONTRIBUTOR

"Bucharest?.Bangladesh? ...
BUDAPEST? Where are you
going?" This was the reaction
of most people when I would
tell them I was going to be
studying in Budapest,
Hungary for the fall semester
of my senior year.

To people beyond the
McDaniel College Campus,
Budapest certainly seems
obscure. ToMcDaniel College
students the~selves Budapest
is an opportunity to go abroad
mentioned before they were
even admitted as students. It
is all to commonly rarely
thought of again.

Originally, a biology
and political science double
major, I must admit I was one
of those people ...someone
who never really thought of
going abroad and had too
many activities and require-
ments. With much thought
during the spring of my junior
year I realized that if I
changed my major to political
Science and International
Studies I realized that not only
would I be doing something I
was much more passionate
about, but I would have the
time to go abroad.

I really did not know
anything about Budapest
before the fall of 2006, but to
make a long story short .. .1
went for it. So on August 28th,
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Valentine's
Day Special

What is your
best Iworst I funniest

Valentine's Day
memory?

"For as long as I can
remember, every year
my dad has given me
flowers, chocolates and a
card, so no matter what,
whether or not I have a
boyfriend, I know I'll
always get something
from my dad."

"I told my boyfriend it
was okay to not celebrate
Valentine's Day as long
as we celebrate our rela-
tionship on a regular
day.. So he conceded
and brought me flow-
ers."

"In middle school, my "At a basketball touma-
friends and I would send ment in 9th grade I paint-
carnations to boys, but ed a heart on my chest
sign the names of our and asked the crowd
other friends." who wanted to be my

valentine ...
answered."

one

"Last year the girls and I were
all single so we decided that
we were really better off than
everyone who had a valentine
because they were all out
spending money on each
other for no reason ...and we
would rather celebrate with
Jose Cuervo and Jack Daniels
instead. So we all just stayed
in and celebrated Valentines
Day "With each other. and the
two-men in ou~1fv8···~a
Jack."

Your words could be here!!!
Come to the meeting on
Monday at 7:30 in the

writing center.
Or email
freep~"
daniel.eduSee this space???

400 off

'NOT ALL CUSTOMERS WILL QUALIFY. CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWAROS lEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITUO TOYOTA MODELS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA DEALERS
AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES. SEE DEALER OR VISIT WWW.TDYOTAFINANCIAl.COM/FINANCEFOR DETAILS. COllEGE GRADUAl! PROGRAM IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME.



Local band Ballyhoor~roes it for theBRmooofiPeey
lighthearted. According to ences included Green Day and more than once about other
their web site www.bally- Nirvana. The four current current artists. Honestly when
hoorocks.com (no hyphen), members are Howi I first saw their album cover,
this album pursues "deeper" (guitar / vocals), Big D displaying each band mem-
themes than their previous (drums). Blaze (cuts/keys/ ber's front and rear in almost
works. Though there are some soundz), and Mista J (low- nude glory, I was tempted to
mostly playful songs like end). The band's most notable set it aside as a little over the
Cervesa and Get the Funk achievement aside from their top. The only thing that
out!, most songs usually have albums is playing for three stopped me was that the peo-
an undertone of conflict. Cali years in the HFStival. A more pie in Record and Tape
Girl's lyrics, though set elaborate (and pretty emus- Traders recommended it as a
against a strong reggae you." ing) write-up of the band and respectively popular, recent,
rhythm, show a girl who's its achievements appears on local album and good in its
"heart and head don't/ever Ballyhoo! began in 1995as the band's home site link to reggae-rock genre. But from
feel the same." Likewise Last a pop-punk band, later acquir- www.cdbaby.com. the first note you can throw
Breath is a fast-paced rock ing reggae influences from Looking at the lyrics alone, all, or at least most, doubt

~~nfO!~mf~~e~~~ncl~~i~~ati~ ~:~;~ ~~~'!:'~~~\h:d ;:~ ~a~;~~~! b:s e:~S~~d~~~~~! straight out the window.
are~~:e:~e~sb;~!~s::~3; sung, "someone once told me site bio states. Original influ- complaint I've heard or read

EMILY SWEENEY
STAFF WRITER

Do It For the Money,
released late January, is the
latest product of a band origi-
nally from Aberdeen,
Maryland by the name
Ballyhoo! Their lyrics best
describe both their intentions
for the album and their style:
"[we] mix the reggae music
with the rock-and-roll-hip-
hop." Despite the range of
themes tackled throughout
the album, the feel stays laid
back and informal.

A Green Terror mascot?
DJERDJ MATKOVIC

CO-EDITOR

The Student Government
Assembly (SGA) of McDaniel
College is holding a contest
for a Green Terror mascot!
Any student can submit a
drawing, sketch or even an
idea until February 26th of
anything that they believe
would be a suitable and fun
mascot to represent the col-
lege's sports teams.

"We're going to have a con-
test and the SGAwill be work-
ing closely together with the
theatre and art departments of
the college," Freshman Class
Representative of the SGA
Jessica Cu.rtis said. The two
departments will most likely
contribute by pitching ideas
and wilJ "help out in the mak-
ing an'd final design of the
mascot costume," Curtis said.

Even though it has not yet
been determined how the best
mascot will be picked, there is
a possibility that "the student
body could vote by picking
out several finalists," Recheel
Darkow, SGA Junior Class
President said. The SGA will
then pick the best among the
several finalists.

The idea of a school sports
team mascot was brought up
at an SGAmeeting last semes-
ter, after students "expressed
interest in a school mascot,"
said Darkow. She said that
students believed "The Green
Terror" was too vague a repre-
sentation.

The mascot, which will
most likely be called "The
Green Terror", will hopefully
be revealed at this semester's
Spring Fling, and auditions
will be held for students inter-
ested in being the mascot for Keep reading ...

the occasion.
Drawing submissions

should be submitted to mail-
box #865. For any questions
students should contact
Rachael Darkow at
"red002@mcdaniel.edu".
More information will be
available through email and
posters around campus.

foreadtotner
5. Get a meal exdtanll¢

from CIa! and eat outside (if
it's not too cold!

so maybe you get fries

WHAT YOU USUALLY GET WITH $5

If you wttnessaews,
drop it on us hot@

mwhOO3@mcdaniei.edu,
or

~

WHAT WE GIVE YOU FOR $5
Free on-line banking

Free checking with interest and no minimum balance

Free checks included with direct deposit

· Visar2 ATM/Debit Cards

· Great rates on auto loans and Visaolll credit cards

· Access to surcharge-free ATMs at all Maryland

7-Eleven Stores

· Access to surcharge-free ATMs in the Allpo.int Network,

including Giant, Target, ExxonMobil, CVS, and
Rite-Aid.

Not bad for $5.
As a student, faculty or staff member of McDaniel

College, a $5.00 deposit to a First Financial FCU

savings account is all you need to belong. As a

member you have complete access to all the

products and services we offer. For more

information please visit:

www.firstfinancial.org or call 410.321.6060.

http://www.bally-
http://www.cdbaby.com.
mailto:mwhOO3@mcdaniei.edu,
http://www.firstfinancial.org
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Faking it: A guide to
surviving the Superbowl
--------- . 1. Let's start with the essen-

tials; a touchdown is worth 6
points, a field goal is worth 3,
and a safety is worth 2.
Commit that to memory - if
you ask anybody, your cover
is totally going to be blown.

KATELYNN MCGINLEY
SfAFF WRITER

For every red-blooded
sports fan out there for whom
the Super Bowl is the Mecca of
all sporting events - there's
probably at least a handful of
people like me, who just don't
really get it. However, not
understanding the attraction
in watching a bunch of gro\VTl
men in spandex tackling one
another does not excuse any
of us from the obligation of, at
the very least, attending a
Super Bowl party.

Which means that myself
and the rest of the football-

2. In terms of what team
you're going to root for, you
aren't allowed to base your
choice on who has cooler uni-
form colors or the cuter quar~
terback.

3. You're supposed to be
happy if the game goes into
overtime. I know, it's not fair.
Pretend.

challenged portion of the
United States will be required 4. Under no circumstances are
to spend the evening watch- you allowed to say
ing our friends become prow "Touchdown! Kisses!" You
gressively drunker and will not get them, and people
scream at the television (and will hate you.
each other) whenever the
team of their choice screws 5. You are allowed to think
up, gets screwed by the refer- that commercials are the best
ee, or someone bad mouths part of the Super Bowl. That's
their quarterback. While all what most people think any~
this is going on, we sit quietly way - even if they don't admit
by ourselves, staring in blank it,
confusion at the chaos around

call that angers the room, join
in the shouting and obscenity
hurling. "You have GOT to be
KIDDING me!" is a personal
favorite. Seriously. Try it. It's
fun. I like yelling it at the ATM
when it tells me I have $3.00 in
my bank account.

8. Comedians take note; Janet
Jackson jokes aren't funny
anymore. Find new material.
Seriously. Prince is playing the
halftime show, Billy Joel is
going to be singing the
National Anthem, and K~Fed
is starring in a commercial.
You're going to have plenty of

9. I know that you don't
understand it - but for ~ lot of
people, this is a pretty serious
thing. It's OK to tease people
at the start of game, but be
aware that the amount of alec-
hal consumed will have
increased dramatically by the
time the game is over, so
refrain from any taunting that
might potentially result in you
getting punched.

• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •••••••••••••••••
The Colts came in favorites, and left champions. 'The
The rain certainly contributed to six fumbles-three
The Bear's Devin Hester's kickoff retum for
Indianapolis. But Kelvin Hayden's interception
the deal for the Colts, whose superstar quarterback
game, in the biggest game of them all-the Superbowl.
Manning was named MVP of the game. The Colts are for

but faltered soon thereafter.
Beers-c. and three interceptions.
the opening seconds shocked

tcudtdcwn will, 11:44 remain~ sealed
and for all he could win the big

trophy presentation, Peyton
time, NFl, champions.

us and wonder if anyone will 6. When in doubt, offer to ]0. When your eyes start
notice if we sneak out and fetch more beer/soda/chips. developing that perpetual
watch a Scrubs re-run. But in doing so, be aware that Qlazed over thing halfway

No worries, fellow sports standing in front of the televi- through the game, take heart-

dyslexics - there's hope for sion or blocking the view at you've got all year to reco~e:' __d.!~~~~~i~~lii~!!!!!~;i~~:;~~~~ilili,!~you yet. You too can enjoy (or any time (during the game or and prepare for the next one.
at least convincingly pretend the commercials) is going to
to enjoy) the Super Bowl fes- cause you to get pegged with
tivities with the best of them. whatever inanimate object get out there and fake it
To help you with that, here are that is within reach. for the team, kid.
a couple basic tips and sug·
gesrions: 7 .When the referee makes a

BRIAN ENGLER close second, though a differ-
STAFF WRITER ent kind of good was the Janet--...::.::_::_:_==--- Jackson/Justin Timberlake

There are some things that, show.
when they happen, make me This year was different
feel my age. Granted, I'm only indeed. Prince, for whatever
21, but it seems like a lot more reason the network execs con-
than that. The Super Bowl was cocted. was the performer. His
one of those times. Ican safely leading the show seemed
say, "Back in my day the com- bizarre to anyone r talked to
mercials were better!" even about it. Sophomore Mary
though it makes me feel like a Beth Bounds said that she
geezer. thought his rise in popularity

Back when I was a kid, I was due to various celebrities
didn't know much about Foot- talking about him again.
ball. I knew enough to watch His actual performance was
the game and enjoy it. odd to watch. He went from
However, the real reason I "Rollin' on the River" by CCR,
watched the games as a kid to the first few bars of "All
was for the commercials. r Along the Watchtower" by
knew that the commercials Jimi Hendrix, followed by
would make all the confusion "Getting the Best of You" by
not matter. It was almost like The Faa Fighters. It was a
the second coming of bizarre medley, followed by
Christmas! Merry Christmas the only song of his he per·
Brian, enjoy these comrner- formed, "Purple Rain". All I
dals for you'll never see them could think afterwards was
again! And enjoy them I did. "Prince, please give our songs

Then, there was the half back."
time show. I never really The set was adorned and in
watched this until a few years the style of the symbol he con-
ago, but it's never been that verted to when he was The
wonderful. The best one I Artist Formerly Known As
remember was the one Paul Prince. He even had a guitar
McCartney did. Although a fashioned after the syrnbol.

The commerdals
from several drug commer-
cials to a pop culture reference
with K·Fed in a fast food job
to online companies.
Budweiser seemed to have a
monopoly, as there were seven
beer commercials, all of which
supported Bud or Bud Light.
They were decent commer-
cials at least.

My favorite commercial
involved Robert Goulet raid-
ing offices and messing with
your stuff, and taping people
to chairs sometime around
3:00 in the afternoon. It ended
with him clinging to the ceil-
ing. The product was Emerald
Mixed Nuts, which claimed to
give you the energy to put off
Goulet's raids for another day.

Other than that ( enjoyed
the commercials with
cubeville workers gone tribal
and a commercial where the
bank robbed its own cus-
tomers. Over all, there were
several entertaining comrner-
dais. Maybe it's just my lost
sense of innocence, but I
remember the commercials of
my youth being better.
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Commentary: Winner's circle

Colts, Peyton legendary
LINDSEY GRAHAM

STAFF WRITER

There was once a time when professional
golfer Phil Mickelson shared Peyton
Manning's plight. Mickelson was once referred
to as "The Greatest Golfer to have never won a
Major" until his April 2004 Masters win.
Manning currently holds the title as "The
Greatest Quarterback to have never won a
Super Bowl."

On Sunday February 4, 2007 Manning man-
aged to get the monkey off his back when the
Colts came out with a victory against the
Chicago Bears. It will go down in sports histo-
ry like the day Wilt Chamberlain finally won
an NBA Championship, when his east coast
counterpart won 11.

Manning has put up gaudy numbers but in
the eyes of many football writers and commen-
tators there was still something missing.
Manning had never been to a Super Bowl and
had come up short so many times that people
started questioning if he really was one of the
great Quarterbacks.

This has sparked the great Brady-Manning
debate. New England Patriots Quarterback
Tom Brady does not have the same eye~pop~
ping numbers but he has shown the ability to

come through with the game on the line. The
pressure of the big game does not affect
Brady's ability to make plays unlike his
Indianapolis counterpart.

In the past when a high-pressure game was
put into Manning's hands he tried to do too
much. He tried to be 100 perfect with every
play and ended up outsmarting himself.
During a play in the 2004 Playoff game against
the Patriots, the Colts went with a direct snap
to running back Edgerrin James therefore put-
ting Manning in motion. Clever play, but ille-
gal. Officials quickly caught the illegal motion
by #18 and the Colts were charged with a 5-
yard-penalty.

The 2006 Peyton Manning was different than
the 2004 or 2005 Peyton Manning. In this year's
AFe Championship Game, Manning came out
after the half down 2]~6,the old Peyton would
have panicked, the new Peyton stayed com-
posed. With short passes over the middle he
was able to move the Colts dawnfield and keep
the New England's defense on the field; there-
fore winning the game for indianapolis.

The new Peyton is in the house and on the
first Sunday night in February, Peyton
Manning had finally succeded to drop the
moniker "The Greatest Quarterback to have
never won a Super Bowl." .

I

C~
.Commentarf; The defeated

Bears fan? Turn emo now
ROB GOEKE
STAFF WRITER

Thursday, February 1
Even after his final retire-

ment, Michael Jordan still
reigns as one of the most rec-
ognizable athletes across the
world. He could go anywhere
from New York to New Delhi
and receive nothing but love
and adulation and easily
claim to be the most popular
athlete wherever he is.

Except for one place:
Chicago - the city where he
won all his championships,
scored almost 30,000 points.
The city where he finally
made the world realize that
there was more to the Windy
City than AI Capone and John
Dillinger.

How could this be possi-
ble? How could the world's
biggest star not get the same

[ave in his home city that
he gets in Beijing?

One reason: The
Bears.

It's true. Waller
Payton, the leg-
endary running
back and any other
former Chicago
Bear, gets more love
for helping will the
Bears one Super Bowl

than Jordan, Scottie
Pippen and Phil Jackson

combined get for

winning six NBA charnpt-
onships.

Why does this city have
such a love for a football team,
who in 41 years has only been
to two Super Bowls? Identity.

Chicago is a hard city,
where a brisk November after-
noon with wind gusting off
Lake Michigan is about as
cold as it gets in any winter in
Maryland. It may be the
biggest city between Los
Angeles and New York and is
becoming more cosmopolitan
and an increasing financial
center and transportation hub.

But the identity of the city,
the heartbeat, the one trait that
everyone wears on their
sleeves from Zion to Calumet
City to Elmhurst to Lake
Shore Drive is this: hard work.
Toughness. Pride.

In many ways, the Bears
personify and define
Chicago's psyche. When they
began scoring touchdown
after touchdown in the fourth
quarter against the Saints it
was both joyous and perfect.

An ideal symbolism existed
in the early evening air that
Sunday afternoon as snow
began to fall and over 65,000
fans screamed loud enough
that their din reached across
the lake to Michigan as their
team would finally return to a
place they hadn't been in over
two decades.

This is a team that is loved
so much that usually, their
given moniker does not sui-
flee. Even Urslls arctos horri-
bilis doesn't work. In casual
conversation, people refer to
their team as "The Beloved."
Or, most famously, De Bears.

Now that they are playing
in the biggest football game
this side of the Champions
League Final, it is a time to
rejoice, especially knowing
that this Sunday will be the
most exciting day since aneth-
er Sunday in January, 1986 for
so many in the city of Big
shoulders ..
Sunday, Febllrary 4111, Postgame

The nothingless and hope-
lessness that one feels as a Rex
Grossman pass hangs softly in
the air before being pluc.ked
by a member of the opposite
team is comparable to nothing
in sport.

In a game that probably
should have been decided by
three or four dozen points,
only one sufficed. But there
are positives in every nega-
tive. And as Andy Dufresne
said in Tile Slwwsllank
Redemption, hope is a good
thing, maybe the best of
things. And no good thing
ever dies.

At the very least, there was
some Purple Rain at halftime.

Entertainment subpar
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Jan term adventures abroad
While most students were stuck inside, fighting the frost, several groups of McDaniel students were off exploring
the world. Students were given the opportunity to snorkel and fish in Belize, build a house in Guatemala, and
soak up art and culture in Italy ... all while receiving credit! Feel free to live vicariously through the following

composite of Jan Term adventures (Compiled by Amanda Klein).

Andrea Mandato-
Italy Through the Lens

Over this past Jan Term I went to
Italy with Sue Bloom's photog-
raphy class. We traveled all
throughout Italy driving up and
down the Tuscan countryside
and seeing such amazing histor-
ical landmarks such as the
Pantheon, Coliseum, and the
Sistine Chapel in Vatican City.
My favorite parts of the trip
were in our free time wandering
around soaking up the culture,
taking pictures and enjoying the
food. The marketplace in

Florence had beautiful cashmere scarves of every color, hand
blown Murano glass bead jewelry, the finest Italian leather and
the best gelato in the world. OUT trip ended with a three-day
tour of Venice where we got to take a gondola ride and feed the
pigeons in San Marco Piazza. The trip was a once in a lifetime
experience.

Michael Valentino-
Fishing and Diving: Belize

Belize was awesome. I really
liked visiting the Myan ruins
and I loved fishing. The
weather was sunny and warm
every single day we were
there. Sn~Jrkeling was pretty
sick too. I have never been to
a place like that before and it
was interesting to see a differ-
ent way of life.

Lindsey Vitek-
Topics in European Economic History and
Development

Budapest was an amazing
experience. We were able to
explore the city, and see so
many new things. We loved
the castles and churches and
visiting the hot baths. Not only
were we able to see the city, but
we were given free time to
travel. We visited Munich,
Vienna, and Prague. It was
exciting to have a class with so
many international students
and meet so many different
kinds of people

Carlton Klein-
Volunteer in Guatemala

The trip was good. Good -solid work during the day and time
to relax in clubs at night. We put a lot of work in our house and
it was rewarding. The people were incredibly friendly and we
could see an active volcano from my work site. This was my
third trip to Latin America and it is worth every penny.

Aces has plenty of smokin' action, no plot
JEROME DEFRANCES

STAFF WRlTER

"Aces" Israel (Jeremy Piven).
The FBI has been monitoring
the head of the family and
hears about the hit. In an
attempt to keep Israel and his
testimony against the mob
alive, he has been hidden
away in a luxurious Lake
Tahoe casino penthouse. An
the while his manager (Curtis
Armstrong) attempts to work
out a deal with FBI director
Stanley Locke (Andy Garcia).

Not to take a backseat to the
action and violence, hit-
women Georgia (Alicia Keys)
and Sharice (Taraji Henson),

[f you're looking for a
movie with plenty of action,
violence, and gore, then head
to your computer to find show
times for Smokin' Aces. The
number of big time names in
the film is only matched by
the number of hit men all
looking to make their biggest
kill.

Mob boss Primo Sparazza
(losepb Ruskin) has issued a
$1 million contract out on a
Las Vegas magician Buddy

devise a plan to get in on the
action, and steam up the situa-
tion with their sex appeal.

All the contract killers, with
their different approaches,
converge on the hotel and
casino in fearless pursuit of
Buddy. The death toll is high
and blood splatters all over.
Eventually, the reason behind
the contract hit is revealed.
An action packed movie, with
a twist at the end.

What more could you want
from this type of film?

If you feel down- - -
pick this up

By Torreka jordan

"Instead of worrying about what we
might do wrong, we should keep

standing up on the inside and pressing
forward, attempting to dosometbing
right. We can be so afraid of making a

mistake that we end up
never doing anything."

Life is about taking risks and if
we avoid taking constructive
chances, ~e are denying Our-
selves ofllie. We all have to learn
how t~ walk by faith and be con-
fident III Our decisions.

JoyceMeyer
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One fan's memories of coach Bob Flynn
MARCELLUS CLEMENT

CONTRIBUTOR

I can remember it like it was
yesterday. There is this tall
guy standing in the middle of
Glar's walkway, a guy around
6'5", wearing a green terror
jacket and khaki pants, hold-
ing his hand out and asking
the question" Are you coming
to the game tonight? Game
starts at 7pm. Be there at
6:30pm!" This incredible guy
was Bob Flynn.

Coach Flynn was only in his
second season as head coach

of the McDaniel Green Terror
Men's Basketball team, until
this past January when he
unfortunately passed away.
However, in those two years,
not only has he turned a strug-
gling Men's Basketball pro-
gram around, he sparked a
fresh atmosphere to the
McDaniel community.

In the 2005 - 2006 basketball
season, the group, "Flynn's
Friends" was started. This
group was a collection of stu-
dents who showed confidence
and trust in Coach Flynn
bringing back a winning tradi-

tion to McDaniel. Men's
Basketball. T-shirts were sold
all around campus for fans to
wear to the game with the
famous line of "Flynn's
Friends" on the front, and
"Don't Call It A Comeback"
on the back.

In the first home game,
along with the recruitment of
fans by Coach Flynn, Flynn's
Friends showcased their
cheers and support when
McDaniel faced #6, Ursinus
College. The game was a bat-
tle back and forth, but
McDaniel took the win when

Mike DiPiero hit the game
winning shot from half court
as time expired. What did
Coach Flynn do? He shook
the hand of every fan and said
thank you for your support.

That sums up what Coach
Flynn was about. He was a
man about building relation-
ships. Gregg Nibbelink, Head
Athletic Trainer at McDaniel
College, commented on what
a wonderful man Coach Flynn
was to his prevention and care
of athletic injuries class. He
stated. that Coach Flynn made
it a mission to know every-

one's name. Not only did he
want to know all the names to
his fellow co-workers, he
wanted to know the name of
each student on campus.

Even though Coach Flynn
won't be able to complete his
mission, there is one thing he
did complete. He has set a
legacy in McDaniel College
and showed the true pride in
what it means to be a
McDaniel Green Terror.
Coach Flynn will be missed,
because he was truly a
McDaniel Man.

About an editor - tales from the newsroom
KATHRYN YOUNG
FEATIJRES EDITOR

Maybe it was the unbear-
able heat, or the continuous
"sweet tunes" from COONSY,
or possibly even the leftover
tea-cup in the corner over-
flowing with ... well, I'm not
even sure. All I know is that
every other Sunday of Fall
Semester 2006, I spent most of
my precious time in the base-

ment of Rouzer in the beloved
"Newsroom." .

In 2005, I watched Beth
Mcl.ane, then editor of the
Free Press, go through wars
with Macs and mice just to get
the paper finished by 10:00
a.m. on Monday. So I am at a
loss as to why I even signed
my name to be co-editor of the
paper for the following year.
But to this day I believe that
the only reason I made this
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decision that would change
2006 for me was The Free
Press.

It was fairly important that
Mike Habegger (still co-edi-
tor) with his "Yo's" didn't
make it into the paper or that
Emily Biondo's artwork for
the center spread actually
printed, but only at 4:00 a.m. I
could have cared less. But I
wanted to be there to support
The Free Press that I know
now as my family, not just as a
paper that comes cut biweek-
Iy.
Together, staff members and

editors made easy as well as
some tough decisions about
every issue distributed on
campus. Some easy decisions
included what tunes to crank
up or what food to order at

2:00 a.rn.
One of the toughest deci-

sions that Mike and l had to
overcome was whether or not
eleven students' names
should be printed in The Free
Press once those names
appeared in westminster City
Police records. Truthfully, I
was shortsighted about the
crazy and endless impact that
the decision to print the
names would have had. All I
thought of was how hard we
had all worked, and how it
would have been completely
unfair to my staff not to do
what I considered my journal-
istic duty.

That saga proved to be a bit
ofa bumpy journey, but noth-
ing more than a diet coke
could solve, right Mike?

Ultimately, the decisions I
made as co-editor helped me
realize that any decisions
linked to a newspaper cannot
be made casually. Most deci-
sions have legal implications;
every decision has to be
weighed with the newspaper
staff and the college commu-
nity in mind.

No doubt - I jumped into
the editorship a little naively,
but I'm less so now and I'm
more convinced that it was the
best decision I've made in a
long time. The Free Press is
definitely a family - some-
times a harmonious family,
sometimes not. And it's great
to be part of a staff - a family
- that puts out a good paper.

The Vagina Cast
On Fdday and Saturday night, over forty lovely ladies here
at McDaniel raised about five thousand dollars in their
production of Eva Enslers The Vagina Monlogues. The
money raised is going to the Family and Children Services
and Trauma Survivors. The show was acclaimed by audi-
ence members to be one of the best since its first produc-
tion here at McDaniel. The cast and directors would like to
thank everyone for coming out and cheering them on as
they poured out their hearts in devotion to peace and vagi-
nas! ~ Christy Searing

e opinions expresse 0 not necessan y represe~t ~ ose 0 le
McDaniel Free Press staff, the faculty, or the admlOlstrators of

McDaniel College.
The paper welcomes free-lancesent the frecpres..®mcdanje!.edu.
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religion, gender, sexual orientation, national origin, condition of

handicap, or marital status.
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(410)751-8600 FAX:(410)857-2729

E-Mail:freepress@mcdaniel.edu

Copy Editor
Pat O'Toole '07
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is so willing to. spend money
we don't have, why not spend
it on something in the U.S.?
Something that would actual-
ly benefit THIS country?

My point is we need a pres-
ident who actually cares more
about this country-you
know, the country he's presid-
ing over? Rather than sticking
his head where it doesn't
belong, we need a president
who is concerned with his

Troop surge a bad decision by George Bush
nation, just to name a couple. nation."

r think Bush is so far in over Our intentions started off
his head that if he were to

OK, I admit it. I voted for recant his latest proclamations
Bush! I did. But I also admit he would probably appear
that if given the chance to vote foolish and perhaps even look
for his impeachment, Iwould like a coward-but it would
without hesitation say yes. I be the right thing to do.
first believed in this blubber- He's taking advantage of
ing dimwit from Texas, his power and is misleading
despite his faults (mainly his the people. Ihave to wonder if
inability to get through more Condoleezza Rice and others
than two sentences without in Bush's office really believe
fumbling over his words or in this war or if they are stand-
making up one of his own). ing behind him because of

How do I loathe thee? Let their political obligations.
me count the ways ...Not only Westarted this war with the
has he sent thousands of Ll.S. intent of finding Hussein and
troops to their death (and into bin Laden. We've found and
a country we don't belong, no killed the former and I think
less), but he has also put this it's evident we wont find the
country into an enormous latter. We are making a mess
debt; a debt some politicians in Iraq and half of the Iraqis
and statisticians say will take don't even want us over
this country at least four gen- there-why do you think they
erations to recover from. keep planting mortars for our

Our government has spent vehicles to run over?
billions of now wasted money Senior Ryan Lillis finds
on a pointless war that has. Bush's course of action lack-
been costly to our country in Ing proof of success.
numerous devastating ways, "It is hard to agree with
such as the lack of support for Bush's actions when it cannot
the Katrina victims and lack of be confirmed that efforts in money our government has
education funding across the Iraq are benefiting either been so willing to throwaway

Enough is enough- impeach the president
He can't even get his troop outright because of human
surge plan pushed through-- greed. Any economist will
isn't he supposed to be the admit this. Do you not realize
commander in chief of the that every time you buy some-
military? It's obvious he's thing you are stepping on
ineffective as an executive. someone else? You choose
- So who's running America. where your money goes, and

now? Why haven't we ousted in' paying Barnes & Noble
this guy years ago? $400 for books, you are

America sits in front ofTVs, depriving someone else of the
blindly following its orders- same opportunity to earn that
consume, reproduce, keep $400.
quiet. All we have done is You may say that this is a
trade feudal lords for CEOs. false choice--we all have to
Everyone is conscripted by the spend our resources to sur-
system, never being able to vtve. This may be true, but
escape the everyday grind of 9 simply because it is true now
to 5. Our lives are meaning- does not mean that there is no
less, hopelessly lost in a mech- better way of life to be real-
anism of desires controlled 'by ized!
those in power-proponents of America is the nation where
laizzes-faire economics. everything is peachy because

There is no time for reflec- we all have an opportunity to
tion, for the digestion of phi- be great.
losophy. We have no concep- Youcan take that statement,
tion of what "the good" really spray paint it on a flag, and
is. Life can be better, but the wrap yourself up in it. I will
system 'ties down the middle not be crucified on golden
class in such a way that we arches. I will not slave from 9
cannot act, cannot free our- to 5 so that someone else can
selves from the liberal-demo- get rich.
crattc myth. I'm focusing my energy not

And we are told that life is on how to get ahead of my col-
as good as it gets. leagues so I can live the good
Communism won't work. life. I'm searching for answers.

He's done. His policies are because people are greedy and I'm searching for elite
flaccid, as are his social values. selfish. Capitalism also fails accountablity-and I'm find-

SARAH BLACK
COMMENTARY EDITOR

EDITORIAL

Haven't you heard? He's
done. As of Friday, February 2,
George W. Bush is no longer
the President of the United
States of America. Or was it
November 7, 2006. Maybe he
was finished August 28, 2005.
Or was it the "Axis of Evil"
speech on January 29, 2002. It
certainly should have been
over from the start in
November of 2000.

He's done folks. George
Bush is over. Everyone knows
he's not legitimately running
this country anymore. Why
haven't we impeached him
yet? Let's skip the formalities
please.

He should have been gone
after even proposing to lead
our brothers and sisters to
their deaths in Iraq. How
many ofAmerica's youth have
we lost now? Hmm, I believe
it's 3,079.Yes,it's true.

But those numbers only tell
the a small part. Saddam
Hussein, the late hated, evil,
tyrannical dictator of Iraq
from 1979 to 2003, killed
"many hundreds of thousands
of people ...the vast majority of
them Muslims," says white-

house.gov.
How many Iraqis, both mil-

itary and civilian, have died
since the U.S.-led invasion of
Iraq in 2003? 700,000+. Hmrn.
That sounds reasonable.
Thank God for the execution
of Saddam, a war criminal
beyond rehabilitation. It's
obvious he's the one who
posed the biggest threat to the
Iraqi nation's safety. If you
believe that, you are lost.

Wewill not wait around for
congress to take the steps to
impeach Bush. The six-billion
people of this world (Joe
Lieberman, Rupert Murdoch,
Osame Bin Laden not includ-
ed) will do it ourselves. They
can't stop us all,

What with Bush's illegal
wiretapping, his censorship of
the media, his silencing of
bloggers through bribes, his
disregard for human rights in
Guantanamo, his mismanage-
ment of the Iraq war, his tax
cuts for the rich, and his ram-
pant use of executive power to
silence political dissenters? It
should be a piece of cake to
impeach the guy.

Bush is no longer our pres-
ident. We don't listen to him.

good, but it now appears as if
we're just there to impose a
democratic society and to
keep the peace. New flash: we
are NOT the peace keepers of
the world!

Riding high on his power
trip, Bush is so willing to send
even more innocent, exempla-
ry lives to their death. Would
his philosophy on this war
change (or would this war
have escalated this far) if his
precious daughters were
among the infantry? It is so
easy to say yes to war when
your family is not directly
involved, when your family
isn't on the front lines, cavalar
vests strapped on, guns
aimed.

Senior Terre Thomas
explained her feelings toward
the war:

"I'm not pro-war," she said.
"I'm not convinced of the rea-
sons why it's necessary to
spend billions overseas with-
out concrete reasoning."

When we think of the

for this war, one has to won-
der why this money wasn't
used for practical and appro-
priate objectives.

Say for example, Hurricane
Katrina victims that our
President just happened to
overlook? (Yes, OK, money
was sent to help them, but it
pales in comparison to this
war's budget.) Why not use
the money to improve various
schools across the nation?
The main questions I'm ask-

ing here is: if our government
own country.

ing none.
How can we say it is most

moral to live in a SOciety
where we measure someone's
worth by the money he has in
his bank account? Is Bill Gates
better than the homeless peo-
ple we drive by everyday on
Main Street? And if you
answer yes, how does your
response in any way resemble
the doctrine of the christian
faith? In allowing Bill Gates to
collect our money, we are pub-
licly justifying his relative
goodness. Let m,etell you this-
-he wins the contest.

Days go by and we haven't
made a change. When we
impeach Bush, this will be a
first step. Everyone deserves a
voice. America's definition of
civil society is not the end-all-
be-all of the human condition.

How can we let Bush, this
tyrant, get away with his
myraid crimes? This man is a
criminal, and if our laws still
have relevance to anyone,
they are certainly relevant to
those who purport at enforce
them.

But Bush is already
impeached, haven't you
heard?

It's a new semester, and you know what that means-it's lime f()~V'()Iume 70t the McDaniel Free Press.
Come out to meetings each Monday at 7:30 PM in the Writing Center. There, you 'Willmeet the I{}Velyand lively F P ff• . . ree ress sta . if you
like photography, we want you. If you like to write, we want you. ify<>uhave story ideas

. I we want you.
"Join the few, the proud, the fearless, the McDaniel Free Press."

Remember, Monday 7:30 PM in the Writing Center in Hill Hall.
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Lots of love through 'Locks of Love'

Almost everyone knows the
tale about Rapunzel, the
young girl who had extremely
long, golden locks of hair. I
too, until recently, had long,
golden locks of hair that
reached down to my chest.

I had been growing my hair
out in order to donate it to the
organization called Locks of
Love. This group accepts hair
donations, which they use to
make wigs for financially dis-
advantaged children who
have lost their hair due to ill-
ness. You need at least 10 inch-
es worth of hair to donate, and
in the week before this semes-
ter began, mine was long
enough to do so.

r had planned on letting it
grow out a little bit more so
that the difference in style
wouldn't be so drastic, but J
decided I couldn't wait any
longer.

I made an appointment one
afternoon and went alone, in
spite of the fact that Iwas very
nervous and probably could
have used a support group.
My hairdresser, Nancy, sham-
pooed and conditioned my
hair and then placed it in two
even pigtails. As she left in
search of a ruler, I looked at
myself in the mirror and
couldn't imagine myself with
short hair.

I was too afraid; I told
myself I simply couldn't go
through with it. But then, as I
was panicking in my head,
this older woman sitting next
to me, shampooed and wait-
ing for her own hairdresser,
told me Iwas very brave.

Her voice snapped me out
of my inner turmoil and I
looked over at her._rnd smiled
politely.

She continued to talk to me,
saying how proud she was of
what I was doing. She
described how at one point

she had an illness that
caused her to lose 75%
of her hair and how
grateful she was for
people like me.

Every doubt that had
been running through
my mind disappeared.
I realized that even if

I didn't like having a
short haircut, my hair
would always grow
back. Some people
don't have that option.

Nancy returned with
a ruler, and she asked if
I was ready. I smiled,
gave a quick nod and
then watched her cut off
my 10 and a half inches
of blonde hair. Once the
pigtails were gone, Nancy
styled and dried my new hair-
cut.

I looked in the mirror and
hated it. I didn't feel pretty. I
went home and looked in the
mirror again, feeling a twinge
of regret. But the longer r
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stared and the more I
thought about it, the happier I
felt about what Ihad done.
Idon't need Rapunzellocks

to feel beautiful. U giving up
my hair allows a little girl to
see herself as a pretty princess
again, what could be more

beautiful than that?
If you want to know more

about Locks of Love or are
interested in learning how to
donate, please visit their web-
site for more information:
www.locksoflove.org

Glar is obstacle to prospective students
keeping the campus clean and the college's quality education
beautiful; they notice how and the stunning campus.
nature is part of the campus, The McDaniel College din-

The slice was in the shape and the architectural sound- ing hall does not provide
of piece of pie, but that's' ness of the campus adds to its enough healthy options.
where the similarities ended. beauty. Visitors also recognize Athletes are forced to eat fatty
"Broccoli and cheese casse- the friendliness of the alumni, foods or select from the minis-
role" read the sign. But all I the thrill of learning that flows cule options of healthy food
saw was a green and yellow through our halls, and the offered every day. When I eat
block oozing with grease. The teachers who are true experts in the dining hall, J w-ant to eat
slline slid down the side of the in their areas. But eventually healthy. I sw-im tw-enty plus
block like the blood spewing prospective students will have hours a week and I need to
from an open wound. Flakes to enter the dining hall. At absorb about 5,000 calories a
covered the top of the hunk first, the view from the bal- day. But these calories need to
like the dandruff of a sixty cony may appeal to them. have potential and not be cov-
year old man. Its odor reeked Then a whirlwind of smells ered in grease. and fat. The
through the air warning of the attacks the visitors causing a only healthy food options are
mess that was on this plate. strong discomfort. They real- the limited and not very fresh
The food at McDaniel College ize it's the trays of muck salad bar, the small sandwich
is completely unacceptable under categories such as Tuna selection, or the repetitive
and needs to be changed Casserole or Turkey Delight. wraps. The dining hall could
immediately. They would prefer not to even easily provide a healthy selec-

The first impression of a try the food, but they have tion of pasta dishes rather
school is a huge deciding fac- walked all over campus all than chicken fingers. They
tor in choosing the right one. day and they are starving. The could easily provide chicken
At orientation and school food at McDaniel College that is not fried and covered in
tours, visitors walk in awe of completely destroys any bread. They could also pro-
the beauty of the McDaniel respect a first time 'visitor may vide low fat and lean entrees,
COllege campus. They notice have after his tour. It casts a without investing unreason-
the pride McDaniel has in shadow over the prestige of able sums of money.r-------------~--------.--- .-----------------------------~

Freshman should be required
to have some sort of meal
plan, but it should not all be
limited to the grotesque din-
ing hall. Part of the meal plan
should be able to be spent in
other places, like the Coffee
shop, Grille, and around the
town of Westminster. Fourth
meal tickets, offered beyond
the maximum of thirty meals,
are not the best option.

Simply changing the meal
plan is not the solution to our
problem. Either dramatic
changes to the entire food
company needs to be made, or
a new company needs to be
hired. Universities with thou-
sands more students than
McDaniel College like the
University of Virginia, the
University of Maryland, and
Tow-son University have
exceptional food. Bad college
food is a thing of the past and
McDaniel COllege needs to
catch up.

BRYAN COLLINS
CONTRIBUTOR

COMINGSOON

The students of McDaniel
College pay a large sum of
money for their education,
which is acceptable for the
fine liberal arts education they
receive. But the food quality is
not even remotely on par with
the education. 'Few people
actually like eating jhe food at
McDaniel. However, many
students are forced to because
of the freshman requirement
of a meal plan and limited
options of other places to eat.
The meal plan forces student's
only convenient option for
food to be the dining hall.
Some freshmen have literally
changed their diets dramati-
cally. They can't continue to
eat in the dining hall so they
do not eat, or they eat signifi-
cantly fewer meals. Instead of
gaining the freshmen fifteen,
they are losing fifteen pounds.
Not only does this hurt stu-
dents physically, but it is hurt-
ing their academics. Without
fuel for your brain and body,
one not function.

T. Rowe Price

Frtd.ay~
February 16th

On Campus
Interviews

for
Investment
Operations
Associate

&
Investment

Operations lntem

for
Sales Development

Program

M&TBank

Friday,
February 23rd

On Campus
Interviews

http://www.locksoflove.org
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KATHRYN YOUNG

White House funds abstinence education
only education is that it does increase not only the risk of
delay the average age at unintended pregnancy, but
which teens have sexual inter- also AIDS and STDs.

FEATURES EDITOR

Extra! Extra! Read all about
it ...Well maybe a little less
'extra' and a little more
'reduce-your- hom-dog-ways'
and start the New Year off
. right.

The U.S. govemment is
expected to spend close to $50
million in 2007 on state-run
abstinence-only "birth con-
trol" programs. These pro-
grams are aimed at people as
old as 29.

Associate Professor, Dr.
Rebecca Carpenter says, "The
good news about abstinence-

course ... the bad news is that
teens educated under this sys-
tem are far more likely to have
unprotected sex when they do
decide to have intercourse."

Abstinence Education,
thought to reduce the number
of unwanted pregnancies, is
not going to include mention
of birth-control devices but
will rather preach abstinence.
No sex is safe sex and people
should not have sex before
marriage.

As Carpenter later points
out, unprotected sex can

"AIDS can be fataL.the
tradeoff, therefore, does not
seem worth it. Contraception
is vital information for all peo-
ple, regardless of whether
they are planning to have sex
while still in high school or
wait until they are in their
twenties."

A whopping 49 percent of
all pregnancies in the United
States are 'unintended' (that's
3.1 million a year). This per-
centage has risen 30 percent
within the last decade, and
almost half of these pregnan-

cies end in abortion.
This is an extremely high

number for a nation where
contraception is abundant.
Many have fought hard for
the woman's right to control
her own fertility-why is this
control still so out of reach?

However, what happened
to sex education being frank
and clear? Senior Katlyn Hood
says, "People will have sex,
that is a given. The question is
whether we as a nation will
take responsibility in teaching
them how to do it responsibly
and carefully."
Are you going to reduce the

number of unwanted preg-

nancies by telling people to
stop? The people who practice
abstinence seem to be doing
fine without their govern-
ment's help.

Hood exclaims, "Money
spent on abstinence will only
increase the pregnancy and
abortion rates ...The govern-
ment has a right to have a say
on the sexual activity of it's
people, because it is what is
creating the future Americans,
but also with that right it has
the responsibility to teach
Americans how to prevent
against unwanted pregnancy."

College offers cash for community service
be used for community serv- few minutes away from cam- good program because it gets soon as possible. In order to

A~~ ~~FER ice programs. There are cur- pus, is o~e ~f th~ sites for the .stud~nts lPv~lved in the com- get started, Williams reCOID-
rently about twelve students community service program. muruty and off campus for a mends going to the website,

Are you a student who qual- involved in the program and A list of the other sites is avail- little while. Williams admitted contacting her, or contacting
ifies for Federal Work-Study? the financial aid office is look- able on the McDaniel College that she thought it sounded the employer directly.
Do you like to work with ing for more people to get Financial Aid website under fun. For more information or
kids? Would you like to get off involved. the "Federal work-study" sec- "It's a different environ- suggestions of other possible
campus? Well Patty williams, Many of the positions avail- tion. ment from working in the sites for the program, contact
the Director of Financial Aid, able include working with Although the program is a library or an office," said Patty Williams in the Financial
has an opportunity for you. children and offering home- community service program, Williams. Aid office at extension 2234 or

Every year the government work help as well other acfivi- students do get paid mini- She encourages students by email at pwilliams
requires that 7% of the money ties. William Winchester mum wage. that might be interested in the ®mcdaniel.edu.
that is given to schools must Elementary, which is only a Williams believes it is a program to get involved as

Terrorwinning streak continues indefinitely
LINDSEY GRAHAM

STAFF WRITER

December 7th is an impor-
tant day in United States his-
tory, but the date also serves
Significance to the 2006-2007
Green Terror women's basket-
ball team.

It was on this date,
December 7, 2006, that the
Lady Terror began their 14-
game winning streak with a
dramatic come-from-behind
win against conference foe
Gettysburg. But don't tell the
team that; they do not look
past anyone team.

"We really just need to
focus on one game at a time,"
says Terror guard' and Captain
Katy Powell. "Our league is
very competitive and we can

not afford to underestimate or
overlook any opponent."

Powell is one player who
has stepped up in the past 13
games. She leads the team in
total points and points-per-
game. "She is a senior that
realizes 'this is their [the sen-
iors] year," women's Head
Coach Becky Martin tells the
Free Press.

During their run the Terror
have utilized their bench
effectively, having six players
with over 10 points in a game
at least once. The bench has
also performed well coming
out after half-time, able to
keep up their up-tempo pace,
according to Martin.

This current streak is an
achievement but if you ask the
Terror women, their focus is

not on the streak, but on get-
ting to the playoffs and win-
ning the conference champi-
onship.

"We are putting all our
energy into getting better and
reaching the goal we set at the
beginning of the season [win-
ning the conference champi-
onship]," says Powell.

This is the Green Terror's
fifth consecutive year of hav-
ing a winning streak of eight
or more games in the middle
of season. In the past years
they have had two eight game
winning streaks (2002-2003
and 2005-2006), a 13 game
winning streak (2003-2004)
and a 15 game winning streak
(2004-2005). (Data from
d3hoops.com).

Layout is a very hard thing to
do. It takes creativity and
imagination and lots of luck.
This space where you are read-
ing is a product of a little bad
luck.. Fortunately we have our
creativity and imagination and
that is why we are writing this.
It's called a space or page filler,
and it's really useful. I mean,
would you rather be looking at
a blank space or reading this?
Thank you. Please read on.

by Djerdj :~)

Heather Thompson drives to the hoop. She leads the team in rebounding

Bring Resumes!
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Puerto Rico trip helps swim team improve
LAURAHUTION ~~~~~. inIt~~~i~~~:;~~

_--,--,-'P,-O_RT_'_'_Dl,-TO,-R-:--:-_ ing we experience all
At 2:30 am on Wednesday, year and it is designed

January 3my cell phone alarm as a huge push. A push
goes off. I grumble, tum it that propels us into our
off, grab my suitcase and second chunk of meets
equipment bag, and head out leading up to Chapter
into the quiet, cold night. C ham pia n s hip 5,

Upon arriving at the pool, my February 16-18.
exhaustion is lifted, the swim Upon arriving in Puerto
team is about to go to Puerto Rico, everyone is exhausted.
Rico. All we want to do is go to the

Sophomore, Stef hotel and sleep. Wehave been
McCole is her usual bouncy on the move since very early
self, even at 3 a.m., thanks to a and had not slept much before
few cans of coke. Freshman, arriving at the Harlow pool
Chris Bosco already has his that morning. However, we
camera out, ready to docu- drive the hour from the air-
ment the entire journey. port to the pool and had our
Shorty, the charter bus arrives first Puerto Rico practice.
and we make our way to BWl. At that moment, the pool

While most McDaniel stu- was one of the last places I
dents spent their Jan Terms at wanted to be. The bus ride
home working or on campus had given me a horrible
for sports or class, the swim headache.. and like everyone
team spent the first week of it else, I was exhausted. Once I
on a training trip in Puerto dove into the pool, my
Rico. Though easily misccn- headache disappeared and the
ceived, this is by no means a practice went from something

I was dreading to a helpful
event. Despite the amount of
energy the trip took out of us,
we fought strongly through
practice.

In times like these, one real-
izes that swimming is more
than just going through the
motions, it becomes a mental
challenge and a matter of
pushing the pain and exhaus-
tion away rather than letting it
consume you. The impor-
tance comes in knowing that...-------,

pool at McDaniel is 25
yards. Thus, this new
environment gave us
the opportunity to
lengthen and really
tone our strokes. On
Monday the 8th, we
had a day off and
went to Old San Juan

to experience the culture of
the city.

The next day practices were
from 6:30-8:30 am and 3-5 pm.
The afternoon practice was
run by the captains, seniors
Molly Bolek and Mark
Yankovich. The captains are
the backbone of this team.
Yankovich brings us together
on deck before each meet to
pump us up and Bolek always
delivers in the pool. They are
two of the most devoted
swimmers Ihave ever known.

We left Puerto Rico on the
10th, after morning practice.
The swimming total for the
trip was 45 miles, its fine.

Once we returned to cam-
pus meets started again. On
January ]6, we really came
together and fought for our
win against Elizabethtown.
Like the meet against Ursinus
on November 11, the women's
meet came down to the final
relay. However, both the men
and women won the
Elizabethtown meet (the
women lost at Ursinus).
There was a push and a fire
inside us; we had to touch the
wall first.

The meet against Bryn

IiiiiiilIiiiii

we are all in this together and
one person's negative energy
can bring the entire team
crumbling down.

Staying positive can be
hard, especially while in such
close quarters and working so
hard so often. One just has to
understand that it is about a
love for the sport and the team
and the understanding that
whatever one swimmer strug-
gles with we all face together.

Not only is it a sport and
time spent training in new
and tropical places. It is a
love/hate relationship, a way
of life that one is always a part
of with people who become a
family and can never be for-
gotten.

Over the next six days prac-
tices stayed on a pretty similar
schedule. Morning practice
was from 8:30-10:30 am and
followed by abs and other dry
land work. Then, there was
time in the afternoon to eat
lunch, rest, and go out on the
beach. Afternoon practice
was from 5:50-7:30 pm preced-
ed by dry land and some run-
rung.

We swam long course in a
50 meter outdoor pool. The

Mawr was a disappointment.
The final score was 60-62, we
lost by two points. After the
meet, locker room talk was
full of regret.

The guy's team did a lot to
lift the spirits at that meet.
Always at the Bryn Mawr
meet for 'support, they
showed up in Speedos and
body paint spelling out "GO
TERROR", complete with
posters.

Though small in number,
we make up for it with pride.
In Puerto Rico, the guys
played football in their
Speedos with a tennis ball.
They are completely crazy and
their upbeat moods inspire us
all to swim fast and have fun.

As Championships
approach, we set out to prove
to ourselves that we will fight
until the touchpad is reached.
Every practice has been lead-
ing up to the final big meet
since pre-season began the last
week of August. We have
worked too hard and too long
to back off now.
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Men's basketball strong despite coach tragedy
campus received the terrible left to play. And in the
news that no one would have Dickinson game, Kizmahr
expected. Grell hit a game-winning

Coach Flynn, a for- jumper for the Red Devils
mer coach and AD at to put them out on top.
Cardinal Gibbons and the The McDaniel men
East coach in the 2004 "brought it", as Coach
McDonalds All- Flynn wanted them to,
American Game, died but things just did not go
the next day of a massive their way.
heart attack at the age of Sophomore Ryan
49. It came as a massive Brandenburg and junior
shock to the entire campus Brett Foelber continue to
who realized that the man carry this team, as they are
who rallied so many fans in the only players averaging
Clar to attend horne games more than ten points per
and who wore his signature game. Brandenburg, who is Brandenburg leads the team in seer-
red towel on his shoulder on the season along with per- averaging 14.3 points per tng at 14.3 ppg, and in 3-point field
the sidelines would not be forming his duties as Student game, scored a career-high 29 goals with 53.

with us anymore. Academic Support Services points in the
Coach Flynn affected Director, was able to bring Haverford game and

and touched so many lives something good out of a trag- had 23 points in the
during his life and coaching ic week for the McDaniel win against
career, and the players on his Community. This would be Gettysburg
team are a product of his atti- Selby's third stint as Interim January 20th.
tude. When asked last year Head Coach, but the first time The Green
what he was going to bring to he would be named coach Terror are going to
this team, Coach Flynn stated, during the season. need these two, along
"I want my players thinking The Green Terror have with the rest of the
that they can win every played four games since the team, to continue
game". And even though tragedy, and you may think playing at a high level
their commanding officer is that the team has given up in order to salvage
no longer with them, the men and that the news over the something out of a
knew that they still had to past few weeks has taken a season where every-
rally together and continue toll on team play. one has lost so much
the fight throughout this You would be wrong. already. The team just
tragedy. Two of those four needs to rally togeth-

Assistant Coach games (vs. Haverford and er, take what Coach
Kevin Selby was named Dickinson) were decided by Flynn taught them,
Interim Head Coach for the less than four points, and both and realize that no
Terror's game against included drama at the end of matter what happens,
Gettysburg on January 20th, the game. In the Haverford they are making the
which did end up in a Green game, the Green Terror fought campus, and their

Joe Hunter minutes Terror victory. Selby,who will back strongly but ultimately coach, very proud.
played and is second in a/to at 1.37. coach the team for the rest of lost with just fourteen seconds rpg, and ISsecond In sconng at tz 7 ppg

Green Terror continue winning ways

RYAN CHELL
SPORTS EDITOR

On January Tlth, the Green
Terror's men's basketball team
was 7N6, and 4-3 in Centennial
Conference play. The team
was off to its best start since
]987. The team had just
earned a victory against con-
ference rival Muhlenberg, and
they were looking forward to
playing in front of the home
crowd who would be return-
tng from winter break

The team was close to
eclipsing its win total from last
season, and it seemed to be
making improvements with
Coach BobFlynn in his second
year in the coaching chair. But
tragedy struck the next day, as
the team and the rest of the

CHRIS FERRlCK·MANLEY
STAFF WRITER

The Green Terror Women's
Basketball team extended
their winning streak to twelve
games with a 69-60 win over
Haverford on Saturday (the
27th) during the Women's
Basketball Coaches versus
Cancer Awareness Day.

The Jan Term was extreme-
ly successful for the Terror as
they went undefeated and
currently stand at 16-2 with a
12-] conference mark.
Rebecca Martin, the head
coach, congratulated her team
upon making it through Jan
Term, which she considers to
be a tougher part of the sched-
ule than fall semester.

"In the first semester, they
learn to play with academics
and as a team," said Martin,
"during Jan Term its time to
focus on basketball and more

intensive practices."
In terms of opponents, the

Terror only faced three confer-
ence opponents before winter
break, and all but two of their
games during Jan Term were
in conference play. Martin
places a high amount of value
on conference wins because
they decide the playoff seed-
ing and whether the team will
get home court advantage and
"the best fans in the confer-
ence", according to Martin.

Injuries have been a con-
cern for the Terror during the
season. Senior Amy Watson
broke her collarbone in the
second game of the year and
only recently returned. Other
starters have missed games as
well.
"So far the team has found a

way to handle obstacles", said

Martin. Her system of play
makes full use of the roster,
giving experience to more
players and leaving them bet-
ter equipped to deal with
injuries. "The Freshman play
a lot, they have upper-class
experience", said Martin.

The Terror has three road
games, at Dickinson, at
Swarthmore, and at Johns
Hopkins, before its next
scheduled home game
February 10th against
Muhlenberg at 1:00.

The squad knocked off
.Dickinson on January 30th, 59-
53, all bu t clinching home
court advantage for the Con-
ference playoffs. The win
extended their win-streak. to
thirteen games. Katy Powell
led McDaniel with 13 points;

Heather Thompson con-
tributed 11 points and 2
assists.
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Chick flick
reviewed by two
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INSIDE

MELANIE CHUPEIN
NEWS EDITOR

Nearly three weeks after
Blanche Ward Hall residents
and campus administrators
faced a bomb scare, campus
safety and the Westminster
police have not been able to
identify the culprit.

On the evening of February
3, a call was made on the blue
light phone outside Blanche
by a caller who sounded like
an intoxicated male. The
caller tried to disguise his
voice and stated that he
would blow up the building,
according to Michelle
Leiberman, associate director
of media relations.

"If students know anything,

Super Bowl
overseas not the

"We want to get to the bottom of this
and keeping students safe is our

number one priority."
- Michelle Lieberman

[they should] share informa-
tion with campus safety or
even the police, "said
Leiberman. "We want to get to
the bottom of this and keeping
students safe is our number
one priority."

Mike Webster, director of
campus safety, said the
Westminster police are cur-
rently assisting campus safety
in their investigation. Since it
is "our offense" the college

Page 13
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Red Square was transformed into a winter wonderland, but the cold
did not stop everyone from wearing shorts and flip-flops.For more
photos, see page 4.

same

tion and finance, "It's hard to
visualize that there will be
years that. it won't go up." In
the past 15 years, tuition has
increased between four and
five percent each and every
year. This year's five p~rcent
increase remains consistent
with last year's five percent

hik~s for room and board, the
rates will remain the same. A
standard double room in a tra-
ditional residence hall will
cost $3,200 a year and t~e
standard 210 meal plan will
remain at $2,700, leaving a

AMANDA KLEIN
STAFF WRITER

Ben Franklin once said, "An
investment in knowledge
always pays the highest
return." Luckily for McDaniel
students, their investment in
knowledge is soon to' go up
again. Next year McDaniel'S
tuition will rise from $27,280
to $28,940 a year.

Though the five percent
hike may come as a shock, this
tate is actually quite standard.
According to Ethan Seidel,

vice president for administra-

grand total of $34,840 (not
induding health insurance
and various other undergrad-
uate fees).

In comparison to other
institutions, McDaniel's year-
ly tuition percentage increase
is generally small. After
researching tuition figures of
16 schools of similar size and
demographic, it was found
that McDaniel's percent
increase was ranked 14 of the
17 schools. Gettysburg
College, for instance,
increased tuition from $39,864
to $42,310 last year-a little

has enlisted the local police's
help for things like "submit-
ting fingerprint evidence to
the FBI."

Webster and his team are
actively investigating this
incident and he assured, "We
take every bomb threat seri-
ously."

The department of campus
safety has a detailed set of
protocol for emergencies such
as bomb threats, and that pro-

tocol was carried out on the
night of the bomb scare.
Webster noted that informa-
tion linked to bomb threat
protocol should not be made
public.

"I believe that these 'aren't
the kinds of issues that can be
managed by committee," said
Webster.

Neighboring Gettysburg
College's bomb threat proce-
dure, which is published on
its Security Services website,
outlines the following steps:
"Upon receiving a bomb
threat call or report, immedi-
ately complete the Bomb
Threat form." From there,
Safety and Security personnel

(see "Bomb" 011 page3)

Ice clean up worst
In twenty years

BRIAN ENCLAR
STAFF WRITER

Snow Days tend to be won-
derful, carefree days with
very little, if anything, to do.
Most often, it involves playing
in the snow or bundling up
inside your house or dorm to
avoid the cold. However, for
Phil Boob, physical plant
employee, and the many
groundskeepers and building
staff, the situation is quite the
opposite.

From as early as 5:00 A.M.,
a time before the sun rises that
may as well not exist as far as
college students are con-
cerned, until as late as 8:00
P.M., a time when many col-
lege students' nights are
beginning, 25 to 30 of (see "Clean Up" 011 page 2)

Tuition hiked but remains relatively reasonable
over six percent increase.

"Among small private insti-
tutions, we are very reason-
ably priced," says Seidel.

Seidel notes that the con-
stant increase is an attempt to
keep up with the long-term
cost of living. Not only do the
salaries of the faculty and staff
increase each year, but the cost
of day-to-day expenses steadi-
ly rise annually.

"If [tuition] doesn't go up,
then how are we going to pay
raises and pay the bills?
Because they are going to go
up," Siedel comments.

McDaniel's hard working
staff begin their 10-12 hour
days to get the ice and snow
bound campus back on its
feet.

The aftermath of the 'most
recent storm was the worst
Boob and his crew has had to
manage in 20 years, Boob
said. These sturdy caretakers
have been using steel shovels,
heavy scrapers, hand tools,
calcium chloride, ice melt -
anything they have that pene-
trates ice and enables them to
clear the campus.

So far breaking through the
ice hasn't been an easy task.

Sleet fell on top of snow.
Rain followed. This rain satu-
rated the snow / sleet mix and

In a January 29 memo
regarding the tuition increase,
President Joan Coley states,
"While they are here on the
Hill, our students are
immersed in a vibrant learn-
ing-living community
designed to enrich not only
what they learn, but how,
when and where they learn."

However, senior Ali Gargon
wonders why so many stu-
dent requests go overlooked.

"If we are paying all this
money for tuition, all I want to
know if why our concerns
(see 'Tuition" Ott page 3)
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Snow and ice make the clean up daunting
("Snow," from Page 1) demic areas are relatively Each time students took __ • _
Rain followed. This rain satu- clear, the next goal is to clear time to say thank you, staff
rated the snow/sleet mix and offPennsylvania Avenue up to members appreciated their
then froze. The result: inches North Village. In order to do kind words.
of heavy, rock hard ice. this, the maintenance people Chipping until the campus

"It's like trying to move planned on working both is clear will probably continue
concrete," Boob said. Saturday and Sunday. through this week. Hopefully

ln order to help clear this Forget time off. Events that Boob and his employees will
mess, the workers caned a 'need to be cleared for over the get some down time and plen-
localcontractortohireaheavy weekend included the ty of kudos for a job well
loader and driver. Together women's basketball game done.
they chipped until chunks [which was eventually post- And then it will snow
loosened and they could haul paned] and a small wedding. again.
them out of the way. Not all-students recognize

The primary concern for the difficulty these wonderful
clearing was to get students people have to go through
able to access Glar so they Students don't know about
could get food and warm the 10-12 hour workdays and
drinks. Once Glar was open,' the dangerous drive to and
they were able to reciprocate from the college in weather
the favor by providing the everyone else either can't, or
workers with plenty of hot won't, drive in.
drinks and food. Once Glar Thankfully, not all students
was free, the priorities for take the employees' hard
clearing went to academic work for granted. Some
areas. students have stopped

Now that most of the eca- said "Thank you."

The lighter side of the campus blotter
ROB GOEKE

STAFF WRITER

Minions wheel away cart of delectable food
be giving Sing Sing too much
credit. But when you consider
what some students are doing
to. try to eat some decent food,
well, you may begin to under-
stand.

The evening of February 10
saw some hoity-toity event
take place in McDaniel
Lounge where people were
wined and dined by the peo-
ple of Sodexho. However, at
7:45 p.m., some students
snuck in and stole a food cart
and wheeled it into Blanche
Ward Hall.

These intrepid thieves prob-

ably snacked on punch, cook-
ies and those weird chocolate,
cakey things that are inexpli-
cably wonderful. They
escaped too. Let it be known,
minions of McDaniel, good
food is to be eaten. Just make
sure you're stealthy.

Also, your deve .. co..~-
spondent has seen and heard
pretty much everything you
can possibly imagine about
the hallowed freshman boys
donn commonly referred to as
the Palace of Rouzer. Public
urination? Must be a
Wednesday. Broken ceiling

tiles? Sun must have risen this another Rouzerite was docu-
mented for "jumping over a
railing in a dorm." He was
drunk too, but Idigress.

I'm just really glad that
there are still, three months
remaining in the semester for
these boys to continue to find
new ways to get themsel yes
into trouble. What could these
boys get in trouble for next?
Cartwheels? Selling funnel
cakes in the stairwell? Multi-
floor beer pong? Goodness,
the possibilities are endless.

morning. Pagan animal sacri-
fices?I nary bat an eyelash.
However, one report caught

my eye. On the evening of
February 9, two young men
were caught throwing a foot-
ball down a hallway that has
probably been witness to its
fair share of orgies and mug-
gings this year. Tossing a foot-
ball.

(Editor's note: Rob Goeke.'s com-
melltary highlights soure of the
inane calls to which campus safe-
ty responds)

It seems with each passing
day that Engler Dining HaU
comes closer and closer to
becoming the "three hots" to
our campus's wonderful dor-
mitory "cots."

Of Course,sleeping and eat-
ing at McDaniel College is not
comparable to sleeping and
eating at a prison. That would

I really have no idea what
to say. Who knew that throw-
ing a football was illegal. Not
me - that's for sure. Of course,
later that same evening,

~ oOlg-n.iared

c Medical-related

At FI~latcd• Akobo.l-relaled,vtorcrce-remeo,
md.fulteoirrt5
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Construction a mess but worth the bother
FEBRUARY 23, 2007 -Page 3

ally open in March. The lobby
will most likely reopen in May
or June. The new fitness center

The Leroy Merit Fitness wilt be over 2.5 times larger
Center will be open this than the existing one, says
semester, according to Ethan Seidel. The fitness center is
Seidel, Vice President of expected to contain new
Administration and Finance. weight training and aerobic
According to Seidel, the proj- exercisemachines as well as a
ect was to be completed in variety of other fitness equip-
February, but it seems as, rnent. The lobby wiJI be great-
though the building will actu- Iy featuring a food

MARIO VALONE
CO!\1lYlENTARY EDITOR

court and a media center. The
fitness center will cost an esti-
mated $4 million.

Although plans aren't defi-
nite, the Garden apartments
are looking to be renovated,
possibly next semester. Work
is projected to start in the fall
of 2007. The plans for the
Gardens aren't quite known
yet, according to Seidel. He
stated that they were looking

at renovating both the interior
and exterior of the building. It
would remain closed during
the semester due to the addi-
tion of the new North Village
apartments explained Seidel.

"After the Garden
Apartments are renovated,
we'll have a nice net gain in
the number of apartments
available for students," said
Seidel.

The new North Village
apartments will be similar to
the current ones, but they will
house 46 students rather than
22. Due to the buildings' lay-
out, there will be an expanded
quad area. The cost of the new
North Village will total an
estimated $7.5 million.

Bomb evacuation by DOCS fairly effective
(from "Bomb" 011 page 1) If and when the suspect is of a sudden the fire alarm When they said to move back
Security personnel along with caught, he or she will face went off and we didn't take it from the building is when I
the Director of Safety and severe consequences. too seriously because we started to really take it seri-
Security will determine "Charges would be filed thought it was just a drill. So I ously," said senior Caitlin
whether the building or area through the Carroll County left with my socks and my Cooney. "I think that campus

~~;~~ too~e ~~cu~~~~~ :~~~~!~S~~ds~.?~~v!~ ~~t:'t~~o!::~f:.~ safety did a good job of evacu-
"Evacuated occupants should Towle. "This type of offense if stood outside and saw cam- ~tt;a~~trtf:::::'r::
be assembled in the estab- a student is found responsible pus safety and didn't even think HilJ Hall would be far
lished fire evacuation assem- would most likely result in know it was a bomb threat. We eno~gh to protect people."
bly areas, but at least 500 feet expulsion." just thought somebody had First floor resident assistant
away in order to protect indi- Towle also noted that pulled the fire alarm." for Blanche, Denise Adams
viduals should an explosion McDaniel is a community and Senior Meredith Adams agrees that campus safety
occur." All entrances to the that one person's actions have had a similar experience. acted appropriately.
evacuated building will be an impact on others. "I wasn't really scared. I fig- "I feel that given the cir-
secured and "Reentry should "We talk about being a com- ured it was just a joke or some cumstances [campus safety]
not occur until a thorough muniry especially students in drunk person being stupid. did a pretty good job. They
search of the premises has residence halls [where] their ~oultdIaW"adsuPniS:!~o~:~:~a~ took it seriously," said Adams,
been conducted and a reason- actions don't happen in isola- ._._ "but they didn't take every
able and safe amount of time tion. They have an impact on just wanted to sleep in my bed precaution. They didn't get
has elapsed past the alleged their peers in very positive inswte~~:~fa~l~:r~~~ee~~~':t_ people far enough away."
detonation time." and very negative ways," Adams thought it was a

"The Division of Student Towle said. ed, residents were asked to good idea for campus safety

Affairs has offered a reward of On the night of the bomb ~~::~r i:~ll ~~~ f::e~~s ~~ ~:s~~~~:~:~~:~: ~~~:e~:
$200 for information identify- threat, Blanche re~dents ini- hours it took for campus safe- bomb threat. As for the perpe-
ing or leading to the prosecu- dally did not take e e~acur ty, the police, and a bomb. trator, Adams has a "lack of
tion of the caller in this case," tion of the building serious y. sniffing dog to sweep the area respect."
Liz Towle, associate dean of Few students, if any, ~e~ and check for a possible bomb. "It was pointless and it got
student affairs, said in refer- that a bomb scare a
ence to the important security occurred. "T didn't take it seriously at a lot of people out of bed for
notice that was emailed to the "I was in my room hanging first because of all the previ- no reason," Adams said.

out with some friends and all ous fire drills we've had. incidents like this serve as

reminders of the importance
of being alert and aware at all
times. When a fire alarm goes
off, it's crucial to follow prop-
er fire drill procedure to
ensure everyone's safety.

"As a conununity _e don't
tolerate that type of stuff and
that's why we'd Ukc to hear
from somebody," said Towle.

Students who have any
information that could lead to
the apprehension of the per-
son responsible for the bomb
threat should contact Josh
Bronson or Mike Webster in
the department of campus
safety at extension 2202.

"Given the serious nature of
the offense the College hopes
members of the community
with information will come
forward and cooperate with
our efforts to identify and
adjudicate those responsible,"
Webster said.

Additional reporting contriouted
by Amanda Klein.

entire campus.

Some are happy with budget spending
(from "Tuition" 011 page 1)
money for tuition, all I want to
know if why our concerns
haven't been addressed," says
Gargan. "Blanche is disgust-
ing. there is nowhere to par~
and the food in Glar is horn-
ble. Everything is geared
towards getting people to
come here, but not~ing is
done to keep the students
happy."

On one hand, recent con-
struction and campus
improvements have given
some students high hopes, yet

at the same time it has left oth-
ers wondering who is getting
the bill for these develop-
ments.

"Things like the North
Village expansion and the fit-
ness center and construction
on the Forum, they don't have
much direct effect on tuition
because they're not paid for
out of the operating budget,"
says Seidel. "We borrow the
money to do those".~e don't
do those out of tuition rev-
enue. .

Students with time remam-

ing at McDaniel are optimistic
about the campus improve-
ments.

"I think that the new gym is
going to be a really good
improvement," says junior
Andrew Drechsler. "It's about
time that thing got updated,
and it would be really nice to
see the Garden Apartments
renovated too. I've been won-
dering for a while what our
school spends money on and
I'm finally starting to see."

Prior to the preparation of
the budget, Seidel attempts to

set the price of tuition.
"We like to set the tuition and
the room and board before we
go into the budget process,
says Seidel. "Then we have to
build the budget around it."

By doing so, there is no
temptation to increase tuition
in order to satisfy all of the
college's financial needs.

"In terms of our total budg-
et, around 76 percent of our
income is tuition, room, and
board," says Seidel. "We are
basically an educational insti-
tution."

At this point in time, the
administration's main focus is
renovating the existing resi-
dence halls, specifically
Blanche Ward Hall and the
Garden Apartments.

Overall, the main goal of
the administration is to give
students the best experience
for the best price.

"Our strategy is to try to be
affordable," says Seidel.
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But let us forget the ice
Snow days not only for grade school anymore

tapered off into light flurries on campus since Monday,
on Wednesday evening. forced to sleep on the floor in a

The result of the weather- friend's room.
men's accurate predictions "At first it was just that the
were the cancellation of class- roads were too bad to drive
es on- Tuesday, February 14 on," said Piper, "but now the
(kind of a campus wide roads are cleared. It's just that
Valentine's Day gift - much I haven't been able to get my
better than chocolate, if you car out of the parking lot."
ask me), and Wednesday, the Since classes have resumed,
15. Some students took edvan- the snow has changed from a
tage of the newly slick campus welcome change in our sched-
and, forgoing the steps, took ules, to a nuisance. However,
to the hills in makeshift sleds at the risk of sounding a little
of laundry baskets and lunch sappy, if nothing else, the
trays. One lesson learned - snow does make you appreci-
you are never too old to ate the sense of community
attempt to think of more ere- that exists on campus.
ative ways to fall down a hill Freshmen Nikki Delulus and
and face plant directly into the Aile Davis spent much of their

Wednesday snow day helping
However the weather did- other people free their cars

from the snow
"We didn't even know most

of the people we were help-
ing," said Davis with a shrug.
"But we're all in the same situ-
ation here. Lots of people were
doing the same thing as us.
Everyone was just trying to
help each other out."

Whatever your snow day
experience was - take heart,
McDaniel. If you put much
stock in what the weather
reports are indicating, we
might be in for a rough
February.

KATELYNN MCGlNELY
STAFF WRITER

College undeniably brings
advantages that YOll lacked in
your time spent at grade
school; more freedom, a more
relaxed learning atmosphere,
better parties - the list goes
on and on. Unfortunately,
with all these advantages,
comes one small price; your
chances of 'snow days' ere
pretty much null and void.
After ail, when aU of your
classes are just a two-minute
walk from your dorm, it's
kind of difficult to have a
snow day. In fact, McDaniel
College hasn't had an official
snow day since 2004.

So when the rumors of a
n't create such a feeling of
childhood nostalgia for every-
one on campus. Many stu-
dents' cars are still stuck in the
parking lots, pathways are
cleared only sporadically, and
there are still many sets of
steps that are virtually unus-
able - unless you feel like tak-
ing your chances and sliding
down them, since they are lit-
tle more than diagonal sheets
of ice. Commuters especially
haven't had it easy. Sammie
Piper, a commuter who lives
in Thurmont, has been stuck

snowstorm started circulating
around campus and the lines
at Safeway became progres-
sively longer, many srudenrs
were less than hopeful After
ali, despite the numerous
promises of the weathermen,
this winter has been severely
lacking a decent snowstorm.
However, despite the collec-
tive skepticism of a student
body, it did in fact snow. A lot.
The snow began on Monday
night, and continued until
Tuesday, when the snow
turned to sleet, and then



CHRISTINA HINKLE
STAFF WRITER

Finding it impossible to
stumble across a movie that
everyone you watch it with
can enjoy? Look no further
than the funny, witty, and def-
inite 'chick flick,' "Because I
Said So."

With an all-star cast of
young, energetic celebrities
such as Mandy Moore, Piper
Perabo, and Gilmore Girls'
Lauren Graham, the film is
hip and entertaining. To top
off this already amazing cast,
Diane Keaton lends her
sophisticated sense of humor
to the film. Aside from each
member of the cast being
unique and entertaining, these
four leading ladies share an
on-screen chemistry of friend-
ship and fun that just can not
be faked. movie.

FEATURES

Because
they
said
so

Six billion
people, two

sexes, one movie.
How do their

opinions differ?
Read on and see

how two
individuals of
opposing sexes
express their

views of a movie
that seems to be
a chick flick on
the surface but

may just have an
ace up its sleeve.
You might be
surprised.
Or not.

MARIO VALONE
COMMENTARY EDlWR

Cliche characters prove too fake
FEBRUARY 23, 2007 - Page 5

Nothing like spending a
snow day, one of two, at the
theater with some buddies,
but something felt peculiar
when Tasked for three tickets
for "Because r Said So". Why?
I was buying tickets to go see
a "chick flick" - without a
chick; rather, I was seeing it
with two other guys.
Although it felt strange, 1
started the movie with an
open, accepting heart.

In a mere hour and forty
minutes, I was transformed
into a world of total unreality.
The movie's plot is basically
that Mandy Moore's, Milly,
mother, Diane Keaton, is liv-
ing her love life through her
daughter. Keaton is a bossy
mom who .likes to use the
movie's title in her speech
{clever}. With a fairly realistic
storyline - you hear about
parents living vicariously
through their children - how
could I say that it is so unreal-
istic?

The characters were too
cliche, especially Milly's
boyfriends. There are two
men that she is dating: one is a
rich architect, the other a
homely musician. The rich
guy has fewer emotions, less
patience, and is pushy and a
stiff. The musician is a little bit
wilder, he has a child -which

goes unexplained -, he
teaches kids how to play the
guitar, and gets ultra emotion-
al when he finds out that
Milly has been sleeping with
the architect as well. He is so
understanding he is willing to
give her a second chance. So
ladies, if you want an under-
standing man, just seek out a
musician.

What adds to the unreality
of the movie is the time line.
Milly seems to fall in love
with the two men in no time
at all. This is after years of
unsuccessful relationships for
Milly. She turns out not to be
in love with the architect, only
the musician. On top of all
Milly's quick love fix, her
mother also falls in love in a
quick period of time.

Keaton meets the musi-
cian's father, who she quickly
gets married to. Again, this is
years after being single.
Again, again, the movie never
explained how or why. the
husband left or died

The most annoying part of
the movie had to have been aU
the phone calls. I don't need
to go to the movies to hear
people on their phones. This
movie had a phone call every
five minutes or so. Ialso think
there was a full five minutes
of Keaton on the phone, call-
ing Moore and leaving apolo-
getic messages.

A Chick-Flick? 'Definitely'
The film focuses around A

mother (played by Keaton)
and her three daughters
(Moore, Perabo. and Craham.)
Throughout the movie,
Moore's character, Milly is
searching for the man' of her
dreams, and is continuously
sidetracked by her overly pro-
tecti ve and single mother.
Keaton's character uses hys-
terical tactics to try and find
the ideal man for her daugh-
ter, and in the process finds
love herself.

Although this film is initial-
Iy seen as a 'chick-flick' it
proves to be entertaining for
all ages and groups of people.
This all-star cast aids the film's
script by adding a dimension
of humor and friendship. I
definitely recommend this
film to anyone looking to get
out and see a funny and cute

"Intro to
Societies
worst."

Global
is the

What class do
you fall
asleep in?

"Obviously it's "Math Structures "If there is one class I
Alcohol Awareness puts me to sleep would fall asleep in, it

W
ith Campus every time." would be Survey of

Western Art II."
Safety!"

If you feel down.. .. ..
pick this up

"Success is to be measured not SO much
by the position that one has reachedin
life as by the obstacleswhichhe has
overcomewhile trying to succeed."

Booker1.Washington

"Colonial America.
Do I need to say
more?"

ByTorrekiiJordan

"Booker T, Washington is correct, we get
so caught up in. doing well tit'll we
often forget the challenges we over-
came to get as far as we are today. So
when you are faced with challenges,
consider them as a step closer to your
success in life.
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Sex- learn before you leap
KATHRYN YOUNG
FEATURES EDITOR

Lately I've noticed that, as
college students, questions
about sex were far from
answered by the "birds and
the bees" discussions offered
by parents or any "health
class" curriculum.

As a young girl in parochial
schools, I relied heavily on my
parents' knowledge and sup-
port - and they did a surpris-
ingly good job.

However, a majority of my
friends were on their own:
there was a gap in accurate
information, which let to
naivete, if not ignorance. This
ignorance came with them to
"The Hill."

So many college students -
too many college students -
make discoveries and deci-
sions based on "on the scene"
training.

Without confidence, let
alone the right information,
students navigate such issues
as how to you respond to a
guy who doesn't want to wear
a condom or how far do you
go during a hook-up.

Could it be that this lack of
knowledge has led to the fact
that two-thirds of STDs occur
in adults under twenty-five?
Oh, and it is also comforting
to know that one of every

three girls will be pregnant
before they have reached the
age of twenty.

With each experience come
more questions that often
remain unanswered
answered incorrectly.

Many sexually active stu-
dents are still very unaware of
how sexually transmitted dis-
eases spread.

They don't realize, or per-
haps blinded by a hot moment
they forget, that many STDs
don't often show any symp-
toms and so insisting that a
guy wear a condom seems
obscure, especially if he seems
"dean."

College students need
straightforward sex informa-
tion that answers more than
the definition of Herpes. We
need somethirig that pertains
to our encounters - our week-
ends.

Making wise sexual deci-
sions isn't about knowing
how to do something, it is
about the real-life dilemmas
that will carry on throughout
our lifetime.

Tufts graduate and sex-
pert/ author Amber Madison
recognized the need for an
"all-out guide to sex and sexu-
ality."

As an undergraduate, she
wrote an advice column for
her coJlege newspaper that

addressed what college stu-
dents would deem awkward
at best.

Madison explored the
responsibilities, the emotional
hazards and joys and even
humor of sex at a college age.
Eventually, she penned
"Hooking Up: A Girl's AII-
Out Guide to Sex and
Sexuality."

Armed with Madison's
book, information gleaned
from candid interviews with
students on The Hili and
advice from medical experts
as needed, I'm launching "Sex
On The Hill."

Some of the topics in this
column 1 wish I had explored
and found the facts about
sooner; ll\any other topics are
linked to lessons that are life-
long, continual.

Ultimately, r hope that as
young adults we can be not
only confident but also intelli-
gent about sex and intimacy.
I find courage to write this

column because of one
woman I can't name-d believe
she can and will conquer what
is a nightmare right now; and
as a result, many other stu-
dents will learn from her jour-
ney.

This column is dedicated to
her.

'"- J

Parental advice- take it now or leave it behind
CORl SIMPSON
FEATURES EDITOR

Sometimes moms and dads
seem like faucets of advice,
whether your turn them on or
not.

A lot of times, their words
of wisdom get brushed away,
and you say to yourself,
"They don't understand," or,;~r:~~"don't know what it's

But luckily, for many, no
matter how often we decline
politely or ignore, (or totally
shut down), their advice, par-
ents rarely stop trying.

How often have you said to
yourself, "Wow, I'm glad I lis-
tened to him," or, "Man, this
would never have happened
if I had listened. her"?

Dave Robertson, junior,
admits that most of the time

he listens, and some of the
time, he wishes he would
have.

Dave's parents recently
advised him to use the word
"no" more often to prevent a
stressful schedule. This is one
bit of advice he wishes he had
paid more attention to.

"T think I have more going
on this semester then ever
before ... 1 should have lis-
tened," he said.

"Through advice and guid-
ance growing up, my parents
have instilled a sense of values
that have developed into my
ability to make my own deci-
sions," said junior Clare
Bodnar.

"I think my parents do give
good advice. Normally, the
advice they are giving is based
on personal experience," she
added, And Clare realizes

they only suggest what they
think is best for her.

Although sometimes it is
effective to listen to advice
from both parents (especially
if you want to hear your dad
trash talk a former boyfriend),
it seems normal for sons to
find it easier to talk to dad,
while daughters are more like-
ly to turn to mom.

"T usually go to my mom
more often, because she's
probably had the same experi-
ences as a girl growing up,"
Bodnar said.

Sophomore Ben Shotcock
said he is grateful for the les-
sons he's learned from his par-
ents.

One of the most impres-
sionable things Ben learned
from his parents is to not do
anything that you'd be
ashamed of people finding

out about - especially your
parents.

Essentially that advice
translates to "Don't be a dumb
ass," Shotcock explained.

Actually, taking parents'
advice has led students like
Robertson, Bodnar and
Shotcock, along with fellow
student, Jon Schultz, down
roads to success.

"For my high school grad-
uation," said Schultz, "they
gave me the Dr. Seuss book
entitled Oh, the Places You'll
Go! They had everyone
attending my graduation
party sign it'and give a piece
of advice or some encourage-
ment. It's the most supportive
gift I have every received and
has some of the best advice in
it that I'm sure I will ever
hear."

"My parents give great

advice," Jon admited.
Learning to accept their

advice from witnessing his
older brother's consequences,
Jon takes what they say seri-
ously, and respects the wise
words of his parents.

What was the last bit of
advice you're parents gave
you? Did you take or leave it?
How did the situation tum
out?

(If it helped, don't forget to
say thank you!)

Maybe you're not con-
vinced, and you sti.Uthink it's
lame to listen to mommy and
daddy, but hang on to this
article for a while. You may
want your kids to read it even-
tuaUy.
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Isaac offers outstanding career guidance
Though Isaac does not look provide important updates for about students at home, Isaac dents put in to make her job

at herself as an unsung hero, students with deadlines. confesses that the one prob- "so easy." Isaac bashfully
co-workers and students alike Though she is not in the lem with her job is, "there isn't admits she has received a few
would beg to differ. spotlight like many of her col- enough time in the day to do thank you cards here and

Leahanne Marino, a sopho- leagues, Isaac takes joy in her all that needs to be done." there. But others would argue
more sodology-communica- job, passionately explaining, Even so, she doesn't let the that a few thank you cards are
tions dual major, sought "I love watching individuals stress of her job get her down. not nearly enough.
Isaac's expertise early this succeed." Pushing aside the Schneider says that Isaac is Though Marino is still wait-
semester to figure out what credit stemming from her someone she looks forward to ing for replies from many of
sorts of jobs she could pursue. hard work with students' working with because of her the businesses she applied to
Marino said she was surprised resumes, and individualized "joyful attitude." for a summer internship, she
when she received job and care and advice, Isaac says, "It Even with the small amount says she recommended that
internship web sites long after is so rewarding when all of of credit she receives from her all of her friends to take a trip
her visit that highlighted spe- [the students] hard work pays co-workers and students, down to Smith House and talk
cific jobs that would fit her off and they realize what Isaac is quick to highlight the to Isaac.
field and personality. they've accomplished." work her colleagues and stu-

Asked what she does to go Even when she is unable to
above and beyond to help stu- help a student, Isaac says, "If T
dents, Isaac shifted the atten- encounter a situation, I try my
tion away from herself best ... and try to follow up
explaining that, "I don't look with the student." She joking-
at things like that. [think Iy admits "I don't know
everyone working in Student everything."
Affairs goes above and Barbara Schneider, who has
beyond." worked closely with Isaac as

Stephany Seargeant, a sec- one of her secretaries for over
retary who works alongside a year now, said it was hard to
Isaac in Career Services, says think of specific examples of
Isaac has made major Isaac's exemplary work
improvements to their office. because she goes out of her
Seargeant said Isaac took the way for students nearly every
time to revise the center's web day.
site for easy accessibility and Finding herself worrying

JULIA SAUNDERS
STAFF WRITER

One of the most daunting
tasks for college students is
beginning the hunt fer intern-
ships and jobs, but thanks to
the unrelenting work of
Amanda Isaac, McDaniel stu-
dents can take a breather.

With a year under her belt
working as the assistant direc-
tor of career services, Isaac has
seen a wide range of students
come in to seek her help. From
the ambitious student with an
exact plan, to the stressed out
co-ed not knowing what a
cover letter is, she has guided
them all.

After watching the profes-
sionals Charged with assisting
students outside the class-
room during her years at High
Point University, Isaac made
the climb to her current posi-
tion at McDaniel. With prior
experience as a residence life
coordinator and the support
of her adviser Liz Towle, she
took on volunteer hours in
Career Services and eventual-
ly received her position.

GREG PFEIFFER
STAFF WRITER

Dorm room culture has an
interesting dynamic; personal-
ities are defined by diffe~ent
furniture schemes, orgaruza-
tional habits, and the po~ters
that cover almost every Inch
of available wall space. For
most of us, having a r.oom-
mate potentially co~.p~lCates
the situation. The dJV1SIonof
such a small area between two
individuals can make for
arguments over where exactly
that store-bought Futon can
go. Some students do not face
this issue opting for the cre-
ative fre:dom as well as ~e
peacefulness that comes with
a single room. Steven ~ig:l, a
junior here at McDaruel, IS a

fines~:~::t~~ides in Elderdice

FEATURES

Postered Elderdice
single refined and
relaxed

Hall, and upon first entrance,
his love for the arts becomes
quite obvious. Scattered
among the walls are works
from his favorite artists,
including DaH, van Gogh,
Escher and Monet. While
some of the pieces are normal
poster size, the wall above his
computer is filled with smaller
prints, an idea that stemmed
from Steven's creative think-
ing.

"1 had this idea that started
with a Salvador Dali calendar.
At the end of the year I ripped
out the pictures and stuck
them on my wall. Now T get
art calendars all the time and
use them instead of expensive
prints. I get 12 great prints at a
cheap pr-ice."

While Steven enjoys admir-
ing the artwork, he also fi~ds
satisfaction in his own creative

If you happen to catch
Steven around campus, do not
be surprised if you see him
writing in the cafe or playing
piano in Ensor Lounge. 1£
you're so inclined, ask him to
playa game or two of chess.
Just make sure that all the
pieces have dried...................---

looked really cool, but it was
impossible to distinguish your
pieces from your opponent's."
Little details such as these
bring out Steven's humorous
personality, and he seems to
be right at home within the
confines of his unique living
space.

is in the midst of writing a
novel entitled "Free Winona,"
and interestingly, he has a
poster of the same name
among the others. This idea
has become thematic to him,
showcasing the dedication he
puts into having his creative
side come to life on paper. Far
from one-dimensional, how-
ever, Steven practices piano in
his room and has recently
started learning the guitar. He
calls the keys his primary
instrument, but says proudly
that "it's [his] time to pick up
the guitar."

To get an idea of Steven's
unique personality, look no
further than the blue and red
chess pieces sitting atop his
desk. When asked about them,
he says that they were origi-
nally "translucent, which
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r In the movie Mean Girls, the characters placed tl- .ir
high school social strata on an obvious ~d unfriendly map,
leaving the McDaniel Free Press wondering. what happens
when Mean Girls meets McDaniel?

After talking to several students, we found that in Glar,
"people watcbing" is more popular than the food. Most stu-
dents agreed that not only was there a clear breakdown of
whicb students sat where.

"Once Imixed it up a little and sat in a section where )
don't normally sit. Idefinitely felt like Iwas intruding on the
groups that sat there," co!"mented juni~.r Christine Hechmer.

Junior Christine Frieman agrees: My freshmen year, 1
sat at someone else's table. IlJ)dthey told me t needed to
leave. I'

Most groups (particularly athletes and members of
Greek life) didn't have a clear c911lJ)ation for where they sat
other than "tradition." But "tradition" bolds strong, and those
who have set tables tend to eat there, with or without their
friends.

Baaed on student opinions, we tried as best as we could
to piece togctber our owo social map of Glar. Descriptions of
the following jl!'oups come completely from the ltudenta'
perspective, elth~ from the groups themselves or other
atudeDt', obHrvltlou.

(q( ~~N".r

Phi Sigma Sigma Sorority
Alph ; "'IuOmega Sorority

" t ,$Me. Laero • c
Bates
DUs
PbiAlphs

Members ot both plu Slgma SISJlIa and /\lphn!'iu
Omega de .cnbcd sitllng In their spets as "tJ'SdltoOR ~

~~~
"Center Stage - closest to the food. "
socializing. [and) there's a 360 ,'IC",

Baseball Team
Sigma Phi Epsilon
ROTC

;g;:;;Orn~:Ph~ ~~
Phi Delta (Back comer against the wall)
Swim Team
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity
Track Team: For as long 3S he has been on the
Track Team Sophomore Kevin Bowman says they
have occupiod this section of Glar. It's "tradition."
"The Ladies:" "Otherwise known as 'The greatest
people you 'U ever meet, ")ok~ss~n!0r Amy Hol-
Iand, referencing Mean ~~rls.: We SII here because
we love to people watch!

~~~
"Quieter, more secluded, prellYvicw t)r the
eampus"--"If you come 10 Glar by ),oUtself,you sit
on the porch"

Intervarsity Christian FeJlowshi~
Music MajOrs
Theatre Students
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'We like to see everyone "all; in."
Phi Kappa Sigma Fraternity (Ii rst table on'
left hand side). The Pbi Kap. say tile) have
"always sat here." Theo Sebekos _ Williams
said, "1 like 10 call Glar the I,SA Network _
because all characters are welcome." The
Phi Kaps agree thaI .\ pically with th
Greeks and jocks. [you) know where they
SII."
Mens Soccer Team
Womcn's Basketball Team
Floaters'



George Bush deserves praise not bashing
A letter to the editor Speech. Freedom of the Press. comes to ~dvanced economic against capitalism'), Minor the Oval Office, or the benefits

Iraqis don't need those things. considerations, but from the details aside, the author has of capitalism. But no not in
CHELSEA PHILLIPS Only bitter Americans need first three weeks of my Intra to had access to formal educe- the McDaniel Free Press. You

READER those rights, so that they can Political Economy class with tton, which is more than what
Thank goodness we live in flip-flop in their opini~n of the Dr. 01sh here at McDaniel many can say. Like those girls

America-Where we have the President-from vonng for College, I can guarantee you in the days of Saddam
right to say whatever we him one day, to flippantly call- not ALL economists believe Hussein controlled Iraq..
want! ing him a foolish coward the that capitalism is a failure or But back to the thesis

There's no liberal next. Without any fear of that all people are intrinsically of the article ...we should
media bias. There's No Liberal repercussion for their criti- selfish. Unless of course, the impeach President Bush-so
Media Bias.THERE'SNO LIB- cism, of course. editorial writer wants to chal- that we can abolish the capi-
ERALMEDIABIAS! Thank goodness we lenge Dr. Olsh's credential as talist market-economy? Or at

... right. And if you'll live in America-where we an economist... least that impeaching Bush
buy that.. have the right to say whatever The author mentions would be a "first step" toward

So, Ipicked up a copy we want. Now don't you go choice, and choosing to spend this implied, ultimate goal?
of the McDaniel Free Press taking that right for granted. our money and time certain There must be a missing link
today and began flipping Not everyone's as lucky as us. ways. Well, that's what eco- somewhere! Maybe that's just
through the pages, skimming And maybe if the current nomic theory ultimately boils me.
headlines. Front page: Coach American leadership were just down to. People choose. Our
Flynn is missed-definitely; a little more selfish, even resources are limited, and we
he was a great guy and asset fewer people would share make decisions that we hope
to the basketball program. those rights. Maybe if we just will help us maximize our
College textbooks are expen- returned to the days of isola- benefits and minimize our
sive-no student denies that tionism, where we only cared costs. If, as the editorial writer
reality. McDaniel dorm bath- about us. That's it. Let's turn a implies, (s)he is unwilling to
rooms need soap-I lived in blind eye to the suffering out- work (to "slave from 9 to 5 so
McDaniel Hall sophomore side of American that someone else can get
year, so I'd have to agree with coasts ...maybe that'll solve rich"), that's a choice (s)he is
that. the problems of our global free to make. But don't come

So far, so good. The sociery.. looking for a hand-out from
front page seems pretty PC But going back to the me. My protestant work ethic
and non-politically biased. President's latest decision to realizes success requires hard

But keep flipping. The step up troop involvement in work.
Free Press staff has a lot more Iraq, why don't we just agree
to say. to disagree for a moment.

Page 11; a news blip Because the Free Press has big-
and cast photo of Eve Ensler's ger concerns to address.
Vagina Monologues, recently And that would be
performed on campus. So the impeachment of the
much for combating gender President (again, note the cor-
inequality. Looks like today's rect capitalization). Well, that
co\\ege ""orrH~nare content editorial brings us right hack
trivla1izmg their self-worth to to the Iraq war issue! This
mere intimate anatomy time, let's look at it from a dif-
(instead of celebrating their ferent angle. Let's compare
true assets, like, oh I don't leadership styles.
know, creativity, energy, intel- Saddam Hussein,
led, or spirit, perhaps?) Also, Iraqi dictator, brutal!y mur-
apparently social deviancy, dered hundreds of thousands
sexual perversion, and male- of his own citizens. George
bashing is fair game in the the- Bush, American President,
ater. Try turning the plot sent brave members of our
around. Would we allow men armed forces (who freely
to attack women the way the chose to enlist in the military,
Monologues attacks men? Of mind youl) to fulfill their cern-
course not. That would be missions by fighting for Iraqi
offensively sexist. Yeah, about freedom. Yep.Isee the similar-
that equality thing ... Feminists ities. Completely understand
of the world, unite! why the editorial writer chose

But anyway, to refer to both national lead-
McDaniel hosted V-Day 2007, ers as tyrants. Got it.
and the Free Press covered it. Next, the whole
Fine. That's just one leftist impeachment thing-now
event. But moving on.. there's a messy issue. Do we

Ok, page 12. What is really have to go through all
this? Top half of the page-an "the formalities"? Can't we
article condemning George just declare Bush's presidency
Bush's decision to send addi- over because some of us
tional (neededf) troops to Iraq. "don't listen to him" or like
Bottom half of the page-an his policies? Yeah, let's just say
article calling for the he's been impeached and
President's impeachment (and move on. Who needs those
yes, that's President with. a democratic rights after all ..
capitol 'P'. don't like the guy, And then the editorial
fine. But some respect for the writer goes on to specifically
Office of the President, condemn capitalism. Since
please). President Bush runs our mar-

Alright-additional ket economy, he should be
troops. The author clearly impeached ... I totally see the
labels that another dumb deci- connection there!
sion by our President, that "Communism won't
"blubbering dimwit from work because people are
Texas." What is Bush think- greedy and selfish." And
ing, spending money to sup- "capitalism also fails outright
port those people far away in because of human greed." The
Iraq whose human rights have author goes on to insist that,
been violated for the past 25 "any economist" would vali-
years? They don't need the date the aforementioned
freedoms that come from claims. I have to admit, I'm
_d~mpcrac.Y.: Fr!€dp?:l...__pf. q_u.lte the ~o~ice .~hen. it
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One final note on cap~
italism .. .it's "laissez-faire"
NOT "laizzes-faire."
Apparently using spell-check
requires our author to expend
too much energy. Let's not for-
get, (s)he doesn't want to
work too hard!

But I digress.
What is' this talk of

meaningless lives? This lack of
a "conception of what 'the
good' really is." Speak for
yourself! My life is not mean-
ingless. And Iknow the differ-
ence between "good and
bad" ...or maybe you'd prefer
the terms "good and evil,"
because yes, evil DOES exist.
But back on topic, "life can be
better," sure. If we didn't
believe in the possibility of
improving living conditions
we wouldn't be in Iraq, and
then maybe there would be no
need for this editorial. ..hmm.

In a perfect world, life
could be better. But if you stop
and consider the alternatives
for just a minute, you have to
admit-life in America is pret-
ty darn good, at least the life
of this editorial writer must
be.

Now you're probably
wondering, how I can claim to
know that, when I don't even
know who wrote the editorial!

Anyway, going back
to MY original thesis, the
McDaniel Free Press may not
be completely liberal in
nature, but it most definitely
has a bias (and don't for one
moment think it's censer-
vatism!)

Feminism. Anti-Iraq
War. Impeach the president.
Marx is the man. Good artt-
c1es-perhaps-if they were
intermingled with articles
applauding traditional values,
the maintenance of a strong
national defense, respect for

won't find conservative opin-
ions there.

One final nail in the
coffin...apparently abstinence
(the ONLY completely effec-
tive way to prevent unwanted
pregnancy and the spread of
5TDs) is bad! Who knew?!
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...or at least that's
what the liberals want you to
believe.

If you wo d like to
write a response or
commentary on the

above 'letter to the edi-
tor: drop it on us hot.
ireepres$@mcdanieI.edu

We will publish it.

Correction:Last week's
article, "Ellough is enough ..
was written by "The Author"
and does not neccessarily reflect
the opinion of the McDaniel
Free Press.
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Sisterhood a chance to turn over a new leaf
LESLIE SHlRK
STAFF WRITER

Phi Sigma Sigma, Alpha Nu
Omega, and Phi Mu, this
sounds like a mouthful of a
foreign language to swallow
down. These women repre-
sent the sorority life within
McDaniel College's Greek sys-
tem, and essentially the
diverse facets Dill Greek life
has to offer to OUf women.

Interested in recruitment?
Or what is more commonly
known amongst the student
population as "rush?" Well,
here's a front row seat to e pre-
view of Spring 2007
Recruitment!

"Sororities foster deeper
relationships than most clubs,
because you see people in a
variety of contexts, be it on
floor, at philanthropy projects,
socials, and you have a larger
group of active people, versus
what you would get in anoth-
er club or service organiza-
tion. I have sisters involved in
the Theater and in the Social
Work dub," says Sarah Shank,
a member of Phi Mu.

"I feel as though sororities
allow you to create a more
close-knit bond, not only with
members from your individ-
ual organization, but with
other sororities on campus as
well. You also learn to recog-
nize who is Greek on campus
and no matter what organiza-
tion they come from, you
develop an understanding
and respec~ for them," said
Vicki Levanduskt, a member

recruitment where each of the
sororities have the chance to
have an intimate fourth round
with the potential women,
usually a ritual round.

The final results from the
recruitment process are
announced at 5:00pm, on

ment. Friday, February 16th 2007,
"Formal recruitment is in when all of the sororities gath-

the spring, it's completely er in red square and cheer as
structured, allowing more the names of the new mem-
opportunity for the women to bers are announced from the
get to know sororities and Panhelleruc Council, from the
when preference cards are stairs of the Library.
signed," indicating a binding Reflecting back on the past
agreement to one 'Of the three two weeks, the sororities feel
organizations," according to that overall recruitment was
Amanda Rose, Greek Advisor very successful.
at McDaniel College. "Recruitment was strong in

In addition to giving the that all of the chapters did a
women a chance to get to good job selling themselves.
know the sisters of each of the ' We had a good group of
sororities, it gives the mem- women coming through
bers in the organizations to Recruitment who were very
develop a better sense of the open minded," said Betsy

coming through Beveridge, outgoing president
rounds. of Phi Mu.

Each sorority has had the However, according to
theme of Sisterhood in Bloom Beveridge, "I think that a
as their theme for the entirety chapter needs a good balance
of recruitment. From this of women having gone
broad theme, all of the sorori- through recruitment and
ties design individual parties, women who have not gone
or rounds, to represent the through."
four rounds in spring recruit- Imagine walking through
ment and entice the potential the clubrooms of Alpha Nu
members to join their respec- Omega, Phi Sigma Sigma, and
tive organizations. Phi Mu, and meeting the

What's so exciting about women of prospective organi-
spring recruitment? Besides zations you might join. You
each of the sororities having see a variety of women and
the.chance to attain their chap- the rooms decorated in vari-
ter totals with the larger ous ways. Yes, it's a bit irtttrrti-
groups of women from the dating, but the common goal
freshmen class, it is the that all of these organizations

of Alpha Nu Omega.
So what makes spring

recruitment so important?
Aside from being the first
semester that freshman
women can come through
recruitment, it is also the for-
mal round of sorority recruit-

have in mind is to make the
potential women feel welcome
and want to be a part of our
bond and unity.

By the second and third
nights, it's a breeze, and hope-
fully you feel sad that the
rounds are almost over. If we
have done our jobs correctly,
then we have made you feel
like at least one organization
has gone out of their way to
leave an impression on you.

Naturally, the collaborative
effort of all the members,
newer, and those who have
been in the chapter, are need-
ed to ensure a fresh and cre-
ative set of rounds. Each end
of the spectrum has its perks
and flaws.

"If you have more girls that
have gone through rush in
your organization, they can
help plan recruitment rounds
so that they help alleviate
some of the stress potential
members face when going to
rounds," said Levanduski.

"Girls who go through
recruitment are usually more
ambitious about the sorority
from the beginning," said
Lindsay Fairchild, Panhellenic
Delegate for Phi Mu, and new
President of Phi Mu.

Regardless of the sorority
that strikes your fancy, this
formal recruitment is an
important process to come
through, because it accentu-
ates one's character and either
intensifies the outlook or
stereotypes one previously
had on Greek life and sorori-
ties in general, or it forces you

to take a step back and look at
sororities in a completely dif-
ferent light.

All of the organizations can
probably agree on the fact that
we need to publicize more to
get Greek Life's image out
there in a more positive and
enticing manner. Greek life
also needs to find a way to
keep women from dropping
out of recruitment which has
been a problem for many
years.

"Keep having events to
teach the women about the
values in being in one of the
three recognized social sorori-
ties on this campus. PUBLICI-
TY!!! Help women to realize
that recruitment is great and
all sororities can bring so
much into a woman's life,"
said Betsy Beveridge.

"I think Panhel does a lot to
try to promote recruitment
and going Greek. Greek
Garden is one thing that we
are doing to promote Greeks.
Also we have an annual cook-
out," said Fairchild. However,
there is always more that can
be done.

The bottom line is that we
are all connected as Greek
organizations and are all
impressive and unique in our
own ways.

"We might not always seem
to get along, or agree with
each other, but we do under-
stand each other," says
Levanduski.

400 off

'NOT ALL CUSTOMERS WILL QUALIFY, CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS LEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITlIO TOYOTA MODEll THROUGH PARTICIPATINGTOYOTA DEALERS
AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES. SEE OEA~R OR VISIT WWW.TOYOTAFINANCIAlCOM/FINANCE FOR DETAILS. CO~EGE GRADUATE PROGRAM ISSUBJEa TO CHANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME



SARAH BLACK
COMMENTARY EDITOR

senior voiced her own dis-
pleasure with the guys of
Glar: ''It's creepy when the
guys stare. It's reminiscent of
walking through downtown
Westminster."

I always enjoy my time in
Glar much more when I see a
friendly face. Like that of the
tattooed guy, who can memo-
rize exactly what 1want in my
wrap after just one visit. (And
he manages a little smirk.) Or
the nice lady who usually
makes the sandwiches. So the
bottom line is .... if we're going
to improve Glar, it should
start with Some of the work-
ers. And then maybe we'll talk
about the food.
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Glar lacking friendly selection of workers

Rule ttl: Don't let your dad
see you do it.

November 2,2006, 7:43 PM:

the like. Some barely even with 'a lot of people, lots of workers resent us college stu-
look at you. girls," one student claimed. dents in some way. Maybe

A bewildered junior said "She flirts with the guys, usu- because they think we're in
Oh Glar. I've had some that "with some of the people ally gives them bigger por- better situations or that we

good times in the dining hall, you have to try hard to get hans of food." I myself have have more opportunities; I
but I think I've had an equal them to lighten up or to crack been a victim of this girls-get- don't know. If it's resentment
share of unpleasant times in a smile. 1 feel getting the less-food crime. or just a complete lack of man-
there as well. And more often women to smile is easier I can only think of one Glar ners, neither is necessary.
than not, those bad times do because I'm a guy." employee (female) who offers Another bone I would like
not have to do with the food, Some workers barely say a "How are you today?" or a to pick has to do with Someof
but rather with the Glar work- anything to anybody, besides "What can Iget for you?" And the male workers in Glar.
ers. "What do you want?" Others she is actually genuine! Some gawk, some stare, and

In my opinion things start- will just look at you until you Another Clar worker that stu- others are just creepy. If I real-
ed going downhill for Clar as finally make an order. Even if dents are a fan of is Cecilia, the Iy wanted to be gawked and
soon as Sandy disappeared I say "How are you today?" or cheerful, whistling and stared at, Orhave my boobs or
from the wrap station and "Thank you," I rarely get a singing lady that greets every- ass stared at I would strut
then after disappearing com- response, but if Ido, it's a life- one as they enter Glar. One around the college campus in
pietely, never to be seen again. less "you're welcome," as the student said he thinks that an itsy-bitsy, teeny-weeny, yel-
But looking on the present, I worker turns away. There is a "the nicest worker they have low-polka dot bikini-but I
would say that the overall female employee who doesn't is Cecilia." don't. So.... the male workers
politeness and friendliness of exactly rub every student the It's hard not to make gener- shouldn't stare (or at least not
the Clar staff has dramatically right way-at least not the alizarions, but by their lack of make is so obvious). I'm not a
decreased. Less workers smile females. "There's this one politeness and friendliness, big fan of the licking and
at you, say "how are you" and worker; she's got a bad rap it's hard not to think that the smacking of the lips either. A

The confessions of aMonologues moaner
die of a U.S. history seminar, time. But honestly, it's not like could band together the way $5,358.07 for Carroll County

CHRd~~~~~o~MAN in the ba~eat o.fa car, and in that at. all. Yes, sometimes it we did, we would certainly Family and ~hild Service~,
a hotel in Venice over Jan. feels like a chore to trudge make a difference. nearly doubling last year s
term. across campus in the rain to My second year was bitter- contribution. Thank you to

Surprisingly, it's not that fake orgasms when you have sweet. A week before the those of you who came, who
embarrassing. It's just like a twenty page paper due the show, a close friend of mine laughed with us, who cried
any other party trick. You do next morning. And occasion- told me that she had been with us, and who are n~w
it a few times, people stop ally,yOlljust get sick of having raped. An hour before open- fighting against violence WIth
noticing. "Hey Mom, how are people criticize something ing night, I was quietly sob-
you? No, don't worry about it you've been working on for bing in the balcony of the the- I want to leave vou now
- it's just Christine practicing weeks. But as cliche as it ater. I felt broken and torn with some parting words of
her part again." sounds, in the end, it's all and betrayed. wisdom:

But once you get past the worth it. Iguess Ihad assumed that 1. Fight for what you
moaning, past the shock My first year in the produc- violence against women believe in:'you can make a dif-
value, and into the motives tion was an eye-opening expe- would stop with everyone ference.
behfnd The Vagina rience for me. I went into around me joining together to 2. Respect women. After
Monologues, you realize how rehearsals with childish ideal- fight it. As I took the stage all we make up 51 percent of
meaningful this production ism; I assumed that by helping that night, I realized that the the world's population, and in
really is. This is my third year in this one production, I was only way we really could stop this world, majority rules.
in the production and you'd going to completely change this violence was to keep 3. Always hydrate before
think that after two years I'd the world. And that weekend Hgbrlng, to keep talking, and you attempt multiple
be sick of it. I mean, it's essen- came and went, and the world to keep shocking people into orgasms, even if you're faking
tially the same show, which didn't tremble, but I knew that hearing our message. We had it. If not, you feel quite faint.
means I've spent over a hun- T had made a difference. to speak for those who were I can't wait for next year's
dred hours in the past three Being onstage surrounded silenced. show. I bet my dad can't
years listening to the same by thirty other girls fighting This year, w!! continued to either.
rehearsal, not to mention the for such a worthy cause was raise awareness about vio-
time I've spent preparing out- the proudest moment of my lence against women. Our
side of scheduled . life. Ibelieved that if everyone _group of

During our first post-casting
rehearsal, I discover that I
have been cast as a lesbian
dominatrix in this year's pro-
duction of The Vagina
Monologues. I am astonished,
excited, and nervous all at the
same time.

9:00PM:Rehearsal ends.
9:03 PM: I have uninvited

my father from the show. He
agrees to send money instead.

A tumultuous rollercoaster
of events led me from that
night on November 2 to fak-
ing an orgasm onstage in front
of my mother on opening
night. [practiced everywhere,
much to the amusement of my
roommates (and hopefully the
guys in the apartment
upstairs). I moaned in the
fishbowl in

It's a new semester, and you know what that means-it's time for Volume 7 of the McDaniel Free Press.

Come out to meetings each Monday at 7:30 PM in the Writing Center, There, you win meet the lovely and lively Free P ff If.t ress statt. you
like photography we want you. l.f you like towrr e, wewantyou.l(youhavestory ideas,. .. . ... . , we want you.

"Join the few, the proud, the fearless, the McDaniel Free Press."

Remember, Monday 7:30 PM in the Writing Center in Hill Hall.
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Students travel to Boston for Model UN
that went into preparing for
the trip. Many students partie-
Ipated in a Jan-Term class to
prepare documents and posi-
tion papers on Cuba.
Committee sessions in the
simulation lasted eight hours
equally divided into morning
and afternoon sessions.

After long hours of deliber-
ation and negotiation, stu-
dents had the opportunity on
Saturday to unwind with a
meal at Fire and Tee, one of
Boston's most unique and
exotic dining experiences.

/I ft gave us a chance to talk
about stuff that happened
inside and outside of commit-
tee," said senior delegate
Lydia Eddy. II And we got to
celebrate Dr. Neal's 'birth-
day.'"

For many students, it was
their second time on the trip,
making them mentors for
committee business, and also
experts on Boston nighttime
entertainment.

"[I] had a good time," said
senior Thea Sebekos-willtams
"I would do it again, but as a
delegate, not a Head Delegate
because r miss being in com-
mittee."

Jason Stambaugh echoed
these sentiments.

"Being Head Delegate is
great because you have a lot of
free time, but sometimes it's
m9re fun to_be ~ committee,"
!iaid Sraffi6i1t1grr. -SOm~rries
it just feels good to get up
there and rage in front of the
committee.'

"Before we left, Jason told
me that I had to stand up and
'rage," said junior delegate
Mike Habegger. "1 was a little
hesitant to speak. in committee
at first, but eventually it
became natural for me to
stand up, and put the rest of
the committee in its place. 1
really enjoyed the participato-
ry nature of [the UN
Development Programme]
committee."

Dr. Mike Brittingham, an
advisor to the students with
Neal, reflected on his first trip
with the delegation.

"I have a lot interest in sim-
ulations and 1 believe it was a
valuable experience for stu-
dents," said Brittingham. "I
was happy how well the stu-
dents did and how well pre-
pared they were."

DJERDJ MATKOVTC
MIKE HABEGGER

CO-EDITORS

Trip gives students a 'real-world' experience

On Wednesday, February
14, nineteen students from
McDaniel College traveled to
Boston to represent Cuba in
the annual Harvard National
Model United Nations.
According to their faculty
advisor Dr. Charles Neal, the
school has been participating
for over forty years. This was
Neal's 28th trip.

"I like the Harvard Model
UN because it gives students
an opportunity to practice real
debates, and participate with
students from various COW1-

tries," said Neal. "It is also a
chance to compete with some
of the best schools around the
world, and a great chance to
learn about a new country
every year."

Due to heavy snow that
froze the runway in Boston on
Tuesday night, the delega-
tion's 45-mi.nute flight-to-be
was cancelled.

"T was frustrated-not
because we were not going to
fly but because the airline did-
n't cancel the flight until we
got to the terminal," said
Senior Ian Hines.

Thanks to quick action
involving a four thousand
dollar charge to co-head dele-

ig[t~jJ~~lf S:%~t~§h~:,fg,~=
tion managed the trip aboard
an Am-Trak train from 8Wl to
Boston.

It took eight hours.
"It was fun," said senior

Ben Yingling. "It gave me an
opporhmity to meet new peo-
ple, discuss different views,
and overall, the trip was a
very good experience."

Once the delegates arrived
in Boston, they encountered
slippery conditions as the
sidewalks in some places were
covered .with ice and snow
that was four inches thick. The
delegates had most of the next
day free and used that oppor-
tunity to explore the nuances
of the Boston area and to get
settled in their rooms.

"We visited the Sam Adams
Brewery," said Jason
Stambaugh. "It took over two
hours to find that mystical
. place, but it was worth it."

The actual conference
began that afternoon,

Thursday, at 5 p.m. with an
opening ceremony where the
Harvard staff was introduced.
Two guest speakers elucidated
on global issues that were to
be discussed in individual
committee meetings.
McDaniel students expressed
their presence at the ceremony
by hanging the national flag of
Cuba on a front balcony.

The first committee meet-
ings were held that night, a
time historically filled with
awkward parliamentary pro-
cedures and unorganized
intentions.

"It was an odd experience,"
said junior delegate Jacob
Moriarty-Stone. "It was a
bunch of headless chickens
running around with their
heads slowly growing back,
trying to figure out what they
were doing."

The Harvard National
Model United Nations is
divided into 25 committees,
grouped five different ways,
closely following United
Nations committee structure.
Each committee had a specific
agenda that they attempted to
work through and pass a reso-
lution on. McDaniel students
sat on 10 committees accord-
ing to the representation of
Cuba at the UN.

Senior delegate Lindsay
Graham sat on a historical

gir.iral s~s;itTblrhvC2Jm~Vtteru:
Afghanistan."

"We got a resolution
passed, but not to Cuba's lik-
ing," said Graham. "[U]n1ike
other committees, the United
States acted more like the
United States should have
acted, playing the role well,
but I still didn't like the out-
come."

Even though students were
obliged to represent their
country's positions, some
allowed their personal opin-
ions come into play, thus sabo-
taging the flow of the simula-
tion

"It's frustrating that people
didn't know their countries'
positions which made it hard
to actually work with them-
it wasn't hard to represent
Cuba," said sophomore dele-
gate Jared Luner. "Essentially
our every position is it is the
United States' fault."

This is not to undermine the
significant amount of work

What really is Model UN?
The Harvard National Model United Nations is
an annual conference of students £rom many dif-
ferent colleges, each representin.ga nation. The
purpose is to give students an opportunity to
experience the international political arena" and
to train them in legislative debate,
This year McDaniel College represented The
Republic of Cuba at the conference. Their goal
Was to play the role of the real Cuban delegation
to the United Nations, With 19 delegates in 10
committees, the group debated and deliberated
on key issues such as the war On terror and tor...
ture, sustainable development, nuclear prolifera-
tion, economic inequalities and historic issues.

Oh, the joys of being in committee.
Djerdj Matkovic saidin the middle of it committee hearing ''1justwanted.to inform you all that
Our great leader Fidel Castro is in good health.and will rule Our country for many yeats to cornet"

On the l.1.$tday of the conference-Jacob Moriarty-Stone an~wdia Eddy walked out of the ses-
slon,.with Stone saying "Our leader is ilL. 'We fear for Our lives and we are leaving!" The Chair
responded by saying "This ts out of order! Are you guys really Walking out?" Applause fol
lowed.

~rntheUnited Nations I)eve1opment Progranune committee, Mike Habegger and Jared Luner led
latenQitiOl1 ot Heppy Birthday to celebrate Kim longD'. 65th birthday on February 16. They also
~C'Ontinuouslyharassed the United States delegates and the "Western Imperialist Pigs."
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>! American sports culture serves fan well
GEOFF PECKHAM

STAFF REPORTER

There ace always sacrifices
associated with making a
decision to leave everything
you know and love behind for
four months to study abroad,
as anybody who has ever
made that decision will tell
you. Often they are worth it,
but sometimes you still can't
help but miss what you decid-
ed to forego.

Super Bowl Sunday was,
for me, one of those sacri fices.

Yes, I admit it: I'm a sports
junkie, like most males my
age. I wit! also miss March
Madness, Orioles opening
day, and the majority of the
playoffs for both the NHL and
the NBA. But Super Bowl
Sunday is practically an
American holiday, and since
football is pretty much my
favorite sport, it was particu-
larly depressing to think that I
might miss it (not nearly as
depressing as it would have
been were the Ravens play-
ing.. that one still kind of
stings).

Then again, it is the SUPER
BOWL. It's one of the biggest
television events of the year.
Anywhere from 80-90 million
Americans watch it annually.
That's about nine times more

than the entire population of
Hungary. It's bound to be on
somewhere.

And so it was.
For 5,000HUF (about $25) I

got to watch the game on a big
screen projector at a local
T.G.I. Friday's, a mere 10-
minute walk from my apart-
ment. All I can eat all 1 can
drink, and the last football
game of the 2006 season.
Beautiful.

But remember, Hungary is
six hours ahead. This meant
. for us, kickoff wasn't until
about 12:30am.

It's going to be a long night
I think.

But it will be well worth it.
And so I'm here at this

American-based restaurant,
surrounded by expatriates
like myself, with the game
about to begin. BillyJoel sings
the National Anthem. The
whole restaurant cheers. This
is great.
Ihave a slight cold, and I'm

already a little tired. But
Devin Hester just ran the
opening kickoff in for a touch-
down, and the whole places
goes wild. I'm having a blast.

There's one guy with an
Indianapolis Colts jersey on. I
have my Ravens 2006 AFC
North Division Champion
shirt on. I almost want to say

something to him, but his
team beat my team this year,
so I decide against it. Besides,
there are more Bears fans than
Colts fans here.

Or so I think. Peyton
Maiming throws a touchdown
pass to a wide open Reggie
Wayne. The place goes wild
again. It goes on like this the
rest of the night. Every big
play, every turnover, every
score, regardless of the team,
people cheer. This wouldn't
be out of the ordinary at any
bar in America. But I'm in
Hungary.

It occurs to me for every-
'body here, myself included, it
doesn't matter how the game
turns out. It's an American
football game. It's THE
American football game, and
for many of the people here
who are away from their
country, it's a brief return
home to their culture, their
hobby, their sport. People in
Europe like the other type of
football, what we call soccer,
and that's great, but let's face
it: in the States, our version
reigns supreme.

Maybe it's been a while
some of these people have
watched a football game.
Maybe I'm overanalyzing the
whole thing, and it's really not
a big deal. But for me, right

now, this is a return to some-
thing 1 thought I might have
to miss this year. I've been in
Budapest for two weeks now,
experiencing a new culture
and loving every minute of it.
But for a few hours late into
the night, I got a slice of what
I know and love, and I am
grateful.

The game just ended, and
Tony Dungy just got the
Gatorade bath. Good for him,
he deserves it. I'm tired and
getting sicker. From that per-
spective, staying up unti14am
wasn't the best idea.

But from every other per-
spective, it was well worth it.

Indoor track team ready for championships
("Track," from Page 16) tations are always the same - improve their times and finish
February ]7. The team will have athletes work hard to be the season on a high note.
travel to Haverford College the best they can be. In our They have a lot of energy and
for the Centennial Conference sport, it's not always about are ready to compete at con-
Championships on February winning. As a matter of fact, ferences. "The greatest thing
24-25. one might finish 7th in an about conference champi-

Coach Renner comments, event but still improve their onships is going out on the
"Our goal is always to come personal best. Who's to say track and competing for a
out of conferences with as that athlete isn't a winner, medal. it is such an adrenaline
many personal best perform- also?" rush!" exclaims Taylor who is
ances as possible. Our expec- The runners are hoping to enthusiastic about continuing

to improve her time in the
400m, as well as contributing
on relays at the conference
championships.

The Green Terror Track
women have a [at to boast
about and much to look for-
ward to, including ending
their season with personal
bests and numerous memo-
rable moments.

So the next time you see-
those people running in the
morning, during the day, and
at night-take a moment to
think about the will power
they possess. Running is a
sport often overlooked; yet,
there is a lot of mental and
physical dedication required
in order to be successful-and
to run that extra mile.
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· Free checks included with direct deposit
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· Orear rates on auto loans and Visa" credit cards

· Access to surcharge-free ATMs at all Maryland

7-ElevenStores

· Access to surcharge-free ATMs in the Allpo im Network.

indudingCiant,Target. ExxonMobil. CVS, and
Rite-Aid.

Not bad for $5.
As a student. faculty or staff member of McDaniel

College, a $5.00 deposit to a First Financial FCU

savings account is all you need to belong. A.!; a
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products and services we offer. For more

information please visit:

www.firstfinancial.org or call 410.321.6060.

http://www.firstfinancial.org
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Terror s~,~!:!!~",e~t CO~,~~~~~~~eeWO~~7~~£!~~~e~,!):?e~the
s~*~ £~~~L The meet began on Friday leaders of the men's team own. Franklin and Marshall men's IOO-yd breath- stroke

with events such as the 200 probably had the best success owned the water in front of put Chris Reed so close to the
Freestyle Relay, 500 Freestyle, of the day. Gomez and junior the home crowd, as they were I winning-circle with second. It
200 Individual Medley, 50 Chris Reed finished 2nd and first in the men and women. was another good note to a
Freestyle, and the 400 Medley 5th respectively in the 200-yd Saturday then came for the very uplifting day for Green
Relay. . McDaniel had to do Individual Medley, bringing swim team, and along with it, Terror swim team.
their best to gather as many 31 points to the Green Terror. the hope that they could At the end of the second
points cumulatively, to be Gomez finished with a improve and maybe turn day, the Terror women had
kept for the entire weekend. respectable 1:59.66 and Reed things around. And it seemed 135points and the Terror men

III the 200 Freestyle Relay, had a just-as-decent 2:01.36. as if Saturday was a better col- fell one point short of earning
the men and women both Everyone was looking at lective effort for the Green 100 points for the day, to put
copied each other's perform- the women's side as well, Terror. them at 185. Franklin and
ances, each gaining 26 points especially to see how senior Starting off with the 200-yd Marshall lost its lead in the
and a 6th place finish. The Molly Bolek did in her final Medley Relay, the quartet of women's field, but still held
groups included seniors swim here at McDaniel. Bolek, Reynolds, Kleber, and its lead in the men's. One
Molly Bolek, Kate Burns, and Bolek, senior captain of the Burns recorded a 2:04.01 more day in the water would
Mark Yankovich, along with team, had a pretty good day which was good enough for decide who would go home
future leaders of the team, for herself helping the team. 7th best in the field and gave with a championship in their
sophomores Katie Dorian and In the 500-yd freestyle, Bolek the Terror another 24 points. arms.
Stephanie McCole, and fresh- earned seven points, and then The men responded in their The seniors of the Green
men Wes Henry and Stephen she later joined Kaiti 200-yd with a 1:43.54,which Terror swimming team will be
Gomez. Reynolds, Maaret Kleber; and was 6th, and gave the Terror putting away their suits for

;... .... ...;, __ -..;;.--- ..... -- ..... -~---., Kate Bums to earn 24 points men 26 points of their own. the last time here at McDaniel
with a 4:22.45 in the 400-yd One of those men was after Sunday's action. Though
Medley Relay. Bolekdid well Stephen Gomez. Gomez, who things did not go their way in
in the meet, and she certainly seemed to be getting better as the championship, we need to
will be remembered for her the meet went on, proved he focus on the hard work and
fine Green Terror career in the could win on his own later in dedication that these swim-
water. the 400-yd individual medley. mers put in four years worth

In the last event on Friday, He recorded a 4:17.57, 2nd of practice, meets, -and pure
Reed, Gomez, Yankovich,and best overall, and earned 17 dedication. And they certain-
Henry emulated their success points. His success also ly will be leaving behind a
from earlier i.n the day, earn- seemed to rub off onto sopho- team of swimmers they
ing 26 points in the 400-yd more Scott Cammarata, who helped ready to step up and
Medley Relay for the men. got 8th in the race to earn 11 work hard next year.
The men finished the day in points of his own.
6th with 86 points and the The winning continued to

While many of LIS were sled-
ding or trekking our way
through frozen water last
weekend, others were swim-
ming through it.

The men and women of the
McDaniel Swim Team fin-
ished their long season last
weekend at 2007 Centennial
Conference Championships at
Franklin and Marshall. The
meet was held for three days
from Friday to Sunday and
would decide who would take
the championship home. This
would also be the final time

Wrestling breaks roadblocks, finishes strong
LINDSAYGRAHAM spite of the obstacles we faced Ferris Bond. "We wrestle

___ ~pmmn 1hipbt1fl;,e rr}fU;r!:~~~~~ fk~~Wlt;1Vane~:;r~~~;e
The Terror wrestlers were Free Press. The team was not They beat conference rival

fighting a set-of' their own losing by large margins so Gettysburg 42-9 with nearly
struggles early in the season there was evidence they were every wrestler on the team
as they had to weather a storm improving. winning his match. The match
of injuries and sicknesses as As the season progressed, included a first-period pin by
well as overcoming key losses the team gained more confi- Nightengale and two forfeits
to the team last year. "This dence and worked to gain by Gettysburg. giving auto-
limited the ability to put our consistency on the mat. They malic wins to Bobby Coleman
best team on the mat," says competed in some elite tour- (125) and heavyweight
Terror wrestling head coach narnents that by doing so wrestler Ryan Deiter. Senior
Sam Gardner. The team was enhanced the skill levels of all Steve Colasuonno (133) and
falling just short of wins but wrestlers no matter if they sophomore R.J. Neaten also
Gardner and his staff looked won or lost in their own had decisive victories for the
at the bigger spectrum weight class.

"When [assistant coach "We went to Iowa for
Davey Blake and I] broke it national duals and wrestled
down, weight by weight, guy some of the best teams ll:' the
by guy, we realized that in country," began sophomore

Indoor track fueled by dedicated runners
kelly-push themselves on an the 400m and earned a quali- ranked #3 in the conference in best part of the Indoor Track
individual level, much differ- tying time for ECAC's in the the triple jump. team is the bond that we form
ent from other sports. Track, SOOm.Gruber's other accom- Injury and illness can be a because of our strong desire to
however, cannot be catego- plishments include finishing great barrier for a small team. run. It is unlike other sports
rized solely as an individual within 1.15 seconds of the Coach Renner, however, because when someone asks
sport. school record in the one mile states, "The team is smaller why we run, we can't explain

Like all sports, track and equaling the school than in past years, but I've it to them; it is just a passion
requires the constant encour- record in the 1000m. "She has been impressed with the dedi- that only a true runner can
agement and support of been racing and training at a cation and work ethic. Most understand," says sophomore
coaches and teammates very high level," states Coach athletes have established at Sarah Costa.
through events, meets, and Doug Renner on Gruber's least one personal best so far." The season is quickly com-
practices. It is apparent the success. Despite the small numbers, ing to an end. The final regu-
Women's Indoor Track team Other highlights from the the runners also feel this sea- lar season meet is the Jim
possesses a strong foundation season include junior DO son is one to be very proud of, Taylor Invitational at
of support and unity, "The Lehr, who has matched her not only for success, but for Susquehanna on Saturday,
bond I have with my team- personal best at 9' in the pole team unity and passion. "The (See "Track," ou Page 15)
mates is one that cannot be vault. Standout
broken," according to senior sop hom are,
Blair Taylor. Kacey Decker, set

This season has been a sue- a new school
cessful one for grad student, record in the high
Kelly Gruber, who is complet- jump at 5' 1/4"
ing her eligibility this year. Decker shows
Gruber won the conference great versatility as
championship last spring in she is presently

ALYSSAROMASCO
STAFF WRITER

They are the people we see
On Our way to work and
school in the morning. We see
them Onour lunch break, and
again on our way home. They
are out early weekend morn-
ings as we stroll down to our
mailboxes or drink our coffee.
They are the ones going
strong at the gym when we
arrive and are still working
hard when we leave. They are
there through the hot weather
and never fail to appear in the
Cold. These people are run~
ners.

The Women's Indoor Track
Team at McDaniel College is
Comprised of a group of very
loyal, hardworking athletes.
Track is a sport requiring its
athletes to mentally and phys-

craft despite these roadblocks.
They are a team that has been
fueled by emorron and grit
during the 2006-2007 season
to hone their own craft and
skill.

says of eaton.

It was in their final match
before the Conference
Championship Tournament
that the Terror's hard-work Looking forward to the

2007-2008 season the return-
ing members of the Green
Terror squad are going to only
be stronger. Coach Gardner
and assistant coach Blake will
be working towards bringing
in a new class of wrestlers to
the squad to join the returning
members of the team. It is safe
to say they will be better.Terror.

"This year [R.J./ has been
able to keep matches against
good wrestlers close and he
has been able to beat wrestlers

and perseverance, in the
wrestling room at practice and
then during matches, came to
fruition, when they held off
Messiah College for a 2-point
victory.

"We are starting to wrestle
well at this potnt in the season
and I feel we can get back to
the top of the conference,"
says Bond.

McDaniel wrestlers this sea-
son have overcome numerous
obstacles and improved their

~ = - ~ ~- ~ ~-'" ,,~. \~~~" ~~~~::
, ~~ '" <, ---..._
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Baseball eager to succeed
CHRIS FERRICK-MANLEY

STAFF REPORTER

Coach's wife sends
heartfelt thanks

I wanted to thank each and every one of you for the love/ sup-
port and kindness you have shown my children and 1since the
passing of my husband, Bob.

Caitlin, Michael, Ryan end.I were overwhelmed by the la,r~
number of people from theM<:Daniel College comnuU1it)l who
attended the viewings and funeral and who have sent us
numerous expressions of sympathy .

My husband LOVED this school. He proudly talkedabout
every sports program. the fantesnc faculty and staff and the
tremendous student body. 1 very rarely. saw my husband
speechless, but when "Flynn's Friends" was Created, his silence
spoke volumes. What a wonderful tribute to him that was!
Despite the 50 minute drive (that he swore only took ebcut 35)
he never complained once about his daily commute ... although
he was lobbying me pretty hard to make: amove. back to
Westminster. when Caitlin received her letter of acceptance
from McDaniel, Bob could not have been prouder or happier.
He was so excited for her to experience the McDaniel College he
had come to know and love.

We believed he would spend many happy years as the
McDaniel Men's Basketball Coach.

As I have already told the basketball players, he loved you aU
like'~lJif[')·"".d ~~"'-~
baUand for life will be kept alive through each of you.

Bob's death has left a tremendous void fOr my children end
me. However; what-also has become apparent is the impact Bob
had on most everyone he met We on1y hope that his tremen-
dous spirit will live on in those whose lives he impacted

Thank you all again for your love and support. McDaniel
will always hold a special place in our hearts.

McDaniel's young baseball
team is looking to build on
last year's experience (9-23,
4-14 in Centennial
Conference play) and make it
into the playoffs.

Head Coach David Seibert
will be the first to admit that
his team is short on upper-
classmen. The Green Terror
only return two seniors, cap-
tain P IOF Tom Wenrich, and
C Adam Pelta. In addition,
only one junior, P Erich Wolf,
is on the roster. Rounding
out the roster are 21 sopho-
mores and 9 freshmen. Many
of the sophomores played
extensively last year however
including INF Jon
Zimmerman, P Chase Wolf,
and CJustin Reitz.

"We' ~e. hoping expe~ience

from last year pays off", said
Seibert, "We have experience
at every position but we are
still very young."

Seibert was unwilling to
name either his starting
pitching rotation or his start-
ing batting lineup. The

Sincerely. majority of the positions
Ln::'"::a:.:FIy:.;:_nn::.:._ ~~~~__' were "open for competition"

he said. Specifically he was
unsure about his starting first,
second, and third basemen as
well as pitching staff. Wenrich
would most likely an outfield
spot and be the closer, Pelta
the catcher, and Zimmerman
the shortstop.

The team has some signifi-
cant injury concerns heading
into the season. Erich Wolf
and Chase Wolf are both com-
ing off injuries, as well as
transfer student Andrew
Worm. A P !INF who played
significantly last season,
Shawn Yohe, will miss the sea-
son due to knee surgery.

"We should have good
team chemistry, these guys are
hungry to win", said Seibert,
"you can win with sopho-
mores."

Matt Teter, a sophomore
middle infielder, is hungry
jUst. to get, on the field and
play. He believes this team
has the talent and ability to
win a lot of games.

"We want to prove our-
selves as a team", said Teter,
"there is an attitude that we'll
be good down the road, why
not be good now?"

Teter believes there is no
reason to wait until your jun-

ior and senior years to accu-
mulate experience to be suc-
cessful. He thinks it is very
possible for some of the soph-
omores to emerge as leaders
and to erase any of the cliquey
atmospheres that may have
held the team back in the past.

Bobby Coleman, a sopho-
more P !TNF, was more pes-
simistic about the season. He
believes his coach's expecta-
tions might be a little too high
given the youthful nature of
the team. He is also worried
about what could happen if a
losing attitude breaks out, and
the team does not feel like it
can win. He referenced peo-
ple who quit the team.
"I don't feel the team is bad,

but I don't know what will
happen if people. don't get
along or don't take things seri-
ously" said Coleman.

Teter on the other hand
does not think the team need-
ed the players who quit. "If
someone is going to quit, there
is no reason for them' to be
here."

The Green Terror begins
their season at home against
Villa Julie on Thursday, March
1st at 3:00.

LAURA HUTI"ON
SPORTS EDITOR

Women's lacrosse wanns up in cold weather

"This is a very hard work-
ing dedicated team and we are
outside playing when it is
below zero degrees, literally.
Ask the guy's team where
they play when it is minus
zero degrees," Amalie Shaffer
cleverly observes.

Shaffer is a senior member
of McDaniel College's
women's lacrosse team, who
spends their practices in the
cold, working up a fire on the
inside while they freeze on the
outside. It is this fire and
strength that defines a dedi-
cated team.

The team is "very focused
and driven. They are practic-
ing very well as a team and
trying to be the best team out
there, not individuals. They
are extremely coachable and
have the opportunity to do
wonderful things, both in con-
ference and out of confer-
ence," states Coach Muffie
Bliss.

Formerly the head coach of
both the field hockey and

lacrosse programs, Bliss is
now able to devote all of her
time to lacrosse and states that
it has "given me the opportu-
nity to work with the girls in
the fall and focus on recruiting
for future years. It has also
helped me to prepare for pre
season and competition more
thoroughly."

This extra preparation with
their coach is not the only
thing propelling the team to
do well; they also have the
powerful lead from their cap-
tains, seniors Emily Funk,
Michelle Mullen, and Connie
Wuenschel.

"We couldn't ask for a bet-
ter group of leaders .. they
lead us in a non-conventional
way but they all complement
each other. Aside from a great
amount of talent they all pos-
sess they are driven, motivat-
ed, and determined. All of
them lead in the classroom as
well; if any of them had below
a 3.8 I would be surprised,"
adds junior Lee Oliver.

The team is getting pumped
up and prepared for their first
games of the season. No mat-

ter what team the play, "Game
Day is my favorite day of the
week," notes Bliss.

It is not about the team they
are playing, it is about being
dedicated and thriving off the
drive of fellow players. It is
more than just a game and the
people are more than just your
teammates. "They become
your family because we are
together constantly, even
when we're not on the field,"
Oliver explains.

When each player shows
such amazing dedication to
their sport on and off the field
it becomes clear that, as senior
Megan Kingston notes,
"everyone has come out this
year in shape and ready to
play." Due to this love of the
sport, "we haven't had a bad
practice yet!"

Chemistry is what keeps
the team going. If it did not
exist the players would not be
compelled to play harder and
harder each day in freezing
conditions. The team looks
forward to their games and
strives to make conference
playoffs and improve last

year's 5-4 in con-
ference record.

Their team
bond along with
their talent makes
them
pelling force.
They are ready to
start playing
games on a quick-
ly approaching
March 1 and look
forward to their
sp_ring training
trip.

"Every game is
exciting to me,"
notes Oliver, "but
as with every
team there are
those unspoken
rivalries. I can't
wait to get n:venge LEE OLIVER

on Montclair this
year while in
~i;.~~a for our Spring Break.

Though they look ahead
strive to beat Montclair, and
go to playoffs, they remain
focused on the task at hand
and "play one game at a time.
We play in a very hard confer-

ence with a lot of good compe-
tition but as long as we work
hard and believe we can do it
we will accomplish anything,"
concludes Schaffer.

The women's lacrosse team
plays their first game of the
season at home on March 1 at
4:00 pm.
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Rouzer residents warned and fined
damages in areas common to '10.
all floors. Associate Dean of Student

Previous Free Press stories .Affairs Elizabeth Towle,
In an attempt to curb prob- exposed some of these dam- Student Affairs VP Beth Gerl,

lems linked to Rouzer dorm, ages, reporting that students and Residence Life
college administrators met urinated on toilet seats, vomit- Coordinator Emerald
with residents on February 20, ed in the shower, emptied fire Christopher held the informa-
and outlined measures that extinguishers, and punched tiona I meeting in Decker
such restrictions as fines and out ceiling tiles. Auditorium to accommodate
additional campus safety Housekeeping staff members all of the residents of Rouzer.
patrols. have complained to their The purpose of the meeting

According-to an email dis- supervisors and newspaper was to explain to residents
tributed to Rouzer residents, staff, indicating that they are what exactly is occurring in
1st floor residents will be "ready to walk out." Rouzer Hall with damage
required to pay $1,042.73 in Some residents contend issues.
floor damages; 2nd floor resi- that they have been unfairly According to Towle, the
dents will pay $3,594.40; 3rd charged for damages other auditorium was nearly full,
floor residents will pay residents have done. meaning that more than half
$2,645.25; and 4th floor resi- "I don't understand why of all residents attended.
dents will pay $1,859.65. my floor would be punished "It just needs to stop," said
Additionally, $7,708.75 will be for something another floor Towle. Towle added that resi-
chargfd to all residents for . did," said Chris Zimmerman

MIKE HABEGGER
CO-EDITOR

Support the troops
with silly string

on masturbation and male sex
drives, along with more sen-
ous pieces on stereotypes and
identity issues. He sees the
show working in collabora-
tion with the Vagina
Monologues and not being a
reaction to it. The requested
five-dollar donation will go to
the same domestic violence
shelter as the Vagina
Monologues.

While the Vagina
Monologues had an exclusive-
ly female cast, Cocktales will
feature a mixed gender cast.
Szulgit recruited the peer
mentor, Ten Hamer, for his

On Thursday, March 8,
Cocktales debuted on Alumni
Hall's mainstage. Inspired by
the Vagina Monologues,
Cocktales features a series of
monologues written by
McDaniel students to combat
stereotypes about men and
masculinity.

Dr. Gregory Saulgtt. who
came up with the idea for the
show, believes that gender
based stereotypes are difficult
to define. He believes that the
whole concept of men being
from Mars and women from
Venus "is crap."

According to Szulgit, the
Page 3 show will lean towards the

________ ~ fun side. There will be pieces

George Brenton becomes jack-
Plant, George Brenton plays thing in a building needs to be pus. .
an integral part in the We of repaired, whenever the slip- Perhaps at no other time
every member of the pery sidewalk needs to be was the role Physical Plant
McDaniel College community shoveled, whenever someone plays on our campus more
and is a student advocate - decides to empty rolls of toilet noticeable than during the
but you would not recognize paper across the bathroom, power outage that oc~ed
him if you saw rum. In a ran- Physical Plant is there to save on the Friday before finals
dom poll of 15 students, not the day. . week. last fa~. There was a
one could even roughly Iden- Yet most of their work fault m the lin~ between the
lfy Benton's position on remains widely unnoticed due BG&E substation and the
~ampu:. to the fact that they tend to main campus, ma~ng· the

Brenton oversees the col- maintain things all along, and ~~~lem the c~pus s respon-
le e's three physical opera- we take it for granted. It is not sibility to repau. . .
ti~ns: grounds and special until something goes awry . Brenton an~ his st~ unme-
events, building operations that the 70 men and women in diat~ly ~ent mto. action, col-
and maintenance, and build- uniform abruptly become the lecting inf~rm.aho~ on the
ing services. Whenever any- most desired people on cam- problem, bringing m an out-

first ye~r seminar, to partici-
pate in the production.

Hamer, who was also in the
group that brought the Vagina
(see "Show" on page 3)

PAT O'TOOLE
CONTRIBUTOR

He doesn't have any chil-
dren of his own - but whenev-
er anyone asks, his reply is
always, "At any given point, I
have 1700." As the blaring
siren of a fire engine passed
the window of his 192
Pennsylvania Ave. office on a
recent morning, his expression
was that of an anxious parent.

"As long as they leave earn-
pus, that's all I care about," he
said.

As director of the Physical

point out who is responsible
for the damages so the blame
and bills can be passed to
individuals instead of the res-
idents as a whole.

The email echoed Towle's
sentiments, stating "McDaniel
College knows that the major-
ity of men living in Rouzer
Hall are not responsible for
the listed damages. It is
imperative that you share any
information that you may
have regarding any incidents
of vandalism with the Office
of Residence Life."

Towle added that the
behavior and damages to
Rouzer is "the worst it's been"
since she has been at
McDaniel.

side specialist to fix it, and
reporting to the administra-
tion's emergency response
team. Throughout the outage,
Brenton did all he could to
ensure that students were
comfortable and safe, a theme
that echoes throughout talks
with him.

"In the priority list, stu-
dents come first," Brenton
said. "That's kind of the
mantra. As a Physical Plant,
nobody's here unless the stu-
dents are here."

Keeping him busy day and
(see "Brenton" on page 4)
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College bell tolls three times
NEWS

The lighter side of the campus safety blotter
Sometimes, butts need comfy cushioning

one that thinks this way. man as a freedom fighter, tak- car from the ice and stow in
The night of February 26 ing an active stance against the Old Gravel Parking lot.

saw a young student sneaking the man in order to try to One of the many plow trucks
into Eaton and swiping a cozy obtain more comfortable seat- that covered campus after the
and inviting chair to give his ing.After all, I think we can all storm (And did a good job, by
gluteus a respite from the understand why he tried to the way. I got about 30 hours
splintered surface that he has steal the chair because the of sleep between that
had to endure the whole year. more foam that's under your· Wednesday and Thursday.

Alas, the chair never fanny, the better. Thanks guys!) drove past and
reached its new home. As the Also, the famed ice storm tried to help the student by
student in question wheeled hit everyone hard, as the blot- moving some snow out of the
the chair across Red Square, rer was peppered with reports car's way.
two Campus Safety officers of people slipping, fender ben- Of course, in the process of
saw and followed him. On ders and the like. One high- doing so, the plow hit the car's
approach, the student light: the Durango had trouble bumper. Sucks to be them.
switched course and tried to parking and got dinged. There was also an interest-
talk the boys in green to let- But my personal favorite ing alcohol citation early on
ting him return it. Obviously, happened on the afternoon of the morning of February 18, as
that didn't fly. February 20. A poor student students were documented for

I tend to think of this young was stuck trying to move their "preparing to play drinking

EMILY SWEENEY
STAFF WRITER

When we come in, we ring
it. When we leave, we ring it.
The bell in Memorial Square is
our very own punch clock.
But the day students graduate
isn't the last day the "bell tolls
for thee."

The bell, known by many as
Old Main Bell, tolls a third
time when alumni pass away.
On the first Tuesday of the
month, members of the
Student Alumni Council call
out the names of their prede-
cessors and then their gradu-
ating year. With one ring, a
final ring, those predecessors
who have died are honored.

Members of the Student
Alumni Council are the
newest part of this tradition.

Before this month, Alumni

ROB GOEKE
STAFF WRITER

(Editor's note: Rob Goeke's com-
mentary highlights some of the
inane calls to which campus safe-
ty responds.)

Throughout my four years
here at McDaniel, my buttical
area has sat on its fair share of
rickety, worn-in dorm room
chairs with Soviet-era foam
that is the width of a sheet of
paper.

My rear is possibly the most
valuable part of my body, so
the old brown or burgundy
seats that inhabit your typical
room are just not sufficient.
Apparently, I am not the only

Office staff rang the bell.
"We felt that it would be a

wonderful tradition for the
members of the Student
Alumni Council to take on,"
said Kristin Lister, assistant
director of alumni relations.

The tradition in itself is not
very old according to Dr.
Lightner, the college historian
and board of trustees member.
The bell has only been ringing
for the alumni for about half a
century. In that short time the
tradition has even changed a
little.

At one point the names of
deceased alumni were noted
on temporary plaques, accord-.
ing to Lightner.

"Many folks (including
alumni) don't know [about the
tradition]," Lister explained.

Giving this tradition to the
Student Alumni Council is

helping to bring it to the atten-
tion of the student population.
Student Alumni members
appreciate the ceremony.

"It is so touching," said sen-
ior Maria Lathroum. "Maybe
if attention towards this tradi-
tion grows it'll be expanded
into even more of a student
event. Personally I'd suggest
bringing back the plaque idea
so that even if you don't hear
the bell, you can still see
whose being remembered."

The Student Alumni meet-
ings are at 6 p.m. on the first
Tuesday of the month. At the
close of the meeting, group
members read names, ring the
bell and continue to build this
promising tradition.

Rouzer meetin

games."
Were people stretching?

Warming up? Gargling water
or working on breathing or
chugging techniques? Testing
the durability of ping pong
balls? Shuffling playing cards?
Inquiring minds need to
know.

Also, the citation was at 2:30
in the morning. When 99.9%

of the campus is winding
down, these hearty souls were
only "preparing" to wind
down. They shouldn't be
cited, they should be applaud-
ed for their courage.

Akoi1ol n'bl...J

Viok'l\O.'""l ted,
irWi hJ :ri'H
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Silly string program launched for troops
You find it scattered on the

bushes, grass, steps and walk-
way in front of your house the
morning after Halloween. You
see athletes celebrating with it
after they have won a champi-
onship. Now a weapon in the
War on Terror?

Yes that is right. The U.S.
military in Iraq is using Silly
String to save lives. Before
entering buildings soldiers
spray the plastic, stringy goo
into the building to test the
safety of the building. If the
string falls to the ground, sol-
diers know it is safe to enter
but if it hangs in the air, they
know trip wires are present.

Courtesy of Bobbi
Hollingsworth in Human
Resources, McDaniel College
is getting involved.
Hollingsworth heard about
donating Silly String cans to

Cocktales addresses male stereotypes
a few of the men in the cast MO cast members who has can just sit around and talk when they leave, even if some

had previous experience "in about their dicks but they of the subject material is "out
theater, He became interested can't," Stinson said. in left field."
in Cockteles from Szulgit's Stinson is somewhat
posters. Stinson described worried that the subject
how there were only four peo- matter of the show will
pie at the first meeting; their offend people.
first goal was to recruit more However, he does not
people. believe it is the fault of

He thinks the concept of the show if people get
Cocktales 'is profound and offended.
original. Stinson believes that HaIller is worried that
the .guys who are performing some people's political or
in Cocktales are breaking an reljgfous beliefs might prevent
unwritten social code of them from coming to see the
silence. show, but she does not think

v'People assume that guys

LINDSAY GRAHAM
STAFF WRITER

(from "Show" on page 1)
Monologues to McDaniel four
years ago, is happy to be in
another show that is raising
money for the domestic vio-
lence safe house. She also
believes that it is awesome

troops from her church.
"We [currently] have

twelve cans from the college,"
said Hollingsworth.
"Somebody asked to donate a
check. We are hoping for more
donations."

Money is also needed
because it covers the cost of
shipping. It is hard to send
cans of Silly String overseas
because the product is labeled
as "hazardous material" and
needs to be treated with cau-
tion. This means that it is
going to have an effect on the
shipping fee to delivery the
product. It is an easy and
effective way of supporting
the soldiers.

According to a one
McDaniel student, Silly String
that is bought at a local Dollar
Store will be shipped to the
troops by the store who will
cover the cost of shipping.

But Hollingsworth is not
stopping there when it comes

were hesitant to accept a
woman into the show.

"1 think they're all happy
with me now, Ihope anyway,"
Hamer said.

She only had time to write
one piece for the show, and
the subject is on the difference
between bad men such as

to supporting the troops. After
her son-in-law was deployed
for his second tour of duty in
Iraq, she noticed that there
were not a lot of support
groups for families and
friends in Carroll County.

In November 2006,
Hollingsworth started work-
ing with Jose Flores, an Army
soldier who served tours of
duty for the U.S. military, on a
support group for county resi-
dents. The group will counsel
and provide feedback for peo-
ple with brothers, friends, sis-
ters or a parent overseas.

"It is a place where people
can come and feel comfort-
able," Hollingsworth
explained about the support
group.

The project is now in its
final stages of development.
Flores and Hollingsworth are
in the middle of finding sites
to hold the meetings.
Preliminary sites are VFW and

American Legion Halls as well
as the McDaniel campus.

"[It} depends on the
demands," said Flores. "We
don't know what the needs
are yet."

Flores and Hollingsworth,
at this point, do not know the
people who will be attending
these group meetings.
Whether they are mostly hus-
bands, wives or parents of sol-
diers, children of soldiers or
friends of soldiers, will dictate
where to hold the meetings
and what people want to talk
about.

The pilot program is set to
take off on April 1 and by then
Flores and Hollingsworth will
know what families and
friends are concerned about.
The program will also provide
resources to find out inforrna-
tion for families regarding
their loved ones, says Flores.

In the past McDaniel stu-
dents are no strangers when it

comes to supporting our mili-
tary overseas. The Alpha
Lambda Delta first-years hon-
ors society and the D.I.V.A.S
have contributed in the past
year-and-a-half.

In December of 2005, the
D.lV.A.S Affinity Group set
up a table outside of the din-
ning hall for people to write or
drop off cards or letters for the
troops. After collecting 150
cards and letters they sent
them to a friend's brother's
platoon overseas. The first
year honor society also wrote
cards and letters to troops
overseas.

Hollingsworth wants
McDaniel students to know
that they are encouraged to
support the troops by drop-
ping off cans of Silly String or
cash donations to the Post
Office or the Office of Human
Resources, next to Campus
Safety.

that it is not" just one type of
person who is participating in
this production. According to
11<" th~.J:uQ,j_thq;amut
froIn theater majors to football

players.
"Everyone gets along really

well despite being very differ-
ent," said Hamer.

She also acknowledged that

Soul food unites past ideology with reality
TORI BUTLER
STAFFWRlTER

As black history month
comes to a' dose the Black
Student Union chose to cele-
brate African-American her-
itage and culture through the
tradition of Soul Food. The
BSU held a Soul Food dinner
in McDaniel Lounge on
Tuesday, February 27th. The
theme of the program was
unity, which was evident in
the diversity of the audience.

The program started with
an explanation of the evolu-
tion of soul food. The origins
of soul food can be traced to
before the slave trade where
Africans had mostly a vege-
tarian diet of grains, legumes,
yams, sorghum, watermelon,
pumpkin, okra, onion, garlic,
cucumber and eggplant. As
Africans entered into slavery
in the United States their diet
changed; the fresh vegetables
were replaced by throwaway
foods from the plantation
house. Their vegetables were
the tops of turnips, beets, and
dandelions. African slaves
began to include new greens
in their diets such as collards,
kale, cress, mustard, and

rapists and wife beaters, and
men in general. One of the
more serious pieces, she
believes that it is bad men
who deserve scorn, not men in
general.

Patrick Stinson is one of the

pokeweed. They flavored
their food with lard from the
'slaughtered pigs and cracklln'
from its skin. African slaves
also ate the scraps of meat
from their master's table that
included pig's feet, hog jowl,
ham hocks, chitterlings, pig
ears and tripe, just to name a
few.

Mealtime to the African
slaves was a time to have
"good times." The "family"
would join together and feed
not only their bodies but also
their souls after enduring a
hard day's work. The recipes
and the stories associated with
the food is part of an oral tra-
dition that has been passed
down from generation to gen-
eration.

The name "soul food" is a
product of the use of the word
"soul" in the 1960s, as one can
see the name stuck.

After a dinner of fried
chicken, string beans, corn
bread, salad, macaroni and
cheese, cakes, and pies the
asu used the time following
the dinner to feed the souls of
the audience.

The asu sponsored a per-
formance by the Pin Points
Theater Company, an educa-

tional theater company that
promotes the vast intellectual
accomplishments of Africans
and African-Americans. The
play that the company per-
formed was entitled "The
Meeting."

"The Meeting" asks the
question what would have
occurred if Martin Luther
King, Jr. and Malcolm X
would have met in a hotel
room preceding their tragic
deaths? The actors of the prp-
duction incorporated a variety
of quotations of the two, both
challenging the view of the
other. Malcolm asking the
question, "how has legislation
prevented the murders of civil
rights workers or the four lit-
tle girls in the basement of the
church?" Martin responding
that he was not just trying to
solve the problems of negroes
but solve the problems of
America.

Malcolm did not believe in
non-violent action. He stated
that "aggression in the name
of self defense is honor." But
King reminded him not to
confuse nonviolence for non-
action. For most of the play
Malcolm and King were ver-
bally at each other's throats

anyone will be offended

and they even arm wrestled a
few times to demonstrate their
power- What brought these
two civil rights leaders togeth-
er at the end was their chil-
dren. The setting of the play
was after the bombing of
Malcolm's house. King
brought a gift from his daugh-
ter, Yolanda (her favorite doll)
for Malcolm's daughter
Ayatollah. After receiving the
gift Malcolm's heart was soft-

ened. Both realized if only
they would have joined hands
together sooner pushing in the
same direction the impact that
they would have had.

This play demonstrated if
only those of us who believed
in the same message, but dif-
ferent approaches joined
together, the impression could
change one person which
could eventually change the
world.
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MacLea housekeeper leaves lasting impression
a warm presence and a gen- Every year changes the chtl- position while walking [the] usuaUy very quick to do her
uine interest in those who pass dren and Iwant to meet every- DMC stairs," said Whelan. job so she doesn't get in peo-
her. Her dedication to her body." "She assured me that she was- pIe's way."
work and her interactions According to her boss, Mel n't afraid of bats." Sophomore Kim Staub, who
with students make her an Whelan, building services Students in DMC agree that recently moved back to DMC,
unsung hero. coordinator, Galarza is well Galarza is a.wonderful house- remembers Galarza for "say-

Galarza was born in Peru liked and has an impact on keeper. In fact, this past ing hello while cleaning the
and came to the United States other people's lives. Christmas many of the resi- stairs."
in 1986. She's been at "I get aUkinds of compll- dents contributed money to "One day I was reading in
McDaniel since 2003 and the ments about her from faculty, buy her a gift in appreciation DMC lounge and she wanted
two areas she's been assigned staff, and students," Whelan for aUher hard work. to make sure her cleaning in
toareDMCandPetersonHall, said. "They just think she's However, many DMC rest- the hallway didn't disturb
the art building. She's married marvelous." dents still aren't aware of me" Staub said "It was really
to Santos Galarza. Together Whelan says he knows Galarza's name despite con- kind of her to ask, even
they have two boys, Manuel, Galarza just like he knows the versing with her almost on a though she wasn't bothering
16, and Dave, 13 and reside in other 35 members of his daily basis. me at all."
Westminster. After work staff-very well. He describes Desilyn Coverley a sopho- For now, Galarza is happy
Galarza says, "I want to see her as a "very loyal, dedicat- more who has lived in DMC with her job and she humbly
my dog," a poodle named ed, caring individual." for one and a half years, said, shakes off the idea of being an
Kenny. She also cooks, deans Galarza is a reliable employee "She's very nice and friendly. unsung hero. She loves work-
her house, runs errands and who "will go the extra mile to She says hello and talks to me ing here and said,
visits her sister and brother in help you in any way she can" every time I see her." "Everybody's beautiful over
New York. and "she is a fantastic mother Coverley admits that she here."

In addition to her family at and wife." doesn't show Galarza appreci- Galarza is an amicable
home, Galarza refers to the Whelan recalls one unfor- ation for doing her job. member of the McDaniel com-
students here as another part gettable incident involving a "I don't really thank her in munity who diligently does
of her family. bat. person," Coverley said. "1 her job while eagerly interact-

"First year I come over here "I remember Lori in a panic think it's because I take for ing with students, faculty, and
a lot of children say good while informing me that a bat granted that she is keeping staff.
morning," Galarza said. "I was in one of the stairwells in DMC nice and tidy." "She's tops. She's enthusi-
love it. It's like my family." DMC. Someone left the stair- Freshman Alex Vazzano astic. She's thorough." said

Galarza enjoys working in well window open and sure and his suitemates perceive Whelan. "There isn't anything
DMC and seeing all of the enough, there was a bat in Galarza as "very friendly." that she doesn't do on her
"happy children," she says. Lori's stairwell For the "I always say hi to her when own."
"Children in MacLea 1want to longest time Lori would carry I pass her and she always
see [them] hard working. her cleaning broom in the club smiles," Vazzano said. "She is

'the Hill' like his home

MELANIE CHUPElN
NEWS EDITOR

She arrives at work by 6
a.m. She's the only one who
cleans Peterson Hall. She
always has a smile on her face.
Who is this woman who toils
away at a thankless job five
days a week?

Clotilde Galarza, or Lori as
she likes to be called, is a
housekeeper in Daniel
MacLea who rarely fails to
strike up a friendly conversa-
tion while sweeping the steps.
Any reference to her immedi-
ately sparks a smile. Galarza
deans DMC every day, a job
that is often overlooked, with

(from "Brenton," page 1)
night, the response to the
power outage exemplified the
need for Brenton's position,
one that actually remained
vacant for a period of 13 years
prior to his arrival in the fall of
2005. The position is a supple-
ment to each of the directors
of Physical Plant's three main
sections, who are capable of
operating independently.
Prior to Brenton's arrival, they
reported to Dr. Ethan Seidel,
vice president of administra-
tion and finance.

"He's increased the respon-
siveness of the Physical
Plant." Seidel said. "I think he
brings more attention and
focus to the issues that need
it .... He understands the stu-
dent body's needs and how to
meet them, which is a nice
added dimension."

In speaking with members
of the administration and
staff, it becomes apparent that
Brenton's experience with the
campus as an alum, his diplo-
matic abilities, and his
patience have all been signifi-
cant assets to the school.

"George is easy to work

with, he is ..... ..;::;;....,.,...,..,- .......
always willing to
listen to the prob-
lems and ideas
that we have,"
said Philip Boob,
director of
grounds and spe-
cial events. "I feel 100..............
that he is looking
to improve the department as
well as the overall facilities of
the college."

Brenton, a jack-of-all-trades
who is happy to be hands-on,
is humble about his success.

"The fact that I'm here now
helps them continue to do the
good job they've always
done," Brenton said. "I'm the
liaison between the campus
and these guys. When a need
comes up, [ can be there to do
the evaluation of what the
project might entail and ..
come up with a way that we
can all work together to make
the situation better."

Elizabeth Towle, associate
dean of Student Affairs,
appreciates Brenton's focus on
instituting some of the techno-
logical advancements the
school has been in need of.

1~~li~then-WesternD Maryland. He
had been
active with the
Young Alumni
Committee
and volun-
teered at

.:... ..... ...;. ........ _"""" ~~smni ev~~~:
"There really wasn't any- Robin Adams Brenton, associ.

;:s~~! ~~~~~a:u th:: a:~ ate vice president of alumni

how to do it, go through that :i~~~~r:~~a:nUal giving, is
process and implement it," Jestingly called the "first

~~t!:~~~·:~:~s ~el~\~~:~~ couple of McDaniel" by
be done down the road, and friends, the pair truly are
wants to go ahead and do it." model alumni. They were

Some of the improvements :~~~:!~d~:~r,~~~!:!~
Brenton is instituting include Lounge, and have surrounded

~!a~~a~ ~~:U::~:themselves with McDaniel
for the temperatures in each College regalia in their horne.
• For Brenton, a Navy brat who

building to be remotely regu- moved from place to place for
lated, a change that anyone most of his childhood, the col-
who has ever had to open a lege has truly become his
window in the winter will home.

appreoF·oa~·B_"ton his newly "I had my formative years
• .=, ... here, and we spent so much

:d~irer!c!~s~~~h~s~~~t~: time here it's ingrained in
me," he said. "We've got two

has had with the college since cars: a green car and a gold
his 1985 graduation from car. It's kind of sappy, but

that's the way it is."
The couple now relishes the

opportunity to work for the
school they have been
attached to for so many years.
Prior to interviewing for his
position, Brenton was work-
ing for a building services
provider in southern
Pennsylvania. He ended up
leaving that job after a dis-
agreement with his employer
over wage gouging of the
staff, but the experience he
gained there prepared him for
the job he now holds. What
seemed like a confusing peri-
od in his life suddenly makes
sense in the grand scheme, he
notes.

"Really, truly, this is his
dream job," Robin said. "It
was always his dream job, but
he didn't know it until he got
into it."

Listening to Brenton talk, it
is apparent that the past year
has been rewarding for rum.

"It's hard work. but I love
it," he said. "I'm taking care of
the place, and I love this place.
It used to be a hobby before,
but now it's a profession, too."
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Father, son savor academic competition
he says. learn, so that whole aspect of a dad. Stydtnger, Audrey, (currently

Like the common saying, constantly driven search for "Well, sometimes I bum attending North Carroll
"The apple doesn't fall far knowledge doesn't seem out rides off of himsave some gas Middle School), conditioning

A perfect Hollywood come- from the tree," Dennis' ambi- of the ordinary to me. It's just and money. But the best part is her way into the family tradi-
dy: Father and son attending tious attitude towards learn-: sort of how he and I function, that since he's been going here tion of academics, who has
the same college together. ing stems largely from the which is scary, I know. I defi- for a couple years now, he can also won her share of writing
Imagine the things that could influences of his father. nitely admire my father's show me where things are, awards.
go wrong. Nelson, decided to return to integrity, his work ethic, his certain offices I need to find, Only time will tell who will

Actually, one doesn't have the school setting after he was ridiculous intelligence, and and he kind of knows the sys- be crowned victor of the aca-
to look as far as California for offered the opportunity from the way that he always pushes tern, so I have a direct source demic challenge. Will it be

the Veterans Administration. me to do really well," says of information," says Dennis. Nelson, with wisdom and
Now he in his senior year at Dermis. Pushing each other to work experience - far surpassing
McDaniel College and is Although his son accepts hard is certainly a good thing, that of his son? Or will it be
majoring in Communication hi':"B as a student, Nelson but when the "goat-getting" Dennis, inherently infused
while also completing a minor describes that the situation in starts going on at home, some- with an aggressive and com-
in Writing. In addition to the classroom can be some- one's got to be there to defuse petitive nature?
attending classes, he works as what isolated. He's actually the scuffle. As Dennis puts it, "I pre-
the Executive Director of co-written an article on the Nelson explains, "I think tend the agel experience dif-
Mountain View Bible Camp subject that was published in my wife, Esther, sometimes ference isn't there. Maybe I am
for Children in Manchester, the College Quarterly journal. finds it a little exasperating, at a disadvantage, but it'll just
MO. He explains, "Though some of but we have been married make it so much better when I

Before that, he retired from my classmates accept me and over 25 years and I have own him."
the us Army after 22 years of even talk to me ... perhaps always been this way."
service, spending that time in [others] feel intimidated, or And there is another
Military Intelligence as a it's just too much
Polish and Arabic like talking to their
Interrogation Technician. He parents."
also spent two years in But Nelson is
Vietnam. flattered that

CORI SIMPSON
FEATIJRES EDITOR

this scenario, it exists here on
Mcljaniel's campus. And so
far, everything for them has
gone just right.

Nelson Srydlnger, 58, and
his son Dennis, 18, have been
attending McDaniel College
together since last fall.

A situation that many stu-
dents would consider awk-
ward, Dennis actually thrives
under the pressure of the aca-
demic competition.

"I love the competition,"
Dennis says, "but I'm con-
cerned because I don't know if
my departments (Poli. Sci. and
German) hand out A-pluses,
and that's what I need to top
his summa cum laude non-
sense. Of course, Iwant to top
it. I naturally work hard,
because academics are really
all I have. I don't play sports
or anything, but yes, on a sub-
tle level, it [the competition]
makes me work harder."

Dennis is studying Political
Science I In terna tiona I
Relations and is hoping to cre-
ate his own major revolving
around German. "I want to
take my degree and maybe
",ork vvith the Foreign Service,
or work for a human rights
organization, maybe be an
activist. Basically, I want to
change the world, despite
how egocentric that sounds,"

As experienced as he is
though, Nelson admits that he
had to play catch-up with his
son's grades: "Unfortunately,"
he explains, "I am somewhat
of a perfectionist. At first, I
was the one playing catch-up.
Dennis has been a straight A
student since 9th grade, so
when I first started at
McDaniel, I guess I had to
prove myself."

But the tables quickly
turned,. and Nelson has rsow
set the "bench-.mark."After
Nelson received the Aristotle
Award, Dennis confessed it
would be hard to fill his
father's shoes.

"I inherited his desire to

FEATURES

Dennis seems to
enjoy having him
around, and the
feeling is mutual -
one instance in par-
ticular is when it
comes to creating
laughs.

"He might tell
you that Ido every-
thing in my power
to obnoxiously
embarrass him
vvhenever r see hi.m
on catnpus. And
that's true ... "

Dennis will not
deny the other
perks of sharing a
campus with his

Small room, 'Sahara-
like temps,' but this
crib is just right

EMILY SWEENEY
STAFF WRITER

Step one: Figure out how
you want your space used.
Rachael Stecyk ('09) has a rela-
tively small room, but she's
making it work. Her standing
lamp is snug by her bed. The
TV is so perfectly balanced
over the fridge that it seems
like it came built in. And even
the printer over her desk dou-
bles as a VCR stand. This
sa~es room fHPlhe books.

Books for classes alone are
stacked near head high on her
desk and free reading books
hide out under her bed along
with assorted stuffed animals,
the most notable being a rose-
bearing hedgehog. The rest of
the floor space (aside from a
little walking space) is just
enough for a: decorative chair
to hold more books and accu-
mulated materials such as
yam, which is used for crochet

projects.
Step two: Stock up on

knick-knacks and posters. She
says a lot of her pictures are
Pre-Raphaelite. There's
Waterhouse's The Lady of
Shallot and La Belle Dame
Sans Merci, Leighton's The
Accolade, and several other
romance or knight-themed
pieces. For contrast, and
because she was in need of an
elongated poster to fit over the
closet, there ~s a triptych of
Monet paintings. The Stealer's
pennant breaks up the theme
even more.

The shelf part of her desk
wall-covered: she holds there
her collection of sand castle
figures and variety is thrown
in with a Venetian glass turtle
like a sweeter version of
Godzilla, terrorizing sand
fortresses. Th~ glass turtle
comes from her parents' trip
to Italy, along with an amaz-
ing cream-colored Venetian

mask with gold decoration
and red lips, and postcards of
Venice, Rome, and Florence on
the refrigerator. Remaining
room goes to a Care Bears cal-
endar, pictures of family and
her boyfriend and tributes to
college We, like a painted Phi
Mu brick.

Step three: Find out what
glitch the room hides. Maybe
this is step two, but normally
you don't find problems until
you've set up. It's Murphy's
Law. The quirk of this room is
heat. There is some strange
and unreasonable piping sys-
tem oddity which dictates that
a hot pipe must run through
her room. Stecyk has talked to
someone about this, but she
says she was told, "unless I
see steam coming out of my
wall," nothing will be fixed.
Thus her room is titled "the
oven."

Her remedy is an open win-
dow and a fan, which does

take the edge off. Sahara-like
temperature aside, she seems
happy with it. The small size
of the room isn't an issue
either. She says there are some
even smaller or stranger-
shaped rooms in A&W, but

then again she's seen bigger
rooms too.

Guess this room is "just
right," to quote Goldie Locks.
It is cozy, despite any con-
struction flaws, and it's deco-
rated well.
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If you could go
anywhere in the
world for spring
break, where
would it be?

"I would gQ to Fiji
because they have
awesome beaches
and great spas."

"I would travel the "I would gQ tQ "I would go to New
world in a private jet Australia because Zealand because the
cuz I would be able to they have awesome Lord of the Ring movies
gQ anywhere I want- beaches for surfing" were filmed there and
ed." . because it is Supposed to

be gorgeous."

"I would gQ to Fort
Meyers, Florida to
hang 'Out with my
boyfriend and meet
his family."

Glar suggestions- paper napkin democran~1:ey

on a napkin, tack it to ~e co~- ~OUI_" IT"), and a gram- ~ous, ~ we sh~uld all Hall could menh~ed that the'
KATE,I;~~~lNLEY ment boards, located in plain matically incorrect, but very Just shut up and drink our are slightly worr~IYgoing to

view in both Englar Dining effusive thank-you to the pub Gatorade. "The food isn't bad. building is-pOSSI th y sleep
Hall and at the pub, and voila staff for their 'husele' [sic}.The I don't understand why so collapse on them as. e fresh-
- instantly, yo~ ~re taking a latter of which prompted many. ,students complain (ok, yes, I am, a ,hltt: tog).
stand on what IS unportant to another student to leave a about It. ' But, the employee is man girl. but I rn J~st if yOll
you. And apparently, cookies, comment wondering how the quick to add that "the com- The bottom 11l1e~h the
and the status of the soft serve pub-thanking student had ment boards are a nice idea. have a p,roblem Wlt'f au
ice cream machine are very managed to get accepted here. Wehave fun looking at them." Glar/Pub food, staff,or lYe
important to you, the stu- One thing that the napkin While it's nice that every- just want to thank someond
dents. commentators all seem to one cares about how often the for giving you extra scallope_

Someof the other eloquent agree on (otherthan, seriously, r~ch dressing containers get potatoes, you have been
d
;:.

comments and concerns, in :,\at.happened .t? the cook- re?lled, ~hat I'm saying is videdwiththemeansto _any
addition to everyone's curios- les.) IS ~hat Cecilia, the lady ~s; why IS.the campus only However, be warned ill be
ity as to whether or not the who swipes our meal cards mterested m our opinions misspellings you make W . _
cookiemaker from last semes- and calls us all "baby," is basi- about Glar?What if there was mocked freely arid enthUSlas
ter was fired/murdered/relo- cally an awesome pers.on,and a comment board for every tically.
cated to the wrap line, are one that she deserves a raise, and division of campus life?
student's melodramatic plea possibly a hug. Maybe a comment board
for the return of 2% milk One Clar employee, who devoted to dorm life, where
("seriously, I WILL DIE preferred to remain anony- the residents of Whiteford

There are serious problems
to contend with in this world.
People are angry, they are
hurting, and they want their
voicesheard.
Well,fret not, McDanielstu-

dents, because you finally
have a medium through
which to express those con-
cerns that undoubtedly keep
you up at nights.

• Got a beef? Got a beef
about the lack of beef (or beef
like substances) in Glar? Are
you, like everyone else in the
world, wondering why the
cookies have stopped being
soft? Simple solution - write it

""'10(1 e !lIte'\
"''1 ~oes'
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Student's points 'misguided, misleading'
MARCH 8, 2007 - Page 7

Greetings, Editor,
Wow. Where to begin?
I suppose I'll start by saying

"Thank you" for publishing
the letter by Chelsea Phillips,
her attempt (George Bush
deserves praise, not bashing,
23 Feb 07) to provide a count-
er-argument to the anony-
mous letter from the previous
issue, entitled Enough is
Enough. I did not read the
previous article, but I am sure
I understand the gist of it,
based on her comments.

That said, many of her
points were awkward, mis-
guided, misleading, or redun-
dant, and I would like to
address them.
1) The existence of a "liber-
al bias" in the media has been
known for centuries (well
before the New World, there
was old-world yellow journal-
ism), so her argument show-
ing the existence of a liberal
bias in an element of the
media, namely the McDaniel
Free Press, is unnecessary.
The only non-left leaning out-
lets tend to be strongly right-
leaning outlets, most notably
among them, Fox News and
Rush Limbaugh. By this age,
one would hope we'd have
learned to check our sources
and use multiple outlets for
our information. I am appar-
ently a hypocrite in this
respect, as my news comes in
the form of the New York
".nes daily e:rnaiJ, NPR .neD1-

ber stations on my 45+ minute
commute to and from school,
and CNN when Iam at home.
Though these are close to cen-
ter, they still can be said to be
left-leaning. Regardless, I rec-
ognize the presence of bias
and try to account for it in the
reports Iread and hear.
2) Plenty of feminists and
mascultsts have complained
about Eve Enslers Vagina
Monologues, but her play is
important, as it and the VDay
foundation raise awareness
and funds in support of the
fight against violence against
women. The core of the play
is the unifying factor among
all women, which has also
been the unifying factor
among the sources of violence
against women, namely the
presence (presumed or real) of
a vagina.

Superficially, the play.can
be seen as trivializing the fight
down to anatomy, but the
impact of the play is intended
to be much deeper and
expands the connections
among women to the things
that make a woman a PER-

SON'The choice of what Ms.
Phillips calls, ff~cial devian:
sexual perversion, and m
bashing:' are only parts of the
play, interpreted in an antago-
nistic fashion, and are, regard-
less of perspective, parts of
our society and rooted in the
vast number of interviews and
body of research performed in
preparation for the play.
These elements of tntth are

what make the play more than
just a Lifetime network after-
school special about what to
do when your boyfriend hits
you. again. I was not able to
attend this year's perform-
ance, but last year's was
somewhat disappointing, but
I wouldn't chalk up a poor
perfonnance on a terrifically
wet and snowy night to the
play itself being bad. As for
the question of, "[w]ould we
allow men to attack women
the way Monologues attacks
men? Of course not," but the
fact remains that such attacks
are rampant and infused into
the very fabric of the societies
of the world. According to A
Natural History of Rape: bio-
logical bases of sexual soer-
cion, there is not a single soci-
ety on record without some
incidence of rape. The two
that had been believed to have
been free of incidents of rape
were later found to have been
covered up by the society in
one case, and a social modifi-
cation of the facts in the other.

The Monologues raises
awareness of this problem and
related acts of violence against
women and exercises one
attempt to work toward a
solution. "Feminists of the
world, unite!" indeed.
3) Richard Reich defines
the left/ right, liberal/ conser-
vative dichotomy as the bal-
ance and fight between
change and preservation (con-
servatives wish to "conserve"
the status quo).

Conserving the status quo
in this case means endorsing
th3e pay divide, glass ceiling,
and institutionalized objectifi-
cation of women. In that case,
let the liberal media reign.
The reason the media tends to
be left leaning is that the con-
servatives tend to be happy
with the state of things and
wish to keep things as they
are- the only thing they have
to speak out against is change.
Historically, this has meant
"fat, balding, middle-aged,
white men telling us what to
do with our bodies" (Sonya
Renee Taylor). Essentially,
they would like to continue
the conditions that allowed
them to become wealthy,
which has typically meant
underselling some minority or
another with policies that ben-
efit the wealthy upper-class at
the expense of the lower-and
marginalized-classes. To
quote Chris August, "Change
happens when one asshole
can't keep his mouth shut."
Those initiators of Change
tend to be individuals "on the
left" who wish for things to
, improve.
4) On the point of "liberals"
and what "the liberals want
you to believe," I know of not
a single respected individual
advocating that "[sexual]
abstinence. is bad." That is a
ridiculous, hyperbolic state-
ment which few outside of a
hypersexual cult would pro-
fess to support. Every sexual

education/ health class that
deals with reproductive and
sexual health education states
in some way or another that
abstinence is the ONLY 100%
effective safe-sex practice, as it
is, indeed, the only truly safe
sex (if it can be said that "no
sex" is "safe sex"). The prob-
lem comes when the "educa-
tion" ends there. When kids
move beyond a cloistered,
abstinence-only educational
environment and are unfamil-
iar with the proper use of con-
ception- and disease-control
mechanisms within an uncon-
trolled, sexual environment,
they endanger themselves and
others. THAT is why the lib-
erals want comprehensive
sex-education and not "absti-
nence-only" sex-lectures.
5) Regarding the economic
discussion, 1 agree with Ms.
Phillips in that "not ALL econ-
omists believe that capitalism
is a failure or that all people
are intrinsically selfish."
However, much as we have
never seen a truly communist
nation-state, neither have we
seen a truly capitalist nation-
state, even "the great Satan"
as Khomeini called us.
According to the Manifesto of
the Communist Party, Marx
and Engels would describe
U.s.s.R., Cuba, China, and the
other socialist states as that:
socialist, or as some other der-
ivation besides communist.
At the same time, America

and "The West" do not prac-
tice true capitalism, either.
Whereas pure communism
depends upon every single
member of the commune
working toward the good of
the commune, everyone on
the same footing, pure capital-
ism depends upon everyone
working to ensure the pros-
perity of his/ her neighbors,
so that money will feed back
to promote prosperity for the
individual. In other words, in
order for me to make as much
money as possible,

I need to make sure you
make as much money as pos-
sible, so you'll then give your
money to me.
6) And, at last, I address the
title and core of Ms. Phillips's
article: President George W.
Bush.

I agree that Mr. Bush and
Mr. Hussein are two signifi-
cantly different individuals.
Mr. Bush has not ordered the
killing of thousands of his
own citizens (unless one were
to extrapolate the unprovoked
war in Iraq, which has led to
3157 American deaths
(http://icasualties.org/oif/)
under his orders against the
better judgment of the world
as Mr. Bush ordering the
killing of thousands of his
own citizens.], has not utilized
chemical and biological war-
fare against his own citizens
(unless one were to extrapo-
late Mr. Bush's roll-back of
environmental protections,
provision of tax shelters for
environmentally irresponsible

companies, and being
Governor of the only city in
America in recent years to
unthrone L.A. for "worst air
pollution" as utilizing chemi-
cal and biological warfare
against his own citizens), nor
has he unprovokedly attacked
his direct neighbors (this last
one's about it. We haven't
invaded Mexico or Canada).

"But, going back to the
President's latest decision to
step up troop involvement in
Iraq, why don't we just agree
to disagree for a moment."
WHAT?lH -

NO, we can't "just agree to
disagree!" When it comes to
sending 120,000 American
military men and women,
plus unknown numbers of
State Department employees
for the PRTs, there is no "agree
to disagree." Please note that
sending roughly 21,000 com-
bat troops requires nearly
100,000 more support staff,
specialists, officers, and enlist-
ed men and the Provincial
Reconstruction Teams will
each require scores of individ-
uals from the Foreign Service.
Either we send them, or we
don't.

His decision to use "cow-
boy diplomacy" or as one
pundit called it "coercive
diplomacy. without the diplo-
macy" is flawed to its core and
represents a refusal to truly
take into account alternative
viewpoints.

The overwhelming majori-
ty of non-yes-men have said,
time and again, that this esca-
lation ("Surge" would imply it
would happen quickly) is an
improper tactic that goes
against the opinion of the
majority of tacticians. The
only supporters of escalation
are either consistent, unflap-
ping followers of Mr. Bush or
the minority of tacticians,
Senator McCain among them,
who believe 21,000 is not
enough, and would like to see
even more troops sent in.

There has long been a pat-
tern in this administration of
ignoring the opinion of the
opposition- which is what led
us in to this quagmire to
begin. Certainly, Mr. Hussein
was a dictator and by no
means a good man (I choose
not to say "bad," as the
Scrabble dictionary defines
"bad" as "Not at all good,"
and while I don't agree with
his tactics, he did manage to
mostly modernize the infra-
structure of his country dur-
ing his time in power), but Mr.
Bush's cattle herd intentional-
ly fabricated and / or misrep-
resented information to sup-
port the case for war in Iraq-
and still failed to garner inter-
national support for invasion
from the UN Security Council
or General Assembly. As a
result, we overwhelmed the
vastly inferior Iraqi military
and overthrew the tyrant in a
matter of weeks, true.

But we did so with a horrif-
ically underdeveloped strate-

gy for follow-through, did not
protect sensitive sites like
power stations, ammunition
caches, and museums housing
some of the oldest civilized
artifacts in the world, and
opened the way for a sectarian
conflict and internal struggle
which has murdered or dis-
placed millions of innocent
Iraqi citizens and thousands of
brave men and women who
swore to protect the constttu-
tion and obey their orders.
They have done so admirably
and valiantly and should be
celebrated. They deserve
praise.

The petulant and tnappro-
priate abuse of the truth that
led to this war in Iraq simply
to upstage his father and
allow his cronies to follow
through on their masturbatory
fantasies of completing what
they left under President
George H. W. Bush after
Desert Storm has happened
for those reasons and for the
immature belief that we
would reap the benefits of a
sympathetic partner in the
Middle-East, not for any actu-
al threat.

As such, there are even
greater atrocities occurring
around the globe, which we
are no longer prepared to
attend, due to our thin-worn
military.

Additionally, by "over-
reaching our boundaries" and
attempting to dictate the
actions of the international
community, we have worn
thin our welcome, abused our
friendships, destroyed our
credibility in the international
forum, and enflamed the
angry passions of countless
more individuals who now
wish us harm.

The arrogant and selfish
desires of a megalomaniac
who usurped the Oval Office
and has abused his position to
expand his personal power,
often against the law or con-
science, however, do not
deserve the praise of any
American.

Do I believe he should be
impeached? If it can be
proven that he has broken the
law, then yes; otherwise, no.
But, President George W. Bush
has disgraced the concept of
traditional values through his
disturbing over-reaching of
power into the homes of
Americans, has threatened
our national defense with his
"cowboy diplomacy" dese-
crated the Oval Office with his
own disrespect for the bound-
aries of the institution, and
has evidenced a vibrant mis-
understanding of the benefits
of capitalism with his tax and
social policies which support
the wealthy and increase the
hardships on the poor.

THAT does not deserve my
praise or the praise of anyone,
like myself, proud to be an
American.

Yaws,
David Schein II
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Luckiest day of year makes day go 'round
assorted phrases, green sham- hats at Wal-Mart were a big people around the United
rock hopper headbands. And hint). But let's not ignore all States claim to be of Irish
one of my personal the other symbols associated descent. But what about those
favorites-green construction with the day: leprechauns, of you who aren't lucky
worker-like hats with gold shamrocks, luck, and gold. enough to be Irish?
labels featuring the phrase However, the biggest symbol Don't be disheartened. St.
"Got Beer?" of them all---even bigger than Patrick's Day isn't just for the
Yes,that's right. St.Patrick's beer-c-is.. Irish these days.

Day is finally descending Green. "Everyone can celebrate St.
down upon the small town of Since those long-gone days Patrick's Day. My grandmoth- "It's fun to be Irish, if only
Wesbninster. of elementary school, it has er, completely Lithuanian, for a day," said Millhausen.

Traditionally celebrated as been ingrained into our mem- was born on that day, and she
a religious holiday in Ireland, aries that St. Patrick's Day always celebrates both,"
here in the United States, it's equals green. It's green this, Junior Megan Millhausen
safe to say that we have a green that, green everywhere. said.
slightly different way of cele- Many people, including Smith And with March 17 right
brating. and her family, put green up around the corner, celebrating

"1 work at O'Lordan's Irish around their homes. And even will be the trend of the day.
Pub, so I know that a lot of more people like to wear With parades, games, and
people are going to be coming green, probably to show their open bars; people of all ages
there to celebrate," said senior Irish pride or possibly just to are sure to have some fun
Carrie Smith. avoid getting pinched. Imean, times.

Drinking has come to be really, who wants to suffer the And lucky for us college
one of the better-known esso- fate of getting pinched for students-c-or maybe unlucky,
elations with the Irish holiday their lack of wearing green? depends on your point of
(those construction worker Millions upon millions of view-St. Patrick's Day falls

right at the end of McDaniel
College's spring break. So go
out, have fun, wear your
green proudly (or have fun
pinching those who forget
their green), and celebrate the
day of the Irish. Is there any
better way to end spring
break?

STACEY EYLER
STAFF WRITER

On a recent shopping trip to
wal-Mart, I couldn't help but
notice out of the corner of my
eye, the excessive amounts of
green hanging from a few
racks near the school supplies
and cards sections. Stopping
to take a look at the display,
the array of quirky items
made me smile.

The first items to catch my
attention were the multiple
"Cat in the Hart-like hats fea-
tured in solid green and green
and white stripes. Scanning
down the rest of the display, it
took about three seconds for
me to figure out what all the
accessories were for. Green
necklaces adorned with sham-
rocks, green "St. pIt nameplate
necklaces, shirts featuring
"Kiss me, I'm Irish" and other

Pack CDs, snacks- It's Spring Break time
even more while driving on
the over-populated streets of
New Jersey. But for some rea-

There's no doubt that son, the drive always seems
worth it.

Of course it would be fun to
travel like a lot of students are
doing this vacation, but there
are a ton of people who just
don't have the money; Iknow
I don't. Although it seems
completely lame, I think the
best trip you can take for
Spring Break is one where you
wind up at home; it's relaxing,
stress free, and an all-inclusive day, just roll down the win-

dows and don't be afraid to

sing (and dance if necessary)
in the car.
if you're home, I guarantee

there are a ton of places you
can take road trips to that will
make you feel like you're on a
mini-vacation with your
friends. I know for me, I
always like to go down the
shore (as we call it in jersey)
or into New York for the day
to go shopping. but there's so
much you can do right around
your house. If you live some-
where dose to school, you can
always get a group of friends
together and take a day trip to

If you live far away, it can
be very fun to take a road trip
home, but sometimes can be
boring if you are alone. You
can always invite a best friend
to go along for the trip or if
you have room in the car, offer
a ride to someone who lives
close by; this can be a quick:
and interesting way to make a
new friend.
If you can't find enyoae to

travel with, driving alone can
be a great way to relieve the
stress of school. If it's a nice

Baltimore or D.C.
Of course, if you live too far

to drive home or if you're not
going home for Spring Break,
take a road trip to a friend's
house or to your favorite local
vacation spot.

Wherever it is that you
decide to go, whether alone or
with friends, always remem-
ber the necessities: great mix
CDs, tons of tasty snacks, and
a camera (if you're traveling
with friends). This will help
you make your trip
memorable and wacky.

CHRlSTlNA IllNKLE
STAFF WRITER

Spring Break is the most need-
ed vacation of spring semes-
ter, but what is there to do?

Sure traveling can be great
and partying is fun for a few
days, but taking a road trip
has proven to be one of the
best ways to spend your days
off. For me, nothing says vaca-
tion like sitting in five hours of
Jersey Turnpike traffic, only to
find more traffic on the
Carden State Parkway, and vacation.
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· Access to surcharge-free ATMs at all Maryland

7-ElevenStores

• Access to surcharge-free ATMs in the Allpoint Network,

including Giant. Target, ExxonMobil, CVS, and

Rite-Aid.

Not bad for $5.
& a student, faculty or staff member of McDaniel

College, a $5.00 deposit to a First Financial FCU

savings account is all you need to belong . .A! a

member you have complete access to all the

products and services we offer. For more

information please visit:

www.firstfinancial.org or call 410.321.6060.

http://www.firstfinancial.org
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Sadly, we are still not a color blind nation
ulations to the coaches for pie are encouraging separa- Black Enough for D.C.?" The always the first thing we dis-

SARAH BLACK making it to the champt- tion among individuals, for oppression of black people is tinguish about that person;
COMMENTARYEDITOR onship, T heard they were something that was fought so over, yet whenever we pull we're set out to identify the
I have a bone to pick with black-is that really neces- hard against," she said. "As a the race card, we are making it differences in people.

society. No, this isn't a politi- sary? country, The United States seem as if blacks are still suf- Someone's color should not
cal commentary, so you can't r feel that still acknowledg- encourages equality among fering. I would hope that they be an issue any longer. Period.
complain about the Free Press ing the fact these people are a citizens which isn't being dis- are not, but the repeated Why can we praise people just
being biased-hey, it's not our different color just perpetu- played through the acknowl- recognition that a person is for their successes alone? Why
fault no one wants to stand up ates the cycle of racism in this edgment of race. Why should black is in a way causing an do we have to point out their
for Bush! country. Our constant color define a person? Color unintentional oppression. Our skin color? It's the 21st centu-

No, this bone Iwant to pick acknowledgement of their dif- should not be acknowledged SOcietyis so intent on pointing ry and we still can't call our-
has to deal with the recent ference in color makes it seem unless it was a reason why an out the differences between selves as a nation, color blind.
pulling of the race card to as if color is still an issue. And individual is receiving an people, that even in this day It's ridiculous and incredibly
highlight the accomplish- it shouldn't be. Another exam- award." and age, we still haven't risen sad.
ments of certain celebrities. pie is from this year's Golden Ican understand these real- above our prejudices.
The particular race card I'm Globe Awards. The first thing izations occurring in the 70s, Our constant recogni-
speaking of is the black one. I heard about Eddie Murphy 80s, and maybe the 90s ... but tion of peoples' skin
I'm all for recognizing peo- and Jennifer Hudson-before not now, not anymore. We're color is proof that
pies' achievements, but I real- I heard that they had both in the 21st century; I don't racism is still an issue in
Iy don't think that one of the won-was that they were think we need to make color this country.
recognitions should be the fact black and had one awards. an issue anymore, for purpos- We are, without rea-
that these people are black- Again ... why? es good or bad. However, son, continuing the cycle
or any color at all. Take for Senior Laura Borchers Senior Terre Thomas believes of racism because we
example this year's Super expresses her concerns: "We it is a good thing to recognize simply cannot look past
Bowl and the team coaches, shouldn't recognize the color a black person's color. "It's someone's skin color.
Lovie Smith and Tony Dungy. of an individuals' skin. By good because of all we've We are supposedly in a
[think before Iheard congrat- acknowledging the race, peo- fought for," she said. On the land of equal opportuni-

other hand, she admitted that ty but we seem to con-
for people who don't discrim- tradict this idea by con-
inate in the first place, "its slg- stantly recognizing that
ruficance might not be seen by someone has accom-
them." plished a great deal, and

It's absolutely ridiculous oh my goodness, they're
when we allow a newspaper black too! A person's
headline to read: "Is Obama skin color is almost Barack Obama- Not black enough?

Correcnom In the February 23 edition of the McDaniel Free
press, there was a mistake made in the article "Isaac offers cut-
t~g career guidance," Though she did make positive con-

tnbutions to the office, April Johnson made improvements to
e office's webpege.
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Cocktales a big success
their own stereotypes, them- ward at first, but we quickly
selves, and most aspects of got over that. We had about
being a man. six meetings total in order to

Ten people. Eight cocks. But like I said, there are put everything together, to get
Sixteen stories. All of this serious matters discussed as to know the others and gather

well. There are issues of sexu- a properly sized cast.
ality, of our bodies, and of Considering the relatively
etternpted rape. The cast of small amount of meetings, the
our performance includes whole process went very, very
eight guys and two girls. well.

From the outset, it was A large part of this is due to
decided by the participants, the efforts of Professor
led by professor Greg Szulgit, Szulgit. He led us from the
that this would not be some- beginning all the way through
thing that makes fu.n of the the performance. While there
Vagina Monologues, nor were many times where we
would it be a reaction against went off on tangents and
it. It would simply be our own joked around, he always kept
version of it. The girls got us focused on what needed to
involved because we felt it be accomplished.
would be good to have the Overall, the experience that
women's point of view on the I had with "Cockteles" was
same issues that we ourselves fun from beginning to end. I
discussed. fully intend to continue my

The people in the cast wrote involvement with the show in
most of the pieces. We had the future. I hope it continues
great times reading them to after I'm gone, then I can say
each other for the first time; "Hey, I was there when it
sometimes it was a little awk- started!"

BRIAN ENGLER
Sf AFF WRITER

leads up to the performance,
which is the male version of
the Vagina Monologues:
"Cocktales."

When I first heard about
"Cocktales," I was very inter-
ested, but had no idea what
exactly it was going to be
about. Would it be a satirical
poke and prod at Vagina
Monologues? Would it be a
serious set of stories, exactly
the same as Vagina
Monologues? I just didn't
know. 50 I went to the interest
meeting and decided to
become involved.

What it turned out to be
was something similar and
yet different from Vagina
Monologues. While maintain-
ing a serious bent, there are
several periods of humor,
involving guys making fun of

If you feel down

pick this up
By Torreka Jordan

"What others say of me matters
little; what I myself say and

do matters much."
Regardless of what we do people
are going to criticize our choices,
actions and beliefs. However, the
confidence you seek is found
with in you.Elbert Hubbard

American philosopher and writer
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Careless? Unfortunately, STDs spare no one
fied bumps on your genitals, you should be prepared and
you can still have an STD. In knowledgeable about STDs.
fact, the scariest thing about After all, things you don't
STDs is that the majority of plan can happen anyway.
people who spread or have IT you are going to have sex
them don't even know it. it is safest to do it with a long-

However, even if you know term monogamous boyfriend
how to protect yourself from or girlfriend. Even in long-
getting an STD, there is term relationships things can
always the possibility that you go wrong.
could get one anyway. McDaniel student says,

A McDaniel student dealing "My boyfriend who I have
with herpes says, "Even if you been with for about two years
are educated, you can't imag- didn't know that cold sores
ine that it will ever happen to were herpes and that even
you. I knew all that informa- when he found out that it was
tion and I still didn't protect he didn't know that it can be
myself; when it comes to STDs transmitted orally to the geni-
you have to be well informed tals."
and use that information not In short, there are many
just know it." STDs and many people have

Luckily many STDs are cur- them. And because females
able after they are detected, are twice as susceptible to t~~!!~d~~~!ll:i;.:i;:ItJg;~~ .. :.ii.o"".J--,:;;;and in the case of herpes, it ST.Ds rather thon l'J\en, the.,
can be lessened through treat- only true safe sex is masturba-
ment. No one advertises when tion. You must be extremely
they have an STD, especially if careful.
it can't be cured but because of U you are sexually active
that thousands of people are there is no guarantee that you
contracting an SID everyday. are completely void of getting

The best advice if you are and spreading an STD.
someone living with an incur- However, you can greatly
able SID is to stay positive reduce your risk by protecting
and love yourself. It will slow yourself and your partner in
you down, but if you become these various ways:
intimate with someone, you (l)Have your partner wear a
must disclose your condition. condom (even during oral
You will face rejection but sex), however it is important
soon if you can overcome it, to realize that a condom does-
others will begin to look past n't make sex 100 percent safe.
the STD. (2)Get tested regularly.

The easiest way, of course, (3)Keep a mental note of your
to protect yourself from STDs sexual partners.
is to remain abstinent. But eas- (4)Ask about your partner's
ter said than done, either way sexual history. '- ~ _...". ......_

KATHRYN YOUNG
FEATURES EDITOR

Maybe you only hook up
with good-looking clean peo-
ple. Maybe you're smart and
proudly part of The Honors
Program. Maybe you have the
cutest boyfriend who is the
spitting image of
"McDreamy."

Well, sadly enough, no mat-
ter how clean your chosen
person is, how amazing your
GPA is, or whether your
boyfriend belongs on TV, it
doesn't change the fact that
half of all people will have
some sort of SID in their life-
time.

It is extremely tempting to
pass by this column because
who wants to hear about
STDs, again. You know that
you won't be affected by
them. However, STDs can
happen to anyone and the
majority of college students,
who think they know about
STDs, only know that they
don't want them.

Do you know which STOs
are curable and which aren't?
Or did you know that some
STDs can make you infertile?
Probably not, but you're fine
because you and your partner
have been tested.

WeU unless you have been
tested for all STDs, and gone
eight weeks without any sexu-
a1 contact; have gotten tested
for hepatitis B, Chlamydia,
gonorrhea, HJ.V, and syphilis;
and have no exterior unidenti-

I am writing to "Ge<>rll'"
Bush desetvespraise,ool
bashing" by Chelsea PhiUips.

Although I, tOQ,~Quld
write a page-long I;ant, I· do
not have the "luxury o(tin;t~
to expend on anon-income
related task" either.

The McDaniel· tree ~;~$
exactly as the ruuneproclaims.
it free. E see from bias, free
om "the Iibotals"tellinbOti
at to believe. What IC:lQ

It's a new semester, and you know what that

means-Irs time for Volume 7 of the McDaniel Free
Press.

Come out to meetings each Monday at 7:30 PM in
the Writing Center. There, you will meet the lovel)l
and lively Free Press staff. If you like

photography, we want you. If you like to

write, we want you. Ifyou have

story ideas, we want you.

"Join the few, the proud, the fear-
less, the McDaniel Free Press."

A year O~e~~v!~e~ch~t~~i~~~b~Y~o~~~~?w~Wi!?~g~~ny
B D~g~ciR~~~NT pinnacle of succes~ (for time of a film, The De~arted. accomplish. We don't all have for SOm~n/ ::r;a~:~a t~
U Peyton a Super Bowl nng, for For these two men, It took a the strength to maintain our that's wh / . . ~
We're still very early on into Marty an Oscar). T~is made while to get on ~op. BU,tright ambition when failure comes now, in ho"pes;a~:::~t ~~:

2007, and we've already seen for endless conversations and now, for them, life hasn ,t been our way. It's easy to give up, person will read it and decide
two feel-good stories come to debate over whether these sweeter. Because they re so or to lose focus, or to Succumb to go for it Wh U. ,.

fruition in the form of two men would ever be recog- good, and because it had to pressure. It can be human . b . I· atever It' IS, a
individuals in the public f!ye. nized for their achievements. taken so long, their Jack of that nature to j~st say :'it's too :a'tea ~~ :~.boy), that ulti-
Two men who.are at the top 9f Both are highly touted pro- specific type of success was a hard," and move on without ei d :, I ich has. always
their game, yet the top prize fessio:ftals in their respective major conversation piece, only reaching what it was YQu·set ex:.:es"YOU' g~:get It. No
their careers had to offer had fields. Both are very popular applying more pressure. For out to achieve. I~s..
eluded them until recently. and prevalent in the public those who have followed their But it can also be human Here's to still early In 2007.

Peyton Manning is a Super eye. Both have come close careers, watching them sue- nature to keep that goal in those in th:ore s~ccess, for
Bowl champion. That's cool. many times to the ultimate ceed was sweet in its' own your Sight, and stone-cold those w p~blic eye, and
Martin Scorsese won the Best prize before, only to come up right. beat it. Peyton did it. Mar . ho aren t. Here s to
Director Oscar. That's even empty-handed. Manning had Here's the point: these men did it. Now we find new pe~ ~~~racce~ted to graduate
cooler. Anyone who pays a postseason record of 3-6 continued to work hard, pie to put pressure on. Why the Orioleswr- t~ the Cubs or
attention to the professional before the 2006 season, wher despite certain failures and hasn't Eli Won anything yet? Series (es wtruung the World
football world or the film his Indianapolis Colts became pressure, and can now truly How come Leo can't win an ,you never know).
industry would know that as champions after beating the enjoy what they have rightful- Oscar? That's human ~ature !i::: s to all of us who have
good as these two are (and Chicago Bears. Scorsese had Iyearned. There's something too. gs we want to accomplish,
when it comes to what they been nominated six previous to be admired about that. It's been a year of rewards because guess what, hard
do, they are among the best) times before finally winning We all have goals we wish to for me too. I'm finally study_ ~~~kr:~lly can payoff in the
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The Author: II can't even read that number'

~8/792/669/S7 4/~06.291Spiro Agnew has attacked
the McDaniel Free Press.
Apparently, he has not yet
died, and has in fact been rein- thinks capitalism fails moved Check Max Weber's empowerment, Americans are
carnated in the form of one of too far into my argument. Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of fed a steady dose of stagnant
the Free Press readers. What [really mean is that Capitalism. At least I took the consumerist culture-TV.
Unfortunately for him, The any economist will tell you time to read the book. It's Some people have to work to
Author cannot and will not that people are greedy and dreadfully boring, but Weber live, this is true, but they need
apologize for the lack of sa- will set up obstructionist eco- exposes the fetish American not spend all their money on
called conservative coverage nomic policies that deprive Christians have with making cigarettes, alcohol, and video
in the Free Press. others (poor people and third- money. games.

If something conservative world nations) of an equal In Britain, Protestantism So we choose, but we make
happens on campus, then it opportunity to succeed in the meant a disdain for earning the wrong choices. We could
might be in the newspaper. market. This is an obvious money. Methodism comes to take risks and move public
But lecturing the media on failure of capitalism as it exists the US, and suddenly, we opinion, shape new market
biased coverage gets us even today. have religion justifying the demands, but we won't. All
nowhere. It only infuriates Just check The Theory of pursuit of profit. Americans want to do is sit in
those who purport to go about Moral Senfi",'enfs and you will And Imust be clear, Karl front of their TVs and melt
their jobs objectively, encour- see that Adam Smith thinks Marx is not the man. In fact, I their brains to the tune of
aging them to attack those capitalism is natural, neces- never mentioned Marx in any American Idol and ESPN
who make claims against sary, and moral-under the fashion. He's really boring to Sportscenter. Get off your
them. right conditions. The econom- read, though that might be couch and do something.

All a newspaper can do is tc system we have today is Engels' fault, and he has bad Please, could you Americans
reflect the public sentiment, unfair to the poor and we are economics. The labor theory for once not apologize for the
and right now, no one likes too lazy to change it. Smith of value is a myth, but he is status quo? Every time you
Bush, people like safe sex, and would be ashamed. 100 percent correct in his buy those books at Barnes &
students understand the good Am Iprivileged? Of course. analysis that the working Noble, you perpetuate the
that can come from a radical My life is awesome. I love it. classes are exploited at the unequal cycles of economic
performance about vaginas. In my mind, I'm ridiculously benefit of the elite. Marx saw activity, solidifying the very

If that offends you, readers, privileged and Ifeel bad about inequalities and held rampant system that exploits you with-
go change their minds, don't it. I feel so bad about it that I monopolistic capitalism out permission.
contend that the Free Press is write opinion pieces about guilty. The [pjresident of the
biased. things that matter to me I look around today and I United States, George Walker

And come on, who knows instead of slaving at a run-of- see a similar picture, except it Bush, is still in office. He's
how to spell "Iaissez-faire" the-mill job to make someone is far more complicated. increased the deficit. How? By
anyway. I'd like to call it lazy else rich. Middle-class America is held leading our proud nation into
(un)fair economICs My implica- Who doesn't enjoy an prisoner by an executive unpopular wars in the Middle
tion m the editorial pubhshed upper-middle class revolution branch in league with corpo- East. And he's threatening to
Feb 8 that any economist every now and then? rate executives. Instead of do it again. Just check

Observations o£-a-dirty;-liberal student
A letter to the editor to lesbianism. If Ms. Phillips weapons that didn't exist, in humanitarian reasons. dience that Ms. Phillips advo-

PATRICK STINSON has. a serious problem. ';'ith the process creating a civil war Which brings us to cates.
READER lesbians, that's her OpInIOn, between Shi'a and Sunni mili- what is, by far, the most con- I will agree with Ms.

but she may want to note that tias. So far, this all has result- cerning part of Ms. Phillips' Phillips on certain points. For
we are no longer living in the ed in the deaths of over fifty- letter. She advocates blind one, honestly, guys, use the
1950s. But as she reveals at four thousand Iraqis. Three devotion to the President. damn spell-checker. My high-
the end of her screed, her real thousand Americans, of First of all, I'U bet you a mil- school newspaper looked
beef is "feminism." Why Ms. course, have also been killed. lion dollars that neither she more professional.
Phillips does not support the (Which of those two numbers nor any other American con- And two, she is quite
equality of women and men, does the "liberal media" men- servenve held this view when right to critique the unfound-
especially since she seems to tion more often?) Ms. Phillips Bill Clinton was in power. ed claims of the last writer
be an educated and passionate has apparently not noticed Second, she seems to resent that "any economist" would
voter, is beyond the com pre- this chaos, because she states the First Amendment itself, criticize capitalism. But when
hension of this feminist. that we are "spending money which is the only thing pro- she turns around and pro-

Nor do I understand to support those people far tecting her, me, and the duces unfounded claims her-
why Ms. Phillips has such a away in Iraq." "Those pea- McDaniel Free Press staff from self, my respect for her is of
deep resentment towards an ple" want us gone. We political imprisonment. course diminished.
entertainment phenomenon screwed up. Iwish we hadn't, "Only bitter Americans need For those who agree
that has raised $30 million to but we have, and there is cur- these rights, so that they can with Ms. Phillips that
stop violence against women, rently no plan in place to ste- flip-flop in their opinion of the President Bush has done well
more specifically offering bilize the situation. Because of President-from voting for for this country, I can only ask
thousands of dollars to the our interference, a theocracy is him one day, to flippantly call- this. Imagine, if you will, a
local women's shelter. emerging-most unfortunate ing him a foolish coward the Democratic president wield-

The only conclusion for all of "those girls" who next." Well, Ms. Phillips, per- ing the power that President
that I can draw is that her were in fact educated in haps this is because of Bush has claimed for the exec-
"Protestant work ethic" has Saddam Hussein's secular President Bush's repeated fail- utive branch to imprison and
led her to.mindlessly lash out Iraq. More to the point, if ures. The American people re- torture his or her political ene-
at any public discussion of deposing Saddam, a ruthless elected him (barely) because mies.
sexuality. Her "final nail in military dictator, was worth it, they trusted him to resolve the
the coffin," an apparent snipe why haven't we deposed the situation in Iraq, so naturally
at sex education, loses much dozens of worse ruthless mili- his failure will be frowned
of Its force when one examines tary dictators around the upon. Is Ms. Phillips actually
the relative success rates of globe? It certainly couldn't saying that the American pea-
abstinence-only sex education have anything to do with oil pie do not have the right to
and more comprehensive pro- or Iraq's key position in a change their minds about the
grams-which, as she probe- strategic part of the world. President? What is he, God?
bly knows, do instruct that Ms. Phillips wisely The Emperor? Of course the
abstinence is the safest strate- skirts around this question, McDaniel Free Press can
gy. but fo.r those of us who notice, advocate the impeachment of

Next, she focuses on it leaves a hole in her argu- the President for ordering an
Iraq. For those of us who have ment wide enough to fit a invasion of a sovereign nation
been following the news, we WMD-Iaden elephant in violation of international
know that the United States of through. No one except the law-it is an inherently rea-
America launched an invasion Bush Cult still believes that sonable position! Far more so
of questionable legality to find America invaded Iraq for than the disgusting blind obe-

THE AUTHOR

Reading Ms. Phillips'
letter to the editor of February
23, 2007, I'm not sure whether
to cheer or cry. On the one
hand, it takes a great deal of
courage to argue on behalf of
your own beliefs, and sub-
stantial effort to write such a
lengthy article on the subject.
Considering the almost shock-
ing indifference of Americans
today, I felt her passion as a
breath of fresh air.

However, the letter
also highlighted some of the
worst aspects of modern
American politics ... a prudish
distaste of sexuality, question-
able attention to facts and
logic, and most concerning of
all, fanatical devotion to Dear
Leader ... er, President George
W.Bush.

I'll address these one
at a time, to avoid replicating
her unfocused, meandering
rant. Ms. Phillips is upset
with the McDaniel Free Press
for covering Eve Ensler's The
Vagina Monologues, a bona
fide event that packed Alumni
Hall to the gills. She claims
that the Monologues show
"social deviancy, sexual per-
version, and male-bashing."
Well, as a male, the
Monologues didn't offend me,
and the only material I can
think of that could be consid-
ered deviant or perverted
would be the material relating

C;OMMENTARY

Newsweek. When will this guy
learn?

The Outstanding Public
Debt is $8,774,884,079,794.03. I
can't even read that number.
And it increases by $1.77 bil-
lion every day (from
http://www.brillig.com/debt
_clock!). It's a fact that my
money now has less value
because the government has
flooded the market with its
unchecked spending. Almost
$9 trillion is out on the mar-
ket-money that I now cannot
have.

The leviathan that is the
federal government distorts
the market, making it harder
for the poorest of the poor to
get jobs.

No one, not even Bill Gates
whom we all love to pick on,
can match the spending
power of the government. So
the government spends, so the
economy goes.

If he's gonna spend so
much, the least Bush could do
.Is spearhead universal health-
care for his own people. But
no, 21,000 troops is far V'lore
necessary.

Maybe they can kill anoth-
er 700,000 Iraqis-clearly
that's improving their lives.
The war on terror is a joke. I'm
not happy with how the gov-
ernment is spending
money. Are you?

Perhaps by envision-
ing this scenario, Ms. Phillips
will understand my outrage
and that of other American
liberals at the steps Bush has
taken. She should also pray to
whatever god she worships
that as long as we live in this
country, the First Amendment
will continue to protect our
right to speak our minds
"without any fear of repercus-
sion, of course."

http://www.brillig.com/debt
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Three students win cash for Art from Heart
AMANDA KLEIN

STAFF WRITER

On February 9th, three
McDaniel students submitted
a collaborative piece to the
"Art for the Heart" contest, a
competition designed to raise
money for the American Heart
Association.

That very day, they found
out that they captured first
place. The three artists, senior
Alexandra Gargon, senior
Chloe Watson, and junior Lee
Oliver, won a $150 prize. In
addition to winning a cash
prize, their sculptural paint-
ing was auctioned off at the
Heart Ball, a charity event that
was held in Baltimore on
Saturday, February 24th.

The office of the Greater
Washington Region of the
American Heart Association
fell in love with the piece, and
bought it for $23 to put on dis-
play in their office.

The piece was the belle of
the ball, and sparked the inter-
est of Maryland's former gov-

e~~ecause of the size of the
piece, everyone was immedi-
ately drawn to it," said Gail
Kandel, creator of the "Art for

the Heart" contest and Co-
Chair of the Auction
Committee. "Kendel and Bob
Ehrlich were there, and they
loved it."
McDaniel College president

Joan Coley was the first to ini-
tially introduce the contest to
the McDaniel community.

"I have been involved in
many philanthropic causes,
and I have attended the Heart
Ball," said Coley. "The person
who was running the silent
auction knew I was a college
president. The art contest was
her idea."
President Coley brought the

contest to the attention of
Professor Steve Pearson, who
then chose Gargan, Watson,
and Oliver to create a piece to
submit.
"I chose Lee, Ali, and Chloe

based on their own work that
they do in their Advanced
Studio classes, and the con-
nection their art has to various
aspects of the concept of the
heart," said Pearson. "Ali has
used images and variations of
the Sacred Heart from
Catholicism to symbolize the
contrast of the heart as emo-
tion and the heart as machine.
Chloe's work focuses on dif-

ferent parts of the body, and
our reliance on pharmaceuti-
cals to keep them functioning.
Lee's work is about personal
growth from a naive view of
love and relationships to a
more realistic understanding
of adult relationships."

The" Art for. the Heart" con-
test was judged by five mem-
bers of the local art communi-
ty, including local artist, Jay
Scholsberg Cohen, and
Josephine Aerosmith of the
Craig Flenner Gallery.

Gargon, Watson, and
Oliver, all Art majors, had
never worked with one anoth-
er on a piece before, and were
quite pleased with the results
of their collaboration.

"It felt completely normal
working together, because the
studio is kind of like a family,"
said Gargon. "We had a great
dynamic when working
together, not just as artists, but
as friends."

"We all have vastly differ-
ent mediums, but we are all
on the same page when we
work together," said Oliver. "I
would say we all influence.
each other's work heavily." I

The winning piece can be.
described as a "sculptural

Vagina rant not original
production you have not
even experienced.A letter to tire editor

WIth regard to Chelsea
Phillips' Letter to the Editor
(February 23, 2007), we
would like to cite the follow-
ing quote from The Oare
Boothe: Lute Polley Institute:
"We're talking about The
Vagina Monologues-a
"play" based on interviews
that feminist playwright Eve
Ensler clenns to have COn-
ducted with over two bun-
dred women. The topic?
Their intimate anatamy
[stc]. ..We at the Luce Policy
InStitute believe that The
Vagina Monologues triVial·
tees the legacy of women
who have achieved great
Ihin8> with their aeallvity,
energy, InIeIIect. and spirit It
sJorifies soda! devian<y and
sexual perveraioa and.......utsand __

(http.llwww.cblpi.Q.lIipro-
grams/vday·c!mt

We would pow like: to
quote. Ms. Phillips' descnp-
tion of The Vagina
Monologues: "Leeks like
today's college. women are
content totrivialjzin~ their
self-worth to mere intimate
anatomy (instead of celebrat<
ing their true esse ts like, oh I
don't know, creativity, enee-
gy, Intellect, or spirit, per-
haps?) Also,apparently
social devian(:y. sexual per-
version. and male-bashingis
[sic] fair game in the theater,"
Sound familiar?

Ms, PhillIps, we would
lfke to ask that if you <riti_
The VagiIUI MQnoIogue&, you:

a) avoid plagIariSm
and ...... original thoughIo
and

b) .actually .... the
playbefcre~iI,
IIis ignoraJ)! to> cOndemn •

SinCerely,
MkheUe Alexander, t;eah

Beck). Kristina Belich, Bmica
'Boutiliet. Becky Carpenter,
Elise. Clark, Jessica Curtis,
Ilri< Danforth, Laura Davis,
Becky Davis, Laura Des<:her,
Donna Evergates, Christine
Frieman. Rachel Goonan, Ten
Hemet, Nadine Ht!fOu,
Christina Hinkle, Siri HIltz,
I<oti. Hood, -.:a.
Huffstetler, ~el Lopez.
Sarah Martin. WhItney
Opdahl I<ristin Pavlovsky,
Ashley 'Morley" Rozegar,
Christy Searing. Ellen
Spielman, Ra<hael Stecyk,
I<lI<i SIeIIakis, CIalre Turpel

On the night of Monday,
February 12, the Weshninster
Oty Council made the deci-
sion to ban new tattoo parlors
and specialty shops from
opening in downtown
Westminster. In fear that tat-
too parlors might draw the
wrong kind of crowd, the
Council unanimously made
the decision to ban new shops
from opening on the basis that
shops such as these were not
the type of business for the
city's historic Main Street.

painting" of the human heart,
including various colors
schemes and patterns that
were influenced by each indi-
vidual artist's style.

"I do mixed media work
and sculpture, and Lee and
Ali are painters, so we wanted
to combine our genres to
make sort of a three-dimen-
sional painting," says Watson.

The 23rd Annual Baltimore
Heart Ball was held in the
Renaissance Harborplace
Hotel in Baltimore's Inner
Harbor. Over 600 guests were
in attendance and the Heart
Ball raised a staggering
$570,000 for the American Art
Association. According to the
American Art Association
website, "Event proceeds are
distributed for community
educational programs,
research, post doctorate fel-
lowships and grants-in-aid
that lead to medical advances
that ultimately benefit the
wellness of our community."

Although the artists' small
cash prize was a nice bonus,
the three artists felt extremely
rewarded by the experience
and the opportunity to make a
contribution to such a signifi-
cant cause.

"It feels great to contribute
this work of art that we put
time and effort into to a good
cause," said Watson. "It was
great that we won, but the big-
ger picture is what this work
can contribute to others."

President Coley believes
that this type of philanthropic
work plays a major role in the
McDaniel student community.

"1 must say that I find our
students very willing to reach
out to the larger community in
many ways," said president
Coley. "They don't need to be
asked. They do it as part of
their coursework or as part of
a Greek organization or as
part of a club. Being involved
in the larger community is an
objective we should all strive
to meet."

As for the future, Professor
Pearson plans to involve art
students and art dub mem-
bers in different kinds of char-
ity work.

"As opportunities to be
involved in charitable
fundraisers arise, I will contin-
ue to try to encourage our art
students to employ their tal-
ents for the betterment of their
world," said Pearson.

MARlO VALONE
COMMENTARY ED!TOR

Advice for Rouzer
stairs, or learn ~stics).

Sometimes it takes~
than a personal effort to take

Over tw-enty thousand dol- care of a severe problem.
lars have been spent on repair- There are times where group
ing damages done in Rouzer actions need to be taken. If
Hall. Being a freshman male, I such is the case, there are nee-
have been placed in Rouzer essary steps to correct the situ-
Hall. I feel like there should be ation:
a twelve-step program for a. Using a neighborhood
Rouzerites. J feel so strongly, watch program as your tern-
in fact, that I have made a plate, start a hall watch pro-
twelve step program in only gram, where residence patrol
five easy steps: the hall themselves.

1. Admit that you live in b. If the neighborhood
Rouzer watch program doesn't work,

2. Admit to the damages start a fight club, a group that
you have caused secretly attacks those that

3. Tell yourself that you no cause damages.
longer need to destruct Who knows if the problems

4. Apologize to those that of Rouzer will continue? In
you have caused harm to fact, to use a cliche, only time
(thrown ketchup on their will tell, but if we all take the
door, Pabreezed their door steps described above, there is
handle, etc.). a greater chance of success. So,

5. If you still feel inclined to let's help one another out and
cause damages to the build- strive to not be severely pun-
ing, put your energy towards ished. Even if the threats were
something more productive just that, threats, we should all
(lifting heavy things, run the still be scared.

No new tattoo businesses on main street
Many McDaniel College decision made by the City new decision it seems that the "A f th ' ,

B~T~lJr~RER students had.s~ong reactions Coun~l ha~ certainly pu~ a City Council thinks tattoo par- itwo~do~a~:a~::f ~r~:n~t
about the declsI~n. dent ill theIr hope of havmg lars are ... well ... bad for busi- think that a tattoo ~l r will

"It's .censorship to not allow ~e same success ~s thos.e styl- ne.ss. In?:ed that is just what attract the outra e~usl a dan-
a certam type of company or Ish shops found m Baltimore. thIS deOSIon by the Council is gerou ty th g y.
corporation on Main Street," This is certainly the 0ppos.ite doing, making bad business. City s CO~~cil e ~es~ter
said Seni~r Jason Fratt? . effect of what t~e commuruty As Fratto said, "Main Street about," ointed ~u worned

The City of Westminster IS leaders are hop1Og for.. has a 6% vacancy and denying BeSides, Pmost t "Brown.
right on the doorstep of Perhaps you have ~oticed the type of store allowed on now-a-da s as see .tattoos
McDaniel College, much to the vacant shops popp1Og up Main Street is counter produc- thO y stand.lOg for
the satisfaction of community all along Main Street and part tive." some 10g fun, expenmental,
leaders, even though, accord- of Pennsylvania Avenue. With It may be that the younger ~ ~a\to e~press themselves.
ing to Amanda Brown "it's the increasing vacancy surely college students see tattoos as dot de .bI~er, gangster,. or
just as easy to go to Baltimore the c?mmuni~ leaders and something different from the e:!i~.~lct It can be assocIat-
(to it's stores)". Leaders of ~e the .CIty Counel would want members of the City Council,
community have been trymg to Improve the chances of or that the fear of attractin
to draw the college shtdents to drawing new and y~ung~r the wrong crowd prompte~
their businesses, though the customers. However, With this the council's decision.
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A tennis story through Africa, Europe, U.S.
DJERDJ MATKOVIC

CO-EDITOR

I'm sure all student ath-
letes in college know how dif-
ficult it can be to balance their
academic life with sports, or
as I like to call it, the most
important thing in the world!
Fortunately most students
manage to keep (at least some-
what) good grades and still
participate in their beloved
sport actively. Unfortunately
for me, when I enrolled into
college, I had to give up the
one thing that mattered the
most at the time: tennis.

I like to believe that athletes
are superior to other people,
not only physically but men-
tally as well (sorry non-ath-
letes). I've been playing ten-
nis since I've known of myself
(Serbian expression for since I
was young), and I've loved

every minute I spent on the
court. Ihad never been a good
student, and that's mostly
because I've always believed
that playing tennis came
before anything else (and as a
superior being, I thought
homework was for losers).
Without trying to be too cocky,
I was actually really good at
tennis.
Ionly got very serious into

tennis when I was 10. I was
lucky too. My family and I
moved to Zimbabwe thanks to
my dad's job. The first thing
that may come to mind with
Zimbabwe is, "Ooh, do they
have giraffes there?" Yes, they
have rhinos too and you know
what else? Really good tennis.
Sports are very popular in the
southern-African country and
tennis is one of the most
imposing. Iwas lucky in that
I had a chance to be coached

by the two most brilliant and
most recognized coaches in
~e country.

Training ~ith them really
paid off. I was' ranked # 4 in
the country for my age group
for two years straight, and had
won two national tourna-
ments in doubles in just one
year while coming second
quite a few times in singles. I
was also number one on my
school team and managed to
lead the school team to the top
of the rankings. J felt like I
was on top of the world. I
kept playing professionally
for the next few years, and just
as Iwas at the top of my game,
we moved back to my home
country.

Serbia (ex-Yugoslavia) was
recovering from a horrifying
war and was under a dictator-
ship. So as you can imagine, it
wasn't the best place for a ten-
nis career. I begged my par-
ents to cover the high-costs of
training in the cold winter.
They did, although they really
could only afford four hours
of practice a week. In compar-
ison, in Zimbabwe I played six
days a week for two or three
hours a day. I was devastated,
but could not give up on the
one thing that really mattered
in my life. My freshman and
sophomore years of high
school were a joke. Due to
economic mess-ups by the
ministry of education, the

teachers protested on and off
aU through those two years.
Ihad plenty of time on my

hands and Iused it. I'd stay in
shape by jogging or riding my
bike. I'd often move the bed
in my parent's room (quite a
workout in itself) and prac-
ticed volleying against the
wall for hours on end, thus my
excellent Boris Becker-style
net play. I knew my parents
were in a fairly tough financial
situation so instead of taking a
bus, I walked 45 minutes to
and from practice four times a
week in order to save on bus
tickets (which really only cost
like a dime each). Yeah, Iwas
nuts. But I was doing what I
loved and no one could take
that away from me.

Moving time again - this
time, to Hungary where my
dad was assigned to work in
the Serbian Embassy. There,
(sadly) the teachers weren't on
strike, and I enrolled into an
academically difficult English
Grammar school for my junior
and senior years. I had almost
no education for two years
and here I was catching up
two years of work and learn-
ing that I missed out on, while
learning Hungarian (which
was compulsory) in a totally
foreign country. As hard as it
was, I knew I had to take a
break from tennis. That break
took almost four years.

During that time I did play

some pick-up basketball and
soccer with my school friends,
but nothing came close to ten-
nis. It was my niche. By this
time it wasn't the only thing I
truly loved (yes, I matured
very late) but Imissed it great-
ly. As college came around, I
wasn't even thinking about
tennis, and there was no
chance I could get back into
my true form.

In spring of '06 I transferred
to McDaniel in Westminster.
When I saw the gorgeous
green hard-courts in the far
corner of the COllegeit brought
back too many good memo-
ries. I decided to email the
tennis coach and see if I could
join the tennis team. Sadly,
the season had already started
and I couldn't join until the
fall when practice for the sea-
son started. That summer I
went back to Serbia and for
four months, my life was ten-
nis.

In the fall I came back and
practiced hard with the tennis
team. I was happy, not only
because I managed to become
#2 on the tennis tearn, but
because I was playing better
than ever. Now the team is
training vigorously for what
seems a promising spring sea-
son, and I have (cheesy I
know) managed to prove to
myself that anything is possi-
ble. Even decent grades.

400 off

'NOT ALL CUSTOMERS WILL QUALIFY. CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWARDS LEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITLED TOYOTA MODELS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA DEALERS
AND TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES. SEE DEALER OR VISIT WWW.TOYOTAFINANCIALCOM/FINANCEFORDETAILS. COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM IS SUBIEU TO CHANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME.
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Plenty of interest to launch women's rugby team
LAURA HUTTON

SPORTS EDITOR

A club team that recently
left the Hill is making a come-
back. The women's rugby
club, formed by Krista
Hopkins, will be joining other
spring sports teams on the
fields beginning this semester.

Hopkins, a junior, trans-
ferred to McDaniel this year.
She played rugby in high
school and contemplated
starting a team while she was
at community college. Upon
arriving at McDaniel,
Hopkins was determined to
start a dub team.

On February 12, Hopkins
sent out a campus wide email
to determine the student's
level of interest and 38 people
expressed a desire to play. As
long as they remain with the

team, Hopkins ... -==-.."--.,,.---.,.......,...--,....._ a rugby ball
said they would "When r got the e-mail about the before." Many
have enough peo- team I knew right away Iwanted to members also
ple for a "8- h. lack the neces-
Squad with sub- join.... Iexpect to ave a lot of sary equfprnent.
stitutes." fun .Iearning a new sport and meet- To play, soccer

Fitzw~~~or;t;:~~ ing new people." - KaitlynGid~ ~::::: ;::ft~~:
playing rugby allowed because
when the club started spring a great experience," she said. the toe spikes are painful),
2004, the second semester of Although she will not have high soccer socks, a jersey,
her freshman year. Having time to really participate in rugby shorts (thicker cotton):
had never played the sport the developing team due to and a mouth guard are need-
before Fitzwater commented, time constraints and gradua- ed. Some players use "serum
"I had finished soccer season tion, Fitzwater is glad that a caps" to protect their ears,
and was itching for some new club is organizing. they are most often used by
physical activity. I was also Sophomore, Kaitlyn advanced and professional
really interested in learning a Giddings was instantly drawn players.
new sport. Plus, rugby is one in. "When I got the e-mail Even though she has 38
of the few excuses females about the team I knew right girls, Hopkins is more than
have to get really rough and away I wanted to join. I have happy to acquire more play-
tough and it's far more intense friends at other schools that ers. "The cut-off will probably
than football." play and say how much fun it be rnid-April.. after all the

Fitzwater recalls the only is. Iexpect to have a lot of fun intra practices for learning the
game the team played, was a learning a new sport and fundamentals are over. If

meeting new people." somebody tries to come in
The team however, is not after that; they're Welcome to

quite ready to start playing try, but we're not necessarily
games. Hopkins' goal for this going to be able to do a whole
season is to give her players "a lot of extra teaching."
good basis in understanding She is also very open to
the game." She said, "I doubt those who have no experi-
we'll be able to play any real ence: "All 1 ask is that they're
games as such a new team receptive to a new sport and at
since we have so many mem- least try everything," said
bers that have never even seen Hopkins.

scrimmage
against Mount
Saint Mary's
University. "It

pretty
intense since
they're a really
well estab-
lished dub
team, but it was
a lot of fun and

Looking for competitive
activity, but lacking time to
devote to a varsity sport drew
freshman Sabrina Klinger into
the rugby club team. She is
new to the sport and "most
excited to just learn how to
play."

She said, "I know it is a
very competitive and aggres-
sive sport and I am ready for
the challenge of learning the
rules." She also looks forward
to building "a friendship and
sportsmanship relationship
with the other girls on the
team."

Hopkins hopes that the
team will become strong and
focused this year. Next year
she wants to have a full year
rugby-team and begin playing
games once t~ spring season
starts.

Klinger said, "1 believe thls
year will be a learning experi-
ence for-all of us and then in
the future years it will become
a well developed competitive ~
team."

For now, Hopkins and her
team wait for the snow to melt
and the fields to dry so they
can begin practices. Hopkins
jokingly adds, "Mud is fun,
but not that fun."

Men's and women's _golf swing into action
LAURA HUTTON

SPORTS EDITOR

During the 2004-2005 and
2005-2006 seasons, the men
and women took home both
Centennial Conference
Championship trophies. The
men hope to make it a trinity
whereas the women are going
for their sixth consecutive
year.

"Our goal is to always try
to win the Centennial
Conference Championships,"
says men's Head Coach Scott
Moyer. "[This], in tum, will
allow us to represent the
school and the conference in
the NCAA National
Championship."

This is the first time that
the winner of the conference
championship this year will
receive an automatic berth
into the NCAA Division III
Golf Championship
Tournament in Indianapolis,
IN.

The road to a third. cham-
pionship is going to be tough
because Gettysburg and
Franklin & Marshall want to

take the championship away
from McDaniel, says coach
Moyer. But the team is
focused on practicing this
spring as if it was the last
round of the championship.

"The spring season is
where we will have to work
the hardest in order to be
ready for [the] conference
[championships]," says junior
Zach LaVoie.

The men are coming off a
successful fall schedule, show-
ing improvement in each of
the many tournaments they
played, says junior Gerry
Butler. LaVoie and freshman
Alex Campbell earned
Medalist Honors in two tour-
naments. Butler also finished
the in the top 20 in the final
three tournaments in the fall.

"Hopefully [LaVoie and
Campbell] can continue their
winning ways," says Moyer,
about the Terror men heading
into the spring season.

The Terror graduated three
seniors last year, including the
conference player of the year-
Steve Perrone. So this year's
group of upperclassmen,

Butler, LaVoie, Meier and sen-
ior Gary Labreck, has to pro--
vide leadership and show the
younger players the way.

"I feel as though I should
show more leadership to the
under classrnen," says Lavoie.
"Show them that we have a
very good chance at going to
nationals this year."

The Terror men will kick
off the spring season and their
road to a third conference
championship with a tourna-
ment in Gettysburg, PA, host-
ed by Gettysburg College, on
March 27 - two weeks after
their Spring Break trip in
Myrtle Beach, sc.

The women enter their
spring season seeking to
retain the conference title that
McDaniel has held for the past
five years. The team is differ-
ent than it was two years ago,
but as the season progresses
there is improvement with
each tournament.

"Our goal every year is to
get better, as a team and as
individuals," says women's
Head Coach Mike Diehl. "We
ultimately strive for the con-

ference championship."
There is a more parity in

the conference this year then
there was a few years ago.
Gettysburg has been
Mclfaiuel's top competition
for the championship year-in
and year-out, but in 2007
Muhlenberg is better, as well
as Franklin & Marshall. These
three schools have the oppor-
tunity to take the trophy away
from McDaniel for the first
time in five years.

For the Lady Terr~r to
repeat as conference champi-

ons the players will have to
pick it up, play their best and
try their hardest in the spring
to improve their game in each
tournament.

"We need to play our best
to win a sixth straight champi-
onship," says coach Diehl.
"And peak at the right time
[conferences]."

The Lady Terror will tee-off
their spring schedule hosting
a tournament at Links at
Gettysburg at the end of the
month.
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Lawsuit filed over lawnmower noise
'In a controversial move,

card-carrying members of the
American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) on the
McDaniel College campus
have filed suit on the grounds
crew over the procedure of
mowing grass. Upon the
announcement, all lawnmow-
ers were immediately halted
until further notice.

According to sources close
to the card-carrying members,
the group is concerned about
the equal treatment of stu-
dents who are perpetually
exposed to lewnrnower noise.

"Just because someone is a
English, Poli Sci, or History

"We will not rest until the lawnmow-
ers are silenced so that our proud
students may learn in peace!'
- ACLU chapter chairwoman

Bethany Frazier

Opponents contend that the
letter made it unclear as to
how students could be affect-
ed by lawnmower noise to a
Significant detriment.

Sarah Johnson, proponent
of the Project for the New
American Century, voiced
skepticism when the suit was
announced

"They don't even provide
data for the loss of learning
occurring in classrooms in Hill
Hall," said Johnson. "This
frivolous lawsuit is just one
more example of how the
ACLU attacks our proud
American way of justice-
might makes right-and as
soon as the little guys align
with each other and get the
(see "Lawsuit" on page 2)

major does not mean they
should be continuously dis-
criminated against when it
comes to lawnmower noise,"
said ACLU chapter chair-
woman Bethany Frazier. "We
will not rest until the lawn-
mowers are silenced so that
our proud students may learn
in peace."

The ACLU lodged an offi-
cial complaint with the school
on March 26, writing a letter

directed to the office of the
president. A copy of this letter
was obtained by the Free Press.
In it, the writers contend that
lawnmower noise has biased
the quality education of those
students taking classes in Hill
Hall. The large amount of
grass found along the west
wall and in front of Whiteford
residence hall is in "constant
disrepair" and requires "more
than its share of upkeep."

None of the rumored sui-
cides have actually taken
place, and ghost hunts have

Art Director Emily Biondo continually turned up nothing
took this photograph (left) as conclusive.
she was walking through Red Kirk Yingling, expert in the
Square outside of Hill Hall. paranormal and sophomore at

Many students and faculty McDaniel, proposes that the
throughout the years have ghosts haunting the campus
speculated on the existence of of today are of a different
ghosts on the McDaniel nature.
College campus. Until now, no "Something fishy is going
hard evidence has been on here," said Yingling. "This
shown. Here-say and rumors is abnormal even for the para-
have replaced true reporting normal. These ghosts come
on any facts of haunting. and go as the situation arises,

College historian Dr. Jim with no rhyme or reason to
Lightner has repeatedly their haunting pattern:'
denied any of the rumors that Lately, Rouzer residents
ghosts haunt campus build- have issued formal complaints
ings, repeatedly pointing out to their Residence Life
that you can't haunt a build- Coordinator that a low growl
ing that doesn't exist.' (see "Scare" 011 page 3)

Anger boils over- car,tree destroyed in accident
MICHAEL GRAHAM

STAFF WR!TER

Ever get so angry at your
best friend that you just want-
ed to kill them? Ever driven a
car? If you have had either of
these experiences, then maybe
you can relate to the events of
March 25, 2007.

McDaniel students, best
friends, roommates Warren
Heidegger and Urika
Zilakovic left the McDaniel
campus at 5:15 p.m. purport-
edly to ~ttend a Wizards game
in Washmgton, OC.

EMlLYBIONDO

the photograph that spawned the controversy of the 'black
Notice the black goo on the lawn. We aren't making this up.
article to your right for more details.

According to authorities,
Zilakovic was pronounced
dead at 10:33 p.m.

"First we found the car
seat:' said Damascus Chief of
Police Joe Tanner. "Then the
dogs smelled the fermenting
blood and traced the smell to a
pile of rubble next to a tree.
There was pretty much noth-
ing left."

Witnesses confirmed seeing
the pair at a Wendy'S on Route
27.

"They were carrying on,
having a good time. The for-
eign one put me a off a bit, he

laughed too much," said
Tyros Theodore. "But after a
while, the conversation turned
for the worst."

Rumors indicate that the
two had a falling out previ-
ously in the evening over bad
directions and missed turns.
As of press time, no confirma-
tion could be given as to who
was at fault.

Heidegger was arrested at
11:59 p.m. in connection with
Zilakovic's death. He was
walking along the side of the
road, holding ticket stubs in
his right hand. Police photo-

MIKE HABEGGER
CO-EDITOR

graphs clearly indicate splat-
ters of blood on his shirt and
pants, though no evidence has
been raised to support the
belief that it was Zilakovic's
blood.

When asked about
Zilakovic's whereabouts,
Heidegger responded with
surprise.

"Dude, that [expletive
deleted) is over in the 7 Eleven
gettin' some beef jerky."

Authorities were baffled.
Indeed, Zilakovic was found,
beef jerky in hand, leaving the
nearest convenience store. But

he was missing half his body.
"T just assumed that when

you find pieces of someone's
body, including pieces of their
brain and heart, that they
must be dead:' said coroner
Fred Phillips. "Is that such a
bad assumption to make?
Shows what I know. But you
know what they say ... "

Employees in the conven-
ience store saw nothing out of
the ordinary, noting that
Zilakovic kept only his left eye
visible during his stay in the
store, taking care to turn
(see "Tuition" on page 3)
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Administration set to fight grass-cutting suit·

Lighter side of the campus safety blotter

("Lawsuit," from flage.1) don't think these guys under-
idea that they can get what .stand how loud they are
they wan] through court sys- being."
terns dominated by activist RAs have reported that a
judges, they milk the system large number of residents
for all its worth." . "complain of smoke inhalation

Johnson added that the suit when the lawnmowers pass
represented another "fleecing , by their; gaping windows.
of America." '. ', ";' -.'.',' "If we jusf had air condi-

When asked if they would tioning, it wouldn't be a prob-
compromise and allow classes lern," said Nardi.
from different departments be History major Greg Kristof
held in other classroom build- is one of the few students who
ings, ACLU members said
they would "refuse any com-
promise that endangers the
values of our free nation."

Some residents of
Whiteford agree that the noise
from lawnmowers is a detri-
ment to college society.

"I'm trying to study in
peace in the morning, concen-
trating hard on some biology
work, and sure enough, buzz
buzz buzz," said freshman
resident Karen Nardi. "T just

take note of the lawnmower
noise.

"It gets pretty bad in the
spring, but I don't notice it
during the winter," said
Kristof. "Can't figure that one
out."

One administration official,
who spoke on the condition of
anonymity in order to be
blunt, called the allegations
"ridiculous."

"Complaining of lawn-
mower noise is cowardly and

PRESTONWELLINGTON III
SOCIETY STAFF

some sort of fornicated-enjoy-
ment out of these tales of
malfeasance. I, Preston
Wellington, a noted scholar
and intellectual who only
ended up attending this insti-
tution because 1 wanted to
provide everyone with an
example of what it means to
be classy, am _£Qoc.kedand
appalled and shocked by
these despicable actions and
plead with you, member of
the student body, to change
your dastardly ways. Did you
know my house is so big, we
have a moat? It's called the

(Editor's note: Rob Goeke's COIII-
mentary highlights some of the
inane calls to iohicncatnpue saje-
ty respande.)

There is a column that usu-
ally appears in this space that
incenses me greatly. Usually;
this ballyhoo named Rob
Goeke comes on, and makes
fun of these sinners for their
libations.

Apparently, there is a siz-
able population of indulgent
wretches who inhabit this

that

unfairly targets the underpriv-
ileged employees on campus,"
she said. "Maybe. students
would learn more if they kept
the partying noise down
Blaming the grounds crew is
buJl-." ..,..,.....,,''''r-~.''''_.

Global warming
awareness groups
have jumped in on
the issue as well, say-
ing that increased
C02 emissions is the
root cause of the
lewnmower noise.

"Climate change
and a rapid rise in
overall temperature
and rainfall in
Maryland has caused
the grass to grow
faster, meaning more
time must be spent

mowing it, contribut-li:i=lii~
ing to the vicious
cycle of fighting C02
with C02," said Ben How long will this lawnmower be slopped outside of Whiteford Hall? Only time will tell...

Carlton. For now, the halted lawn-
mowers will let the grass con-
tinue to grow past a safe three
inches: said Mike Habegger,
co-editor of the McDaniel Free

The suit will go to court in
the next few months unJess a
settlement is reached before-
hand between the college
administration and the ACLU. Press.

not open the first can of
Stroh's or Keystone, whatever
you lowly proletariat imbibe
with, at the moment my last
class ends. No, no. Preston
Wellington, III, like my father
and my grandfather, hit the
library and begin preparations
for Monday morning's aca-
demic exercises. Did you
know I could differentiate
between Johnny Walker Red
from Johnny Walker Blue by a
mere sniff? If you hogwhal-
lops are lucky, I may let you
cut my grass in five years.

See, that is the problem
with you uncouth swine. You
take time in the academ-

ic arena as a dreary obligation.
I look it as an opportunity to
increase my knowledge so I
can continue to oppress the
poor people like you and the
Negros. Did you know my
middle name is Pemberton? I
could Smite you like the good
Lord Smote Sodom.

Where I come from,
Grccn""ich, Connecticut, -w-e-

Sip cognac and play polo. I
consider Brooks Brothers a
low end retailer. Filet Mignon
to you is Chuck Steak to me.
And people who play "Flippy
Cup" or whatever you beasts
call it, are people who should
be serving me my hamburger

and fries whenever I'm in the
mood to see how the other
99.999999999%. Did you see
how many 9's were there? I
belong to more county clubs
than you have pairs of boxers.

So keep drinking and
excreting on trees and such.
I'll enjoy my port wine. Did
you realize r make Jay Gatsby
look lik", " hovo"bit h ..""k? VOll
people are nothing to me. I
will put on my argyle sweater
vest with my loafers. Maybe
throw on an ascot if I feel
especially arrogant. And to
Rob Goeke: you sicken me.
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Unknown ghost scares campus community
(from "Scare" 011. pa~e 1) "M,ost gho~ts live their sec- ti~ati~n into ~he deat~ of Perkins believes the residue administrators. Mysteries
hasbeenrumbhngl.nthewalls and ~Ives with th~ goal,of Djerdj Markovic and disap- was not slime, but zeros and such as these may never be
and floor. Some claim to have showing people their version pea ranee of Mike Habegger. fully resolved. All that can be
heard human screams as welL of the truth. Announcing their Liberal ideologue and cur- Whatever the 'black 'done is to keep plodding

"All I know is that these presence a~te~ they ,are d~ad rent student George Perkins ghost's' purpose, its presence away until the truth is
noises are normal. They seem shows a distinct Will to live claims to have seen the 'black has certainly caused a stir ~
alien," said freshman Josh that transcends the natural ghost' in the library. among s.tudents, faculty, and
Fernandez. "It kinda freaks pattern of life and death," said "I was doing some research
me out, man, and I know the Yingling. "But in looking at on the role of the church in the
administration won't do any- this photograph and reading development of teleological
thing about it. They don't real- the testimonies of residents, theory, and just as I picked up
Iy know what's going on." this ghost defines itself as an Foucault, the book was ripped

Indeed, the administration absence, bereft of any earthly from my hands by a set of
has turned a blind-eye meaning."2 claws that pierced the pages of
towards any investigation of When pressed for further the text," said Perkins. /I As I
the unexplained noises information, Yingling made it turned to see what it was, a

"1 think these complaints clear he would investigate no black shadow seeped into the
are just excuses for the ram- more because he did not con- shelves. When I looked down
pant vandalism in the hall," sider himself an expert on at the torn and tattered book, I
said one administrator speak- 'black ghosts: noticed a residue on the
ing on the condition of Free Press staff writer Rob ground."
anonymity. "Just because you Goeke suggest- Books(right) thrown from the hands of Perkins. Below, a
hear ghosts shrieking in the ed an investi- dose-up shot of the books. No links have been made
middle of the night does not gation be con- between the books and the goals of the ghost.
mean you should go take a ducted in the .
[expletive deleted] in the Free Press
shower." new s roo to

Regardless, the Biondo's located in the
photograph is the first hard basement of
evidence indicating a haunt- Rouzer Hall, a
ing of the McDaniel campus. possible source
A photograph represents real- for the ghostly
ity, but, of course, it cannot shrieks. Such
explain it. an undertaking

The 'black ghost,' as it has has been post-
been dubbed, suggests an poned due to a
absence instead of a presence. pending inves- - ............ ----,..;,;_ .,.,I

Car, student halved- friendship still strong
(from "Tuition" on page 1)

'round and round' and hiding
behind shelves. Closed-circuit
security cameras confirmed
what the employees saw.
Zilakovic has so far been
unavailable for verbal corn-

end of it." Heidegger made exaggerat-
ed motions with his hands to
emphasize the actions taken.
His determination to kill his
best friend was undeniable.

Zilakovic crawled out of the
rubble using his left arm, left
hand, and the left side of his
jaw. No doubt he will be the
subject of countless medical
journals. Some early reports
point to an alien genetic make-
up. Others remind scholars
that Zilakovic was a foreigner,
and anything is possible with
foreigners in foreign lands.

In a testament to their long-
lasting friendship, cama-
raderie, and brotherhood
developed on the loving cam-
pus of McDaniel College, no
charges have been filed.

ment.

Zilakovic confirmed that
Heldegger d.id indeed miss a
tum-three times in a row-
causing them to be late for the
Wizards game. We do not
know if his response was
"[expletive deleted]," or
"[expletive deleted]."

"After we left Wendy'S I
was like {expletive deleted]
this guy," said Heidegger. "So
J ran my car into a tree, the
passenger side only. But he
didn't die, that guy, so I down-
shifted, floored it, and sud-
denly, we were driving lip the
tree. By the time we got to the
top, the whole passenger side
of the car was missing, blood
was everywhere, I thought it
was over, that Urika was
dead. But that [expletive
deleted] won't die."

The smoldering ruins of the vehicle of Zilakovlc and Heldegger. The two
walked away from the attempted vehicular homicide. one with half 11 body.

Revised police reports show
that Heidegger and Zilakovic
left Wendy's, speeding away
in a dull-red MR-2. A cern-
rnent was made by Zilokovic
about Heidegger's driving
ability, and from that point on,
it seems, all the rules of reality
were suspended

"I had missed a turn earli-
er, and at the time I was like
'[expletive deleted]', [exple-
tive deleted]!', [expletive
deleted]!!!, .[expletive delet-
ed]!!!!,'" said Heidegger
"Urika never let me hear the

If you feel Up
The good die young - because
they see it's no use living if
you've got to be good."

put this down
- John Barrymore (American

Actor)

Let's face it, being good all the time can be a
downer, Will yod'remE1llber the pride aSSOdat~
ed with every" A" or perfect attendance when
you are hooked up to a vitamin drip at the
nursing home? Probably not You'D _
how good it felt to be bad. So before yoo leave
MclJanlel. take a walk on the bad side (the bad_-not the illegal side). Yo.
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Sometimes, you gotta wonder 'what were
these people thinking?' Here is a sample of
bad fashion choices from McDaniel and
beyond. But those shown should be

praised for taking risks in the name of
fashion, because, who are they trying to

impress at McDaniel anyway?

NEWS

FashionNo's

rUTIN'S A SrT
OFAcREArER,

SCARY,AND liE
SURE KNOWS
HOW TO DRESS

rUEl'ART.I'M

I~~::~~~;::y
MADE IT INTO
rHENEWS?A-
PER. WE CAN
BlAMElTON
THE 'BLACK
GHOST:

Ko zna ovo da cita, mora da zna srpski
SLOBODAN MILOSEVIC

STAFF DlCfATOR

Theresa Hess, Kim Staub,
Andy Cummings, Josh
Russin, Steve Furst, Anjeza
Kadilli, Jason Stambaugh, Lisa
Breslin, Terry Dalton, Erin
Wilson, Molly Bolek, svi Sl!

jako ljubazni ljudi. Navodjeni
ljudi su na mnogo nacina
nekako uticali na moj zivot, 1
voleo bi dOl im se svima pod-
jednako zahvalim. Zato SU

oni gore navedeni. Kuku lele
neznam ni ja sam sta ovde da
pisem!!!

Arnold Schwarzenegger
adavde vise nista nema smis-
lao Kakav nevidjeni stos.
Theresa IJosh su jedan sam ad
najgorih. Nije me te~ko
provaliti kakvi su ljudi Steve
Furst 1 Erin Wilson.

Razmetljiv, nakinduren tip,
lozane. Dovoljno je baciti
pogled na moju pojavu, da
postane jasno do kcje mere
covek moze biti Izvestacen.

A tek za Molly Bolek!? Mo]e
zelja de budem neobican,
ekskluzivan, po svaku cenu
drugaCiji. Malo maneken,
malo intelektualac, pom-
pezan, predvitlljiv, banalno
ekscentrican. Stalo mi je do
spolja!'.l,ostl, 7.aoR'l:lpl}"''' .."'~

perifernim, takoreCi, st1perfici-
jaJan sam do bola.

Lisa Breslin vee postaje
nepodno~ljivo. Umesto da
silazim u dubinu, ja plutam
po rasutim lejerima povr~ine.
Oeita, trudim se ne~to da
saopiHim, cak i onda kada
nemam niMa da kazem. U
svojaj pozi, ja naizgled ve~to
skrivam svaju pravu prirodu.

Ali, rnozda ja druge prirode i
nemam?

KOlka to obtcno biva, Kim
Staub s rokenrola presao sam
na klabing. Batalio sam dzitru.
Najbolje se pozira u dtskotect
To je ta] beogrndskt fazon:
ledeni pogledi, zurkanje u
prazno, non~alantna nezain-
teresovanost na granici sa
tupo~Cu. Pederi.

Ne lO'~epo2. ....<tie!!: ko je
musko, ko zensko. Ko je umet-
nik, a ko diler eksera? Guramo
se u vijajpiju, k' 0 prasin u
toru, nijedna zurka ne prolazi
bez nas. Moji prijatelji su
profi. Nije im vazno sta covek
nosi iZnutra, vazno im je sta
nasi spolja. Od njih bi covek
mogao poneilto i da nauCi 0

poziranju! .
Naravno, najveea pozerka

od svih je moja zena. Ona je
take kul. Volela bi da je gtede-
ju svi, a de ona to ne zna, vee
da samo pretpostavlja. Ole.
eta i mene, nasminkanog, u
suknjici ... neki Ootjeov asis-
tent da me sada snimi, vodio
bi me smesta na parisku
nedelju mode, ili makar na
jedan dan u Sao Paolo!

U meduvremenu, ukus je u
Westminster postao norma.
Jedan ukus za sve. Umesto
kajli, mt nOSimo brojanice.
Dizelail je zrtvovan, a u njego-
vo ime danas progovara nor-
malancovek.

Za razliku od nesudenog
pozera dizelasa, normalan
eovel je covel smisla. Svoj
iivot on vodi na dosledan
autentican naCin. Normala~
covek ne mari za telo, on je
zaokupljen duhovnim. Pod

njegovom vlascu. poziran]e
kao drustvena igra napoko~
doaivljava svoj neumitni kraj.
Ukus je poslat u izgna.nstvo.
Pobogu, ovde danas OJ C:c~
vise ne poz1ra

Zbogom pozeru. Normala~
covek te prezire, ba~ kao sto SI

i sam nekada umeo da
prezires sve one koji nisu kao
ti. Osuden si da zivis daleko
od sebe, u tudem oku, njegov-

~~kl;:~~~ma ~!kart~~~~~t~:

SledeCi put kad izanerl1 ~
grad, mogao bih da se :lap~-

tam: ~ta je ostalo od rn~~~
poze? MoZda sarno par zg .
nih dublova, ni~ta vi~e. Da s~
se moje 'la' podudara
mojom slikom? Kada se skine
veo, da Ii se i tada nestD 0

meni moze reCi?

Immeasurable food of fill with tears
hoarfrost institute happening mar,

NASA
NERD

Mar be dubious on the road
to hobby beachfront chattels
anytime in next to no time,
save for the globe have an
adequate amount of dampen
hoarfrost by the side of its
south dowel en route for elec-
tric blanket the intact world
here supplementary than 30
foot of irrigate stipulation the
whole lot thaw away from
home.

In the midst of a radar
modus operandi, astronomers
contain go in designed for the
initial occasion on the subject
of 2.5 miles (all but four kilo-
meters) lower than the south
pole's unmoving float up. The
records let somebody see to
facilitate practically chaste run
frost dishonesty lower.

Naked here the in the early
hours 1970s, encrusted
deposit of frost and grime

restrict the North and South
extremity of mar. pending
now, the credit possess be dif-
ficult to lessons intimately by
means of vacant telescopes
and satellites. The flow
advance come from a check
out of the put down via a con-
traption on the bus the Mars
rapid orbiter.

"This is the in the beginning
epoch that a groUlld-penetrat-
ing arrangement has eternally
been second-hand on Mars,"
supposed tHe novel radar
study's guide source, Jeffrey
Plaut of NASA's spurt vigor
Laboratory. "Altogether the
auxiliary tool used to school-
work the exterior of mar in the
earlier very have just been
hypersensitive to what strike
at the very float up."

Unfathomable poke about
Plaut and his social group

check out the deposit with
radar repeat jingle, as a rule
used on foxhole to cram the

interiors of glaCiers. The uten-
sil, caned the mar complex
Radar for Subsurface and
Ionospheric Swish, or wrF-
SIS, grin radio effect which go
in the planet's shell and recoil
off skin tone have atypical
electrical property.

The suggest smile naked
that 90 percent or further of
the solid glacial objects is
clean stream frost, sprinkled
with wipe crumbs. The scien-
tists planned that the wet
would kind a 36-foot-deep
marine of species if swell
ended the creature from outer
space globe.

It's the finest facts that's be
obtain to rendezvous for that
breadth," said Ken
Herkenhoff, a earthly geolo-
gist at the U.S. Physical
Scrutiny in Flagstaff, Ariz.,
who learning the extraterres-
trial glacial regions.

"These polar frost credit be
by future the prime basin of

dampen that we see of on
mar," Plaut whispered.

That's a quantity of run, but
not adequate to savings
account for the graceful
strean: i~ea to zigzag along
mar rise III the history.

"There's data that vis-a-vis
10 epoch or possibly level 100
period that a lot hose has flow
athwart the facade of mar to
slice the diverse channel, the
drop VOlney and extra skin we
spot i.n the metaphors and
scenery records," Plaut tell
ROOM.com.

Hence where's the relax of
the stream? Lone plan is to a
yawning plumb structure one
time ferry oodles of irrigate
jess the space invader plane.
Plaut held his band what's
more desire hunt for dissident
lake amid the radar modus
operandi.

A extraterrestrial fill up-
humankind be dodgy in the
by imminent, bar astronomers

own firm data that billions of
days past fill with tears floW
more the space invader shell.
And freshly, verification has
keen to a affectionate craze as
mar appear as of an "frost
become old."

Scientists suppose alterna-
tive in mar' flight path and
slant chauffeur the planet'S
weather ended era, while a
not many astronomers enclose
wonder concerning how the
SlUl'S bustle tin be fairly to
guilt for affectionate on some
planets.

In accumulation to hot as of
the air, ice-melt roast can turn
up as of the heart of rnar, like
to the curl of cook that basis
Volcanic rash On soil. But sig-
nal starting the bright radar
~choolwork imply the space
mvader Scab is sub-zero aloof
and unyielding.
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One room deserves
anonymity

NOBODY JONES
SfAFF WRITER

There is room on
McDaniel's campus that
deserves anonymity.

The sights and smells of this
room have defied Campus
Safety odds for years, and
within months, the rooms' res-
idents will graduate and prob-
ably boast that they smoked
more weed than Cheech and
Chong and never got caught.

Their room is their mecca.
Fifteen lava lamps offer a

variety of undulating colors,
and posters of Bob Marley and
pot leaves glow under black
lights soon after the sun sets.
More than 20 plants (not
daisies) grow year-round and
provide highs to more than 20
students a week.

The beds and desks provid-
ed by the administration were
donated td a club room or late
night bonfires on the golf
course long ago, hut the room
welcomes guests with three
futons and 22 pillows.

Flat screen television, Bose
surround sound, and incense
that continually bums when
the two residents are home
contribute to the rooms "hey-
come-light-up-and-fall-back"
attititude.

How can two residents
have enjoy so much latitude
and not get caught?

By day, the residents of this
pot haven have perfect class
attendance and impressive
grades. Their pot haze and
glazed eyes remain undetect-
ed. By night, well it is always
5 p.m. somewhere, the bongs
gurgle and pipes flame - and
the residents find their muse-
or consolation.

Many of you have been
there. Many of you have
vowed "what happens in this
room stays in this room."

And so, challenging the
odds that the room and its res-
idents will remain off Campus
Safety's radar - this room on
McDaniel's campus deserves
recognition, and anonymity.

Check ~ut this great photo that describes little and protects much. Two relatively unsuspecting lava lamps on a desk
Looks like a c?mputer d~sk. .Maybe they use the computer to do work. Maybe they use it to surf internet porn. They
probably use It to get acid tn~s whlle.watchmg Wmdows Media Player crank out Aphex Twin. Aren't photographs
?reat' They anc.hor .the story m a reality sometimes distant from ~e text. What are you reading? What are you think-
mg a~ut? l~ thls a Joke?Go to the bathroom, you know this caption is too much excitement for you to handle. The
truthIS_

Compiled by Horatio Inshallah

"Habegger and Matkovic
must have been convinced
that something was amiss
with the space-time continu-
urn of that area, a result of
the paranormal phenome-
non residing there. The fasci-
nation of discovering an
alternate reality without sci-
entific rules pulled the two
back into a room that ulti-
matelYI provided nothing
more than a final resting
place for their ultimate pur-
suit of perfect knowledge."

"The two editors decided
to return to the news-
room because of an
imminent sense of their
own self-destruction.
Instead of leaving the
distorted reality of news
reporting behind, they
knowingly continued
down a path towards cer-
tain devestation. This
behavior suggests only
one ailment--permanent
acute psychosis."

y
edi tors go back

into the
newsroom?

"It was a moral issue, not a "These two men were cham-
political issue. if the editor's pions, through and through.
hadn't gone back into the They knew what it takes to
newsroom to finish the win. Putting out the newspa-
paper, the next generation of per is as important as put-
McDaniel students would be ting out Sonny Liston. The
at risk of believing disinfor- moment they walked back
rnation. What kind of world into that room will go down
do we want to leave to our in history as one of the most
children? Matkovic and courageous events of all
Habegger knew the answer, time. They faced their fears,
and their dedication to sepa- accomplished the unpossi-
rating truth from myth may ble, and ended up dooming
have saved an entire genera- themselves forever in
tion from extinction." effort to save all of us."

"Habegger and Markovic knew
they had to find out who was
responsible for the death of the
newspaper. Who killed it? And
why? Time moves slowly when
you're staring down the burrell
of a gun. In my opinion,
Habegger may still be alive,
somewhere in the bowels of
Rouzer Hall, trying desperately
to escape his inevitable death.
You can't dodge bullets, but you
can move in slow motion. The
Frre Press may dissappear, but
the truth remains stable,
unmoving, and the only way
you can confront the truth-.
death-cis with guns blazing."
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Editor found dead, another missing
of Mike Habegger," said a unturned until we get to the these recent events, ['m not so
statement released by the col- bottom of what happened on sure anymore."
lege this morning. the night of March 31," said Habegger and Matkovicare

On Saturday, March 31, The computers used for police chief Marty Smith at a also rumored to have
Djerdj Markovic, 22, of Serbia, publishing the paper provide press conference held in expressed dissatisfaction with
was found dead in the no clues to the whereabouts of McDaniel Lounge. "As far as the status of journalism in

~J:~~J'M McDaniel Free Press newsroom Habegger or the death of the circumstances surround- society. Journalists purport to ~~HJoARE
~g~I!~~uY located in the basement of Markovic. Aside from the dis- ing Matkovtc's death and seek the truth and expose it to f~~v~~~
~~~;;'M Rouzer Hall. The cause of his covery of Matkovic's body, Habeggers-Ie that how you the largely ignorant masses, ~~~;JHE

~g~;;: dea~v~s~:';:~~yMatkovic~~~;~;~:Ze:o::_:d~::,ut:::~~~yi::~£~::~:~F~~;:,~;:~~:I~h~c~~~~Sb~e:~C~~~:~~; ~~s;;;:
~~'i:' ::f:~~~n;re~Sp~~s:d;:~~!~: Goeke confirms the condition reported a growing dissaris- ~:s:~~c~:~~r;~omplete- ~~~S!~-
~K'C~K:C'~OTH'NEing reason for his presence in of the newsroom. faction by Habegger. Having The readers of the Free Press ~~iOM.
TIw,",OOOOOW'NIthe newsroom. The editors "Everything looks the same trouble finding adequate must have known something !'NNO,CvH,TH.','~,'w"
THEHALL. had been working late into the to me," said Goeke. "It's such numbers of writers and pho- was wrong, sensed it every- ME.FOR
WHAT night on the latest edition of a mess, but you can tell these tographers, he began looking day they woke up and went to SOMEREIt-
~~i~~J the bi-weekly paper. guys were trying the dean it into increasing newsroom effi- class. But they could have ~~~pr~~-
~~~EIOlS- Police have closed the up a bit. What baffles me is ciency, only to be frustrated never guessed that it would ~~~E
CUSSING newsroom indefinitely, and there is no evidence of with the lack of performance result in the death of Matkovic FROMTHE
~~~{;NO will commence investigation [Matkovic and Habegger] by computer technology. and the disappearance of ~Et
OPTIONS within the week. actually attempting to publish Habegger's roommate, Habegger.s WASIMPOS-
WHENTHIS Their projects were focused a paper." Jason Stambaugh, SIBLE.I
r~~~:::G on uncovering the truth, Matkovic and Habegger cited an increased ~ri::,~ND
~~::: fROM wherever it could be found. It were last seen on Thursday awareness of time on ~~~~O~ii
~~ER has been speculated that the night. According to witnesses, the part of Habegger. ~g~~~'1v~:
DASHEDIN job was too ambitious and they were in the newsroom "He was always DENCE,DR

fr:~::K ~;e~::,u~~: ~::o·f~:n~ ~~:~ ~~p~!o;r~ee ;~~~~~~ looking at the clock, ~~~~~

'
'"NHO"'!~' speeding from one ~;GGET.
THRo"~C:i Matkovic in the form of death, visited the Pub to pick up place to the next," ~~:~EE\O
THEFLOOR. perhaps the truest experience some diet coke in preparation said Stambaugh. SEEIN
~~K~:S one can have. for a long night. Pub employ- "But that wasn't the ~1~RJrJ~iE

!~~i:;~~:~o:~Pi:~;!.:~%~o;:~;:c~:~~t~~e~~:.:t~f:~:: ~~~:~;~i~~~ted1~ ~of"~~~~~-
WASTHE down on the floor, but he has Eavesdroppers, eager for knowledge, space ~~
COUCH . d f dr news, listened in on the pair's and time. Every time GLOW.1

~~~I~~ :~e.prevlous recor 0 ug conversation, as reported by he disappeared I ~:~~~
:~gET~St From police photographs, it the The· Soviet Invasion of thought he was OFFICERS
WASON looks like he fell asleep and Afghanistan, daily newspaper going to the news- "'- ~~~t;~
~~<:,~HER never woke up. There are no in London. room to work on the showMarkovic'scondition PULLED
THI!WALL, marks on the body, except for "That. ..was, how do you paper, but after !:~:~~;.:~:;~=:~::~~~:~~~~rt~~;.odY;AWAYJUST~lJ~~!~ one small scratch that appears say, strange. Did you see that ~!fJ~r~~
SUPPOSED just over his heart that could extra room? What about that COATS. IT
~~L~:DIFOR have easily been caused by his be---... I know if we go lft~~;
rJ~~~~E light fall amongst the boxes of back ...we will be [killed]." The ~~O~E~~E

i~!~~7new;~::~~es are looking for :~~ line is simply specula- ~~l~s~~
~~~'i'f- co-editor Mike Habegger, who Roommates of Markovic, ~~A~WHIL

was reported to be the last obviously moved by their ~Rrl~ti~L
!,~~KO~D. person to enter the newsroom friend's death, contend that he PUTOUT~~~r~:~i:sceb~~tk~:!~~:e:o~·!~~;a~ ~~~l~ n~:~~:;~~t~~t~i:~~~ fif1!
~:~N~100 days, disappeared without a and that whoever perpetrated ~~::NG
THIS trace.' the "murder" must be brought ~I~T?
~~{g~LY "The McDaniel College to justice. THISARTI-

I! community expresses grief Authorities contend that all ~;~fi
~~Fs.E~E into the tragedy that claimed steps will be taken to ensure • ~~~~~
HALTEDIS the life of Djerdj Matkovic, the procedure of justice. ~i~~LES!
¥~I~~~S- and prays for the safe return "No rock will be left ..

~~C~NI- ~t:.~~i~~iciu~°ri"'~~~:'T~~HAT8~~~."W~';1~~~~;~~S~~I~\~~~Y~rz.~~~Y~¥~~~~~~Pb~~N~I;~~~~ ~~A~~HR~:fW:y,S~~~I;:-JET~~~~~~ElE~~~i~~~~~~~~.7~~L;io
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~'195N~rth'vii i~ii~"""""""""""'" :
~McDaniel College :
,2 College Hill ~
[Westminster, Maryland 21157 :

~Gretchen McKay, Director of Academic Affairs l
~Elderdice H~Jl 1
iMcfraniel College :
:2 College Hill ~
lWestminster, Maryland 21157 j
[April 28, 2006 ,

~Dear Ms. McKay: ~

ll'm writing to you to appeal a decision by McDaniel College's Conduct Board not to let l
[me 'walk' on the graduation ceremony this May. As a second semester senior l'm :
~scheduled to receive my diploma at this ceremony 1

~The reason the Conduct Board has decided not to let me 'walk' at the graduation was duei
ho my behavior surrounding this years Spring Fling party, which was held on Saturday, 1
lApril22nd That weekend I'm ashamed to admit Ihad a little too much to drink. This 1
[was also the time when McDaniel College Trustees were visiting the college. During the:
:Trustees dinner the night before, Istreaked through Englar Dining HaU, got up on a table:
land danced to the song 'Freeeek' by George Michael, thanks to a CD switch I made that 1
[afternoon with the CD of the national anthem. On Saturday, after much drinking the :
lwhole morning, Iwas dared by some friends to spray paint the presidents house calling ~
:her a number of unpleasant names. Needless to say I won the bet. On Saturday 1also :
~borrowed my uncle's fire truck and tilled Gill Center with water, which not surprisingly l
~ruined the event that was organized indoors due to rain. ~

;1 have since wholeheartedly apologized to the president, the entire board of trustees, the 1
lConduct Board, the students attending Spring Fling and the lady who was hospitalized 1
[due to a heart attack after my streaking act in Englar. I would like to let you know that :
[my entire family will be attending the graduation ceremony, and it would absolutely l
: devastate them if I didn't 'walk' to receive the diploma that I so justly deserve. 1 hope :
iyou can find it in your heart to appeal the decision by the Conduct Board and let me ;
l'walk'. My family and Iwould be forever grateful. ~

i'"-i)~~~ I
[Djerdj Matkovic :
: ;;>< :

My submission for the Green Terror
mascot competition that won't win

~ ~I~ ~6t~~~r3~:~~~~i',,1 ~~I~~HMTIN~~V~~~!~ Df~;;ci~I~~.~~~~~Js ~~t~A~L';'~~/'A~~~~~~~s I~~
NEVIll. HIRE ME. ONF. TiME I CONVINCED A STUDENT TO COM!! TO SCHOOL HnE. TUOUGH THE FOOD HA~ IMPROVED, I TOLD
HIM Tf{AT McDANIEL WAS AMAZING BlIT IF HE LlJ<:EDFOOD A LOT, liE SHOULD GO SOMEWHERE ELSE. HE S HERE NOW, A KEY
PARTICIPANT IN TIlE COlUCI COMMUNITY. IT's PROOF THAT I'M NOT A FAILURE, AND TItAT THIS SCHOOL HAS APPEAL.

This is the biUest "Hmm ..."
ever published. It's not page
filler. It's grcundbreaking.
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Ever wondered what your.paper or article would look like if every word was replaced by a
"synonym"? Well wonder no further ....we were crazy enough to actually do it. So that article
on page four that doesn't make any sense at all ...well it's all synonyms of this article! Have

fun comparing, if you can figure out how to rea.d it!

An editor's weapon of choice!

Compiled by Islamic Jihad

Great page filler- Djerdj's phone" 3:22 a"m"

Why are we
still in Iraq?

"Are we still in Iraq?"

IYHE WORLDWISHES SHE STILL
LOOKED LIKE THIS"

"It's the right place, at
the right time, for the
right reason, for the right
president."

"We are looking for DNA "We're Changing Lives?"
samples that prove
Howard Stern is that
baby's father."

"It is nothing but a path
of vengeance doomed
for failure, and that is
what all of us crave--a
taste of something real--
tragedy."

P:S" We IQve you President Coley, we
know you'd never say it.-Eds"
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Frozen squirrel leads investigators to
many intriguing, fresh discoveries

Relatives of the deceased
squirrel believe that Nikolay
was drugged and blackmailed
in order to force him to partic-
ipate in the race. "He is good
little squirrel..." said the
mother of the mammal, Mrs.
Azaralamatovich. "He would
never particpate in such crazy
thing, he is very lazy squirrel,
all -day he drink vodka,
smoke weed and play
Playstation," said the dis-
traught mother in a thick
Russian accent.

The tragedy comes as a
shock to the Russian squirrel
community at McDaniel
College, which has been at
war with the Italian rabbit
community for decades in a
fight over territorial superiori-
ty. Some believe it was the
work of the rabbit mafia, who
are known to cooperate with
some local students in con-
spiring against the squirrel
population. "They don't like
us! They always pay the stu-
dents better with their dirty
mana money! No one will
accept our fine peanut

vodka," said illegal immi-
grant squirrel Azamat
Ruskiyevich. "They
promise hot Italian babes
and fine cuisine and the
drunken students believe
them! We will never win
this war!" said Azamat.

According to witnesses,
Nikolay ran in a zig-zag
fashion for about 14 feet
before colliding with huge
pile of snow on the side of
the track. He reportedly
tried to wiggle his way out
of the pile, although some
witnesses say that he was

Is hi I actually digging his way
~~:~:::~:~n~~a:i~ly.be missed greatly by in. Investigators later

VIKTOR LASLOW
INVESTIGATIVEREPORTER

On the freezing day of

March 4th 2007, several
unidentified individuals
reportedly used a couple of
experiment squirrels from
McDaniel's science lab in a
race around the football field.
The exhausting endurance
race sadly ended in the death
by freezing of one of the par-
ticipants, Nikolay
Azaralamatovich, a.k.a. "The
Nutcracker" .

It is still unknown who
organized the 2S-foot race, but
police believe that it is the
same individuals who broke
into the science' lab and,
together with the squirrels,
stole 300 liquid ounces of
nitrogen, possibly believing
that they were beer kegs.
"Hopefully the individuals
who took the liquids will
notice the huge red "POl-
SON" sign that is clearly
marked on each keg," said a
nutty science professor who
chose to remain anonymous

found a pound of cocaine
under the snow, most likely
belonging to young rabbits.
Rabbit community spokesper-
son Venicio Ruggatoni strong-
ly denies this claim.

Investigators say Nikolay
struggled in the thick pile for
about 8 seconds before giving
up hope and eventually freez-
ing to death. Fellow runner
Absolut Boris was with
Nikolay the night of the inci-
dent, but has no recollection of
the happenings after 6pm that
evening. "I was with Nikolay
and we just finish chugging
our second bottle (tburp) and
I was kicking his ***butt in
game next thing I
know my •.....'*butt is hurting
in pollee station," said
Absolut, still smelling like
alcohol.

This incident will most def-
initely further strain the ties
between the two immigrant
communities on campus, and
it will surely nat help them
develop better relations with
the immigration office which
has been accepting generous
gifts from both communities
in order to keep their status as
refugees at the college.

Funeral proceedings for
Nikolay Azaralamatovich will
be held on the second pine
tree from Elderdice Hall, third
branch up. The funeral will
come at a rough time amid on-
going police investigations
that include, and are not limit-
ed to, the trafficking of Italian
Playboy bunnies to college
students, the smuggling of
mail-order brides by the
Russian squirrel community,
the illegal racing of both rab-
bits and squirrels in RC cars
and on foot, as well as the

The site of the unbelievable yet remarkably true event that led to the tregtc
passing of Nikolay Axaralamatovidt, a.k.a. "The Nutcracker"

The Russian Rabbit community members use their innocent looks and cute
features to attract gullable srudcnts into conspiring against the squirrel.s.
~o~~:to Baggic (above) is believed to be one of the leaders of the Italian

investigation concerning the
missing nitrogen from the sci-
ence labs.

In an unrelated story, a male

and a female rabbit escaped
from the town prison ... so far
only 276 have been found.

Nov 6, 1986-

Terror football errors produce two losses
By Cynthia Schafer

With the past two losses to
Franklin & Marshall on
October 25, 52-0, and to FDU~
Madison, October 31, ]4-0; the
Terror's record now stands at
0-8 on the season and is their
19th loss in a row.

In both of these losses, how-

ever, the Terrors defeated
themselves with mistakes.

At F&M, the score was 19-0
only after six minutes. All
three scores came directly
from WMC miscues.

The first touchdown came
off an interception which was
run back for hte score.

A blocked WMC punt
recovered at the four yardline
by the Diplomoats led imme-

dtately to the next score. Then
came a fumble recovered by
F&M in advantageous field
position.

At FDU, both of their oppo-
nents touchdowns came off
WMCerrors.

The first score came in the
second half on an interception
at the 24 yard-line. The seoncd
came once again off a blocked
punt.

This has been a building
year for the Terrors, and head
coach Dale Sprague, which
has been plagued by injuries.
Unfortunately for Pete Wilson
and Andy Stephanelli, and
eleven othe departing seniors,
they will not be around to get
a taste of the success that their
hard work this year has been
striving for.

The Terrors last home game

will be this weekend on
November 8 for parents week-
end. WMC wit! play
Swarthmore who will come
into the game with a 3-4
record.

Thi.s article was originally print-
ed In the Phoeni:r.!

I WHICH APPAR~NnY WAS LACKING fOR
COPY EDITORS. AND WE TlIOUGJiT WE
WUE AWPUL THANKS fOR READING.
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SEARCH FOR NEW BASKETBALLCOACH CONTINUES

Students enjoy
spring break all
over the world

Page 8-9

INSIDE

Right battles back
against Left

Page 12

CRUNClIYC;l..S
Spring Fling
madness

Page 7

Male students falling behind females
PAT O'TOOLE
COPY EDITOR

In an age when many pre-
vious visions of equality are
finally being realized, one
group which never before
needed special attention may
soon become the focus of aca-
demic policies and cam-
paigns. But this imbalance has
little or no root in discrimina-
tion or external forces; there is
no quick solution to this prob-
lem because, uniquely
enough, the group is perpetu-
ating its own subjugation ..

A pandemic is sweeping
America's colleges and uni-
versities: males are outper-
formed by females at unprece-
dented rates. A July 2006 New

TMNT reviewed
Page 14

Media coverage of
Iraq tells an incom-
plete picture

Page 13 KateChilson gazes at the Step Pyramid. See

York Tunes article entitled" At
Colleges, Women Are Leaving
Men in the Dust" illustrated
this very point, reporting that
for every five women who
earn their bachelor's degree,
only three men accomplish
this feat. Now the significant
minority at American colleges
and universities (men make
up only 42 percent of under-
graduates), studies have
shown that men study less
and socialize more than
females.

As is reflected in those stud-
ies, males' underachievement
is less of a systemic issue and
more of a conscious choice to
not take advantage of natural
abilities. After all, males con-
slstently outscore females on

Kerr speaks to students
the fact that Kerr's writing has earth and planetary sciences,"

MELANIE CHUPEIN awards from the said Kevin Harrison, profes-
NEWS EDITOR American Meteorological sor of environmental policy

Dr. Richard A. Kerr, an Society, the National and science at McDaniel.

expert on the earth and plane- ~::;~!::~on th:f A~ee~li~~~ COnf:s~~~,i~;!~r!e~~;ein K~~
tary sciences, spoke to the col- Geological Institute and the habit of expressing our opin-
lege communi~ 28 ~n Geological Society of America. ions in public forum."
Wednesday, Marc m In fact at a more intimate
De~~:ra~~'~~~~~m~as packed ~r;h:a~:~~~g~~:~te~~i!~O~ lunch gathering in Academic
with students and faculty. A America in 1995 and earned Hall, Kerr captivated students
few classes had been canceled- the American Geophysical by answering their questions
Nearly every seat was filled Union's highest accolade to a abotl~~~~~~:~/~~~e~ia illjlll-

~~~t:~;~~e;p~:~~c~ ~~s~:~ jOUfl~~i::~ is one of the most ew"n','ndll'nAg';.reri~a'sview of global
influential and insightful sci-

tin!~~!~ea~~~~idty heralded ence writers in the field of (see "Kerr" on page 2)

standardized tests but are
somehow missing the mark in
the classroom.

This phenomenon has hit
close to home, too, as the a11-
male GPA at McDaniel has
s"=:adily fallen short of the all-
female CPA in recent years.
Since at least 2000, the all-
female GPA has hovered
around 3.2 compared to the
males' meager 2.8. Females
also outrank males four to one
in the Honors Program while
males outnumber females
three to one on the academic
deficiency list (students who
have fallen below a 2.0 cumu-
lative GPA).

While these statistics may
be alarming, the institution as
of yet does not view the gen-

ROB GOEKE
STAFF WRITER

On a recent Thursday night,
a female student at McDaniel
arrived at a local Westminster
bar for a night of expected
fun. Things, however, did not
go as planned.

"I did not d rink enough to
make me drunk but I felt
sedated and relaxed at the
bar," she said. "As the night
went on 1was having difficul-
ty holding on to my cup of
water and keeping my head
up."

Her condition only wors-
ened when she returned to
campus.

"when I got home I passed
out for about an hour," she
continued. "[I] woke up to the

der gap as an issue which calls
for resolution. According to
Dr. Gretchen McKay, director
of the Honors Program, dis-
cussion of the issue has been
restricted mostly to an hour-
long session held two years
ago at a retreat for deans and
directors. The consensus at
that time, McKay said, was
that the issue is due to the fact
that while females are forced
to acknowledge that careers
and higher degrees are not
guaranteed following gradua-
tion, males have fallen into a
trend of complacency which
causes them to see their aca-
demic performance as being
unrelated to future success. In
a world where females still
(see "Gender" on page 3)

world spinning, my body
began to shake and J started to
vomit. After about 3-4 hours
of this I fell asleep and woke
up feeling fine, no hangover
or anything. [This] led me to
believe [whatever caused this]
was not food poising or alco-
hol."

This student's case is part of
a troubling trend of students
possibly ingesting date rape
drugs in recent weeks. To
date, at least three separate
cases have been reported to
McDaniel's Department of
Campus Safety. Also, an
alleged case of the use of date
rape drugs on a Westminster
woman at a local bar has been
reported to local authorities.

"I was a victim of a sick
(see "vvamuvg" 011 page 3)

AMANDA KLEIN
STAFF wnrrns

Greeks evaluated
In an attempt to improve

Greek life, McDaniel College
brought in a team of profes-
sional consultants to evaluate
the Greek eomrmrruty during
the week of March 19. Two
consultants Tom Ielke and
Karen Katz, visited McDaniel
on March 20, and conducted
extensive research through
March 22. The pair, based out
of Miami, Florida, is
employed by T. [elke
Solutions, an independent

consulting firm specializing it,
fraternities and sororities.

"Our goal was to have a
third party to evaluate the
Greek community of
McDaniel as a whole," said
Creek Life Coord ina ton
Amanda Rose. "How everY1
One sees it-the good and the
bad. And be able '0 give oJ
reccmrnendaticnscf what is
being done well and what is
not."

Ielke and Katz conducted
extensive interviews an
attempted '0 get a broad per
(see "Greeks" ou page 3)
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Global warming expert speaks to students
Bush administration and our t A G14nce:Rt
refusal to sign the Kyoto .
Protocol.

"They [the Bush adminis-
tration} are entitled. It's their
administration and it's cer-
tainly been a big factor over
here," said Kerr. "It makes a
tremendous difference which
way your leadership is
going."

Kerr also discussed that the
United States' reluctance to act
quickly has been due to a pre-
occupation with the depletion
of the ozone.

"People worry more about
ozone than global warming
even though ozone has been
taken care of effectively,"Kerr
said.

accounts for America's reluc-
tance to focus on global warm-
ing is the oil situation.

"The price of gasoline
eclipsed stories about the cli-
mate crisis," Kerr said.

Despite writing for Science
for nearly 30 years as of this

The lighter side of the campus safety blotter
parked the Durango in the lot with "Guess." really doing anything. He got least he got action from some-
outside and went into one of Of course, "Guess" wasn't wasted and was probably one that night.
the buildings to investigate. really the student's last name. cavorting with some of the Finally, things are starting

(Editor's note: Rob Goeke's com- As they were walking down r mean, if you're in a situation fine females of Whiteford to slow down in Rouzer. ram
the steps, they spotted a CTe- like this, you have to come up Hall, but probably tried to talk greatly pained. It used to be I
ative student, clearly training with something creative, like a about feelings or fashion or wouldn't even have to come
for a tryout with Manchester false name, to try to save your something girls just don't like up with jokes to make this col-
United, kicking the Durango hide. I like to call myself to hear about and was kicked umn funny; these boys would

ius~~r o~~rs told the student ~~o~~~~o ;~dt~~hi~~en:~~~;to ~:S~:~'Of schlepptng back ~~;"~~jic;,~frrhr::;~'i'gww~~:
to stop but he began to run Richard Claydombe or leRoy to his room a defeated man a~out IS two guys breaking
away. Once the officers caught Panek could work. Or the left to look at Victoria Secret windows. At least one broke a
up with the student, they nat- -ever-popular George Bush. catalogs, this fello~ made it to light cover and lied about it,
urally asked for his student Moving on, usually you get the lobby of Whiteford an~ with a lacrosse ball no less.
ro. The student refused and cited for alcohol violations for passed out. Perhaps the funru- T issue a challenge to you
told the officers their first doing something drunken and est part of the story was that it boys of Rouzer: you only have
name. When the officers idiotic. However, a poor fel- took the Campus Safety offi- a month left. Don't let it go to
opined for the student's last low got cited at 4:30 in the cer "three vigorous rubs" to waste by being good citizens.
name, the student responded morning on March 24 for not awaken the fellow. Hey, at

(from "Kerr" on page 1)
"The media have been cen-

tral in raising public aware-
ness and the awareness of
politicians and policy makers.
The media have been in the
middle between the scientists
and the public. Whatever the
scientists have to say about
global warming has gone
through the media," Kerr said.
"The media have been pivotal
in passing on news about
what's going on with the plan-
et."

How have Al Gore and his
campaign affected public opinion
of global warmillg?
"He's been important to this

whole thing. His documen-
tary has been vital in changing
the national mind set," said
Kerr. "People already knew
about global warming but it
wasn't an every day, obvious
cultural reference. He's
brought it to the breakfast
table and there aren't a whole
lot of ways you can do that."

Has all of the media surround-

ROB GOEKE
STAFFWRfTER

mentary higilligllts some of the
inane calls to which campus safe-
ty responds.)

r don't know about you, but
the thought of a Steven
Gerrard free kick in the game
of soccer lights a hot and
steamy fire in my loins. So
please forgive my excitement
when I noticed an interesting
incident that occurred on the
night of March 8.

In response to some booty
shakin' in Garden
Apartments, the boys in green

~ Drug-rd.ate<l

0 Medh:a1·te'lated

A Hre-releted

t Altolmj·t('!J.II!U

1: vtotcuce-retctec.
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NEWS

ing globnl warming really made a
difference?

"It's put a fire under the
whole subject and it looks like
it's really taking off this time
in part because the media
have finally come over to the
idea of global warming being
real and that it can't be argued
away by contrivance," Kerr
explained. "We'll see what
comes of it."

Throughout the lunch gath-
ering and his lecture, Kerr also
revealed that the United States
is far behind European
nations, who have begun to
take the initiative to address August, Kerr joked about not

traveling much in his job
because most of the people he
writes about do field work.

"I still haven't felt an earth-
quake even though I've been
writing about them all these
years," admitted Kerr.

Between his discussion
with students and faculty and
his lecture, Kerr aimed to
engram one thing in the minds
of his audience.

"Global warming is here.
It's real. It's serious," saidthe issue of global warming.

"We're lagging," said Kerr.
"The Europeans in general
and Britain in particular are
well ahead of us in not just
talking about global warmiI],g
but trying to do something
about it."

Kerr added that the United

Kerr.
Students had mixed feel-

ings about Kerr. "He did it as
a favor to McDaniel College.
He is a writer not a publiC
speaker and he told us that at
the beginning of the presenta-
tion," said senior Muriel
Cruickshank. "Subconsciously
we're comparingJum to AI
Gore and that's not fair."

Another factor that

States has failed to start get-
ting serious .about global
warming due to the current
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Male students lack motivation, fall behind
(from "Gender" on page 1)
make about 70 cents on the
dollar compared to their male
coworkers, female students
are forced to face the reality of
inequity in the workplace. Dr.
Henry Reiff, dean of student
academic life, and other
administrators still see that as
the case.

"Women are a little more
driven; they don't feel that
things are just going to work
out for them, that everything
is going to be handed to them
on a silver platter," Reiff said.
"I think there is a little bit
more of a feeling of entitle-
ment with male students."

Reiff also thinks that males
are more likely to come to col-
lege for the sole purpose of
playing a sport or engaging in
social activities while females
have more of an academic
focus. According to Dr.
Roxanna Harlow, associate
professor of sociology, it all
comes down to what society
defines as being appropriate
for each gender.

"The portrayal of masculin-
ity has always been rewarded
for men, and doing well aca-
demically is not one of those
things that exudes masculini-
ty or is considered mascu-
line ... ," Harlow said. "Sports
are very masculine; doing
well in school is nerdy.
Femininity is not displayed
through sports, so the things
that women are rewarded for
don't all come out of that."

The logical conclusion that
the gender gap stems from
pre-existing ideals of compla-
cency and misdirection which
are finally reaching hazardous
levels has some basis in
observable evidence.
Professors in many disciplines
report that male students are
generally less engaged and
more apathetic than their
female counterparts, outward
behaviors which reflect inter-
nal motivation. instances of
males slouching. sitting in the
back of the classroom, and
even sleeping instead of lis-
tening to lectures are all com-

monly reported by discour-
aged professors.

At the same time, it is
important to note the bidirec-
tional nature of the gender
gap. While many males ate
probably unmotivated and
degenerating, females are
excelling in ways that they
never have before, a fact that
no one is complaining about.
Dr. Brian Wladkowski, associ-
ate professor of chemistry and
a 1988 graduate of the college,
is able to offer a historical per-
spective of the causes of
women's increased success.

"Women here, relative to
back then, seem to be much
more focused on careers and
future goals independent of
marriage, and that alone may
be the driving factor that's
causing this CPA gender gap,"
Wladkowski said.

Yet while the success of
women is being celebrated
due to historic and current
inequality in the work force,
the gender gap may quickly
turn into a real issue for males.

"The consequences of the
global society are trending
away from this complacent
privilege of male birthright,"
said Dr. Herbert Smith, pro-
fessor of political science and
international studies.

The immediate questions
are if and how the college
should deal with the issue.

"I don't think it makes
sense to cry and moan about
it, nor do I think it makes
sense to say, 'Well it's a nation-
al phenomenon, so that's just
the way it is,'" Reiff said. "I
think there's a middle ground
where we try to identify
things that we can change and
the things that we cannot."

Some faculty members are
in fact considering methods to
combat apathy in both gen-
ders, an effort which may
have more of an impact on
males. In the art history
department, McKay is consid-
ering the use of a pedagogy
which employs role-playing
games in order to engage stu-
dents more fully, a method

piloted by Dr. Peter Bradley,
assistant professor of philoso-
phy. McKay observed
Bradley's classes during the
pedagogy and noticed that the
males were more far more
receptive to the teaching
method.

"I'm interested to see if
there is any gender work to
see how this affects men and
women differently," McKay
said. "We have to find a way
to engage males and convince
them that (college education)
is important for their future."

For now, men are still the
dominant force in the work
place, but it remains to be seen
what could happen if the
downward slope of academic
deficiency continues.

"If there seem to be more
serious consequences, will
that start to be something
which men start to internalize
themselves?" Harlow won-
ders. "Will that be something
that is more sell-correcting?"

Or is intervention needed?
Only time will tell.

Date rape drug cases on the rise in the area
(from "Warning" on page 1) this: "In addition, drugs and
individual," the student said. alcohol are often used in order
"I was protective over my
drink. Victims are just that,
victims. You cannot really pre-
pare or prevent yourself from
becoming one because it is
unexpected."

D· P tho DOpe
Abuse and Incest National
Network calls it on their web-
site (RAINN.org), Drug
Facilitated Assault, is defined
as "[w]hen drugs or alcohol
are used to compromise an
individual's ability to consent
to sexual activity." RAINN
continues their definition with

to minimize the resistance and
memory of the victim of a sex-
ual assault."

In an e-mail sent March 6,
Director of Campus Safety
Mike Webster informed stu-
~... of the incidents and
asked (or students to be cau-

tious when going to parties
and locaJ bars.

"[DoCS] was informed of
the incidents," said Webster in
an interview, "and we report-
ed them to the Westminster
Police Department. They are
currently investigating these

cases."
Since the investigations are

ongoing, Webster was unable
to say anything more on the
record.

Given these events, efforts
are being made to increase
awareness of this issue. Craig
G.feaves. _ unanity
Educator 'With Rape Crisis
Intervention Service of Carroll
County, stated in an e-mail
that increased caution is nec-
essary.

"Prudent use of alcohol is
another important precau-
tion," advised Greaves.
"Being aware of the source of

a drink and who has access to
it will cut down on someone
adding something to a drink.
Throwing a drink away that is
suspect or even uncertain is a
wise practice."

Webster, in the original e-
mail to students, offered more
ac.iviattg~

"Open all containers your-

self. Don't accept drinks that
are given to you. Don't drink
from punch bowls or other
large, common, open contain-
ers. Have a non-drinking
friend with you. Stay with
your friends and watch out for
each other."

Greaves noted that stu-
dents could visit a few web-
sites to find more information.
The address for Rape Crisis in
Carroll County is
w w w.r a p e c ri s i s c c.o r g ,
Students can also visit
www.mcasa.org and
www..ra.inn.orgfor,"ore infor-
mation.

"The services of Rape Crisis
are available to anyone in the
community including
McDaniel students," said
Greaves. "Additionally there
are counseling services avail-
able at the college for stu-
dents."

Use it- you don't lose it Greeks reviewed
were able to use their remain- "We want to be fair to the (from "Greeks" 011 pnge 1) that Rose hopes will help to

MELANIE ~EIN ing funds on campus to dear students. It is, their money. spective of the Greek commu- institute new policies to gov-
! NEWSEDJ up any balances due on their We want to do what other ntry at McDanieL Not only ern Greek life. With the arrival

stude(ltaccount. The other schools are doing," said did they speak with each of suggestions from the con-
option wes tc have the money Schmidt. Greek organization individu- sultants, Rose plans to devel-
placed, on a Barnes & -Noble Unfortunately graduating, ally, but they also spoke with op a Greek judicial policy, as
gift card. seniors won't benefit from th faculty, Board of Trustees' well as delineate a dear set of

"Students shouldn't-have to change, but underclassmen members, non-Greek stu- expectations for Greek organi-
feel like they have to spend should make themselves dents, alumnae, and even zations that reside at
$300 if you' don't need to," aware of the new policy. More members of unrecognized McDaniel, both local and
said sophomore [en Noel. information can be found in Greek organizations. national.
"This new policy takes pres- brochures in the Bursar's Students found their meet- Another goal is to increase
sure off." office and look for a campus tngs with Jelke to be a positive the number of students

Asfor the vendlng account, wide email that will discuss experience, and many left involved in the Greek com-
the rule will remain the same. the new policy, with optimistic feelings for munlty, a figure that has been
All money will carry over "I think that my parents the future of Creek life on the steadily decreasing for the
from year to year. will be more willing to give campus. past decade.

The MW policy was the me money now because they "If the administration lis- In the fall of 2006, 12% of
result Of an analysis of what know 1won't keep what's tens to him, I think it would McDaniel College students
other schools weee doing wtth ldt,"'said Noel. be really helpful," says were members of either a rec-

student debit accounts. Stephen Fordyce, member of ogruzed fraternity or sorority.
Phi Delta Theta. "He's only This amount is a 3% drop
here to do good things. He from the fall of 2002, and a 4%
isn't here to ruin Greek life; drop from the fall of 1997.
he's here to make it better." In addition, Rose hopes to

"It was good that he was unify the organizations into a
unbiased because it seemed strong Greek community .
like he was really listening to "One goal is to build Greek
our side and was interested in unity amongst groups that are
helping the situation," says currently here," said Rose. '1
Phi Sigma Sigma member just want the groups to be able
Tara McKinney. to respect each other, regard-

Jelke and Katz's findings less of the letters on their
will be compiled into a report chest."

five immediately .. a
'will be: followed,
,.All funds will

ransfer to the next year
hrough ,the .Iaet semester of
our senior year. Any balance

on the card at that time will be
forfeif.'ed,"according to the
rSursar, Susan Schmidt.

The decision was made by
a gooup of people that Indud-
ed Mary 10 Colbert, 'Director

~!~::re:;~~~~:~~~~a;r
1Vlce President of
Administration and Finance,
Kimberly Seeley, Director of
Financial Planning and
taudget!Assistant ,Tre.."s:urer,
Susan Schmidt, Bursar,and

. Arthur wtsner, Director of
Financial Services/Treasurer.

The old policy allowed the
transferring of money from

http://www.mcasa.org
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Hazing hotline targets greeks, sports teams
is simply an unanswered cam- mines that a hazmg tip is A student, who utilized the irrelevant to someone whose

AMANDA KLEIN pus line with a voicemail valid, for Greek organizations, hotline in November, felt that Calling, can make the world of
STAFFWRITER recording. Students, parents, the group's charter is tern- it was her duty to report a difference," said Rose.

The McDaniel CoUege stu- faculty, and staff are encour- porariIy suspended in order to sport team's ritual, which she Some students dis-
dent handbook defines hazing aged to call this number to hold a judicial hearing. A13for perceived as hazing. agree with the concept of the
as, " ... any action taken or sit- anonymously report incidents sports teams, Rose refers the "A friend and I noticed that hotline.
uation created, intentionally, that are perceived as hazing. tip to Dean Beth Gerl and the freshmen on the swim "I think that our school
whether on or off College Amanda Rose, the assistant James Smith, director of ath- team were carrying ducks should be focusing its time,
premises, to produce mental director of college activities, Ietics. around everywhere, so we effort, and money on finding
or physical discomfort, hopes the hotline can open a Rose believes that Greeks reported it," said the source. more positive social outlets for
embarrassment, harassment, line of communication are particularly scrutinized at "Afterwards, I spoke with a students on campus, instead
or ridicule." between students and admin- McDaniel College for hazing, freshmen and she informed of cracking down on social

In recent years, the preva- istration. but they are not the only me that they were no longer traditions that have been here
lence of hazing among Greek "The hope is that we can groups on campus that are allowed to carry their ducks for years," says junior
organizations has resulted in minimize hazing, and make guilty of this practice. out in the open." Autumn Hilsinger.
the revoking of several frater- sure that students have an "It was meant to be a haz- During the fall semester, the "I think its pretty stupid,"
niry and sorority charters. In avenue to be able to be heard," ing hotline," says Rose. "Its hazing hotllne received four to says non-Greek student Mike
order to prevent hazing with- says Rose. not meant to target the Greeks. five valid calls. "We've gotten Sperlak. "I don't think hazing
in the remaining recognized Rose is the only person with Hazing is very prevalent calls that have led to investi- should be stopped unless it
Greek organizations and access to the voicemail,andis among our athletic teams. gations,"saysRose."Thehot-getsoutofhand.It's just fun
sports teams, measures have the only person to hear the This is a way to hopefully line has definitely served its and games."
been taken in an attempt to anonymous messages. After bridge the gap between purpose, and I think it will Although some may be
eliminate hazing once and for receiving a hazing tip on the Greeks and everyone else. " continue to serve its purpose." skeptical of the reasoning
all. hotline, Rose determines the Sorority member Andrea The hotline also received behind the creation of the hot-

At the beginning of the validity of the message, and Mandato agrees. three to four invalid calls, line, it has so far helped to
2006-2007 school year, a "haz- moves forward accordingly. "1 think that one positive which were determined to be minimize hazing incidents on
Ing hotline" was created in In Significant cases, Rose will thing about the hotline is that prank calls or simply lacked campus, and will hopefully
order to encourage students to involve Campus Safety, but it raises the awareness that detail. Rose emphasized the continue to do so in the future.
anonymously report any inci- will not reveal even to them hazing is not solely a Greek importance of induding as
dents of hazing among on- the exact content of the mes- thing," says Mandato. "Sports much detail as possible in the
campus groups. The hotline, sage that was left on the haz- teams do it and dubs do it hazing hotline messages.
which operates 24 hours a day, ing hotline. When Rose deter- too." "What might be considered

TMNT- Lean, green fighting machines
of thing that I was. Namely,
the good guys beating up on
the bad guys. So, that's pretty
much what happened. There
was some of the teenage angst
amongst the Turtles, but it felt
appropriate.

One change that Twas a lit-
tle surprised that I liked was
the conversion from people in
suits to animation. The anima-
tion was very impressive,
with very good voice acting.
The Turtles sounded just like I
remembered them. Splinter,
Casey Jones, and April sound-
ed a bit different, but it fit in.

One of the benefits of the
animation was that it became
possible to make the movie
seem more comic bookish, but

BRIAN ENGLER
STAFF WRITER

Last week, I took a brief trip
into the land of my childhood.
I dusted off memories of four
of the most influential charac-
ters of my youth and went to
see the new Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles movie.

TMNT, as it is currently
known, was surprisingly
entertaining. [ went in expect-
ing an abuse of the loveable
pizza eating ninjas, but didn't
find that. Instead, what 1
found was more or less an
adaptation of the Turtles to the
children of today.

Fortunately, kids of today
seem to be into the same sort

not in a 300 way. Itwas almost
believable, but not quite. One
thing that was odd, but didn't
take away from my enjoying
the movie was the proportion
of the people in the movie.
Some people were almost nor-
mally pmportioned and oth-
ers looked as if they barely
had room for their spine at
their waist, but had wonderful
pees.

The plot seemed to me to be
similar in many aspects to 13
Ghosts, only in reverse. This
led to a sort of fantasy feel to
the film as a whole, which
wasn't quite what Iwas look-
ing for from the Turtles, but I
let it slide.

The only real disappoint-

ment with the whole film was
the lack of Shredder. Sure, his
daughter was there and pro-
vided an interesting twist of
no real importance towards
the end of the movie, but it
wasn't the same.

In summary, this movie

definitely lived up to my
memories of those crazy pizza
eating ninja turtles. 1 recom-
mend it fully to anyone who
wants to see it, either for nos-
talgia or curiosity. Or, if you
happen to be reading this and
have a kid. Take them and
help start a new following for
the Turtles. Viva la Turtles!

GREG PFEIFFER
STAFF WRITER

WMCR Game Night a success
Double kill. Running riot

Betrayed. On their own these
phrases may seem odd to
many, but to a dedicated
group of people, they are all
too familiar. These words
come from the popular Xbox
title Halo, a game that has
gained a huge following since
its release in 2001. Its sequel,
Halo 2, has become even more
popular among garners of aU
ages, establishing itself on col-
lege campuses as a great way
to pass the time. This was evi-
dent as the WMCR sponsored
a game night for students in
Ensor Lounge, with Halo 2
leading the way as the main
attraction.

Like every other college,
students at McDaniel have
created an online community
to play Halo. At any time of
the day, a student can log into
the network and play against

others across campus, all
without leaving the dorm
room. Some play for fun, oth-
ers to humiliate their friends,
and some to stay away from
work for class. Time well
wasted, indeed.

The tournament itself gave
any student a chance to pit
their skills against other play-
ers, only with a bit more
incentive: cash. The event took
place in Ensor Lounge, and it
was a garners dream. Two
large projection televisions
displayed the game in breath-
taking fashion, while music
courtesy the WMCR pumped
in the background. To keep
things fair, a large barrier was
placed between the players on
both sides to eliminate screen-
'watching (see sidebar).
Onlookers watched as players
battled it out, reveling in the
hip surroundings that fulfilled
the student's ongoing thirst
for entertainment.

"Halo is something that

can't really be explained" says
Garrett Eagan, who played for
the winning Team Merkhouse.
He said that the game is
"addictive, not exactly to the
point of hurting academics,
but once you start, you get
sucked in."

Eagan's team, who sported
black t-shirts with their logo
on the back, won $50 for beat-
ing out the other four-men
squads. The teams in 2nd and
3rd place received "mystery"
prizes. According to Eagan,
his group overcame the team
with the best player on cam-
pus, otherwise known as
"Cancer" inside the game.

"He's the best here," says
Eagan, "but he really didn't
have a supporting cast."

This attitude perfectly sum-
marizes the competitiveness
that goes into these contests.
Whether players are fighting
for money or bragging rights,
there is always a bit of brava-
do involved. Newcomers

should be advised; if you're
going to talk. a big game, you
had better playa big game as
well.

In addition to Halo, anoth-
er smaller section was devot-
ed to Guitar Hero, a music
game that allows players to
strap on a plastic guitar and
jam along with their favorite
tunes on-screen. This game is
for ev.eryone; those with no
musical talent need not shy
away, and it supplied an alter-
native for those who were not
immersed in the Halo action.

It doesn't seem that this
phenomenon will go away
anytime soon: with the release
of Halo 3 looming right
around the corner, it's a safe
bet that playtime will stay
constant in dorm rooms aU
over campus. Hopefully
McDaniel will sponsor more
tournaments in the future and
give these students more
opportunities to shine on the
battlefield.

Halo Defined
What is Halo? It fallS'

under the genre of PPS;Ot
Fir&t~Person -Shce ter
Basically, players possess
futuristic weapons

II, all the
"ngto el"
the, by
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Excitement for Press Day
STAFF WRITER

In spite of its small size,
McDaniel College will be the
focus of a large amount of
attention as it welcomes pro-
fessional journalists to its cam-
pus as part of two high-profile
events in the middle of April.

On Thursday, April 12,
renowned journalist Helen
Thomas, often referred to as
the "first lady of the White
House," will be giving a
speech In the Forum.
Beginning at 7:30 p.m.,
Thomas wiU deliver an
address entitled "From JFK to
George W: Holding Their Feet
to the Fire _- Helen-style."
Hosted by the President's
Office and the departments of
English, Political Science, and
Communications, the event
will likely draw large crowds
from the community in addi-
tion to the college.

On Saturday, Apri114, only
two days later, McDaniel's
chapter of the Society for
Collegiate Journalists will host
its 8th annual College Press
Day, also in the Forum.
Beginning at 10 a.m. and last-
ing until 3:30 p.m., the event
will include nine different
workshops dedicated to giv-
ing student journalists from
college campuses throughout
the area the tools they need to
become better at their trade.

treli~~ioi~~kJo~~=ts n~
area will be hosting the work-
shops, and Kate Hampson,
associate producer for
Dateline NBC and a 2000
McDaniel alumna, will be
delivering the keynote
address during lunch.

Terry Dalton, professor of
English and the school's jour-
nalism instructor, was integral
in setting up both of these
events. Dalton had contacted
Thomas with the hope that
she would corne talk in his

"Media and Politics" course,
and eventually their discus-
sions led to a class meeting, a
dinner at the president's
house, and a lecture open to
the community.

"1 have been a huge fan of
Helen's since I first saw her
ask a tough question at a pres-
idential news conference
probably in the 1960s," Dalton
said. "Her brand of journalism
may seem too hard-edged or
confrontational for some, but
she is simply doing what
every political journalist is
obligated to do: hold the pres-
ident's feet to the fire, whether
it be Kennedy at the Bay of
Pigs, Nixon at the Watergate
or Bush 43 at the gates of
Baghdad."

Thomas began covering the
White House in 1961, making
her the most senior member of
the White House press corps.
At age 86, Thomas still pos-
sesses the fiery demeanor
which has brought her signifi-
cant recognition front her fel-
low journalists. While some
White House correspondents
may lose their vigor from one
administration to the next,
Thomas has consistently chal-
lenged presidents on a variety
of issues regardless of political
affiliations.

She has become the charac-
ter in the room that the White
House Press Secretary loves to
hate, pangs of fear undoubt-
edly arising each time her
una_urning hand raises into
the air from the front row.
Most recently, Thomas has
turned her criticism against
those in her own profession,
authoring a book entitled
Watchdogs of Democracy":
The Waning Washington Press
Corps and How It Has Failed
the Public. Those attending
the lecture are sure to hear
some eloquently worded,
pointed comments aimed at a
variety of groups.

Whereas Thomas's lecture

is sure to entertain as much as
it wiU inform, the College
Press Day a couple days later
attracts student journalists
from schools throughout the
area to the Hill for one pur-
pose: becoming better journal-
ists. Last year, over 80 stu-
dents from ten different
schools were in attendance,
with numbers this year look-
ing even more promising.

Pat O'Toole, co-president of
the Society for Collegiate
Journalists, is excited that the
event is shaping up to be
another success.

"Student feedback about
CPO is always so positive,"
O'Toole said. "Everyone in
attendance is there for a com-
mon goal and always report
that they have learned a lot.
We have a lot of people who
keep coming back year after
year and await hearing details
about it each spring."

O'Toole said that work-
shops will focus on layout
design, features writing,
sports writing, photography,
and covering sensitive issues
on college campuses, to name
a few.

As the advisor to the
Society for Collegiate
Journalists, Dalton is also
heavily involved in College
Press Day. Whereas students
come and go, Dalton has been
planning the event since its
debut seven years ago.

"This is a labor of love for
m..." Dalton saJd. -.rre- thJngs

please me more than to see
professional journalists and
student joumalists from this
region get together for a
whole day of interaction and
mutual admiration."

Take advantage of both of
these opportunities to gain
information about journalism,
no matter what your level of
interest may be.
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Helen Thomas
"THE FIRST LADY OF THE PRESS"

V~
News reporter, columnist, author and distinguished

member of the White House Press Corps

"Prom JPK to

George W:

Holding Their

Feet to the Fire,

Helen-style"
7:30 p.m.

Thursday, April 12, 2007
Decker Center Porum

Free and open to the public.

A stark Contrast from the years before
STACEY EYLER
STAFF WRITER

Sixty-two submissions, two
nights of selection, add in
hours of work, and what do
you get? The final version of
McDaniel College's very own
literary magazine.

Serving as a creative outlet
for writers and artists alike,
Contrast Literary Magazine
has been an annual campus
publication for more than 17
years. With co-editors Martin
Camper and Julia Rietmulder-
Stone, seniors at the helm, this
year's publication promises to
be bigger (literally) than pub-
lications in years past.

"From a purely technical
perspective, we're going with
an 8 by 11 inch page format,
and it will be perfect-bound,
Like a paperback book," said
Rietmulder-Stone.

This is quite a change from
the smaller booklets that have

hit the college campus in pre-
vious years. And that's not the
only difference with Contrast
this year.

Did anyone happen to
notice the lack of writing con-
tests offering monetary
rewards for the winning sub-
missions? Those were done
away with this year and were
replaced with weekly poetry
readings and workshops to
get the students more
involved.

As for publicizing?
"In past years, you never

heard about the magazine or
didn't know how to get
involved," said Camper.
"Then at the end of the year,
there would be this magazine
that would just pop-up on
tables and in mailboxes."

That all changed this year.
Through Pacebook, campus-
wide e-mails, flyers, and
word-of-mouth, the maga-
zine's staff was able to get the

message out about the weekly
events and submissions dead-
lines. And more importantly,
they were able to reach out to
more student writers and
artists.

"lt was really important to
us to get a broader sampling
of what's on campus and to
represent as many authors as
possible while creating a mag-
azine that showcases the liter-
ary arts at McDaniel College
in a professional and elegant
way," said Rietmulder-Stone.

Featuring everything from
photos to poems to creative
fiction and nonfiction, this
year's publication sounds like
it will be a promising expres-
sion of the students of
McDaniel College. After all,
that is what Contrast is about.

"It offers a chance to see
what students have to say in
an artistic way," said Camper.

Dr. Kate Dobson, the facul-
ty advisor for Contrast

~ontrast
Literary Magazine for the past
two and a half years, shared
similar sentiments.

"Contrast offers different
opportunities to college stu-
dents," she said. "It allows
them to get hands-on experi-
ence, cultivate skill sets, and
create portfolios. Contrast is a
place for writers to come
together."

And come together they
did. With a focus on comrnu-
ruty-building, the staff of the
student-run magazine created
an environment in which stu-
dents could come together to
share and gain useful feed-

back on their work. They cre-
ated a magazine that they can
all be proud of.

The official unveiling of this
year's edition of the Contrast
Literary Magazine will be on
Thursday, April 19 at 7 p.m. in
Harrison House. They will
have refreshments, an open
poetry reading, and free
copies of the magazine.

So come on out and cele-
brate the accomplishments of
the students who have helped
to make this year's Contrast
Literary Magazine unlike any
other.
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Still reeling and healing

A teddy bear and an American flag sit atop a pile of
flood-damaged belongings.

Kenny Ditto '06, support services
clerk for the college's post office,
recently visited New Orleans to pho-
rtograph the devastation and the
restoration of cities wiped out by
Hurricane Katrina.

"Much of the outlying areas still
remain in shambles as a result of
flood damage following Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita," Ditto noted.

He shot these photos while tour-
ing the Ninth Ward and St. Bernard
Parish.

Many homes, like this one in the Ninth Ward, were pushed by flood-
waters as 11 result of the levee breaks.

An abandoned storefront in a shopping center in
Chalmette, LA. The brightly-colored "X" decal indicates
that the structure is scheduled for "Involuntary
Demolition:·

Sometimes parting is sweet sorrow
CORI SIMPSON
FEATURES EDITOR

Clothes live a tough life.
They get sweated in, tom up,
spilled on, stretched out, bat-
tered and abused in every
possible way.

In a sense, a good pair of
jeans is like a best friend. They
are there for you any day of
the week, at all hours of the
night. You walk all over them
_sometimes i(they're too long
- but they're forgiving. They
simply fray or rip, wait in a
dirty hamper to be washed,
and are ready to be worn
again.

Maybe that's why people
have such bonds with their
clothes and wear them
ragged. Like an old piece of
candy you find in your book
bag that's discolored, mis-
shapen, and might even be
growing a little mold, you
simply can't let your favorite
clothes go.

Rachael Darkow, Ned Kane,
and Connor Rasmussen are
advocates of broken-in

clothes. Jeans with no where
to put their wallets, pants with
holes everywhere besides in
the shins and t-shirts with no
armpits are only a few items
found in their collections.

Darkow, a junior, has had a
pair of Old Navy boot-cut
jeans since her sophomore
year of high school and
Rasmussen, a pair of pants
from grade six. Kudos to still
being able to fit into them, by
the way. But really, why hang
on to them for so long?

"They are the perfect light
color and they have been
washed so many times I could
probably wear them to bed,"
Darkow said.

During the early stages of
ripping, she would give them
to her mom-mom to patch, but
recently it seems any amount
of patching only delays the
inevitable.

"I was wearing spandex
underneath them so my
underwear wouldn't be show-
ing, but with the warm weath-
er coming, it's getting a little
toasty for that," she said.

Kane, a senior, knows what
it's like to favor only a couple
pairs of pants, tending to wear
the same pants everyday for a
few years, only giving them
up when he finds a suitable
replacement. But it's tricky to
keep clothes around for years
when you're faced with
drunken nights, fence scaling
and mischief. Your clothes are
bound to end up in any shape
but mint condition.

"I have a pair of shorts from
high school I stapled patches
onto the holes in the back,
worked fine until one of the
staples bent out a little and I
sat on it," explained Ned. "But
most of my clothes end up
getting held together by safety
pins and patches with punk
bands on them so they can
look super cool."

McDaniel College students
seem to share one belief when
it comes to finally parting
with their old clothes - wear
them as long as publicly
appropriate (or maybe even
longer, if you have spandex)
and don't ever just trash them

- unless of course one whole
pant leg is missing, or a
sweater has shrunk. up to a
belly shirt. Pass the decent
items on to a mission store.

Rasmussen, a junior,
explained that the process of
hanging on to old clothes is,
"an experiment in recycling
clothing, and avoiding buying
new clothes."

"I say never throw the
clothes out until their despica-
bly calculated short life span
is completely spent and they
are no more than

RE-USE!"
In general, students warn of

being deceived by a high-
priced department store's
ideas of "vintage" clothes.
They are a mere mockery
compared to the genuine satis-
faction of breaking-in your
own clothes at a far less
expensive price.

Based on his personal expe-
riences, Ned claimed confi-
dently that" clothes are meant
to be worn and ripped; it's
more fun that way."
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Brace yourself for 'Spring Fling' madness
For others, it involves laugh- show similar to Deal or No tug 0' joust, all inflatable. kinds of food, likely to be sim-
ing at the drunkards wander- Deal with a total of $500 to be Along with these fun boun- ple finger foods.
ing around. There are still oth- awarded. cy toys, there will be two As for Campus Safety and
ers who Simply enjoy the free For the past three years, it bands playing music. One the enforcement of alcohol
music and giveaways. has rained on this magical day band is known as Ewabo. rules, it has been rumored that

Who is the wonderful per- of wonderment. However this They are a self-described steel as long as a student's bever-
son behind this day that, for has not stopped Rose from orchestra band playing age is not obviously alcohol
McDaniel students, is compa- making sure the students had Caribbean Calypso. The other and students aren't obviously
rable to Christmas in spring? fun. The plans for Spring band has yet to be deter- far too drunk, there shouldn't
That person is Amanda Rose. Pllng, taking place April 21 mined, but it'll likely be a be any problems.

Leading up to this day, as from 2:00 PM until 7:00 PM, band that does covers, but has Administrators confirmed
usual, is a week of events. As are to have it in Red Square some original songs as well. this. So, the old standby of red
told by Rose, the events will and the Quad. If it happens to Also, pretty much every Solo cups is likely out.
be interesting and diverse. rain again however, Rose says organization will have tables Basically, if you aren't blatant
Monday will have a giveaway that the events will either be and lor booths set up around about it, you should be safe.
of some kind; Tuesday will be put under tents or moved in the events. Many of them may So, there's what Spring
free airbrushed t-shirts: the gym, if it is available. have giveaways or things to Fling will be this year. Hope
Wednesday will have a stu- Events for this Spring Fling buy on the cheap. you enjoy it and have a safe
dent talent night in the pub. include an obstacle course, In the way of food, there one! See you on the bouncy
On Thursday there will be bouncy boxing. bull riding. a will be traditional Clar fare for toys!
karaoke in the pub. The final Jurassic adventure, and one those who want it, but Rose
night, Friday, has a game interesting addition, four way plans to have some different

BRIAN ENGLER
STAFFWRITER

Sophomore Joe Guida
remembers it as "the day the
paddy wagon came to
Rouzer." Freshman Nadine
Heron heard it had "adult
sized inflatable bouncy toys."
Freshman Pamela Knopp
knows only that it is a day of
"festivities and fun." What is
this day of merriment and
arrests? Spring Fling of
course!

Generally, any student
that's been at McDaniel
College for at least one year
has memories of some kind
about Spring Fling. For some
people, it brings about memo-
ries of drunken good times.

FEATURES

BSU Fashion Show- lights, camera, fashion
CHRISTINA HINKLE

STAFFWRITER

On March 24, McDaniel's
Black Student Union (BSU)
hosted its sixth annual
Fashion Show, Effingo Nova.
With a clever slogan, translat-
ing into "New Fashion," the
show was sure to deliver
nothing less.

The show started at around
seven o'clock and attracted a
very diverse and energetic
group. While many students
were in attendance, the show
also encouraged the partidpa-

E2g,'),;~lii~~!I"!~:;'~
nity members.

With 31 models, eight dif-
ferent themes, and a few sur-
prises, the performance was
able to showcase a wide vari-
ety of fashion trends. As a
result of the show's unique
and daring outfits, there
proved to be something for
everyone. Themes ranged
from, "It's a Terror Thang,"
which required all the models
to sport their favorite
McDaniel apparel, to "Your
Trash, My Fashion," which

showcased a number of differ-
ent outfits made from every-
day products, such as trash
bags and diapers.

Each of the models offered
the crowd a very different per-
sonality, which also helped
mix things up. Through the
use of clothes. a runway walk,
and in some cases, a signature
move, the models were able to
captivate the audience with
theii individuality.

Director, Chris Reed '08
said that this year's show
tried to stray away from the
strict urban feel it once had;
however the cast was able to
deliver a very elegant, high-
fashion wardrobe without
completely losing the original
urban feel of the show.

Reed also said that
they encountered quite a few
problems before the night of
the show, including uncooper-
ative companies who were
supposed to donate clothes,
but backed' out at the last
minute. Luckily, thanks to the
hard work of all the cast mem-
bers and the smooth delivery
of the show, there was no
question that performance

was very well organized.
The fashion show also

featured three fantastic dance
performances, which incorpo-
rated several styles of music
and dance. The upbeat
soundtrack continued
throughout the evening. and
Amanda Gushard-Edwards
'09 said, "the music added so
much to the show, it really
seemed to get the models and
the audience involved."

In between sets, there
was an energetic host, who
was almost impossible to hear
because of the excitement of
the crowd. He em:ouraged
people reom the audJence to
dance on stage, and also dur-
ing intermission hosted a run-
way competition for audience
members. This was a great
way to keep the audience
entertained while the models
changed, and also provided a
comedic side to the show.

The models, dancers,
cast and crew all did· a phe-
nomenal job putting together
this year's show, and there's
no question that next year's
will be just as great.

Just like twins- students share stories
This is off-hand slang, like be identical." separated." professor may mix up partici-

EMILYSWEENEY 'you hit like a girl,' that gives Personalities have notable Despite not looking or and patton grades.
STAFFWRITER people weird misconceptions. differences too. Ooeddel acting alike, some McDaniel Fluty, who has a fraternal

If you were looking for Even people educated with says," My brother Rob is a students with twins have twin, says she switched
twins at McDaniel, you'd look television through Sister Sister workaholic and is really really done the television jokes. instruments in middle school
for people who look the same. and Disney Cannel shows and good at mathematics ... I, on Conley has an identical band with her Sibling, despite
Some twins, though, don't movies might first think twins the other hand, am awful at twin on campus. She says it the fact they're not identical.
have their siblings on campus at least look alike, if not have math and I could not stand to isn't as hard to separate them "I would blame a lot of
or maybe the two don't look the same personalities. work on homework for five by sight now because of differ- things on her when 1 was
alike. When people dress the Kate Coeddel ('10) says," I hours straight." ing hairstyles. Hair cuts/col- younger," Conley also 'con-
same, or act alike, or are have a twin brother, and both Liz Conley ('10) and oring aside, they look alike fessed.' A lot of siblings have
together a lot, others could say of us on many different occa- MichelJe Fluty ('09), also stu- and sound alike on the phone. probably attempted this, but
'they're just like twins.' sions have been asked dents with twin siblings, say Sounding alike let Conley she indicates it's easier to get

whether or not their siblings have different trick her sister's boyfriend in away with the trick when,
we are identi- school interests and habits, high schooL Conley says she even if you're seen, you can
cal. ..after the and all three didn't have par- answered his call once as her pretend to be your Sibling.
person asking ticular goals of going to school sister and eventually admitted Fluty says her and her twin
has found out together. However, Conley"} wouJd love you too-if I have mostly stories that a lot
that we are and Fluty both mention some- were your girlfriend." She and of siblings have. People 'just
brother and sis- times having the same friends her sister could also switch like twins' are therefore 'just
tee Every time I as their twins either now or classes because they took alike like siblings,' or 'like sisters' or
have to explain before college. (once prompted by a 5tl;tgrade 'brothers: These terms are
to them that it is Conley says, though, when teacher). heard often with McDaniel's
p h Ysic a I I Y describing their separate Conley says that now being fraternities and sororities. But
impossible for a spring breaks, "We get along in the same class and looking now, 'siblings' means being
boy and a girl to really well when we've been alike is problematic because a alike or together a lot!
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till dipped into
eavors than ever

C imbed. That age-old adage,
U\Vhat happens on Break stays on

Break," is null and void •• three students
share a few stories from vacation that

are too unique to go untold. Of course,
there are always going to be the ~llV.

standard beaches and the booze, but the
tree Press takes a look at the departure

from the norm ...by plane, a car tour, and
one diamond ring.
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Residence Life needs better Rouzer response
A letter to the editor the power to charge. students doubt to mount an e~ecti~e to find a resolution - to inter- When problem neighbor-

financially for that which it legal challenge - especially In view students, to increase hoods need an increased
would never be able to charge that absolutely anyone can supervision, to effectively nip police presence, governments
them with legally. Its policy is enter Rouzer without question the problem in the bud. don't charge residents for
set out on page 47 of the or obstruction at any time. For Residence Life, however, helping to keep them safe.
Student Handbook: along with students from instead left the situation to a And McDaniel College pre-

"McDaniel College expects other dorms who do laundry policy that passes the buck of sumably doesn't charge stu-
resident students will take in Rouzer a.nd thus have keys responsibility away from the dents caught drinking off-
responsibility for damages to to the building, there is at least adults and onto the students campus for the cost of the offi-
public areas in their living one entrance that provides who the former are charged cer on the joint patrol with the
space. Like most other col- non-residents with unfettered with guarding and guiding. Westminster Police
leges, the College does not access. Its approach, it seems, is to Department.
raise room rental for aU stu- Again, though, odds are bully the students - many of YetRouzer residents should
dents to pay for damages but that it is Rouzer students whom are probably innocent have also felt compelled _ by
assess those members of a liv- doing the vandalizing. So of any wrongdoing but lgno- logic, not by school law _ to
ing area (floor, suite, wing, what is it that brought this sit- rant of the true perpetrators. set up something akin to a
hall) when the responsible uation to its breaking point? Rather than working with neighborhood watch pro-
individual(s) cannot be deter- Problems with Rouzer what must be a good number gram. Few enjoy living in less-
mined. aren't new to this school year. of residents who are fed up than-ideal conditions, and the

"It is the responsibility of aU Over the summer, the hall with the mess - both literal students could have asked for
residents to exercise their underwent some serious reno- and figurative - there is an us help finding and handling
influence in the student com- vations to repair years of vs. them mentality, an order to those few rotten eggs that
munity to prevent damage or abuse. Yet fall brought the give Residence Life the infor- caused this big stink. It's
require responsible individu- same faxes back into the hen- mation or else. uncertain if and how that help
als to pay." house - a homogenous group The school also chose to would have come.
Ithink Isaw this analogy on of 200 freshmen boys super- assign a Campus Safety officer Rouzer's residents didn't

the SATs: Residence Life is to vised by little more than four to patrol Rouzer Thursday necessarily fail themselves _ it
Rouzer Hall as America is to resident assistants. The build- through Saturday, from mid- was the system that should've
rogue states. Harbor student ing's residence life coordina- night to 4 a.m. Aside from been there for them instead of
terrorists and the administra- tor resigned in early October, Campus Safety's limited pres- against. These students came
tion will bomb you to obliv- leaving yet another gap in ence being akin to fighting a to McDaniel to work on proj-
ion. leadership. forest fire with a garden hose, ects, not to feel like they're Iiv-

Odds are that the vandal- There has been ample Residence Life will bill Rouzer ing in them.
ism is in-house, but there's opportunity for the residents for the cost of hiring
more than enough reasonable Deparhnent of Residence Life the officer.

American Idol review:
Sanjaya needs to go

who found success before Malakar's physicality; his
him. In none of his perform- constantly evolving hairstyle
ances has he showcased the may be enough to send him to
power of Chris Daughtry, the the final three. No one is hop-
range of Reuben Stoddard, or ing for that more than radio
the soulfulness of Taylor mogul Howard Stern, a fre-
Hicks, three of the best males quent visitor of
the show has ever produced. Votefortheworst.com and

"I think people have seen Sanjaya supporter. Stern has
my voice but not necessarily been urging listeners to dial in
the potential it could be," says for the singer each week,
Sanjaya of himself. "I think I potentially bringing in mil-
have a certain charm." lions of mock votes. The so-

Charm or no charm, it is called "Stern Effect" is possi-
obvious that Malakar just bly skewing a poll that should
doesn't have it. He often sings not include Sanjaya in the first
out of rune and bores audi- place, and could ultimately
ences with his whispery style affect the results in an annoy-
that has him slaughtering ing and blatantly unfair way.
song after song each week. It It is important to note that
has left many wondering why if Simon leaves the show, so
he continues to make the cut, will many viewers. His afore-
knocking off better singers mentioned threat to leave
that deserve the spot he should not be taken lightly. He
unjustly holds. stresses time and time again

So what is the secret to that Idol is a singing compett-
Sanjaya's dumbfounding sue- tion, and on those grounds,
cess? Many theories have Sanjaya should go immediate-
risen to help explain why he ly. Even though its up to
still remains in the cornpeti- America, Iwant to see him off
tion. For example, his ethnlci- the show. And until that hap-
ty has gained him the support pens, no amount of Blake
of his country's voters; he is lewis' beat boxing can change
the first contestant on Idol of mind.
Indian descent. Interestingly, r--.........!'f£v~
conspiracy may playa part in
his continuity on the show.
Votefortheworst.com, which
receives a million hits a day,
urges viewers to choose
Sanjaya despite his faults.

Dave Della Terza, the site's
editor, says "Idol is more
entertaining with him on. His
job on the show is to act as
spOiler, and we want to pro-
long that role."

His followers, or self-pro-
claimed "Fanjayas," admire
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DAVID P. GREISMAN
READER

Nothing.
"Seinfeld," the self-pro-

claimed show about nothing,
ended in 1998 with an episode
in which Jerry, George, Elaine
and Kramer were imprisoned
for seeing a crime in progress
and doing nothing.

Nearly a decade later, the
residents of Rouzer Hall face a
similar sentence - fines and
fees, rules and restrictions -
for a prolonged period of van-
dalism within their building.
More than 200 students are
being punished for what were
presumably the acts of the
few, dubious discipline for the
misdeed of doing nothing.

And with nearly $17,000 in
charges levied by the
Department of Residence Life
against the Rouzer residents, I
recommend that the latter
should continue to do nothing
-about the fines, not about the
crimes - until the former
shows a better way of doing
something.

On the surface, it would
appear that Residence Life has

GREG PFElFFER
STAFF WRITER

America can't be wrong. 30
million people wiII make the
right choice. The next
American ldol will enjoy
astounding success, gain
unprecedented concert sales,
and go huge with a multi-plat-
inum debut album. Isn't it
true that our next megastar
will become a household
name, with a face that we
can't escape no matter how
hard we try? The next
American Idol will be able to
sing in tune, right? Wrong.

For whatever reason, these
truths are somehow slipping
past the minds of Americans
who tune in every week to
crown the next singing sensa-
tion. We have made it to the
top 12, which supposedly rep-
resents the best of the best
America has to offer. The
group has potential, no doubt,
but only on the girl's side.
Quite frankly, this may be the
worst group of boys the show
has ever seen in its six sea-
sons, lead by the worst male
singer to ever advance this far.

"He's not going to win. I
won't be back if he does" says
Simon Cowell, the show's
notoriously harsh but correct
judge.

Cowell is referring to
Sanjaya Malakar, a 17-year old
hailing from Federal Way,
WA. Needless to say, if some-
one epitomized the lackluste.r
quality of the men in this sea-
son's competition, Malakar is
it. While his youth is no
excuse, he clearly does not
possess the ability of those
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gh cost of
Commencement

parents arc footing the bill.
College graduation. only
comes once .. .Jet's not be
cheap!" Scott, r heal' you loud
and dear.

By the end of May, our
dependency on our parents
will be pretty much maxed
aut. Sure, SOme of us .
frequently stopping by
old bouse. for a free meat
a certain few will even be liv-
ing in the basement, But for
most of us. we Will have rea
jobs, our own epertmeots,
and new responsibilities.

Todd Knepper, a 2006 grad-
uate, who is ..
full Urn. job
own way for
his parents "Think of it aliitiPl
ping well on a four year Ions
tab.c.It's the last thing you'll
have to pay for, don't w0rr:Y
about U,"

[ say, let'$ stop whrrung
about what "we=tou- par-
ents) have to' pay; and just
milk it for what it's worth fOT

the rest of the year.
For those of you that are

paying your own way; Icern-
mend you for riot only fund-
ingyour education, bub fer
graduating with Honors a
well and give you permisstc
to nag all you want.

Are you ready to lose that V-Card?
much ... " or sometimes even, yom partner. This means that

KATHRYN YOUNG "Wow," from the people who you can trust your partner on
FEATIJRESEDITOR have miraculously had a good both the emotional and physl-

first time. cal leveLSwiped, deflowered,
cashed in, and lost - why is it
that when we discuss virgini-
ty, we talk about it as if it is
something we misplaced and
want back?

Any female, or male, plans
on how they will lose their
virginity, But all the planning
in the world cannot decide
whether you are ready. So
how do you know if you real-
ly want to have sex?

Many don't lose their vir-
ginity the way they planned.
But at the same time, it is a
relief to be pardoned from the
moment that maybe wasn't
the first time you had it all
planned out.

Whether you are a virgin or
not, sex can be an ..son...:.eing
decision. And no matter how
much advice you receive, ulti-
mately, losing your virginity is
a decision you must make on

The mixed reviews from Second, you're reason to
have sex must come from you,
not from others around you.
And finally, the act of sex itself
should be something tha t YOll
are at ease with physically,
psychologically, emotionally,
and spiritually.

When you're a virgin, sex
seems so intense, but when it
happens, it's like "That's it."
This isn't saying that sex isn't
a big deal but you will have
many chances to make up for
the crappy first time or crappy
boyfriend.

At the same time, even
though it is easier to say no to
sex when you're a virgin, not
being one doesn't mean you
can't turn down sex. There can
be a significant amount of
pressure to have sex.

Sex-columnist Amber
Madison says, "Being one of
the few virgins in your group
of friends can feel like being
the girl who always doesn't
get the joke." But you have to
remember, that doing it for
someone else isn't quite the
same as doing it for yourself!

Recycling decline maybe fault
it that recycling was being McDaruel IS recychng a mereC~~~Tr~Lg~R thrown away with th.e rest of 9%.
the garbage-a possible rea- Some people place blame
son for some students' treat- for poor recycling efforts on
ment of the recycling bins as the students.
normal trash receptacles. According to some casual
Student Matt Haushalter; says research done by Fralinger,
this is the reason most do not most dorm recycling bins are
recycle. being filled with normal

However, some administra- garbage. When she walked
tors dispel that myth, insisting around campus she found
that what can be recycled is that, "Not one (recycling toter)
indeed recycled. was free of trash." This means

"Recycling that isn't con- that students are throwing
taminated gets recycled," said their garbage in with the recy-
Mel Whelan, building services ding, ruining the recycling
coordinator. process.

Outside Rouzer, on According to the student
Monday March 26, there were handbook, the campus has red
black bags for regular garbage containers throughout cam-
and white bags filled with pus for aluminum, green bins
recycling. The items were in departmental offices and
clearly separated. computer centers for paper,

Yet despite these efforts, and gray toters for aluminum,
Whelan confirms that recy- plastic, tin and glass in resi-
cling efforts have been trend- deuce halls.
Ing for the worst over the past "Most colleges are accepting
17 years. According to the responsibility of changing
Whelan, when the school their ways to reduce their
started recycling in 1990, the impact (on the environment),
school was recycling roughly however I feel McDaniel is far
20% of its materials. Now, behind," Fralinger said.

friends can add to certain mis-
conceptions. And these mis-
conceptions make the decision
to have sex even harder.

BUT you may not lose your
virginity the way you had
always dreamt. And that is
OK, because after all, not
everyone can find the perfect
guy, sunset, and insertion.

The thing to remember is
that you must be completely
comfortable with the situation
and that you're doing it safely.
It's fine to have a game plan,
but with every 'Plan A' there
is a 'Plan B.'

We have to get over talking
about sex as if we are setting
ourselves up for emotional
disappointment. With any-
thing, if it's the wrong situa-
tion you could feel that way,
but if you're ready, you most
likely won't feel disappoint-your own.

Making the decision to
have sex, especially for a vir-
gin, can be extremely difficult;
because in all actuality you
have no idea what it will be
like. You hear "It hurt so

ment.
Deciding if you are ready

for sex depends on a variety of
factors. First, before anything
else can fall into place, you
must feel comfortable with

McDaniel's recycling efforts
have declined over the last 20
years, due to bins being filled
with non-recyclable material.

According to students and
administrators, McDaniel's
recycling program needs a
makeover. Recycling bins are
being filled with garbage
resulting in a decrease in per-
centage of materials able to be
recycled.

"McDaniel is one of the
least green campuses, and that
is a problem," explains stu-
dent recycling advocate Laura
Fralinger.

According to Fralinger,
recycling containers are being
Used to throwaway normal
garbage. She took several pho-
tographs of recycling bins
filled with ~arbage, material
that isn't recyclable. This con-
firmed what she expected all
along, that students were con-
taminating the recycling con-
tainers, she said.

For a while now, word had
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The Right-Wing "Rant"er Responds
A letter to the editor

CHELSEA PHILLIPS
READER

The Author wants
Americans to get off their
couches and do something
(The Author: 'J can't even read
that number, March 8, 2007).

Well... now we're getting
somewhere!

If you didn't get a chance to
check out the March 8th edi-
tion of the McDaniel Free
Press, J highly recommend
reading the four articles that
respond to my February 23rd
Letter to the Editor entitled,
George Bush deserves praise
not bashing (a title selected by
the staff of The Free Press,
NOT by this author-mind
you).

But yes, you heard me cor-
rectly. I said FOUR responses
to my article! I guess not all
Americans are stagnant and
indifferent ... You just have to
find the right buttons to push
to get them to jump out of
their la-z-boys!

To quote Mr. Stinson, what
a "great deal of courage to
argue on behalf of your own
beliefs" (Observations of a
dirty, liberal student, March 8,
2007). I couldn't agree more.
And I applaud the students
who took the time to voice
their opinions! Instead of busi-
ness as usual in The Free
Press, the last three issues
have given us an opportunity
to witness students come
alive, to offer impassioned
defenses of their beliefs. Isn't
it wonderful to see what a lit-
tle diversified opinion in a
newspaper does to awaken
public sentiment?! Maybe
some more of that ... and addi-
tional students will start writ-
ing "opinion pieces about
things that matter to [them]."

And after all, isn't that what
a liberal arts education is
about anyway? Looking at sit-
uations through various lens-
es and then deciding what we
individually believe.
Breakthroughs and innovative
strategies don't typically come
from hashing out old ideas
with individuals who think
exactly like you do. A lot can
be said for a little friendly
debate every now and again!

Continuing in a spirit of
honest and open intellectual
discussion, let's carefully con-
sider the five main arguments
or allegations leveled against
me and every "other
American conservative" in
last week's edition of The Free
Press: Bias, The Vagina
Monologues, Iraq, Economics,
and Conservatism.

First-Media Bias. Mr.
Schein contends that, "the
existence of a 'liberal bias' in
the media has been known for
centuries" and thus any con-
tinued discussion of the topic
is unnecessary (Student's
points 'misguided, mislead-
ing', March 8, 2007).
Conversely, The Author
insists that The Free Press is

unbiased, and that it's writers
are completely objective in
their coverage.

Wait a minute. How can
both claims be simultaneously
true?

If the existence of media
bias were universally
acknowledged as Mr. Schein
insists it is, there'd be no need
for this discussion, now
would there? But since media
bias is NOT universally
accepted (NOTE:The Author),
let's consider the basis of the
bias argument.

For the record-Merriam
Webster's Dictionary defines
the word 'bias' as "an inclina-
tion of temperament or out-
look." Using that definition,
please consider the following
question: Is it theoretically (let
alone actually) possible for
journalists to be completely
impartial in their reportage?

We are all human beings
after all-not robots. We think,
we feel, we believe. When we
write (especially when we
write editorials!) we express
our opinions-intentionally or
un in ten tiona IIy-beca use
that's human nature. For this
reason, it is impossible to com-
pletely divorce our inclina-
tions and outlooks from our
writing. And why would we
want to anyway? Whoever
gave 'bias' a connotatively
negative meani.ng didn't truly
understand what it meant to
be biased. Bias isn't bad. It
simply means we don't all
view the world through the
same eyes. We come from
diverse backgrounds and
have diverse perspectives on
life. Actions are perceived dif-
ferently by different people.
Our worldviews dictate how
we witness and interact with
the world around us. And
that's ok. We don't all have to
agree on everything.

But let's agree on this: peo-
ple are not blank slates; as
such, they are incapable of
completely disconnecting
themselves from their own
outlook. Also, media (be it
spoken, print, or electronic) is
created by people. Since, peo-
ple create media and people
cannot remove their inclina-
tions from themsel ves, some
aspect of bias invariably
creeps into the reporting of

Moving on ... a second
important issue is The Vagina
Monologues. Before address-
ing the production itself, I
would like to clarify two criti-
cisms leveled against my char-
acter.

First, while Ihave not paid
money to buy a ticket and
attend Eve Enslers produc-
tion, I have borrowed a copy
of the script from a former cast
member and personally read
and considered its content.
Thus, before making unwar-
ranted accusations, journalis-
tic integrity would recom-
mend authors check their
facts.

Second, the Clare Boothe

Luce Policy Institute (quoted
in the Vagina rant not original,
March 8th letter to the editor)
is an organization committed
to helping conservative stu-
dents counter discrimination
on their campuses. CBLPI's
website specifically states that
the organization's goal is, "to
equip [students] with the
ideas, encouragement, and
tools you need to promote
your conservative ideas." One
such too! is a brochure enti-
tled, The Vagina Monologues
Exposed: AStudent's Guide to
V-Day, This pamphlet offers
background info on the play,
fact v. fallacy statements, and
activism ideas for students.

In my critique of the
Monologues I utilized
CBLPI's talking points. With
such a thoroughly researched
"tool" (specifically created for
student use in evaluating the
playl), it seems unnecessary to
re-invent the wheel by coming
up with entirely "original
thoughts." Could I have cited
the source of my ideas: sure.
But Letters to the Editor don't
really provide a place for foot-
notes. And more importantly,
my statements were derived
from talking points specifical-
ly created for my use.
Plagiarism is a bold accusa-
tion to level without fully
understanding the context.

Although-I must say, I
appreciate the defamation of
character. The more time my
critics spend disparaging me,
the less time spent defending
their positions!

But now-considering the
play itself. Clearly all four
commentaries consider the
Monologues "important
(since} the VDay foundation
raisels] awareness and funds
in support of the fight against
violence against women."
Those of us who do not
approve of the Vag Mon pro-
duction (and there are "plenty
of feminists and masculists
[who] have complained about
Eve Enslers Vagina
Monologues" ---check out
http://www.cblpi.org for a
list of all the schools nation-
wide participating in the V-
Day Exposed campaign) har-
bor no "deep resentment"
toward the "entertainment
phenomenon" and also disap-
prove of violence toward
women (and ment).

But ... while the
Monologues may raise money
for a positive cause, that does-
n't mean the production itself
is positive. That's like arguing
that: IF torturing prisoners
provides pertinent informa-
tion that prevents future ter-
rorist attacks and saves the
lives of millions, THEN tor-
ture should be allowed. Ends
don't justify Means.

Now that is a point you
may disagree with. But please
allow me MY first amendment
right to state my opinion,
without any fear of repercus-
sion. Also, Mr. Stinson, simply
stating that you were not

offended by the play does not
validate that NO ONE was
offended by it. Or do you pur-
port to speak on behalf of
humanity at-large?

The third issue I'd like to
take a look at is the Iraq War
and my alleged "fanatica]
devotion to Dear Leader ... er,
President George W. Bush."
While the commentary con-
cerning these two issues was
extensive, Iwould merely like
to respond with three brief
comments.

(1) It's true I disagreed with
many of Former President
Clinton's policies and person-
al actions. However, I never
lost respect for his position.
The American Presidency is
much larger than any individ-
ual who occupies the Oval
Office. During their tenure,
every President makes count-
less decisions (some wise,
some otherwise). While I
would never advocate "blind
devotion" to any individual, 1
do believe that a certain level
of respect should be afforded
our leaders. If you don't like
the way they are handling our
affairs, don't vote for them
(again) or come up with better
strategies yourself! Name-call-
ing gets us nowhere (NOTE:
"blubbering dimwit from
Texas," "megalomaniac who
usurped the Oval Office,"
"Dear Leader," "Emperor
Bush," etc.).

(2) Youmay be surprised to
learn that the Pew Research
Center has found that 40% of
Americans currently support
the Iraq War (53% of
Americans no longer approve,
and apparently the remaining
7% aren't sure what they
think ... perhaps they're too
busy catching up on the latest
episode of American Idol).
While 40% may not be a
majority, it is still an awfully
large percentage of Americans
to ignore. And more impor-
tantly, since the President's
current approval rating has
dropped to 29% (which is less
than 40%) there' are obviously
some non-"Bush Cult" mem-
bers who still believe we can
make a positive difference in
the Middle East (The New
York Times).

(3) OF COURSEAmericans
are allowed to change their
min~s! But I do ~sk that they
don t try to re-write history in
the process. The fact of the
matter is, President Bush did
NOT lead "Our proud nation
into [an] unpopular war in the
Middle East." The war may
not be extremely popular now
but (as I'm sure The Autho;
knows) when the decision was
made to go to war in 2002, a
vast majority of Americans
supported that course of
action. Additionally, the
President'·s war resolution
passed the US House by near-
ly 70% and the US Senate by
77%!! (CNN Inside Politics).
Clearly not an "unpopular"

The next main issue we

• • •
have to deal with is economic
policy. You can argue about
capitalism until you're blue in
the face.And as an individual,
The Author may assert any-
thing (s)he'd like about our
market economy. But before
making bold claims about
what "any economist" would
say or believe, (sjhe may want
to consult an economist, or at
least begin by taking a course
on economic theory. That
might change his/her
mind ... or at least moderate
his/her brash declarations. If
The Author has taken even the
most basic economic class
McDaniel offers-Intra to
Political Economy-(s)he
should know that there are
economists who do not
believe that all "people are
greedy and will set up
obstructionist policies that
deprive others (poor people
and third-world nations) of an
equal opportunity to succeed
in the market."

And finally, (possibly my
favorite topic to discuss; not to
mention, the topic of my sen-

seminar research),
American Conservatism.
Richard Reich can define the
"left / right, liberal / conserva-
tive dichotomy" however he'd
like. He's entitled to his own
opinion. BUT...who made Mr.
Reich the authority on con-
temporary American political
ideology?! Conservatives
have been inadequately
defined as 'preservers of the
status quo' for far too long.
For a movement as broad,
dive.rse, and long lasting as
American Conservatism, such
a bold generalization is
brazenly ignorant. Today's
Conservatives are an eclectic
group of individuals. They
have many shared values, and
many diverse ideas. Which
basically makes,them ...just
like you and me.

As The Author instructs,
"get off your couch and do
something." Don't take your
freedom for granted. Whether
you see yourself as a conser-
vative, liberal, progressive,
moderate, libertarian, social-
ist, communist, or whatever-
please take advantage of your
enormous opportunity to
change the world. If you read
something in The Free Press
you disagree with-e-don't wait
for Someone else to respond.
Write a Letter to the Editor. If
your professor makes a state-
ment you feel is unwarranted
don't remain silent. Speak
your mind.

We may come from differ-
ent ~ackgrounds, bring with
us dIfferent perspectives and
support different worldv'iews.
But we are all Americans. And
as Americans, we are extraor-
dinarily blest with the free-
~om to articulat~ Our opin-
IOnS-not everyone in the
world possesses such enor-
mousliberty.

http://www.cblpi.org
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What the media doesn't tell you
the u.s. is supplying all the
tools needed but the Iraqi
worker has to actually do the
work themselves."

Gavin is nearing the end of
his tour of duty and will be
coming home to America. His
unit's responsibilities are
being picked up by other
Marines and progress will
continue to be made. The U.S.
is in Iraq to help the citizens
live better lives; without the
guidance of American sol-
diers, Iraqis would continue
to struggle.

"We, the troops, all want to
come home individually that
is for sure. But we as a group I
can tell you do NOT want Iraq
to fail, for our work to be for
nothing, for the friendships

and footballs. and bonds we have made
with these people to be
destroyed and those people
consumed by violence. There
is good here, it is very much
around. It will take TIME, and
people MUST be patient. In
the big picture, the troops
don't WANT to come home
and leave work unfinished.
We're the U.S; we can and we
will follow through."

As you go on with your
daily lives, reading more arti-
des about bombings and
watching another car bomb go
off on your five o'clock news
station, just remember what
the media isn't telling you.
Underneath all the tragedies
there is good, and it's this
good that needs recognition.

the close-calls he's experi-
enced with fED's (road side "It's gratifying to see chil-
bombs), VBfEO's (car bombs) dren smile at the simplest
and mortar attacks, he goes things. Today we blew up bal-
into much more detail and is loons and threw them out to
much more passionate about the kids around. You'd think
the missions he is sent on. they'd never seen a balloon
Gavin and his unit specialize before. It was quite amusing
in Civil Affairs and the pro]- watching a balloon pop in one
eets they've been working on kid's face... he was shocked."
are making a difference in the If it were not for Gavin's
lives of Iraqis. updates I wouldn't be aware

To quote his most recent of all the good that is happen-
update you'll get a small idea ing in Iraq. I have yet to read a
what he does on a daily basis: headline that states "Iraqi
"Assessing projects, taking Children Receive Soccer Balls-
contract bids, hiring contrac- Smiles Everywhere." The
tors to build the project, and media is great at giving us the
then periodically checking in political end of things but
on them to ensure it isbelng what should really be cele-
completed. Along with other bra ted is left unnoticed.
missions I go to meetings at Gavin is just one of the
different places or escort thousands of Marines and so
Humanitarian Aid/set up diers serving in Iraq but h
Humanitarian Drops and, experiences go way beyon
other things as well." the headlines we see ever ..

The "projects" include day. The media needs a wale
building schools, renovating up call to what is really hal
homes, and getting running pentng.
water into villages. The "other "We all know that whatevr
missions" include giving out decisions are made [i
school supplies to teachers, Congress] they have our be:
starting a women's town interests at heart. But I have 1
council, forming a court sys- combat the media again an
tern to judge Iraqi prisoners, say we are not losing this wa
building an Adult Literacy We have and are giving tJ-
Center from scratch, and giv- Iraqis every opportunity 1
ing children coloring books, succeed. It's like a constru.
soccer balls, dolls, balloons tion worker building a hous

ERIN MCKEON
CONTRIBUTOR

Bombing. Invading.
Arguing. Politics. We all read
the headlines. It's hard not to.
Keeping track of it all is diffi-
cult, never mind depressing. It
seems you can't open a news-
paper, turn the television on,
or check your email without
being told of just a few more
deaths from a suicide bomber
in Baghdad or a car bomb
killing twenty civilians. Is this
really the world we are living
in today?

Yes.War can be a sad reali-
ty. The actions in Iraq are not
all negative though and this is
where I want to step in. The
media seems to zero in on the
tragedies of war. We are in
Iraq to help them out, are we
not? There is so much good
happening and it's being
overlooked. Whether the
media finds the information
unimportant or unentertain-
ing, I believe they are wrong
on both accounts.

My cousin, LCPL Gavin
Lutz of the US Marines, and a
junior at McDaniel College,
has been stationed in Ramadi,
Iraq since August of 2006. He
sends newsy updates every
few weeks to friends and fam-
ily.While the updates mention
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London adventures 'just around the corner'
CHRISTINE BOYNTON

FOREIGN COORESPONDENT

In a city the size of London,
you never know what'll be
around the next corner.
Hoping it's not a mugger or a
speeding double-decker bus,
sometimes it makes for an
exciting day out to explore
your own backyard.
Iwent out last Saturday for

a day of peeking around cor-
ners. A series of them eventu-
ally brought me out to the
Tower of London and Tower
Bridge.

Not a very exotic locale for
the London local but never-
theless an awe-inspiring sight.
I walked across it, over the
Thames, to one of my favorite

places in London for a stroll -
Butler's Wharf.

According to Wikipedia,
"Butler's Wharf was built in
the 19th century as a shipping
wharf and warehouse com-
plex, accommodating goods
unloaded from ships using the
port of London. It contained
what was reputedly the
largest tea warehouse in the
world. During the 20th centu-
ry, Butler's Wharf and other
warehouses in the area fell
into disuse ... Since the 1980s
Butler's Wharf has been trans-
formed from a run-down
derelict site into luxury flats
with restaurants and shops on
the ground floor."

The wharf is a charismatic
little area, with a few fashion-

able shops and a couple of
waterfront bars and restau-
rants. In the cobblestone alley
between rows of buildings,
iron supports bridge the gaps
between buildings and criss-
cross down the narrow street:
an unusual and artsy photo-
op.

A spidery lane twists off
into a row of shops on one
side and opens up into a
charming piazza on the other,
tucked away from the throb-
bing hubbub of tourists, com-
muters, and the constant hum
of daily life. You won't be
bombarded by free newspa-
pers here, nor will you have to
watch out for that speeding
double-decker bus, as the road
is blocked off to traffic.

For a pleasant afternoon,
grab a latte and relax in the
piazza. Or duck into the
trendy shops. and boutiques
that line the street. After a
slow day, stroll down to the
water along the docks for
some spectacular views of
Tower Bridge, and a scenic
waterfront lunch with some
friends in one of the dockside
restaurants or pubs. Grab a
pint around sunset and sit in
the outdoor seating. Nothing
beats watching the sun set by
Tower Bridge over a pint.

The wharf is a great place to
meet some new and interest-
ing people as well (in my case,
a large group of fun
Australians, mid-pub crawl.)
All in all it's a great little area,

right next door to the heart of
London, but far away enough
for a few moments to yourself.

I hadn't really expected
anything more than a lazy
afternoon stroll around a city I
thought Ihad gotten to know
pretty well. However, Iended
up having a great day, walk-
ing around, and then meeting
up with a group of really fun
Australians right on the banks
of the Thames.

I had found my exciting
comer and rounded it. I'm
looking forward to seeing
what spontaneous adventure
London has to offer next
weekend ... and to finding the
corner it's hidden behind.

Photos are for reflecting, not impressing
picture of the Great Barrier dothes you wore when you see them through the lens.
Reef or of the Coliseum or of were a sophomore in high Basically, photos allow us to

BUDAPEST CORRESPONDENT the Great Wall of China, and school. It extends to the friend reflect. And reflecting is
they might be a little standing next to you with a important, because as the
impressed, but not nearly as grin as wide as yours. Look at adage goes, you can't know
impressed as you were when your younger brother or sister, where you're going unless
you saw it for the first time. if you have one, and compare you know where you're com-
You can't comprehend just how they've grown along ing from.
how amazing some things in with you. Look at your par- Look at the youthful exu-
this world are until you see ents, and the lives and deci- berance in your face at your
them for yourselves. It might stons they've made, because high school homecoming.
seem that taking a photo is they're more than just your Look at how methodical you
just a way of showing people parents, they're people living and your friends were as you
you were there, a bit of brag- their lives as well. The world stared at that beautiful sunset.
ging rights underneath a 5x7 was so much different when You want to go back further?
piece of glass. those pictures were taken, Look at how excited you were

But this column is about whether it was ten years ago that one Christmas morning,
much more than your scenic or yesterday. Imagine how when Santa was still real.
vacation pictures. Look at much different the world will The examples are endless,
your personal pictures. Look be tomorrow. the moments timeless, and we
the friends you've had, your Here's the point: we take can't always remember them
family, the things you did photos as a way to remember all. That's why we take pho-
with them. Look at yourself. what is important to us, tos. Even those scenic photos
Look at the person you were though we may not know it that don't have anybody in
when it was taken, and then when we take them. There them count, because you still
look at the person you are can be deep psychological rev- remember why you were
now. It goes beyond the way elations associated with there, what you were doing,
your hair was styled or the remembering our lives as we and how amazing it was for

GEOFF PECKHAM

Think of every big trip
you've taken in your lifetime,
and you'd probably think of
the all pictures you took.
When was the last time you
looked at them? Go ahead, go
pull out the scrapbook, or
open that folder on your com-
puter. Look through your
photos, 1mean really look. Do
it now. Go ahead, I'll wait.

Are you done (for those of
you who actually did it)?
What are you thinking right
now? If you're like me, you're
probably reflecting a little bit
on where and when those pic-
tures were taken. Depending
on where you were or what
you were doing, you might be
thinking of that one universal
truth regarding trips and cam-
eras: photos never do the real
thing justice.

You can show someone a

you.
All these photos, all these

experiences, and all these
memories all lead up to one
important revelation: how
blessed we are to have had
them. The friends you've
made, the family that has sup-
ported you, the places you've
been, the things you've done.
We're not all that lucky, and
maybe some of you who are
reading this can't relate. 1 sus-
pect a lot of you can though,
because Ihave never mer-coy-
body who didn't have a few
photos somewhere to remi-
nisce.

Go on, look at all your pho-
tos. Look back on the life
you've had, SO that you can
get excited for the life ahead of
you. That might include new
places with old friends or
familiar places with new
friends, or maybe a bit of both.

Just don't forget your cam-
era.

Rome for a wife, Bavaria for a mistress
GEOFF PECKHAM

BUDAPEST CORRESPONDENT

Yes, it is official: Geoff
Peckham has fallen in love.

Many thought it would
never happen, that I would
remain a dedicated bachelor
for the rest of my days, but
love can strike at any point, to
any person. I felt the sting of
Cupid's arrow as 1 stood in
awe at the Coliseum, as I
made my wish in the Trevi
Fountain, and gazed upon the
might that is Rome from atop
the cupola of St. Peter's
Basilica in Vatican City.

My heart belongs to Rome.
How could I not be smitten?

She's cultured. She's sophisti-
cated. She's beautiful. And
the food she's given me has
been the best I've had in
Europe thus far. I sit and sip
my Chianti at one of the many
outdoor cafes as the evening
rolls along. The lights flicker
on from beneath the water of
one of the many fountains of
the many piazzas that you
think of when you think of

Rome. 110ve the atmosphere,
and feel like I could do this
every night. Yes, Rome is the

But indecisiveness rings
true, for not even a week later
my train arrives in Munich,
Germany. The city has its
charm, and T enjoy my stay,
but 1 still feel like Rome is the
place' for me. That is until I
arrive at Passen, specifically at
the Neuschwanstein Castle.

Now that was something
else.

Imagine every fairy tale
you've ever read, with some
enchanting castle nestling in
the mountains. This was it.
King Ludwig II could lookout
his window in the morning
and see the waterfall pouring
down into the valley, which
extended throughout the
beautiful mountain ranges
and into this charming little
town which just screams
'Germany: Charming doesn't
begin to describe watching the
stream pour down from the
top, exploring toward the bot-
tom, and being able to look up

at what is essentially one of
the inspirations for all the
Disney castles. It was more
than a nice change of pace for
someone eager to see the
world, but has really just seen
cities the past few months.
Just amazing.

Now I'm in a dilemma.
Rome offered me class and
beauty; in the same way it
offers the millions of tourists
that visit it every year.
Everyone knows
Rome, and everyone
loves Rome. Most
people couldn't even
spell Pussen, let alone
know where it is. But
its attraction is equal-
ly alluring. So which
do I choose?

The answer is both.
People are always
impressed by Rome
(and if they haven't
been there, a little jeal-
ous, let's be honest.)
J'lI remember Rome
through the history 1~~.1~~~;.:z~~..:~~
and beauty and sheer ..
awe it inspired in me.

My time in Bavaria will be my
hidden love, a few days full of
scenic mountainsides, good
people, Litersof beer, and a lit-
tle enchantment. Thus, I think
I'll take the Italian city for a
wife, but leave a little time for
that nice little region in
Germany.

Budapest will always hold
a. special place in my heart,
but I'm bound to wander, and

I couldn't help but fall for the
charm of these places.

Of course, I still have
Vienna, Prague, Amsterdam,
London, and a long weekend
in Ireland before I leave
Europe. I think I'llhold off on
that marriage certificate, as
well as booking that shady
motel room; because I just
might fall in love again tomor-
row.



NCAA Tournament predictions predictable
RYAN CHELL
SPORTS EDITOR

opponents, with Winthrop
beating Notre Dame and
Virginia Commonwealth (a
CAA school along with
George Mason) made the
biggest upset of the first
round, sending Mike
Krzyzewski and ACe power-
house Duke home. This
would be the first time since
the 1996 season that Duke
would fail to reach the Sweet
16 in the NCAA Tournament.
#2 seed Wisconsin (who I had
not only in the Final Four but
in the title game) lost to 7-seed
UNLV 74-68, which proved to
be the first real "bracket-
buster" game of the tourna-
ment.

The rest of the NCAA
Tournament went the way of
the top seeds. Of the four
brackets, three of the Elite 8
games had the #1 seed versus
the #2 seed on who would go
the Final Four. The remaining
game had # 1 seed Florida ver-
sus a #3 Oregon. It seemed as
if the top seeds of each brack-
et were determined to not
allow another George Mason
ruin their hopes for a national
championship.

After two weeks, we have
finally reached the Final Four.
The teams still in the hunt are
Florida, UCLA, Georgetown,
and Ohio State. Florida and
Ohio State are #1 seeds in
their brackets; UCLA and
Georgetown are twos in

Last year's NCAA
Tournament was a
"Cinderella" story. However,
this year, it's a whole new
ending to a new type of fairy
tale.

Last year, George Mason, a
"mid-major" from the
Colonial Athletic Conference
which includes teams like
Towson, surprised all NCAA
fans as they made their way to
the Final Four, even upsetting
#1 seed Connecticut. And
early this year, many people
were asking who was going to
be this year's George Mason.
However, many were disap-
pointed to see no mid-major
run in this year's tournament;
the Final Four consists of two
#1 seeds and two #2 seeds.

When the NCAA
Tournament began on March
15th, there were very few
upsets that destroyed people's
brackets. Three out of the four
9-8 seed match-ups ended
with the #9 seed winning
(Purdue over Arizona, Xavier
over BYU, and Mich. St over
Marquette), but those are the
most common upsets because
the teams are the D'lost evenly-
matched. None of the typical
12 seeds over 5 seeds hap-
pened either.

Two of 11 seeds ended up
winning against their 6-seed

SPORTS

theirs. Florida will face UCLA
on March 31st; Ohio State will
play Georgetown on the same
night as well, with the title
game being played two nights
'later on Monday in Atlanta.

Knowing that all four of
these teams are some of the
best teams in the country, we
should get a very good cham-
pionship game no matter who
wins or loses. All four of these
teams were in the Top 25;
some in the Top 5 for most of
the season. All these teams
had winning streaks of 11
games or more during the sea-
son. We could even see a
rematch of the NCAA Football
Championship, which had
Urban Meyer's Florida Caters
winning the game over Jim
Tressel's Ohio State Buckeyes.
In my mind, it looks as if the

winner of the Ohio State-
Georgetown game could go
on to win the championship.
Ohio State (34-3, 15-1 Big Ten),
currently on a 21-game win-
ning streak, had the biggest
scare during the tournament
of the last four teams. The
Buckeyes, trailing against 9-
seed Xavier, hit a last-second
shot to send the game into
overtime and rallied from a 20
point deficit to beat 5-seed
Tennessee. Led by first-year
and projected NBA star Greg
Oden along with guard Mike
Conley Jr., the Buckeyes seem
to be the favorite to win the

championship so far.
But Georgetown (30-6, 13-3

Big East) is not going to go
down without a fight. Only
allowing 57.8 points per game,
the Hoyas are led by 7 ft. cen-
ter Roy Hibbert (12.7 ppg and
junior forward Jeff Green (14.4
ppg). Hibbert is probably the
most dominant player
Georgetown has had since
Patrick Ewing played for them
(his son is currently on the
team.) Pay attention to the bat-
tle between Greg Oden and
Roy Hibbert in this game; it
should be a very physical
game between these big, dom-
inant, future NBA centers Led
by Coach John Thompson ill,
who continued his father's
legacy of coaching at
Georgetown, they should be
the best shot to end the
Buckeye's 21-game winning
streak. Well Ohio State ended
up winning the game just as I
have predicted. The final
score was 60-67.

The other game hosts the
offensive team of the Florida
Gators (33-5, 13--5SEC), who
are trying to become the first
team to repeat as basketball
national champions since the
1991 and 1992 Duke teams,
against the defensive-minded
UCLA Bruins (30-5, 15-3 PAC
10). This is a rematch of last
year's title game, with UCLA
looking to avenge that loss.
Despite having all five starters
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scoring in double-figures, the
Gators are led by forwards
Cory Brewer and [oakim
Noah. If the Gators can con-
trol Josh Shipp and Arran
Affalo of the Bn.lins, the
Gators should make up for
UCLA's great defense by stop-
ping them from scoring.
Florida has been great at times
this season; it has also strug-
gled this season, and of the
four teams in the Final Four, it
had the easiest trip to reach it.
UCLA has been great this sea-
son, but it cannot control an
offensi ve team as good as
Florida. Where Florida goes
from this point on could
decide if Coach Billy Donovan
decides to stay or get the 1
million dollar raise to replace
Tubby Smith at Kentucky. The
result: Florida won 64-76.

And in the rematch of the
football championship, the
Ohio State Buckeyes stops the
chance for a repeat national
championship, as well as a
clean sweep of championships
by Florida. Ohio State wins,
75-70; Greg Oden goes on to
the NBA just like Carmela
Anthony did a few years ago,
and Billy Donovan checks on
that Kentucky vacancy one
more time. -
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'Unity' key concept for Terror softball
"This year's team has a lot of
talent, we are extremely
strong offensively. 1£ we can
cut down our defensive errors

not discouraged. Karyn
Curley declares, "As a junior,
I've never felt closer to my
teammates and 1 am very
excited for this season because
Tfeel as though we mesh well
together and this will make us
an even better team... it's not
often that you get a team this
close that also has the athletic
ability to be great."

The Green Terror Softball
team is a young team of just
fourteen players. Coach, Phil
Smith, states, "Expectations
are the same, to play hard and
represent the college well on
the field and in the classroom;
and of course to make the con-
ference playoffs again." Coach
Smith is certain of the ladies
and their ability to adjust to
new positions and play well
together.

Lacrosse works as a team. for positive start

They competed in ten
games against some of the
stronger teams in the nation,
which provided the Green
Terror with a great experience
to learn more about the game
and each other.

"Our team showed real
togetherness by overcoming
obstacles during the week. We
proved to be able to work as
one unit to go into the regular
season strong," indicates jun-
ior, Kelll Workmeister. "The
most important thing about
our softball team this year is
that every player on the team
is stepping up no matter what
year they are. That is what
will make us a team to
watch."

There are eight returning
letter winners for the Lady
Green Terror. Juniors, Curley
and Diana Rosemier were
named all conference' players
last season along with Emily
Trainor, who was also named
an NFCA All-Region All
American. Rosemier and jun-
ior, Brittany King, were
named to the NFCA Scholar

ALYSSAROMASCO
STAFFWRITER

The word unity accurately
describes the McDaniel
College Green Terror Softball
team. Although it is early in
the season, the ladies appear
to be off on the right track,
focused on softball, each
other, and the season ahead.

While most McDaniel col-

I do not think there is a team
in our conference that can
shut us down. We all believe
in each other's abilities, and
we realize that we are a TEAM
and not individuals when we
step on that field," declares
Rosemier.

The team is determined and
looks to have a great founda-
tion based on team unity-
and that is a building block for
a championship team. The
ladies next home game is at
3p.m. on April 5th against
Franklin & Marshall College.

Athlete team last season.
According to Coach Smith,

"All our upperclassmen are
very solid players and should
be able to carry the load for us
this spring." With such a
young team, the freshman will
also be key factors to a suc-
cessful season.

The ladies are positive and
excited about the season not
only to play softball, but also
to become closer friends.

lege students were relaxing at
home or away for spring
break, the ladies of the Green
Terror softball team traveled
to the Rebel Games in
Kissimmee, Florida for their
training trip. Although the cli-
mate may seem like the most
perfect place to be over spring
break, these athletes were
practicing and working hard
at softball.

Despite a record of three
and seven on their training
trip in Florida, the ladies are

led the Terror to their 4-3
record, stopping 64 shots
through seven games.

As a team, the men have
dominated their opponents in
almost all statistical cate-
gories, including goals,
assists, face offs, ground balls,
and clears. With the
Centennial Conference being
wide open and because every-
one on the team is doing what
they need to do to help the
team, many feel the team's
success will only continue
throughout the season.
"We're looking forward to the
second hall of the season, the
way the conference has played
out so far and with the return
of some injured players, we'll
be fine," said Hoffman.

College team and losing an
extremely close game to one of
the nation's top teams, Ithaca.
Senior Steve Hoffman pro-
claimed "Even in the loss, the
Ithaca game was a really good
one for us because we were
able to hold our own against a
top team."

Through seven games,
freshman Gibbs Preston leads
the team in points with 17, fol-
lowed by Steve Hoffman and
junior Chris Edmonds each
with 15. Matt Buschman '08
and Jared Nutter '07 round
out the top scorers with an
impressive 14 and 13 points
respectively.

On the defensive end, Ben
Yingling '08 has been the
dependable backstop that has

JEROME DEFRANCES
STAFF WRITER

The Men's Lacrosse team
has gotten off to a winning
start in 2007. With a record of
4-3, the Terror won their first
three games very convincing-
ly, including an absolute
pounding of Neumann 25-1 in
the home opener.

Taking the chance to get out
of the mediocre weather that
plagued the Mid-Atlantic, the
Terror took a trip to California
over spring break. While
many of us were frolicking on
beaches in Florida or Mexico,
the guys were taking care of
business and showing the
west coast what real lacrosse
is, handling a skilled Whittier

Search underway for new basketball coach
department is not at liberty to job as the director of Student

CHRIS %r~~;:R~~ANLEY disclose any of the names, _ Academic Support Services.
reports athletic director Jamie During his time as interim
Smith. head coach, his additional

"We're very pleased with duties as director of SASS
the applicant pool so far," said forced him to work 14 hour
Smith days, 7 days a week.

Smith mentioned that ideal However, if he was given the
qualities for a job applicant head coaching position, he
would be recruiting experi- would step down from SASS.
ence. understanding "It's always been my dream
McDaniel, and understanding to be a head basketball coach,
Division III philosophy. you need to follow your

One candidate for the job dream," said Selby.
has been leaked out, however. Selby, who has been an
Kevin Selby, the interim head assistant coach for four differ-
coach after Flynn's death, is ent head coaches, would like
leading the Green Terror's to remain involved with the
recruiting efforts this off-sea- team in some capacity no mat-
son, and also holds a full time ter what.

"The most important thing
to me is that the program
keeps headed in the positive
direction that it started in," he
said, admitting that this
depends on decision of the
athletic department.

One of the players on the
team that was recruited by
Selby, small forward Chad
Arrington, has high praise for
him.

and lead them to the playoffs.
He believes Selby would fit
that role, "but it depends on
what the athletic director
thinks".

McDaniel College is cur-
rently assessing resumes for
the men's basketball head "We would have to adjust,"

said Arrington when asked
what the team's feelings were
on an outsider coming to lead
the program, "but the team
will support whatever deci-
sion the athletic director
makes."
He made a point to mention

however, that Flynn himself
was an outsider to the pro-
gram and made an outstand-
ing positive impact.

coaching position, vacant
since Coach Bob Flynn tragi-
cally and unexpectedly died
of a heart attack in January.

A committee of administra-
tors, faculty, and coaches are
reviewing the 100 plus appli-
cations sent in. Members of
the basketball team will also
be given the chance to meet
some of the candidates and
offer their feedback during
this process. Due to confiden-
tiality however, the athletic

"He's a guy you can count
on to have your back," said
Arrington.
Arrington describes the last

couple of seasons as success-
ful for the team, but they need
someone who can help the
team put everything together
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SIZE MATTERS OMS donation promise unfulfilledReaders, you may
notice that this issue is
a bit skimpy. This thin-
ner, eight-page version
was planned.

Why?
Well - staff members

are still recovering from
Spring Fling, you know
what that means, and
the work involved with
cranking out the April 1
edition and a Ureal" edi-
tion of TheMcDaniel
Free Press that had
neighboring deadlines.
It was crazy, but we
made it.

More importantly,
staff members are gear-
ing up for this year's
Senior Issue, which will

man "known for his philan-
thropy," according to Zephia
Bryant, director of
Multicultural Services, signed
a pledge letter donating
$100,000 and five paintings
specifically sanctioned for
Multicultural Services.
According to Bryant, the office
had never received such a
generous donation and was
thankful for the gesture.

Multicultural Services is a
resource center for minority
students. The office works
hard to provide a healthy sup-
port system to students of all
ethnic backgrounds through
scholarships, mentoring, and
awareness building programs.

The donation, which was to
be paid out in $20,000 incre-

ments over the next five years, needs.
was pledged in front of sever- After the first installment
al high-ranking college offi- arrived as promised, it was
cials including McDaniel used to update the office, sup-
President Joan Develin Coley port current programs, and,
and Vice President of for the first time, hire full-time
Institutional Advancement administrative support. But
Richard Kief. when the subsequent install-

Two months after the ments did not materialize
pledge letter was signed, Bryant was shocked.
Multicultural Services To verify that the rest of the
received the first promised donation was on the way the
installment of $20,000. Development office, in charge

Excited about the new pos- of foundation relations and all
sibilities for the office, Bryant donations, sent out a pledge
made plans for the unexpect- submission letter to Fox. No
ed cash flow, including more response was received. After
financial aid, book scholar- the Development office's
ships, increased staffing, men- failed efforts, Bryant personal-
taring programs, a scholar- Iy sent letters and made
ship for the January term trip phone calls in an attempt to
to Cameroon, and basic office (see "Donation" on page 3)

JULIA SAUNDERS
CONTRIBlITOR

A much-needed $100,000
donation to the Office of
Multicultural Services in May
2005 seemed like a blessing,
but only became an ordeal
when $80,000 of the donation
never materialized.

Two years ago, Chief
Edward E. Fox, owner and
CEO of CSTAInc., a Baltimore-
based investigative agency,
was invited to attend
McDaniel's Multicultural
Leaders Banquet. Hosted by
Multicultural Services, the
school was looking for poten-
tial donors to invest in
McDaniel programs.

Fox, a reputable business-

Thomas wows
packed house

decade career in the media.
"All of the presidents were

intelligent," said Thomas,
"but it had nothing to do with
their decisions."

After giving her speech in
which she spoke about the
current presidential adminis-
tration, the 2008 election, the
war in Iraq, and how she got
to be interested in journalism,
Thomas graciously. answered
questions from the crowd.

What do you think about
the fact that most of the
younger generation gets its
news from comedy channels
and late night comedy?

"Half the time, comedy is
right. My advice is to read the
newspapers-let them engulf
you. A typical day for me
(see "First Lndy" on page 2)

STACEY EYLERture many important
news stories, the dead-
line providing the
newspaper staff with
more time to create top-
notch journalism. It will
be a good issue, so look
for it, and be excited.

In short: We offer
less now to bring you
more later. So give us a
break now, but be pre-
pared to be fascinated
and entertained on
May 3.
Sincerely,
Mike and Djerdj
Co-Editors

STAFF WRITER

Fifty-seven years. Nine
presidents. Hundreds of ques-
tions asked. Dozens of stories
to tell. All in the career of one

Helen Thomas, a renowned
journalist and member of the
White House Press Corps,
spoke to McDaniel College
students, faculty, and resi-
dents of the Westmi.nster com-
munity on Thursday, April 12
in the newly renovated
Decker Center Forum.

Speaking to the crowd of
over 400 people (thanks to the
advanced publicity of the
event), Thomas shared her
stories, observations, and
insights from her nearly six-

Another dorm needs help
ing on campus it would be
McDaniel," says junior and
third-floor resident assistant
M.E. Posey.

The problems with
McDaniel according to the
students are almost endless.
They range from ants, dirti-
ness, shower problems, bath-
room issues, hot water and
heating deficiencies, walls
caving in, bad windows, and
appliance problems.

As sophomore Anna
Nydick bluntly put it, "The
whole building is a problem.
They need to tear it down."

George Brenton, director of
the Physical Plant, disagrees.
"Structurally the building is
very sound," says Brenton. He
insists that most problems are
simply cosmetic. And he
should know; he lived in
McDaniel in his senior year of
1985.

The biggest problem across
the board is that, "Those bath-
rooms are in need of help,"
admits Liz Towle, associate
dean of Student Affairs. She
adds that the bathrooms were
great in their day but
(see "McDaniel" on page 3)

ROSE ENEY
CONTRIBUTOR

In 1922, the cost of building
McDaniel Hall was $137,190.
Today, the purchase of a single
home is more than that, and
the cost to replace McDaniel
would reach millions of dol-
lars. Sadly, McDaniel has
spent 85 years in decline s~ce
its construction in the Roaring
'20s.

There are many complaints
today from students who live
in McDaniel. "If they were
going to renovate one build-



elected, r will serve."
The response to Helen

Thomas' visit was over-
whelmingly positive.

"I think she is a very nice,
but a very smart woman who
is incredibly good at her job
and has opinions that she is
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'First lady of the press' visits McDaniel
was hope,"

During both the class talk
and the lecture, Thomas
shared some words of wisdom
to the students in the crowd.
When one student asked how
to break into political journal-
ism, Thomas advised students
to get internships and learn
from the pros. She then said,
"Attitude is everything. If
people think you care and
want to learn, you can go any-
where."

Another piece of advice she
shared with the crowd.

, "Follow your star," she
said. "Know what you're
capable of and do it."

These are wise words com-
ing from one of the most
respected journalists in the
country today.

Despite the seriousness of
the subjects Thomas spoke
about, she was able to lighten
the mood and get the crowd
laughing with a few wittY,
comments. When asked who
would make the best presi-
dent out of all the declared
candidates for the 2008 elec-
tion, Thomas responded, "If

The lighter side of the campus safety blotter
Does a campus safety officer have a nose for weed? Of course.

(from "First Lady" on page 1)
begins at Starbucks with a box
of tissues on one side and the
Washington Post and New
York Times on the other. News
is so sad. And now, newspa-
pers are being wiped out."

Independent media. How
will it shape the future?

"Corporate media has
encouraged reporters not to be
energetic. But now, reporters
know our chief weapon is
skepticism."

What do you think of the
press' criticism of the govern-
ment during and after
Katrina?

"The government failed to
see the magnitude of Katrina
despite all the warnings. The
government waited too long
and didn't react. The govern-
ment failed in every way."

Earlier in the day, Thomas
spoke to a more intimate
crowd-the students of
Professor Terry Dalton's
Media and Politics class.
There, she answered questions
ranging in all topics for the
students.

Your reporting style has

been described as unapolo-
getic and tough. Has it always
been that way or did you cul-
tivate it that way? Do you ever
get intimidated when asking a
question?

"Of course. But so what? 1
spent 57 years working for
wire services and typing in 'he
said" 'she said' -no slant. It
was good training. But I never
bowed out of the human race.
1 still think, still care, and still
believe. But just not in my
copy. Once 1 started writing
my column, the editors would
say, 'Where's the edge? What's
your opinion?' So now I wake
up every morning and ask
myself, 'Who do 1hate today?'
Then r write my copy. I'm
often intimidated. It's tough to
ask a president why we went
to war, but the public is won-
dering, and he walked in
where angels fear to tread."

Who was your favorite
president to cover?

"I liked covering them all. I
feel like I'm covering history.
But Kennedy was best of all.
He was the man for peace. He
made people feel like there

not afraid to let known," said
junior Megan Mi1lhausen.

Professor Dalton shared a
similar view. "Reporters can
be tough and aggressive with-
out being nasty," he said.
"She's proof of that."

Helen Thomas on the Presidents

h.E;~I~F.:·K'~·i.n:~n~ed~Y~~':"H~~'
Vietnam wMhi~UJido~t\g'.t1

On Ricba{dN"ix()n;~}f~,w'a$,~olit~ca~Y::~~tlt~.lfhe
were here toda)j IreWQutql:<Aoww~owouldWin:the
2008 election;"

(Editor's note: Rob Goeke's com-
mentary highlights some oj the
inane calls to which campus safe-
ty responds.)

We all know that puffing
the peace pipe can lead to
some heavy consequences,
dude, from the man that keeps
everyone down.
Unfortunately, one student in
Elderdice went down for pos-

session and paraphernalia the claimed in the incident report
night of April 12. that the only reason he recog-

This seemed like a pretty nized the scent of chiba was
straightforward case, but the because he had previously
circumstances about how the encountered some -wacky-
student was caught were, dare tobacky and its accompanying
I say, smoky. The officer on aroma when making arrests
duty was patrolling the halls throughout his law enforce-
and smelt the scent of gan]a ment career.
and naturally responded; but From the sound of it, the
the fact that he could recog- officer had a nose for grass
nize the smell of the reefer dis- like Mike Nifong has a nose
turbs me greatly. for prosecutorial misconduct.

The responding officer Only knowing the smell of

~~DC~~~~~OC~

boo ya from your professional
experience? More like person-
al, dude.

So be on the look out for an
officer wearing a hemp neck-
lace, dreadlocks, blaring
String Cheese Incident and
Cypress Hill from the
Durango, and Febreezing
himself at every opportunity.
If he busts you, at least you'll
know that hooter of yours will
be put to good use.

Other than that, we have a

public urination case, a bunch
of people puking and a false
fire alarm.

At least some noble fellows
decided to throw water bal-
loons from the luxurious
freshman boys' dorm and yell
obscenities at people on April
20. There still is some class in
Rouzer, and 1 will sleep more
peacefully knowing that these
freshmen are out there taking
it easy for all us sinners.

ROB GOEKE
STAFF WRITER

~ Drug-relati'd

o Med!caJ.~IJlced

A rtn....related

4i) Alcohol'relAted,Violence-related,
incthatealmcs
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Cash pledge for OMS not yet honored
•(from "Donation" on page 1) Institutional Advancement at professional and polite, pre~ are the ones most affected by contact Fox through his inves-
contact him but to no avail. McDanielsince 1998,says that ferred not to discuss the his decision. tigative agency, CSlA, the

It has been two years since thousands of people donate to specifics of Fox's situation and Handed directly to students number given by several web-
the donation was promised McDaniel each year. Over maintains, "Philanthropy is at the banquet, the unfulfilled sites has been disconnected
and Bryant has had no word 3,500 alumni alone take part one of the most positive tradi- pledge has disappointed and non-existent through
from Fox. in the "gift process" at tions of Americans," and it is many. One student artist, who information. Then upon fur-

"I didn't see it coming at McDaniel. Though there are each donor's choice to discon- was promised to be able to ther investigation, Fox' was
all," said Bryant, who has no strict guidelines in the gift- tinue with a pledge. work with the painter com- contacted at home but appar-
been left confused by the lack giving process, there are Asked if the donation sys- missioned by Fox to create ently not the correct Edward
of communication. papers signed. Kief explains, tern should be revamped to five pieces, was ultimately let E. Fox living in Baltimore,

Fox, who gave two "A pledge is an intention to avoid another situation like down after only one of the even though he was the only
McDaniel students intern- give, not a legal document." this, Bryant explained, "The works was completed and one listed.
ships with his company in the With Fox's pledge not legal- system has worked for years," then heard nothing back from Keeping her cool through-
summer of 2005 and had pre- Iy binding, Bryant was unsure and should not be changed Fox or the artist. out the whole ordeal, Bryant
viously attended many other of what McDaniel could do, because of one bad instance. Though Bryant is perplexed hopes that in the future Fox
college events, has left Bryant but still hoped that the school Rather, it ought to be evaluat- about why this happened, she will keep McDaniel informed
flabbergasted. In the nearly would follow up. Since she ed on the donations that have remains positive about the sit- and commit to follow
five years she has worked at considered the pledge to be a worked out, she added. uation. She noted that even through. With McDaniel being
McDaniel this is the only time "goodwill offering," she says Though Bryant is mostly Fox's partial donation "helped so well connected, Bryant is
that a promised donation did she would not want Fox to be confused by Fox's apparent us to grow at a time when we sure that the college will cross
not come through. forced to continue with his decision to discontinue his needed assistance." Fox's path again and looks

Kief who has worked in commitment. Kief remaining pledge, she says the students During current attempts to forward to hearing from him.

McDaniel Hall in need of improvements
school's campus plan for reno- heater on," confesses sopho- oped. Towle says that when reno-
vating the six dormitories. more and McDaniel first floor The school is working with vations to McDaniel do take

Posey says that McDaniel RA Dave Robertson. an architect to develop the effect, all the dorm furniture
got new mattresses when Robertson adds that the heat- plans for these two projects. will be replaced. Brenton men-
needed, and a handicapped ing comes from the pipes Brenton explains that an archi- tioned no furniture but says
bathroom on the first floor. underneath his room and teet is necessary because the they are definitely working on
However, she adds that "the from the ceiling above. building has limited space better ways to manage the
only thing that's fixed is Many students question and they do not want to take heating system and tossing
already broken." why these problems haven't away from the individual around ways to possibly

Sophomore Kimberly been addressed. Posey, room capacity. incorporate a centralized air-
Bonsiero says that McDaniel is Nydick, Brenton says that things conditioning system into the
"alright because it's quiet but and Porreca all suspect that could possibly start happen- dorms.
it's really dirty." Nydick the school has other priorities ing this summer, but that all So don't despair McDaniel
added jokingly, "I don't think and not enough money. depends on what the architect residents, improvements are
this floor is sanitary." She, Towle pointed out that comes up with. He adds, "To on the way. For now, bear with
along with Bonsiero, Posey, Rouzer Hall was renovated say the word soon would be the bathrooms, bugs, heat and
nct-sophorn'ore RHa Porreca, Jast- SUnlrTUC>r,-induaing; new vague" of when these plans filth. Things are looking up.
all say they wish they could paint, will take effect.
live in the North Village some new carpet, and •••••••••
Apartments because they're improvements to the halls and
nice, new, and clean. lighting.

McDaniel residents know Also, within the past four
that they are not the only ones years, about eight
with building problems. Pennsylvania Avenue houses
Brenton says plumbing and were fixed up and added to
heating are a huge issue in all campus housing.
the dorms. The North Village Those who have lived in
Apartments operate under a McDaniel will be pleased to
geothermal heating and cool- hear that a plan for renovating
ing system that runs under the McDaniel is in the works.
buildings and they are looking Brenton and Towle say that
at options to better heat the plans to fix the bathrooms and
rest of the residence halls, create more much-needed

(from "McDaniel" on page 1)
longer are. Brenton and Posey
strongly agreed with her.

Brenton explained that the
buildings on campus need
change over the years to fit the
desired living situation of the
time. However, the bathrooms
seem to have been neglected
since 1922.Posey says that the
toilets don't work, the water
never stays hot, and the show-
ers leak. She also pointed to an
instance earlier this year when
the RAs requested that the
second-floor toilet seats be

~nci-th I d.d
not comply for unknown rea-
sons.

"It just seems to never end,"
Brenton offers as an explana-
tion to the massive amount of
work orders the Physical Plant
receives from all residence
halls.

The school has slowly been
trying to help McDaniel out
over the past few years. Towle
says that in the summer of
2001, McDaniel got new win-
dows and sprinkler systems
put in. Brenton also points out
that McDaniel and Blanche
Ward Hall, also built in the
1920s, are the top two on the

according to Brenton.
"I've never even turned the

common rooms space for the
building are now being devel-

MELANIE CHUPEIN
NEWS EDITOR

Gastrointestinal virus attacks students
Freshman Katie Hecht

thought it was just a case of
food poisoning. She started
feeling ill and symptoms
began within a half hour. She
suffered from "intense stom-
ach pains and nausea." She
was also feeling "very faint
and weak" with a fever. She
was taken to the hospital.

Hecht is just one of the
roughly 30 students who came
down with the GI virus over
the past month, according to
Joan Lusby, Physician
Assistant-Certified (PA-C).
Lusby says the outbreak
began before spring break and
that she saw "a whole flurry of
people" after a floor meeting
in Rouzer, where someone

must have already had the
virus. The GI virus, also
known as gastroenteritis, is a
highly contagious illness that
causes nausea, diarrhea, loss
of appetite, fever, weakness,
and dehydration. Lusby says
that these symptoms can be
"violent but usually short
lived anywhere from two to
five days with fatigue some-
times lasting up to a week."

"The hardest thing is that
some people can be conta-
gious before they show symp-
toms and even afterwards
they're still contagious,"
Lusby said.

The GI virus caught the
attention of Health Services
after it became clear that there
were "a little too many" cases,
Lusby said. She sent out three
campus wide emails, warning

the college community about
the presence of the virus,
explaining the steps taken to
find a bacterial source, and
eventually announcing that
the numbers have decreased.

Once news of the virus hit,
people were quick to blame
dining services. .

"I feel bad that people first
blame it on Glar," Lusby said,
adding that she received a lot
of phone calls from parents.

A careful food history was
taken from students that went
to Health Services but because
"there were too many differ-
ent histories" a food borne ill-
ness was ruled out according
to Lusby.

"To be on the safe side, we
sent out stool cultures to check
for food borne bacteria or par-
asites," Lusby said.

The quick spread of the GI
virus is not uncommon on a
college campus, where people
are living in such close prox-
imity. The best ways to Pre-
vent the spread of any disease
are to wash hands frequently,
avoid immunosuppressants,
keep an ann-length from other
people, don't share any food
or drink, and be sure that bod-
ily fluids are cleaned up prop-
erly, Lusby suggested in her
first email.

Sophomore Devon
Brackbill, who contracted the
virus last year, took precau-
tions when he heard about
this year's outbreak of what
he referred to as "the black
death."

"I locked myself in my
room so r wouldn't get sick,"
Brackbill said.

Lusby believes that the rea-
son some students went to the
hospital was because the ini-
tial outbreak hit near a week-
end.

"The weekend was a fac-
tor," Lusby said. "Most did
stay here and got well here."

Health Services provides a
shot called Phenergan that
hurts but can get someone
back on their feet in 20 to 30
minutes.

"We're not used to getting
Sick," Lusby said. "Usually
[viruses] will burn themselves
out."

"Viruses are alive and well
and they do nasty things,"
Lusby" said, adding, "There
are other things out there in
the environment that you can
get that are worse."
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VA Tech- Senseless tragedy inspires prayer
doubt as familiar as home to and universities all over the It could have been some of To those who lost ~ir

GEOFF PECKHAM them, the same way McDaniel country and all over the the brightest minds who were lives, and to the family and
BUDAPEST COHRBSPONDENT is familiar to us. It was safe, world. killed at that school. We'll friends who have been left

and know it will no doubt That could have been our never know. The only thing to behind: you are in my prayers.
ever been seen in that same school. That could have been do right now is reflect on it in You are in the prayers of
light again for many of those us. Those students never coo- whatever way we feel we McDaniel College, and in the
students. sldered for an instant that need. SBend time with the prayers of every college stu-

So what do you say? such a thing could happen at friends you have. Be grateful dent who feel the same safety
There will no doubt be com- their school, their home, and for them and their safety. and stability that you felt

pari sons to the Columbine neither has any other student. Such an event puts things like before that fateful day. That
shootings 8 years ago. I There are certainly students that in perspective. Our lives familiarity will not be taken
would have liked to think at McDaniel who have friends will go on, and for that we for granted again.
such horror could be learned at Virginia Tech. Maybe you should be grateful. God Bless.
from by now, but sadly there know someone who was a vic-
truly are some sick people in tim, or know someone who
this world. Old pain is mixed knew someone. We are all
with new pain. The same feeling the same thing, cer-
questions are asked, and again tainly to different extents
it seems there aren't any depending on our own emo-
answers. But we have to react tional investments, but the
in some way, and that's what same thing. We're praying,
this column is. we're cursing; we're crying,

This massacre should have we're thinking.
a very profound effect on So what do you say?
everyone who hears or reads You don't say anything.
about it, but in particularly You reflect on it in your own
college students. It doesn't way. For many that's saying a
matter that McDaniel College prayer, which is what this arti-
and Virginia Tech are com- de is. The media blitz will be
pletely different schools, with there from all sides, remind-
different atmospheres and dif- ing everyone even when they
ferent student lifestyles. They don't want to be reminded.
are both schools. They serve N; a student studying abroad,
the same purpose, and for that r probably won't be exposed
both Institutions are lumped to that barrage to the same
together in the same category, extent, but I will still feel the
along countless other colleges anguish involved.

Idon't know what to say.
What can you say?

l wish there was some
magic set of words 1could use
to ease the suffering the stu-
dents of Virginia Tech must be
experiencing right now. The
uneasiness every college stu'
dent in America must be feel-
ing right now. But unfortu-
nately there isn't. So as young
adults we must endure the
grief, so that we can move on.

Senseless doesn't begin to
describe what happened at
that campus on April 16th.
Tragedy doesn't convey the
emotions associated with
learning that 32 people were
murdered in an environment
that supposed to be safe, and
environment that was no

If you feel
down, pick
this up

The angels are always
near to those who are
grieving, 10 whisper 10
them that their loved

- 11reAngels' Little
Instruction Book by
Eileen Elias Freeman

ones are safe in the
hand of God."

We are all praying for the
comfort of. those who lost
beloved family members,
friends, students and teach-
ers in the events of Vigirina
Tech. May your days be
filled with warmth know-
ing that others around the
country are praying for
your security during this
time of mourning.

B\' Tcrreka Jordan

Word Up
As part of the Office of Multicultural
Services' Diversity Week, 2007,
Clayton Rosa (left), helped organize
the second annual "Word Up," a spo-
ken word performance featuring
Subslanlial (rlght), and 21 poets
(below). Though Ihe evenl had to
compete with Alpha Nu Omega's Mr.
McDaniel, Ensor Lounge was packed
with eager sludenls for Ihe perfo-
mance, in which artists discussed
race, abortion, and sex through origi-
nal poelry.
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Honor Board values 'integrity, credibility'
duct case." In 2006 the Honor interested in and why it inter- Conduct System procedures?
and Conduct Board met 20 ests them," adds Inverso. In instances of academic viola-
times; in 2005 it met 23; and in Typically the interested tiona there is the process of
2004 the board met 21 times. individuals will meet with "notification" with support-

A group of 10 faculty mem- Cerl and she will recommend ing evidence by a faculty
bers and 10 students are certain students for the SGA to member to the Dean of
selected to serve on the Honor review the students' letters. Faculty. In instances of aca-
and Conduct Board (two fac- Inverso says, "We then read demlc violations, the faculty
ulty members and two stu- the letters and select for the member responsible for the
dents are present at each number of spots available." course is expected to investi-
board hearing). Two faculty The Honor and Conduct gate the alleged violation
members are elected annually, Board considers cases of rnis- before the Dean of Faculty
while student members are conduct that are specified in notifies the Dean of Student
selected by the Student the Proscription on Conduct. Affairs.
Government Assembly (SGA) These allegations include vio- After the process of investi-
and serve until graduation. lating an academic program gation the case is brought into
Faculty members are elected through plagiarism or cheat- the "hearing procedures,"
from within the faculty and ing. Hearings are then which the Dean of Student
serve a three-year term. requested by a member of the Affairs can proceed with even

Associate Professor of McDaniel College if one member of the board is
Sociology Dr. Roxanna Community, such as a mem- absent. Ordinarily, a failure, or
Harlow has been at McDaniel ber from the student body, fee- an "F," in a class is the mini-

board meets to discuss aca- for seven years and currently ulty or staff. Once the aca- mum penalty for a first time
demic violations as well as serves on the board. demic violation is alleged, the offense. In some more serious

"We really try to give peo- board follows the Honor academic cases the second
pIe a second chance ... we are System procedures. When a violation carries a minimum
always willing to take a sec- non-academic violation is penalty of suspension.
and look at complicated fee- alleged, the board follows the The Appeals Board then
tors," says Harlow. Conduct Procedures. reviews both the convictions

In terms of how the SGA Harlow and Towle agree and penalties. If the accused
elects student members to the that many of the honor cases feels the penalty unjust, he or

Honor and Conduct Board Honor and Conduct Board, revolve around plagiarism. she may write an appeal to the
could lead or result in the stu- SGA President EBen Inverse "More in particular is the College Provost within three

says that spots open up for the copy-and-paste situation .. .it's days of the decision. The sane-
following year's board and easy to find, you will get tions are then suspended until
then Dean of Student Affairs caught," says Harlow. For the appeal is considered.
Beth Gerl sends out a notice conduct cases there is usually "Even if students admit that
through campus mail. alcohol or physical abuse they messed up, we deliber-

"Those interested can then involved, "sometimes both," ate," Harlow states. "The min-
apply by submitting a letter of says Towle. imum penalty is simple for

months without seeing a con- intent saying what they're But what are the Honor and honor but with conduct there

KATHRYN YOUNG
FEATURES EDITOR

Despite the six-page section
dedicated to McDaniel's
Honor and Conduct Board in
the Student Handbook, most
students are clueless when it
comes to knowledge of the
board.

Within a journalism class of
ten students, it was apparent
of how little is known about
the Honor and Conduct
Board. A female student said,
"They don't take it serious-
Iy...well I don't know, maybe
they do."

"This [integrity and credi-
bility} is what we value," says
Associate Dean of Student
Affairs Elizabeth Towle. "The

conduct violations ... any aca-
demic case goes before the
board, any conduct case goes
before the board."

According to the McDaniel
Student Handbook, academic
violations referred to the

dent being removed from the
residence halls, suspended or
expelled from the college.

While referring to the rise in
plagiarism, Towle notes that
there are always honor prob-
lems, but that she went "three

is more room to be
creative ...but physical abuse
in any way is not tolerated."

The conduct procedures, on
the other hand, start directly
in the Student Affairs office.
TheAssociate Dean of Student
Affairs investigates the
charges and the role of the
board is to determine whether
the charge is true. In conduct
procedures, a resource person
may be brought into the hear-
ing. However, this person may
not be present during the
board's deliberation.

Results of conduct cases
include the charge, excluding
any names, and the sanction
that was chosen may be
released to campus news
media upon the conviction. If
the accused student is found
responsible for the charge,
McDaniel may release the
name of the responsible stu-
dent, but not the victim or vic-
tims'names.

"I think what it comes
down to is that we feel a
strong responsibility to the
students but also to the com-
munity - the board is fair even
though we have to make
tough decisions ... decisions
that impact the careers of stu-
dents," says Towle.
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Halo 2- a positive outlet for male students?
Special Report: This article is part of a time-part series illvestigatillg possible reasons for the gender gapl wlliel, exists between male (2.8) and female (3.2) GPAs.

, national trend of playing the copies worldwide, according grades suffer as a result. who end up dropping out of
P~p~ E~~;E science fiction first-person to Microsoft's website. Homework is typically done school due to their Halo

shooter, a video game for Since the game's release, as soon as possible so as to not addictions would be hooked
Microsoft's Xbox console. students have been able to detract from Halo time, so it on some other outlet.
Halo 2 has gained an unprece- "system link" with one aneth- may actually be a motivation. "What it boils down to is
dented following due to its er's systems over the college When asked how many stu- that students need to be
fast-paced and. interactive netwo~k.. As a ~esult, students de~ts seem to b~ in control of responsible enough to budget
gameplay, allowing up to 16 report It ISposs~ble to get onto their Halo playing, Hoffman their own time appropriately,"
players to face off across a net- Halo 2 at any time of the day replied that "the vast majori- said Max Groft, systems and
work while communicating and find som~on~ willing .to ty" fell into this category. network administrator I pro-
over headsets. Players are play. The game s highly eddie- However, Hoffman did recall grammer. "Even if Halo was
anonymous, with only a seIf- tive nature ensures that at two students who ended up the only distraction out there,
chosen profile name displayed leas~ some~ne is logged on at lea,ving McDaniel as a result of it would not be our place to
as identification. all times, With most players on being unable to control their restrict its use."

The game is particularly a set schedule of playing. Halo playing. Indeed, the college has
male-driven, with violent According to senior Nick Despite such extreme tales actually shown some interest
deaths and definite victors in McCourt, there is a reason for or other stories of people get- in facilitating students' video
every game. Hoffman (aka the game's ability to pull peo- ting hooked on Halo and not game playing. Dr. Esther
Candle Bandle) posits that the pie in. doing a paper or studying for Iglich, interim chief informa-
game is very popular amongst "On average, the games last a test, the common trend with tion officer, said that allowing
current and former athletes 10 to 20 minutes," he said. Halo players seems to be that access to video games is deslr-
due to the "high testosterone" "But you don't notice any of smaller assignments may get able because "this is your
involved and the competitive- the time passing, and usually put off until the next moming home" and at home you could
ness, which often leads to sig- you feel like the game was but the larger assignments play them. She indicated that
nificant trash-talking. way too fast. You feel like the take precedence over game the video game front is one of

Most of the "garners" esti- game was only five minutes time. The extra time spent many where student input is
mate there are between 20 and long and you want to play playing Halo is more likely to being heard and carried
30 students who are consls- again." come out of partying or sleep through with.
tentlyon the school's network, It is tempting to admonish than out of schoolwork, A slew of activity is taking
with an even larger group of Halo players for the amount according to all of the students place on the video game front,
students playing on a less fre- of time they spend playing the interviewed. demonstrating the desirability
quent" basis. Moreover, one game. Hypothetical correla- "This is definitely better of the pastime. On March 1, a
would be hard-pressed to find tions between the number of than going out drinking every Halo tournament was held to
a male student who has not males who play the game with night," said sophomore allow students to showcase
been entranced for at least the comparatively low CPA of Shawn Yohe (aka MR.K Murr their Halo abilities. This sum-
several hours by the swirling male students are seemingly Holiday). "It's a lot cheaper, mer, plans call for installing a
colors and futuristic sounds of logical. too. I can pick up a controller dedicated line for garners so
the game, of which Microsoft As some of the "top and play instead of going out there is no interference on the
has sold nearly 10 million garners" on campus, one and paying $40 for alcohol on college's network.

would expect that Hoffman the weekend." Recently, the move to a T3
and Nellissen (aka Cancer) Other players noted that line for the college has made it
would.ba.the, poster children while playing .might take up possible for the Information
for a movement to rid tJlli! rncire tirne than partying, there Tochnology office 10 "/0W' stu-

campus of Halo in order to are no lasting effects equiva- dents access to Xbox L.ive, an
improve the GPA of male stu- lent to an alcohol hangover. international network which
dents. Nonetheless, problems with charges a small fee to connect

However, a simple conver- alcohol may still result players with millions of other
sation with the two top dogs because game playing and garners worldwide. The extra
of Halo is enough to erase drinking can often be com- bandwidth supplied by the T3

these misconceptions. For bth"'eedm"Thos~Si:e~~~u:n igS::ef~~ ~~~i:~:es~r:s~ifbl;h~orb~~~~
them, Halo 2 has not taken
over their Jives, but rather it though, because they want to width to Xbox Live garners.
has become a useful tool for be in the best mental state to The rest of the campus need
distraction. As lacrosse play- play each time they log on. not worry, however.
ers the two abide by the "48- "Our players get drunk, "We took a portion of the
hour rule," a policy prohibit- too," said sophomore Jimmy bandwidth that wasn't being
ing athletes from drinking 48 Isaminger (aka MRK Kung used and gave it to Xbox
hours before each match in Fu), Yohe's roommate. Live," Groft said.
order to assure that they are in Still, there is a noticeable Students have turned to
prime physical shape to com- difference in the amount of Xbox Live in droves, causing
pete. sleep some players are getting. the system link to almost

"A lot of students drink Yohe, for instance, said that become a thing of the past.
nightly, let alone just on t.he playing Halo has resulted in The benefit of Live is that stu-
weekends," Hoffman said. him going from seven hours dents can now play with their
"When you're looking for of sleep a night to three to four friends from school and their
something 1'0 do, trying to stay hours. friends from home, reforming
off your feeL.it's just the per- With so many students connections that may have
fect opportunity to sit back keeping their I-Ialo playing been broken since high school.
and play video games." under control, it is apparent This benefit, in addition to the

NeJ1issen reports another that any detrimental effect it distraction from drinking,
reason why Halo has become may have on students' grades could make Halo an even
a significant focus of his atten· is more a factor of inadequate more deSirable pastime for
tion. self-control than the game college students in the eyes of

"As a personal choice, I itself. This is also how the col- administrators.
don't drink or do any drugs, lege views the issue, seeing it As for the students who
so it really leaves slim pick- more as a personal choice than cannot control their gameplay,
ings for a social life here at something the school needs to measures may need to be
McDaniel," he said. "It's regulate. taken.
weird - people are uncomfort- "As with any form of recre- "At this point, educating
able hanging out and not ation, it's all about the extent," students on the degree to
drinking. [l's nice to have said Dr. Henry Reiff, dean of which video gaming may
some dose friends who don't student academic life. interfere with academics is
care about hanging around "Anything that becomes probably the most viable
and watching a movie or play- addictive is not healthy - approach," Reiff said. "We're
ing Xbox." whether it be video gaming or probably not too far from the

Hoffman and Nellissen knitting." day when we'll have video
report that while they spend The general consensus sug- gaming interventions and
several hours a day playing gests that if it were not for support groups VG
Halo, they do not think their Halo, the sorts of students Anonymous!"

When junior Steve Hoffman
calls fellow junior Cory
Nelllssen, Hoffman only
~eeds to mutter a simple ques-
tion to find out what Nellissen
is up to.

"Are you playing?" he asks.
The ominous seconds of

Silence that follow communi-
cate an unspoken agreement
between the two friends, a
resounding, "What else would
Ibe doing?"

In the quest to discover the
root cause of the gender gap,
the Video game Hoffman is
referring to, Halo 2, is an obvi-
Ous candidate for a possible
culprit. The game is highly
addictive, with several stu-
dents indicating they spend
~p to six hours a day playing
It. Further investigation, how.
ever, reveals that Halo 2 may
be a deSirable distraction for
S.tudents who can keep the
tUne they spend playing the
~~e under control.

tirnately, a picture of the
game emerges as an addiction
:d academic hazard for some
ut a positive social outlet for

others.
A. fairly small yet dedicated

group of male students on
campus has caught onto the
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Sports Roundup
Women's lacrosse headed
to playoffs with win

Kerrte Wuenschel
(Sykesville, MD/South
Carroll) recorded five goals
and added an assist to lead
McDaniel to a 17-12 victory
over Muhlenberg in
Centennial Conference (Ce)
women's lacrosse action on
Saturday.

Katie Reimann led the
Mules (8-7, 2-7 CC) with three
goals while Ruth
Morronglello added a team-
high four points on two goals
and two assists.

Chelsea Ferruzzi
(Jenkintown, PAlJenkintown)
and Lindsey McDonald
(Damascus, MD/Damascus)
each recorded a hat trick for
the Green Terror (11-4, 5-4
CC), who wrapped up the No.
S seed in the upcoming CC
tournament. McDaniel will
travel to Ursinus, who fell to
Dickinson 12-8, for the first-
round game on Wednesday.
Game time will be determined
on Monday.

Trailing 7-4 after back-to-
back goals from Morrongiello
and Reimann, Wuenschel tal-
lied an unassisted marker
midway through the fust half
to spark 7-0 run that gave

McDaniel an 11-7 lead.
Five different Green Terror

players scored during the run.
Marissa Capuano broke up

the run with an unassisted
tally just one minute before
the break to make it an 11-8
game at the intermission.

wuenschel started the sec-
ond half scoring off a free-
position goal at the 3:45 mark.

Amanda McGovern and
Riemann added two more
unassisted goals for the Mules
to pull the visitors within 12-
10 but that's as close as they
would get down the stretch.

Erinn Hopkins (Monrovia,
MD / Urbana) opened, the
game's scoring 30 seconds in.

Muhlenberg tallied three
times in over the next 6 min-
utes, 3 seconds before a pair of

Michelle Mullen (Pasadena,
MD/Chesapeake) goals just
11 seconds apart knotted the
game at 3-all.

Riemannand Taylor
Armstrong then scored two
more unanswered goals in a
45 second span to take the
lead,5-3.

Emily Funk (Salisbury,
MD/Parkside) pulled
McDaniel within 5-4.

and Sean Allen (Wes
MD IW.lkersvJU.)
third (1:58.16) and four
(1:59.71), respectively, in th
1lQO. I

Allen added a seoond-pla:'j
finish in the 1,500 (4:!)6.26i
while Kevin Bowman;
(We st m ins t e r ~
MO lBrunswick) was third i~
Ore same eVettt (4:1224). I

Josh Murray (Montgomer>j
Vlllage, .MD /Watlcin. Mills!.
and .: }asonMaier {Ne~
Mil.ford, NJ/ New MliiO.rd) !e~
the way-in the field with third
place showings in the di$CU
(44'23 meters} and shot pu'
(13.63). respectively,

McDaniel returns t
acuen eethe Shtppensbur
Invitational on Saturday,

Courtesy of Sports Information

Men's tennis closes season with decisive
7-2win over Ursinus College

Djerdj Matkovic recoreded Winklestein (Damascus, (Seattle, WA/Bush School)
his first, last and only win of MD /Damascus) at No.2 dou- and Bill Ross (Yardley,
the season, winning 6-2, 6-1 at bles, also won his first flight PA/George School) rounded
no. 2 singles. of the day, 8-2. out doubles winners by an 8-5

Corey Graybill completed a Hovorka (No.3) was a margin in the top spot.
two-win day with a 6-0, 6-2 straight-set winner in singles
victory at No. 6 singles to lead play, taking a 6-4~6-1 ..
McDaniel to a 7-2 victory over victory. Reed (No.
Ursinus in Centennial 5) finished his
Conference (CC) men's tennis day with a 6-
action on Saturday. 4, 5-7, 6-3

Dan Hovorka and Chris victory.
Reed (Bowie, MD/Bowie) Brian
added two-win days for the Kastner
Green Terror (2-8, 1-7 CC),
who closed the season with a
victory and relegated the
Bears (3-14, 0-8 eC) to the
basement of the final confer-
ence standings.

Graybill teamed with
Hovorka to win the third dou-
bles match 8,,2, eadtng
McDaniel to a 3-0 advantage
after doubles play.

Reed, partnered with Mark

Baseballsplits atMuhlenberg
Tom Wenrich (Wernersville, 2.

PA/Conrad Weiser) went 3-
for-4 with three doubles, two
RBIs and three runs scored in
the opener to lead McDaniel
to . an 8-6 victory at
Muhlenberg in Centennial
Conference (CC) baseball
action on Saturday.

The Mules (8-19, 4-10 CC)
earned a split, defeating the
Green Terror (8-20, 4-12 CC)
16-6 in the second game.

Trailing 1-0 after
Muhlenberg got an unearned
run in the bottom of the sec-
ond, McDaniel led off the top
of the third with back-to-back
walks.

With one out, a Wenrich
double plated Zach Croft
(Laurel, MD/DeMatha) to
knot the game at I-all before a
Troy Tipton (Hanover,
PA/South Western) sacrifice
fly and Brent Toms
(Hagerstown, MD/North
Hagerstown) RBI single gave
the Green Terror a 3-1 lead.

An Eric Pomroy triple
and Joe Carlo'sacrifice fly
trimmed the deficit to 3-2 in
the bottom of the frame.

Wenrich's second dou-
ble of the game in the fifth
keyed another three-run
frame before Wenrich com-
pleted the hat trick to go with
Tipton and Toms singles in the
seventh to push the lead to 8-

Sparked by a Christian
Conti one-out solo home run,
the Mules plated four runs in
the bottom of the seventh to
set the final margin.

In the nightcap,
Muhlenberg scored 12 runs in
its final three at bats to tum a
6-4 deficit into the 16-6 victory.

Triples from Pomroy and
Mike Hart, including one of
the two-RBI variety from
Pomroy, keyed a four-run
sixth inning.

Four walks and a hit bats-
man, including two with the
bases loaded ignited a six-run
seventh inning.

Chris Costa, Matthew Block
and Conti contributed to the
big inning with RBI singles.

A Jason Bonder pinch-hit
double keyed the bottom of
the eighth when Muhlenberg
tacked on its final two runs.

McDaniel opened up a 2-0
lead in the top of the third
behind a Jon Zimmerman
(Lemoyne, PA/Cedar Cliff)
triple before a Carlo two-run
single in the bottom of the
inning knotted the game.

After the Mules plated a
single run in the fourth, a
Toms two-run double and
Croft RBI single in the fifth
gave the Green Terror a 5-3
lead.

A message from the
McDaniel Men's
Rugby Club

mence again in the
fall. For more infor-
mation, contact
Ben Cocks
(bkc003®mcdaniet.
Or join the'
Rugby"
group. No prior exp
rience is necessary.
The game is suitedior
all body types.
Simply show up to
practice if you are
interested.



SAVED BY THE ARCH

Lacrosse coach
sees bright future

on days at track
Page 16 Back Page

INSIDE

60 Seconds asks:
What are you
doing after gradu-
ation? Page 7

Graduate killed in the line of duty

The McDaniel h_'<lO'1Is .......dy
to begin work with ClIrley.
"I'm looking forward to work-

Kevin Curley was named ing with Kevin Curley next
men's basketball coach at year," says sophomore Chad
McDaniel College on Apri126. Arrington. "He's young and
A Penn State graduate, can relate a lot to the players.

Curley has spent a total of 14 He'U influence a defensive up-
years as an assistant coach. tempo philosophy and plans

His first coaching expert- to bring a lot of excitement to
ence was from 1994-1998 at a the game."
Division Ill school, Bethany, in Curley is 35 years old and
West Virginia. He has spent the team feels that he will be
the past 9 years assisting at the more able to work with and
Division I program at Colgate improve them than an older
University. candidate who they would

"I am looking forward to not be able to easily relate to.
Kevin Curley becoming our "Coach Curley seems like a
basketball coach," states real energetic guy who will
Athletic Director Jamie Smith. step right in and benefit our
"I feel he has great experience program. We have the poten-
at Colgate University and in rlal to be very good next year
the Patriot League that I think. and Coach Curley will be able
will translate well to to step in and leave off exactly
McDaniel College." (see "Coach" 011 back page)

-I"'-.~ ...n...........team sanctioned, wrestling coach fired
the wrestling coaches, Sam of Sprite, a Sharpee marker, a was forced to complete during penis were drawn on their
Gardner and Davey Blake, it is ripe banana, a bottle of Advil, initiation. She said that the cheeks.
unclear as to why they were and a roll of paper towels. team met at the field around 9 After the face art, the girls
fired and what direction the The flyer also emphasized, p.m. and waited in the pitch were forced to participate in
program will be following. "Your presence is required by black for the upperclassmen to charades. One girl remembers

According to a flyer given the upperclassmen next arrive, dressed as "red necks." her scenario: "Pretend you're
to the Free Press last week and Friday, March 9, 2007 for a The girls' cell phones and the head coach and take it up
an anonymous source, on softball team shin-dig. keys were confiscated. After the butt with a bal." In anoth-
Friday, March 9, the softball ABSOLUTELY NO EXCUSES the scavenger hunt, the girls er incident, two girls were told
team met on the field and then FOR MlSSING THIS EVENT were taken to DMC and pre- to "deep-throat a banana, one
proceeded to go on a scav- WILL BE TOLERATED." sented. before the upperclass- on each end." Despite all of
enger hunt around campus, Freshmen initiation is a tradi- men individually who made the girls on the team being
ending up in the 400s of DMC. tion among sports teams and "smart ass comments" that underage, alcohol was served,
The girls were issued a flyer up until now, the details have were sexually demeaning. the sources confirm.
beforehand, dictating that been kept under wraps. source said. With the lipstick The initiation continued in
they each bring 20 Solo cups, One girl from the team, who that the girls had brought, the Kissimmee, Florida where the
one Tic-Tee, six green M&Ms, wishes to remain anonymous, names of the coaches and sex- team went for the Rebel
orange lipstick, two liter bottle recalls the various tasks she ual images like a picture of a (see "Hazing" on page 2)
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lANE LmERT
STAFF WRITER

and saddened by this tragedy
and will sorely miss Luke."

On Wednesday, April 25 at
about 12:30 a.m., Hoffman,
who worked in Montgomery
County, made a stop for a sus-
pected DU1. The driver of the
vehicle got out of his car and
began running. Officer.
Hoffman was struck by anoth-
er police cruiser while chasing
the suspect, according to pre-
vious news reports in The
Baltimore Sun.

In an attempt to avoid hit-
ting him, the other officer
swerved and drove his cruiser
into an embankment where he
hit a tree. Both officers were
flown to Maryland Shock

Students and faculty who
knew Luke Hoffman are still
reeling over the tragic death of
a dear friend. The sociology
major and 2005 McDaniel
graduate was killed while on
duty April 25; he was an offi-
cer with the Montgomery
County Police Department.

"I remember Luke as a
model student. I could always
depend on him. He was a
bright face in class-quick to
laugh and always smiling."
said Dr. Deborah Lemke. "He
was well liked by students
and faculty. We are shocked

Remember and
honor- senior salutes

MELANIE CHUPEIN
NEWS EDITOR

The McDaniel athletic
department navigated tough
times over the last few weeks
as the women's softball team
received sanctions for hazing
and two wrestling coaches
were fired.

Due to hazing during fresh-
man initiation, the softball
team was prohibited from
playing all non-conference
games. Additionally, the cap-
tains, juniors Diana Rosemier
and Emily Trainor, were
stripped of their titles. As for

Trauma Center in Baltimore
and the driver was released
later Wednesday. Officer
Hoffman died early Thursday
morning from injuries sus-
tained in the accident.

Dr. Lauren Dundes recalls
Luke's enthusiasm for police
work, a field he was interested
in pursuing from the start of
his McDaniel career.

"When I heard the news [
pulled out his internship
form. He had worked for the
Maryland State Police," one who was so wonderful at
Dundes said. "He often used law enforcement had his life
words like 'wonderful oppor- and career cut short. I am glad
ruruty' and 'great experience: he got to study what he
I remember how enthusiastic loved."
he was. It is so sad that some- (see "Hoffmall" Oil page 3)

Terrorhires new
basketball coach

LAURA HUTfON
SPORTS EDITOR
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Allegations against sports teams lead to action
In an e-mail sent to the her parents about what had this, there haven't been any on campus at the Conference

Student-Athlete Advisory happened. When questioned other complaints issued and NCAA level," Gardner
Committee representatives about the details of what was against Coach Smith or Coach said, adding, "The thing I'm
and President Joan Develin discussed, Dean Gerl declined Eyler. However, a former most proud of, at least per-
Coley by the girl's parents - to comment due to issues of player insists that last year formance wise, is that during
and distributed to the college confidentiality. there were multiple com- my time as head coach our
paper - it was made dear that Amanda Rose, assistant plaints filed against Coach athletes performed at or above
the penalties given to the team director of College Activities, Smith from parents and play- their seed in the Centennial
didn't fit the crime. said that she had no involve- ers and Jamie Smith and Dr. Conference Tournament more

"We feel these actions of the ment with athletics and when Fritz did nothing. often and at a higher rate than
team, coaches, and the athletic asked again to comment on As for the wrestling team, any other CC school."
department are being 'swept what went on with the softball action has been taken in Gardner says that Smith has
under the rug," the e-mail team, she responded, "I'm not regard to the coaching staff. been honest about his knowl-
states. "Now that tHe investi- at liberty at to say." "We did make a change in edge of wrestling.
gation is complete will you Head coach, Phil Smith, the head coaching with "Jamie Smith has admitted
please explain to us how the who is currently in his third wrestling," Smith said. "It just to me, and to others, that he
McDaniel Softball 'Team' is season, had little to say. When felt like we needed a change of doesn't known anything
being allowed to continue asked how the softball team direction there." about wrestling. Yet he makes
their season like nothing ever has been disciplined, he said, The head coach, Sam this particular decision with-
happened?" "That's not (or me to say." Gardner, and the assistant out consulting anyone ... who

Allegedly, in addition to the When asked how much he coach Davey Blake, are still might be able to give him an
hazing of the new players, knew about initiation, Smith recognized as such on the informed opinion of my per-
there were a few incidents of said, "I'm not in the position McDaniel athletics website. formance as a coach," said
indecent exposure. According to say anything." Gardner doesn't have a full Gardner: "So I was fired based
to the e-mail, one player rid- Jamie Smith, Athletic understanding of what is hap- on an uninformed opinion of
ing in a van with Coach Smith, Director at McDaniel for the pening with the wrestling pro- my wrestling-specific coach-
and other players, allegedly past seven years, commented gram. He recently met with ing skills and without a formal
mooned Coach Rick Eyler in on the disciplining of the soft- Smith. evaluative tool that lays out
the van behind her. She then ball team. "On the 27th of March Ihad my deficiencies."
allegedly "flashed her boob to "We've done it through my annual end of the year Gardner regrets that he was
Coach Rick." elimination of games and sus- meeting with Mr. Smith. At fired without "empirical evi-

The parents of the anony- pensions," Smith said. this meeting he surprised me dence," but he remains civil.
mous source are disappointed When asked how much he by saying that he was going to "I love McDaniel, and I love
in the way that the hazing knew about initiation. Smith make a change in order to go my wrestlers. If I were holding
incident has been handled. said, "I have a pretty good in another direction with the them back or knew of a better

"We are even more con- understanding." program," Gardner said. "He candidate than me that was
cerned now than we were Smith recognizes that haz- was unable at the time to pro- out there, who is willing and
before the investigation began ing is permeating college cam- vide me with any reason for able to lead this program, I'd
because we thought a more puses. • my dismissal. I asked him a have stepped down in a heart-
proactive response would "It [hazing] is something slew of questions to find out beat," Gardner said. "I find it
have been the result of a list of following national trends and what was behind his decision very difficult to believe there
items as serious as described it is something we need to be and he was unable to provide are many candidates out there
above," the parents wrote in aware of and more proactive me with any answers at the who will do a significantly
the e-mail. "When students about," Smith said. "It's some- time, just that he felt he need- better job than we have been
are issued a $25 parking ticket thing we need to be more in ed to make a change." doing. If Mr. Smith realizes
for parking on the grass and tune to." Gardner believes that dur- this and wants to talk about
next to nothing is done in this Smith said that the softball ing his time at McDaniel he reinstating me I'd have no
situation, we feel something is coaching staff would be has been an effective coach. problem sitting down with
out of balance:' ' "reviewed at the end of the "During my tenure here him. I harbor no ill will

Beth Gerl, Dean of Student year" just like any other coach we've been among the top towards him or this school."
Affairs, met with the girl and and he assured that aside from three or four successful teams

(from "Hazing" 011 page 1)
Games. The girls were
reminded in the initiation
flyer, "Each player should be
sure to bring an extra $10 to
Florida ... "

This money funded the pur-
chase of beer. One girl recalls
another girl being so terrified
of being left alone with the
other girls at the condo that
she threw up. As one final
means of humiliation, the new
players had the word "vag"
and a picture .of a vagina
drawn on their arms written
in permanent marker.

The girl alleges that the pic-
tures that were taken of initia-
tion were deleted by Coach
Phil Smith at the airport,
insisting that they weren't that
bad.

"It wasn't fun. Ididn't even
want to be in Florida because
of the way the team treated
certain people and the coach
treated certain people," the
girl said.

One player, who no longer
plays for the team wishes to
set the record straight.

"My parents and 1decid-
ed, 'tradition' or not, hazing
and humiliating your team-
mates to boost your own ego,
is wrong," she said.

The former softball player
says that the team has adopt-
ed a new slogan, "Green
Terror softball: we get what
we want."

"I love to play. This has
been my life since I was four. I
would have done anything for
this coach if he-had given me
respect," she said. "It's about
playing and having fun but
still maintaining that desire to
win without being disrespect-
ed by players and coaches."

~ Drug-related

0 Medical-related

A Fin!'-relatcd

Q; ....Irohol·re!<lted,Vlo~felated,
Ind. hate cnmes
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Male students define success differently
Special Report: This article is part of a three-port series investigating possible reasons for the gender gap wllicll exists between male (2.8) find female (3.2) GPAs.

area of academics is avoided Without exception, professors
by never truly entering the indicate that the majority of
competition students they have who are

"In elementary school, it habitually late, truant, disen-
was always if a gir! beat a guy gaged, or even asleep in class
at something, they'd be so are males.
proud of themselves," said In regards to behavior out-
senior Mark Yankovich. side the classroom, males also
"Now, with schoolwork, show less effort in many
they're all beating guys. They respects. Bradley conducts a
see that they can, so they kind self-observation study in his
of just keep doing it and guys "Critical Thinking" classes,
just don't really care." the results indicating that

Yankovich and his other males spend more time social-
housematesliving off-campus izing, speaking, studying,
offer a unique perspective on talking on the phone, and
what constitutes a noteworthy going online for personal rea-
achievement for males. sons than females do while
Amazingly, the policy at this the women spend far more
house is that any paper or test time studying. Although the
which receives a grade of results of this are inconclusive
either above a 90 or below a 70 due to the small scale of the
gets tacked to their old, white data collection, the pattern
May tag. which they indicate is far from

"We've had a couple of us unexpected.
bring home some bad grades Aside from effort in and out
at this house, and we don't of the classroom, some profes-
feel like those should be' sors notice gender differences
ignored," Yankovich said. in other types of school-relat-
"But we also like to recognize ed behaviors, ones that may
our good grades, although translate into decreased pro-
they're-a lotmore rare." ductivity.

While Yankovich's com- "As an adviser, if Iask a stu-

more effort to be put into
responses, such as "very
vague" or "please expand,"
on males' papers more often
than she does on females'.

If, as Yankovich alluded to,
being unable to overcome
females in the area of academ-
ics is taken as a given, it's pos-
sible that males are not trying
as hard as they could because
doing so would mean that
even their best efforts could
not match those of women. In
speaking with several male
students, this perspective
seems to exist at some level.

"When you go down in
flames, at least you can make
the excuse of, 'Well I didn't
even try, and if I had tried I
would have beaten you,"
Mihalek said.

In some ways, female stu-
dents seem to be even more
acutely aware 'of this phenom-
enon.

Senior Erin Wilson said that
while women are mainly con-
cerned with succeeding to
maintain a certain appear-
ance, men have a different
focus.

"For guys, their main fear is
failure," she said. "So maybe it
is better rather than to try and
fail to just fail from the get-
go."

So why is failure an accept-
able option for male students?
The most logical explanation
lies in the idea that males have
_ higher SOU>se 0.£ «nnpJ_CEnCy
than (emaJ..,. when it comes to
being employed after- college.
The reality of females making
70 cents on the dollar com-
pared to males is something
that everyone is forced to
reckon with.

"The reason Itry so hard in
athletics and academics is to
succeed. There's not really
another option other than suc-
cess for me," said senior Molly
Bolek. "[Yankovich and
Mihalek] didn't really try all
through school, and they had
this notion that it would be

okay and they would have a
job. ! have always thought I
had to work really hard to get
what J wanted, whereas they
knew it would just come to
them."

Perhaps, though, dedica-
tion to academics is tied more
to cognitive maturity than to
motivation, a view that Dr.
Henry Reiff, dean of student
academic life, thinks could
explain some of the issues that
men face.

"I think we used to feel that
by high school, boys had
caught up," Reiff said. "I'm
not sure that's true, I'm not
sure that by 18 or19 it's a level
playing field in terms of
development."

As part of this discussion, it
is important to recognize that
there are male students suc-
ceeding at the higher end of
the spectrum. While they have
somehow avoided these
issues, many of them have
concerns over the lack of suc-
cess on the part of males for
other reasons.

"My mind tells me to not
worry about them," said
sophomore Scott Pusateri,
"but at the same time, it's kind
of scary because I see that
more students these days are
more interested in social life
than in getting stuff done. In a
world where superpowers
like China are slowly catching
:UPto us, that. can be a frigh~-
ening .rwoJiiy."

In the rneantbne, malea
such as Yankovich exude a
cool confidence about future
success in spite of academic
failures.

"If I fail a test, I'd rather get
a '0' than an 'F,'" Yankovich
said. "But if I get a 58, I'd
rather have a 20 or 30 percent
and be outstanding at being
bad."

"Don't wallow in the breast
milk," he advised.

PAT O'TOOLE
CONTRIBUTOR WRITER

Every child has had his or
her work displayed proudly
on the family refrigerator - a
macaroni and glue collage or
an "A" on a spelling test
affording parents the opportu-
nity to brag about their child's
successes.

A lot has changed since
those days, but when the con-
tents of the refrigerator- turn
from milk to beer, from fruit to
pizza, is there also a drastic
shift from what Mom and Dad
thought was admirable? With
male students consistently
ranking behind females in
every level of collegiate aca-
demics, it is possible that the
aggregate differences actually
reflect a difference in the male
definition of success.

This discrepancy goes
beyond a focus on athletic suc-
cess as defining masculinity.
That only explains half the
issue, as a dedicated athlete
still has the potential to suc-
ceed in the classroom. Rather,
males sometimes demonstrate
a concerted attempt to do
poorly, flaunting their lack of
effort as an asset.

"In one of my classes, we
have weekly quizzes out of
ten points, with the average
score being around a five,"
said senior Greg Mihalek. "I
sit with four other guys next..,. . ...,;01 - r.g"' B ·li el

or twos. We'll laugh about it,"

"I think the girls are the
ones who pull the grades up,"
he added,

For many males, "success"
and "failure" are terms which
are only applied when a defi-
nite effort toward something
has been made. As long as it is
apparent that little or no effort
was made, then there can be
no true failure - and success is
an aberration, Within the
realm of the competitive male
psyche, perhaps losing out to
female counterparts in the

ments are' somewhat tongue-
in-cheek, there may be a cer-
tain level of truth to the ideol-
ogy he posits. Male students
are often said to operate at
two extremes; either produc-
ing at a high level or' not pro-
ducing at'all.

"There does seem to be kind
g ~pioiCl curv .. in' me
male population," said Dr.
Peter Bradley, assistant profes-
sor of philos~phy. "We have
very bright male students and
we have a lot of male students
who, I'm not going to say
aren't bright - they just don't
do a whole lot of work. There
don't seem to be very many in
the middle, whereas the
female population seems to
have more of a gradient."

The concept of effort being
more of a factor than ability in
male students' academic diffi-
culties seems to hold water.

dent to come and see me and
it's a serious thing, male stu-
dents tend to drag on, to post-
pone that," said Dr. Mohamed
Esa, associate professor of"for-
eign languages. "1£ I ask a
female student to come talk to
me, immediately she is there."

For Dr. Roxanna Harlow,
asaodate pro~ of soclolOo'
gy, the main differ£'nce
between males and females is
the level of thoroughness
applied to assignments.

"On my exams or my
papers, women are much
more likely to go into in-
depth, full explanations,
whereas men, sometimes I
think in my head, 'I wonder if
they practice what is the
fewest number of words they
can say this in arid get full
creditv'" she said.

Harlow said she has to
write comments which call for

The lighter sideof thecampussafety blotter
providence that the officer on Spring Fling that I nearly walks around campus in a
driving hit the brakes. was run over, but even in that green police uniform. Lrhink
Iwould tell you what time state, I would protect a keg it's time McDaniel's

this all took place, but T don't with honor and dignity and Admissions Office try to up
remember much of anything certainly not leave it for any- their admittance requirements
from Spring Fling. one. Of course, I may have to because people like this bring

Fortunately, I was not the be able to stand upright in down my degree.
only person acting up. On the order to do so. Also, there were three
evening of April 21, a keg was The night of April 24 brings reported incidents of v~ndal-
found in one of the more hilarity. A Campus ism in Rouzer from Aprtl22 to
Pennsylvania Avenue houses. Safety officer was walking the 23. Someone broke the
However, officers only stum- between Hill Hall and front door, another student's
bled on the steel treasure Whiteford when he saw a dorm door was malfunction-
because some mental giant water balloon bursting five ing, and some more ceiling
had popped off the house's feet away from him. In tum- tiles were punched out.
security screen and had left ing around, he saw the water I'm starting t~ .th~ th~t
the back door of the house balloon chuckers running surviving as a ceiling tile 10

open where anyone, including away. ~o~~er is ~arder than finding
the Boys in Green, could walk. He caught up with witness- civilized life west of College
in and either get a refill or es and then the balloon throw- Square on 140. Let's pour out
write a citation, or hopefully ers, who claimed that they a little of our collective malt
both. thought the officer looked like liquor bottle for those tiles

Now I know I've already one of their other friends. who gave themselves so
lost any legitimacy I may have Right. One of their other drunk freshmen fellows could
had given that I was so drunk friends, who looks 30 and release their immaturity.

ROB GOEKE
STAFF WRITER

(Editor's note: Rob Goeke's com-
mentary highlights some of the
inane calls to which campus safe.-
ty reeponds.)

Throughout this fine aca-
demic year, I, your esteemed
correspondent, have made
countless jokes at the expense
of drunken idiots. Today,
however, I come to you with
an autobiographical tale of my
own debauchery.

In a tequila / beer /
vod k a / wha tever-else-I-
ingested-haze fully caused by
the glorious day of Spring
Fling, I attempted to lift up a
fine lass who is a friend of
mine for some reason that I
cannot recall and naturally
collapsed right in front of the
Durango. It is only by divine

aturday, April 28, in·

!voodstock, MD. An offiCer
down memorial page for
Luke can be found a
fttp:J / WWW.odmP.QT&!Offij
j"'Lphp?Qid=lS857.
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the 'Poppy' of campus safety
'Dom' as they call him around ber of his company were

A;~~~~~R the office, extends to almost working the 'hose. After the
every co-worker. problem had been solved, it

For 12 years, one handle- "I'm a good friend- I'll go was time for a little fun.
bar mustache has reigned over the extra mile," says Somehow, the fireman inside
the McDaniel campus. DiMartino. Perhaps this is the building had been caught

Before he came to why this gentleman has in the crossfire of the hose and
McDaniel, this friendly face become such a vital part of began screaming for them to
tried his hand at managing a Campus Safety. tum it off. DiMartino and his
tobacco shop, delivering flow- DiMartino has been per- partner just laughed and acted
ers, and even firefighting. forming good deeds for some as though they could not hear
Finally, when his wife got a time now. His previous job, their buddy screaming in the
job teaching in Westminster, and "best job ever," was fire- distance. The prank became a
he found his way to McDaniel fighting in Baltimore City. popular source of laughter for
College. Following a childhood dream, the entire company. Today,

Dwelling in the lower level DiMartino became the tiller DiMartino brings that same
of Winslow is Dominic man for his fire company, laughter to DoCS.
DiMartino, a senior Campus heading the back of Truck 3 on "He always comes in with a
Safety officer at the college. Eastern Ave. He says the job joke," says Joshua Bronson, a
For over a decade now was amazing. because "You supervisor at Campus Safety,
DiMartino has been a promi- get to go into a burning build- but Bronson also says
nent figure in the Department ing, smash in doors and win- DiMartino is "professional."
of Campus Safety. dows, and maybe save some- The supervisor describes

"He's your typical grendfa- one; and you get paid to do DiMartino as a "lively spirit,"
ther figure," says officer it!" and he truly enjoys being in a
Jeremy Sherfey, who has been Despite everything he's work environment with
working with DiMartino for done, DiMartino remains DiMartino. They have been
three years. Sherfey recalls the humble when discussing his working together for six years,
time that DiMartino offered times with the fire depart- and Bronson has yet to hear a
him a home-cooked breakfast. ment. His favorite memory complaint from Officer favorite authors.
The young officer accepted the does not glorify him; it is a DiMartino. He is always able "He knows things that most
offer and was welcomed into simple story that DiMartino to get the job done, and does people shouldn't," says
DiMartino's home as if he was laughs at every time he tells it. so willingly, with a smiling Bronson regarding the pletho-
family. He walked in to find a A fellow firefighter had face, according to Bronson. ra of "useless knowledge"
"variety of pork products" entered a building with smoke DiMartino has nothing neg- DiMartino possesses. He is
waiting for his consumption. and steam pouring out of it. ative to say about his job at easily able to recall dates of
It's an offer that DiMartino, or DiMartino and another mem- McDaniel, but he still likes his historic events or the names of~~~~~~~~r-I

various inventors. Despite his
efforts, no one could seem to
recall any specific "useless
knowledge" gained from
DiMartino. Sadly, DiMartino
also sees no future in being a
contestant on a game show,
but he will watch a little
Jeopardy every now and
again.

DiMartino shows absolute-
ly no signs of slowing down.
He plans on working for at
least eight more years until he
retires and settles down. He
has no definite plans after
exiting the work force and just
hopes to relax with his family
and read.

The next thing on the agen-
da for DiMartino is to try his
hand at "outdoor pig cook-
ing," which has become an
ongoing joke around the
DoCS. They're planning a pig
roast this summer at which
DiMartino will roast the pig. It
will be a while before Poppy
reaches his goal of becoming
"Master of the Roast:' but his
fellow officers are glad to see
him stay around.

Sherfey shakes his head in
reverence when talking about
DiMartino. "He's Dam; he's
just amazing," concludes the
officer.

Dom •IS
time away from the office.
Above all, he loves going
home to his wife Robin, his
daughter, son-in-law, and two
grandchildren.

"It's a great thing being a
grandparent," says
DiMartino, commonly called
"Poppy" around the house.
His. face lights up when talk-
ing about his family.All he has
to do is think about his grand-
daughter, Emmy, and grand-
son, Joseph. Emmy is just 3
years old and has already
stolen Poppy's heart. Joseph is
almost 2 months old. At the
thought of Emmy, DiMartino
leans back and chuckles, "You
look at her, and you can see
the wheels tum." He is capti-
vated by childhood innocence
and enjoys spending his days
with his family.

Aside from being Poppy,
DiMartino loves to read about
history. Winston Churchill,
John Mortimer, and Jack
London are a few of his

F
I

Wha t are your
post~graduation

plans?
Compiled by Christina Hinkle

"I am going to be
working over the
summer, then apply-
ing to grad school for
education."

"I will be moving in with
three of my sorority sis-
ters this summer and will
be going to grad school
in sping '08 to become a
school psychologist."

"I am taking a year
off before grad
school and driving to
Maine and Mexico,"

"I got accepted into
grad school, so I will
either be starting
grad school soon or
starting to work."

"I am going back to
school to get my
teaching certificate,"
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front of the board. They took a
chance by trying to get away
with plagiarism or initiating a
physical fight, but they often
end up caught, put in front of
the board, and being held
accountable for their actions
by their peers and administra-
tors."
All students on the Honor

and Conduct Board have the
same lack of tolerance and
intimidation for violations
against the Honor Code as
Schultz does; it is evident to
those accused. In a brief inter-
view with an accused junior,
whose name will remain
anonymous, the student said,
"I felt like the students were
tougher than the professors."
"Being a part of the board is

an honor that should not be
taken lightly," acknowledges
Schultz. "When I sit across the
table from the person respon-
sible for the action, I know
that it comes down to judging
the action taken place and not
the person ... We do not curso-
rily review the documentation
presented; we take time delib-
erating if the person is respon-
sible or not for the action."
Other student board mem-

bers agree. "It makes me feel
better to know that someone is
checking up on the violations
and accusations made of cer-
tain students. And it makes
me feel better knowing how
fair we are," says Miller.

Ger! J"ea1.izIlL's that the
process 01 h_rtnp hI;n" -lee'-
good, ~ but at the same time
she knows that she and the

board members have a job to
educate. "Through this diffi-
cult process, I have been very
impressed by the students on
the board; they all handle the
situation very well and with a
lot of dignity."

One student's mistake, another's deliberation
ings," says Harlow. interviewed and Dean Gerl
Ham, a regular to the hear- took on the interviewing from

Ings, says that to his knowl- there. With Miller and Ham
• "I have neither given nor edge there are only two stu- already in the position,

received unauthorized aid on dents other than him, who are Inverse says that the eight
this piece of work, nor have I members of the board. With members added "were really
knowingly tolerated any vio- the amount of seniors who great" as well.
lation of the Honor Code," has graduated last year and others Ham and Miller were both
been drilled into the heads of studying abroad, Ham says selected at the same time in
McDaniel students since their that other than Miller and 2006 and serve on both the
first year. But if all students another student, who recently Honor Board with Gerl and
were to understand how that completed all the stages of the the Conduct Board with
brief phrase affects their peers student officer process, "The Towle.
on the Honor and Conduct other members who were "We had to go through the
Board, would honor viola- recently inducted into the handbook and an open dis-
tiona still be a temptation for board a little over a month ago cussion with Liz and [former
students? must observe one hearing Dean of Student Affairs [Sayre
With a rise in cases that before they begin officially." to understand what the rights

come before the Honor and However, Dean Towle says are and appeals ... we then sat
Conduct Board, the students that to her knowledge there through a hearing to see
as well as the faculty members are four or five students who what's going on," says Miller.
who are members of the board are now eligible to serve on Administrative Assistant
have become familiar faces to the board. "If a new board Judith Hart, who schedules
both Dean of Student Affairs member has not attended the hearings based on the
Beth Gerl and Associate Dean their first hearing it would be accused student's faculty
of Student Affairs Elizabeth because the time of the previ- members' and board mem-
Towle. ously scheduled hearings did bers' schedules, says that
In the period of fall 2004 to not fit in their schedule," adds some years it's easier to have a

spring 2007 there was a total Towle. variety of students on the
of 36 honor hearings and 21 When asked about students board at the hearings.
conduct hearings. Except for being abroad during their "Some are free in the mom-
the spring of 2006 when there time on the board, Towle says ing and some only in the after-
were three honor hearings and that the "funny thing" about noon ...but they all want to do
seven conduct, honor hear- being abroad is that it gives it," says Hart. Because of their
ings, from 2004 to 2007, out- the student a much broader dedication, Hart says that stu-
numbered conduct hearings. understanding of a lot of situ- dents and faculty never ques-
Associate Professor of ettons. She adds, "It comes' tion as to why they have to

Sociology Dr. Roxanna down to who is best quaIi- attend a hearing again.
Harlow, who has been at fled." Sophomore Amanda Becker,
McDaniel for seven years and However, because of what who was accepted on the
currently serves on the Honor Student Government board the fall of her freshman
and Conduct Board, says that Assembly's President Ellen year, said she hasn't pcrtici-
thi.:y_ ~ Inveno c:alla "the dearth of pated in any of the ~
lot more honor hearings than students, ~ lnverso this se-mester that Miller and

usual. recruited to sit in on a honor Ham are repeatedly attending.
Harlow, who was among hearing because of the expert- Becker did participated in

the faculty voted to be on the ence she has earned on the three in fall 2006.
board for a three-year term, Appeals Board since 2006. When asked as to why she
isn't the only board member Inverso says, "This year was a didn't participate in any this
to feel like they receive an e- little different in SGA's selec- semester, Becker says,
mail "for some conduct thing tion and the interview "Sometimes I think it's
at least once a month, some- process ... it was in reverse because they were not able to
times twice," as Harlow puts order as a result the serious get enough people together to
it. need for new members and a have a real board. But as a
The repetition of some stu- serious lack of time to get rule, they don't tell me why."

dent members at board hear- folks set up." AI; the same time, Towle
ings has also become evident. Along with lnverso, Towle insists there is no difficulty
"There's only us," laughs says that a lot of things finding students to serve. "I
sophomore Greg Miller, who, changed because the selection think they just feel that strong-
along with senior Maxjulian process, which lasts two days, ly about upholding, and they
Ham, regularly sits on the happened later because of [the student board members]
Honor and Conduct Board. Gerl being new to the whole are such great board members
"Yeah, come to think of it I process. Typically, the applica- that we're not concerned with

do see a lot of them. Greg has tion is sent out in November using them over and over."
been a constant, it seems, all but this year it was sent out in Likewise, if the students are
year, but Max I've seen a lot January. more experienced, Towle says
only this semester and not just SGA named eight potential they have a great frame of ref-
for the first one or two hear- members they wanted to have erence. "Being in the hearings

No texting while driving?
Mutual Insurance, approxi- while driving. These states

BRIAN ENGLER mately 20% of drivers include Washington, New
STAFF WRITER between ages 18 and 60 text Jersey, Arizona, and

Maryland lawmakers have message while driving. . Connecticut. Those behind the
recently been considering According to the survey, the proposed law in the Maryland
passing a new law that bans number almost doubles legislature were in favor of a
drivers from text messaging among drivers age 18-27, broader cell-phone ban.
while driving. Several dele- reaching a percentage of 37. . According to a recent arti-
gates to the state legislature However, only 17% of drivers de that ran in the Baltimore
attempted to pass this bil11ast between 28 and 44 admitted to Sun, Maryland state police
month, but it was shot down the practice, while a paltry 2% haven't had any reports that
by the General Assembly. of the 45-60 age group text held text messaging to be the

This law was proposed to while driving. cause of accidents.
attempt to help limit accidents Several other states where As of the writing of this arti-
and fatalities caused by dnv- text messaging has been de, no further progress has
ers who become distracted found to be a cause of acci- been made on the bill.
from the road. According to a dents have been considering
recent survey by Nationwide passing laws banning texting

KATHRYN YOUNG
FEATURES EDITOR

over and over again has
allowed them to ask such
good questions," she said.
Towle added that the students
ask all the questions that she
would ask.
All of the students on the

board were chosen because of
their interviews. Inverso says
that you can write a great
statement, but the students
the board chooses can't be
"awkward." After all, "You
can only imagine how nause-
ated the student accused has
to feel and you have to be able
to hold yourself well."
Inverso says, "You don't

realize how important the
Honor Code is until you see
how the board hearings take a
toll on the student being
brought in and on the profes-
sors and other students
involved ... .I mean they are
facing an 'F' or sometimes sus-
pension."
Dean Gerl says that the

whole process of the hearing
is one of learning. The stu-
dents on the board often ask,
"Why did this happen and
what caused you to act this
way?" Gerl adds, "This is
counseling not just you get an
'F' in the course."
For example, Gerl recalled a

time when the students of the
board asked the accused stu-
dent to make a presentation
for the incoming class about
what the honor code is really
.. bout. "More than anything
the student board members
wanted the student to learn,
not just to be punished," said
Gerl
Although Inverse has to

look away when facing her
peers at hearings, junior
Jonathan Schultz, on the
Honor and Conduct Board
since 2005, says from a his
point of view, "I do not feel
sympathy for the person in

STORE YOUR

STUFF WITH

EZ
STORAGE

since you can't store it here

over the summer, anymore.

Located on Route 140 just
past the MVA across from Elf'
Phone: 410.857.8080
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Jewish Student Union gains new leadership
enced by the Jewish students
at her college because they
taught her about her faith. She
believes that the JSU offers a
"taste of a different culture"
and she adds, "Going to some
cultural events is such an
opportunity to learn about a
culture unlike your own."

Carpenter observes that
there aren't many Jewish stu-
dents on campus and this is
strange considering Baltimore
is a "vibrant, Jewish commu-
nity.

lSU's main struggle has
been attracting and retaining
committed, responsible lead-
ership.

"Good leadership has
always been the problem,"
Oppel said. "I will support
anything they do but they
have to come up with the
leadership."

Siegel, the former president
of lSU, officially reinstalled
the organization in her sopho-
more year by filling out the
necessary paper work. When
she arrived on campus in
2003, the JSU did not exist
anymore due to having gone
bankrupt. However, she revi-
talized the organization in the
fall of 2004.

"When Ibegan it consisted
of me and about three other
people," Siegel said, adding
that she often had to guilt
some of her friends into
attending some of the club's
events.

She wanted to create a place
where Jewish people could
congregate and not feel so
alienated. She also "wanted to
teach others about diversity,"
Siegel said. She is proud of her
role in the JSU and the amount
of time she ,spent publicizing

the club and organizing "I have found that people
events like a Passover Seder who are Jewish are afraid to
that "worked our beautifully" say they are Jewish," said

"I wanted to start the group Lubell. "[Admissions] need to
because I had grown up advertise 'that we just g~t a
among many other Jews and JSU house and that we are an
coming to McDaniel was a big actual presence here not
culture shock. Iwanted to be just a side note."
able to meet and talk with stu- Sophomore Danielle
dents who came from a simi- Azoulay has been a member
lar background, as Judaism is of JSU since her freshman year
a culture as well as a religion," and believes that JSU needs to
said Siegel. focus more on the social

Siegel's first duty was to aspect.
publicize JSU and recruit "It needs to figure out how
members, which, "was diffi- to make events more social
cult as there are few Jewish and more welcoming to all
students on campus willing to students, not just Jewish stu-
get involved," she said. dents," said Azoulay. "It also

Siegel graduates this month needs to learn who to promote
and the duties of the JSU pres- its events better."
ident have been passed to Azoulay wants JSU to
sophomore Zach Lubell, who spend more time building a
volunteered to fill the position social community rather than
at "the point in JSU history just discussing serious issues.
[when it was} on the verge of Lubell has said that next year
collapse." Although Siegel the JSU plans to hold monthly
doesn't believe that Lubell Shabbat meals open to the col-
"saved" the JSU, she admits lege community and have
that she "never 'gave up on it' . social exchanges with other
but [her] time as president colleges that have established
was complete and [she] real- Jewish groups.
ized it." The JSU maintains a posi-

"My goal is by the time I tive attitude about the future
graduate [to] set up a very and hopes to plan more events
strong foundation of the and activities to create a
Jewish community on cam- greater awareness of Judaism
pus," Lubell said. while also exploring impor-

He describes the process as tant topics.
"slow but steady [and the "I feel really good that for
organization] is growing in the first time they have the
numbers of actual Jewish pee- leadership that will provide
pte who want to be involved." 22portun;· ~ .... a__

His long-term goal is to offi- dents and others to mix and
cially become a Hillel (founda- mingle," said Oppel. "They're
tion for Jewish campus life) going to do great things for
chapter. Working toward his Jewish students and the cam-
goal, Lubell has secured a pus."
Jewish affinity house that he
hopes will be a permanent res-
idence on campus.

senior Rachel Siegel to become
the adviser for JSU, is in
charge of advising its presi-
dent and leadership about
projects JSU wants to do.
Oppel says the JSU is impor-
tant because it provides
Jewish students with "the
right to be part of a group and
educate others to understand.
We're not going to advance as
a civilization unless we toler-
ate [each other]."

"Carroll County is becom-
ing more of a center for Jewish
people:' added Oppel, who
believes that the high cost of
living in Baltimore has attract-
ed Jewish people to Carroll
County.

There are two local syna-
gogues. In Westminster there
is Beth Shalom on Liberty
Street, and in Reisterstown
there is ADAT Chaim, "an
egalitarian Conservative con-
gregation serving Baltimore
County and Carroll County,"
according to its Web site.

In addition to the county as
a whole, Bryant has witnessed
a change in the Jewish com-
munity on campus.

"I have noticed that on our
faculty and staff side, there
seem to be more people affili-
ated with the Jewish faith who
have expressed support to
help Jewish students on cam-
pus," Bryant said.

Dr. Rebecca Carpenter,
associate professor of English
and former adviser of JSU,
says that there are a higher
percentage of Jewish faculty at
this college than in the nation
as a whole and that she's
noticed "pretty widespread
good will toward the Jewish
students."

Carpenter was highly influ-

MELANIE CHUPEIN
NEWS EDITOR

Just six or seven years ago
the Jewish Student Union at
McDaniel was a thriving
organization, "at its best in
terms of membership, partici-
pation, and productivity,"
according to Zephia Bryant,
director of Multicultural
Services. However, today's
ISU is a far different story.

There are roughly 50 stu-
dents who identify themselves
as Jewish at McDaniel, accord-
ing to JSU's adviser, Gail
Shaivitz Oppel, director of gift
planning. Oppel says that out
of the total undergraduate
population of about 1600,
Jewish students account for a
small percentage. Since
incoming students aren't
required to specify their reli-
gious affiliation on their appli-
cation, it's impossible to com-
pile a complete list of Jewish
students on campus. Bryant
suggests that the declining
number of students involved
with JSU is due to Jewish stu-
dents' lack of a means to "self
identify," unlike most racial
and ethnic groups on campus.

Admissions officials insist
they put time and energy into
trying to add to all of the
minorities on campus.

"McDaniel College is
always seeking ways to
improve ... and one of these
ways is to more accurately
reflect the world around us,"
said Gina King Rende, direc-
tor of Admissions. "Therefore,
having a study body which
represents different cultures,
races and religions is a top pri-
ority."

Oppel, who was asked by
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Dateline: September 14, 2006

Coley's Secret Wedding Revealed
The Free Press reveals that President Joan Devlin Coley secretly wed husband Lee
Rice. The couple had no one in attendance, except a picture of John Wayne. Coley
and Rice didn't exchange rings, but they did have a three day honeymoon.

Dateline: October 12, 2006

Rumors Fly,New Dean Catches the Heat
The New Vice President and Dean of student Affairs, Beth Cerl, smashes rumors of
McDaniel becoming a dry campus, Greek free, and adding a point system for
Campus Safety officers for writing students up. A protest, supporting a "wet" cam-
pus, almost broke out due to the rumors that started flying when Chi Delta Upsilon's
annual party was called off by Cerl.

Dateline: November 2, 2006

Ghost.Stories Connect Campus Conununity
Apparently McDaniel is quite haunted. There are ghosts in Whiteford, Blderoice, and
ghosts from the civil war. According to a college historian, however, none of the sto-
ries of the ghosts' deaths are true. Instead Robert Kachur, who teaches a course on
horror fiction, suggests that the stories might represent anxiety about the past.--~~~~~~--~~~~~------

Dateline: December 11, 2007

SigEps Lose Charter
Due to falling below minimum CPA, member, and financial requirements, Sigma Phi
Epsilon loses their charter. Director of Chapter Services, Chris McCaw, said "Closing
a chapter is always the last option we consider." SigEp member Chris DeRose

__ J~~~~~~~~!!!!!~!L..------~a~,g~U~e~d'~"~ln~f::Ou:::'iy:ears, Ihad never seen the Frat take the reins like now."

Dateline: ary 8, 2

Coach Flynn Remembered, Missed
McDaniel men's basketball coach passed away, at 49, on January 12 due to a heart
attack. McDaniel defeated Gettysburg in their first game without their illustrious
coach. Players wore Flynn's Friends r-shirts, to honor their coach. Those who played
for Coach Flynn, like Camara Kadete, remember him as_'_"T_h_e_b_es~t::,CO_":-Ch_I_e_ve_,_h_ad::-.'::,'-::~:::' __ ..;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;... _

Dateline: February 23, 2007

Ice Oean Up Worst inTwenty Years
During February, McDaniel was smashed by a huge snow storm. Crews of 25 to 30
worked ]0-12 hours a day to get the ice and snow off streets and walk ways. The real
problem was that sleet fell on top of the snow, which was followed by rain.--~~~~~------------Dateline: March 8, 2007

!~~~~n~~~~:~~~~~~~d~~~:em~,e damage this M' J
year. Residents were gathered to talk about the ~amages .and the eventual pa.yment ~it!~e ~\-- G \.'\'\'\<' l.,,\~.h ~

for the damages. The building's second floor residents will have to pay heaviest, .... ....t>->' -:::
$3,594.40 split between the 55 residents. -:"_":":'-=-""::"::'::'=- __ ...!~=~;5:o!i:.;;;;; ......:;....iiiii:i;;_ _

Dateline: Apri 1.1, 2007

Lawsuit Filed Over Lawnmower Noise
In the April fools issue of the Free Press, Djerdj Matkovic decided to write an article
on how the Amercen Civil Liberties Union was complaining about lawnmower nois-
es. He quoted Mike Habegger, editor of the Free Press, for the entire article.
Apparently a "large" landscaper was looking for the editors of the paper to cause
some ruckus. Happy April Fools.
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ENGLISH DEPARJTMENT
By Stacey Eyler

seniors sharefOii'd memories of Eng lis
What has college taught you?
Sounds like a silly question, right? College is a place of learning of course

Students pay good money to go to class every day. But what about outside 0
the classroom? What have you learned?

?ve Jea;ned to be more mature. I've teamed the value of listening to others
pnuons. r ve learned to be independent," said senior Katlyn Hood. "I'm a

much different person now than [ was in high school."
About to earn a Bachelor's Degree in English with a minor in Women'

Studies, Hood is just one of many seniors from the English Department prepar
'ng to start a new chapter in life.

"College went by really fast," she t:i4id."l'm happy with what 1 have d
in COllege though, so even though it went by fast ... I'm ready to move on to
whatever is next."

And what's next for this senior? Law school at the University of Baltimore.
All of her hard work over the past four years will certainly payoff in th
upcoming years,

But I<atlyn Hood isn't the only student graduating with a degree in English
eke a look at some of the other notable seniors of the English Department.

Department

KATLYN "KATIE" HOOD
Hometown: Baltimore, MD
Major: English
Minor: Women's Studies
Thing you are most proud of about your
work at McDaniel College: Ihave done
what I set out to do-to do my best and suc-
ceed.
Favorite memory: The many fun times, like
Spring Fling and Homecoming with my friends and roommates. And some of
the cool events Iparticipated in or was able to go to, like Elie Wiesel coming to
campus, meeting Eve Ensler, and peer mentoring.
Worst memory: Ireally can't think of anything. Any, bad experiences only
helped me in the long run.
Best mentor and why: Idon't have just one, but probably a good three. My
first is my mom because she went back to college when she was 40 and proved
you can do anything when you put your mind to it. The second would be Dr.
Dobson who, through her classes, encouraged me to want to go to law school
again, and her character taught me to believe in myself more. My third is
Becky Carpenter who is my advisor. She was the first teacher I had, and she
taught me so many things about feminism. She taught me how to let go some-
times, and not be a conformist. always. All three are amazing women.

JULIA RIETMULDER-STONE
Hometown: Lewisberry, PA
Major: English
Thing you are most proud of about your
work at McDaniel College: Co-editing
Contrast Literary Magazine (with Martin
Camper). By the time this issue of the Free
Press comes out, I'll know just how proud I
should be! •
Favorite memory: The day Ipresented my Senior Sem. That is-how good it
felt to be done!
Worst memory: There were many days when I thought, "This is the worst day
ever," but since Ican't remember any specifics right now, Ithink they must not
have been SObad.

Best mentor and why: The entire English Department faculty has been incredi-
ble, but Drs. Kachur, Regis, and Dobson aUwent out of their way to help me
get the most out of my McDaniel experience. Thank you!

KENTON MARTIN CAMPER
Hometown: Reisterstown, MD
Majors: English, Spanish
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College: In terms
of schoolwork, my English Senior Seminar paper and feeling that I've gained
enough competency in a foreign language that r can communicate in it. More
broadly, being a part of the team that produced this year's edition of Contrast.
Favorite memory: Any number of moments that occurred in the early hours of
the morning involving friends and laughter with pages and pages of Faulkner
or Cervantes needing to be read.
Worst memory: Freshman move-in day: it was commercial oven hot with the

~~;t:i;~t~r ::du:,hy~nth~~r;;P~~;.Billt~;;~~ean'J![jr~r1m't'Nael-
Simso because Icould always talk about more than just school with them.

JENNA LOUISE SWARTZ
Hometown: Mt. Airy, MD
Major: English
Minor: Writing
Thing you are most proud of about your
work at McDaniel College: I have read a lot
of great books and made unforgettable, life-
long friends (and lovers). I am proud of all
the hard work and quad time I have put in.
Favorite memory: My favorite memories revolve around Budapest and living
in a hotel for four and a half months with my favorite people halfway across
the world. We traveled to ten different countries and saw indescribable things.
Iam madly in love with everything Italy-related. Some other favorite memo-
ries are all the bid days, formals, and initiations with my Phi Mu sisters who
rock my world!
Worst memory: There isn't a worst memory, except maybe getting my wallet
stolen. And losing a lot of sleep some nights.
Best mentor and why: Dr. Kate Dobson's class changed my life, quite literally. I
am now addicted to reading memoirs daily.

DAVID P. GREISMAN
Hometown: Columbia, MD
Major: English
Minors: Journalism, Writing
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College: Having
a GPA above 4.0 when, at UMBC in 1999, my GPA was 0.57.
Favorite memory: Sledding at the golf course.
Worst memory: Capturing seven mice in my room during the Spring 2006
semester.
Best m~ntor and why: At McDaniel, Lisa Breslin and Terry Dalton. 1came to
McDaru.el College as an aspiring jo~malist. Lisa Breslin and Terry Dalton
h~lped Improve my writing while teaching me about what the industry is like.
LIsa then helped get me my internships with The Baltimore Sun and a free-
lance writing job with Carroll Magazine. I continue to talk with both about life,
school and work. Outside of McDaniel, Gina Davis of The Baltimore Sun. At
The Baltimore Sun, Gina Davis - along with the rest of the staff at the Carroll
bure~u - took me under her wing and helped turn me from a journalism stu-
dent tnto a student journalist. I not only looked at her as a coworker _ she
was also a friend.



PSYCHOLOGY

JILLIAN HOFFMAN
Hometown: Westminster, MD
Major: Psychology
Thing you are most proud of about your work
at McDaniel College: The undergraduate
research experience I have had, and the many
incredible relationships I have formed with fac-
ulty and staff here.
Favorite Memory: SO many ..I am going to
choose three. First my Jan Term experience in
Italy! How could it have been any better, we
were sent to Italy with cameras and told to take
lots of pictures! But my spring break trip to
Myrtle Beach my freshman year with a few girls
from the volleyball team was amazing too. And of course the time I spent with
my tantalizing 10!
Worst Memory: The answers that come to my mind would probably make sev-
eral people upset: So...the many many late nights of studying for finals and
writing papers.
Best Mentor and why: Dr. Morris. She has been guiding me in my independ-
ent research since my junior year. She has not only taught me a lot about
research and psychology but about hard work and determination to reach my
goals. She took my expectations of myself and stretched them higher than I
ever thought they could go.

CAITLIN McGILL
Hometown: Baltimore, MD
~-j

Thing you are most proud of about your work ae McDaniel College:
Becoming a member (and president) of Psi Chi, the psychology national honor
society, and becomin~ a member of Pi Gamma Mu, the social sciences national
honor society
Favorite memory: Spring Fling freshman year-when i met and hung out with,
for the first time, the group of girls that turned out to be my best friends and
my rock throughout the next 4 yeah .
Worst memory: trying to get around this campus on crutches freshman year-
this campus is NOT made for crutches! And, finals week spring of sophmore
year-I've never pulled so many.all-nighters. Also that week I was so ti~d the
night before my Art History 2 final that 1 set my alarm dock for 8 pm Instead
of 8 am and almost-missed the final!
Best Mentor: Dr. Mazeroff. He has always had faith in me and when he chose
me as his peer mentor this year it was such a co.mpliment because he knew
that Tcould be a mentor for nrt-years students. Just as he was my mentor. Also,

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
- By Christopher Ferrick-Manley

!'BUSiness and Economics dipartment honors three
Two of the tougher academic; departments a~ ~cDa.niel College have tredl-

ttonally been the departments of business administration an~ the department
~oreconomics. For the graduating class ~f~OO7,only~o seruors. made depart-
mental honors. Erin wilson will be receivmg honors 111 ec~nomlcs a~~ recent-
lv won the Wall Street TVllma.i Award. }ieath~ Donhauser W!Ube recetvmg hen-
:rs in business administration, A third seruoc Heather Th~mpson, was- also
named by department chair Dr. John Olsh as worthy of a seruoc salute.

HEATHER DONHAUSER
Hometown: Fallston, Maryland ... .
Major: Double Major in Business Administration and Eco~omIc;s
Thing you are most proud of about yo~r work at ~cDamel College:. ,
Graduating on time with honors, and WIth two majors, even though Ididn t

be in them until half way through my sophomore ye.ar.. .
Fa~orite Memory: Traveling the east coast of Australia durmg the spnng break
of my semester abroad.
Worst Memory: Living on the fourth floor of ANW with one toilet and two
showers for the entire floor. .. .
Best Mentor and Why: Professor Carter, becau~e he has a genum~ mtere~t III

his students and always makes time to m~et WIth them to help With any Issues
they may have.

HEATHER THOMPSON
Hometown: Dauphin, Pennsylvania ... .
Major: Double major of Business Administration and Economics
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when Igot confused about what Iwanted to do after graduation, he helped me
realize what I was truely passionate about.

RACHEL HURLEY
Hometown: Bowie, MD
Major: Psychology
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College: That it
prepared me well for the "real world" ... I have had great opportunities since
graduating.
Favorite Memory: Doing research in the pigeon lab in summer of 2006.
Worst Memory: Most of sophomore year.
Best Mentor and why: Dr. Mazeroff - he helped me make the best academic
choices for college and beyond, let me work in his lab with all of the great
equipment, and introduc;e.d me to the best cheeseburgers in the area.

ELLEN INVERSO
Hometown: Ewing, NT
Major: Psychology + Biology Minor
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College: This is
really hard because I am so involved in so many things and have accomplished
a lot ~I would say being SGA Vice President my junior year and planning
Homecoming Spirit WeekI some of the parade etc was a very proud moment
because thousands of people were'able to benefit from my hard work. And
then being SGA President this year was phenomenal. Academically, I'm really
proud of the research I've done since sophomore year with Dr. Madsen.lt's
very exciting to be a part of a major paper presentation at a huge conference in
San Francisco and a major poster presentation at an even bigger conference in
Boston. Being one Of the ielN undergraduat_ at each event h .... ernph ..... .zed
how fortunate I am to be at McDaniel where I've had those opportunities from
day one.
Favorite Memory: Getting engaged to (McDaniel Alum) Mark Wheeler in
October.:) All the HYPE Carnivals and staying up til2am with my roommates
just talking
Worst Memory: Iguess the stress of applying to grad school. Imean everyone
has some less than stellar times, but Iwould be surprised if anyone wanted to
share that in a senior issue haha. So if anything, def the final stretch of applica-
tions, sr sem, and knowing that graduation is actually happening.
Best Mentor and why: Dr. Madsen in the psych dept has been the best advisor
and mentor Icould ever ask for. We've been able to travel together for confer-
ences and really get to know eechother well. She loves what she does and her
willingness to bring others into that is just phenomenal. And it's more than
academically too - she's a great mom has
such an awesome family and I look up to her for that as well.

Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College:
I am most proud of securing an accounting job (Larson/ellen - Outside of
Philadelphia) before senior year began and of all my academic and athletic
accomplishments (honor societies, 2nd team all-conference, etc.).
Favorite Memory: My favorite memories are back to back Women's Basketball
Conference Championship titles in (2004 and 2005) and our annual Yellow
House (PA 139) picnics!
Worst Memory: The worst memory is yet to come, when I have to say goodbye
to everyone here! .
Best Mentor and Why: Professor Carter is a wonderful mentor. He has
helped me out with not only academics but also real world applications. I
would say the entire business department has had a tremendous impact on me.

ERIN WILSON
Hometown: White Hall, Maryland
Major: Economics and French double major with a business minor
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College:
Being able to help current and prospective students through things like tour
guiding, tutoring, admitted students' days and other events. So many people
have helped me along the way so I like to think that Ican "pay it forward" and
help other students like me.
Favorite Memory: r have a lot of good memories, so it's hard to pick. Oneof
the best would probably be hanging out at the Pour House on Main Street to
do work or grab a cup of coffee with friends. Or, another great one is my
spring semester of junior year spent studying abroad in Toulouse, France.
Worst Memory: My worst memory would probably be freshman move-in day,
just because Iwas scared out of my mind!
Best Mentor and Why: My advisor Dr. Olsh.



HISTORY DEPARTMENT
By Katie Young

Senior finally gets the shine she deserves
As a sophomore transfer, Ashley Kretzer was compared to her sister, "A star

student," according to a math professor. But only two years later, Kretzer:
would be presenting her own work to tnt€' historians.

Kretzer came to McDaniel from Carron Community College and was excit-
ed to take her education courses. However, before she knew it she was at the
brunt end of a math professor's every joke.

"The professor picked on me, mocked me, and criticized my work in front
of the other students in my class ... 1: still went everyday, but felt dissatisfied
with the work I was completing and was not eager to participate, which is ver
out of character for me:' says Kretzer.

By the end of her first semester, the professor began to back down but ti
this day, Kretzer will never forget those moments when she felt completely
shut down in his room.

"To this day I am sure that he did not mean anything negative by it...thank~
fuHy, this has never happened to me elsewhere at Mclxaniel, which I find to be
one of the ..trengths of our faculty," says Kretzer.

Since May 2006, Kretzer has been working on her senior seminar paper,
"Remember the Letters: An Examination of the Correspondences of John and
Abigail Adams." Kretzer became truly inspired by Abigail Adam's story dur-
ing her junior year in Dr. Bryn Upton's "American Women."

After making her way through John and Abigail's 1,600 letters, Kretzer was
asked by the history department to present he!' paper at the Phi Alpha Theta
Mid.Atlantic Regional Conference, which was held on March 31, 2007 at
W.1Shington College in Chestertown. MD.

With the help of Dr. Stephen Feeley, Kretzer cut her 26 page paper down to
ten in order to read her work and then take any questions listeners had at the
conference.

"Fortunately, 1\0 one had any questions and the cornmenter for the panel
had only positive things to say. It was an incredible experience to be given
because [was actually able to present my work to true historians, which iswhat
I have been working toward for four years," exclaimed Kretzer. Kretzer (right) introduces Julia Gouge at PiGamma Mu's 'Candidate Meet and Greet' in November.

All five senior Phy~ics majors earn accolad~s from Dr}effn;r, ~arx: Most of them were still busy at press time. Kate Chapman

P
notes that her fav.or~temem~ry from ~cDaJllel yea~ will be living tn the house with all my friends." Chapman also shares highs

_~~HYSICS from her academic Joumey 10 the Senior Salutes WIth her peers in the Chemistry department.
. _ "" Ch "The end"d'redphysiCSdepartment is amazing. They are all very encouraging and make physics fun are worthy of tribute,"

apman a e.
Other outstanding physics majors include: Frank Ingellis, Keith Greenway, Kate Chapman, Jim Petrillo, and Rob Jones.
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Hometown: Lancaster, PA
Major: Mathematics
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College:

The thing that I am most proud of is receiving a Maryland I-Fund's
National Security Scholarship, which is available to certain majors at all the
private schools in Maryland.
Favorite memory: My favorite memory comes in basketball where there are
many to choose from, we beat Johns Hopkins in the conference championship
game.
Worst memory: Ican't really think of a worst memory while at McDanie1.
Best mentor and why: My best mentor in the mathematics department was
Dr. Boner. He was a very good math teacher and was good at explaining the
concepts, but he was also helpful in telling me what classes to take that would
help in a future career.

ALLISON BIGGS
Hometown: Sykesville, MD
Major: Math, minor in computer science
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College:

Iam most proud that Iwas able to be successful as a student athlete
~ve.r four ~ears. Ialso received the NSSP National Security Scholarship as a

~~%%e;:~ ~~~e~~y J~~~~senior year and got me an internship last

Favorite memory: Winning the Centennial Conference Women's Basketball
Championship my freshmen and sophomore year.
Worst memory: Being informed that our Men's Basketball Coach, Bob Flynn,
h~d passed away. He .had such a big impact on this campus. I loved seeing
him everyday at pracrlce.jmd he had such a great outlook on life. He has and
will continue to be missed very much.
Best mentor and why: My best mentor was Becky Martin, the women's bas-
ketball coach. She was always there for me, good or bad. She not only cared
about my performance on the basketball court, but off the court as well.

SPECIAL

MATHEMATICS
By Emily Sweeney

Watson, Biggs master acaaemics and bask£t1jall
A former ~.1cDanielWomen's basketball member will.soon be working as
ftware engmeer. Amy Watson will be working for BAE Systems, a ccntracto

for the Department of Defense. Actually, basketball does not have much to do:
with her future job, though she says-it holds great memories for her. Her caree
as a basketball player on a team which she says won two conference champ!

ended the NCAA tournament three times is only one of th
om McDaniel. Another is her Mathematics major. Watson says
"hat helped her most. in gettiTlgher job. A.nd she thrived ""ito

She was a recipient cte Maryland I~F[U\d's National Security
and was noted by Dr. Boner, head of the Math and Computer
artment, as a noteworthy graduating senior along with Allison

ASHLEY KRETZER
Hometown: Westminster, Maryland
Major: History
Minor. Elementary Education
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel: I am most proud
of my senior seminar paper, entitled "Remember the Letters: An Evaluation of
the Correspondences of John and Abigail Adams." Iwas asked to present this
paper at this year's Phi Alpha Theta Mid-Atlantic Regional Conference at
Washington College on March 31, 2007.
Favorite Memory: My favorite memory is when I taught my very first lesson
through the elementary education practicum experience!
Worst Memory: My worst memory is when one of my professors embarrassed
me continuously throughout my entire first semester at McDaniel.
Best mentor and why: Dr. Sharon Craig. She is my elementary education
mentor and is a~solutely incredible! She is extremely knowledgeable, caring,
and understanding! She was so helpful to me when Ttransferred from Carroll
Community College halfway through my sophomore year. Dr. Craig knows
everything and I feel as though 1 have learned more from her than I have from
any other professor on the Hill!



By Laura Hutton

Behar wiU spend summer witJi Theatre on the Hill
ogt:arn at McDaniel Collegestresses' the study of thearr
roductton and performance, It provides students wi

eirJ2ursuit of professional careers and. graduate work. The
,Theatre on the Bill, provides professionals the opportunity
oadert their art by performing musicals and plays from June

JESS BEHAR
Hometown: Owings Mills, MD
Major-Theatre Arts
Thing you are most proud of: My contributions to the
theatre department
Favorite Memory: Scotland
Worst Memory: death of Meatball
Best Mentor. Elizabeth, Ron, and Ira
Plans after graduation: Theatre on the Hi!! and then

ART' & ART' H1ST'ORY
By Staff Writer

Hometown: Galena, MD
Major: AtjJiistop' _
Thing you are moeeproud of about your
work at McDaniel College: After all of
the papers, lectures, and presentations I
am leaving with not only knowledge, but
also a true passion for the arts. I have
indeed fallen in love with Art History. My
diploma will be a reflection of what I
know and feel.
Favorite memory: I would have to say
the Fall Out Boy concert. Technically it was off campus, but the tickets were
sold outside of Glar! You can only be 5 feet away from Pete Wentz once in your
life. Oh dear.
Worst memory: I had a huge falling out with my best friend. But sometimes
friendships need to be knocked down so that they can be built back up, per-
haps in a different way the second time around.
Best mentor and why: Dr. Susan Scott has been wonderful to me over the past
four years. She is responsible for my sparked interests in Asian art, specifically.
I have always appreciated her honest, constructive criticism and advice. And
her personal passion for the arts is quite contagious, too!

MEGHAN AMBRA
Hometown: Concord, NH
Major: Studio Art .
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDanIel College: My pro-

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
~ By Mario Valone

LAURA MILLER
Hometown: Manchester, MD
Major: Spanish . .
Thing you are most proud about you~ work. at McDantel: ~~~tng the group
Mano en Mana, which works with Latino children and families In Carroll
County, and all the great activities we have ~eld ".
Favorite Memory: Going to Queretaro, MeXICOWith Dr. Deveny for the 2006

~:~~r;:;~mory: Wrecking my car one day when I was leaving school on
Pennsylvania Avenue.
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I
gression in becoming an artist.
Favorite memory: Sledding on the Hill my freshman year, and having the first
4 days of class in the spring semester canceled due to snow.

CHLOE WATSON
Hometown: Leesburg, VA
Major: Studio Art
Thing you are most proud of
about your work at McDaniel
College: Staying true to my ideas
and what I really wanted to
accomplish as an undergraduate, .
which was to do really well in
everything I took.
Favorite memory: The art Honors
show opening-it was such a
relief to have all that work com-
pleted. hazard bags. All i
Worst memory: My worst memo- complete. The quilt was s:hh'o::w:'~n';i:',~:\'::::".:::~.
ry would probably be getting locked out of my room at 3 in the morning ...no
key, no phone, no idea what to do. I finally caught someone going to the bath-
room and he let me use his phone to caU campus safety.
Best mentor and why: Steven Pearson. He pushes and encourages our ideas
and offers great critiques. He's really influencing and expanding the Art
department for the better and his determination for all of us to learn and grow
as artists is fantastic and undeniable.

ALEXANDRA GARGON
Hometown: Columbia, Maryland
Major: Studio Artl Art History 1Graphic Design
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College: I started
the art club called ARS NOVA and have been president of the organization for
the past 2 1/2 years. Also, being accepted into the Art Honors program.
Favorite memory: Any homecoming. All the Phi Sig alum coming back and
being a part of the parade is a blast too.
Worst memory: One of my worst memories would have to be the stupid math
proficiency test class ...I passed the algebra and not the arthritic so I had to take
the cJass....one word ....awful!
Best mentor and why: Steven Pearson of the art department. He is so inspira-
tional to so many students, and has changed the art deparbnent into a contem-
porary and multi-media community. If it weren't for him I would have not
advanced the way I have in my 4 years at McDaniel.

Best mentor and why: Dr. McNichols and Dr. Deveny because they are both
very motivating, have a passion for Spanish and teaching, and have been very
inspiring.

JEFF ZAMOSTNY
Hometown: Mt. Airy, Maryland
Major: Spanish
Thing you are most proud about your work at McDaniel: I am proud that I
have been able to employ my communication skills in Spanish to help Spanish-
speakers learn English in Palabras to Words and Global Friendships. I am also
pleased that I was able to get into a doctoral program in Spanish literature and
that I will be able to further refine my skills so as to be able to teach college
Spanish in the future.
Favorite Memory: My entire year studying abroad in Salamanca, Spain.
Getting students to speak Spanish in the Tertulias held by the Spanish house.
Worst Memory: n 1a
Best Mentor: I have had seven courses with Dr. Thomas Deveny and believe
that he has expanded my interest in Spanish culture, film and literature; pre-~::;~i~~!~~.advanced study; and encouraged. me to be a more humane, glob-
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TERIHAMER
Hometown: Egg Harbor Twp, NJ
Major: Neuroscience (Self designed combination of
Science and Psychology)
Thing you are most proud of about your work at
McDaniel College: I'm really proud of being part of the
group of amazing women who first brought the Vagina
Monologues to this campus and who have continued to
make it stronger and better each year. I know I'm leav-
ing the production in good hands! Along those lines, I'm
also proud to have participated in the first annual prer
duction of Cock.tales for the same cause. And I know
this one sounds really, really dorky, but J'm still really proud of myself for cor-
redly figuring out my unknowns in Organic Chern Il.---=-----------------w.-,.-,gun--!--------------PoUTI'CAL SC1LENCE Additional~y, last spring Jill Hoffman and I designed and ran an independ-

~t psy~ologt~ study on Improving lie detection, under Dr. Morris' supervi-
sron. This experience was very beneficial in that it allowed me to directly apply
what I had been learning in class about psychological research to a real-world
situation. Even more exciting, the results of our study were very promising!
Since then, Dr. Morris, Jill and 1been invited to present our data at three
national conferences this year.

--------

BIOLOGY & CHEMISTRY
By Katelynn McGinley

Seniors balance extracirriculars with time in lab
There's a common rnlspercepticn that being Biology or Chemistry majo~

~eans that you spend the majority of your YQ.rs in college toiling over a micro-
scope. The 2007 Bio-Chem majors of McDaniel are out to prove that theory:
wrong. These seniors, singled out by their peers as excelling within their
departments, had to make certain sacrifices to fit their grueling course loads
-like Ten Hamer missing out on Spring Fling her Junior year to take the
MCATS - but overall, they managed to make it work. They are just as involved
as any other student on The Hill. They play sports, they have water balloon
fights .in the q~ad, they take late night Wawa runs to keep their energy up while
.studymg for finals, they are our peer mentors, and they are our friends. Best 0
"uck '0 the 2007 Biola"" and Chemistrv grads.

KATE CHAPMAN
Hometown: Towson, Md
Major. Physics and Chemistry
Favorite memory: Living in a house with all of my friends
Worst memory: hasn't happened yet .... graduation
Best ~entor and why: all of the teachers I've had in the physics and
chemistry departments have been amazing!

CHELSEA PHILLIPS
Hometown: Frederick, Maryland
Major. History & Political Science (Minors: Psychology and Philosophy)
Favorite Memory:

I have thoroughly enjoyed my college experience and have many wonderful
memories! If I had to pick the main reason why my time at McDaniel has been
unforgettably amazing-it's the students. .

When you first tour the campus with admissions' office staff, they tell you
there's a "sense of community" here. That the professors and students care
about you, as an individual.

What they don't tell you is that this community of people doesn't just affect
you during your few brief years spent on the Hill-they change your life.
Forever.

Certainly' I have had many great classes with good professors. I have
cheered on the football team through good and not-sa-good seasons. I have
sung my heart out at karaoke nights in the pub. Danced at parties until the sun
came up. Participated in countless dub events and student organizations. J
loved my poly sci senior sem class last fall. And I have many obnoxiously
funny memories of eating at glar, walking around campus, and hanging out in
various apartments

But it's not the things I did at Mcljenlel that I'll remember fifty years from
now. What I'll remember are the people 1did those things with.

From my first day on campus and "team transfer" sophomore year, to May
19th when with tears blurring my vision I'm forced to remove my last item
from the most fabulous apartment on campus, NV 191, (or Stackhouse HalL.)
Mcpanlel will always be my home away from home and the people here will
always be my family.
Worst Memory: Leaving.
Best/favorite mentor and why:

I have really enjoyed working with Or. Wendy Morris in the psychology
department. Dr. Morris is very good at making the learning process enjoyable.
Not only is she very good at making course content understandable, she also
provides her students with numerous, creative "hands-on" experiences. For
example, my favorite memory from one of her classes involved a banana and a

Rachel Hurley
(Psychology) and
Adam Trexler
(Biochemistry
and Biology) seen
together as usual.
Rachel is working at
Johns Hopkinsas a
research assistant in
Neurology. and
Adam is attending a
biochemistry rhO
program at Yale in
the fall

Favorite ~emo.ry: There are so many! Late night Wawa runs during all night
study sesSIO~SIn .Eaton, dressing up with the roommates, sledding on the golf
co.wse, playing flip cup and being awesome at it, painting faces at Zo0800
With gamma sig, but I'd have to say one of my absolute favorites was going
swimming in the school's pool at 2 a.m.
Wors~ memory: . It's a three way tie between move in day freshmen year when
I realized I was m a double room with two other girls and there was no way all
the stuff I bought was ever going to fit into that tiny space, and having that
stomach bug for a whole week this semester.
Best men~or and why: I can only pick one? I've had so many here! Dr.
Mazeroff m the psychology department for allowing me to do amazing
~esearch as a fres~en and sup~rting me in the application process for med-
Ica.1school, Or. Mitchsler for taking me to do really fun research in Texas and
~m.g a great research advisor, Or. Alspach for being a great advisor and bellev-
mg tn me, and Mr. Or. Smith for not yelling at me (that much) when I asked
too many questions or spilled /broke stuff and for being a great teamer.

THERESA ANNE HESS
Hometown: Medford, NJ
Major. Biochemistry and Biology
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College: most
successful four years of Women's basketball in college history, peer mentor
program-mentor and board member, accomplishing a dual and a double
major and getting accepted to veterinary school
Favorite memory: winning the Centennial Conference Championship against
Hopkins at Johns HOpkins my freshman year; also, having a water balloon
fight freshman year at lam with my best friend, Melanie Scoceo
Worst memory: tail bone injury tny sophomore year which caused me to have
to stand through 5 hours of classes each day for 6 weeks.
Best mentor and why: Dr. Bill Long because he has supported me over the
past foW' years both academically and athleticaUy, and _q"U!n4..h~W'ife always
attended every one of my home games. He always made himself available to
talk about school or basketball or anything else that came up; always has a
level head and good advice, as well as a great personality. Even when times
would get rough, he was always there to stand by me, support me, encourage
me and assure me that everything would be okay. I was his peer mentor for
two years and thoroughly enjoyed working with him. Ultimately, he helped me
to achieve every one of my goals at McDaniel, most importantly being accept-
ance into veterinary school.

JASON STAMBAUGH
Major. Political Science
Minors: None
Thing you are r_nostpr~u~ of about your work at McDaniel College: My work
on the Evangelical Christian vote in my senior sem. 1got an A+ and it felt
good. Itwas a great culmination to four years of work.
Fa~o.rite memory: All ~e conversations that I've had about life, logic, politics,
rehglO~ ... etc, on late rughts with friends. And all of the hysterical antics that go
along tn the average political science classroom.
Wo~t me~ory: G~tting a 0 minus on my first college paper ever in Intra to
Political SCience :'Ith Dr. Franke. His scary way of describing my errors in a
german accent frightened me, yet gave me the motivation to do better.
Best m~ntor and ~hy: A friend, Todd Burrier, for his guidance and wisdom
about life and business. 1met him through my work with Young Life.

J. ANDREW W. CUMMINGS
Hometown: Lisbon, Maryland
M~jor: Political Science and international Studies, minors in History and
Philosophy
Thing. ~ou ar~ most proud of about your work at McDaniel College: Having
the ab.llit~ to Improve the campus community through my involvement in
orgaOlzatlons and committees.
Favorite memory: Budapest - enough said
Worst memory: If you know me, well, you probably already know
Best/favorite mentor and why: Or. Herb Smith and Dr. Chaz Neal- These two
?,e~ ~ad the greatest impact on my college career CIndmy development as an
mdlvldual. Without their guidance, I would not be in the position I am in
today. I will never be able to repay the debt lowe to them.
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SOCiOLOGY

Hometown: Baltimore, Maryland
Major: Sociology w / a concentration in
Criminal Justice
Thing you are most proud of about your work
at McDaniel College: Probably the research I'm
doing this semester to.get honors in my major.
It's nice to research something I'm interested in
without many of the typical constraints of a
class.
Favorite memory: Well, probably my favorite experience was going to Belize
for Jan term my sophomore year. Every year has been very different, and I've
really enjoyed all of them and all the crazy and amazing people I've become
friends with over the years!
Worst memory: Probably when I first got to college and realized both how
much I really didn't know and how much more work I was going to have to
do compared to how much I had in high school!
Best mentor and why: At McDaniel, probably Dr. Dundes because she's not
only my advisor, but she's also someone that I've always been able to go to for
any kind of advice.
Future plans: I've decided to put grad school on hold for a little while and
instead try to find a job. I haven't found one yet, which is a little scary, but I'm
sure something will come through eventually. Ideally, I would like a federal job
doing some sort of investigative work, but it can take a while to get into that
field, so Iwill probably have other jobs before then. .

LINDSAY S. MUSGRAVE
Hometown: Fairfield, Pennsylvania
Major: Sociology w I Criminal Justice concentration
Thing you are most proud of about your work at .
McDaniel College: Iam most proud of the fact that as a
commuter student Iwas able to work hard and...earn
lTIy BA with a respectable CPA while matntatmng a
life outside of school (i.e. working, recreational sports,
husband, daughter).
Favorite memory: I got married during the summer between my junior and
senior year. Our daughter'S due date was close to my fall semester finals. She
ended up arriving a month early (very healthy) and I was able to bring her in
to see fellow students and professors who had supported me and watched my
belly grow throughout the semester. Also, my attendance of the model EU
with the political science department was fun and unforgettable.
Worst memory: My worst memories are the typical busy weeks and late-nights
when students feel there is too much work and not enough time.
Best mentor and why: My best mentor was Dr. Deb Lemke. Dr. Lemke was
also my academic advisor. She is a very realistic and honest person. She makes
time for students whenever they need it and will help with anything she possi-
bly can. She and Dr. Dundes made it possible for me to continue my studies
throughout my pregnancy and made adjustments for me to finish my senior
fall semester when I could not be in class for the majority of the last month.
Her teaching style and personality make the materials easier to un~ers~and
and she earnestly appreciates feedback. She has been very supportive, IS a
great person outside the classroom, and had the effect of making me want to be
a better student during my two years at McDaniel College. .
Future plans: Short term, I will be finding a reliable job that pays the bills
while I wait for my husband to return from deployment. Ideally, I'd like to
have a career that helps people and contributes to society. However my only
long term, concrete plan is for my husband and I to provide a comforta~le and
stable life for our (now) five month old daughter and possible future children
in the hopes of raising happy, healthy children into happy, healthy adults.
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KURT M. RAUSCHENBERG
Hometown: Emmitsburg. Maryland
Major: Sociology w / concentration in Criminal Justice
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel
College:

I am very proud and honored to have worked with the
sociology department at a local middle school to mentor 6th, 7th,
and Bth grade boys to instill respect and responsibility.
Favorite memory: My favorite memory was the day I was sworn
in by LTC Feser as a contracted Army ROTC Cadet.
Worst memory: My worst memory was when I had to watch the movie "Little
Women" for Theories in Sociology and then write a 20-page paper about it.
Best mentor and why: My best mentor at McDaniel was LTC Feser. He taught
me more about leadership than I could have ever learned anywhere else and
gave me all the tools I needed in order to succeed as a soon to be newly com-
missioned Army Officer.
Future plans: I am getting commissioned as a second lieutenant in the
Maryland Army National Guard as a Field Artillery Officer by the ROTC on
the morning of graduation. I will then report to Fort Sill, Oklahoma the first
week of June for six months of follow on training for newly commissioned offi-
cers. After I come back I will be attached to the 2nd Battalion HOth Field
Artillery National Guard Unit located in Westminster Maryland as a qualified
Field Artillery Officer.

---------
PAT O'TOOLE

Hometown: Frederick, Maryland
Major: Sociology· and Psychology with a
Concentration in Criminal Justice
Thing you are most proud of about your
work at McDaniel College: It has gotten me
into a good grad school and wi1l allow me
to pursue what I enjoy.
Favorite memory: Accepting the Brant Cup
two years in a row.
Worst memory: Hearing of Coach Flynn's passing.
Best mentor and why: Ralph F. Burns, because his memory has shown me how
to put others before myself.
Future plans: I am pursuing my Master's of Science in Criminology at the
University of Pennsylvania.

--------
MELISSA WILSON

Hometown: Westminster, Maryland
Major: Sociology ICriminai Justice Concentration
Thing you are most proud of about your work at
McDaniel College:I am most proud of the personal drive
that kept me moving forward and helped me to stay
strong when I felt too overwhelmed.
Favorite memory: I don't have one in particular. But when I
that I will reflect most on the relationships that I have built and intend to main-
tain with my sociology instructors.
Worst memory: All of those long, long nights, which created very long next
days.
Best mentor and why: I don't think that I could name a best. Dr. Dundes, Dr.
Lemke, and Dr. Semu all influenced me in their own way and all have offered
my very different perspectives (which are also tools) to aid me in approaching
school and life situations. As a sociology major, I recognize the importance of
diverse perspectives as it helps in generalizing and understanding the behav-
iors and opinions of people in our world. I would have to say, however, that
Dr. Dundes has gone far beyond her job as an advisor and teacher to aid me in
my personal life, w~ich is well respected and to be never forgotten by me.

tn the fall of 2007,
will be. starting her
Divinity at Duke divinty
Butler says "I chose divinity
because Tknow God has put a call

, my life to be in service to him
\i.ministering to youth and
1 adult women and also by
his word on a collegiate level. I
am called and chosen for such a

time as this."

Seniors Anja Kadilli
and Jamie Nash show
their Green 'Ierrorspint
at a women's basketball
game at Johns Hopkins.
The two dedicated fans
came in support of their
friend and roommate,
senior Theresa Hess.
'Go Green Terror!'
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MUBIC DEPARTMENT
By Greg Pfeiffer

ewgent note as stanaout inaividuals
Talented and creative minds scatter this campus and make it what it is;

excellent opportunity to gain a higher education and a breeding ground for jo
hopefuls that pursue a varying set of career paths. There are 00 etude

Her encompass this idea than our senior class, specifically those i
with the music department. Two of these seniors, Kristen Jon and J
Newgent, were noted as standout individuals for their dedication and
work throughout their McDaniel careers, Don't be fooled by the common
conception that music major$ have it simple: Ion makes it perfectly clear that
"people underestimate what a music major actually has to do." 'Below is a bit
more information about these two very bright seniors, highlighting their most
si ificant ex riences.

KRISTEN ION
Hometown: Gaithersburg, MD
Major: Music Education
Thing you are most proud of about your work at
McDaniel College: This one is not that easy to
answer. I am proud that I am the first student to
pioneer the S-year Music Education Degree pro-
gram, where at the end of my fourth year I receive
my bachelors in Music Education and at the end of
my fifth year, I receive my masters in education. I
am also proud that I have re-done the entire choral music library for the music
department and created a database that makes it easily accessible.
Pavortte Memory: After my fourth semester of theory at the end of my sopho-

CtJMMUNlCAT10NS
By Becky Snider

Sliding, losing weight, and studying mark four years
Communications. A department here at McDaniel that is truly amazing. "You

have to reach for everything that you want and I'm one who has never stepped
~-no matter what my goal may be," said Communications major G

agner .. Indeed Wagner certainly knew what he wanted. to accomplish w
underteok an Intense weight 1065program for his senior project. Thou

Wagne, did IUlCsimply choooe to do this fo, his capstone. "My Ilbn is
aroundweightlQao;butlheultlmatelhemes ... aa:eptanceandself~.·

Wagner. Wagner is one of several students here at McDaniel that stan
out. The determination needed to accomplish what you want to is a

shared students in the Communications em.
GREG WAGNER

Hometown: Gaithersburg, MO
Major. Communication (minors: Business Administration and Writing)
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College:
My capstone film for my Comm major is absolutely the thing that I am most
proud of. I weighed 253 pounds in May 2006 and lost 53 pounds over the
course of 7 months and captured my going through the process on film. I then
put my footage together in a progressive storyline that revealed the pressures
and results in trying 10 lose 50 pounds. It's been an amazing adventure and
I'm thrilled that I have this film as a lasting reminder of my determination and
willpower. I was able to accomplish all of this despite suffering from a brain
aneurysm and stroke at age 3, which makes my accomplishments even more
stunning.
Worst memory: My worst memory is quitting the baseball team. I was the
only player that was not being played and I dealt with discrimination due to
my disability throughout my entire baseball career. I wasn't going to let any-
one take advantage of me anymore. Unfortunately, my boldness and desire to
play made me feel like I had to quit the team.
Best mentor and why: My best mentor would have to be Barb Horneff. She
and I used to meet weekly and we discussed everything from academics to life
in general. I could always tum to her when the semester was stressful and she
helped me plan my weeks so that I was able to get everything done. She was
always there for me and I still think of her as my campus Mom.

MAXJULIANHAM
Hometown: Holly Hill, South Carolina
Major. Communication and Theatre Arts
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College: I have
many things that 1 am proud of at McDaniel College, but I will restrict myself
to just three moments. Winning the 2005 Public Speaking competition was
truly rewarding. I would always receive compliments from Brannon, but to
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Right after a 2AM
water balloon fight
in the quad fresh-
men year
Back: Tom
Shortridge, Erin
Shindholt,Frank
IngeUis
Front: TeriHamer;
Jesse Feldman,
Stacy Fitzwater

more year, our entire class put a collage together and threw professor Caldwell
a crab feast in his honor for teaching us music theory for four consecutive
semesters.
Worst Memory: My worst memory would have to be the amount of work asso-
ciated wi~ a ~usic e~ucation degree. Also, people claiming my major is easy;
we do not Just In choir and do nothing.
B~st mentor and why:. Dr: Linda Kirkpa~rick. She has been there through it all
With me, from the beginning of when this school started my major program.
There have been many .kinks that I have had to work out, but she has helped
me take my troubles With my 5-year program and turn them into something
better. She has also been a great advisor, and Iwould say, she is one of my
closest friends on this campus. .

JENNIFER NEWGENT
Hometown: Westminster, MD
Major: Music
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College: That I've
been able to maintain a thriving relationship both with my family and my Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ throughout my time in school.
Favorite memory: Playing organ in Big Baker late at night with no one around,
singing with the Madrigals, Music of the Western World with Dr. Boudreaux,
student discounts at Baltimore Symphony concert; there are many good memo-
ries.
Worst memory: Getting a B on a theory test twice in a row.
Best mentor and why: My best mentors have been my parents. They have
been constantly there for me. They know me best and know what I'm likely to
have trouble with, and then tell me about if sometimes directly and sometimes
indirectly, depending on which will help me get the point better. lowe a lot to
them.

give a speech in front of a crowd and in front of a panel of judges, and to win-
was truly gratifying. I realize that J have a gift for it. Leaving McDaniel, I know
that when it comes to ones rhetoric, J can stand with the best of them. .

During my sophomore year, I was cast as Prospero in the play The Tempest
by William Shakespeare. I had major roles in plays before and after that, but to
be able to have the lead role in play during my sophomore year was truly won-
derful. It was one of the most difficult things I have ever had to do, but I
gained valuable experience and was really proud of myself when it was all
over.

I have always had a love for working with students. J was able to continue
this passion working for Residence Life, more specifically, first-year students. I
enjoyed watching my residents grow from lost freshman committing such
abysmal behavior, to men of excellent conduct and character. It is truly
rewar~ing and humbling to .know that I was a part of that process.
Favon~e ~emory: My favorite memory happened during the final exam week
of my juruor year. A d~zen of my residents asked me if they could pour soap
on the floor and then slide on it. Obviously I told them no, they then asked me
If th~y went oul and bought a "slip and slide," would I go outside with them
to slide. The weather was freezing cold and it was raining. I figured that the
would. never go out in,the horrible weather to get the "slip and slide," and if y
~~e~dId,. they wou~dn t ~ctually want to go sliding in the rain, SOI said
alright, If you get It tonight, then I will go outside and slide with y "w II
to.my surprise, 2 hours later, they were in front of my door with the~u~wim~
mmg trunks on rea~y to go. I tried to get out of it, but they wouldn't let me.
After cons~ant naggmg, .' put on my shorts and went with them outside. We
left the resIden~ hall WIth tons of soap and two containers of laund deter-
gent for extra slippage. 1 had so much fun; it was truly somethin th?; I
have never done on my own. g would

many ~~:ory: Living in a triple my freshman year, too little space, and too

Best mentor an~ why: Arnelle Quashie and Felicia Donelson were two seniors
that graduated m 2005, who has significantly help me grow-and develo as a
lead~r and as a ~erson. Although they are not still at McDaniel Colle tth
continue to provide me with support, advice, and encouragement. g, ey

NELSON STRYDINGER
Hometown: Manchester, MD
Major. Communication
Thi~g you ~re most pro~d of about your work at McDaniel Colle e:
Seruo~ Semmar present~tion on the Vietnam Veterans MemOrial. g.
~:;~~:.memory: The first day my son and I came to campus together, both as

Worst memory: Taking the math competency tests.
Best mentor and why: Dr. Kate Dobson: She has the uncann bil"
you look inside yourself and find the real truth lurking Withk~ Ity to make



Dance recital
card, and a free massage
from PhysiotherapyCaRlS FERRICK-MANLEY

STAFF WRITER

If you feel down,
pick this up

We all know the cliche "your
worst enemy is often yourself'
but have you really thought
about what it means? Sometimes
we second guess ourselves by let-
ting fear interfere with our
dreams and ultimately settling
for Jess when we know better is
possible. So the next time you fall
in the trap of self doubt and low
self esteem, practice thinking and
acting on the dreams you envi-
sion for yourself.

"No one can
cheat you out of
ultimate success
but yourself."

Ralph W. Emerson

Five sophomores. Three
athletes. Two golfers. And one
house.

It sounds like an ad for an
ABC program. Sophomores
Elyse Massa, Amanda Becker,
Brooke Dixon, Amber
Dukehart and Jackie Kahler
have called 6 Ward Ave home
for the last seven months.

WATCH YOUR HEAD! The
house is relatively small. The
ceilings of the basement and
second floor are so low that
you can reach up and touch

them, providing a warm feel-
ing for the residents.

E.M. STANDS FOR ELYSE
MASSA: Second floor resident
occupying the double room,
Massa, has her Varsity letters
hanging above her bed, denot-
ing her side of the room.
Massa is a former high school
golfer for Emmaus High
School in Pennsylvania and a
current player for the
women's team.

"WE USUALLY KEEP IT
VERY CLEAN." Living in a
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Ga-Ga over Grey'sAnatomy
BECKY SNIDER
STAFF WRITER

Spring is officially here. So
why is McDaniel a ghost town
on Thursday nights? Grey's
Allatomy, a television show,
has entranced the media ... or
at least the campus. So what
are you doing this Thursday
night? Ask anyone, and he or
she can most likely name
someone they know that has
cleared their night to watch
the television show.

"There are like 15 of us that
get together every Thursday
to watch it!" Replied an
enthusiastic junior, Andrea
Spahn, when asked if she
watched the show.

You might ask why this tel-
evision show is one of the lop
television shows on TV at the
moment. This question is easi-
ly answered in any episode of
one of the current third sea-
son. The show combines an
excellent mixture of drama
and comedy that keeps the
audience entertained and
glued to their seats.

According to Spahn "the
characters say all the funny
stuff ... it just draws you in."

In recent months the show
has gained a large following.
When asked why Grey's
Anatomy had gained such a
following, junior Dominique
Covelli said that "it's one of
those addicting shows." Some

Replace the name Van Wilder
with Sam Boardman,
Coolidge College with
McDaniel College, and you
have the same story, Van may
get an edge in smoothness
and good looks, but only ever
so slightly.

"Boardman", what every-
one refers to him as, is a staple
here on the hill. Much like
Van Wilder, Boardman
attempts to coordinate or be
involved in almost all of the
social events McDaniel stu-
dents are involved in.

Whether it is at
Champs, Timeout, or at a
party, you lire nJrnost guanm-
teed to see Boardman there.
Surely, with drink in hand, he
will be bouncing from table to
table like the social aficionado
he is singing "Everyday I'm
hustlin' bustlin'," his own
take of Rick Ross' "Everyday
I'm Hustlin." Any other per-
son that attempted this would
most likely be shunned and
asked to leave the table but
Boardman has the confidence
and social pull to be wel-
comed by all.

J propose Boardman wants
to be like Van, and does what
he can to emulate him. In one
particular scene in the movie,
Van coaches the Men's
Basketball team. This year,

argue that the show is so
addicting because it has a
kind of quality to it that makes
it different from other hospital
shows currently on air. This is
explained by the fact that "the
drama is always very ... high
impact."

So while you prepare for
finals and look forward to the
upcoming summer, keep in
mind that the end to the third
season of Grey's Anatomy is
only a flick away. The season
finale premieres on Thursday
May 3 from 9pm to l1pm. The
two-episode finale is sup-
posed to be great; I guess we
will have to wait and see.

Associates.
On April 22, the McDaniel According to Rachel

College Dance Company Johnston, a senior who was
held their annual recital at president of the Dance
Alumni Hall. Company up through th

This year's theme for the recital. the Dante Company
recital was "Dante Across has been in existence at the
America". The songs that college for around 10 years.
accompanied the 11 dances However, two years ago,
all had state themes, accord- Johnston had to resurrect the
tng to Lauren Hild, the secre- mn<:e Company from the
tary of the Dance Company ashes.
and the president-elect. "It had fallen apart when
Among the types of dances took over," said Johnston, "'I
that the recital featured were just advertised like crazy and
a jazz piece, two hip-hop targeted freshmen."
pieces, and a country line After the curtain call, Bruce
dance. Between each dance, Springsteen's "Born in the
a PowerPoint slideshow was USA", all Dance Company
shown providing blogtaphl- member's showed their
cal information of each of the appreciation. for Johnston's
21 dancers in the show as hard work by draping their
wen as rehearsal photos. "Mise America" style state
This gave them time to sashes over Johnston,
change costumes. The cast itself consisted of

HUd was very pleased 20 females and only one man.
with the outcome of the Gregory Trzcinski,
show. The only negative male in the Dance
things that she noticed. were as well as Hild woul
"technical aspects {of the per- get more men Jnvol
formance] that concerned "It would be pretty exciting
only the officers." While the if more guys did this,' said
crowd size was mediocre, its Trzcinski, "and it kind of
reaction was strong and post- helps to keep you in shape."
tive for the performers. The Dance Company also
However, the audience was performed in the BSU When Steve Stiffler was
puzzled when the advertised Fashion Show earlier in introduced in American Pie,
door prize raffle never April. They were going to every guy in America that

I occurred at intermission, and perform at the multiple sde- reached puberty immediately
a few remarks were heard. rosls walk on April 15th but thought of their friend with

P.iI!tf!'fiIiIlillW~.!!:rnes~·"":"~Nb~~·""~ii!I.'il-:~:~o:~~;~en~o~~;e~';~:
gift card, a $50 Target gift know the rest. I know I did.

The movie National
Lampoon's Van Wilder came
out in 2002 and didn't imme-
diately give the majority of
current students here at
McDaniel College the same

. opportunity. However, as a
few years went by, many were
able to find a striking similari-
ty between the movie's man
character, Van Wilder, and a
McDaniel College student by
the name of Sam Boardman.

In the movie, Van Wilder is
an outgoing, friendly, and
extremely popular student
who has been at Coolidge
College for seven years.

JEROME DEFRANCES
STAFF WRITER

McDaniel's Van Wilder
It is very common for some-

one to see a movie and leave
the theater thinking about
how awesome it would be to
be the real life version of the
character. They also may
come to the conclusion that
they know someone that is
similar to one of the charac-

Boardman attempted to do
the same thing by becoming a
self-proclaimed coach for the
Men's Soccer team. When I
called Boardman earlier this
year he answered his phone
"Sam Boardman, assistant
Men's Soccer coach."

Self-proclaimed or not,
those associated with the team
think the world of his coach-
ing ability. Andrew Wu an 06'
graduate and current gradu-
ate assistant coach reveals,
"Boardman is a delight to
work with. His infinite
knowledge is surpassed only
by his ability to command the
awe and respect of the play-
ers. II I had a baby, Sam
Boardman would be the lov-
ing godfather."

lt is impossible to list all the
Similarities between
Boardman and Van because
they seem infinite. I have
merely scratched the surface,
but I can assure you any inter-
action with Boardman cannot
be easily forgotten.

Personally, I feel as though
McDaniel College should do
all it can to produce some sort
of shrine that future students
will appreciate that acknowl-
edges all Boardman has done
for the student body.

By Lindsay Graham

house compared to a dorm fish.
requires more upkeep. There The sophomores have used
are the bathrooms, hallways every inch of available space
and greater areas that need to to their advantage. They have
be cleaned. But the girls from even put a wall up where a
6 Ward usually do a very good doorway used to be, to pro-
job at it as Dukehart tells the vide a desk space for one of
Free Press. the roommates. Good idea for

Compared to some of the dealing with an area that does
other houses on the block, not provide enough space for
there is ample parking (four two desks.
spaces) located behind the The house is also home to
spacious yard of the house, three athletes, as is evident
just out the back door in the from the two golf bags sitting
kitchen, which is next to the in the dining room; two of

ters.

House
harbors
diverse
group

whom play for McDaniel
teams. Massa is a two-year
veteran of the Lady Terror golf
team and Dixon is a third
baseman for the Terror softball
team. Becker also tees it up on
McDaniel's golf course some
weekdays and weekends for
fun.

Off-campus living may
pose challenges, but the five
girls have met those chal-
lenges and all of them plan on
coming back. to 6 Ward Ave for
their junior years.
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Rouse represents 'the best in college athletics'
well as pacing," says sopho- and physically tough event record in anyone of several
more Kevin Bowman. and it's not for anyone. I've events. He is the kind of ath-

Rouse identifies Bowman also gotten 2 Centennial lete and person any coach
as a future leader of the team. Conference Medals in the stee- would want on a team and

"He's a hard worker and is plechase and am going for my any professor would like to
never satisfied with anything 3rd on Saturday," May 5th have in a class."
less than constant improve- during the Centennial Junior Tim Snyder adds,
merit." adds Rouse. Conference Championships at "Matt has shown unsurpassed

Not only has he helped to Haverford. dedication to this team, both
improve the times of others, Rouse's determined leader- in cross country and track.
Rouse has also greatly ship qualities have driven his Not only was he a great team
improved his own times. His successes in running and team leader, he was also one of the
favorite memory is "breaking unity. be.st runners to step foot 0!i
our school 4xB record fresh- "Matt has always been the this campus,"
man year with a 7:57 and edg- leader of our sophomore Next year, Rouse will attend
lng out Muhlenburg for a class," adds sophomore Dan the University of Maryland's
Conference medal." White. "He has led through Dental School and may join

This year alone, Rouse has example with his hard work Head Coach Renner's club
set personal bests in each of ethic and has more important-

team. his events ranging from the ly become a great friend to all
"Matt has been like a bind- 400 m to the 5,000 m. His of us guys on the team."

increased speed in shorter dis- Assistant Coach Bryn
tances is notable because Upton has worked with Matt
Rouse was typically consid- for the past two years and has
ered a distance runner. recently had the opportunity
Nonetheless, whether it is one to teach him in a history class.
lap around the track or a dis- "Matt exemplifies the best
tance of 3,000 to 5,000 m, in college athletics." says
Rouse dominates, amazing his Upton. "He has pushed him-
teammates and coaches with self to become an elite athlete
his versatility. in this conference and reached

Rouse has the most pride in a point where every time he
his 3,000 m steeplechase abili- steps. on the track he has a
ties "because it's a mentally chance at breaking a school

team if time permits.
"Dental school comes first,"

Rouse states, "but I'm defi-
nitely going to continue run-
ning one way or another."

Even though Rouse wishes
that he "had another year or
two left to be here when this

LAURA HUTTON
SPORTS EDITOR

Senior biology major Matt
Rouse has been a prominent
member of the cross country
and track teams at McDaniel
College for his entire college
career.

Rouse started running his
freshman year of high school.
He improved immensely in
the 12th grade with the help of
his distance coach who pre-
pared him for success in col-
lege.

At McDaniel, Rouse has
become a strong leader and a
motivational force for his

young team goes from good to
great," he is leaving behind a
great legacy for his teammates
to use in their pursuit of great-
ness.

Snyder adds, "as the lone
cross country senior next year,
1 will do the best I can to fill
his shoes, but there is no
replacement for Matt Rouse."

ing factor for our team," states
sophomore Cody Crutchley.
He "leads by example with his
determination and persever-
ance in going for his goals, on
and off the track."

Indeed, his example has
improved the race times of
other runners.

"His knowledge about the
. sport has helped teach the
younger members of the team
to learn racing strategies as

Loan debt poses challenges to graduating class
they graduate. One, the stu- time it takes to pay them off." Ellie Geiman says, "As long as normally the first major pay-
dent can consolidate their Other students however they are seeking a masters and ment students make after
loans meaning that they choose to pay their loans off are at least half time, the graduation."

There has been a recent would pay once a month at a over the course of a few years. undergrad loans can be On the subject o.f paying
fixed rate. Or two, they can Senior, Kristen Ion who will deferred until they graduate back their loans, the Financial
keep the six month grace peri- be attending .gradyate. school f.rg_m gra~.I;,.Sro.9.9J."Sb- ·s..-_A.i Doe.pat:tn:;l£~recoTT1-
ad to begin paying off their this fall is waiting to start pay- referring to students who mends that students consider
loans. ing off her loans. She is able to wish to put off paying back lenders that have been in the

This decision is of course do this due to the fact that she their student loans immedi- business for a long time." The
case-by-case. Some students will still be in schooL Ion says, ately after they graduate. key thing is to look for compa,
choose to start paying back "Since Ididn't consolidate my The normal frame of time nies that have been around for
their loans as soon as they are loans, I have a six month grace that students should antici- a while and have a good repu-
able. Senior, Vicki Levanduski period to start paying them of, pate paying off their student tation.
says "I want to start ASAP. r which is really nice." loans is about. 10 years on
want to make steady pay- The Associate Director of average. According to
ments to shorten the length of Financial Aid at McDaniel, Geiman, "their student loan is

BECKY SNIDER
STAFF WRITER

concern about lender compa-
nies that have formed in the
last two to three years. The
mai.n thing is for students to
be able to keep track of their
loans.

Most students have
enough on their plates when it
comes time to consider paying
off their loans after gradua-
tion. There are two basic
choices given to students after

Campus seamstress fixes holes for cheap
Plus, her location couldn't bemake it stronger," Katie said.

. Cost varies depending all
the complexity of the repair.

"The fabric is what mostly
contributes to. the cost,"
explained Katie. But not much
fabric is normally I)ec€ssary
unless you're missing the
entire rear of your pants.

Small repairs can be made
in only a couple of days, while
larger projects may. require
closer to a week to .qe complet-
ed. Either way, theco.st is quite
a steal compared to the
amount that tailors charge.

sewing costumes and was
eventually called upon by her
friends and boyfriend for help
sewing their clothes back
together.

Hole repairs can be made
using patterned fabric chosen
by the client to display their
unique style, Katie also uses
actual jean thread that she
explains is much stronger than
regular thread.
. "If the person doesn't want
the stitch to be seen, I have
many other choices of thread
that can be double stitched to

to meet face to face.
As Katie's flier advertises:

Don't let holes put a damper
on your party time. From
loose buttons to giant holes,
~~~~7~n~erepaired in a timely

Katie can be contacted at
klc009@mcdanie1.edu or at
609-731-5024.

Don't delay, have your
favorite clothes mended
before summer.

CORI SIMPSON
FEATURES EDITOR

any more convenient.
If they want, students can e-

mail Katie a thorough descrip-
tion of what they'd like done.
After replying to their prob-
lem and quoting a price, stu-
dents can then send their arti-
cle' of clothing and payment
via campus mail, and have the
piece of clothing returned to
their mailboxes when done.

"1 just need to know exact-
ly what's wrong," she
explained, so if your request is
complicated, it might be better

Many readers related to an
article in the' last issue of the
Free Press that concerned the
reality of parting with worn
out clothes. Lucky for you,
dependable seamstress Katie
Cooper has volunteered her
skill of mending clothes for a
price that <lilycollege student
can afford.

After learning the very
basics from her mom and
Grandmother, Katie began

Greek
Games P

Praternaties
and Sororities
competed

against each
other IMt
week in
games of

strength, skill,
and savvy;

mailto:klc009@mcdanie1.edu
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A letter to the editor
To those who lean left, words from the right
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drawn out of poverty a myri- their mission instead of doom-
ad of societies previously ing it to failure? How would
among the world's most back- you feel about accomplishing
ward. Capitalism and free a task if you were told it could
trade are a practical, proven not be done? I am not saying
system, not to mention the that disagreeing with the war
only economic system which is wrong. I am merely recorn-
is universally tied to political mending that one can disagree
freedom. with the war without under-

Fourth, the fact remains that mining the. morale of our 501-
the United States of America is dlers, and while still hoping
the greatest country in the for their success.
world because of its freedoms Finally, grouping all censer-
and liberties. Whether you vatives together on the far
agree with the War in Iraq or right is about the same as
not, those freedoms exist equating all Democrats to
because of the bravest and Martin and Charlie Sheen,
most dedicated fighting force who believe that America
in the world, overseas protect- destroyed the Twin Towers on
ing our way of life. Every 9/11. I would dare say that
American owes them the the overwhelming majority of
greatest possible support, Democrats on campus would
every day. America can either disagree with that sentiment.
fight terrorists here at home, If one generalization is
or on battlefields abroad. wrong ...so is the other. The
Thanks to these brave sol- beauty of American politics is
dlers, we have not been the plethora of views within
attacked in over five years. the individual parties. Rudy
The "insurgents" in Iraq cur- Giuliani is a social liberal.
rently are tied to al-Qaeda- Mitt Romney is a social con-
this is not in dispute. Thus, servative. They are both run-
we are presented with a ning for the Republican nornl-
choice; we can fight al-Qaede nation.
in Iraq, or we can fight al- Thank you very much to
Qaeda here. In other words, the Free Press for this venue,
there really is no choice. and to all the readers who
Therefore, if the troops have to took the time to read this edl-
be there, why not support torial.

! Republican candidates ignore real issues

STUART M. CLARKE
READER

I have been observing with
great interest the ongoing dis-
cussion in the past several
issues of the Free Press
between Chelsea Phillips,
"The Author," and others, and
wanted to take the opportuni-
ty to contribute.

First, my father has spent
thirty years working for the
investigative division of NBC
News in Washington, D.C. I
can therefore tell you, from
firsthand experience, that
there IS a left-leaning, liberal
bias in the mainstream media.
This is present in CBS, ABC,
NBC, CNN, the New York
Times, Washington Post,
Associated Press, and most
other media outlets and net-
works as well. This is not to
say that everyone's favorite
"fair and balanced" network,
Fox News does not sometimes
spin to the right...but, as stud-
ies have shown, the percent-
age of "neutral" political sto-
ries on Fox is far greater than
any other network, while NBC
has the most "negative" sto-
ries about .Republicans and
"positive" stories about
Democrats of any network

(although aU are similarly cul-
pable). Until there is a better
alternative, Fox News actually
is the most balanced news_
source available.

Second, referring to the
President of the United States
in a manner condescending,
sarcastic, or disrespectful (i.e.,
dear leader, Emperor Bush) is
more than simple criticism-it
is disregarding the stature of
the office and-the soldiers who
died for us to be able to legiti-
mately elect our president
(and, yes, according to the
laws of this country, we did
legitimately elect him). When
President Clinton was in
office, Iwas similarly opposed
to those who made offhand
remarks regarding his Seem-
ing affinity for White House
interns, and for the same rea-
son. Demeaning the office of
the presidency is wrong,
regardless of which party
holds it. If you disagree with
a presidential policy, as I
myself have done with the
Presidet's positions on several
occasions, do so respectfully.
Those who stoop to demean-
ing and condescending lan-
guage prove nothing more
than the dearth of facts and
weakness of the arguments at
their disposal.

Do you really feel safer? Do
you really believe that 21,000
extra troops in Iraq are going
to make you sleep better at
night? Whether it is from the
mouth of Tony Snow or
included in the President's
remarks at convocation cere-
monies, he is touting the "suc-
cesses" in Iraq as a legitimate
barometer of American securi-
ty. According to Bush it is
going to take a lot of hard
work-or maybe he means a
lot of money to secure
America.

For a change, I can agree
with the President about it
taking a lot of money to secure
America. However, this
brings me to the point with
which I depart from his war
hewk-f-am-gotng-to-save-the-
world-through-democratic
Violence mentality. If only
peace and prosperity for all
Were as simple as quelling an
insurgency in the Middle East.

No matter. Apparently, as:':_:::::~:;::;;:;:;:;::;:;;;;::;;::;;;;;;;-lcQ!l!llg a~epub.lica~ln
according- to Rudy GiuliilnlJ

in 2008, America will be safe
and sound and free from
impotent Democratic Party
policy.

Notice my sarcasm.
On the contrary, a

Republican president will
likely be forced to continue
down the road to perdition in
Iraq, spending most of his
time playing politics with
troop increases in a very
unpopular conflict. Not to
mention the money, which us
tax payers shell out to'protect
ow troops from the dangers
found in the mission-accom-
plished-free-state of Iraq. Do
you have any idea how much
we are going to spend? Well, a
world renowned, Nobel
Laureate economist has an
idea.

I am going to name his
name, which could be illegal
and down right inconsiderate
to do so. But I will. His name
is Joseph E. Stiglitz. He joined
forces with Linda Bilmes, a

Third, economic policy is an
interesting subject. Historical
precedents suggest, and the
tenets upon our nation was
founded dictate, that it is NOT
the responsibility of the gov-
ernment to provide equal suc-
cess to everyone, or redistrib-
ute wealth to make 'all the
same. The benefits of a capt-
tallst society lie, rather, 'in
equal OPPORTUNITY---all
Americans have the same
chance to achieve success if
they are willing to work for it.

Equal opportunity breeds
success stories and hard work-
ers. Equal success gives rise to
meaningless triumph and
freeloaders. It is no colnci-
dence that the world's only
remaining major communist
regime, China (Kim Jung 11 is
only globally important to
himself), has survived by pri-
vatizing industry and opening
the markets to free trade and
capitalism.

To put it another way: there
has never been a successful
communist or socialist system.
The longest-lasting was the
former Soviet Union-which
has been dead 15 years now.
And, capitalism is not to
blame for poverty, either. In
fact, the last 100 years have
proven that free trade has

budget expert from Harvard, does not play in national secu-
to p'.rei,_cn papeY.<Uh~izy.~ationaJ security is a far
Allied Social Sciences more robust issue, encompass-
Association where they pro- Ing everything from social
jected the Iraq War will cost a policy to nukes. Every issue is
minimum of 1 trillion dollars. integral in securing America's
They even went on to predict future.
that depending on the length The issue that I want to
of the stay in Iraq could tum highlight is global warming.
into 2 trillion dollars. I cannot Get ready for this. A recent
even conceive of such a num- poll indicated the following
ber. numbers:

Further confounding this is 90% of Democrats
the projection from the 80% of Independents
President's own economist: 60% of Republicans
Larry Lindsey. When the war ... believe that immediate
began he set a price of 100 bil- action is necessary to curb the
lion to 200 billion dollars as warming of the atmosphere
the price tag on the alleged and be proactive in dealing
campaign to snuff out a poten- with the effect it is having on
tially dangerous cache of global climate. This reveals
WMDs upon which a vicious that indeed, for one of the first
dictator threatened the securi- times since 9/11 and the open-
ty of the entire world ... oh ing months of the Iraq War,
wait .. .it was supposed to be that President Bush could
for Iraqi freedom. It seems like potentially enjoy an over-
he may have lost track of a whelming public consensus
zero or two. on an issue. Before you global

Let me cut to the chase. I do warming naysayers begin to
not want the 2008 election to rebut, several INTERNA-
be solely about the Iraq War TIONAL studies reveal that
and the pivotal role it plays or human activities are the main

cause of global warming since
1950-84% of Americans even
agree that humanhy is at least
partially to blame.

The issue has the power to
unite all Americans to a corn-
rno,n cause. Finally something
we can work on together.

Whether you love the war
or hate the war, think about it.
I am tired of hearing about the
Iraq War and tired of hearing
the same old justifications for
the conflict. I want change;
maybe the environment will
be the ticket. The entire world
depends on the environment
and if this generation decides
to do something about it,
maybe earth will be a healthl-
er place for our children.

I believe where our money
is, there our heart will be also.
Spending up to two trillion
dollars in Iraq says something
about our country.

Do you want ow genera-
tion to be known for its war, or
for its wisdom in banding
together to solve a problem
that affects every human life?

Terror spellers
Can you spell "polymath," "threnody," and

"cryptanalyst"?
Third place winning Green Terror Spellers Julia

Rietmulder-Stone, Martin Camper, David Greisman,
and Devon Brackbi1l know how--and more!

Next time you are in Hill Hall, stop in the
English department and admire their trophy. Next
time you see Julia, Martin, David, and Devon, con-
gratulate them!

Go Green Terror Spellers!
SUBMITT1DnDR.MARYrrnE~OSEI
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Advertising Managers
Emily Funk '07

McDaniel College took to the track on April
27 to fight cancer. Relayers raised over
$28,000. keeping ANW residents awake all
night. 1'I1I)'lQ;1IY&1uaW.~R

'Church'to preach at VA Tech funerals
Church, an organization that hatred from society, who wish the Amish school shootings, Gallagher has seen opposition

G~~~~~~ER claims "God Hates Fags~'; a for mourners .to rem~in hoping to keep these people that insists he aligned with the
message they believe unbothered while saymg away from the countless hate group and their ideals.
"America needs more than air goodbye to loved ones. The friends, family and mourners Some have said that giving
to breathe, food to eat, and latest Westboro campaign is attending the services. them a broadcast platform
water to drink." They think adopting the message "If my radio show can pre- will potentially provide an
that America's acceptance of "Hokies in Hell", which was vent a circus atmosphere of audience of millions as
homosexuality has caused to be waved and chanted protests and media coverage opposed to the small amount
human loss-past and pres- while innocent victims of the from taking place in front of at the funerals themselves,
ent-including Sept. 11th, the gruesome shootings are laid to churches where grieving fam- allowing for more effective
Iraq War, Hurricane Katrina, rest. ilies are trying to say good- exposure of their beliefs.
the Amish school shootings, Thankfully, this display of bye to their loved ones, then I Either way, the fact that this
and most recently the tragedy hate will not pollute the sur- think that's a good thing" said radical group can no longer
at Virginia Tech University. roundings of Virginia Tech Gallagher in a recent state- directly spread their hate-

In orderto show their dis- funerals; Mike Gallagher, a ment. "I feel with all of my filled message to the families
approval of America and the prominent radio-talk show heart that this is the right of the victims is a success in
World, Westboro followers host, has offered Westboro thing to do." itself. Regardless of whether
attend the funerals of those representatives 3 hours of free Fortunately, leaders of the or not anyone catches them on
lost in these events holding airtime in conjunction with organization agreed to this Gallagher'S program, the
signs that read, "Thank God their written promise to nof offer, opting to discuss their nation's grief over those
For 9/11", "God Hates attend the VATech funerals in religious views surrounding involved with this tragedy
America", and "Thank God any way, shape or form. the events on the radio rather outweighs the petty agenda of
for Dead Soldiers". Their pres- Gallagher made the same than on location. While many Westboro's followers ten-fold.

ly from Westboro Baptist ence has sparked outbursts of offer during the aftermath of view this as a moral victory,

As if America was not
shocked enough by the tragic
events that took place at
Virginia Tech on April 16th,
2007. It now must wrap its
head around something like
this:

"The LORD your God sent
a crazed madman to shoot at
your children, and he didn't
miss. Get this straight-God
sent this South Korean mad-
man to kill 31 of your children
at Virginia Tech. Was Cod
asleep while this took place?
Was He on vacation? Of
course not. He willed this to
happen to punish you for
assailing His servants."

This statement came direct-

SARAH BLACK
COMMENTARY EDITOR

IDWT' is the new IDWI' FREE PRESS STAFF

I think just about everyone
is guilty of having talked on
his or her cell phone while
driving. But what about tex-
ting while driving? I have wit-
nessed plenty of people doing
this. Because it takes your
eyes off the road and it
involves using at least one
hand, 1 would never consider
doing this while driving.
However, I cannot speak far
anyone else. But this uncer-
tainty has caused some politi-
cians to make DWT (driving
while texting) Illegal. Good
idea or bad idea?

Personally, I think it's a
great idea because the simple
fact that people do this all the
time scares me--you're driv-
ing a 2,800 pound killing
machine and you're going to
take your eyes off the road?
Yikes.

So far, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey, California,
and the District of Columbia
outlaw the use of handheld
phones while driving, and 38
states are currently consider-
ing 133 bills that would regu-
late their use behind the
wheel, according to the
National Conference of State
Legislatures.

According to the Wall .. _~ .... ~
Street Journal, the first
reported incident of DWT
may have been in Tennessee
in 2005, when a man died
while texring when he lost
control of his pickup and

plunged down an embank-
ment. In Colorado that same
year, a teenager spent 10 days
in jail after he struck and
killed a bicyclist while texting
a friend.

Knowing that accidents on
the road can happen any-
where, Iwould feel a lot better
knowing that the roads would
be somewhat safer. Junior
Sarah Coppersmith, however,
is somewhat skeptical. "I
think it sounds silly to make it
illegal; it's kind of the same
thing as eating while driving
and people do that all the
time. But Ido think it can be a
rather dangerous risk."

My argument to that is: you
don't have to look at your
food in order to eat it; and if
anyone needs to, I suggest
you find your mouth quick
before you wreck.

Politician Joyce McDonald
is a sponsor of this new bill
that would make it a crime to
"operate a motor vehicle
while reading, writing, or
sending electronic messages,"

according to

the Wall Street Journal. In
Oregon, similar bills would
provide find up to $720 for
any driver caught texting or
holding a cell phone to an ear.
In Arizona, a bill is pending
that would make DWT a tick-
etable offense.

"I'm split on this issue,"
said Senior Jimmy Dell. "Half
of me says it's no one's busi-
ness. But the other half says it
makes sense because they're
trying to keep people safe on
the roads." Senior Alison
Bradley however, supports
the idea of making DWT ille-
gal. "I think ifs good because
it [texting] involves more con-
centration than just talking
because it involves your
hands," she says. "I support
it."
Iam definitely jumping on

the bandwagon for these
kinds of bills-anything to
help make the roads safer
from the countless number of
idiots on the road! They're
everywhere!
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Saved by the Arch- the college years
smiling, obnoxiously happy
McDaniel students here. We
have grown a lot in the past
four years, more 50 than either
of us could have anticipated.
As our collegiate years come
to a close, we find ourselves
reminiscing about the good,
the bad, and the very, very
ugly.

There was more that we
loved than hated. Yes, there
were fully caffeinated nights
spent pulling out our hair, and
fights with our best friends,
boyfriends, and boys that we
wanted to be our boyfriends,
or the driving behind ANW's
parking lot, to find, shocking-
ly, that there were again no
spots up top. But there were
also random walks to
Safeway, pulling all-nighters
filled with nothing but great
conversation, and the confi-
dence in knowing that some-
where, at sometime, at least
one apartment on campus was

hosting a championship beer
pong tournament. Hey, peo-
ple love beer pong here.

It's fair to say McDaniel
College made us who we are
and shaped who we would
become in the future. So
much has changed 'in four
years on one hill. As freshman
we got lost in all the upper-
classman, even though we
were the biggest class
McDaniel had ever seen. As
freshman, our floors watched
The OC together, we were
"condomed" at Choices, and
we wore extremely tight shirts
and short skirts to parties. All
freshman girls do. But as
Seniors, we became obsessed
with Grey's Anatomy, a far
more mature selection-at
least the people sleeping
together on this show were
overage. We rebelled against
the administration because
the Choices cast wasn't
allowed to throw our precious

condoms. And at this point,
we've hooked up with enough
people that we don't need to
wear short skirts. (We just
want to.)

McDaniel gave us memo-
ries that will last a lifetime.
It's cheesy but at least it's true.
Freshman year had its numer-
ous embarrassments, but it
also had its Kodak moments.
We played football out in the
rain during Hurricane
Isabelle, pretty much the only
time either one of us has
thrown a football. The snow-
storm that year cancelled
school for the first few days of
spring semester-so sledding
became a class. We shudder at
the thought of our Video
Dance party during Freshman
Orientation, a creative attempt
at torturing newly admitted
students. As seniors we tail-
gated at the football game and
watched as our friends tried to
grill beer-battered hotdogs.
Another snowstorm hit, so we
sat inside and stuffed our-
selves with chocolate on
Valentine's Day. Thankfully,
we have apartments and now
hold our own dance parties.
We like to dance our pants off,
no videos needed.

We've actually learned from
our classes. Which is good,
since we're paying thousands
of dollars a year for an educa-
tion. As freshman, the only
necessary class was Freshman
Seminar, opportunities were
endless, and out' final papers
were only seven pages long.

Close to graduation, however,
we scramble to take every
class we need, often resorting
to bribery (Note to ALL
Underclassmen: The Registrar
prefers Godiva and big bills).
Now we create our own
opportunities, they may be
bigger and better, but they're
scarier too. And as for the
papers, we are just barely
making the deadline for this
article because for both of us
(we're in the same class once
again) all thirty pages of our
Senior Seminar paper are,
tragically, due at 3 p.m. tomor-

)ENNA SCHWARZ
)EN HARRINGTON

len and [enna. [enna and
len. Yes, we are in fact, differ-
ent people. Although there is
a widely circulated rumor that
we are one and the same.
Maybe it has to do with the
fact that we are always togeth-
er, or that we have taken many
of the same classes, or that we
are both barely five feet tall.
Or that we're moving to
Chicago together this summer
to attend DePaul University in
the fall. Or it could be that
McDaniel College is just that
small.

But that's what we love
abou-t McDaniel, isn't it? The
intimate close-knit environ-
ment where everyone knows
each other's name, bra size,
social security number, and of
Course, secret desires. Here
friends turn into family
overnight. Insert photo of

Even though as well-
trained English majors we
could expand and elaborate
on these ideas for pages and
pages, we have consolidated
our memories into a top ten
list. Notice the expertise in
parallelism. ~nd although we
should pull another all-
nighter hopped up on soy
varolla lattes, working on our
Senior Sem. Papers, we'll
probably spend it reminiscing
about the past four years and
honestly wondering where the
time has gone. It's likely that
we will spend a considerable
amount of time checking
Facebook for answers. While
we are out looking for
answers, in the real world and
on Pacebook, we do know
this: McDaniel College adver-
tises that it has been changing
lives since 1857, but it has
been changing ours since
2003.

Will MissThe Hookup- reciprocity is not always a must
guy pleases you sexually, girls will happen again, or that he
have been trained to think will ask you out.
that they should do the same The old cliche, if you want
in return. a guy to like you they must

Just because he is quick to respect you, is fact, not myth.
touch you, doesn't mean you After the encounter, there is
should do the same, and in no nothing more than another
way does this mean you are hook up, and beyond that
ruining the hookup. And if the they will never know what
guy is only pleasing you in else you have to offer - which
order to get the same, then he isn't just sex.
isn't worth the hookup, any- Just because the jobs, that is,
way. You owe him nothing, hand and blowjobs, aren't
except that which you are technically sex, Mr. President,
comfortable with. they can still be just as physl-

After you have made the cally and emotionally drain-
decision to not go along with ing if you aren't comfortable
reciprocating, there is some- with performing them.
times the pressure that he will In fact, I remember the day
get 'blue balls.' Although when the step between being
uncomfortable for him, he will fingered and giving a blow job
survive, and it is nothing his wasn't much smaller than the
own hand can't solve. step between oral sex and

Being worried about some- intercourse. Just because you
thing like reciprocating or aren't having sexual inter-
'blue balls: is a waste and yet course with multiple people,
it unfortunately still haunts doesn't mean you should be
many girls, only increasing giving out free blowjobs,
after high schooL either.

Likewise, it would have In any case, it is important
been nice if our earlier experi- to remember, that even as
ences had taught us that sex experienced college students,
acts are never the answer to we can still be hurt by the
getting a guy's attention. wrong decisions we made in

Sure, you have their full high school. Before you do
attention while performing anything, just' make sure it's
the sexual favor, but not aU something you really want to
attention is good attention, do.
and attention doesn't equal
liking or a guarantee that it

KATHRYN YOUNG 1. Miss Cecilia
The Quad (our second home)
Spring Fling

night
The Wall

6. Midnight Breakfast
7. Denny'S at3 am
8. Living next door to your best friends
9. The new gym

Choices
(We know its supposed to be. the Top Ten, but

we couldn't resist) Cheap medication from Smith
House, and still being on your parents' health
insurance

FEATIlRES EDITOR

Everyone's so eager to say
they "hooked up," but when it
Comes to actually hooking up,
do we really have it all togeth-
er?

When you have your first
real fulfilling sexual experi-
ence it can seem amazing and
disturbing at the same time.
Early experiences are often
awkward because, like any
new experience, you are doing
something that you haven't
done before.

Although many of us have
already faced firsts, such as
"touching it," there can still be
some getting used to feeling
completely comfortable dur-
ing sex acts.

Most of being comfortable
with sexual experiences is
throwing away the common
myths that are supposedly the
rules of hooking up.

HOOking up is something
that you learn about as you
go, and in most cases when
you look back at your earlier
experiences, you cringe. But in
any event, girls still feel that
they are suppose to do certain
things and are forced to expe-
rience things they didn't actu-
ally Want to.

Of course, there is the "fact"
that you must reciprocate. U a

Won't Miss
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them. I have to be positive so
they want to be here."

Perhaps that statement is
proof that he knows exactly
what needs to be done, and it
just hasn't happened yet. It
seems as if a lack.of communi-
cation has also led to a lack. of
motivation.

"Seibert has it in him to be
the coach this team needs, he
just has to let loose and show
some emotion," Coons said.
"He never argued any calls
and it felt like he wasn't into
the game." Asked about the
team's motivation, Teter said
the players are more motivat-
ed than ever and want noth-
ing more than to win.

Regardless of what has
caused them, it is dear that
this year's team still has prob-
lems with leadership and
communication. Even if it is
no one person's fault, it seems
as if everyone is on a different
page and that can only spell
disaster. Next year will be
crucial in finding out where
the problems of leadership lie.
Matt Teter said, "Coach
Seibert tells us all the time that
we are the ones who win and
lose games. Bottom line we
need to go out there and win."
Teter couldn't have put it any
better and only time will tell
which path this team will
travel down.

Baseball leadership rolls down Hill
RYAN BARRE
CONTRlBlITOR

The McDaniel baseball pro-
gram has been itching for suc-
cess throughout the last sever-
al years and their 8-20 record
makes it evident that it won't
come this year either.

Every athletic team has its
problems, however the roots
of this team's troubles are dif-
ferent from those that most
teams typically encounter.
Often times, losing records
can be attributed to a lack of
talent and hard work, or bad
team chemistry. However, the
case is different with
McDaniel baseball. There is a
considerable amount of talent
and the team's work ethic is
clearly visible. The squad has
excellent chemistry among
members, which leads some
to believe that the underpin-
nings associated with the
team's sub par results are
quite unusual.

Taking a deeper look at the
situation, it appears the team
is lacking leadership as well as
communication, which are
necessary ingredients for suc-
cess. The team's roster con-
sists of only two seniors and
one junior, leaving 20 sopho-
mores and nine freshmen to
fill the majority of the spots.

With only three upperclass-
men, it is hard for any team to

have a solid foundation of
leadership, because most peo-
ple haven't had the experience
to step up and lead.
According to Coach Dave
Seibert, senior pitcher and
outfielder Tom Wenrich is the
only captain, and catcher
Adam Pelta is the only other
senior; therefore, the majority
of leadership responsibilities
fall on their shoulders.

Over the past few years,
Seibert has experienced a
problem with having too
much youth for the first time
in his 27-year career. Aside
from making cuts, and having
injuries occur, the team has
lost an unusual amount of
players to attrition.

Seibert noted that he had
two lean recruiting years in
'04 and '05 where he got less
than 10 recruits combined,
and also lost his best hitter
who withdrew from school
because of low grades.
Although most coaches deal
with similar losses, players
have left this team for nega-
tive reasons as well.

Phil Green, a junior, played
on the team for a year and a
half before he decided that
enough was enough. Green
admits that "the program was
a lot different than what I
expected" when he arrived
here, which frustrated him.

"Opportunities that were

presented to me at the begin-
ning were not carried out in
the end," he said. Green feels
the coaching mentality is too
"old school" and relies too
heavily on seniority.

Dan Coons, also a junior,
decided to part ways with the
game he had played since he
was three after only a year and
a half in the program. "The
game just lost its edge," said
Coons. "It just wasn't fun
anymore."

During his time as a player,
Coons also experienced a lot
of losing, which he attributes
to having no leadership. He
felt that it was hard to put
faith and trust in their captain
who would scream at people
for everything and anything,
and nobody from the large
group of young players want-
ed to step up and lead.

With the team getting even
younger since last year, these
leadership problems still seem
to be causing trouble for the
team. Sophomore second
baseman Matt Teter says he's
heard stories of past captains
calling team meetings to let
each player know what is
expected of them; yet that has-
n't happened since he's been
on the team. On the other
hand, Teter says this year's
team is the most bonded it's
ever been. Wenrich has done
a good job leading the team by

example but it is hard for only
one captain to control a team
of 32 players.

Although the team has a
considerable amount of youth,
it appears that the lack.of lead-
ership could be the result of
the coach not defining roles.
Both Green and Coons experi-
enced poor communication
when they played and it
appears the problem is still
there. According to Green,
Seibert is a good guy but does-
n't let incoming players know
his plan and inform them of
what he wants their role to be.

When Coons was playing,
he felt that the constant losing,
lack. of leadership, and nega-
tive comments led to a "self-
fulfilling prophecy" for most
of the players. "Consistently
losing, we would say how bad
we were, which actually made
us perform even worse," said
Coons.

Seibert, on the other hand,
believes that the team needs to
win. He feels that to lead you
must have confidence, and to
have confidence you must
win. Seibert has coached the
team to a 24-62 record since
2005 and has a career record
coming into this year around
.500 at 333-338-4. Asked what
he has to do with such a
young group of kids to be suc-
cessful, he replied, "I have to
be patient. 1can't get down on

"NOT All CUSTOMERS WILL QUALIFY. CUSTOMERS RECEIVE $400 FROM TOYOTA TOWAROS LEASING OR FINANCING THE PURCHASE OF NEW UNTITUO TOYOTA MOOELS THROUGH PARTICIPATING TOYOTA OEAURS
ANO TOYOTA FINANCiAl SERVICES. SEE OEALER OR VISIT WWW.TOYOTAFINANCIALCOMjFINANCE FOR OETAILS. COllEGE GRAOUATE PROGRAM IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR TERMINATION AT ANY TIME

400 off



RYAN CHELL
SPORTS EDITOR

Intramural sports are an
alternative for many students
on college campuses across
the country, and it is no differ-
ent here at McDaniel.

The intramural department
here on campus offers a wide
variety of sports for students
to remain active and partici-
pate in with their fellow class-
mates. Although not on the
professional collegiate level of
sports, competition is not left
out in intramural sports.

There are currently 11 listed
sports listed under the intra-
mural department, with more
sports apparently being added
to the list, one being rugby. In
the sports, there are options
for male, female, and co-ed
divisions of each team,
depending upon student rep-
resentation and participation.

The intramural sports are
offered in both the spring and
the fall, respectively, but with
four different "seasons". In
the fall, the sports of flag foot-
ball, outdoor soccer, golf, four-
on-four basketball, floor hock-

the green. Then having to hit
left handed, with coach stand-
ing up on tee, watching the
mess. (I still pulled out a
bogey.)

The second day of a two
day tournament at Rutgers,
sophomore year, we reed off at
7:45 in morning, I went first
and by the 17th hole my group
was two and a half holes
ahead of the group behind us.

I can laugh at this now
because it is history but at the
time I was not laughing. Last
fall, up at Mt. Holyoke, J was
putting for par on my second
to last hole. I missed the par
putt but Iwas six-inches away
from making bogey. Six-inch-
es is nothing. right? Wrong! I
missed the putt. In front of
coach again! Very humbling
experience' will never forget
and will continue to laugh at.

I thank my teammates and
coach for four great years of
collegiate golf and to think
that four years Inever though
any of this was possible.
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Intramural sports appear to be lagging
ey, and tennis are some of the Doing two jobs at once is no dally when we are deep into that was postponed. It has
choices offered to students easy task, as most of the load the schedule." been things like this that may
wanting to remain physically is placed on Hatton's shoul- Hatton also talked about have drawn criticism from the
active. In the spring, five-on- ders. the time difference between students. Hatton responded
five basketball is offered, "I do most of the schedul- the fall and the spring. when to these concerns, and to what
along with volleyball, softball, ing. organizing, and such in the fall he does not have he thought the state of
badminton, and indoor soccer. myself," said Hatton. It did lacrosse practices and games McDaniel Intramurals truly

Matt Hatton, who is the seem like a one-man effort, to worry about too much. was.
intramural director, as well as but Hatton also mentioned "I can certainly find more "I would say that the intra-
being named the interim head that he received help from time in the fall for intramurals mural program is probably at
lacrosse coach in September, assistant coach Sam Seeshole when lacrosse is not quite as a stand still
talked about how the process and student-assistant Jason muchasa factor," said Hatton. at this point," said Hatton.
of getting a team, as well as a Norton, who also created the Iwould say that with both job "We have been able to get a
season, started goes about. lOO-member "facebook" titles there is rarely a time good amount of students

"We hold meetings in group. when things are not hectic." interested in the program and
which the captains tum in ros- But how does Hatton bal- Hatton also mentioned we have a good contingency
ters and we go over the rules," ance his schedule between recruiting in the fall as well of students involved in intra-
said Hatton. "Once we get the administrating two different but still said the fall is a whole murals here at McDaniel
rosters and all of the teams, I sports organizations? How lot better time-wise to him. College. I think that if there
sit down and develop a logical many does he spend on each, However, there have been a were less responsibilities, the
schedule including playoffs and is it a schedule it can lot of things issues concerning intramural program could
and championships. I then keep? the whole program in general, take some steps to make it an
post and email the intramural "It is impossible to put my and many of the concerns are even better experience for our
sports and we begin playing finger on how many hours dealt with Hatton and his students that choose to partie-
until the champion is named." that I spend on either lacrosse staff. Eric Zwilsky, on the ipate."

And that is not the only or tntramurals," said Hatton, facebook site, simply posted, And who knows, maybe
thing Hatton has to prepare. "I can tell you that when the "[thel staff sucks.vwith anoth- after the season, intramurals
Hatton is also now serving as dust settles at the end of the er student agreeing with his can make a "late-inning rally",
the head coach of the men's week, it has to be somewhere comment in the next post. An and change the minds of
lacrosse team on campus after up in the 60s or so. I would email was sent over the net- many student athletes here on
having the position of assis- say that I typically spend work on April 5th, from campus.
tant coach for three years, the more time with my lacrosse Hatton, saying that he was
same amount of time he has duties: however, intramurals sorry for missing a meeting
served as intramural director. can take a lot of time up, espe- due to a late lacrosse game

LINDSAYGRAHAM
srAFF WRITER

McDaniel golf- a senior player's perspective
spoke ten words all season to
coach Mike Diehl and hardly
any to a teammate who would

There were definitely some become one of my very good
good times playing golf for friends the next three years.
the Green Ierror w.ome ' go.l.f__ Thelirst.tournamentpj..m.y,
team, from rorrntng a long collegiate career- was an inter-
friendships with teammates to esting one. I was incredibly
winning the Conference nervous and wanted to play
Championship, each of the well. To this day I can hear the
past three years. . words that coach Diehl told

If you were to ask me four me before I teed off on my first
years ago if I would have hole "just do your best." I
played golf at the collegiate tried my best but r did not
level, Iwould have laughed at playas well as I would have
you. In high school most of liked to. But as coach told me
the boys only played to have later, no one ever plays as
something to do in the fall. good as they would have
None of them had the idea of liked in their first tournament.
continuing in college. As a team, that first year we

It was not until my high played through torrential
school coach asked me if Iwas down-pouring rain as well as
thinking about golf in college, playing with remnants of
that T started thinking about it. snow on the ground. Up in
He had a daughter that went South Hadley, Me, in the Mt.
to Fairfield and played there Holyoke Invitational, the sec-
for four years so he knew a lit- and day was cancelled due to
tie about collegiate women's so much rain that people had
golf. He was the one who to squeegee out the greens.
found McDaniel for me. And the first tournament after

As a freshman, Iwas the Spring Break in Georgia, there
shy one on the team I barely were still remnants of snow at

'Bricks & Mortars'- Res Life announcements
AJI 2007 May Closing

lnformalion is available on
McDaniel Web Site via the
"Student Life" link +
"Residential Life." Find out
about express checkout, Formal
checkout and more. Please
contact your resident assistant
to check out vour room. AU
non-graduafutg residents must
vacate and leave campus no
more than 24 hours after their
last final exam. or SahU'day.
May 12 at noon.

If you have any concerns or
questtons about any of thi.'I
information, pie... call the

Office of Residence Life at
~40 during regular office
hours, or email
reslife@nu.::daniel.edu.

Congratulati.ons to the fol-
lowing groups who have been
approved to be a part of the
Affinity Program for the 2007-
2008 academic year.
Catholic Campus Ministri£s
Circle K - Humane Sodety
GoJdenGirls
HERO - Health Eduqltion
Rebwlding Orgaruzation
_ Helping Hopkins
lnt(U"Var$ity Christian
Fellowship

Berkletgh Country Club in
Kutztown, Pa.

Sophomore year was a big
year. We had a good team;
everyone gained more experi-
epc~nLfoun~ourselves
being ranked 19th in the
nation, for Division-Ill golf.
Golf is a sport that has a lot of
up and downs, one day you
will play great the next day
you won't, but that season
had more ups and downs with
what was possibly at stake.

Looking back, with the
exception of a few tourna-
ments, I played better the sec-
ond day of a two-day touma-
ment or on the back nine. My
mentality has always been to
try to forget about the score
and just try to "minimize the
damage."

They are three words that
are permanently etched in my
brain, thanks to coach but it is
true. "A six is always better
than a seven, seven is always
better than an eight ... " he
would say and being around
him for four years it sunk in.
During tournaments, I can

InterVarsity Females
Jewish Student Union
McDaniel Unity
SOUP - Supporting Our
Underprivileged.
Ultimate Frisbee Club
Male Resident Assistants
Neededl

The Office. of Residence Life
is looking for "A Few Good
Men." After the traditional
Resident Assistant application
process. there are stiU male RA
vacancies left. Male residents
who missed. the original appli-
cation deadlines or Could not
go through tile Interview

hear his voice in my head say-
ing "just get out with bogey or
a double and don't make
things worse" and it helped.

My first tournament at the
Links of Gettysburg, spring
freshman year, was n shotgun
start and I started on the
fourth hole. My final round at
the course, Tuesday ApriJ 24, T
started on the fourth hole. I
remember thinking before the
round, "1 have come full cir-
cle" and it really started to hit
me harder that it was my final,
final round up at Gettysburg.
(And r was also happy that I
did not have to climb the
monster of a hill between
three and four.)

Coach has always preached
to us, as players to have fun,
because in the end you will
probably not remember what
you shot but you will remem-
ber the good times you had. I
finally realized that.

Iwill always remember at
Bucknell freshman year hit-
ting a five-wood 140 yards
DOWNHILL and winding up
in first line of the trees behind

process and are still interested
in becoming an RA are encour-
aged to apply. Please stop by
the Office of Residence Life to
pick up an application.
Applications are due on
Friday, May 11, 2007 by 4:30
p.m. to the Office of Residence
Life. Questions? Please contact
Emerald Christopher at ext:
22370.-
echristopher@rncdanlel.edu.
Attentionl New Storage
PoUey1

Due to the unpredictable
timeline of the various real-
dence haD construction proj_

ects, The Office of Residence
Life will not be offering stor-
age options.

For your convenience,
below are some local storage
cpuoos and contact numbers.
THE UPS STORe - located by
the Food Lion
Phone: 410.871.9750
WESTMINSTER SELF STOR-
AGE - located by the
Westminster Post Office
Phon." 410.857.4169
E Z STORAGE -located on
Routet40 just pest the MVA.
across from ElP
Phone, 410.857.8080

_,

mailto:reslife@nu.::daniel.edu.
mailto:echristopher@rncdanlel.edu.
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Liiizan, Gilpina1id Tayror F.:iCe inEXeiiise Si:iiiii£, P.e
The Exercise Science and Physical Education Department at McDaniel

College provides i,ts students with great knowledge of the. field and a myriad of
career opporturunes to purse upon graduation. Students are offered differen
real~s of foc~~,~ch as athletic training, sports coaching, physical education
tea~hing certification, and the opportunity to use the major as guidance for
then own goals. The 2097 graduatin& seniors in the Exercise Science an
Physical Education Department possess academic excellence; Threeoutstand ..
ing seniors, Adam Lletzan. Christina Gilpin, and Blair Taylor have had very
success~ulacademic careers at McDaniel College, as well assomc very positive
memenes. The students admire the professors who have lead and encouraged
them throughout their time in COllege.Lietzan, a Biology and Exercise Scien
d~ubl(,'!major is confident and appreciative QEhiS opportunities in the Exerci
Science department, "The completion of the two will give me many options fo
my. future career jn whatever coeccntraucn l:chose.~GoodLucktoLietza
Gilpin, and Taylor in their future successes, and to the 2007 graduating seruc
at McDaniel Call .

ADAM LIETZAN
Hometown: Laurel, DE
Major. Biology and Exercise Science
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College:
I can't definitively point to one thing I'm most proud of; however, Ido
appreciate the opportunity to finish two majors in my career at McDaniel
College.
Favorite Memory:
My favorite memory wasn't actually at McDaniel College, but on a January
term trip to Belize. It's always exciting to travel internationally, but
to go to a Caribbean country is amazing. Belize is filled with great
history, beautiful weather, and friendly people. What more could you ask
for?
worst Memory:
The non-stop construction that's been occurring throughout my tenure at
McDaniel College has been annoying. Unfortunately, I lived in ANW when
Academic Hall was being built and now in North Village next to the
construction of new apartments. McDaniel College provides a productive
learning environment with the never ending hammering, screeching
chalnsaws, jackhammers, and, of course, workers discussing their weekends
outside your window on Monday morning.
Best mentor and why: Dr. Brian Wladkowski
I've known Dr. Wladkowski since my freshman year and since then he's been
a great professor and friend. He gave me the opportunity to be his peer
mentor for the Fall 2005 semester which I greatly appreciate and has
worked with myself and other brothers as the Phi Kappa Sigma advisor.

Thing most proud of about my work at McDaniel College: My undergraduate
studies at McDaniel College have led me to pursue a career in exercise physiol-
ogy, in which I will hopefully help people change their lives for the better
Favorite Memory: Conversations that lasted well into the early morning hours
about absolutely nothing
Worst Memory: being awakened by the fire alarm @ 2 am, having to sitting
outside in the cold for over an hour and then 'having to get up for an 8 am
class.
Best Mentor &. Why: Dr. Richard Carpenter. He is completely dedicated to his
students and always available to talk to, whether it's a question about a class
lecture, registration, or your 5 year plan.

--------
BLAIR TAYLOR

Hometown: Rid~ey Park, Pa
Major: Exercise Science
Thing you are most proud of about your work at McDaniel College:
My determination to succeed.
Favorite Memory: Studying Abroad in Australia was emeztng. But here on the
HilI it has to be' the friendships I've made. They are sure to last a
lifetime.
Worst Memory: I don't have any truly bad memories he~e.
Best mentor and why: I'd have to say anyone of the professors in the
exercise science department, they are all wonderful to work with and have
so many different experiences. It's great to have the opportunity team
from them.

Hatton stresses balancing athletics, academics
CHRISTINA GILPIN

Hometown: Aberdeen, NfD
Major: Exercise Science & Physical Education

(from "Hatton" on page 24) responsibilities. Some have the lack. of free time limits his players. Being young has no reason why McDaniel
and exhausting, but he knows this happen earlier than oth- activities to plopping down allowed him to apply his lacrosse can't consistently be a
that it's meaningless if his ers, which is why he stays on on the couch watching sport- newly acquired coaching prin- Top 20 program.
players don't have the grades top of them about such issues. tng events and playing his X- ciples to the responsibilities Hatton is also excited about
to compete. Consequently, he Although he takes the BOX 360, but he doesn't mind. associated with being a stu- the recent advancements in
has a study hall set up for responsibilities of his job very He's not big on doing outre- dent. "He doesn't mix up the McDaniel's facilities, such as
players needing help in serious, spending the majority geous things just to say that he priorities of being a player or the turf field and weight-
school, stressing that they of his time working, Hatton has done them. student, allowing the players room which is expected to be
need to prepare for the real loves to be able to relax. In fact throughout the past to be more comfortable with finished this fall. He believes
world that they will soon be When he is not working, he three years, much of Hatton's him," explains senior mid- it would be an injustice for the
living in. loves spending time with his free time was spent finishing fielder Jared Nutter. team not to do well

He stresses to all recruits girlfriend Carol who coaches masters in counseling at As far as goals are con- To sum up the feeling that

~:~tsbe~i~ ;;~;~~~ ~~t~:~~~~~s lacr~~se atS:~~~Z;~ ~~~aze~nd~:st:~~t~;;l~ ~~:e~e~:~~i~1 7on~~~~~; :t~h:o ~c~:a:e~ t::~~~~
upstanding members of socte- Maryland. differences in order to relate to tournament as a must this sea- family, Nutter says when he

~el;~~:~~~;~cl~~e~efi~~:~whiC:~~o:~;jO~:::::i~~ the,::]';;'k~:~~~:::~a~e:,;,a ;;:;a:~:;l:~v;a~iSa:e::~~ls~~:~~e:bO~:th:a~oac'~r~a~
"there is a ligh~ switch that Chicago to s~e his bel?ved step ahead of the older guys American caliber as long as pumped" and that it was "the
?oes [onl sometimes,." allo~- Bear.s play thiS past wmter. because t~e~ can tr:ust me,." ~ey let the team's goals come best news I've otten since
Illg students to reahze theIr DUring the lacrosse season, Hatton Said m refernng to hls first. In the long run, he sees coming to conege~'

Ab bamont~ba!o~'~~f~~I~wi~~a~2:~m~!~PFo~I~~ze?~n way.
~~.;;~!;1~6; play~dfortheTer.rorin2003,ber-onerankingin unassistedNCAA DivisionIII Sout~h:~':~~e,:!:n!~~:re::"~~:

certamly left an Image over tackles With 174. Region team, and to top it all tion th
four years that Coach Keating Over the past few months, off, he was named a second on th at '-:b.bamonte showe.d
will surely miss next season, not only has Abbamonte been team All-American for cam e gridiron and on th.1S
while the Terror's opponents racking up tackles and Division m. do' pus,. the Green Terror Will
are probably gl~d the~ will records, he has been adding ObViOUSly,Coach Keating =fine next year.
not ~ #37 covenng their ~t awards to his resume as well. and the rest of the football
re~elVer over th~ lOp ?r dehv- Starting in November, he was coaches are going to have a
enng a sm~shlllg hit to .an one of four Terror footba!! big hole in fill in the back of
opponent gomg over the mid· players named to the AU- their defense, along with their
die. Centennial Conference Team leadership, next year.

200~v:~~~:n~:7a~~~ ~OpO:~ ~~!e;: ~:~i~s~~:a:.ly :;t~~ ~:ebramfonte made his markour years and gave
interceptions, which puts him that, he was named to the everyt~g he had to help this
11th in school history. His 161 d3football.com All-South team wm. He will take this
interception-return yards are Region third team, the Eastern formula with him wherever he
6th in the Green Terror record College Athletic Conference g~s in life, which will help
books. He ranks 3rd in All-Southwest first team, he him succeed in whatever he
McDaniel history in total tack- was added to the 2006 Don puts his mind to, and if

As a safety for the McDaniel
Green Terror football team,
Drew Abbamontc could tack.1e
and cover anything. Now he
has to go up against the thing
many college students either
are or are not prepared to tack-
le: the real world.

Abbamonte will be one of
the many seniors-as well as
senior athletes-who will be
leaving McDaniel for more
and better things. Abbamonte
and the rest of the seniors
leaving in 2007 left an image
on this campus that many will
not soon forget.



Bolek a determined swimming team captain
has a great model for future by Bolek ensure that the team "epitome of hard work, dedi- bounces as she walks deter-
years of Green Terror swim- forms lasting bonds outside cation, and commitment and minedly into practice, sport-

__ ..::S::..:PO::R1S~E:::D::..:ITD:::R::.___ . ming." the pool and past practice has been since the first day of ing a polo shirt from her
She is a devoted swimmer, Although the 2006-2007 time. freshman year," by Head favorite store, J-Crew, and

swim season is over and Bolek In practice, Bolek always Coach Kim Easterday. deep blue jeans loose from
is done with competitive pushes herself to go faster and Not only does she impact weeks of wear without wash-
swimming she still trains as do better. These actions cause the team by creating unity Ing. Typically the first one at
much as possible. It is some- the team understand that it is through her dedication, practice, she can be seen
thing she has loved so much not okay to miss practice; only Bolek's personality also serves stretching beside the blocks,
for the majority of her life that extreme cases, illnesses, and as the beginning of common ready to dive into the water as
even now, after her final sea- class can interfere. Thus, the saying and jokes for the the rest of the team flows in.
son has ended, she continues team dynamic and pride are team-Molly-isms. It is com- Her strength and speed in
to swim. It will forever be improved because only those man for her to say "it's fine", the water, despite her small
something she loves and will who are truly devoted and typically when things are not stature, exude a confidence as
continue to do on her own or dependable will put in the up fine. Once, after forming blis- well. She knows that she is
through master swimming to 20 hours of practice per ters on her hands from doing a one of the best in the confer-
programs. week, plus meets. 'wheel' across baloney' exer- ence and works unendingly to

As with anything, so much "If I had only one word to cise during dry land practice, maintain that.
work, love, and pain goes into use to describe Molly it would she looked down at her hands, To Terror Swimmers, she
swimming. There is always a be dependable. Whether it shrugged and said, "Irs fine." will always be the "phenome-
lasting connection; Bolek was in the middle of a great This nonchalant attitude nal captain."
makes swimming more than race, or looking for someone toward pain has become a "We're going to have to
just an individual obligation. to provide leadership on the part of each swimmer's work extremely hard to fill her
It is about the bond and pride side of the pool, you could speech. It is impossible to be shoes next year," adds sopho-
a team has in itself as a group always count on Molly to do around a group of Lady Terror more Katie Dorian.
and the love all members have the right thing at the right Swimmers and not hear "irs Bolek is a strong swimmer
for each other. . time. Molly was an absolute 'fine" repeated over and over. and an amazing captain. She

She realizes that swimming joy to coach," states Assistant This year, Bolek has added will be missed next year; but
has allowed her to "build a lot Coach, Jeff Hiestand. a" suffix to the swimmers the team will continue to grow
of strong relationships [she} Bolek completes the entire- vocabulary, <ness." It is from the roots of such a strong
might not have made other- ty of each practice and even added on to a few words per leader.
wise." adds on to her sets, continuing sentence. An example would Bolek states, "Swimming

Bolek helps her team under- while waiting for the team to be, "I just got back from the has been such a large part of
stand these vital elements finish. She is sure to take poolness and my shoulders my life for SO long that the
through her powerful leader- advantage of all possible time hurt; but that is probably fine- amount I will miss it is inde-
ship qualities. She always to improve her sport, includ- ness." scribable; but the team will
makes sure they stay together ing working on abs sets while To the team, Bolek always continue with a lot of sue-
and remain focused. Team watching her favorite TV appears together and confi- cess."
meetings, pasta parties, and show, Grey's Anatomy. dent; her curly brown hair is
water polo games organized Bolek is described as the adorned with a bow and

LAURA HUTTON

never missing practice no
matter what happens, and a
devoted friend, who is always
there when necessary.
Perhaps most notably, howev-
er, she is a determined captain
always pushing herself and
her teammates to do better.

Although McDaniel College
senior Molly Bolek spends
hours at the pool daily, she
hopes to pursue her major in
the field of psychology and
become a school psychologist.
Growing up around
Lancaster, PA, Molly was a
determined student and
swimmer from a young age.
She began swimming when
she was six.

Bolek has been a part of the
Honors Program, Circle K,
and gospel choir here in addi-
tion to being a captain of the
Green Terror swim team with
Mark Yankovich for two con-
secutive years.

"Swimming meant so
much to her and she created
strong goals that went along

I

with the sport she loved. To
achieve these goals she
worked hard at practice and
would never give up," says
:Yankovich. "She was an excel-
i lent feeder and the team now
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~til~~~i~~ghY":";kOViChllndBolek
are fierce competitors
when in the pool, but
still find time to relax
and kickback as
friends. The two have
been dose since their
frieshmanyearon the
swim team.

'Yank' goes the distance as men's captain
possible, Yankovich chose to Centennial Conference been an incredible leader and time working out and at
attend McDaniel, planning to Championships, defeating the swimmer throughout his meets. The guys on the team
swim for the Green Terror. fourth place finisher by over career. His positive altitude become your best friends;

"Swimming was a big com- fifteen seconds. and encouragement has been there is Significant cama-
mitment, but I found a great Dislocating his knee in his a key to the success of the raderie and commitment dur-
group of friends on the team. first race sophomore year, men's swim team." ing practices and races," said
It helped me to become more Yankovich acted as team man- It is no surprise he served Yankovich.
competitive with the sport ager for the remainder of the as captain his junior and sen- "Mark epitomizes all that is
because we were always season, and was forced to ior years alongside friend and good about sports. His enthu-
pushing each other," said undergo surgery at the end of fellow swimmer, senior, Molly siesm, work ethic, and love of
Yankovich. the fall semester. During his Bolek. the sport were noticeable on

Yankovich's accomplish- junior year he continued again "[Mark is] one of the most his recruiting trip.
ments did not come without with distance freestyle, and as passionate swimmers I have Throughout his four years
hard work, dedication, and a senior he competed in ever been on a team with. here those qualities grew in
obstacles. During his senior breaststroke again. an honor to swim with for intensity and Mark developed
year of high school, he was Though the 2006-2007 four years and head the team into one of the finest captains
challenged with a knee injury, Men's team was small, they together for two years," said this program has ever seen,"
yet continued to swim. were very strong. Bolek. said Assistant Coach Jeff
Following high school gradu- "Irs a great feeling when you His unending enthusiasm Hiestand.
ation, he had knee surgery. show up at a meet with only and encouragement helped His strong leadership and

Yankovich was unable to five or six guys on your team lead the Green Terror to fun remarkable character will be
swim many breaststroke and you defeat the larger and memorable seasons. remembered by his friends
events during his freshman opposing team. Irs a lot like Yankovich had a way about and teammates. His positive
year at McDaniel. He was David vs. Goliath:' said him that always seemed to impact on the swim team will
forced to transform into a dis- Yankovich. lighten the mood at tense be carried into future seasons.
tance swimmer, in which he Yankovich was at practice moments, whether it was a Upon graduation from
was quite successful. As a consistently and so was his joke or merely a simple word McDaniel, Yankovich plans to
freshman for the Green Terror, pleasant and sociable person- of encouragement. attend physical therapy school
he was seeded sixth in the ality. "Swimming for a college and continue with swimming
1650 Freestyle, yet managed to Head Coach, Kim team is very time consuming, as a collegiate level coach.
place third and medal at the Easterday, said, "Mark has and you spend much of your

ALYSSA ROMASCO
SPORTS EDITOR

Mark Yankovich, or "Yank"
to many of his peers, has been
a varsity swimmer for the
Green Terror for four years.
An Exercise Science major and
Sports Coaching minor,
Yankovich is involved in a
multitude of college activities
including intramural sports,
the Allied Health Club,
Alumni Leadership Program
for Seniors (ALPS), and an
active brother in his fraternity,
Alpha Sigma Phi.

A native of Richboro,
Pennsylvania, Yankovich
began swimming at the age of
six. In seventh grade he
became very involved in com-
petitive swimming.
Swimming for both the
Hamilton Aquatic Club and
the Tri-Hampton YMCA
teams, Yankovich qualified
and competed in the YMCA
Nationals, held in 'Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida.

Deciding at the last moment
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New basketball coach hired
(Continued from page 1)
where Coach Flynn had us pel them into playoffs next
last year," adds junior Brett year. "I hope that we will be
Foelber. successful and that he can be

For the two years Flynn the missing piece that this
coached at McDaniel the team team needs to get back to the
has improved immensely and Centennial Conference
they hope to keep that up with Playoffs," states Arrington.
Curley next year. Smith With two-month-old baby
states, "1 look forward to twins and his first head coach-
Kevin continuing the positive ing job, Curley will have his
momentum that Bob Flynn hands full on and off the court
developed. I am confident in the coming season. The
that Kevin will keep the pro- team and the entire McDaniel
gram moving in a positive
direction."

The team thinks that this
new coach will be able to pro-
vide the last big push to pro-

community look forward to
seeing what Curley will bring
Green Terror Men's
Basketball.
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Take a look
at the Terror

seniors!

Find all of your favorite
senior athletes on the fol-

lowing pages.

Hatton's ethics a plus for men's lacrosse
world. After a short time lacrosse is small, he believes den. Asked to name the
there, he realized that the part it's important to make as biggest difference with being
of his life he felt most passion- many connections as possible a head coach, he said, "l have
ate about had become 0 miss- in order to learn as much as to wear a Jot more hats now.
ing piece. In 2003, he decided possible. Although nobody .Ihere is so much more respon-
to move back to his home state can question his work ethic, sibility" He realizes he now
of New York and rekindle his everyone who knows Hatton must play the role of coach,
relationship with the game he will tell you that his ability to parent and friend, finding a
once cherished. communicate with others healthy mix of each, which is

Understanding that he is comes natural. one of the hardest things for a
"not the greatest X's and O's "Matt is a people person, coach to do, according to
coach ever," Hatton is grateful and truly loves meeting new Hatton.
for the things he has learned people," said Jamie Smith, the Hatton does his besr to help
and the people he has met as athletic director at McDaniel. his players excel both on and
an assistant under the skilled Despite everything Hatton off the field. The preparation
technicians he has coached has learned as an assistant, he that he puts his team through
with. knows his duties as head may at times seem demanding

pursue a career in the business Knowing that the world of coach carry a much larger bur- (sec "Hutton" 011 page 21)

New Leroy Merrit fitness center opens
EMILYSWEENEY of metal and really mo~ern.. abo~t the usefulness of new "more traditional weights" would be a positive change.

STAFF WRJTER Overall, people like this equipment. Currently, the have not yet been sent to the Thi h b
look. "Nice" ~as ~een used a equipment available for use school. acc~m s~~~:d. t~o f:e it ~~~
lot to describe It. In fact, are the cardia and some selec- Smith says that one of the P . ' .
Ashley Tuck '09 tried to avoid tortzed machines. For those reasons for the new fitness see~ed fal~ly e~pty. S~ if ~ny·
using the word too much in not fluent in gym-speak, the center was the need for more one IS cons.Jdermg g.etbng Into
her impression. She noted two cardia equipment are those space. Seibert, who is teaching a gym-going routine, over-

:i::~~~:cc~:~r ~c~s~~:ean~u~~i~ :~~he~fp!~C:l~.ikes, treadmills, ~a:s~Ofn!; =:;~t~r~r~:~ ;;~~e~w:~s~t~:a~:tr~~~
Green Terror design on the Jamie Smith, Director of that the increased space nng IOta shape.
machines. Athletics, says there are now

Michelle Alexander '09 almost three times as many
among her positive comments cardia machines as in the old
about the visual impression of weight room. The selectorized
the fitness center noted that it machines currently available
is "very bright." This feature in this center are pin-operated,
comes from the window-like meaning that you set weight
appearance of the entire front levels by putting a pin under
wall. One flaw in the visual the weight.
impression of Merritt Fitness Greg Wagner '07 eppreci-
Center (that admittedly will ates the "up to date equip-
be fixed later) was pointed out ment." He says the machines
by Nick Moschini '10: The now have higher weight lim-
stairs scuffed and splintered its. According to Wagner the
grey painted wood, amidst the old 'leg extensions had a limit
rest of the room's glass and of 220, whereas the new ones'
metal. is 290.
The good looks of the build- Tuck and Moschinl com-

ing being established, there men ted on the lack of free
are also positive comments weights. Smith says that these

RYAN BARRE
CONTRIBUTOR

This year's rejuvenated
McDaniel men's lacrosse pro-
gram has gained the attention
of the campus and community
as a result of the team's
biggest off-season change.

After Coach Jim Townsend
left to begin his second tenure
as head coach at Renssalaer
Polytechnic institute, the pro-
gram turned to a familiar face
in Matt Hatton to turn things
around. The emergence of
Hatton's head coaching career
comes after gaining expert-

You can finally go inside the
glass building. No, this is not a
reference to metaphoric glass
ceilings and elevators; the new
section of the gym, opened
Friday, April 20th, does have
an elevator, but it is not glass.
Nor is it working at the
moment. However, a section
of the Merritt Fitness Center
can now be accessed. Just give
the lady or gentleman at the
main desk your McDaniel ID
and follow the directions
which lead you past the
bleachers, to the door on the
right, through a room that, for
now, has no use, and through
a final right door into a piece
of the new fitness center.

Entering, you are facing the
back of the room, with a view
of the help desk and a sprawl
of new machines. And then
there is an open staircase up
treadmills. Entering it feels
like a spy training facility: lots

ence as an assistant coach at
Binghamton University in
upstate New York for a half a
season, as well as three years
as a graduate assistant under
Townsend at McDaniel.

Hatton has been around the
game of lacrosse ever since he
can remember and at the age
of 28, he is "thrilled to be
here." However, it wasn't
until nearly four years ago
that he saw a lacrosse coach-
log career as a possibility.

After graduating from
Hobart College in 2001,
Hatton moved to Boston to


